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June 19, 1973 

I 

t l-r ;; 

TO: Participants in Georgia Tech Innovation Project 

FRorl : Mel Kranzberg and Pat Kelly 

SUBJECT: Report on June 13 meeting 

Attendance 

We are happy to report on the great progress made in getting 
the Georgia ch Innovation Project formally under way at our 
meeting at the Georgia Tech campus on June 13. Several of our 
blue-ribbon consultants (Simon Kuznets, Everett Rogers, Nathan 
Rosenberg, Paul Strassmann) were present, along with a group from 
the NSF (Mary Ellen Mogee, David Roessner, Albert Bean, Eleanor 
Thomas, Andrew Pettifor) and representatives of related projects 
(Charles Douds of Northwestern; Edward Woods of Stanford Research 
InstItute). 

Industry Advisory Panel 

Unfortunately, because of the short notice, none of our 
Industry Advisory Panel could attend. HovTever, they are eager to be 
informed of the progress on our project and they pro~ise to look 
over our shoulder and give us helpful guidance as the need arises. 
Since the names of our Industry Advisory Panel do not appear in the 
proposal self, we list them here for your infornation: 

Dr. Herman Bieber (Senior Research Associate,' Esso Research and 
Engineering Co.) 

Dr. H. Cutler (Director of Corporate search, Hhirlpool Corp.) 
Dr. EdvTard David (former Science Advisor to the President of the 

Unit States) 
Dr. Jacob E. Goldman (Senior Vice President, search and Develop

ment, Xerox Corp.) 
Dr. HIl1iam E. Hanford (Vice-President, Research and Development, 

Chemicals, Olin Corp.) . 
Dr. Walter R. Hibbard (Vice-Presid~nt, Technical Services, Owe~s

CorningFlbreglas Corp.) 
Dr. Roland W. Schmitt (Research and Development Manager, Physical 

Science and Engineering, General ctric Co.) 
Dr. Julian D. Tebo (retired Director of Technical Information 

Services, Bell Telephone Laboratories) 
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Project Stages 

A large project involving many complex operations requires 
careful organizational planning. This is partIcularly the case 
with our very short deadline which necessitates that many tasks 
must be carried on at the same time--and yet dovetail together 
into a finished product. Drs. Norman Baker and Fred Tarpley, 
thus applied PERT technique to the operation of this scholarly 
project. The results of their efforts are a flow chart (enclosure 1) 
which carefully delineates the steps in Phase I of the project" 
highlights the major areas of concern, and indicates the target 
dates for each part of the complex whole. 

Will the PERT system work as well in a scholarly enterprise 
as it did, say, for Admiral Raborn in the development of the Polaris 
missile system? For the answer to that question, tune in next 
January for the windup session of the project, to be held in 
Washington, D. C. 

Stage I: Literature Analysis 

Our Innovation Project consists of two phases or stages: 
analysis and assessment. The first of these, has two components: 
(1) the classification and coding of a large body of the most 
recent literature on the innovation process, and (2) in-depth 
abstracting of the most significant subsets of this literature. 
Both of these processes are already under way and, indeed, test 
runs have indicated the viability of the computer program that has 
been developed. 

Dr. Frederick A. Rossini, in collaboration with Tarpley and our 
computer systems analyst, Taylor Little, set up a coding system ar.d 
computer program for the storage and retrieval (in many different 
combinations) of the information regarding the literature itens. 
Dr. Morris Mitzner worked out a set of definitions for the coding 
of the information, and as guidance for those classifying the 
literature; Miss Francis Kaiser, technical research librarian, 
has spearheaded a literature search to seel( out abstracts and 
journals which cqntain materials relevant to the innovation process. 
A number of graduate students and advanced undergraduates are 
already at work on this stage of the project. 

At the June 13 meeting, the coding sheet (enclosure 2) 
underwent lengthy discussion. It was recognized that the information 
could be classified in different ways and there was general agree
ment that our approach was comprehensive enough to include all the 
significant variables. There was some dissatisfaction with the 
accuracy of the term nUnits of Analysis tf to describe items 39-50; 
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to meet this criticism, the term \,las changed to "Process Contexts". 
It was also decided to add two items to the computer program, one 
identifying the coder, and the other for the coder to give a first
evaluation of the significance of the literature item being coded. 

At the suggestion of Dr. Kuznets, the definition of the first 
Process Phase (to be used in conjunction ~lith the coding sheet, 
see enclosure 3) was changed to take explicit cognizance of the 
role of scientific discovery in stimulating Problem Definition and 
Idea Generation. 

For the Descriptors of the Field of Technology (items 62-63) 
of the coding sheet, it was agreed that the U. S. Government Standard 
Industrial Classification should be employed. 

Although some 4,000 pieces of literature ·will eventually find 
their way into computer storage through the literature search and 
classification operation, there is still the problem of determinir.g 
the most significant of these for in-depth abstracting. To that 
end, a complementary tree-lng approach is being employed to assure 
completeness. The consultants and the Georgja Tech team have each 
furnished lists of what they consider the most important published 
works. These and the references they cite wiLl be coded into the 
system. We plan to develop three generations of this treeing 
approach. Further checks will be made by means of citation counts 
of items occurring in the tree. It is estimated that some 400 
pieces of literature will be selected for in-depth abstracting 
through the combination of our major classification effort and this 
complementary treeing approach. 

Finally, it should be noted that the coding system and computer 
program to be employed in this project will be compatible with those 
being employed elsewhere (e.g., Northwestern University). Hence 
the data accumulated in the course of the Georgia Tech Innovation 
Project will be available to other interested researchers throughout 
the country either directly by telephone tie-ins between the Georgia 
Tech cOMputer and outside computers, or by materials that we can 
supply by mail. 

Stage II: Literature Assessment 

Concomitantly with the analytic stage--the coding and abstracting 
described above--will be the assessment stage of the Project, which 
deals with the quality of our understanding of the innovation process 
at both the empirical and theciretical level. And, just as the 
analytic, dftta-gathering stage consists of two components, so does 
the assessment stage. One component is the st~te-of-the-art 
assessment of the literature to be carried on by the Georgia Tech 
project group; the other component consists of more narrowly-
focused papers to be written by the outside consultants, compl~menting 
the general state-of-the-art assessment. 
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In order to provide a logical structure--and an equitable 
and feasible division of labor--the paper of the Georgia Tech 
Project Group will be broken down into five parts correspondl~g to 
the Process Phases of the Innovation process itself: (1) Problem 
definition and idea generation, (2) Invention, (3) R&D, (4) Innova
tion, and (5) Diffusion. The Georgia Tech Project Group has divided 
itself into five teams, each of which will be responsible for the 
assessment of the literature in one of the five Process Phases. 
Three members are assigned to each team, the assignments being made 
on the basis of special expertise and particular interest; every 
member serves on at least two teams, in order to provide the necessary 
feedba~k of knowledge among the Process Phases (and, not so inciden
tally, correspond with the linkages within the innovation process 
itself). 

While the Georgia Tech Project Group works on the general 
assessment paper (the first draft of which is scheduled for comple
tion at the beginning of September), the consultants will be working 
on their more specialized papers (scheduled for completion by 
November 1). Considerable time was spent at the June 13 meeting in 
delineating the scope and thrust of the consultants' papers; this 
effort was directed at taking advantage of the special expertise 
of the outside consultants and to make certain that the different 
Process Phases and methodological approaches to the innovation 
process would be fully covered. 

Although not all the consultants could be present at the meeting, 
several of them had sent in abstracts of their proposed papers or, 
had discussed their papers by telephone with the principal investi
gators. The list given below is not final; indeed, we are still ih 
the process of clarifying and more closely dividing some of the 
topics to be treated by the consultants. Nevertheless, the list is 
sufficiently complete and detailed to indicate how the consultants' 
papers will fit into the overall structure of the Project and 
contribute to its success. 

Thomas Parke Hughes, in his paper entitled, "Technological 
Innovation: Reverse Salients, Expanding Fronts, Critical Problems, 
and Patterns of Patents,'! will focus on individual innovators, 
such as Elmer Sperry and Thomas A. Edison, whon he labels "inventor
entrepreneurs." -The concepts which he introduces are designed to 
illuminate the ways in which many major inventors identified critical. 
problems and how they went about solving them. This paper will 
therefore be directed primarily at the first two Process Phases 
(Problem definition and idea generation, and Invention), but 
because the subjects of Dr. Hughes' discussion of the literature 
are entrepreneurs as well as inventors, it will show the all
important linkages among all the phases of the innovative process. 
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Edwin Mansfield will focus on the economic literature which 
treats the innovation process at both the firm and industry levels. 
At the firm level, it will deal with innovation in terms of the 
organization of firms, the relationship of narketing to R&D, the 
organization and decision-making procedures within R&D, and how 
these are integrated. At the industry level, it will deal with 
market structure and its effects on innovation. In brief, Dr. 
Mansfield will investigate the micro-level of innovation within the 
individual firm and the meso-level of innovation ~ithin an industry. 
In order to avoid superficiality, he will not concern himself with 
the macro-level of the economy as a whole or with treating the 
role of education, government, and the like in the innovative 
process. 

Richard S. Rosenbloom has chosen as his topic the influence 
of corporate strategy on R&D in innovation. To that end, he \'1ill 
look closely into two bodies of literature. First is the literature 
in the field of corporate strategy (e.g., Kenneth Andre~Ts, The 
Conceot of Strategy; Bruce Scott, "The Industrial State: Ora:-
Myths and New Realities,H in the April 1973 issue of the Harvard 
Business Review). The second body of literature he will investigate 
is the large number of empirical studies on innovation in the private 
sector (exemplified by the flarquis and Myers v.olume). A comparison 
will be made between the theoretical studies of corporate strategy 
and the empirical studies of innovation. 

Nathan Rosenberg will write on "Innovation and the Resource 
Environment .. ff Viewing innovation as an adaptive process relating 
to various needs and endo~Hnents, he will reVie\i the Ii terature 
showing how factors of production, natural resources (including 
energy, materials, etc.), and the like--what Dr. Kuznets termed 
"the explanatory variablestT-link up to the innovative process. SOr.le 
attention will be paid to the policy impact and implications of the 
innovation-resource environment interface, and how these are involved 
in the various phases of the innovation process. 

Everett M. Rogers has chosen as his topic "Diffusion of Innova
tions Perspectives on National R&D Assessment. rr Using as his 
starting point his 1971 book (which has already become a classic 
in the field, r.J:K) , Dr. Rogers will present a short surnmary and 
synthesis of the main elements in the diffusion of innovations~ 
including updating the diffusion literature since the completion of 
his book manuscript. He will then analyze the assumptions/biases 
in the body of diffusion research literature, indicating how these 
might be overcome in future research. His paper will conclude by 
showing the intellectual connection of the diffusion approach with 
related fields, such as the economics of technological change, 
inventive behavior, research utilization, and the transfer of 
technology. 
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James R. Bright was unable to attend the meeting or send in 
a preliminary abstract. However, from previous cownunications and 
messages from the other consultants, it is known that he intends 
to focus his paper on those elements of the innovation process which 
are at the "heart ft of technological foreca.sting, \,:hich is his prir.:e 
field of specialization. A more detailed statement regarding Dr. 
Bright's contribution to the project will be forthcoming shortly. 

Albert H. Rubenstein has enlisted Charles Douds as his collabora~or 
on a paper, IIReview and Assessment of the Methodology Used to Study 
the Behavioral Aspects of the Innovation Process.'f Pointing to the 
wide range of methodologies employed in studying the innovation 
process (largely because of the diversity of specialists who have 
studied this problem from the standpoints of their specialized 
fields) and the wide variety of techniques which have been used in 
this connection, Drs. Rubenstein and Douds intend to explore the 
possible effects of the methodologies used in the characteristics 
of the results (such as credibility, communicability, reliability, 
validity, quantifiability, and generalizability). By analyzing a 
sample of empirical studies of the innovation process, they hope 
to come forth with a rough guide to the range of possible methodological 

·approaches, some judgments on their cost/benefit aspects in terms 
of information yield and possible pitfalls, and some recorr~endations 
for increaSing the credibility factor in future studies of the 
innovation process. 

w. Paul Strassmann will write on what might be termed the 
"intangibles" of the innovative process. POinting out that the 
present body of literature is biased, or skewed, because it deals 
almost entirely with successful innovatj.on, he claims that we can 
learn much about the innovation process by studying failures 
and, perhaps even more important, why there has been a lack of 
innovation in certain fields. Dr. Strassmann further pointed out 
the paucity of literature dealing vTith innovation in the public 
sector (e.g., housing) and in the service trades; most of the extant 
literature deals with product innovation in the private sector. 
Utilizing his special knowledge in the field of construction--an 
industry where there has been a lack of innovation, where public 
policy has had a large irepact, and where change might be less 
dependent upon p~oduct innovation--Dr. Strassmann will employ an 
approach \\Thich might be described as "reversing the field": he vTill 
attempt to add to our knowledge and understanding of the innovation 
process by assessing the "non-literature U in the field, or, more 
precisely, the literature gaps. 

Simon Kuznets, as befits a pioneer in the study of economic 
growth, had somewhat broader concerns than our other consultants. 
Instead of writing a specialized paper dealing with selected 
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aspects of the literature on the innovation process, he will write 
a paper--the concluding one--which will deal with matters of wider 
scope. He will focus on innovation as a source of economic growth 
and its consequences.. His paper \<lill thus provide a tr~'lrapUpn 
to the assessment papers of the Georgia Tech Project Group and 
the consultants, and will also serve as an introduction to the 
more far-reaching aspects of the other elements of the NSF National 
R&D Assessment Program. If the principal investigators might be 
forgiven for speaking in epistemological terms, we can place 
Dr. Kuznets's paper in the perspective of the entire project as 
follows: the coding process and computer programming \·,ill generate 
data about the literature on the innovation process; the abstracting 
will give us information; the assessment papers will provide know
ledge; and Dr~ Kuznets will contribute wisdom. 

Dissemination 

In addition to the dissemination of results mentioned in the 
original proposal (report to NSF, publication in 'Technology and 
Culture as a special theme issue), we plan on diffusing the informa
tion generated in the course of this project in other ways. A series 

. of Georgia Tech Innovation Project technical ~eports will be issued 
for the information of the NSF, the consultants, the Industry 
Advisory Panel, and any other interested individuals and institutions. 
The first technical repor~ to be prepared by Taylor Little and Jay Nor
man, is a description of the computer program and coding process 
developed for the project. This report will be of interest to 
information specialists and also to scholarly researchers in i~nova
tion studies, for it will indicate how other research centers can 
rtplug inton our data bank to assist them in their own work. 

In addition, tentative arrangements have been made for a 
presentation of the results of the Georgia Tech Innovation Project 
in the context of a full-day syreposium on the innovation process 
at the 1974 annual meeting of the Anerican Association for the 
Advancement of Science. This symposium will be sponsored by 
Section P (Industrial Science), M (Engineering), and L (History 
and Philosophy of Science) of the AAAS. 

Reactions and Responses 

We would appreciate feedback on any item mentioned in this 
memorandum, or on any aspect of this Project. Cow~unication, 
by etymological definition, is at least a two-way street; we want 
to keep all th~ participants informed of what the Project is 
doing and where we are going, but we also need your comments and 
reactions. Do not hesitate to write or phone Mel Kranzberg or 
Pat Kelly--same address (Department of Social Sciences, Georgia 
Tech, Atlanta, 30332) and same phone (404-894-3195). 
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Office of National R&D A3sessment 
National Science Fou~dation 
1325 K Street~ Room 700 
Washington> D~ c. 

Dear Hary: 

This letter is intended as a sUInmary report 0[' 0'-11"' ~'iork on t.he 
project during July. Topics deserving mention are: 

l~ Overview of work 
2. Meeting with Richard Rosenbloom 
3. AAAS Program 
4.' First draft outlines of our working papers 

. In line with our understanding, I will keep the remarks on each 
topic brief and to the point. 

1. Overvievl 

In addition to the anticipated down-time associated with ~oving 
the computer to its new facilities, we have lost 20re than two weeks 
because of a big., hard-to-diagnose "crash" (the cOT;Juterts exec-uti'Ie 
or possessor finally had to be replaced). The main effect on us ~as 
a large backlog of data which has cost us some graduate student ti=e 
to catch up_ We have now caught up but have had to go w~y over the 
graduate student budget to do so. This we are absorbing through 
state released funds. 

We have done extensive cross-checks of the f2culty and graduate 
coding three times, and nOT,.., feel that the cornmuni ty of agreem.ent on 
defini tions and conventions is high. On a related !Latter> I a . ..l"':l.. ~()-,.i 
'convinced that the earlier skepticism about the ultimate v~lue of ~he 
data bank in writing the assess~ent papers was ill-founded. ~ot 2~ly 
is it going to give us ready ace es s to il3.riou.s eu:::s of' the :i ~2:,~~_:~_:r2 
(which we viewed as the main benefit), but it should also prov~de 
us ~'Tith some "research emphasis profiles H ",,;hieh should be qui:;e 
helpful and difficult to get any other way. 

Richard Rosenbloom made an important observation th~t we are 
going to try to follo~l up on. He feels that there is a fourth 
assessment question that should be raised, namely, 11 HO'\'1 can 1';8 CO:::e 

to know what we don't know?". The focus here is on the assesscent of 
the various methodologies in terms of which the process or te~~~ol~gic21 
innovation is investigated. Our own work thus far has reinfor~ed ~~is 
point c'oncerning the adequacy of our research tools. As a result, ~''';~ 
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I. Introducti~n 

The first thL~g to rew~~cer ~hen n3rro~:y fQCU 

call applica tion (innova tion) is that it is t:-:e .four:t~ ;::::":')C~3S :;::~ase ~~ 

performed in a f~~ctional, 

(innovation) cOJunercial application to exist,. 

is in raali ty a continuum and the s t.sges ;:} re :nerely l~cr1ch n13 rks a locg 

this continuum, the ta3ks relevant to this stCJge arf~ C:.i pr'Ddl.lct, and are 

influenced by, the variables affecting the othe!" three ous processes, 

especially the R&D process. literat~re stresses the co~~ection 

bet~een R&D and ir ... T1ova tion and in most cases muddles -8CY dis-

tinction between the t?,-/o. aria of the cha which r.:l.lst ~dcJ~CS3ed 

in this essay is to treat meanL~gfuIly strong lir:kage Tvihich exis ts 

bet7~een 'What 'We have designated .Pl;:D activitie~J, "'Ahile sti dddressing 

particular problems of :L"1noYdtion dnd cor;::r:ercidl 2pplic8tion .. 

II. Market Forces--A ~arket Orientatic~ 

There Seei,!3 to be s:)r~2 cont.:-ove:-sy c 

h3S a demand or supply o~ient3~ion. 

the scien tific kna;~ exists, or do rY.:et forces 

and/or lo~er cost production, thus encour~ ~~he fi .. 1.~ t.O 2egin -the 

~-ibole innovative process ,Jna especially the d8Cisio~co ~-:OV2 ji2-:-r! 

cor:u71ercia 1 tion? The C0:1CenSU3 see:-::s t:> l.1 t~l.:J-t t!:2.~e is st::-O!"'.g 

market 

tiO:1 comes f~om the exis tenC-2 of expa:1di.."1g r:1drketsj tt:e n~ed to inCr8:lS-? 



produc Gion to ::13 in tain or expand wEI rke t 3:1<3 res -' f-he !~~ed ~JfJ 

o~' potenti31 profitable operations, etc. tio:la LiT} .; 

to b~ exerted ~~cause of risi~g casta ~~ 

c8:"t3.i:l inputs .. 

~e call 2pplicaticn or innovation is held 

:-Jritin6 i.:1 this field and, 1 . .11 p3rt, is si~ply a re~T~lt :)i..~ ;",:;e {J.te~al 

decision rules of the fi:r7:1 " ... hen it rr:a kes a dec: ision t.o r.;07e f!"C':':l :)~w to 

corr:.mercial application. Indeed, many of the 'rlri ters .in t.:-:e ~ield, such 

as Sch::iookler, posit that the de:::a:td orien~~Jtion. gG~:; ;:J.ll ~Jh~ -,.l3Y c!)ck 

to idea ge~eration and proble~ definitio~ and applies to the ~~ole process, 

not just the ap;Jlication phase.. Utterc3ch in his revi":!:-l of 4Jhe terature 

comments .La th2r forcefully on this de:7laY'~d orie:lta tio:1_ 

The strong rna 

by several COr.1:T:e:ltators for ip .... lovation :'0 be oitei:'! a pc-O:233 ()f ::1')cifiC:2-

tendency is to~ard modification of 

nique aJ o?po~ed to ne~ orod~~tion proces 

p:::'8cilectio:1 for o;.:'posed :'::1. ~;r::!y 

~.rJ"" ~ ... j/o"'" ..., ~...... J •. -> size 0: 

this probler1 i:1 a 

ini/e:::; t.Lo::s .. e 

t,~d 1.:; ~ J :.2.:1 



R?,:D Deeded by today r s technolog:r--and, of nore p,; :-:ic:ll,J {' ~::por":a!1ce ~,o 

application phase, that 13rge firms n8ve t~e reSQUrC83 rihich ~lla~ 

3.5 t~8Y have a ,,.~if' ... '::ing percen 

of theoretical a:ld empiri-:al s tudigs :,hich 

of concentration L."1 an indu.stry tend to the ~ar~et pres3ures ~hich 

to a defense rnechanisT:l. to protect established :1or::ogoly::r:: 

positions rather than pro~Tiding a c 

processes,. products" or tech..."1iques. 

Variations on this 3r~~~ent ta place on severa1 le";els,. but for"' 

the presentation of this study I think chroniclLlg thiG a~guT.ent at three 

sep3rate levels will be su t is that an oligo~olis-

tic industry tends to be less i~~ovative thar. an indust~j org~~ized L~ a 

more competitive manner. L~e second is an intra-1.n:.J'J5 .3 rgu!:!ent 

"Hhich states that small fiIT.'ls tend to i:1troo'.lce more th2n t~eir propor-

tional share of iIh~ovation. Tne third level stresJes t~2 i~portance of 

the individual inventor or the small ticn~ inclt:d eu t not 

lL~ited to the small, high-technology-c3sed s r IlT::1 i:l electronics, 

ters, etc. 

The argument about industry structure and firm size s several 

iterations. One level the a is ca:r~ied 0::1. 

amount of money spent on R&D and iIh~ovation; a t another vel 

with the prcd~ctiveness of expenditures; at aL'1ird 187el it c8als 

~di th an enUinera tion and ana Iys is of impor ta!1t ir..novatio:1s. 

Connected to the above discussion of ~;~ark8~, orienta 

s title ture, and finn size is the concept of t.ime.. Tn :r~(1!1.T the cO:1cept 



of t:L;'!e is so mingled ~ith the argu:1ent.J concerning ;;ena::d ,J1:·L;:::t..a;.. .. ion,. 

of discussion in the teratu~e concerning the ~i:-:.e 

our process to the 0 t11 er--a pa rticu 1a :-lJ 

3::1d the lag be t'".1een :E:D 3:1d appl~ca t,:"o:-:. 

tied up to L~e arguwent • n· concemu;.g llrm si.ze, 

longer tL~e period to move from P~D to ap?U.cation than 80 s~alle~ fi~s. 

The argtL"T:.ent is made tha t the time lags are gre:J ter- in >':3 ':ure or oligopo-

listically orgar..ized indust:-ies as opposed to :'"lo':-e r:~::-.J:ec 

industries. 

III. In terr:a 1 Pl'ocesses of the l:' ::,rm 

There is a frihole oL'1er set of literature 'H~ich T en j'Jst ':;eg:'r .. J",'!2ng 

to be involved -..Ji th and '¥fhich I feel I sh311 need he~~p £'rc~ ~';O::-::1 :::2~e!" 

the application stage. Nany of the ar~.\rnents lrl tha::::-e:l J!"8 ;~~,r:?ly 

rec3sting of the ilmarket forces arguments lt o:J.tlinec ::;co-:e, .snd t:-:e 

l.i tera ture often qui -:;eonle 

tions tenj to ~9 i~ ~J~ 

t::8r:t science as opposed to 8CODo;nics.. For exar:r?l~ ~ ;.:.:-rc C :J:1C2;J:. 0:' t.~e 

in terr..a 1 organiza cion of the fi r:n mus t in pa rt ce !·e:la t.ed to ~i,r::l si'3e. 

s~311er fir-ms t • The distance bet-;.;een the v3riot!s Cunc:'i2:1S r~:-fo:-::ed 



'r-3Y the company _ is organized and t.i-Ie n:acessa;:y le~lel::i 0;;: r; 

a great. deal of discussio:l of '/arious fotT.1s .1Yld tjr;:es ,):' ,lr:a;:;9~eat 

orGanization and stra:'egies. ?o!" eX3r.1ple, .....,-r"t~'t)n 
~.I' _ .;.I • ..,c ..... _ 

be organized 0:1. a project basi3, flL'1ctional oas1.s, O~ '.:'":":3 ~.:rb~id basis 

su.ch as matrix? 

There is also a large literature dealing ~ith pre3c~i?~iv~ ~odeLs 

for :71ah."ing various types of -j~cisions. ~':-uch of ~hi3 i.sii,rer::ted at ;.that 

'He have labeled the ?2.:D ph3se, cut by ex"e:-13Lon these desc::-ipti"Je 80dels 

apply to T,-Ihat "',.,e have labeled as the ip .. ,no-vation phase. These deal ·,-lith 

balancing risks and potential pay-off ~ith G~e timing di=ension of alter-

n.ative Lrr:l0vations, with the scheduling and C03 of v3ricus projects, 

etc .. As I mentio::.ed above, I shall probably ha·,e to lean very heavily. 

on Norm Baker in this particular area" 

IV. Govern~ental 

The polisy, progr3Li1S, and expenditures mechanis17t of tr.e ?ede::-al 

goverTU7len t have a definite i-::fluence o~ Llons 58 of 

ip-l.'107a tive process.. Ll some cases this i::lfluence is :Ji:8Ct and 

traced, and other cases i~ is more Lldir:ect and very subtle. For 

example, goverTh-nent tax policy on loss carry:>vers, 5tack optior..s for s:.tall 

businesses -' the trea t-::.1ent of e~r:penses 01'" tc "' 

have a very defini te effec t on the innova ti 'Ie process 1:::1 ge:le:r81 arld ~:le 

.3pplica tions phase in particula r. 

Govelll...;71ent p3 rticipa tio:1 in deve 18pir;g SO~lrces 

S 3:.J,linistra tioi'l progr::ET!S ~n.3y t~; ext:,e~~ly l:-:-:D01"-



in'/en tors and sma 11 org3niz3 tions . Gcr/e !"n.-r.en t con trJ C :L""1~-~:1d ;';C:l ::3C:' 

s~e agency of the Federal g07e:r:.ent. 

can and ~ill influence at 

participation and joint venture patent polling, s~aring of ~e5e3rc~ results~ 

etc. 

Addi tionally, Federa 1 a:1d SUI te gOver~:.r::en t support 0:: '.lDiv3l""si ties J' 

other research org3.nizations, and gover:n .. -r:en~ research prograr:1s ;.;ill have a 

very definite influence on the ~hole Lll~ov3tiveprOCeS5, i~cluding the 

application s Several 8l! thors h8ve s t-:es sed t.ha ~a~ce of in ter-

action between the academic and industri81 co~~unitieG 

the iI'h"1ova ti ve process ... 

V. He thodology 

Methodology in this area is of three basic t::lpe:s. :-8 :~s a 13 rge 

body of theoretical ~o~k 

ma rke t s tr..!cture 3nd h~T"; an 

i!L~ovation. Secondly, the:r-8 is a large body of 1i te~atu:-e-, b:lsically 

~~hich tests vario'Js hypot1:1eses co."1cenl:1g: fir7.1 ~:i:;e ~n:d ir:dust::-y 

s t::uc ture. Third, th e re i3 3 body of l:~il3 

literature which deals 'Wi.th int2rn31 tiG::1. of' 

t.~is oq:;3nizat,io~ ef£'ectU:1te3 its g011s. 
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Synop This interdiscip y sy~po ~ill have the 
general purpose of investigating our current understanding 
of the process of technological innovation. By tech
nological innovation is meant the full ran of activities 
f~om idea generation through invention> development, 
application, and diffusion of new techni ces, pro-
cesses, and products. The symposilill will eus on indica-
ting the present state-of-t -art of vatioD stu~ies> 
on both the e2~irical 2nd theoretic s> sho~ing 
\';here gaps exist in our knoVfledge, and suggesting means for 
improving our ~~ders~anding. S lars fro~ ~~ny f rent 
fields 11 be involved; econo~ics) industrial managehlent, 
industrial engineering, R&D management~ histo of tech
nology, ph~losophy of science, sociology~ s ence policy. 

Speakers: rrhe plans call for three ::::.peakers at each ses sion, 
allo'.'ling 30 Elj_nute s for each pre sentat ion 2.l--:d 15 T2inut es fo:;::-> 
discussion after each p er. So~e of the sp rs wi out
line the results of the innovation assessment project 
carried on at Georgia Tech under a grant fro::1 the :Jational 
Science Founda on. Other speak rs will 
have recent 
process" 

been deve!oping Dodels of ~he in~ova~ive 

I·lorning: 

Afternoon: 

Chair8an - lvin Kranzberg 
FrederIck A. Rossini~ liThe Act of I!1ventionB 
Norman R. Baker~ uR & D" 
r·lichael r'lich2.elis~ HBarriers <l!1d Incenti \'es to 

Innovation" 

Chai~~an - Patrick Kelly 
Pre ck f. ... ~larpley, Ii COlT ... -:1ercial ,:"pp ca~lon!l 
r/~ 0 r r 1 s UIl t z n e r ~ 11 D if f us ion • , 
Aaron Gellman, itA Nodel for Innova.tion" 



Audience: The material to be presented ~h~uld ha'l~ ~ide 
interdisciplinary interest both among re~e~r~~ 3~h~l~rs 
concerned with technological innovation and ~~pr23enta-
tlves .from business, industry, and the fe-ier~l '/er:"!..."::1ent. 
The topic has special re vance to futtlre re32arcne.::'3 and 
policymakers in both the public and private spheres, a:td 
it 1s also meaningful to historians and philoso~her5 of 
science and technology. 



DEPARTMENT OF 
SOCIAL SCIENCES 

Hs. Mary lVlogee 

GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 

ATLANTA. GEORGIA 30332 

Office of National R&D Assessment 
National Science Foundation 
1325 K Street, Room 700 
Washington, D.C. 20550 

Dear Mary: 

This is a progress report on our project for the month of Oc
tober. All of the first draft papers are now finished except Tarpley's. 
I indicated in an earlier report that Tarpley was having some concep
tualization difficulties with his process,phase. After discussions 
with the other group members, I had a long'session with Tarpley in which 
I tried to provide a sharper focus on several dimensions of this task, 
and also suggested that certain elements in his outline had already 
been covered by Baker. I suggested that he simply rework BakerTs 
material into his paper in these cases since Baker's paper was far too 
long anyway. 

I think these moves helped sowewhat,though in the course of this 
session it became clear to me that TarpleyTs basic problem was that he 
had somehow gotten himself paralized by the task ~t hand. I am convinced 
that this is not because he lacks the ability or background. Rather, I 
think he has just become overavled by his immediate audience (Kuznets, 
Mansfield, Rosenberg, Rosenbloom),i.e., a younger economist having his 
work examined by superstars in the field. He has just worked himself 
into the ground trying to turn a first draft into a highly polished 
version, and a masterpiece at that time. Thus he has spent 2-1/2 
polishing and repolishin~ his work instead of getting a draft finished. 

Not finding a gentle approach that would accomplish the necessary 
result, I simply sketched the inevitabilities of our situation as well 
as his. This involved imposing a November 30 deadline for a co~pleted 
first draft, with the clear understanding that if it is not finished 
at that point, the rest of the group \'Iill either take it over and \'rrite 
it or decide on sone other course of action in consultation ~ith your 
office. I do not know yet how this hard line will fare, but we will 
take whatever action is. necessary to meet our commitments. 

Even with this "all too human" difficulty ''Ie are still convinced 
that with the necessary efforts during the next two months we can get 



Ms. Mary ~oGee 
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back on schedule, and not have to request an extension. The funds are 
also adequate for the work to be done. 

There are no other major difficulties except the emotional one 
of reminding ourselves that the first drafts of the rest of the group 
are just that -- first drafts. They are not finished products and 
all suffer from the same difficulties; overlaps, occasional incautious 
generalizations, and above all they are heavy on description, light on 
assessment. You and your office can provide a valuable service to us 
in pointing "these and other such weaknesses out; but I trust you will 
also keep in mind that they are first drafts and not let these weak
nesses lead you to negative pre-judgments about the quality of our final 
output. We have more on the line than you and will not disappoint our
selves -- or you. 

Be of good cheer. 

Patrick Kelly, Head 
Department of Social Sciences 
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DEPARTMENT OF 
SOCIAL SCIENCES 

GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 

ATLANTA. GEORGIA 30332 

Ms. Mary Ellen Mo e 
Office of National R&D Assessment 
National Science Foundation 
Room 700 - 1325 K street NW 
vlashington, D. C. 

Dear Mary: 

This constitutes a report for the month of Dec er on the 
Georgia Te innovation project. Since you and Al Bean spent the 
day with our group on December 10, you are familiar with our pro
gress to that point, most of which has also been recapped in the 
mid-project report. 

Upon receiving your favorable reaction to our revised out , 
we got started on the rewrite. Mel is doing the overview or intro
ductory chapter, tentatively entitled the Ecology of Innovation 
Fred Rossini and Fred Tarpley are co-authors of Chapter 2. The 
Societal Context of Innovation which treats in one place all the 
exeogenous variables that viere scattered thr:oughQut the working 
-papers. 

• 
Norm Baker and I '-Jill be writing Chapter 3. The Organiza

tional and Individual Contexts, Chapter 4, The Utilization Context, 
which includes the transfor from R&D and diffusion is being pre
pared by Fred Tarpley and Morris Mitzner, with some help from Norm 
Baker on the former topic. 

Mel was able to corifer with Nate Rosenberg while at the 
Society for the Hi ory of Technology meet in San Francisco 
the ~leek after Christmas. He has promised to have comments on 
our first drafts ready as soon as possible. 

That's all I really have to report now. 

Xc: Jerry rJIcPherson, ORA V 

Sincerely, 

Patrick Kelly, Head 
Department of Social Sciences 



GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 

ATLANTA. GEORGIA 30332 
OEPARTM ENT OF 

SOCIAL SCIENCES 

Ms. Mary Ellen Mogee 
Office of National R&D Assessment 
National Science Foundation 
Room 700 - 1325 K Street NW 
vlashington, D. c. 

Dear J:Jlary: 

I wish to report the activities and developments on our 
innovation project for the month of January, 1974. The most 
important item to be reported is that Morris Mitzner is in 
the hospital with a pinched nerve in his neck. He is under
going traction therapy at this point (he has been in about 10 
days) and the prognosis is unknovm. For the time being I have 
taken over the work on the diffusion section of Chapter IV, and 
am trying to develop a structure that "tlfill at least alloitl for 
treatment of the range of variables involved. 

Work on the other chapters is coming along rather well, 
though slower than we had anticipated. It is now clear that 
at least a large portion of Chapter I will have to await comple
tion of work on the other chapters, since it is going to have 
to anticipate them. Baker is developing some very interesting 
stuff on the influence of organizational structure on innovation, 
especially as concerns the distinction between incremental and 
discontinuous or breakthrough innovations. I think this is 
going to be a very important contribution. 

It now may well turn out that we are going to have to re
quest an extension (with no additional funds) if Morris' physical 
problems persist much longer. We certainly will have to if his 
condition requires surgery. I will keep you posted, and if such a 
request becomes necessary I will make it well ahead of the dead
line. 

xc: Jerry ]\1cPherson, ORA ,/ 

Sincerely, 

Patrick Kelly, Head 
Department of Social Sciences 



GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 

ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30332 
DEPARTMENT OF 

SOCIAL SCIENCES 

Ms. Mary Ellen Mogee 

l'-1arch 1, 1974 

Office of National R&D Assessment 
National Science Foundation 
Room 700 
1325 K Street N\v 
\vashington.) D. c. 

Dear r-rary: 

This is a project progress report for the month of February. 
You have of course received my letter requesting the go day ex
tension on our project and the permission to shift $5,000 from 
the "Other Direct Costs" category to personal services. You also 
have a much better idea of how things are going on the project, 
since you were with us for the full day's presentation at the 
AAAS. We were fairly pleased with the session. 

I don't remember if I told you while in San Francisco, but 
Morris Mitzner has now been home from the hospital for about a 
week. He seems to be making a satisfactory recovery, though 
I expect it to be April 1 before he is able to return to work. I 
will be happy to have him back on the project, so I can let him 
have the diffusion section back. 

Fred Rossini has learned that there is a group at NASA-Ames 
that has been working on the diffusion ~ocess for some time. .He 
went down and talked to them while on the \'Test coast.) and they are 
going to send along some materials. vIe found perhaps more int(~"r:'est 
in diffusion than any of the other phases. I ended up having long, 
and very fruitful, conversations with representatives from several 
groups that are active in the area. 

We will get the mat-erial from our data bank along to Len as 
soon as possible. I also hope to be sending you drafts of chap
ters i - 4 within a couple of weeks. 

That is all for this report. 

Xc: Jerry McPherson, ORA ./ 

Sincerely, 

Patrick Kelly, Head 
Department of Social Sciences 
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DEPARTMENT OF 
SOCIAL. SCIENCES 

Ms. Mary Ellen Mogee 

ATLANTA. GEORGIA 30332 

Office of National R&D Assessment 
National Science Foundation 
Room 700 
1325 K Street NW 
Washington, D.C. 20550 

Dear Mary: 

April 2, 1974 

This is to report project activities for the month of h. 

We have now received the commissioned papers from all of our 
consultants except Rubenste and Rosenbloom. Rubenstein has sent 
us the first half of his paper and the rest should be shed 
shortly. Rosenbloom called last week to say that his paper was now 
finished and is being typed, and that we should receive it in a week 
to ten days. 

We have received a number of requests for copies of the papers 
which we presented at the AAAS. I am enclos one such request 
which we found particularly interesting. There seems to be quite a 
substantial interest developing in the results of our project. This 
reflects well on the RDA office in selecting a timely topic,~and 
on Mel Kranzberg's reputation in the scholarly cOThuunity. 

An additional spinoff from this project should be noted. Dr. 
Robert Whelan and I have had a paper accepted for presentation at 
the May, 1974 meeting of the American Society for Public Administra
tion. This paper ttpatterns of Information Flow in the·rvIanagement 
of Technical Innovation: A Comparison of the Public and Private 
Sectors", is based largely on project research, and appropriate 
credit will be vena 

final) drafts of 
of two major sections: 

me, is 

Encl. 
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OCI,l,L SCIENCES· 

Ms. 
o ice 
Nat 

GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 

ATLANTA. GEORGIA 30332 

Ellen rtlogee 
of National R&D Assessment 

Science Foundation 
Room 700 
1325 K Street NItV' 
Was on, D .• C • 20550 

fJIary: 

f)n , 

Ar~"1 r"V\o)~ ?(tt~"'l-

G- '/., - 'd~ 
O~ 5- 3--' 'I 

losed are three computer runs on our project data bank. The 
first s the author, the journal in which the entry app 
(or the title if it is a book) and the e, page number, volume, 
and number (if issues are numbered: dur year). 

The second printout is of the bibliography deck (i.e. infor-
called for under the heading "bibliography card" on the en
coding she . To take entry one on this run, the first four 

s (0002) give t number the was assigned when first 
ned. These members do not correspond to the consecutive numbers 

in the left margin two reasons. First, the order here is alpha-
betical, and secondly, far more art les were examined (and thus 
ass a number) than were coded. The next four bits (EM07) is 
the volume (volume 7 of Engineering Management) the next two digits 
(01) means that this vIas in issue 1 of ErJI01. 0020 re s to Page 20., 
60 is 1960, and Avery, R is the author. 

The third run s the coding each item. first four 
digits again gives the article number (0002), 0360 means March, 1960 
The coding is as ind ated. I have transferred the c on the 
first article back on to the coding et enclosed. 

I apologize for the form that this is all in. I am afraid 
that it will be of little help to you. We have not ne a run of t 
sort you wanted and thus have not loped a sub-program to give us 
the mass of data in a more convenient form. I couldn't really ask 
the udent who has been running the computer end of the project 
for us to develop this sub-routine since we are out of money and he is 
no longer getting paid. \~e "under bid" the project her b2.dly 
in terms of both time and money and are now limping to its co~pletion 
by absorbing SUbstantial costs in the Departmental budget and just 



I'/ls. lVlary Mor-~e 
May 1,1974 - Page: 2 

creating more time at the expense of other things. The faculty is 
more than willi to operate on this basis since we feel that our final 
report is going to represent a substantial scholarly contribution, but 
I can't ask students to do so. 

The kind of sorting and labeling mode that our computerized pro~ 
cedure forced us into was a very h~lpful and· systematic way to work 
through the innovation literature in the early stages of our project. 
In fact, I dontt know how else we could have done in an orderly 
manner, but the demands of making an s essment forced us beyond t s 
mechanical procedure. It helped us to access literature, but 
to assess it required substantial application of the usual sXills of 
read ,thinking, discussing, writing, rethinking, etc. The data 
work was of some help in this latter process, but not as much as we 
initi ly, and naively thought. This has been especially true since 
mid-December when vie revised the v\lhole s'tru.cture of our report.. In 
fact, in a sense our first drafts can be viewed as suffering from 
an over-reliance on the mechanic, linear mode that our computerize~ 
procedure brought with it. 

We will of course provide all the help we can in making our 
data bank useful to you and others. But not until after our report 
is .finished, please. v,Je think that v.le are going to make an impor
tent contribution ltJi th this report and need to give it all the time 
\-le have. 

sincli! 
~~ 

Patrick Kelly, Head 
Department of Social Sciences 
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GEORGIA INS-fITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 

ATLANTA. GEORGIA 30332 
b~;:>ARTMENT OF 
;;C'CtAL SCIENCES 

Ms. Mary Ellen Magee 
Office of National R&D Assessment 
National Science Foundation 
Room 700 
1325 K Street N't"1 
Washington, D.C. 20550 

Dear rllary: 

June 3, 1974 

This is a project progress repor~ for the month of 
May, 1974. 

As I discussed with you on the phone, we have ex
perienced a setback on the completion of Ch. 4 "Diffusion 
of Innovations. 1I I am now picking up this portion of 
the work, and anticipate that a first draft should be com
plete in three weeks to a month. Assuming two rounds of 
revisions beyond that, the chapter should be finalized 
by late July. 

We have not yet received the official word from 
the Contracts Office about the add-on grant of $6,500. 
Work has begun, hOvlever, on the additional computer runs 
you requested. I will be back in touch with you shortly 
about the format for the cross-classification volume. 

The other project elements are going well and should 
be finalized by late July. 
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GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 

ATLANTA. GEORGIA 30332 
'PAq·n~;::~:T OP' 
::1J...:,. ~·::;;S·::ES 

1-1s" Nary Hagee 
Office of National R&D Assessment 
National Science Foundation 
R.oo:n 700 
1325 K Street NW 
Washington, D .. C. 30550 

Dear Ers" Hagee:' 

JUly 1, 1974 

··<i~~·~~ 
c;: cj 3 -, a )-

This is a brief report on our Project (#DA-39269) 
'. for the month of June 1974" ~ 

The Diffusion Chapter is developing as I projected 
last ~onth. A first draft is now complete and has been 
criti~ued by the project group. The second draft should 
be finished in a ~eek or so -- I will send you a copy. 

The co~puter program has been developed for cross
e ssifying our bibliography. The format will be as 
we agreed on the phone. I will send you a working copy 
before the final run .. 

I will also be sending you shortly final copies of 
Chapters I, 2, and 3. Mel has now completed the first 
dra:Et of Chapter 5, Summary and assessment, which \\'as de
veloped by our problems with the Diffusion Chapter. 

You should have copies of all 9 consultants' papers 
no~.·;.. 'I'his volume is almost ready for the printer. 

s*" 41, fi~ ~~l1 ~ t QJL~ (/ ~ 
Patrick Kelly, He~ 
Department of soc<i..st..l-Sciences 
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GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 

ATLANTA. GEORGIA 30332 
Ov.e... it- -'1-? Y 

August 3, 1974 

Ms. Mary t-!ogee 
Office of National R&D Assessment 
National Science Foundation 
Room 700 
1325 K Street ~~~ 
W~shington, D.C. 30550 

Dear r1ary: 

Enclosed are Chapters 1-4 of our final report. The work 
remaining on them before printing is as follows: 

Ch. 1 - Only the final typing remains; this. is to 
begin Monday. 

Ch. 2 - Final typing complete; requires one more 
proof-reading. 

Ch. 3 - Final typing complete; has not been proof
read. 

Ch. 4 - This is the second draft which was critiqued 
by the group on 8-2-74. Third draft should 
be ready for review by 8-8-74. Should be 
ready for final typing by 8-15-74. 

In addition, we have critiqued Mel's first draft of Ch. 5 (Summary 
and Conclusions). Nill probably require two more drafts, the first 
of which should be complete by 8-9-74. Both this chapter and the 
executive sua~a=y have been slowed by the difficulties we experienced 
with Ch. 4 (diffusion). 

Vol~~e II, which contains the nine consultant papers is nearing 
completion. All the chapters have been typed and proof-read, and 
five of them are no\., printed. The printing should be complete by 
8-9-74, if we experience no equipment failure (whihc we have had 
a lot of in the past two weeks). Collating-and binding should take 
about a week beyond that. 



.. 

Ms. Mary ~ogee 
August 3, 1974 
Page 2 

I am not sure when the whole thing will be complete, but the 
sibstantive, scholarly work is almost finished. It is largely a 
matter of detailed, time-consuming busy-work now. It has been a 
most difficult assignment for which we badly understimated the 
time required. I think, however, that we will all be quite pleased 
with the final results. 

Enclosures (4) 

atr ck Kelly, Head 
Department of Social Sciences 
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I Introduction 

lV'Iid-Project Report on State of the Art Revie·w of 
Understanding of the Innovation Process 

This project is aimed at determining and critically assessing the present 

knowledge and understanding of the process of technological innovation. 

By technological innovation is meant the full range of activities from problem 

definition and idea generation through invention, development, application and 

diffusion of nevI technical devices, processes and products. 

The project has an analytic and an assessment phase, each of which has 

two components. The analytic phase involves both the classification and coding 

of a large body of the most recent research literature on the innovation process, 

and an in-depth abstracting of the most significant subset of this literature. 

The assessment phase is concerned with the quality of our understanding of 

the process, an both the theoretical and empirical levels. A state of the art 

assessment paper is being prepared by the Georgia Tech Project Group. 

In addition, more narro ..... vly focused complementary assessments are also being 

prepared by nine outside consultants \vho are outstanding research scholars in 

the field. 

This mid-project report covers the first six months of the study, which 

began in mid-June 1973. Its submission vias delayed sOffie\vhat beyond the 

ac·tual !11id-point so as to reflect certain conceptual changes \vhich have been 

under consideration for several \veeks, and \vhich have only n01V been fully 

developed and received the concurrence of the National R& D AS~;'~"ssinent Office. 

'Th0. nature of these changes and the reasons for thcn1 win be discussed below. 
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Co-Principal Investigators: 

IVlelvin I(ranzberg, Calloway Professor of the :History of Technology 
Patrick Kelly, Chairman, Department of Social Sciences 

Faculty Associates: 

Norman R. Baker, Professor" Industrial and Systems Engineering 
Morris Mitzner" Professor .. Department of Social Sciences 
Frederick A. Rossini" Assistant Professor, Department of Social Sciences 
Fred. Tarpley, Professvr" Industrial Management 
James E. Brittain" Associate Professor, Department of Social Sciences 
Robert K. Whelan, Assistant Professor, Department of Social Sciences 
Ms.Frances Kaiser" Technical Information Specialist, Georgia Tech Library 

Consulta!lts: 

James R. Bright, University of Texas 
Thomas P. Hughes" University of Pennsylvania 
Simon Kuznets, Harvard University 
Edwin Mansfield" University of Pennsylvania 
Everett Rogers, University of Michigan 
Nathan Rosenberg, University of Wisconsin 
Richard Rosenbloom" Harvard Business School 
W. Paul Strassmann, Michigan State University 
Albert Rubenstein, Northwestern University 

Graduate Research Assistants: 

!'L J. Norman 
R. David Ho-well 
Russell A. Zimmerman 
Taylor E. Little 
Lu Ann Sims 
Mary C. Martin 
M. S. Clark 

Farah Eslami 
R. D. Green 
Mary J. Nelson 
Carlos E. Seminario 
L. o. Cox 
Duncan Wood 
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II I>roject Outputs to Date 

At this point in the project the outputs are as follows: 

1. Six \vorking papers prepared by the Georgia Tech 
Innovation Group_ 

2. Five of t he nine papers being prepared by our 
consultants. 

3 .. Critiques of 'working papers by several of the consultants 
and by the RDA Office. 

4. A revised outline or structure for the state of the art 
assessment prepared by the Tech group. 

5. Approximately 2000 fully coded literature items b.l our 
data bank. 

6. Approximately 125 detailed abstracts of selected literature 
items. 

Outputs 1-4 above are enclosed with this report. The computer printout 

for output 5 is not enclosed since it is not fully useable by the reader 'without 

the bibligraphical index.. This index exists at the moment only in the form of 

5X5 cards. The final form of this bibliography \vill be alphabetical and has not 

been prepared since items are still being added to the systelu. A detailed 

explanation of the literature search and coding procedures., and a sample coding 

sheet are provided, ho"wever in appendix 1. Finally, samples of the abstracts 

are Qlso enclosed. Each of these outputs are discussed belo\v. 

1. Georgia Tech \Vorking Papers 

i\.s indicated in our original proposal. for the analytical purposes of our 

'working papers the process of technological innovation was treated as linear 

and broken down into five phases: 
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1. Problem Definition and Idea Generations 
2. Invention 
3. R&D 
4. First Application 
5. Diffusion 

In addition to a working paper on each of these process phases, there was 

also an. introduction essay. It \vas recognized that this linear model \vas 

subject to at least the following weaknesses: 

1. There are non-linearities involved in the 
process, both in terms of feedback loops 
and phase overlap. 

2. That the same or very similar exogenous 
influences impinge on and modify several 
or all of these process phases .. 

3. That other models or ways of conceptualizirig 
the process exist. 

Nevertheless, the linear model had the advantage of providing a simple 

starting points for "mapping" the 'whole process in terms of the topology 

revealed in the literature. In addition the manner in 'which the literature 

items \vere coded \vas sufficiently rich and flexible to permit modification of 

this simple linear structure in subsequent drafts. Thus this straight-forward 

vehicle \vas employed in the \vorking p~t_crs. 

The critiques of these ·working papers, as provided by the RDA Office 

and our consultants (see Appendix II) pointed up all three of the above noted 

weaknesses. As a consequence of the first two the papers 'were overly long 

and taken together, highly redundant. They overlapped one another since the 

phC\ses are not clearly distinct, and since each author atternpted to treat the 

feedback characteristics of the process. They also tended to cover the same 

?:l'~,~[nd in the s(~nsc that rnnny of the san1l~ kinds of exogenous conside rations 
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\vere treated in each phase. It \vas also pointed out by our reade rs that 

other models or approaches to the process needed to be considered. 

In addition to these criticisms \vhich were the fairly direct result of 

our preliminary assumption of linearity, there was the criticism, especially 

from the RDA offices thatour \vorking papers \vere quite \veak on assessment, 

this \vas certainly not intended, but reflects our'preoccupation at that stage 

with "mapping the terrain" and beiD:g sure that \ve had given the literature 

a fair <and balanced treatment. It is certainly a \veakness, hO'wever, and 

one which we shall try to correct in subsequent drafts. 

Perhaps the most telling weakne 5S in our linear approach \vas re.vealed 

by the difficulty we had in treating two of the phases we had identified, 

"Invention" and "First Application." These cuts turned out, by and large. to < 

be too fine to be supported by the literature when taken in conjunction \vith 

the other phases to which they were linked. What could reasonably be called 

"invention" tended to be eroded in our structure by "problem definition and 

idea generation" on the one side and by "R&D" on the other. As a result 

this working paper tended to be largely concerned \vith factors exogenous to 

invention itself. It dealt \vith the various. contexts: human and socla1. organ

izational, informational, technological and economic. It also treated the 

various measures of inventive activity that have been proposed. And finally 

it dealt with the incentives and controls of invention activity, such as the 

U. S. patent system and proposals for its improvement. These are all 

irrq)ortant considerations, but they needed treatment in another conteA1:. 



The consequences of our process phase distinctions for "First Application" 

were quite similar, but in some ways more severe.. The movement of an 

innovation to·wards the marketplace involves not a single decision or even a 

clearly defined set of them. Rather, it is an incremental decision process 

that is in fact deeply imbe"dded in the prior phase that we had called R&D .. 

And on the other side" the subsequent life of an inno~ration ·we had placed in 

the diffusion phase. The conceptual difficulties inherent in dual erosion of 

this phase led to real difficulties in the \vriting of the working paper, and 

it \vas in fact the last one finished. It too focused almost entirely on 

"environmental" consideration, i. e., firm size, market structure" 

patent and anti-trust policy, etc. 

The \vorking paper on the. R&D phase .. as one \vould expect from the 

above, ,vas the longest (80 pages single spaced) and even. at that length 

it \vas very tightly \vritten. A quarte r of it was devoted to the same exogenous 

considerations everyone else felt compelled by our structure to treat. 

In addition it discussed idea flo\v in R&D .. project selection and resource 

allocation, and motivation and performance variables. 

The problem definition idea generation paper also focused on the patterns 

of inforlnation flo·w, as concerns information about both market ne~ds and 

technical capabilities .. This material overlapped some\vhat material that 

had been included in the R&D paper. The flo'N.patterns \vere treated as modi

fied in their effect by social psychological variables having to do \vith supervisory 

authority patterns, prImary social groups, and individual mind-sets. 
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At the other end of our linear process was the diffusion phase. This 

paper grappled "with the complexities that arise in the literature as a result 

of the specialized interests of diffusion researchers. Among other approaches; 

it examined diffusion in terms of the sociocultural resistance it often 

encounters; in spacIal terms, in terms of economic and technological factors; 

and in terms of the role of social contact r'.etworks. The basic reaction of 

our critics to this paper was that it failed to synthesize the material it 

treated, and was short on an assessment of the state of the art. An attempt 

,vas made, ho,"vever, to establish the existence of feedback loops to the other 

process phases .. especially the first. 

To round out our brief summaries of these first draft papers let us 

turn to the int roductory essay \vhich \vas entitled liThe Ecology of IIL.~ovationn. 

This \vas a rather broad brush historical overvie'w of the process of technolo

gical innovations, the macro-theories, cultural and institutional determinants 

and modifiers, science-technology interactions, and several brief illustration 

case studies. Our reviewers aften remarked on the eloquence and erudition 

of this pn.per .. but they also found it overly long, and probably more loaded 

with historical examples than is required for our purposes. 

In summary, the working papers which constituted a major pa rt of the 

preliminary output of this project "were in fact guilty of the criticisms mentioned 

earlier. But on the' other hand these \vere vvorking papers and as such serv-ed 

their purpose quite well. They did enable the project group to analyze the 

literature relative to the 'whole process.. That this was done in terms of an 

overly simple model and 'with the resulting redundancies and overlap does 
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not constitute a lead tr adeoff. The material ,vas largely in place to be 

refined and re\vorked on a more adequate manner. The assessment 

deficiences, while quite real, could now be remedied. 

But the needed reworking called for a modificaion of the linea r model 

on which \ve had relied. This need had already become clear to us, but was 

reinforced by the criticisms supplied by the RDA Office. The Project Group 

spent a great deal of time in November and early Decembe r developing a 

new structure. This structure has now emerged and has been recently 

.approved, with some modifications by the RDA Offic~. The suggested changes 

have just been received and the Project Group has not had time to consider 

and respond to them. Except for these relatively minor modifications, 

hO'wever, the restructured state of the art assessment will take the follo\ving 

form: 
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Chapter I - Introduction 

THE ECOLOGY OF INNOVATION 

I. Problems of Definition 

A. Popular Notions 

B. -Scholarly Distinctions 
Invention, Discovery, Innovation. 

c. Typology of Innovation 
Technological, Social, Adaptations, Alternatives 
Contextual Types: Independent, industrial R&D; 

public sector; mixed public-private 

D. Types of Definitions 
1. Technical" economic, geo@:raphical social, etc. v 

Dependence upon investigator's interests, and 
points in process where applied 

2. Phase Models and Idea-Flo"iT r/Todels 

E. Descriptors of the Innovation Process 
1. Idea-flot<r: technology as kno't'Tledge (kno,'r-ho., .. r) 
2. Novelty and creativity 
3. Interaction between ideas and socio-politico

economic environment (and institutions) 
4. Interaction between individual and contextual 

environment 
5~ Change 

II. Theories of the Innovation Process 

A. Historical theories 
1. Great-man theories 
2. Deterministic 
3. Composit - Usher, Schumpeter 

B. Defects in traditional theories 
1. Dependence on investigator's special interest~ 
2. Theory versus empirical data 
3. Inapplicability of a linear-sequential analysis 

to a complex and dynamic ecological system 
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III. Innovation as an Ecological Process 

A. Complex interactive relationships among the 
different phases 
1. Theory 
2. Pr~ctice -- Empirical case studies 

B. Dif'fuse nature of the decision-makiE€:; process 
in innovations 

c. An Ecological Model of the Innovation Process. 

IV. Scope of Our Study 

A. Focus on ecological elements, contextual 
characteristics, and decision points 

B. Design of the project 

c. Specific questions to which the project 
addresses itself 
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CHAPTER II 

DETERMINANTS AND MODIFERS: THE SOCIETAL CONTEXT OF INNOVATION 

I. Scientific and Technical Knowledge 
A. Science-Technology Interaction: relation between 

scientific knowledge and technological innovation 
B. Technological Readiness 
C. Technological Imbalances 

II. Social and Human· Factors 
A. Individual Creativity and its Role: the great man 

theory 
B. Social Determinants 

1. Social Needs, e.g. security, health, welfare 
2. Social perception of innovation and reaction 

to innovation 
C. Resistance/Acceptance of Change: social and 

individual levels 

III.Economic Factors 
A. Economic Endo\'lTI1ents: labor, capi tal, resources 
B. Demand and Induced Innovation 

1. Schmookler's demand thesis 
2. Factor saving in induced innovation 

C. Firm Characteristics 
1. Size 
2. Structure 
3. Market signals 
4. Factor saving 

D. Market and Industry Structure including cross 
Industry comparisons 

E. International Considerations 

IV. Public Policies and Institutions 
A. The Patent System 

1. History and Purpose 
2. Problems and Proposals for improvement 

B. Anti-Trust Policy 
1. History and Purpose 
2. Interaction with Patent System 
3. Role in Innovation 

C. Federal R&D Expenditures 
1. Purpose, Trends and Areas of I~terest 
2. Impact on the innovation process 

D. Political Priorities Affecting Innovation 
1. Policies: e.g. environmental, safety, health,welfare 
2. Policy Conflicts: e.g. energy and ecology 

v. Conclusions and Recommendations 



CHAPIER III 

THE PROCESS OF n·JNOVATION: THE ThTIIVmUPL At'll) 
ORGANIZATIONAL CON'l'EXT 

I.. Intrcx1uction 

A. Reference to Theories of Innovation 

B. Development of Institutionalized Irmovation 

1. Increase Ln. ~rtance of Institutiol"1.alized R&D 

2. Different Patterns of Development 

a. Industrial Pattern \-li thin the Firm 
b.. Agricultural Model 
c. Contract R&D Firms 
d. Bureaucratic R&D: Control of In-house 

and Contract R&D 

3. Influence of the Patent System 

C. Organizational Setting: Differences at the Laboratory 
Level 

1. To whom report -- organizational location 
2 .. Corporate vs. Divisional 
3. Functions Performed in R&D 
4.. "Leader" vs.. l~ollowerTf R&D 
5. "Offensive vs. "Defensiveu R&D 

II. The Individual Inventor/Entrepreneur 

. A. Inventor, not Entrepreneur 

1. Psychological ChBracteristics) Traits 
2. Socio-econowic impmgments 
3. Illustrative cases: \l!att, Shockley -' Carlson 

B. Entrepreneur, not Inventor 

1. Psychological Characteristics~ Traits 
2. Socia-Economic InrpmgJnent 
3. Illustrative ca.ses: Bolton, J. D. Rocke~eller 

c. T'n8 Inventer /Entrepreneur 

1. Illustrative cases: Edison;, I.ar:d, Sper'ry 
2.. The spin-off phenomenon: New tech.'101ogically 

based firms . 
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III.. Orgardzed R&D: Hitnin the laboratoFy 

A. Approaches, Definitions 

1. 

2. 

3. 

It. 

Distinctions based on degree of u~certainty and 
. extent to ""I.'ihleh R&D effort is focused: Phase 
F:!odel_ 
Distinctions based on Ee'b..avior of R&D Perso!'Ll1el: 
Inforrr.ation Flo~';, r:~od.el. 
Integ;ration of Pr0se and Information FloN 
lth:iels '-- Idea Flot'l takes place in aJ.l pmses 
Innovation in the Firm., but not in R Z: D (Eollander) 

B. Problem Definition and Idea Generation 

1. Integration of Ph~se ar:d Iimovation Flo;" rindels 
\'Jith Social-Psychological Constructs 

a. Differential fupact s of r~1ec ha..Y!.:istic c.:ld 
Organic Systems 

b. Compliance Patterns and Alier.ation 
c .. Supervisory Authority Patterns 
d to Thz PrL"7:8.rySo(!ial Group 
e. Individual Traits and Biasing Sets 

a. Current Econ and Social Utilization 
b. r'1arket Neec1s 
c. l:Tarket L"'1foIT;:ation Gatekeepers 
d. Impact of Organizational Needs, Aims, Strategies 
e. Subjective Perceptions of Needs 

3. Tne FlotH of TechYJical Infor.r.ation 

a. Cur.cent State of Tec:bnical Kno~'Tledge 
b.. Technical r·'Ie2..t'""!s 
c. Tecr.nical Inforrration Gatekeepers 
d. Range of Tec0rtical Options COrlsidered 

4. Post-Idea Generation Filte~s and 

a. Prop.:1sal S. tbrrission Decision 
b. Proposal D:Lsposi tioD D~c=Lsion 
c. Project Status 



C. R&D Project Selection and Resource Allocation 

1. Descriptive Literature: The R&D Project Selection 
Problem 

2. Estimation Problems; Uncerta.:inty, Cost, Time to 
Completion, Trade-offs 

3 • Normative Models 

a. Review of Revie\'Is 
b . Benefit estimation methods 

(1) overview 
(2) recent advances 

c. Decision r!J:odels: recent structural 
considerations 

d. Su:rrirT1.ary and Discussion 

4. Research Opportunities 

D. r/[oti vat;ion and Performance in R&D 

1. T'ne Variables 
2. Performance of Scientists in Organizations 
3. The Role of Supervisory and Management Behaviors 
4. Research Opportunities 

E. Utilization of R&D Output \\lithin the Firm 

1. Transfer of Output to Other Functional Activities 
2. Proj ect Control and Scheduling 

F. Assessment of Research Gaps and Needs 
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Chapter N 

APPLICATION M'D DIFFUSION: THE UTILIZl\TION 
CONrEXT 

I. Transfer of R&D Results to Application 

A. Organizational Variables and Eounclary Problems 

. 1. Restraints 
2. Modifications 

B. . other Considerations 

1. Resource Variables 
2. Market Variables 
3. Production 
4. Learning and Redesign From Early Experience 

IT.. Diffusion 

A. Scope and Definitions 

B. Specialized Approaches 

1. Socio Cultural 
2. Spatial (Geographic) 
3. Economic 
4. Informational 
5. Social Networks 

C. Special Problems 

1. Multinational Corporations 
2. Public and Private Sector Transfers 
3. Unions, Trade and Professional Associations 

D. Synthesis of Specialized Approaches 

E. Research Needs and Opporttmities 
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III. Problems of fJIeasurement 

A. Teclmological Change and the Grov.Jth of the" 
Economy 

1. "Residuallt roodels 
2. Problems associated \.~i. th this approach 

"B. Technological Change and EconoIPic Growth in 
Industries 

1. Results 
2. ProblewB of Industry Studies 

c. R&D Expenditures 

1. Input Data 

a. Definitional Problems 
b. Choice of Input Variables 
c. Wea1mess of Data 

D. Output rlTeasures and Estimates 

1. Kuznet f s measure of tecrnical and 
econQ~C potential 

2. Technology assessments 

E. Potent statistics 

1. Results 
2. Problems associated \'lith the use of 

potent statistics 
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In essence this revised outline is designed to accomplish the follo\ving: 

1. It gets us away from our heavy reliance in the \vorking papers on a 
linear model of the innovation process'. It is now blended \vith an information 
flo\v model in a way that permits more direct treatment of feedback patterns. 

2. It takes consideration of exogenous factors 'Nhich v/ere scattered 
throughout the \vorking papers and treats them more systematically and 
concisely in a single chapter (II). 

3.. It represents a considerable shortening of the introductory chapter. 

4. It eliminates the badly eroded process phase "Invention" by blending 
most of the material covered in that working paper into Chapter II. 

5. It thus permits the combining of the "Problem Definition and Idea 
Generation" material \vith the material on IlR&D". This better reflects 
the treatment of these topics in the literature. 

6. It separates material covered in "First Application", \vith source 
going to form 'a part of Chapter II, and the remainder being combined \vith 
the H Diffusion" material. This latter move creates a much more natural 
conceptual unit. 

It should be noted at this point that the above outline \viII come to be 

supplemented by a fifth chapter in which the assessments made throughout 

\viII be brought together and summarized. In addition", this final chapter 

will also pickup and highlight the recommendations for further research 

that have been made in each chapter.. This chapter will, of course, be 

written last. The timetable for its development is presented in a later section. 

2.. SUlnmaries of Consultants Papers Received ~ Date 

At this point we have received papers from five of our nine conSUltants; 

Kuznets, Rogers~ Mansfield, Rosenberg, and Strassmann. Copies are 

enc losed. We have been in touch \vith the remaining consultants and should 

be receiving their papers \vithin the month. 
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llct us indicate briefly the focus of the papers we have received. 

Edwin IVlansfield: "The Economic s of Industrial Innovation: l\'[ajor 

Questions, State of the Art, and Needed Research". 

Professor lV1ansfield focuse s on " ... the innovation process in the individual 

business firm, particular attention being devoted to the effects of the organ

ization and decision-making procedures and forecasting techniques of the 

firm on the innovation process. Also, attention will be devoted to the 

effects of industri.al organizations on the rate of innovation, and to the 

eA~ent to 'which industrial innovations can be forecasted. II rIe also discuses 

and evaluates the kinds of research conducted by economists and others on 

these topics, and describes the sorts of research that he feels is needed in 

the future. 

Nathan Rosenberg: "Technological Innovation and Natural Resources: 

The Niggardliness of Nature Reconsidered. T1 

Professor Rosenberg addresses the basic economic question of, "ho\v 

the resource endo\vment constrains the production of goods and service·s. II He 

t races the pervasive influence of classical economic tradition developing from 

the IVlalthusian-Ricardan position and concludes that it has resulted in, 

"8 most exaggeration of the importance of natural resources and an over

st:ltcment of the constraints \vhich they in1posed on an econon1Y's development 

possibilities." This tradition h3S failed to 11recognizc how profoundly tech

nological changes required a redefinition of the economies Hleaning of the 
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natural environment. If It has also, lIignored a whole range of additional 

adaptations \vhich are a nlixture of pure technological change, redesigning and 

substitution. II 

Professor Rosenberg' s conclusion, "is not that population gro·wth., pollution, 

and increasing scarcity of key natural resources are unimportant problems, 

or that technology may be confidently relied on to provide cheap and painless 

solutions. II Rather it is that the Malthucian models, "define the problems in

correctly, and that they divert attention from more "modest" but genuine ques

tions. If A ~ampling of such questions is offered. 

W. P<JGl Strassmann: fTAssessing the Kno\vledge of Innovations in Neglected 

Sectors: The Case of Residential Construction. It 

Professor Strassmann argues that research on technological innovation has 

:1eglected certain sectors of the economy_ These are not necessarily the sectors 

:hat have had the fewest technological advances, but have often been those ,vhere 

~hanges has been difficult to measure and thus difficult to analyze at an abstract 

.eve!. The true output from industry should not be seen as a fl~'\:'. of objects, 

Jut as the flow of services from the accumulating stock of such objects. The 

)roblem ,vith studying technological change in the neglected sectors, e. g .. medical 

::;are, education, postal services, garbage collectiQn, etc., is., "that they are 

)oorly understood in their non-technological aspects. 11 

As an example of such a neglected sector, Professor Strassn1ann chooses 

o examine residential housing. In this as in other "neglected sectors" tech

lological change is not just a question of having or not having "barriers. IT 
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It is a question of solving technological problems and social organizational 

problems in terms of one another. 

Everett M. Rogers: '1Diffusion of Innovations Perspectives on National R&D 

Assessnlent: Communication and Innovation in Organizations. " 

Professor Rogers argues that the classical diffusion model has severe 

limitations resulting from several of its implicit assumptions .. and must be 

successfully applied in broader conte)..."is than originally intended. One of 

the most important of these modifications is required by the fact that tech-

nological innovations are often diffused to and within organizations. In this 

paper Professor Rogers a ttempts a synthesis of organizational behavior 

research" e'speciallyas it relates to "innovativeness" .. and research results 

gained by those concerned 'with the diffusion of innovation. He is especially 

concerned with the impact of structural characteristics of organization an 

diffusion. 

Simon Kuznets: trTechnological Innovations and Economic Gro\vth. If 

This paper deals with the relations between technological innovations 

and modern economic gro\vth on the macro level. We shall depart 

from the above pattern of brief summaries and simply reproduce Professor 

Kuznet I S concluding list of his major observations . 

. 
(a) Technological innovation clearly played a key role in accounting 

for the rise of product ar:d productivity in modern economic gro\vth .. and 
also induced a major transformation of conditions of \vork and life. 

(b) The se transformations were required to channel ne\v technology 
effectively by organizational changes in the earlier institutions that 
governed production; and the resulting changes in conditions of \vork 
for the active participants \vere a nlajorelement in changing conditions 



of life. Thus, technological innovations required social innovations, 
on the part of v/ould be participants. They also required adjustment to 
the result by displacement of resources in earlier, and obsolete~ uses. 

(c) For reasons p3rtly indicated below .. the focus of technological 
innovations shifted over time from one sector of the economy to another, 
or created ne\v sectors. Their current impact \vas al\vays unequal on 
the various sectors, and hence on groups in the economy; and such 
inequality of impact was itself a social and economic problem that 
required adjustments. 

(d) B'-.:cause of the combination of conventional economic inputs 
'with required changes in conditions of work and life, and because of 
the combination of conventional economic outputs \vith possible non
conventional externalities of tecP.rlological.ly-induced econornic gro~Tth 
and adequate quantiat ive gauge of the net cvntribution of technological 
innovations to economic growth is still to be secured. There is a question 
vihether such a net measure would be of much value, considering the 
variety of elements.. in both inputs and outputs, that give meaning to 
the comparison. Yet one may argtle that the social valuation of tech
nologically facilitated modern economic growth is high and positive, 
with the critical reactions reflecting temporary lags in adjustment. 

(e) Technologically-induced economic growth, once taken place, 
may be seen to have effects that stimulate further technological innovation. 
This occurs largely through the learning by society of past benefits and 
hence of the effort to allocate more resources and provide more favorable 
institutional conditions for further innovation; learning by entrepreneurs 
and inventors of better \vays of stimulating successful technological 
innovations; and, particularly important, the learning, trrough mass 
application of recent new technology, yielding ne\v data, ne\v tools, new 
insights and puzzles to natural science, and helping to \viden the base 
'provid 'd by the latter to further technological breakthroughs and innova-
tions. . 

(f) Economic growth also leads to attaining of maturity in the older 
fields, through the slowing do\vn of final demand for the products; and 
may affect the conditions· for responsive innovative entrepreneurship 
in the already established and modernized fields because of the large 
scale of the firm, and the possible dominance of a fe\v in an oligopolistic 
an monopolistic situation. There is also the rise in the share of the 
public sector, \vhich in its non-military (or defense non-related) may be 
characterized by lesser responsiveness to technological innovation. 
It is the slo'wing dO'wn of the older sectors, once modernized through 
technological innovation, that helps to shift the focus irmovation to new 
sectors. It is these shifts to new sources of power, ne'w materials, new 



types of producer equipment, and, in an important 'Nay, new types 
of consumer goods, that help maintain a high or increasing pace of 
technological innovation; and a high or increasing pace of economic growth. 

(g) The cluste ring of even major technological innovations into 
groups of related changes (stemming from a relevance to the same 
source of pO'wer, or to the characteristics of the ne',v material and the 
like), combined \vith the interplay bebveen the innovations and the 
social and institutional adjustments to them, means that \ve are dealing 
here with long and complex processes, \vith a sequence of distinct 
phases in each. This bears clearly both upon policy considerations 
and the tasks of prognostication and forecasting the trends. 

These summaries have certainly not done justice to the contributions 

made by these papers" but perhaps they do convey the basic focus. 

3. Critiques of 'Vorking Papers 

The critiques provided by the RDA Office" and our consultants have 

proved invaluable in pointing up gaps and \veaknesses in our 'working papers 

and in helping us to think through the needed modifications in our structure. 

Samples of these critiques are provided in Appendix II. 

4. Revised Structure for State of Art Assessment 

This has been provided on pp. 9-16 above. 

5. Data bank of Coded Literature Items 

We have indicated above that \vhile a full printout of the approximately 

2000 fully coded items can be generated" it \vould not be completely informa-

tive to the reader without the bibliographical index, \vhich at this point exists 

only in the form of several dra\vers full of 3x5 cards. The missing element 

on the printout is the title of the article or book. The title \vas not built 

in to the system for computer storage reasons: \ve \vere ,vere already 

storing 76 hits of information .on each literature item. (Bee coding sheet on 

page 11 of Appendix I) A full bibliography, arranged alphabetically -' ~.,;ill of 
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course be provided at the completion of the project. 

To provide an indication, however, of the capabilities of the system 

and kind of use \ve are making of it, beloi;v is a copy of a recent printout. 

In particular case \ve requested a listing of all article s that discussed 

both problem definitions/ rations and diffusions. It turns out that 

there are presently 33 such as follo\vs: (See pages 24-25-26) 

For each of these articles relating problem definition/idea generation and 

diffusion this run provided the name of the publication (journal, book, etc.) 

in which the item appeared, the author, date of publication, volume and page., 

Our card file would have to be consulted for the title of the item. Subsequent 

runs could provide further refinement on this set as needed .. using any of 

the other 70 odd variables desired. 

6. Abstracts of Selected Literature Items. 

Samples of these abstracts are provided in Appendix III. 
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EXECUTION TERr4 I NATED BY l\N ATTE~lPT TO READ P.l\ST A~J ~~!D-OF-FILE. 

FORTRAN V ERROR TERMINATION: 
I/O CALLED AT SEQUENCE NU~1BER 000356 OF ~i,l\IiJ PRoGR;\~~ 

END 37116 MLSEC 
DATA IGNORED - IN CONTROL MODE 

gXQT ~JSF. SODA 
TyPE THE NUMBER OF VARIABLES WISH TO SORT ON 
PLEA ENTER YOUR' INFOR~ATION AS FOLLOWS 
PUT IN INDEX NUMBER • DESCRIPTION NUMBER 
REPEATING UNTIL you HAVE REACHED THE NU:-'lSER 
OF VARIABLES THAT YOU WISH TO SORT ON 
NOTE HOttJEVER THAT ONLY T~~O SETS OF Nljjv18ERS CAN 
APPEARON"A LINE: ENTER INFORMATION NOW 
THERE ARE 33 ARTICLES THAT MATCH YOUR NEEDS 
TYPE IN·TH~·NUMBER OF ATIelES THAT YOU WISH TO HAVE LIsTED 

RESEARCH MANAGEMENT 

By '"BRYAN G L . 

RAND REpORTS 

By BIGELO~~ J 

RAND REPORTS 

BY BLACK C 

RAND PApERS 

BY BREWER G 

RAND REPORTS 

BY' OSTRANDER N 

DATE PAGE VOLUME " 

1 73 29 0016 

B 72 o 1002 

12 71 o 0656 

8 72 o 4893 

10 70 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

OPERATIONS RESEARCH SOCIETy OF AMERICA, NAT MEETING, 41ST, APRIL 1972 
4 72 0 0000 0 

BY Bl\KER N R 

INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT SCIENCE MEETING, 11 TH , OCT 1970 (LOS A~SELES) 
to 70 0 0000 0 

ay ALBOoSTA C A 

THE ENGINEER ING ECONorrlI ST 
1 64 1 0009 o 

C~SE INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY - oP~RATIONS RESEARCH GROU~ R~POqTS 
9 66 0 OOOG 65 
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f3 Y DEVR I ESr·1 G 
524 0010 o 

12 62 
BY HESS S ';i 

170 0009 o 

IEEE TRANSACTIOnS ON ErJGINEERING ~.lt\NAGE~IE~!T 
CJ 65 103 0000 o 

BY NUTT A B 

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN 
2 70 2 

BY BROOKS H 

THE CHANGING ECONO:\1IC ORDER:REi-\OINS IN ANERICAN 3USINESS. AND ECO~;OMIC HISTO 
o 60 380 0000 0 

BY HA\~ORTH L T 

JOURNAL OF ECOrIOi~lIC LITERATURE 
12 70 1137 0008 4 

12 71 63 0005 4 

SCIENcE 
1 72 31 0175 7. 

ay ETZIo~~I A 

30 0030 o 
8Y SHAININ 0 

26 OQq.S o 
. Eiy CLARKE A C 

5 69 65 0000 c 
tJ Y NOt~TH H (J 

()OVEH:'!~'1Et~T REPOR rs ANt'lOUi'ICE~·;~:JJTS 1 1971 (ON >iICf10;=ICHE) 
1 tJ S ~t 1 ~: 7 1 ~-1 0 

tn 70 " .... 
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By GIBBONS r·1 

NEw SCIENTIST 
7 66 

H Y COOr/1BE R A 
154- 0031 21 

SPECIAL LIBRARIES 
5 63 271 0054- 5 

. POTENTIAL CIVILIAr·l rJ1ARKETS FOR THE r~ILITARy-ELECTRO~nCS INDUST~Y 

By ~~ACKERMP.N L 
o 70 8 gOO 0 o· 0 

POTENTIAL CIVILIAN MARKETS FOR THE MILITARy-ELECTRONICS INOUSTRY 
o 70 315 0000 0 

BY.' ULLlYll\ NN J 

INDUSTRIALIZATION AND SOCIETY (ED ~OSELITZ B F & MOOPE W E) 
9 66 259 0000 0 ' 

By 'ANDERSON C A 

"-'ACCELERATING INNQVATION- -

BY HARRIES T \'j 

SCIENCE 

BY KNOX ~~ 

TECHNOLoGY AND CULTURE 

ay ALLEN F R 

TECHNOLOGY AND CULTURE 

BY DRUCKER P F 

o 70 

8 73 

1659 

14 63 

11 0000 o 

4-15 0181 3 

q.8 0001, 1 

277 0004 4 
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In.. Time Schedule for Project Phases 

The scheduling of the phases of this project, as contained in the original 

proposal, \vas changed by agreement behveen the R&D Assessment Office and 

the Georgia Tech Innovation Group before the proposal 'was officially funded. 

This change resulted from a decision to hold the vVashington Symposium in 

late January or early February 1974 instead of mid-December 1973. Thus 

the period of the grant, as awarded, was June 1, 1973 to 1\tIarch 31, 1974. 

In r~trospect, this was a fortuitous decision on grounds other than 

those on which it \vas made. As it turned out, the \vork scheduled for the 

initial phase of the project required more time than anticipated. A flnw 

chart of these phase I activities, as originally planned, is provided in figure 

1. As indicated, it was anticipated that the 2000 or so literature items could 

be coded by mid-.l\ugust.. Due to considerable computer lIdo\vn-time ll over 

the summer and the press of concurrent activities, this task \vas not com

pleted on time. It is now complete, ho\vever, and the delay has not had any 

undesirable carryover into our current activities. A detailed account of 

the literature search procedure and coding process is provided in Appendix L 

Our efforts to get critiques of our research design from our consultants 

during this initial phase was quite'successful. Four of the consultants (Kuznets, 

Rosenberg, Rage rs, and Strassmann) attended a meeting in Atlanta in mid-Ju::1c 

for this purpose.. This meeting 'was also attended by representatives frorll the 

RDA Office as \vell as by Charles Douds and Edward \Vood who were involved 

in concurrent RDA-funded projects at Northwestern and SRI.. Richa rd Rosenbloolu 

and Tom Hughes met \vith the Tech Innovation Group later in the Stl2.1ll11er. 
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The remaining consultants provided their critiques by Inail or orally on the 

occasion of other meetings. 

The -abstracting of selected literature items proceeded fairly \vell in 

the early part of this first phase, but then dropp~d off sharply as the facUlty 

became involved in the writing of their working papers.. This is the only 

agenda item that \ve still have not been able to catch up on. We. have discussed 

this problem \vith representatives of the RDA Office, and are currently 

working. on a solution. We do not vie\v this as a major problem, and it 

should not effect either the quality of our state of the art assessment or our 

attainment of a March 31" 1974 completioi~ date. . 

The main point at '\vhich our original schedule for Phase I activities. 

was proven unrealistic is in the projection of September 1 for the completion 

of our working papers.. We felt from the beginntng that this deadline ~vas 

probably too optimistic in light of the diversity and complexity of the literature 

to be synthesized and assessed. T'\vo of the six papers \vere completed by 

that date, hO'wever, and a third shortly thereafter.. TViTO more \vere finished 

in mid October. The sixth paper suffe red badly from conceptual problems 

inherent in the process moded \vith which we began, and \vas not complete 

until late N ovembe r.. ' 

The difficulties posed by not meeting fully the deadline \ve imposed 

,vas more specious than real. This is the case for two reasons'. First the 

deadline was unrealistic both in terms of the work required, and the extra 

time that was built in before the project began. Secondly, it \vorked out 

just as weIr to send the working papers to our consultants for critique a 
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fc\v at a time rather than all at once, since that is the way they would 

obviously be reading them. 

At this point in the project the slippages in the Phase I schedule have 

no"w all been overcome with the exception of the completion of the abstracts 

of the Inost significant literature items. The remaining project events and 

the deadlines that have been established for them are as follows: 

January 10: Completion of rewrite of papers by Georgia Tech Group under 
revised organizational structure (paper to be submitted to 
RDA Office for quick revie'N) 

January 17: Response as needed to consultant's papers .. 

,February 1: Completion of first draft of Chapter 5 (Summary of State of 
the Art Assessment and Research Recommendations) 

February 10: Final drafts of papers by Tech Project Group reviewed internally .. , 

February 15: Rewrite of Chapter 5 due. 

March 1: Final copy of Tech papers and consultant's papers due 

IVlarch 31: Final Report to NSF 

This time schedule is realistic in light of the acceptance by the RDA 

Office of the revised structure described above, which enables the incorporation 

of 75 to 800/0 of the \vorking paper materials. It \vill be met, with the possible 

exception of the abstracts, the completion of \vhich may req~lire a portion of 

the allo\vable 60 day report period follo\ving the expiration of the grant. 
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The Ecology of Innovation 

Septenber 1973 
Melvin Kranzberg 

Popular mythology presents srnne simplistic notions of the 
e 

innovative process. Though contradicting one another,/myth focuses 

on separate aspects of individual and social behavior, of sci-

entifie and technical knowledge r n.nel of economic factors. Taken 

in ·their ent.irety, how(·~ver, the s comprising the folklore of 

innovation manifest clearly the corrl1:rlex na·ture of that process. 

We get only a half-truth, albeit a very important one, from 

the comic-strip version of invent:ion. rrhere the inventor -- Hho 

is considered a somewhat eccentric fel1o'w (after all, he ',Alalks 

around with a symbolic electric bulb suspended over his head)--

receives a flash of inspiration (the electric bulb suddenly lights 

up), and 10 and behold, an invention has been born. True, be-

cause such cartoons depict the importance of individual irnagina
because 

tion and ingenuity in innovation. But not entirely truer/the act 

of inventive insight is only one in a series of developments 

which are necessary to produce a successful innovation. 

HNecessity is the mother of invention U is another such half-

truth. Indeed, the metaphor embodied in that old adage is the 

clue to its inner contradiction: Bxcept in cases of parthogenesis 

(undocumented except in ancient mythology) r In.others are never 

solely responsible for begetting children. Besides, necessity 

by itself can never produce an invention: the IInecessity"ex-

planation falls down when \ve recognize ho'\v many felt needs have 

pot :.--et mothered inventions to meet. them 1 and when ~ne think of 

~any innovations which arose not from any necessity but from 

other causes. Because in many cases innovations require addi-
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tional inventions in order to make work prope , one 

could perh turn the around to state: IlInvention is 

mo r of necessity 1 II or:, more ap IIInvention the 

of the necessity of invention." 

Yet an t In "necessity" ex-

planation, for t forces us to consi r those social needs and 

hwnan wants which to formulate those problems toward which 

tors rect ir attention and to de the guidelines 

along ch innovative activi is directed. 

Another old sa'it.! frequently alluded to in super cial studies 

of innovation is s ayinq d ttributed to Ralph ~valdo Emerson, 

nIf a man can write a tter book, preach a better sermon, or 

build a better mOllsetrapthan his neighbor, though he builds his 

house in the woods, the world will make a beaten path to his 

door. If There are many reasons why a better mousetrap migh t 

never re tion or [.;uccess ful implementation. Emerson t s 

reputed statement is important because its departure from the 

fac~focuses attention upon several elements the innovative 

S : necessi to ther social needs with in-

ventive ity; the role of entrepreneur in bringing to-

gether ideas, men, money, and techniques to produce a profi Ie 

i:1no~\lation; and the importance of the diffusion of information 

so that potential users are ly aware of the existence 

of an and its paten al usefulness to them. 

The proverb-makers not t framed a quo e e for 

fourth of our popular stereotypes: the notion that techno-



logical innovations derive rectly from basic scientific dis

coveries. If this generalization can be said to have anv vali

dity at all, it would hold only for relatively nodern times-

and even then, as we will see, the situation is simply too com

plicated to admit of such simplistic views. Nevertheless, the 

concept that technical innovation drives from scientific dis

covery exerts great pOv-ler, underlying goverlli'1lent support of 

basic research on the grounds that such research would ulti

mately achieve uti ty. 

Now, it is no great intellectural feat to destroy old adages 

and popular Myths. The very qualities which give them their 

strength and popularity -- their pithiness and their simplistic 

imagery -- are also their major shortcomings, for they fail to 

take into accountcounter cases or to show the co~olex inter-

relations which I at the heart of most human and social en-

deavors. Taken separately, these four items of the folklore of 

innovation are meaningless; together, they reveal the com

plicated interplay of many different factors in the innovative 

process. 

If we must have imagery to help us understand the nature 

and process of innovation, the nearest metaohor is perhaps to 

be found in ecology. The innovation process is indeed analogous 

to the complex interrelations of biological organisms ~",!i th one 

another and with their physical environment. Technological in

novation proceeds in a social, political, c, and cultural 

environment where the parts interact with ODe ~nother, and where 
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char~ge in one element produces a chain reaction of chanes in the 

other components. biological organisms, technological in-

novation changes and evolves to meet modifications in its en-

rOrL'11ent ~ Indeed, on itself might be considered as 

a unique social means sed by man in the process of 

natural selection adRptation to his environment -- a social 

and physical environment: vlhich previous innovations have them-

5e helped to create! 

The limnologist the scientist who studies fresh-water 

organ_isms in lakes, f and streams -- is avlare that a slight 

change in water rature or oxygen or food supply can pro-

while causing others to dis-rna te the gro\vth of some 

appear or to adapt to changes. Similarly, by adopting an 

ecological approach, the student of innovation can see how changes 

in the kno\'iledge base I in so al needs or public taste, in the 

availability of capital or natural resources or labor, in the 

structure of industrial research laboratories,in government fund~ 

ing l or in any other of the multitude of vaiables affecting the 

environment of innovation can about changes in the innova-

tive process ~tself. 

Recognition of its ical nature provides us with a 

po\~erful intellectual const.ru(!t for analyzing the process of in-

novation, but it complicates 

1 

than simplifies the task. 

rturbations in one element of the It makes us avJare that 

ecological system can mighty repercussions elsewhere. This 

is no small matter in a soc where complex questions of 50-

al priorities arise in connection with problems of limited 
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natural resources, desire for economic growth, demandsjimprove-

ment in t.he "o1Jality" of life, fears of environmental pollution, 

requirements for energy, and many other competing Hgoods. 1I Such 

considerations force us to ask what kinds of innovation are ne-

cessary, and how are we to obtain them. The problem of stimu-

lating innovation cannot be considered by itself but must be re-

lated to changing national goals and social priorities. 

1thronghout history, society has consistently under-

estimated the impact of technological innovations on the ways 

in itlhich pe live, work, learn, and play. Just as research 

and development (R&D) attempts to reduce the eleLlent of risk 

in apply new technology, so should a study of innovation re-

duce the element of surprise in our calculations for the future 

by indicating where and when government or business might in-

tervene in the innovative process, and what form that inter-

vention should take in order to prove most fruitful. 

* * * 
An ecological approach to the study of innovation magnifies 

the o.if culties of e~"compassins its many complex interrelation-

ships .. 

Lest the complexity get out of hand, we must necessarily 

delimit the ranee of our investigations. stric~ly speaking, 

an ecological ap~-,roach to innovation would include social in-

novations, those modes of social adaptation, accommodation, or 

advance in order to reach certain goals or to respond to changes. 

Perhaps the study of innovationuDon which we are embarking here 

will be the prelude to similar investigations into such social 

innovations. Here, however, we limit our~elves to technological 
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innovations" 

Nhat is a technological innovation? In the simplest term, 

it is introduction of a new product, tool, device, or tech-

nique. But such an inelegant definition would not correspond 

to the sophisticated approaches of the different disciplines 

concerned\,,?i th innovation., 11'0 some economists, for example, an 

innovation is the introduc of something technologically ne\.; 
1-

vlhich has an impact upon the "production function" of society. 

Economist!3 y.,7ould natu;"al1y think of innovation in terms of its 

economic function and impact. To the economist, therefore, in-

novation requires the introduction of a product or process into 

economy; othe , it \ATonId be economically irrelevant" 2.. 

The individual business firm is narro'\,yer in its vie\v of 

innovation; it is scarcely concerned with the effect of innova-

tion upon the general economy but rather ef ct upon its 

own balance sheet and its position in the industry. In the case 

:3 
of new food products, example, these might affect the food 

costs to the consumer, profits of farmers, processors, dis-

tributors, and retailers, the public health through nutritional 

changes, the international balance of trade, and the like. But 

individual businessman i[:) thinking primarily in tenus of pro-

for s firm. 

In some industries, particularly the "high technology in-

dustries 11 such as ctronics, competition is so keen that in-

no"'}ation comes a matter of survival, t alone profits. Changes 

occur so dly i:n s industries that "innovation is an ac-

ted way of industrial life. II '1 Innovation becomes a 
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sich, a tJling in itself, an obsess n sinilar t.O Cantain Ahab ~ s 

pursuit of Moby Dick, pursued without any 

Other thinkers regard innovation in :Leal terms 

of social goals. Morris TanenbauIl1 states, HTt::chnological in-

novation is the novel application of physical knowledge and 

technique to make premeditated changes in the ?hysical aspects 

of the environ..rnent. H;- This same purposive el"?I'>ent is stressed 

by Peter Drucker who regards innovation as a conscious atte~pt 

to bring about, through technology, a change in the way man 

lives.t; Such emphasis u?on social purposes might explain the end 

result of innovat.:.ion, but it scarce1y f:xplriins thc-: moti'i 

of most innovators or the ways which the process actually 

occurs. 

There are other complications in defining innovation * Al-

though the word carries the root for the words I1novel" and 

"new," many innovations simply involve a combination of old e1-

ements -- which in combination create something new. C'" ..L. /I' OOMeLlmes, 

novelty resides in the context. For example, M. T. Hodgen 

considers a technical innovation IE a[j having taken place ~:Jhen 

tool, a device, a skill or a technique I hO\.qe\rer unkno",Tn or 

well-known elsewhere, is adapted by an individual in a parti-

cular comr::luni ty and is 

com..rnuni ~ 11'7 This contextual defini tion is rtant in stud'l.T-

ing the diffusion innovation; it is fundamelytal for cul-

tural anthropologists and develoDrnental sociologists, vet it 

scarcely defines technological inno\ration in t2rI!lS of our: 

broader interests. 
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If we leave as questions of motivation, impact, and con-

text, and different taken by different disciplines, 

we can employ a very useful simple functional definition: By 

technological innovation we mean the full range of activities 

from idea generation througll invention, development, application, 

di ion of neh7 i:e ~01 devices, processes, and products. 
1 

s tion emhod.Lp:J a congeries of acti vi S, some 

of which are sometimes identified as the innovation process it-

self. For example, the idea of invention is sometimes used to 

describe the re innova.:ti ve process. Joseph Schumpeter dis-

tinguished between the two: invention he regarded as the ini-

a1 event, the discove of a new tool or technique; innova-

t:ion is -the event f \dlerl the new tool or technique is 

impler.:lented.? Invent:ions might technologically 

new, but it they are not applied, they would not be classified 

as innovations. For example, Leonardo da Vinci designed a 

flying "ll-"'''~.l..l.,.U,c-, bl.t it never ~flew -- and could not have flown 

had it been built; the real invention of the airplane came with 

the Wright brothers at the beginning of the 20th century, which 

was both aninven tion and i'nno"',."ation. 

One other dis ,tinction be useful in order to clarify 

our definition, and that is the distinction between invention 

discovery. For examp R. J. Forbes claimed that scientific 

discovery usually recognizes or observes some new natural object 

or phenomenon f y;hi 1(: an invent~ion is t,he creation of something 

technologi 
;J 

ly new vlhich had not existed befor e in nature. For 

example, man discovered fire but invented devices to start 
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2.n(': usc 1. t fo~::-]' 1:: (."-:.nd heating. 

Sut such a dis covery and invention is 

Stlre ficial. Frequently what we call inventions could 

also be sified as scoveries. For example, Charles Goodyear 

discovered tha t rubber h 7 hen sprinkled th sulfur and 

in its resiliency. Al this 

was an accidental s it was so the invention of the 

process. Frequently invention and discovery are 

80 closely intertwined it is dif cuI t to dra,,! any 

cut 8 tine-tioD bet,-leen them; for examp r Edison's "invention" 

of the electric la'11p \'las based partial on his "discovery" 

that a ca.rbon filw"'Tlent sC!ssed physi properties which would 

enable it to incandesce a bulb from which the air been 

removed ,-- and this i tself ~das a "dis " obtained by al-

and-error of many di possible lament materials. Dis-

cove 

of a 

in 

f 

a:r:d 

in this sense vJould be merely one of the broad range of 

co~npr.:Ls 

Our functional de 

ties dictates 

innovative 
* * * 

cess. 

tion of innovation as a wide range 

analytical framework to be employed 

the process. S rting out activities in a logi-

SOI::e logical -- continuum, we arrive at 

in the tion process: (1) problem de tion 

a generatlc~; (2) in~ention; (3) research and lop-

ment (H&D); (4) ; and (5) ffusion. 

~.:: . J_..LDl 

an2.1'/tiC"lJ 

Our rst 

ss phases is In itself, vle 

es, provi d them with simple 

ase -- problem finition and idea 
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generation -- is in a sense a IIknowledge Yl proble~. A need. 

(social, economic, or simply technical) is oerceived or an op-

portunity (perhaps some new scientif -"!~iscover.1 or ana r 

technical innovation) presents itself -- and the inventor is 

able to link together these needs and oooortunities in an idea 

for some technical improvement. Jr~lention -- the second phase 

is the creation of a new technical f product, or process 

which attempts to link together trH:; needs and oDyortuni ties. 

Since the new device, process, or product night not be able to 

be directly employed -- the invention might be only a ltlorking 

model, a patent drawing, or the like -~, further \-lork of various 

kinds must be done on it. This involves research and develop

ment -- our third phase -- until the invention is ready for 

application. Application involves decisions regarding risk

taking, market evaluations, and a whole host of other consi

derations. When it is finally applied, the innovative process 

is completed when the technological invention is diffused into 

different firms throughout industry, into other industries, and 

into other countries. 

The five phases might seem clear and distinct in definition, 

but they are anything but that in p Indeed, because 

the innovation process is an ecolocj"i phenemenon, there are 

feedbacks among all the elements of -Lhe process phases. For 

example, during the course of research and development, it might 

be discovered that certain technical problems present themselves, 

and sometimes these in turn involve the acquisition of more basic 

scientific knowledge. In other words, new problems are de~ined, 

and ideas must be generated in order to create new sub-inventions, 



which in turn are subjected to further rcs8arc~1 ~nd d2veloD~ent. 

Similarly, in the course of application or in diffusion, n~~ 

problems arise which also feed back intc) th~~~ ::;-13terr;. 3esalJ.::}~ 

all these elements interact wi th one another t::hroughout th':! in-

novative process, there is much overlap a~ong th~ individ~al 

process phases. For analytical convenience, "de separa.te the 

phases, but we must all/lays remember that they (~111 form Dart of 

the ecologi cal sys tern comprising th(~ many ac·ti'Ji t_ies' (lnd de'Jelon-

ments which we define as the innovative process. 

II. Theories of Invention and Innovation 

The major theories of invention ---_. early ·theorists nac.e no 

distinction between the act of invention and the entire orocess 

of innovation -- polarize around two positions; deterministic 

and individualistic (llheroic" or "great-'man lr
) theories . 

The determinist explanation of the innovative process holds 

that the innovation occurs when the conci t-ions are " r igh-t, IF 

whereas the "heroic ll theory stresses the role of the individual. 

To those who think that technology runs its OHn race, 1mbridled 

~y any external pressures, the individualistic approach appeals; 

others who regard technology as bounded and created by social 

forces would tend toward the deterministic school m 

~'Ji thin these two major theses f t.here are :::12ny vari:::t:io:ls, 

and the history of technology suggests that both schools of thought 

have some validity and are not necessarily mutually exclusive. 

More sophisticated theories developed later; these are composite 

theories, embodying elements of both earlier schools of thCH1<}ht. 

lJ'he position of the deterministic scl~c·ol ~:~ (.:Tl'cbodiei.-l i:1 ~:h2 

adage "Necessi ty is the Illother of inventior.. _ n That. necessity C2D 

be social or economic need, r~lili t.ary der,l.3.n~l, ,:-li'.d. tJ1(,:'; l.ike. 
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If need alone sufficed to bring forth inventions, we would 

had many innovations long before they actually occurred. 

Long before the telegr~ph, telephone, or radio appeared on the 

scene there ",vas a need for im..mediate cOITLrrtunication over great 

distances. Similarly, the demand for fast transportation of 

bulky cor:uno 

lroan and ste 

V,rou1d have brought about the invention of the 

before the 19th century. It is ob-

vious that many things besides necessity determine if an innova

tion occurs, when and where it occurs, by whom it is invented, 

and the nature the innovation itself. 

But merely to deny that necessity is the sole factor is not 

to deny its great importance in innovation. Indeed, it is a 

crucial item, for there is little point in inventing something 

which nobody wants, needs, or uses. When that occurs, the pro-

cess is sometimes aborted before the invention actually ap-

plied and di ffused. t1any II inventions" went through the pro

blem definition and idea qeneration and well into the research 

and development phase before they came to a halt. The pa-tent 

office files are filled with inventions which never saw the light 

of day; that iS I they were patented but they were unable to 

satisfy some social requ , such as profitabi ty, and never 

"r.tade it,. II 

True,some innovations, such as the polaroid camera and cell-

ophane 

need y,'as 

be said to have been invented before specific user

culated; nevertheless, in the broader sense there 

he s alvlays been thf~ hU~icUl desire for im!ftediate depiction of a 

scene and for a clear packaging mate al. There are many dif-
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ferent social needs and human wants to which innovations have 

responded. 

The ti,vO most important social s tim;lli to i::-tno'Ja·tion throu::rh-

out human history have been military requirements and economic 

profi t. For example, the demand for C:.annon sti!":1ulated discover] 

and innovation in metallurgy and ch2mis , and cannon were 

selves a response to i1lili tary need~;.. In. more recent tines the 

growth of aeronautics has owed much to military 

Wartime developments, more than any other, exemplify the 

kernel of truth in the adage about necessity beqetting invention. 

Radar was developed in Britain to mef~·t the GeIT1an bornbing t 

in World War II. Similarly, artificial harbors, degaussing of 

ships, blood plasma, the proximity fuse, and many other innova-

11 
tions were direct responses to military needs and demands. In-

deed, only the desperate needs of wartime force hard-crusted 

military chiefs and conservative bureaucracies to nei,v items 

and ideas. Wartime necessity often results in II crash" programs 

which accelerate the pace of innovation. 

Economic factors certainly rank with military ones in stimu-

lating and determining the nature of much innovative activity. 

For example I the development of the ':-i(']:ter I.vheel and \'lindmill in 

medieval Europe has been at·tribu to the labor s ca.used 

by the decline of slavery i,vith the downfall of the Roman ire 

and the rise of Christ.iani ty; these made it necessary t.o utili ze 

sources of po .. ver other than human muscles. r:I:he shortage of char-

coal for metallurgical purposes led to the innovation of Hcoke" 

in the metallurgical process. Similarly, scarcity and h 
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cost of labor is said to have stimulated mechanization in 19th 

century America. 

Economic requirements can express themselves in different 

ways in response to different resource factors. r.rakethe re-

quirement for greater agricultural production In the 19th cen-

tury_ In land-short Europe, the is was an deve100ing new 

crop rotations and applying chemis to agriculture in order 

to increase the yield per acre, while fu":lericans, possessing an 

adundance of land but a shortage of workers, developed mac~ines 

such as the reaper and combine-harvester in order to increase 

the yield per man. 

Besides looking at obvious manifestations social need, 

such as mili tary demand and economic requirenents, we can vierN' 

the deterministic interpretation of technological innovation in 

more cosmic terms, as part of a Social Darwinian schema of na

tural selection, adaptation, and survial. From -the vie\vpoint of 

those anthropologists who regard tool-making and tool-using (to 

be more precise, tool-dependency) as the determining character

istic of our species, technical innovation is of a natural 

selection process which has enabled man to adapt to his environ-

ment and to survive. Such a cos~ic view 0 socio-b ical needs 

for survival might explain much technological innovation during 

tithe descent of man" and prehistoric times, but it scarcely ac-

counts for man's later inventiveness. It does little toexpl 

the great surge of innovative activi es in, say, the 13st three 

centuries, when man's survival on earth is no longer threatened 

by a hostile nature or by other 3nimal snecies -- unless we assume 



a Jungian innateness to innovation in the 

Akin to the c1eterminis c interpr::::tat.iJ)n I") lnnO~/Clt as 

derived from principles of biologi evolution 3.nd se-

lection would an argument for innovation terms 0 f the 

II llenge-and-response" thesis of Arnold Toynbee. In his rnulti-

volume , Toynbee considers 
----~------------~ 

se and 11 of 

civi zations as a function of abili -to re to chal-

13 
lenges. Thus, the challenge the natural environment sometimes 

elicits technical responses. 

Other external factors such as geography and climate 

can lead to a deterministic interpretation of the innovation pro-

cess. L. Don Lambert c that the tropi climate in Africa 

where the earl st civi zations arose was conducive to the growth 

of internal parasites; those areas eventually st 1 unable 

to innovate suf ciently to stem the litating effects of 

parasitic infe 
6f-

ons. The "cold\'lard course progress 11 contined 

until "a 1 tude of permanent climate control of parasites was 

ILf 
reached. If Climate is no·t the only geographical deterrainant. The 

lack of presence or certain natural resources can propel innova-

tion in ce directions. For exanple, we would not expect 

cotton gin to be invented in a colder clime ~~ere cotton does not 

gro~q ! 

A deterministic approach underlies some lnte tations 

innovative capabi ties In onal or ethnic terrns I although such 

might de from appli on of Dre-exist preju-

ces to a limi ted body of data. For exam~.) ll;:~ f na'cional nride led 

various peoples to assert cial cre t fo::-:- i.nvt::'!ntions -- as 
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\vi tness the American boast of a special IIY,-lnkee ingenui \S 
II and 

the post-World War II soviet claims of Russian prio es to a 

nwnber of inventions. S. ColllLrn Gilfillan, "'lho Dione~red lD 

early studies of the sociology of invention, has recently clained 

that various "races" are unequal in inv,~ntive ability; he finds 

that the central Eskimos are very qood at invention, \"hile Negroes 

16 
are the opposite. 

There is also a tendency to think of inventiveness as a 

monopoly of the Western world, which is contrasted with the 

"backwardness" of Asian and African societies .. The fact is that 

Western man is not unique in te logical innovation; at various 

times in the past Asian and African societies have led the way, 

while the West has borro\-led much from them. It is in Africa and 

Asia, for example, that the earliest remains of manls tool-

making and tool-using prehistoric ancestors are to be found. In-

deed, until the beginnings of modern science and try, East 

Asia was far ahead of the West in many elements. Chinese prior-

ity in the development of gunpowder, pager, block-printing, move-

able-type printing, porcelain manufacture, and the magnetic com-

pass is well known, but China was also advanced in other tech-

nical matters. Some fifteen centucies before Europe ~'las able to 

cast iron, the Chinese had mastered the uC:!; n:echa.rl 1 

clockwork began not in Renaissance Europe but in Thang 

China; the Chinese were the first to build iron-chain suspension 

bridges, and the first of all segmental arch structures is 

Chunts bridge of 1610 A.D.; and it is cl t-::hat the:; Chinese 

developed the crank for converting rotary to 'I- l' ] .' 17 
1. L1JCllna. mn1:lCH1. 



India, Malaya, and Tibet were also important sources for 
IS 

diffusion of technology -to the ~\Testern ':lorld. 

Within the Western world, inventions have cone from all 

17 

ferent nationalities. Indeed, a look at the backgrounds of "Ar'1erican" 

inventors would indicai:e the many diffE:rent eLhnic qroups -."hich 

have contributed to America reputatj"on for inno~Jation. For a 

long time it was thought that the Russians had c1 behind ~'125t-

ern Europe in invention; when Soviet historians after World War 

II put forth claims for the priority of many Russian inventors, 

Western scholars scoffed at first. NoyV', ho~.vever, most of these 

claims have stood UP in the light of h torical inquiry. 

It is now obvious that no European nation has been vlithout its 

outstanding innovators. Inventive creativity would not seen to 

be a monopoly of any nation or group of peoples. 

Nevertheless, the fact that some nations forged ahead of 

others gives further evidence of the importance of the socio-

cultural millieu -- the social deterministic factors, if you \vill 

-- underlying innovation. If Asia was so advanced in science 

and so eff~cient in technology between the second century B.C. and 

the 15th century A.D., why is it that modern science began its 

meteoric rise in the West at the time of the Scienti Revolution, 

and why is it industrialization in Britain in t~e 18th cen-

tury? If Russian inventors were so fecund in ideas and devices 

during the 19th century, why is it that their works never took 

root and why did Russia lag behind Western Europe in industrial-

ization? The answers to these questions would t that, 

while inventive creativity can be found among men at all s 
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and at all places, sociocultural factors are of Major sig-

nificance in the complex process of innovation. 

The importance of social element in determining the 

nature and course of innovation is given added is by the 

historical fact of multiple inventions. Given despread 

diffusion of technological knowledge in modern vlorld, the 

similari ty of technical problems, and the appar.'en . . 1 urn, vers 1, a 

potentialities of the human mind, it is not s that Many 

inventors hit upon the same or similar solutions of technological 

problems. Indeed, the qreat amount. of patent Ii ation is 

proof of the fact that all the factors are llright" the solu-

tion of a problem at that particular time. Robert K. Merton and 

Elinor Barber have studied intensively some 264 multiple dis-

coveries in science, and have found 179 to be doublets, 51 triplets, 

and so on, up to two discoveries each of which \':as made independ

ently nine times.19 we know of no similar studies of inventions, 

but we have no doubt that the results would comparable" In-

deed, the number of patent applications which are turned down on 

the basis of lack of novelty would indicate how ten the human 

mind arrives at solutions to technical problems which others have 

already thought of -- and oatented. 

Even given the importance of the social factor, we cannot 

do without the human element in innovation. We can say in a 

figurative sense that necessity is the mother of invention or that 

one innovation spawns another, but in the literal sense, need 

itself nor machines by themselves do not bring forth innovations. 

Human beings have the ideas, define the problems, perform the 
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creative act of producing a device, do the research and d8'lelo~)-

ment, and finally decide upon the application and the diffusion 

of the innovation. 

The importance of the human element has led some thinkers 

to postulate a heroic, or II great-man f fI theory I ~,'lhe an 

dual is given complete or rtually complete t for a spe 

fie innovation, as having COI:1e from his n 

alone. 

We like to interpret all history in human terms. History 
we seek for heroes 

. / h . b . d 1 .l....2-a 1S eponymous, and to w am we can ascrl e ldeas and eve opmen,_s. 

The hi story of technolo<JY has not" bc ..... cn in~nune from s hero ;'lor-

ship. One of the earliest studies of inventors -- the great in-

novators of the Industrial Revolution -- was Samuel Smiles, Lives 

of the En9ineers.~ This multi-volume collection of biographies, 

similar to Plutarchrs Lives in its didactic pur~oses, first began 

appearing in 1862 and passed through many editions. In his fort 

to inculcate in his readers the virtues of self-discipline, f-

help, devotion to duty, integrity and dogged perseverance, Smiles 

depicted his heroes somewhat larger than life. Smiles ascribed 

the inventiveness of his heroes to the standard Victorian virtues 

of his time .. 

Although the heroic in.nova-tion not. tIl:::' 

stimulus of economic needs· and the influence of sociocultural 

conditions, it emphasizes the role of the individual "heron in 

bringing about innovation. For example, scholars of the deter-

ministic school would argue that 18th century Bri tain 'i,vas "readyll 

for the steam engine, both in terms of economic need and t~he 12'\'"e1 
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of technology, so that if James ~"latt had not. invented steaD 

engine, someone else would have. They a130 r~cognize l· ... 
'-

would not have been the same engine and tit ":1 0 U 1 c1 not h a ~l e 

come into use lli~der prec 
.2..1 

ely the same candi tio:1s. ]\JlO 

involving functional equivalents, derives froD. tile of color 

television. Here both me anical and e ctronic systems were de-

vised to the same end resulL, namely, the ssion of 

a colored which also be on e black-

and-white sets. The different means in tting 

and receiving a color cture depended uoon tlle in inven-

tor, but the selection electronic over the m~::; ical systeJ.:;:1 

resulted from a number of external 

Emphasis upon the individualistic interpretation of innovation 

activity ses as many complications as does the terministic 

approach. For one ·thing, it invol v:::s tigation of act of 

creativity, a subject of great comple ty, many t.heo 5, and 

little agreement. There , however, a body 0 f opinion '.'!hi cn 

holds that the creative act is basical same in field 
.2,.2-

of endeavor. Thus, the creative ac of te sts is 

similar, say, to the creative work of humanists and ts; 

some people express Ives in sLccl, concrete, ele C Clr-

cuits, and other arti , while others express themselves in 

poetry, drama, music, s fic theor -- and even theories 

of the innovative process~ But such izations do not tell 

us what technological cre • +- • 
Vl,-y lS. But 'dhat is it? 

Methodologically, creativity has been studied ti,vO major 

viewpoints, which , interes enough, to the social-
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de terminis c and indi vidualistic appro(lch ~-3 loyed in-

ting the innovation process: 

The psychological approach to creati tends to focus a~ 

forces '.vi D.~e individual, concen trat inc! r)n ;31JC~l f ac l::ors c.s 

inte gence, personality, and att s .. 'I'he so logical a:;?-

proach, while not ing t..'f1e rtance of those elenents, cl 

that these derive from various of social b and 

conditioning .. In oG~er , this is the old "nature versus 

nurture n argument applied to innovative 'vi ty. 

One of the earl st scholars ~30l1gh t 

genius was Francis Galton, 
;13 

minant of eminence. Other 

who found redity a primary deter-

r psychologists found 

explanation for cre . ,t:J...if genlus. 

More recent studies rele heredi to a minor role, 

although not discounting it complet,ely. Ann }\.oe (1953) showed 

other factors to be of or importance, such as the llectual 

atmosphere of home, Idhood sts, ?~nd ition in the 
2.5' 

birth order. Not un 1 1955 \Vas a conference on identifi 

of creative scienti c talent held, and then scholars placed dif-

fering emphas on various demographic, cultural, relisrions, and 

personality att 

dent that "pro les II of eminent s entists not necess 

shed much light on the cre 
." '1 

process itself.-

ly 

~'lhi Ie Samuel les had made out his at inventors to be 

most reasonable and virtuous of m2Tl, SOE:i:; iconocla3tic thi:1k.ers 

of late Vic 

show that creativi resided p 1y in tLns2 cho c and 
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splenetic individuals \·,ho refused to adjust to the vTorld ;.w011t 

them and ~'lho did not adopt its val u'::! S .. 

psychoanalysts, ';,'lith their ern.phasis ul?on Die nc:ur()tic nd :trra-

tiona I elements in the human mind and behavior, ca~e forth ~ith 

theories relating creativity to emotional 

recent investigators, hOi;lever, have ali t.he ar clic:l2 

of linking creati VE:!. geni us T~'ii th a 1. t touch of madness; 

now tend to view cre vity and psycholog~cal health not only as 

:t? 
compatible, but as mutually supportive. 

The most recent literature distinguishes among different 

types of creativity and links these -to t k of 

vities and goals. Some creative individuals, es?ecially composers, 

expressionist painters, sculptors, and writers, are simply ex-

pressing their inner states; others direct their creativity to 

meet externally defined needs and goals; >dhile a third cuts 

1- h . 30 d" across Dot! of the flrst tidO. In ad 1.tlon, tudies are being 

made of the environment in which the creative individuals work. 

This approach is of importance in modern technology, ~:lhere the 

industrial research laboratory now provides the setting for much 

innovation. 

The individualistic theories of tion 

dealt with heretofore have' been concerned in--

ventive creator of the process, device, tool, or technique .. 

There is another individual whose contribution to the innovative 

process frequently equals or exceeds that of the inventor; the 

3f 
entrepreneur. 

It is the energetic entrepreneur who is willing to take sks} 
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who atl1asses the capi tal to finance the inven tion, <"ho sees th,; 

idea through to actual production u.nd introduction to th.(:: ;:dJ:j:~,,! t 

placCe 

quently expressed in terms of profi t potentialities, '>'lith tf12 

creative ideas of the inventor i he couples the marketplac(~ with 

t..."'e invention. 

Sometimes the inventor ilild th~:! entre~:Jr:eneur are CO'::J.Ol::'.8.ci ::.i:' __ 

the s arne person, as .in tlle case 

more often they are different individuals. For example" .. Janes 

Watt, as we will see I possessed rellTa.rkable technical ability, but 

he lacked capi tal and business aCCU1Ll.e'fl; these \,-Jere supplied by 

Hatthew Boulton, \"ho became t.lLe dri ving force making for the 

successful introduction of the Watt steam engine. Indeed, many 

innovations would have been stillborn had no capital been found 

to make their application effective and had not the entrepre-

neur brought together the need and clemand Hi til ~·the creati ve a':Jil.i ty 

of the inventor. 

In contemporary business organizations, the entrepreneur 
.3lj 

sometimes takes the form of ·the manager of R&D, ,,'/ho brings toget·-

her scientific knowledge, technical expertise, knowledge of the 

marketplace and of econolnic consJcr,:dl1-L:~:; f In an effort~:.o p:::::oc .. ,..lce 

profitable innovations~ 

the man who sees the potentiali ties of a novel idea and -:lho poss~-

sses the determination and persistence -- and the salesr:tanship ---

to push an innovative concept through to completion. 

one possesses the unique qualities of the entrepreneur, for not 

everyone has the imagination to foresee the practical cons2su~nc2s 

of inventions. 
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For exarnple, Chester Carlson, inventor of ti1'.:': zeroxing process, 

seemed alone in 

his process and he took his xerox in-;rention t.O O'ler 20 cO!npanies 

be he was able to nd one whi icl2a and ?:ro-

ceeded to develop it into a major indus co:'npany and a 

wide corrununications phenomenon. 

Success entrepreneurs need ot_ have ':Jery much in 'day 

of technical background, but they must have a keen ion of 

opportuni s afforded by an innovation. Robert Fulton, for ex-

, possessed li t"tle technical bcu:kcJrounc1, ':Ie hail as 

the inventor of steamboat because he was the first to see it 

across threshold of profit, learning technology as he 

went along. Thomas J. Watson was all a superb s sman; it 

was his vision of the marke ace and s \r'iill s to 

critical decisions involving I rather than any special tech-

ical expertise, which moved IBM into its pos 

35" 
and cOroTIlercial dominance.-

of technical 

~vhe or not inventor and the entrepreneur are the 

same man or rent men, it is entrepreneur who marshalls 

the resources as, rnen, te chno and directs 

them toward the goal of innovation. 

In stressing the importance of both individuals and the 

social environment in the innovative , 8::l.8 should not 

forget the role which happenstance plays history. In the case 

of technical innovat , the intervention 0 c~ance is called 

lise pi tyfl (de from the naI'ile of ::tElce) , 

which means happily dental discoveric' '::",<u tal~lOUs ilistorical 
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incidents illustrat~ serendipity at work in the d of innov 

tion~ Charles Goodyear's discovery of the vulcanization process, 

and W. H. Perkin's discovery of aniline dye. 

se and other cases of accidental discoveries or inventions 

are not quite so "accident \I as they might seem .. If anything, 

provide proof that innovation does not occur in haphazard 

fashion. In virtually evcr:y case of serendipitous invention, we 

find thr.t .. _the inventorsiderr; aware of the needs and problems, 

"they had already conducted persistent and careful searches 

for what they ,vanted, and that they were acute and perceptive 

enough to recognize it \vhen a happy accident gave them their 

answer. In other words, they could appreciate the signi ance 

of a chance occurrence and utilize it for practical purposes. 

Most innovative advances come as a cumulative result of answers 

to a series of sely direc"t:ed questions ichance or accidental 

observations come as a bonus to perceptive scientist who has 

already done his "homet-Jork". As Louis Pasteur 

favors the prepared mind. II 

rved, "Chance 

the 

From what has been 

stic theories 

heroic. or even blind 

complex s of 

so 

* * * 
above, it is obvious that none of 

-determinis c, individualistic-

ce ---- can serve by i tsel f to explain 

innovative ss. 

therefore, that cOr.1posite theories have 

It is not surpris 

enunciated which 

attempt to take into account the many different factors, such as 

individual ilities and the socioeconomic environment, in-' 

volVGd in innovat 
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Almost half a century ago, the anthropolo R. B. Dixon 

postulated a triad of factors in the 

3' tural trait: opportunity, need, and genius.. An historical stud::! 

of the conditions fostering successful R~D, carri8d on (1965) 

the Arthur D .. Li ttle Co. for the DE~partment a Defense, found a 

similar triad of factors behind innovatory weapon systems: a 

clearly understood need; relevant ideas, information, insight, 

and experience i and the men and money to push <through the job. In 

brief, these were Dixon's anthropological factors translated into 

the context of the modern R&D 1 tory .. 

One of the most influential expositions of a theory of in-

novation which comprises both the individualistic and sociologi

cal theories was presented by Abbott Payson Usher.'31 Usher's theory, 

drawn from Gestalt psychology, regards innovation as a social pro-

cess consisting of acts of insight of different degrees .c • oJ.. ~m-

portance and at many levels of perception and thought. These acts 

converge into a mass of syntheses, which Usher analyzed as a 

genetic sequence of four steps: (1) the perception of a problem, 

meaning the recognition of a social need and of the problems in-

valved in its fulfillment; (2) the setting of the s • 1 , l.nvo ..... -

ving the existence of a body of teclUlical kno~.,;le and of te 

nological and financial capabilities; (3) the act of insight by 

which the essential solution of the problem is found; and (4) 

critical revision, in which the newly perceived relations are 

thoroughly mastered and effectively worked into the entire context 

of which they are a part. 

Usher's theory deals only wi th the firs <t three process 
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of our functional division of the innovative process. 

It he accolmt for lern definition and i generation, and 

the act of creative invention; and his "critical revision ll would 

nO\\7 comprehended in the 11 development II part of modern "research 

and lopment n (R&D). However, Usher's theory neglects the risky 

economic decisions involved the application of inventions and 

their 

those 

ion; yet any complete theory of innovation must take 

account. Usher \\7(}S primarily concerned wi th the' "act 

of insight" in the inventive process, probably because of the 

eEtphasis which Gestal t psychologists placed on "Eureka u or 

11 Aha! II phenomenon.. He tell us how and why an invention 

takes ace, but not how invention is trans d into a 

true innovation. 

Although no generally ted model of the innovation pro

ar that when one emerges it will view cess ts, it is pretty 

innovation as an interactional process between the individual and 

the environment, or as a social process in which the individual 

participates. It is in teraction :be tvleen inventive in-

dividual and social forces (economic pressures, scientific know

ledge, and technical expertise) which is responsible for inventions, 

and it is the further among these , including 

for the ap

S of inn ova-

the ties of ri and c1ecis 

pli of t.he invention f 'dl1 c11 explain the 

tion as a Ylhole _ Any generalized theory of innovation must take 

note of 1 these elements. 

This notion of t~c teractional nature of the innovative 

s ars out our contention that the process must be viewed 
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ecologically, that I as a complex netvJork of f:1utuall=! 

variables, with changes in one element bringing about in 

the others and feeding back to ef ct lP. irJi,nal 

mover. 

III. The Social Ecology 

A. The Sociocultural Environment 

We have already posed the question why China, which did 

so brilliantly in science and technology be't':veen the 2nd century 

B.C. and the 15th century A.D., failed to develop industrial 

and why Russia, with a brilliant array of inventors in 18 

and 19th centuries, lagged behind Western European states 

industrialization. ~Je night also ask why Britain took industrial 

leadership during the 18th century, at a time when France held 

intellectual and cultural predominance over the European "\'10 rId . 

The answers to such questions would suggest that 'tlhile inventive 

imagination can be found among men at all time and all places, 

differing sociocultural conditions affect opportunity r em-

ploying this creative capacity for technological innovation. 

Human creative genius is not sufficient by itself to produce 

inventions which will take root in a given socie unless a nu.~er 

of other conditions are fulfilled. As Horner Barnett has po ted 

3'7 
ou~there is a great deal of resistance to change in all cultures; ~ 

nevertheless, change does occur. Innovations take place, and 

their ability to take root depends in large measure upon the soc 

cultural environment and its receptivity to technological innova-

tion. 

It is not surprising that the threshold of receptivity to 



technological innovation has varied from time to tine and ?lacc: 

to place during the course of history. Therr:: ha'12 b(2en tir'::::s 'lih~n 

technological change \vas not regarded as tJ,·~;:~L)18, 

desirable; instead, greater importance '.'las attached to,s , r21i-

gions, literary, or other non-technical purs In such 30C ti~3, 

creative minds would not be likely to apply their efforts to tech-

nical endeavors. The tion then arise.;: ~7hi types O..t.. '::.io21.al 

environment stimulate technological innovation andJconversely, 

which inhib innovation? 

Without attempting to survey the entire course of human his-

tory, it can be pointed out that the so and econo~ic syste2 

of antiquity discouraged innovation. This usual been at-

. b d h' . . f 1 31 , 1 tr~ ute to t e lnstltutlon 0 s avery. Because tnere was tt e 

inceI!tive to improve the lot of slaves 1 there tda5 Ii ttle oressure 

to improve mechanisms in order to save slave labor. ~<Jhen tech-

nical problems requiring the application of more power arose, the 

solution was simply to employ more slaves rather than to develop 

labor-saving mechanisms. The finest minds of antiquity regarded 

technical problems as unworthy of ir attention. The scholarly 

tradition thus existed completely apart from the technical tradi-

tion in clas cal antiquity; the ~an who ~orked with his hands 

was regarded as inferior to the ivory-towe r. 

great technical advance of the waten1heel provides an 

instructive case. Although invented during ROffian , the 

Romans made little use of it. Rather than harres the DOI.ver 

of moving water to perform ~vvork, the RD£"1nilS ~;in'J used the :nns cle 

power of slaves to do the job. 



of the Roman Empire, the supPly of slaves rtecline~. r/'fechanic~l 

means were necessary to ob n the pOW2r for~e pro"iided })'/ 

human muscles, and the result was a great growth in ('lDt) C~-

tion of water wheels during the Ages. ~~use and ct 

are mixed here: when slaves were supplanted by water power and 

other mechanical devices, slavery disaoneared from Hestern EU!.:',}D~. 

Al though, as {.ynn ~"7hi te has point.:.ed out 1 the Christian tradi-

tion elevated man to dominion over the earth and all the crea-!:ures 
if( 

thereon -- unlike, say, the Hindu tr tion of nan's subservience 

to, or at least inclusion in, the natural environment -- this 

theological justification did not provide sufficient practical 

impetus to widespread invention. Instead, the ~edieval social 

structure, based on heredi tary classes I and -the emohasis on sal-

vation in the life to come rather than material happiness in s 

world militated against innovation~ The roots of our modern oro-

. If-'L 
clivity for innovation go into our Western ~edieval herltage, 

but the flowering had to await a more favorable sociocultural 

climate and soil. 

During the Renaissance elements of a cultural climate favorable 

to innovation were strengthened. In addition to the strong cur-

rents of Christian renewal, which are frequently overlooked in 

Renaissance scholarship 1 there 't:las a -tendency to'dard secularisB 

and an opening of the economic system which allowed enterprising 

financial and commercial individuals to rise in the social hier-

archy. And while much of Renaissance "humanism" looked to 

classical antiquity, there was also a strong trend for acceotance 

of novelty. Innovation is morelikely to flour~sh in an atmosphere 



where there is anticipation of change anr) accr.;;)tanc(: of nov~:lC'1. 

rEhe Renaissance rit also helped break the hands of r~lianc8 

upon ancient authori ties. A.t the clo~;r::: r)f tlt(~ P0flrl.issr:lnc8, ·-h e:,:: 

!Ibattle of the Ancients and Hoderns" \vas ultimately ciecided in 

favor of the Moderns. 

The transformation in religious institutions and theoloqical 

ap~roaches, sparked by the Renaissance ano nanifested in the 

Protestant Eeformation, provided a ne\<1 founc1e:tion for technical 

advance during the 17th century. Perhaps the most influential 

study of the sociocultural elements underlying scienti c and 

technological change is Robert K. Merton's investigation of the 

relations of Puritanism to the Scientific Revolution in 17th 
'13 

century England. According to Merton, the tan ethic required 

the scientific study of nature for the glorification of God and 

His works, and it designated social welfare, the qood of the 

many, as a desirable goal. Puritanism thus nurtured science as 

leading to the domination of nature by technoloaical invention. 

Although some scholars deny that the morlern scientific soirit is 

the offspring of Protestant asceticism, they do not denv the role 

of sociocultural factors in the origins of modern science but 

merely substitute a di fferent set of factors for ~·~erton I s emphasis 

on the Puritan ethic. Thus Lewis S. Feuer claires that the sci-

entific movement developed out of a hedonist.ic-libertarian ethic 

which was not confined to 17th century England but could also 
,. ./ 

be found in Catholic Venice, Confucian China, .., '" _ '" 7i" ana ;··le:::,opotarrna. 

Perhaps even nore if'1portant is emph Z.l iIl1portance of 

the sociocultural environr..ent for innovation were the thouahts of 
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f--lax ~veber, vlhich R. II .. T;;ptlney appl d to c!cor1()r:1ic histor~J; In 

a classic expression of the s betlveen reliqious vi(~'!ls and (~CO-

nomic deve t,Tawney argued t the Protestant e C -- ':li 

its emphasis on hard-work, sobriety, and th2 rolentles3 ~ursuit 

of one t s calling -- provided religious justifica-tion for -the 2!laS5-

ing of wealth through siness a ties. Although scholars night 

disagree as to role of Cal vini~>m in engendering a caD alist 

frame of mind l there can be little doubt t cToi ist e c 

theory and titutions 'dere extrerrrelv favorable for 

of a spirit of innovation. 

During the 18th century Enlightenment, sociocultural environ

ment for innovation improved still further. The idea of progress 

began to capture nants imagination; Inan's enlightened progress 

was to be seen not only in the fine arts, liternture, and reli

gion, but in the technical arts. Indeed, the great Encyclop~die, 

under the editorship of Denis Diderot, was cated to the dif-

fusion advanced thought and contained lar~e portions describ-

ing technical processes and progress. During the 19th century, 

under the impetus of great industrial growth, human Drogress and 

technological advance became indissolubly linked the pub c 

mind. 

During the 19th century t excep'l-, for rOrlantic lovers of the 

medieval and some Utonians ,bot.b caoitalist soei stic 

thinkers advocated further technological innovation in order to 

achieve their respective goals. Despite his castiqation of ca8-

italism and the exploitation of workers in the factorv systeM, 

Karl Marx praised the technological achievements which bourqeois 



capi talist soc ty had brough t about. Indeed, to Marx, the alt~r-

ations in means of oroduction 

innovations of the Inc1llstri Re on d:::d '" inriis-

pensable groundwork for the emergence of the proletarian so ty 

and ultimately classless society whi he hO:Jed to br a about. 

By the time the 20th century rolled aro'.lnd I th2 tity of 

technological progress human advance '.'ldS stablished in t.'r1e 

popular mind. International exposi emphasized the role which 

technological innovation had played ln bettering man's Ii At 

the opening of the 20 th century I when ne~."spapers and magazines ','lere 

lIed 'v'li th prognostications for the future, Duch ~/las made of t'::'e 

Iffact 11 that man I s technical progress in the fut.ure Tdas assured --

based on the assumption that man was moving to\.;ard a new Utopia 

brought about by science and technology. 

Hid-20th century A.merican society manifes-ted the epi tome of 

this equation of technological innovation ",,"ith human progress .. 

Unlike previous cultures, Americans embraced V18 concept of novelty: 

advertising campaigns drummed home the idea of "ne\'l and (hence) 

improved. n v<Jhile some social cri tics rnigh t bf~ tical of <:,,,hether 

new was ipso facto better than old, public opinion rarely 

admi tted such doubts. 

So great was the identi cation of novel progress ~1at: 

sometimes innovation was sought for its own ~:;a~ .. e. The introduction 

of the annual model change automobiles, instituted by Alfred 

P. Sloan as head of General Hotors, added imDetus to this notio:::1. 

Even though much of the novel ty was spurious r beca .... lse it ~.·;as ne'.v 

it was con:3 d tter. Only 

ous tical voices begun to "innovatlon or \,yhat?1I and to 
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qnestion the impact of technology upon the au~litv of lif~_ - . 

This outcry against "technology" ._- an outcry '.-Thich is r:ts ir-

relevant as inveighing aqainst, saYr history or biology -- ~~st 

give us pause. Nevertheless, while many contemporarY k~erican 

problems are undoubtedly generated by our previous heedless ~~-

plication of technological innovations on a grand-scaler it is 

clear that \\fe can only resolve or palliate SOrle of them bv the 

application of more and better technology_ While the legitimate 

concerns of the social critics should cause us to take a 

closer look at the social and human implications of any new 

technology ,,'7hich is introduced -- and hence the rise of the move-

ment for Technolo~! Assessment-- the social needs and demanos 

of the people of the United States and the entire globe will re-

quire further innovations. Hence the current desire to simulate 

technical creativity and to develop innovations to meet changing 

and growing social demands and human wan"ts. Indeed 1 this present 

project to review the state of our knowledge concerning innova-

tion manifests the public need for technological advance. 
* * * 

The widespread acceptance of technological change in contem-

porary American society does not mean that there are no obsta-

cles to innovation. Sociocultural resistance to innovations has 

been common throughout history, and still exists. 

In the case of biological and medical innovations, objections 

have been raised on moral or religious grou..rl<.l~s. ~Z\nti-vi visection-

ists continue to declaim against the use of animals in medical 

research, and the application of fluorides to h'ater sUDDlies has 

provoked more resistance on religious grounds and political arounds 
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personal liberty than on grounds of heaJ.~h. 

t10re serious resistance to tcchnolo1i(>'1 ;~r: ./;:}ti0l1 !)cr;lJ!"s 

when these are perceived as j zing S0l'1f00:-lC'! J;.:; 1 lihood. 

For example, when medieval qilds fel t thr?(l t.er~ec1 1Yl in-

traduction of machines which would allo~ unskilled workers to 

compete \'vi th skilled gild craftsr.len f -they proc{:~c;:(10:d to Qutl;:}w 

certain kinds of cloth and machines, al thouqh (~arlier in the 

Middle Ages the same gilds had welcomed ne~.'l tools and devices 

"."hieh would enhance profits of the members. 

Not surprisingly, then, a good al of the resistance to in-

~ovation comes from workers who fear that nei.,T machines P1ight throw 

them out of vlork. An often ci ted, but sinternreted, examDle is 

the destruction of textile machines by the Luddites in 19th century 
(..f7 

England. The grievances of the Luddites were not so much against 

the machines as against a vlhole series of chances in their. living 

and working pa tterns; they were not opposed -to the ::r1achines as such, 

but the machines were the most convenient and conrete symbols 

their distress, which is why they wreaked their frustration against 

them. In other cases, however, the workers have seen the machines 

themselves as dispossessing them from t.~eir jobs. Hi ver bargemen, 

for example, tried to break the ?addle-wheels c Fulton's steam-

boat because it posed a threat to their livelihood. 

\vhen direct action against nachines proved una,,"ailinq I the 

workers attempted throuqh labor unions and leqislative oressure 

to ensure their jobs. Thcv have sowe be~n successful, as 

vlitness the "featherbedding l1 reaula ons \vhich :cc~C'uire firemen on 

railroad engines al though the passinq- of t.hp st cE~: 10 has 



During the Great Depress 

quent complaints that innova.tions in prod~lction :-:1achinery ~'lere 

responsible for mass unemo 

war boom temporarily quie such comD} C. L <;, ~.) d t t h f-:: '::'. (1 "il e n t r) ::: 

automation in "b"le 1950s I ed by orc(1ic t.ions of. ~ .. ,'ir1e-

"'-'r,' 
scale unemployment, again aroused fears. Nevertheless, in 

a few instances, workers' res tance has rarelv nroved a naior 

tacle to innovation; the or hinc1ran,:.:'::s to t:he a~pli 

and diffusion of inventions 5e from rs ~it~in the struc-

ture of modern industrial en 5e. 

Businesses as well as wo rs can feel threatened by in-

novations. For example, can es in 2ngland at~ter:r?ted 

to prevent Parliament from construction riqhts to rail-

roads which might jeopardize r own transport monopoly and 

their profits. Almost as a corollary, a r;onopoly position 

t prevent corporations themselves from intro~ucing innova-

Sumner Myers uses lroads as a case in Doint. Be-

cause of their monopoly posi on, they were protected from the 

prod of competition; as their deteriorated very slowly, 

they did not perceive the sis confronting them and'there 

no compelling reasons to force to overcome their natural 

inertia. When the truckers an to -cake aver their bnsiness r so 

that their economic decl acce f their inertial habits 

and their anti-innovative tudes prevented them from taking 

innovative actions which would have provided a proper e. 

Sometimes the hierarchi structure of a corDoration or 3n 

orgainzation forms the najor obstacle to innovation. Elting 
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f'iorison has highlighted tlv? difficul ti0S r;f Lt. ~.r-L11i,'1;,", s. 

to convince his su~erior officers of th0 ~rlv o a contin-
s-:: 

uous-aim gunfire control system in the United States ~'Javy. E:1-

crusted bureaucratic attitudes have frequently orevented inventions 

-- even those whose advantaqes were easily rliscernible -- fro~ 

being applied. Hi li-tary ann s are llc:::1 th stories of of c-

cialdom ·turning its back on such technical as the tank f r 

bombers, and the like because of the disruption -: .. ,hich t.~ese migh t 

cause in the existing organization and traditional attitudes. 

Resistance to innovation might also cr.>lne frow orga.'1izational 

communication problems. Albert Rubenstein has pointed to evi-

dence of delays in the utilization of R&D efforts because of inad-

equate understanding on the part of the decision makers ~vho would 

be responsible for facilitating the applications of such innova-

. 51 
tlons. 

Sometimes, big organizations suffer from t..~e IIdinosaur" effect 

too large to react quickly and effectively to technological op-

portunities. Yet their resistance to innovation can also be con-

sidered as a self-defense mechanism. Indeed, it has been suggested 

that in certain industries dominated by only a ~e~ firms, they 

fear innovation which ~ight disrupt their 

are deterred from creating new technology 
.. 5'.1.., 

or acceptlng lts use. 

After all, the great corporations have built up ex?ensive produc-

tion f lities, armies of trained service technicians, large in-

ventories of spare parts, and thus have an enor~ous investment in 

preserving the st~tus quo. 1'4atur~1ly , ti:.2 suqaestion that 

all of this be modi d or discarded becaus of innov ve changes 
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meets with resistanc0. 

~'Ihen the corDora tions wi thin a industry are successful t 

become complacent, and resistant to change, and this helps ex-

p X';h:y techno cal innovation sometimes comes "invaders," 

de indus who innovate in field of 

Thus t many major les \"ri thin 

h2,V2 come I not from ~·jiLllin the textile indus 

sting group_ 

past half cen

elf, but 

from the chemical companies \vho introduced synthe c fibers; the 

oxygen furnace in steel-making came~ not frcm the Arne can indus-

from smaller an concerns, and so on. al gian ts 

Finally, there is the argument advanced by cr cs of cap-

italism that the structure of capitalist society s industrial

ists a positive interest in suppressing inventions. This argument 

was fashionable ,the soci t critics in 19205 and 19308, 

they adduced as evidence the t that only one or two per

Their underlying assumption cent of all Vlere ever 

was that anything ne~ would necess ly be economi and prac

providing cal, and that i f industry were truly in teres ted 

the consumer vii 

of patents would 

DE:nt -- and its 

\'lould actually 

re are also 0 

tter and cheaper products a r proportion 

utilized. \'7hatever the truth of this argu-

could never prove that unused patents 

ve been an iniprovement or more economical.) and 

dat~ showing a higher percen 

achieving applica tlon ---- the y,?hole argument became 

of patents 

cted in 

talistic the rio d f (': 11 ry", ~.~Iorld \'lar II when competi ti ve 

dL:stry (}cti t: to s·t innovations. 

To some soc critics, any study of the resistance to in-



novation seems irrelevant. ~·Tha.t they rle:plorr; is tfV:: ;3eerr;inql~' 

unthinking acceptance of all innovation on the part ot industry 

and the public vIi thout heed to considerations 0 

of the marketplace. cia i P1 - - d n d d '~~ 0 1 (] rc 

no truly effective resistance to innovation. 

Other writers ",'ho a?proach the su.lJj(.::!ct. from quite a dif£er-

cnt point of would also agree about the ineffectiveness of 

barriers to innovation. rro them, no iIlno~tation ch ef c 78 

meets social demands or human want can long be detained. 

motto is "There is nothing so powerful as an id,~a ,>"Those time has 

come." But one can think of many ideas whose time has long since 

passed, but which have never been applied. The notion of the in-

evi table acceptance of innovation simply bogs c1o\vn ':Then tested 

against the historical facts. 

More important is fact that innovation proceeds in a 

complex ecological system. Even be 'Ide re acn the di ion 

phase where society can decide to accept or reject an innovation, 

there are many points T,v-here decisions might be taken ';.vhich 'tlould 

inhibit the progress of innovation. Given the general openness 

to innovation in contem?orary American society~ there are still 

major obstacles to innovation .. These are to be found in Llre de-

cisions made on the basis of economic cone::; ons and in the 

organizational r:12 ch an i Sr.1S ~h'hich socie l1as l~G \~.,~~ for a-

tive purposes. 

The sociocultural environment provides a backdrop u?on wtich 

the drama of innovation played out. In certain cases, it is a 

crucial element in determining the nature and course of innovative 
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activity.. But no;,., we must go from the nacrocosrUc to th~ nicr0-

cosmic, to look at the s?eci c econonic and Dol i tical "'::: lr.3I"/J.~:' ts 

which form part of the broader sociocul t~ral 'c...:nvironI'lent and trace 

their role in the innovation process. 

B. Economic Incentives 

vlithin relatively recen t timf":!s Gconomsts have the 

serious study of economic groT.,vth -'-- and e~.!en f'1ore recently, 

"Limits to Growth" -- and their concern has extended to the role 

of technological innovation in that growth. By and large they 

focus on three primary factors affecting econom..i c gro·.vth:; 

quantity of labor and capital; the quality of the labor input; 

and of particular interest to those studying L~e innovation pro-

cess, the growth in our storehouse of technical knowledge. 

Except for analytical purposes, it is difficult to separate 
the 

out/above three elements. After all, the quantity of labor and 

capital input is itself affected by innovative activities, and 

the quali ty of labor is ,partly at least, an embodiment of net,v 

technical knowledge. The professional segment of the labor force 

is rapidly increasing its proportion in the totaJ. work force, and 

its growth is a clue to the importance of the knowledge elemen·t; 

it is also the segment i,'lhich is responsible for Il0st of t~e 

novative activity. 

However, an even more fundamental question is involved: 

What is the role of innovation -- indeed, of technology itself 

In the economic system? 

The importance of technological advance in economic 9rO~,'-ith 

was first brought to the fore some t\VO decadt=:-s ago by the quanti-
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~-t 
tative studies of M. Ai:> r aI:l.O vi tz and RoLert. 1:/1. 

.~... I)"f r,-,'. • 
..J Q .L 0-'" • !. Il '~:; l r c:~ -

searches showed that classical economic thc~or'1, ' .. ,7r:ich :l-J.d rlefin'3d 

output on the basis of l3.bor force and :;::, L·~ri.;:!:..l r:r~-;SOl_lrc;s (ca".,;: tS11 

goods and natural res ources), did no t ade:'Iuato ly exp lain the CJro~"lth 

in American output during the 20th centurl., A r~2',t: factor 'tlQuld 

have to be taken into consideration, namely, the efficiency with 

which capital and labor ~ere used in ?roduction. This focused at-

tention upon the role of technological innovatio~ in raising the 

quality,and hence efficiency, of the labor and capital in?uts, for 

Solow's findings suggested that SOBe 90% of the DAr caoita increase 

in output was attributable to technolosical ~range. 

Since then, many economists have sought to investigate the 

factors leading to that technological change ~hich affects out-

put so greatly. Of these factors, the one which has dominated 

their thinking about innovation has been econo::-nic di2mand. 

The classical statement by an economist of the view that 

innovative activity derives primarily from the marketplace is 
,,5-b 

Jacob Schmookler's Invention and Economic Growth. By assuming 

that the nuniller of pa ten ts provides a reasoll.ably good indication 

of innovative activity, Schmookler was 2~le to quantify the tech-

nological process so that it could be compare~ to ~ 1 
oc~er :::cono:-:1ic 

variables ~y statistical~ethods. 

patent statistics from many industries over a long s9an of time 

and compares them to various statistical indicators of other eco-

nomic elements (for example I price, inv2s tment) in D'1e same fields, 

is that inventive activi-ty varies as a r1.1Dction of chanqing eco-

nomic incentive or demand. 

By trcatrnent of sam',::; 900 ~:;pecific i!1V;:;t; t~,ic;r:~; In differen t 
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f Ids r S chr:took ',/. -~ 

effort shifted in respo~se to changing den~ancl leh':ents. Ie 

not denying that changes in cost and capabiliti~s .c:: • 
01- t 

different product fields had some influence on nlli~er of 

patents, and while adrni g that in SOL"l.e ca:3.e3 chr~ 

supply of innovations could have been dominant in affecting the 

market, he believed that these exercised only minor influence 

compared to ·the pO'\'ler exerted by marketplace deI'1and. Innovation, 

according to Schmookler, arises primarily, if not solely, fros 

marketplace demand. 

Granting Schmookler1s argument that most inventive activity 

is demand-induced, we are still left with many questions. Schmookler 

was indeed a trailblazer in linking toge r inventive activity 

(as measured by patents) with the economic variable of demand, but 

that variable itself contains many variables ""ithin it. What in-

duced the market demands -- was it the desire to save labor, save 

on natural resources, save on capital, etc.? A finer-grained 

analysis of the relation of economic factors to innovations is 

thus necessary. 

Natural resources -- the abundance or 

long been recognized as affecting innovation. A ago, ~q .. 

S'tanley Jevons attributed tish inventions to t: our corrunand of 

57 
coal. II In early American history, the ,oresence of ",:ood resources 

he he 

later to deve the m71ch -tool indus 

The re tion or cutting off of 2n acc:u.stoIneQ 0u_:~ce of 
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replace the missing ingce ts . 

some supplies of raw mate als are cut off. S s t.es are 

sought, and frequently superior products 0Derg~. For exa~?le, 

the LeBlanc process was an outgrowth of t.1Le ~Iapoleonic itIarS f 

and during the American Civil ~':ar, technological changes in 

British textile industry were stimulated the cutback in cot.to:) 

exports from the United States. In ~'7orld ~'lar II, innovation 

of Buna rubber, to replace natural rubber, was extended. At 

present, when certain natural resources are or will be in short 

supply r we are attempting to stiDulate innovatio.!1. ':Ihlch T,4ill :)ro-

vide us with functional equivalents or substitutes. 

Natural resources and raw materials are not the sole eco-

nomic factors in which savings would be a stimulant to innovation. 

John R. Hicks emphasized labor saving as chief stimulus to 

. . srr f h' . . lnventlon. But the complex nature 0 t_le lnnovatlve ecologlcal 

system and the number of di rent ways in ',;'ihicn problems mi t 

be defined would indicate that no single factor can generally ac-

count for the process. 

Hence, later econo~ic theorists do not credit any single 

factor-saving bias as the source of inventions. Lookin~J at in-

di vidual businesses wheJ::-e D.~e inaova crocess is actually 
60 '-i 

carried on, Salter and Fellner find that firms are not \vedded 

to any particular factor-saving bias; instead, G~ey seek for any-

thing whi ch "-vi 11 lower ir costs, no matter ".·/hat factors are 

involved. In some cases, e1CY might to save labor costs, 

in others to apen raw ~3terial costs, 11 -.) rs to sa\'2 

on fuel r etc. 
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Attention paid to different economic factors in inducing 

innovation is necessary ~)GCaUS0 1 '.'lhi le Sc]~~FOO!-': lr:::r ··;d.~3 correct ::..:; 

pointing out the role of the marketplac~ 

tion.l b~e ordinary r:1essages coming frOI:1 the.: ;na.rY:etDlace are g8:1-

eral, not • .c:' speclLlc. For example, they do not speci which eco-

nomic factors should be changed by innovations. Pa"d rna te als I 

labor supply, and 0 r factors ? de focus devices ~"lhi 

force the industry to seek innovations along Cl c lines. The 

coromon denominator of all these innovaticn3 -- no Datter to which 

factor they are directed -- the expectation of pro t on 

part of the entrepreneurs. They see before tl1errl;::hi?, happy pro-

spect of higher profits by an innovation, or sometines in-

novate because they are frightened the unbearable prospect of 

being put out of business or at least the threat of losing much 

of their pro ts -- by strikes, by cutting 0 of raw naterials, 

and the like. 

Evidence can thus be found for innovations deriving from a 

whole host of factor-saving induced incentives. Karl Marx, in 

his Poverty of Philosophy, was certain that ~le at of strikes 

provided the chief sti~ulus for industrial capitalists to 

introduce labor-saving inventions. Andrew Ure, an a?ologist for 

early factory system and thus at the r no. of icl(~o-

logical spectrum from Marx, did not disagree, r he pointed out 

that the self-ac ng mul-8 was invented in 1835 by as a 

result of a strike of mule-spinners. In 1851 the long ngineers ' 

strike in England stimulated James Nai to a frenzy of in-

novative ac vity in order to cut down on laJor. 
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Not all involving the labor factor have b~en 

labor-~s aving 

saving on the number of ',vorkers btl t to I~Elk':~ UD .;;or the la·:::;k 0 

skill on the of labor forcc~. 

England machine-tool bui rs in the 19th century in innovating 

devices 1,..Jhich "built the 

result of the shor 
6:L 

mind. 

of 

11 into t-:he machine," in nart as a 

lIed t,,,;orkers-, sorinqs iMffiedi to 

Because so many or technological innov~tions have 

ved the labor factor, we should not forqet other economic factors 

which induce innovation. Nathan P.o~')enberg has reminded us 

the importance of ?roducers of capital goods in the 

tion process. Acco to Rosenberg, the producers of capi 

goods have financial in to u lize various means (marketing, 

demonstration) of rms to adopt an innovation t,..,hich 

they produce. The influence of Schu~peter still nakes us look 

upon the trans of an "inventionTl into an lIinnovation" 

as the work of the , but Rosenberg claims tha~ from 

a technological s transforP.1ation is really owing 

to the capital goods This is particularly the case 

",ihere the invention is a cost- nq process, ?10t~ a Droduct r 

and does not have to be to nal conSll~~,::~rs. 
v.3 

\ve should also ze that the economic factors can vary 

at different st in life of an innovation. The idea and 

working model for r stee for autonnbiles came ra ther e 

in the game, but the of DOWAr stecrinq waited for 

almost a quarter of a cen un 1 the industry was sufficientlv 



strong enouqh to support the high c1evelc)T.>r'l~·:.!nt(11 cost of th ::; 

innovation. Nordhaus points out that in th~ early stages of 

the development of a uct it tend:; to br~ 1 ;lbor iDtc:n:;ivr~, 

b~cause it is orten easier to use lalJor f:; :lc.:zibili 

build a machine to do task, and it is ~hoary~r to ~s~ numan 

labor at this early point "Then the product IS f'1arket future is 
(,1(-

still doubtful. Once the product's future is assured and c:. larae 

market exists, it becomes economically feasible to design a 

machine to replace the human worker. 

There is also a bias toward economic savin~s throuqh growth 

1n scale. In certain technologies large-scale devices can in-

crease efficiency and hence Make for econoMy. This is eviden~ 

in electric generating plants -- which require innovations in 

order to achieve the economies of scale -- and in netroleum 
I -
t.' .::> 

refining. Yet there are some dangers in "q iantisrn fl
j there might 

also be economies of small-scale, and in some cases innovation 

would attempt to reduce the optimum size. 

Finally, it should be stated that the economic incentive to 

innovation can come from economic leadershio itself. Joseoh 

Schumpeter pointed out that some entrepreneurs sought the ad-

vantage of lead time -- that is, producing new items before their 

competitors could catch un with them -- for once the ca~oetitors 

followed their lead, their orofits ten~2d to 
:.,.b 

saD':Jear. S 

ahead of the cornpetition is thus an incentive to innovation for 

many firms I especially those engaged in ahiGh II, or sODhisticated 

technology; they fear that their pro ts \·:onld erone if thev 

lost technological leadershi9_ Coroorate uride and prestige may be 
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a non-economic factor, but it has economic rnO~3. In our socio-

adaptation and survival. 

c. Non-Economic Factors in the Ecology of Innovation 

Non-economic elements also stimulate and direct -- and 

sometimes hincl.er -- innovation. In some cases, as in the case 

of warfare, the path of innovation idinds alonG much the same 

trail as some of the factor-induced innovations mentioned in 

our discussion of the economic environment (for example, the 

cutoff 6f regular SUDO 

venting of substitutes). 

s u~ raw materials leading to the in

It is not surprising, therefore, that 

many of the non-economic elements should overlap ltli th and af

fect the operation of the economic factors. L~ot only is this 

to be expected in any description of an ecological system, but 

the non-economic factors frequently manifes·t their influence 

on innovation indirectly, through stiDulation of certain eco

nomic factors. 

Next in importance to the economic incentives to inno

vation must certainly be the military stimulus. Throughout 

. history , military needs and requirements ~een an extreDe-

ly active factor in inducing technological cnanqe. ~'la~cfare 

or Unational securityH -- seems always to have had a prior

ity upon man's' innovative capacities. 

In classical antiqui ty, more ingenu.i t.y a.nd engineering 

skill were applied to the instrwnents of 0a~f re than to those 

of peace .. Indeed, the term lien ne,:::r u 
,1S USi.;?a tll.roucrhout rnost 
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of history referred to SOMeone who p litary ',ve 

ces~ and forti cat Not until the ~d of the 18th 

century did John Smeaton introduce the b:::::rm tlcivil If 

to indicate someone who l.'/as engaged in C'L liar;. rather an 

mi tary works .. 

The mili-tary s Ius to innovation is so ~ell-known that 

it is scarcely necess to expound upon it. 

warfare of the spe shield type resulted in metal 

improvements -- a from stone to ze to iron ~'leapons 

-- and the develG:9ment mechanical devices (ballista r tre-

buchet) for siege warfare. Building technology responded to 

the need for forti cation and defense. The switch to ry 

warfare, induced by the introduction of the stirrup into 

1:17 
~vestern Europe, led to metallurgic innovations as armoured 

knight became the prime military during the Niddle Ages. 

But it was the introduction of gunpowder and the development 

of cannon which had their greatest upon technological 

innovation in at t\vO fields endeavor: lurgy and 

chemistry .. 

Hany elements of our modern technology derive from in-

novations which were originally to :0eet 

needs. For example, John Hilkinson's boring mill, igned 

to bore cannon, was an important factor in makinq James Hatt~s 

steam engine a practicable device. Interchanqeable carts, a 

necessary element in tonayfs mass production manufacturin~ 

arose from the \vork of Hall, Horth I and ~\]hi t,ne~T, in providina 

small arms for the American Army. gr(:;at burst . ..... ).nven L-l V2 
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effort during World War II laid the groundwork for ~e cal 

developnents which have entered into neacel-:i_:-'-.: Ii f€:;: nuclear 

energy, radar guidance for airplanes, b Dlas~a, DDT (dis-

covered much earlier another connection, but not ap~lied 

as a pesticide until World War II), j rcraft, and the 

It can be seen that the litary st Ius to innovation 

extends beyond weaponry. The development of canning, for 

example, \vas a rect outqrowth of military nee.ds, but it had 

nothing to do with military cs. Similarlv, the demand 

of the mili for standardi zed uniforrns and vast amounts of 

equipment encouraged innovation in mass-production flethods in 

many industries. In\other words, military denand stimulated 

process as well as product innovation. 

To des the imoortance of military sti~ulus to 

technological innovation tells us only about incentives for 

innovation, but it does not tell us much about the innovative 

process itself. It is not clear,for example, if process 

of mili innovation differs from that of innovation for 

civilian uses. Yet there is so~e reason to believe that it 

might. The mi tary market is ho~ogeneous and uni ed~ it 

would toward standardization of processes and oroducts 

rather than encouraging ternative innovations. In 

highly sophis eated elec e ann aerosoace f s, the 

military might proved the sole eustompr, and this would affect 

role ,,'!hieh the lace normally D in indueinq in-

nova-tion .. Also, in the:; developrnent 0 mili t-arv innovations, 

cost factors which t be de sive in the civilian economy 

become secondary to perfor~ance Insot<1r as 
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the demand· factor affects the nature, COllr;:--;(~ 1 :lnc1 rat~ t)f in-

novative a ty, the distinct 

ments and the civilian marketplace might i.Drlicate bro dif-

ferences in the civilian and litary 'Jrn s s of inn0~atio~. 

If we pursue our ecological metaphor, t:he env:!.rnnnent of 

military system differs from the civilian environment hence 

the parameters and variables entering int::o the innovative oro-

cess might differ tween the tvlO. Here would be a 

fertile field for fine-grained investigations. 

Closely related to both military and economic factors 

are those elements of . national pride and Drestige '"dhich have 

stimulated governments to ter technological innovation. 

Even before the rise of modern nationalisro,?rinces and prelates 

encouraged innovation for self-glorification. At the very 

dawn of civilization, the god-kings of Ancient Egypt, t.he 

Pharaohs, erected great pyramids as monwnents to themselves 

and as protection for their bodies in rlife~ construc

tion of the pyramids requi innovatory manaqernent techniaues 

in order to marshall the men and resources required to build 

them. Throughout history, the Il e aifice comnlexP's!1 of rulers 

have helped to launch innovations, :just as the cOID?eti tion a..'7!.ong 

medieval bishops to erect bigger and more daring cat..1tedrals 

gave rise to innovations in construction techniques, in stained 

glass, and in other religious artifacts. Their motivations 

were religious too, as in the case those Monas corders, 

which equated humb ""ork wi th reverence ':nr (~Ocl. \>!ork s 

to pray, If Laborare est orare), and \vho on(~erec in 
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and cheese and r .. ,ine- naking techniqIJ?'~s in Ie 

ages" 

fact that religious motivations d0 not 1 

background of todayfs innovations 3. rn.easure of 

zation of modern society.. But. today' s s reli-

sted in our contemporary craners, "cathedrals" 

of 20th century. Just as medieval bishoDS ed some-

extraordinary in building I~tonumental houses of io I 

so today's corporate moguls -- as well as spe 

estate developers -- sponsor innovatory design and construc-
the 

tion to build up/corporate "image. It The mania the tallest 

building, the longest bridge, the superlative of can-

not explained solely in terms of economic de sm; 

human pride - .... Hubris, if you will ~-- represents a ~o\'7erful 

motivational factor which frequently results in s 

technology to its limits. 

Just as individuals seldom do things for only one reason, 

but usually for a cO~Jination of reasons, so ts 

and corporations sponsored technological cleve mixed 

reasons of economic power and public esteem .. 

apparent during the mercantilist period 18 

centuries 1 when the emerging nation.al states of sought 

to ensure their wealth and power by intervening in eco-

nomic process. For those states which did not sess 

supplies of bullion or access to it (as the 

mines of the New ~vorld), the road to power the 

encouragement of commerce and domestic manufac 'ro free 
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themselves from reliance upon foreign good3, qovernnents en-

couraged the creation of indus .• -l-' • 
11 J. Lll 1. n. ir O'dn coun 

sought to develop new techiques employing their o~",n natural 

resources, lured foreign workers -- ~l'iith ir 5%il15 and tools 

-- to own lands, and, .in gneral, served both to dif e 
(; S' 

technology and to innovate neT"" techniques and Droducts. 

In the 17th century, under the influence of Francis Baconls 

formulation that scientific kno\vledge would crove useful for 

mankind, the European rulers founded scientific academies. 

England and France were first, and the other European states 

soon followed suit. These were intellectual adornments to any 

ruler's prestige, but it was also expected that their scienti c 

researches would result in u~eful knowledqe -- and indeed, in 

their origins and charters the emphasis was upon the technical 

advances which ~vere presumed to arise out of 
btl 

and meetings of the scientific academies. 

investigations 

If we doubt the impa.ct on technological innovation of 

nationalistic competi tion for pride and po\\rer I we need but 
#JO 

look at its modern counterpart: the space race. Here, on a 

grand scale modern nations have emulated the dvnastic rival-

ries of early modern times. They llave exoended vast su~s of 

money; they have, at least in the case of the United States, 

renovated and redirected the educational system to provide 

trained manpower for scientific-technical advance; and the pro-

ject itself has required and evoked much technical innovation 

in order to achieve its goals. NASA can point to rlevelopments 

in computer miniaturization, integrated circuitry, telenetry, 



ma-terials des a host of other innovations de vinq 

from or st ated til'::! 

In order to justi 

on the am , rruch 

71 
space effort. 

the exnendi turf~; of hil 

has been made of the 

n';:; of dol 

tls'!:Jil r!! 

or "spinoffll of space t.echnology to civilian uses. ts 

at cost/bene t analysis differ in their evaluations of t.ne 

economic payoffs of our space efforts. But history is not 

cost accounting; space progr~~ was undertaken Iv 
",1'1 

for political reasons/~nd with some scientific and cal 

rationale. Its iITlP1ediate payoff has not been economic but in 

terms of pride and honor; its ultinate upon 

history cannot even be gauged from this -close hi pers-

pective. Yet demonstrates how non-economic factors, 

Ii zing the economic 11 carrot II of govern.~ent funds, can s ............ -.L'-< ..... 

technical innovations ~any different fields. 

Not all action involving innovation stems 

from concern e c growth, political po~er, or national 

pride. Governments many other functions to meet 

fundamental security and justice and I in-

creasingly in recent , to preserve the country's re-

sources natur env for oosteri t\/ • 

interrelated aracter of modern society ,t~esc r~_o:-l--econonic 

decisions are to an economic iDoact. In terms of 

our present s luence innovation both directly and 

indirectly. 

One of the rst tances of governT'1ental intervention 

for safety reasons the United States occurr0d in case 
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of burst boilers on stG te the: 

danger to human Ii ves by frequent boiler [::;xolos , Congress 

subsi zed tests and eventually pass~d 

ler design, materials, and operat resu ~~las to 

focus attention upon innovations r . .;hich 'i. .. -cyuld T-:eet the !1e':t/ re-

quirements. Si~ilarly, subsequent legis on to protect the 

public's safety -- fire codes, building codes, and like 

have stimulated search for substitutes or iGorovements 

ln existing products or processes. 

Currently much attention is focused upon innovations to 

protect the zens against alr and water pollution. S 

efforts have a long history, stre ing back to ancient re-

gulations regarding water supp and se\,vage sposal order 

to protect public health. Such measures freql!ently force in-

novations. Many of today's experiences might echo that of L~e 

Alkali Act of 1863, passed by Briti Parliaraent t,o do ai:lay 

\"i th poisoning of the air by massive dis arges of hydrogen 

chloride gas from British alkali works. The Alkali Act required 

a 90% reduction HCl sions, and, in a manner remini-

scent of today's can lict, rts tes Par 

mentary Commission, rst, that gas 1",vas not rOusj 

second l that the attempt to legislate its rer.1oval would re-

suIt economic disaster for the industry; and thi , that 

in any case, there was no way of removing it from wastes 

spewed forth by the alk i plants. Nevertheless, with a fe~.Y 

years afb2r pass.:tg2 of Act, isticated gas scrub-

towers appeared, whi 
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At first, much of the hydrochloric acid produced by the gas-

scrubbing toviors was tak.en to sea .::.l.nd d:....~~I~E.:.d I ;)1,1 t soon profi t-

able markets appeared for this acid. rehus I II the Alkali Act 

appears to have s lated invention." 

Today we can see "forced" innovation at T.-lork in L1.e auto-

mobile industry where frenzied e arts are being made to 

change fuel requirements and engine design in order to meet 

government emission standards by a target date. Similarly, 

innovations in nuclear reactors, pesticides, drugs, food pro-

cessing, textile fireproofing, plas c containers, and t.~e like 

are being carried on under pressure of governmental regula-

tions, or the threat of such regulations~ 

Attempts to do away with urban traffic strangulation and 

automobile-induced smogs are leading to innovation in mass-

transi t systems, exemplified by the sophisticated hard'i,qare 

and computer programming employed in the BART system in the 

San Francisco area. The "urban space racer" financed by 

federal, state, and local governn:ents and regional authorities, 

is providing a powerful stimulus to engineering innovators 

everywhere" In a similar fashion, prot> of the energy crisis, 

waste material disposal, and t.ion 0 ::: 
' ..... naturul resources 

have become the object of public concern, ich has led to 

the injection of both p~ivate and governmental funds into areas 

previously neglected by inventors and entrepreneurs. 

In such cases, de~and function is both economically 

and socially induced. Althouqh non-econof11ic f21ctors play an 

important role in the decision to lido SOll'n::~thi;lgll about such 
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problems, it seems probable that or inducen0nt to .L 

novation comes when S~~ non-e 

into economic incentives. Governmen t can enable social 

demand to be effective felt 

f;'le can view this Platter in bookk:eepins ca.tegories of 

Uinternalized H and "externalized" costs. Go~/eY.'nsental re-

gulation in the field of pollution, ~or exan?le, is forcing 

industry to "internalize ll costs which had formerly been paid 

by the public I ei ther in terms of rnunicipal seT,vage systems 

or in terms of a declining quality of the environment (';,"hich 

could not be satisfactorily stated in quantitative monetary 
75' 

terms). ~ihen such charges are internalized, factor-saving 

bias of industrial corporations should provide a powerful 

stimulus for innovations. 

What about those industries -*- public utilities, air 

transportation, ralroads, telecommunications T and the like 

which are directly regulated by the government? The cornn10nly 

accepted view is that government regulation hinders innovation 

and decreases efficiency. This negative view of the impact 

of regulation arises primari from the failure of 1-

roads to innovate greatly under t:L-h~ domina.tion of Inter-

state Co~~erce Co~~ission it might be righ t in the case 

of railroads, although other factors of organizational rigi-

dity and lack of foresight might also account for short-

comings of that industry. 

In the other industries, however r government reglllation 

can and has fostered innovation. For examp I some regulatory 
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s spe a "fair rate of return " on capi tal vt?str:'t2nt I 

and x utility rates on that basis~ :'r:tr~r~~ ro':its cleD2nd 

rectly on the size of investment, industry is encouraged 

to innovate ,especially i,,,hen the r~ew technology requires ad-

ditional capital plant and t. There have been or 

innovations in air transport and teleCOlfiIr' .. uni ons -- in 

spite of, some-times because of) governmental pressures. Willia.m 

H. Capron and Roger G. Nowl conclude that ~Nhile regulated 

industries seem to fall short of reasonable in terms of 

innovation, this fact has not ye~ been clearly est is~ed by 
they 

scholarly research. Hence/recommend more study on the ra-

tion of the regula-tory agencies, r impact upon the indus-

, and the connection bet\;leen the rformance of the ag-

. d h . .. 1G enCles an t elr organlzatlonal st~ucture. 

The mixture of economic and non-economic factors in 

environment of innovation tllat we have just described is 

proof of its ecological nature. There is a complex inter-

play between the elements within an organism and the organism's 

relation to outside environment. Since we are dealing 

with a problem in social ecology, we Dust do more than relate 

the individual to environment; we Dust relate the 

vidual to insti tutions Hhich in turn in-teract \'li th bOb'1 the 

individual, other ins ti-tutions) and the rest of the social en-

vironment. 

D. Institutionalization of Socio-Economic Demand 

vIe are concerned Hi th the insti tutional mechanisms 

eE1ployed by government and business rations t.he 
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rect ose of tcring inno 

and the ind.ustrial research 1 rj te of 

governmental). Although of se institutions have as 

their avo\..J'ed purpose the promotion of innovation -- in ~1-te 

case of the patent tern t for t:lle ::::0blic 'dsal, in the case 

of the corporative R&D institution, for private profit 

there is basic question of hO'/l well -they at job f a.'"1d 

the further question of how migh t t-hey do it better.. Indeed, 

it is for the purpose of assessing the contribution R&D 

to innovation that this entire project bas been undertaken. 

'V'le. turn first, however, to the patent system. 

1. The Patent tern 

Throughout most of history, the process of invention 

was ther ignored, taken for granted, or assumed to be the 

work of mysterious or divine forces. Thus, classical writers 

credited inventions to demigods and other mythi personSj 

Pliny the elder I for example, s d -that carpentry was invented 

by Daedalus and flute by Pan. We do not know the names 

of the inventors of such basic innovations as 

stirrup, \",atenvheel! eshoe, , aile 

compass, even though some of these occurred 

times. 

\-:hee1, 

r's 

ing historical 

Not un 1 the sociocultural climate had changed, be-

ginning with the Renaissance, did idea currency that 

a technological innovation might be a valuable contribu 

to society and that its inventor should be re-:,.rarded by recei v-

ing an exclusive ghtto the fruits of his achievement. The 



rst known patent was issued the Plor~nti~ Rep lie 

1421 to Filippo 3runclleschi for a car,'.Y:) C;(1 , 3f1d 1474 

the Vene an uhlic enacted 

Soon the idea spread throughout 2uroge. 

The first known Engli patent Ear a technical l' .,..,-.... 

novation was issued in 1559 to the ~t ian 

who persuaded Queen Elizabeth I to sue a patent for his 

furnaces and 1 machines" as protection ainst copiers 

and as a reward for s ingenui Until that , 

rulers of England had granted letters of patent for Donopol s 

or as other pri 
r-"'~ 

, i I 
leges to favor1tes. 

In order to prevent the "give-awayft to royal favorites, 

the British Parliament passed Statute of r'1onopolies (1623-

24) which was to become the basis for subsequent British 

and then American -- patent legislation. The purpose of this 

act was to prevent the British cro'vn from a\varding lucrative 

monopolies to royal favorites by restricting issue of 

patents to the first inventor of a new technique. In 

American colonies there was at first no general patent lac,vs i 

each pa-tent was obtained by special peti on to the governing 

b es of the dividual colonies. The firs~ one was ted 

by the Massachusetts General Court 1641 to one Sanuel 

Winslow for a novel method of making salt; ~n 1646 same 

court granted the first American patent on ry: a mill 

for making scythes, devised by Jos 1. n 1 6 9 1 Sou tl1 

Carolina passed the rst general patent la~ in the colonies. 

ocul t_ural imate of t~i.e lBtJI- c~en Enli gh t::len t 



so favored the encouragement of scie~ce and t0chno 

the bases for the can patc;nt 

the United States Constitution. Article I, ~8C on 8 of that 

document 

of science and useful arts by securing for liMited ~imes to 

authors and inventors the exclusivE.:.: :ci 

wri tings and discoveries. II This section 15 based ·i.lDOn tr.vo 

philosophical premises peculiar to Western vilization and 

which de~Jeloped in the 17th and 18th centuries 1 name ,the 

idea of human progress through science and technology 1 and 

natural rights political theories which held that each man 

(the inventor)had right to his own property (his invention) . 

President George Washington signed the first Federal 

Patent Act in 1790; the responsibility for granting patents 

was entrusted to a board headed by the Secretary of State, 

at that time, Thomas Jefferson, himself an inventor. In the 

first year, only three patents were granted, but by 1802 the 

number had increased to the poin t \vhere it '.'las obvious that the 

Secretary of State could not review all patent lications 

himself with the aid of a small board, so CO:1gress established 

a separate Patent Office. By 1838 on a total of 11,09 

patents had been granted, and t..~ese ,,'Jere any 

examination into the merits or novelty of invention. 

In 1836 the patent system ,,'Jas reform2d~ Patc~nt exa.~-

\vere appointed to compare the 2pplica.tions ,.\7 ·th2 prior 

art to determine novelty and usefulness. Also, patents began 

to be numbered; No. 1 \vent to Senator John les of j\Iaine 
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for a locomotive "designed ... to pre~](:2nt t.he ~ 1 of sl 

Al though there is some question ab::)ut ·;,'het.~er nU7'ber 

of patents bears a direct relationship to t~-le a.mount o:t in-

ventive acti ty and to the numb~;.r of innovations actual 
''"jg 

coming into use 1 it is perhaps signi cant ....,~ united OL. 

States Patent Office over the years has issued over 3~ Ilion 

patents and continues to turn them out at the rate of about 

1,250 a week. 

A patent can be obtained rom United States Patent 

Office by filing an application, paying the requisite 

and then waiting an average of 2~ years be it gone 

through the process of examination and approva.l. SODe 1 / 150 

patent examiners review G~e appli on, using criteria 

of novelty, invention, and utility. The invention must be 

nevi and useful, and it must represen t something more than a 

trivial improvement. It is difficult to define tlinvention U 

in this context, but it usual means fla contribution over 

and above the exercise of mechanical skill," in 1880 

the Supreme Court used the expression lIa fl thought 11 

to describe an essenti attribute invention. Se 

for novelty by the patent examiners is fficult, because a 

search must be made through all patents h?hich have ever 

ted; in order to expedite the se3rch, patents are 

filed by subject some 65,000 subclasses. 
"'1'-1 

I t should be recogni zed that -the pa ten t sys b2r.1 eludes 

more than the patent i-tself and the Patent Of ce. S. c. 
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Gilfillan defines it as follows: udes 

all the patent laws I customar:l breaCfles f01 

patent lawyers and other personnel, ble inventors 

and executives spent on patents, Ii ons and all else 

that goes with patents as an effective ~ean3 of acquiring 

and preserving a private, commercial o~.'lnership of the inven-

tion (or more accurate , the legal right to exclude others 

from tL'1em by infringemen-t sui ts) I for cOITlinercial purposes 

transferable for some such period as 17 ars,,1! 

A patent right might be regarded as a negative right, 

giving the patentee the right to prevent others from practic-

ing or using his inv2ntion without his permission. He could 

achieve the same effect by keeping his invention a secret, 

but the patent allows .l-' L-ne inventor to enforce his rights by 

law. Although the public sometimes regards -t.lle patent as- a 

monopoly which elimates competition, ~1illiam Callyhan Robinson f 

in his assic three-volume work, Th'S! Law of Invention Patents 

(1890), emphasizes its contractual nature: patent is a 

contract t\Veen the inventor and t_he 2_':'I:::ricaD D20;;1e obli 

ing the inventor to communicate to lie the cha=act2r 

and uses of his inven on by publishing an accurate descri?-

tion of it f whi Ie the lie is then obliqed to protect him 

for a prescribed pe ad In exclusive U:~2 of his inv2l1tion .. 

Firs t it must be note(~ L~at not all tions are 

patented, nor are all invention pat8n:::;~l..bl~...;, 

ers prefer to rely upon secrecy fo~ protf:-ct:iorl. from compe 

tion, the primary exar:l? 1e of an unpa t:~~n tL~d 

duct being Coca-Cola. 
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Innovations dealing with mili a?ons are cla3si-

f since ting involves public;jtLGri, -_'l:licl~l ':10111d (1::.,::·~·-

troy the secret nature of these weapons innovations, they are 

not patented .. Inventions dealing ~i c energy, for ex-

ru~ple, involving rnment subsidization of -b'te res ,anrl 

development work, are o not t:ected .. These 

long to the people of t~e Uni ted States, :'lno ha'!9 paid for 

them through their taxes. Similarly, tr1.2 publication of re-

search done with federal funds cannot be protected, for it 

is already, by virtue of its lie ng, e pas essio:--~ 

of the public. 

Does the patent system, as briefly described above, 

serve the purpose of advancing innovation, as framers of 

the Constitution hoped it would? 

First, there are some difficulties inherent ','llthin the 

system itself. One internal problem is the long period be-

tween filing an application and issuance of the patent. If 

2!:2 years is the average time, then many applications must 

take much longer to process -- and there is one famous case, 

the Seimer case, where because of interference proce 

it took some 27 years fore issuance of the patent. 

As the number of patents increase ,the revie~,;", proce-

dure is made more difficul t becu.us8 there is a gro\-ving patent 

literature which must be checked for novelty and inf t. 

Furthermore, the increasing sophistication and specialization 

of kno\vledge complicates further the orobl-::~El deteriminq 

patentibility as well as determining validi 



Even when a patent is issued, 

its validity. It can be chal 

1 ,.... -- .:;) 
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then the issue must be determined in the courts, usually thro;Jgh 

long and costly litigation. 

Some of the problems affecting the J':O of ::s as 

a spur to innovation lie outside the pat~nt tern and ::.ts 

framework. Indeed, t~'10 developments in the structure of 20th 

century innovation present complicating factors. One is the 

increasing number of inven tors who 'I,.'Ilork for industry rather 

than for themselve3, and the is the gro~,'ing a2lQUn t of 

research financed by the federal government. 

Since the inventor working for a private corporation 

assigns his patent to corporation, re are questions 

about the inc~nti ves offered him and b~e re;varcls whi ch he 

might obtain. Is he adequately rewarded his efforts, or 

does the corporation get the gravy? Hhat system of re'i;1ards 

is the most equitable, and which will most encourage innovation?6'l 

Although the legal principle might seem clear enough, 

government-financed research also presents problems regarding 

the ownership of patents, an e 3.cu::e 

the work is done not in a rnr:lent la00ra Jut: hy 2. CO:':1--

tractor. Because the work was done through government funding, 

it can be freely used by anyone, '.vhieh means ,that there is 

no protection for a private contractor who has spent some of 

his own money in helping develop the innovation. Yet if a 

contractor is given title to a pa.tent ~~()r JovcrnI:1cnt-fu::.dt::d 

work, he will enhance his position in the marketplace, and 
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the patent system will be with aidinJ rono?oly. The 

issue of work done under rnDent contract b0co~es further 

complicated by the fact different fed~ral agencies emp 

different policies in such matters. 

Finally, it should be noted that evaluations of 

patent system have at s • The Tel'1porary 21 a 

Economic Committee created by Congress in 1939 "for a 

study of the concen of econonic pO":ler and its ju 

effect on the American tern of free enterprise" included 

much discussion of the t tern in the 31 
(r.'" 

and six supplements which it published:~Because the 

of the TNEC occurred g the last years or the sian, 

when there was great c concern with the concentration of 

economic power and lem of uneDploy~ent, its recow-

rnendations were for the rights of b~e 

order to ensure more ad use of the patent by rs . 

By 1943 economic ons had changed, and 

blern appeared somewhat fferent. President Roosevelt 

the Attorney General to an investigation of Government 

Practices and Policies, whi resulted in a report and 19 

Under vlar 

conditions govennment-f d research b2ga~ becoming 

scale, and the major ques on considered vas the title to 

patents arising fron s research. The thrust of the recom-

mendations was to ensure c use and o~nershi? of innova 

tions derived from government-

In 1961, elC Na anal Ac of Sciences-~a on 



Research Council held a symposium on 
83 

Research. This synposium I reportr::;d 

generally that the patent system provides 
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l~le of at0nts in 

for attracting funds and stimulating in~li \ri '.lal:;, eu t sc-;~;e 

qualifications were expressed. 

On the occasion of the l75th ary of the United 

States Patent System in 1965, the Patent office So~lety Id 

a major symposium attended by patent attorneys ,in"ventors, 

research directors, and various other specialists. But there 

were few suggestions for radical changes in the patent systen 

and no final recommendations or general conclusions were reached. 

Nevertheless, some complaints continue to be heard 

about the patent system. These come largely from impecunious 

private inventors who cannot afford the expenses of filing 

and then perhaps defending their applications and patents. A 

superficial evaluation would say that the la~s are based upon 

the rights of the individual inventor, Nhile the court judg-

ments favor the corporate inventors. 

So many different sectors of the economy are concerned 

with patent matters that any basic overhaul of tern is 

bound to cause anguished protests to e ~ro~ on~ or an 

interest group. Hence the major ges in the patent system 

during the past half dozen years have been to iMprove its 

mechanical operation. The Patent Office ha r10ved into a ne"\'l 

building with a larger library, and incre ~ l;lv utilizes 

computers in classify information and literature 50 5 .. 

Ho\vever, there has been no a ttenlpt to ::nat. t.he pa ten t 

S't 
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wi th the clianges in the technological, social and economic 

environment. In brief, it would seem thrJ.t 'de are l~ft -di +:~; 

a 19th-century patent system to cope with major transforna

tions which have occurred in the socio-economic environment 

in which innovation actually takes place. 

In this connection, it is :perhaps worthy of not.e t.!J.at 

the major attempt to "open unt! patents for freer use in today';:; 

world comes not through patent tigation, but from efforts 

by the government or by large corporations to force other 

corporate giants to divulge)or at: 1east share .. their patented 

innovations. Since these corporations protect themselves by 

an almost impregnable and unassailable fortress of patents 

around their basic innovation, attempts to break up patent 

monopolies no longer attack the patents themselves; instead, 

this is done through vague legislation or la\·;suits involving 

Itconspiracy,1I "restraint of trade," "anti--trust," and the 

like. Thus, the protection afforded by patents is circum

vented. And thus the question of whether or not patents serve 

to stimulate innovation becomes superseded by other questions 

involving giant business organizations and their co~~ercial 

practices -- and few studies of the imp cations of these 

latter for innovation have yet appeared. 

Indeed, to return to patents themselves, there would 

seem to be no answer to the question which we posed regarding 

the patent system as an incentive for innoviltion. As Fritz 

Machlup has stated: "None of the empirical evi.dcnc'2 at our 

di al and none of the theoretical arguments presen-ted ei trier 
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confirms or confutes the believe that the pa.~ent 3YSt0::1 h23 

promoted the progress of the technical art~3 and the pro

ducti vi ty of the system. II 9':;'" 

Finally, it should be noted t...l}at. the gov:3rnrr~:;:..:n t ca~l 

attempt to re\vard inventors and hence stimulate innovation by 

means other than paten·ts. On March. 16 f 1972; dent Nixon 

sent a message to Congress calling for strong efforts to ~ar-

shall science and technology to strenghten the economy and im-

prove the quality of life. "To foster useful innovation,1I 

the President said, "r also plan to establish a ne'..; program 

of research and development prizes. These prizes will be 

awared by the President for outstanding achievements by in-

dividuals and institutions and will be used e cially to en-

courage neededinnovation in key areas of public concern. I 

believe these prizes will be an important syrrbol of the nation's 

concern for our scientific and technological challenges. 1t 

Some 18 months following the announcement of this s 

to enhance the climate of innovation, no prizewinners have 

yet been announced. Indeed, there are still no published set 

of criteria regarding \vho would be eligi;,le for such a\'lards 

nor the measures by which D.~ey \vould be judged. If the a',.;ards 

are ever given out, it is highly likely that will bp 

presented to those who have already achieved some measure of 

recognition for their innovations. Nevertheless! to Lhe ex-

tent these awards focus attention upon the importance l' 7'-.1 

novation to A.merican society and thus might a general 

stimulative effect, they are harmless enough. At least, 
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won't stifle innovation even if we might not be able to 

prove their efficacy in s 

It might also poi n ted 0 u t t!1. at!) res ide n t 2'T i xon ' s 

suggestions are by no means new in car:. is tory. In 1849 I 

commissioner of Patents, Thomas , pro1;Josed that 

Congress sponsor an 1I01yrnpics of S If to encourage 5 ence 

and invention, wi c awards and s to scientists 

inventors who made outstanding contrib Commiss 

Ewbank even went so as to lis·t 'dhich might meet 

the pressing needs of his time -- just as President ~ixon 

listed new sources energy and safe, fast transportation as 

pressing needs for our O",'ln time. Among EHb.:ink t s suggestions 

were an economi mechanical pIo'.v vlhich. ";'lould \'lork the land 

without horses (a $10,000 prize) i a \'vould cross 

Atlantic at an average speed of 20 miles an hour ($20,000 

ze) i and a a,,: ard 0 f $100, 000 to designer of an 

e ctric motor or that would t.~rough a tInos-

pheric pressure, or an explosive to drive a cheap, light 

All of these ons have come about b"l.e aid 

Cornmissioner Ddb lS 
f~' 

zes. obj assessment of 

s historical e dence \vould indicate 2. c.',<:1i Ie pu .. blic 

recognition might be very satisfying to innovators, it would 

but little effect upon stimul the innovation pro-

cess itself. 

2 • Indus al Research os for R&D -----------------------------------------
The liITl.J.lologis ts tell ES Glat <1 II';...HT) a cion eX910s 

in sorae microscopic fresh-\vatcr organisms C."';-lfl change the en-
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tire ecology of the pond or la}:~/.3 t/lh inhabit I a:-:d this 

in turn creates changes within the micro-organisms Ive5. 

This same ecological phenomenon has ma.11.i fested itself in tech-

nology during the 20th century,. The alnost exponen"tial gro·"'th 

of technology during our times bOD'i cause and resultant of 

many changes wi thin the innovation process, and these have in 

turn affected the social environment in ~dhich innovation is 

carried on, the nature and structure of technological ,,.Tork, 

and the entire field of kno\vlecJge cor::prising t.~le technologicA.l 

endeavor. 

For example, the increasingly scienti c character of 

the t.echnological enterprise itself and the gro'",ing together 

of science and technology along a ,:",hole spectrum of acti vi ties 

have affected the educational background of the technologist, 

the information base which he uses, and forced him to colla-

borate with other individuals possessing specialized know-

ledge and techniques. The growing specialization and frag-

mentation of scientific and technical fields makes imperative 

cooperative enterprise, as does t.he increasing cornplexi of 

technological devices and process'2s and ?roducts. ins 

tutiona~ or organizationaljresponse to these interrelated 

phenomena has been tJ1e industrial research laboratory,'itlhich 

is responsible for the R&D (research and development) phase 

of innovation. 

Industrial research laboratories oriqinated in the 

'-""7 
German chemical industry in the late 19th century.;) Tile first 
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Henlo Park, New Jersey, Dut al Dlough this ":las organized :'or 

the purpose of making tecilnological in:1G'f'~1~io;;,s, it "tl8.S scarc,,::~-

ly a team effort. Edison's genius damin3ted it, and he 

simply hired specialized assistants to car=y ~is ideas i~tc 
all 

practice i it \v·as not at / the cooperati ~le '/(::I"). ture represented 

by the modern H&D laboratory. l\t.the. beginning of the 20t:l 

century, other companies -- General Electric, Eastman Kodak, 

Bell Telephone, and others -- established industrial research 
~.:-" 

laboratories which have become the prototyoe for today's. ~ 

Although much work of R&D laboratories is in routine 

testing, we are here primarily concerned wi th their function 

as innovators. Teams of specialized scientists and engineers, 

organized into project groups, bring t00et~er L~e requisite 

scientific knowledge and technical expertis? Their in t2r-

action with one another is not only part of the developmental 

phase of the innovation process, but also 9roduce creative 

sparks which help to define problems, generate ideas and prac-

tical inventions, and bridge the gap betC..]l::!en inventive ideas 

and Elodels to cOI'lrnercial applicat.ion a.nd .li=-=:~-.l3ion. 

Some solo work in innovation is still done, and from 

time to time claims are Dade tha t the inc1i'vid1.1al inventor 

still maintains a major role in the innov2tion Drocess. In 

the 1960s this ViC\'l gained SUPPOl:t fron~tll,.~' :3t:1..1(lv of 50 1.:-:1-

portan t inventions of the 20th cen tury by JO'::Il Jev;;.::es 1 D. 

Sal,'lerS, and R. Stil12rman, which Sho',\ied :;~~lt ,:J£ the inventio:1s 

~)elected [or analy:')is. over hal:- st:?·r~ll~~,--"C; \'r(1~" indeqendent. l.D-
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ventors or small 
5~q { I 

an s. 

From there argument TIDved ~o ~ ~uan tative ba3is 

ththe counting of patents -- or a uantitative basis 

allo"i'rled for ffe interpretations. The proponents 

of the individual argued against who claimed 

at group inventive e produces new by point-

to the fact that total annual of u.s. patents 

in the 1960s was no ater than 30 or 50 years previously, 

and that in terms of patents per unit of popul f the nunber 

ss in 1960 than 

cent annual rise in R&D expenditures half century 

from 1910 to 1960. o pointed out that the number of 

patents had not grown proportion to the ased number 

of scientists; in \vords, the research 

far faster than number of patents d by that 

Their opponents -- the believers the efficacy of 

R&D laboratories producing innovation -- first discounted 

number of as a true index of nature, amount, 

quality of ve efforts. rmore, they cl 

current patents, fewer in on::o the popula 

are individually and more I, and a larger ?er-

centage of them were ing worked than h formerly been. In 

addition, an increas proportion of inventions were be 

made by government employees or were the filed of weaponry, 

and in either case would be unlikely to ted. Tne:l 

also stated that it \,,2S becoming more d; c~lt to make pat0nt-

able inventions as goes on 7 becau:.:;~~ dl(~re \vas. a tenden 
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for the proportion of basic inventions to shrink while at 

of minor, unpatentable rove men ,- 'i'" """'" (':~ ~ . ~ 
':..~ ""_ '..- . i • 

The high point of the argument in behalf of the inde-

pendent inventor was reached in the Cl'larpie Report of 1967. 

The report was the product of a panel of private citizens 

convened by the Secretary of Cormerce; the official tIe of 

the report is Te cal Innovation: Its ronment and 
'II 

Managemen<t, but it is usually referred to the name of its 

chairman, Robert A. Charpie, en president of Union Carbide 

Electronics. The thrust of tne report was that govern-

ment, primarily through tax concessions I must ease "b~e ~.,.,ay 

for the back::rlard or garret inventor and for the small company. 

Its major recommendation -- a ~'Jhi te House conference on "Un-

derstanding and Improving the Environr:1ent for Technological 

Innovation I..!...-was never held, and few of its other recom.rnenda-

tions ever took hold. Perhaps just as 'dell f because the 

Charpie Report was based upon a static and hence an unhistorical 

data base. 

story is a dynamic process. Hhile individual in-

ventors in 19 s 11 accounted 40% of t--l~~2 ne'.V mech 

patents, 35 in elec cs, and 30% of new 

chemical patents, the percen o patents in those fields 

to individual inventors was far less than in ous years. 

The Jewkes, Sawyers, and Stillerman study, constantly referred 

to by the Charpie panel, dealt th in v';;;nt back to the 

turn of the: century, \:h\:::[1 the structurE: ,11lc1 n,"1tt!re of tech-

nological innovation were far differeD fron ~hat h 
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come. Furthermore, ~",hi Ie the original i(L_~ _~ j=or ma11'/ () f t~~e 

inventions cited in that study Fli(j 

dual inven tors I -their actual developnfjnt '1ad qone no-:li1ere ::.n-

til they were put into the hands of larf.j\..:::r~..:~)rpora. '')::13 s-

essing industrial research laboracories.'Ihic:-l could d9:ve 

them into corrunercially feasible and sCllea_;)le inno~.ra ons. 

By focusing on a limi ted nurruJer of ovations, by 

looking upon the innovatory environment as static rather than 

dynamic, and by failing to distinguish asong the different 

process_phases of innovation, the Charpie ~a~el had diagnosed 

-- and prescribed for -- a situation which W3S at least a 

quarter of a century out of date. At the very time the Charpie 

panel was carrying on its deliberations I -the rcentage of 

signi cant inventions made by independent inventors, even 

measured by their beloved patent count, was dropping markedly. 

The lone inventor \-vas giving at,<lay to "vorker in 

organized research laboratory. The cost of development a 

complex innovation were too great -to be borne by any indi-

vidual, and even by some large corporations I T.'lno had to turn 

to the governrr,ent for support of the most ;:tCL'3Dced and ':3 s-

ticated technology_ 

The fact is that modernllhigh" technology has become 

too specialized and complicated for one ~an ~o grasp in its 

The indus al research laborat-or\: brings toge 

men from a wide area of scienti c and enqineering discipl 

each can tributing his speci ali z;2d kney,,:ll I, Such d labor..-a·-

tory gives an individual access -to skilLs ;J.n.,:5< .facilit.ies whicll 
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greatly increase his capacitie~ By means of a rese tean, 

several lifetimes of t :::.0 

bear upon a single problem. 

In addition to bringing expertise and skil 

in their industrial research laboratories, large corporations 

can command the funds necessary for on the Cleve 

ment of high-priced technology. The Charpi Report correct-

ly noted the advantages vv'hich large. firms had in the 

ti ve process because of their command of resources i L'le Charp 

Panel's recommendations for tax and ot~er incentives \Vere an 

attempt to provide the indi vidual inventor and the small firr.:l 

with the necessary resources for developing his invention, 

making it easier for him to support the risks involved. That 

Panel perhaps instincti vely realized -- al ti.10Ugh there is no 

expos i tion, ei ther implicit or exp lici t in its report .- - that 

the major purpose of R&D is to reduce risks in the application 

of an innovation by reducing uncertainty. 

Studies of the decision-making process involved in ap-

plying an innovation have been made. Bela Gold points to weak-

nesses in current models of decision-forming and decision-

'lJ.. 
implementing processes. Gold oU.t. ch q na.ture 

of the factors entering into managerial decision-making and 

stresses the need for new analytical perspectives. More data 

are necessary on specific case studies involving many differ-

ent fields, and .there must also be studies of laggard cOTI1?anies 

and industries as well as those which lead in innovation. 

If we accept the paramount role of the R&D laboratory 
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in today's innova on process, we still want to kno~ r +-
l.L 

cks, and what can it ti ck be tter l.rl te rT:1S of ~~ t:i~11'-

1 the floyl of innovations. A \-'1hol r2 has t of ques tions 

present themselves: the optimum x of perso~nel in R&D 

laboratories, their organization and structure, the flow of 

information with the laboratories, aCC011D ~nechan-

isms employed, and aps most important, the measurement of 

ir effectiveness ducing ovations. Studies of 

R&D laboratories have been carried on by economists, socio-

logists, and psychologist, each of whom focused on s 

elements corresponding to their own professional interests 

The economists have sought to measure the e£ ctive-

ness of R&D by input-output studies, carried on at nicro-

economic I of the at the higher industry level, 

to the macroeconomics of Lhe national level. They have run 

into trouble because of the fuzziness of data base in 

measuring input and the terminate, perhaps non-quantita-

tive, ways for measuring outputs. In case of inputs, for 

example, it was di cult to determine just what proportion 

of a firm's costs attributed to R&D were actual a part 

the innovative process; the accounting teI:1S 0 £ firr~s 

included routine testing, customer services, pilot plant 

on, and test ting as part of R&D as well as re-

search and development for new innova 
q3 

In measuring Oll t-

put, they ran into ub iqui taus problem 0 f pa tc~n t counting 

as an effective measurement, and fficul t:. t of ter-

mining the amount of new "in rmat.ion If throuqh ci ta on counts 
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of professional papers as an index of inventions. 

The most important and fin~-grain,~d an~!l~!s s of t..'1'2 

contributions of R&D to innovation and to econo~ic growth 

have been those made by Edwin Mansfield of 

Nans field has care fully delineated the fundru-·-nental problems 

involved in me effectiv~nes3 of P&D. In evaluat-

ing existing productivity studies on R&D, Mans eld has 

pointed out that too li ttle is knovln about the acti vi 

which firms comprehend under the term "research and develop-

ment, It and that even if the figure~s were exact, there might 

be spurious correlations, because the productivity increase 

attributed to R&D might rather be owing to forNard-looking 

management. In other words, both R&D and G~e increased pro-

ductivity might due to the quality- of management in all 

segments of firm. In addition, productivity studies run 

into difficulty, according to Mansfield, cause a large per-

centage of R&D carried out by some industries is directed at 

productivity increase in other industries; we have too little 

information on inter-industry or inter-firm flO't1S of tech-

nology which underlie these relationships. And if R&D is 

treated as inves tment in nevI kno~:llc , ho~ can one use 

standard depreciation rates in order to get at its cost? 

Other difficul s arise which might skew economic 

analysis of the effectiveness of R&D in innovation. In the 

United States the vas bu of Doney s t R&D has 

come from federal government, and Slight over three-

quarters of those funds have for aircraft and ssi s 
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and electronics and communications. Can (f:.:neral rrr:':2isures of 

the effectiveness of R&D be obtained exanples drawn fro~ 

such few fields and directed toward such cialized one 

might almost say, non-economic -- activi s as E'lili 

space programs? 

Despite many reservations and qualifications, sone of 

the economic studies of R&D been able to pro-:,ride con-

vincing quantitative arguments of its. effectiveness in spe-

eifie fields. For example, Zvi Griliches studied argicul-

tural R&D and fOlli1d 'that between 1937 and 1951 the investment 

in agricultural research in the United States returned bet\veen 

1·S" 
35 and 170 percent. Mansfield himself has estimated returns 

from R&D in the chemical and petroleum industries and has 

found them to be about 40 percent or more in the latter, and 

'J' about 30 percent in the former. ~ 

From what has been stated, it is evident that the links 

between R&D and innovative effectiveness are far from clear. 

Mansfield has done much to focus the issues, to pinpoint the 

basic methodological problems, to evaluate the existing liter-

ature, and to indicate the directions which future research 

might take. In the process, he des troyed s orC2 C02~on n~- ths 

which have already appeared regar<ling R&D.. For ex aL:'p Ie , he 

has demonstrated that bigness seems to have little effect upon 

R&D productivity; large firms do not have proportionately more 

R&D than do middle-sized firms, and they might actually produce 

fewer important innovations. In other \<lords increases in 

scale do not seem to bring proportionate increases in innova-

tive productivity. Hansfield has also ~~hO~'l~l, hOh'ever, that 
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these matters can vary from industry to industry, and it is 

-, . important t:lat we recoCJ~ize these C,!. "',). ~3 _ r l r..; 5> 

lest we generalize on the basis of too narrO':1 a s Ie .. 

Earlier,Simon Kuznets had nted out that ele22nts 0_ 

creativity and imagina on and similar quali 

to measure also enter into the R&D productivi 

s difficult 
Q'7 
• . Pu"10 

major econor:1ist , Fritz f;lachlup, had recognized D~at ti·-

cal input in R&D laboratories was the utilization of scientists 

and engineers, but that the mere numbers employed migh t not 

9f 
be an indica on of the quality of the output. This ern?~asis 

on non-economic elements helps explain the interest of socio-

logists, management experts, and industrial "psychologists in 

personnel, organizationalinfornational and managerial problems 

within R&D laboratories. 

In a major study entitled The 
----------~~------------,------------

of Innovation 

T. Burns and G. M. Stalker presented detailed evidence of the 

way in which political and status considerations ct the 

working organization of industrial laboratories. In other 

words I the social system of organization i-tself affects 

its technical performance.. Burns and Stalkf~.r found that a 

"rr1echanis c II man 

and an emphasis on hierarchical authority performs effectively 

in relatively stable technical and market condi tions I but that 

a less formal structure might be more successful in coping 

with changing condi ons. 

In the study a f the innov:Ttion rn rne:nt conducted 

Arthur D. Little COffi?any for the tI~:,-:~l t of De fense (1'065) 
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it lI.vas also found that those objec ve characteristics of a 

productive R&D laboratory which could be quantified appeared 

to be of less importance than such non-~uan fiable factors 

as atti tudes, motivation I interpe:!:"sonal re1.(~.t.ions I and tr~e 

manner in which the laboratory "'vas man l>luchthe same con-

elusion was reached by a study conducted bv University of 

Hichigan Insti tu'te of Social Researc~ lli'"1der Donald c. Pelz .ICO 

The purpose of the study was to find ~ s in which organiza-

tions or working condi tions in the inno\Id ti ve environr:len t 

could be created or tans formed to voke cr~ative performance 

from talented scientists and engineers. ThG research recog-

nized that the creative situation in an industrial laboratory 

was dependent upon a number of heterogenous factors I inclu!~-

ing the professional motivations or orientations of the 

scientists, their communications with ir collea~~es and 

the research manager, length of time with group, and other 

elemen ts . In what might be considered an extension of Burns 

and Stalker , Pelz found that creati ty was increased when 

there were elemen ts of both uncert,_.iin ty and securi ty in the 

research organization: enough uncertain ty to b,2 suf ciently 

creative to risk the unknown, but enough security to offset 

the anxiety aroused by the uncertain MaximQ~ creativity 

would thus be found in situations containing both a high 

amount of dither and high security. 

Simon Marcson has also probed the role and effective-
/..:/ 

ness of scientists in industrial rC3(~arch or~~3.ni::ations. lie 

has emphasized the coalescence of di ering 0 entations upon 
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the performance of the task. 

It should be obvious by nOrd t.hat'i':~ 8 r':f: 

know the II anS~vers If to many of the problems sed by the nevi 

social environment for technologica.l innovation: the T{&D 

laboratory. Yet the trends in the literature indicate that 

we are approaching a much higher level of so?~istication in 

studying these matters. The historical evidence would in-

dicate that we can never arrive at definitive models or ex-

planations; the ecological nature of the innovative process 

dictates that this be a dynamic arHl changing process I and hence 

the optimum institutional forms in one industry, firm, or 

even on a nation-wide basis, would be changing in response to 

other changes in ecology -- and all of these varia~les 

would be changing over time. Perhaps the best that can be 

done is to identify those factors which bear watching and 

to specify those elements in certain fields of technology and 

certain sized firms ',-7hich seem to be of most signi ficance in 

affecting the innovation process. 

E. Diffusion Mechanisms 

Any consideration of the al ecology of innovation 

demands that attention be paid to diffusion Dechanisms. If 

technology itself is regarded as knowledge, innovation must 

be viewed as new knowledge. The aP9lication and diffusion 

of this new knowledge involves all the social, economic, and 

political factors we have been consid8ring. POl.' 

same economic factors 0:1tc no into tb~~: rat.e :::<..n6 natur:..; of 
-' 

inventive activity help determine the rate and ~ature of 
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ca·tion and diffusion of the innovation. The demand for 

profit and factor-savings, the competitive situa ,and other 

economic parameters enter into the decision to the invention 

to test of the marke and its acceptance for diffusion. 

Nevertheless, certain problems in the mechanism 

are peculiar to its s environment and require further study. 

Since diffusion involves transfer of the innovation into 

another context from that in which it originallY arose -- a 

di firm, a different industry, a different nation, a 

different culture, a different use -- it partakes of many of the 

elements of technology transfer. If by the transfer of teu~nology 

we mean the acquisition, development and utilization of techno-

logical products, processes, and knowledge in contexts dlf 

from those in which they rst developed, we must oerforce 

recognize that such transfer requires innovation <.vi thin the ne'," 

context. But we know from the research of psychologists and 

cultural anthropologists that every innovation has broad inter-

cultural foundations implications; hence the process of 

technological diffusion a cultural, social, psychological, 

and political matter, and not just the iflitation of artifacts 
lo~ 

processes. 

The diffusion of technology can be viewed from the perspective 

of many different disciplines, with each selecting those 

cts of the diffusion process corresponding most closely to 

its main interests. Anthropologists and sociologists, for exam? 

focus on elements of sociocultural resistance to c:lanqe and 

ractions of di fferent cuI tures \vi th one another I \vhile 
! l':5 

concentrate upon spatial patterns of diffusion. Economists, of 
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course, focus on the economic variables in the transfer and 

diffusion of technology. They talk in terns of return:; on 

investment, labor or capital intensiveness, resource endowments, 

and the like .'0 'f 

Historians of technology are tempted to analyze the diffusion 

process solely in terms of the technical elements. Using suc..l-t 

an approach, we might distinguish t~hree phases of technology 

transfer: (1) material transfer, which is the simple diffusion 

of tools, machines and technique i (2) design trans r, \vherein 

blueprints, formulas, books, and the like are the major mediu.":'t 

for the diffusion of the technologYi and (3) capacity trans r, 
ItfJ 

where technical know-how and capabilities are acquired. Such 

a nice schema I no matter ho\v logical it might seem, would be 

misleading because developments have not al\vays occurred in these 

three sequential steps. Nevertheless, this approach is useful 

because it calls attention to the different kinds of technical 

kno\vledge which can be diffused, and it implies that there 

should be a match bet.t'l'leen the type of information diffused and 

the needs and capabilities of the receptor. 

Another way of analyzing diffusion would be to trace it, 

say, from military to civilian use I or among firms \V'i L~in one 

industry to another I or one country to another. Edwin BariS Id 

has studied the diffusion of numerical control in the tool-and-

die industry I concentrating on the rate at \:vhich the percentage 

of users of an innovation gro\vs, the characteristics of early 

and later users, and the diffusion of innovation )'vi thin parti-

cular firms. Numerical control (a :method for operating machine 

tools by means of taped nurne cal instructions) first came into 



commercial use in 1955. certain factor sav 

scrap costs, capital and labor cosL~.i (the 

reductions 

is ~uilt 
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the machine), and inventory costs, as well as easier scheduling 

gave this innovation an advantage over former Methods of milling .. 

Hansfield discovered that the larger machine shops tended to 

adopt numeri controls than the snaller ones, 

decision-makers in those T.tlhich it tended t:o be 

younger than those which did not adOl)t: it, and, comparing 

tool and die industry with others, that this innovation was 

assimilated nore rapidly than it would have 

steel, or coal -- \>ihich seemed to su:~')port 

in rai 

hypo the s at 

tl-te 

, 

innovations spread more rapidly in Jess concentrated industries. 

In other words, the size of the firm, the nature of the industry, 

and then a non-structural factor _._. U1C age and college training 

of the manageri group -- fected the di ion. 

Still another \·ray of di on probJ_em ,,-rauld 

to look at mechanisms involved in the process. 

in this functional manner, problmn o~e of transferring 

information from the innovator (the i~formation generator) to a 

new user. are three major ways in which this can done, 

none of them mutually exclus (1) fact-to-person coupling; 

(2) person

linkage. 

rson contact; and (3) i terature 

Because the foremost wr on diffusion are academicians, 

are perforce inunersed in Ii terattlre. Hence they 

tend to overlook the importance of the de~onstration of 

innovation to the potential user. Thus study of fact-



to-person diffusion has been largely neglectec, yet it is ger-

haps the most pO'derful of diffusion mechanisr:ls. Indeed, the 

efficacy of this technique is known to every ?rimary-school 

pupil under the descriptive ti tIe of "ShoT,v and Tell. II Every 

technical salesman, wherever practicable, carries samples or 

demonstrator models with him for the "show-and-tell" effect. 

Trade shows and exhibi tions form part of evc-:ry trade organization 

and professional society meeting. This Means rhat there might 

be some quanti tati ve data available -.- attendance figures I or, 

buried within corporation ledgers, some analysis of sales derived 

from showing innovations to potential users -- -.vhich night be 

helpful in arriving at generalizations regarding the efficacy 

of this diffusion method. Ho\.vever, no one has thought to 

incorporate such materials into a general model of innovation 

diffusion. 

There is, however, some historical information on -the impact 

of world's fairs and international exhibitions on technological 
(Db 

progress and diffusion. Huch of this literature centers on the 

role of such exhibitions in creating a sociocultural clinate of 

acceptance of technological growth. Little attention has been 

given to the way in which exhibitions fostered t.he di of 

specific innovations I al though there is t:he ~'Jell-knot"Jn case of 

Britain's introduction to the American technique of interchangeable 

parts at the Great Crystal Palace Exhibition of 1851 in London. 

This led to the dispatch of a commission under the great machine-

tool designer, Joseph Whitworth, to see the tfA.rnerican system of 

manufactures n in operation; on the basis of the l'llhi t,·vorth cor:1r.1ission' s 
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report, the British equi?ped the Enfield Armory with Pnerican 

machine tools, and hence the diffusion of innovative devices and 

J07 
processes. 

There have been many studies of the diffusion of information 

through the medium of scientific and technical literature~C~ For 

the most part, such studies employ citation counts to measure the 

diffusion of ideas, and it is not surprising that such diffusion 

has been studied by epidemiologists \'lho liken the transmission 

f . d h d f' f . d' Joq o 1 eas to t e sprea 0 ln ectlouS lseases. 

People-to-people transfer of tecilnical formation is being 

increasingly studied. Thomas Allen1s concept of the "technological 
Ill) 

gatekeeper, Ii the individual wi thin the laboratory ~qho informally 

links his colleagues with outside sources of information, is 

being extended by work in progress on the "informational entre-

preneur U carried on at the Georgia Institute of Technology.. The 

Georgia Tech study stresses the passivity of most current infor-

mation systems (even highly computerized information storage-and-

retrieval systems represent nothing more than a fast librarian) I 

and the need for a more active and flexible scheme of inforMation 

diffusion ,,"hich would allow for feedback from the user to the 

generator of information, as in the highly successful Agricultural 

Extension Service. 

The mobility of professional engineers can be an important 

factor in diffusing technology. Gilfillan claims that the 

mobility of labor, industrial spying, disclosure in patents, and 

the inability to seal off the research and productive orocesses 

tend to erode the di renti 
. Iii 

level of kno\vledge ili'TtOnq flrrrts .. 



When an engineer moves froM one firm to another f or rtihen a 

scientist or technologist ~oves froP1 a government laboratory 

into private industry, or vice versa, he carries with him 

knowledge and information, some of which may legally be trans

ferred to his new employer. Nany unpatented processes and 

techniques can be diffused by the movement of people from firm 

to firm, from industrJ to industry, or from country to country. 

Indeed, in the mid-1960s, the "brain drain" from other nations 

to the United States was held responsible for the "technological 

gap If between the Uni ted Sta-tes and other nations. The Hbrain 

drain," while exaggerated in its impact, represented not so much 

the transfer of actual devices and designs as it did the transfer 

of technological capabilities. 

None of our three ITlechanisms for diffusion of innovation 

exclude one another. A person sees an innovation at a trade show 

(artifact-to-person) and tells someone else about it (person-to

person), or he reads about it (person-to-literature) and refers 

someone else (person-to-person) to that sa~e item (person-to

literature). Whatever be the mechanism for Lhe diffusion of 

innovation 

literature 

artifact-to-person, person-to-person, person-to-

it has been institutionalized to some extent. Trade 

organizations and professional societies, for example, provide 

an organizational means for the operation of the mechanis~s. The 

annual meetings of such organizations usually have exhibition 

space where the "show-and-tell" element of technological diffusion 

is emphasized.. At the same time, personal contacts in the bars 

and corridors as well as listening to papers presented at the 



sessions provide means for transferring info.rr:tation. The social

ization function of such meetings mi(;;ht bl::! m1lch Plore sicrnificant:. 

than their diffusion function; but diffusion is itself a social

ization process. 

Trade organizations have publications, but the role of 

trade publications in diffusing innovation has been neglected. 

Again, some forms of data are availalJle. Controlled-circulation 

trade pUblications are constantly checking, by means of question

naires, on the roles and positions of their readers, their 

interests, and the like. Other publishers, such as HcGraw-Hill, 

with open-circulation specialized trade publications constantly 

survey their readers to determine ,,:hat articles 1 advertisements, 

and new products attracted their attention. In addition, many 

publications include return postcards for asking for further 

information from advertisers .. All tbese sources would provide 

data for investigating the role of such publications in diffusing 

information regarding innovations; at present, their chief use is 

by the advertising and promotion departments of the trade journals. 

The federal governnent has playc~d a major role in diffusing 

information about scientific discoveries and technical innovations. 

The most success ful of its efforts ~l.a.s been D~e agricultural 

extension service, and a good deal of the sucCess of American 

agriculture during the 20th century is testir:tonv to the effective

ness of this device. 

The agricultural program, fostered by the ral government 

beginning with the Morrill Land Grant Act of 1862 which founded 

the land-grant colleges for promoting the agricultural and 
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mechanical arts, combines all elements of the innovation process 

within it. Agricultural research stations, both state and 

federal T usually connected l:li th the land-grant agricul tural 

college, generate the discovery or invention~ and extension 

service I through county agricultural agents, ma}:es certain that 

the innovations thus produced are applie.d and diffused. 

The county agricul,tural agent not: only transmi ts scientific, 

technical, and economic information (in a form and manner aimed 

directly at the farmer-user), but he also serves as a means for 

feedback from the farmer-user to the infornation-generating 

source.. For example I \A7hen the individual farmer is faced wi th 

a new problem, the county agricultural agent transmits this 

user need to the information-producing source~ i.vhich then seeks 

out or adapts old information or creates new information to pro

vide the ansvler. In other I.',ords, dirE.~ct: feedback from the user 

helps in the problem-definition phase of the innovation process. 

The agricultural research station, faced with the problem, has 

access to past literature and to laboratories for carrying on 

experimentation" It can thus perform all the innovation stages 

from idea generation and invention t.h:congb. the re and 

development phase. Then the county iJ~.rl:"iGuI.tural agent carries 

the information to the farmer for application and diffuses it 

among other potential users. The county agricultural agent thus 

serves as an important feedback link in the ecology of the 

innovation process. 

liJhen J. Herbert Hollomon was Assi,stant Secretary of COH~merce 

for Science and Technology, he sought to develop an industrial 
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analog of the agricultural extension service. His efforts proved 

unavailing, because the Congress never a??ro'lcd of program 

as a whole nor provided sur cient funding for th0se parts of 

whi it approved. 

Nevertheless, there are non-agri tural and non-governmental 

modes of innovation fEus \vhich reser:ble sor:e',vhat the agri-

cuI tural extension se ce and which h(:'~'I2 exhibi ted SOIDe success 

in the marketplace. One example would be the "detail men ll in 

the pharmaceutical industry, who go directly to the users (docto:cs) 

to present ,them iI,i th the Ii terature saf'1?les of new drugs. 

At the same time, they feedback to their employers the infor-

mational needs of the doctors; although not medical men them-

selves, they provide the crucial coupling of information be~Neen 

generator and user. Interestingly enough r there seems to be no 

serious study in the information sciences literature regarding 

the role of the drug detail men in diffusing knowledge. 

The "s engineer," the saiesnen of technical products, 

is.a similar diffusion device. He brings information of new 

technical products and processes directly to the customers 7 and 

at the same time serves as a. conduit 'whereby the technical 

needs of his customers are tran tt.ed to -b.~e nanufacturer-

innovator whom he represents. To the best of our kno\vledge 1 

there have been no scholarly studies of the role of technical 

s smen as diffusers of information nor as articulators of 

consumer needs and hence as problem definers for innovators. 

One widely Ided government attenDt to dif e information 

arding innovation is the NASA Techno 
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Through contracts with HidT:lest Research Institute, Stanford 

Research Ins tu·te, Denver Research Institute, and others, ~~i\SA 

has actively sought, in accordance with its mandate, to transfer 

the scientific and technological 'Ispinoff" of the space effort 

to the civilian economy. Despite good intentions and the expen

diture of considerable money and effort., this atterJ9t to diffuse 

innovation has had only mixed results. In an unpublished research 

study prepared for the N.A..5A Office of Scientific and Technical 

Information, Kranzberg and Rossini have indicated fla\vs in 

NASA's Technology Utilization Program: it does not allow for 

feedback, and when user needs cannot affect the information 

generation source I the information-coupling mechanism is wea~. 

On the other hand, in that part of it.s mission relating directly 

to civilian aeronautics, NASA has an excellent record -- reaching 

back to its old days as the National l\dvisory Committee on 

Aeronautics, when its innovations were directly in line vli th user 

needs. 

The defects in the NASA Technology Utilization Program are 

further proof of the ecological nature of the innovation process. 

If there is no feedback, no interplay, amo:r:.g the di phases, 

the innovation process becomes flawed and ct. In the 

case of NASA, civilian user needs could not directly influence 

the problem-definition and idea· .. generation phase of the innovation 

process. Instead, NASA's Technology Utilization Program places 

undue emphasis upon serendipity; the innovations arising from the 

space program might happen to be useful for civilian industry, 

but it is not the task of NASA to make them so nor to embark 

upon innovations with that end in mind. In order to apolv NASA's 
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technological innovations, the civilian user must frequently 

re-define his own problems, rather than having the innovation 

produced in answer to his needs from the very beginning. 

An important new mechanism for technoloqical diffusion has 

recently come to public attention, although it has been around 

for some time: the multinational corporation. Unlike inter-

national aid and development programs sponsored by governf:'1.ents r 

which have served as devices for the transfer of technology to 

the less-developed nations, especial in the geriod since Tdorld 

~Alar II, the mul tinational corporation diffuses technology to 

already-industrialized nations. Hultinational corporations take 

on many different organizational forms, ""ith some allowing a 

high degree of autonomy to their international Darts ,,"hile others 

maintain a high degree of centralized control; they differ also 

in diffusing innovations, some representing only material transfer, 

others diffusing design transfer, while still others developing 

capacity diffusion. Although there is a vast literature on the 

diffusion of technology to less-develoged countries through 

government and international aid and financial programs (e.g., 

the World Bank), there are only beginning to be serious studies 

of multinational corporations. ~1ost: of these, however, deal 

with political, financial, and international monetary problems 

arising from the operations of multionals, and little attention 

has yet been paid to their role in 

There remains one major channel 

IF' 
diffusion of innovations. j 

r the diffusion of innovation 

in institutionalized form which we have not yet treated: Ble 

educational system. After all, formal schooling is the prime 

institutional device whe society attc~ots to tr~n t in-
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formation from one generation to the next. ~';ha t ro does it 

play -- or should it play -- in the diffusion or0C23S? 

Except at the upper levels of graduate education, ~dhere 

aspiring doctoral candidates are actively at the 

research front, the educational system cannot provide a very 

powerful or speedy mechanism for the diffus of innovation. 

Indeed, unless his pro sor is himself at the cutting edge of 

knowledge, the engineering student I11akes do '.vi th instruments and 

devices which can adequately acquaint him wi the principles 

and techniques but do not represent L;:'l:::! latest inno7ations. 

s scienti c infornation is also to be scmewhat datedi 

Derek Price has pointed out that engineering textbooks are 

usually filled up \vi th the packed-down scientific information 

\vhich is some one to t'\A]O cades old, and Edwin Layton has 

suggested the need for "engineering scientists" as interrrlediaries 

to "translate" scienti c formation into terms which are 

Ilif 
meaningful to engineers their spe a1 T,4ork. 

In engineering education, increasing ell?hasis is 

placed upon UdesignH or I!creative enqineering," as some 

engineering educators call it. This trend became a?parent at 

a 1965 conference based upon the assumption that inventors 

and innovators are the moving element in technological changer 

which is the province of "creative engineering," and L'1at the 

crea ve requisites of innovation can be encour and taught. 

The conference advocated research on orocesses of technolo 

cal change, to be undertaken on a multi sciplinary basis, 

inducements to faculty and students to 9arti DQte in courses 
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involving on, and cooperation among univecsi s , 

indus try, , professional groups, and ?0Vernnent to 

develop and support education for innovation. con rence 

did not 1 scrapping of present engineering ; 

indeed, one of the panels of the conference pointed out 

some of sites for creative engineerinq al 
liS-

education. in 

Engineering education has transf()rr~'led itself period 

since Horld \'Var II. Instead of teaching existing techniques 

and tools which quickly become obsolete, Ble asis has 

on acquainting the students with basic scientific and technological 

princip whi could be a?plied to a variety of circumstances. 

This shi done much to retard the obsolescence rate of 

engineers. Nevertheless, the proliferation of short courses and 

continuing education programs at engineering institutions 

indicates advances in technology rapidly :oracticing 

lete; they must go back to s 1 to learn what 

is newest and st in their field. Hence continuing education 

programs can provide a major means for dis information 

about , but there are no senol studies indicating 

their in t:lis respect & 

Even if our formal system of enginee education does not 

provide an mechanism for the di of innovation --

that is not its primary task -- it still essential for 

other parts of the innovation process. pro',rides the 

means for ng the capacity to innovate. It diffuses the 

ability to ze innovations and to innovations. 



Education embryonic innovators master the :c;senti 

lying know nts them with the types 0_ 

which can I and inculcates the proble~-sol 

techniques 'It/hi become essential for innovation. 

In contrast to the assumption that the ca?3.city 

novation can be taught is the conviction cUTlonq :nar..y that 

innovation is a highly individualistic matter t:hat it is 

not properly subject of formal education. re is 

some feeling among the general public that innovators are likely 

to be "a U or eccentric indi vj duals I an(: that 

education tends to stifle innovative propensi 

Kettering expressec. this point of view vlhen he 

Charles 

d, "An 

inventor is an engineer who doesn't take his education too 

seriously." The idea behind such statements is education 

produces highly disciplined scholars, and such discipline hampers 

the free 

/I~ 
work. 

of imagination which is necess for creative 

Finally, it should be noted that most our large 

engineering schools -- Purdue, MIT, Carnegie Tech, Georgia Tech, 

Stanford have associated with them schools I 

business s 1 or industrial and c1epart-· 

ments which emphasize the managerial and e c elements of 

the innovation process. The contribution of engineering education 

to the innovation process is thus not. con so Iv to technical 

elements but encompasses many of the eco cal factors 

in the innovation process. Particul notnb Ie is t.he fact thJ. t 

some of the engineering schools have in science 

policy s·tudies. Hence they are in a ion to contrib~t2 
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studies of the role of the government in decisi0n-P1a..~ing regarding 

technological innovations, studies in the oroce.3'; of technolog'J 

transfer, especially among nations, the diffusion of innovations 

among various levels of government, und the 1 Although 

still relatively new, the field of science policy studies is 

flourishing, and it promises to add much to our kno"\vledge of the 

role of the government, both normative and pres 

innovation process. 

Alfred North Whitehead, one of the major 

, in the 

iloso?hers of 

our times, stated that one the principal achievements of the 

last century was "the invention of the method of invention." 

He meant several things by this: one was the purposive nature 

of the inventive acti men actively sought to make inventions -

whether out of private greed or concern for the common weal --

in a sociocultural climate which was far different from that which 

dampened innovative efforts throughout the centuries. Second 

was the development of a rational technique for the innovative 

process; mathematics, logic, and experiments Here applied in 

a synergistic merging of science and technology leading to a 

mUltiplication of inventions. To tht~ extent t our educational 

process focuses upon 5e elements of education 0 S sts 

and engineers, it remains a major rce in the innovative process. 

Heretofore, we have concerned ourselves with the rst element 

in Whitehead's analysis, the sociocultural clinate, the economic 

motivations, the political factors, and I ~ow we turn 

to the technical und whence innova tions '~:S2rqE' and 

role of tha-t technical ronrnent in helping dct2rrnine 

nature and course of innova activity. 
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IV. The Technological Back~round 

The innovation process, as we have ser::n, lS an ecological 

one, involving the comolicated interpl of many factors. 

Heretofore we have concentraded our attention on the "external lf 

elements -- social, cultural, political, and economic factors 

determining the course and nature of innovation. But tec:-rno-

logical innovation is rently a technical act. Previous 

technical innovations help to set the problems posed for future 

innovations; the ting level of technology provides 9aG~ways 

for future developmen~, while at the same providing con-

straints upon innovation. Just as the "external lt factors 

influence the nature, direction, and rate of innovation in 

technology, the "internalities" of technology provide both 

opportunities and limits to innovations in speci fields at 

given times. 

Proof of the importance of the technological factor 

shown in the fact that very few innovations cons tute Itgiant 

leaps" in technology. Technology is cumulative in nature, as are 

most fields of knowledge, and most advances have come through 

small incremental changes rather through quantun jumps. 

New inventions are based upon previous inventions, and they 

evoke still newer inventions. In some cases, innovations derive 

from putting together elements wh \tIere already in stence. 

For example, the great invention of printing, ttlhich was to have 

ch . rfd? . d f ,.. ..1-' su an l.mpact upon ~"lestern :man, erl ve rom Drlng~ng toge mer 

several different elements, so:ne of which had been knO\vD for a 

long time, to create something ne,,,. The press as such had been 
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used for centuries in many different processes • • 1 • In 'tTlne-ma..Klng, 

in olive oil, and the 1 But orintinq also in,ro1ves naD~r, 

ink, and movable type. The Chinese had in~ented naner some 1300 

years before Gutenberg, and by the middle of the 12th century, 

paper had superseded parchmen t and vellum for ',yri ting purposes 

in Europe. In addition, the Chinese had previously used wood 

blocksj and these had come into use in ~'lestern EurO::J2 for ?rinting 

playing cards. But ink presented a problem: the ink used for 

printing on wood block was made with a water-soluble.base which 

ran when used with metal type. However, Renaissance painters 

were experimenting with pioments mixed with linseed I, and 

Guttenberg adapted this medium to provide a suitable ink. 

Finally, separate type was already kno\yn to bookbinders f who 

used it to stamp ti tIes on bindings of books; \'lha t Gu·tenberg 

added was to cast this moveable type in an adjustable mold. 

The invention of printing, therefore, like that of many other 

devices, rested upon many prior inventions. Gutenbergrs 

contribution was a creative synthesis -- sorting and selecting 

the essential elements from devices, techniques, and products 

already known and utilized in different fields, and combining 

them in a nevY form for a special purpose. 

Similarly, television T;;3.5 basic:c~ 11y a putting togetll.er or 

two other inventions, the radio and cathode ray tube, and each 

of these were the products of still earlier inventions. To take 

a fferent exa~ple, Henry Ford did not invent the assembly 1 

for mass production, as many people have thouq!!t -- and S'ord 

himself clairnad. The s fea turc:s ot: the- ::is ly-line 

process -- the conveyor, the specialization of labor, the inter-
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changeability 0 f parts -- were already ~Ilell (~S tabli SI1ed in 

American industrial practice by trl':3 time Ford ca:":':e 

he did was to corrlbine all these features into a closely 

co-ordinated system with amazing increases in fficiencv and 

productivity. 

Another type of inno~Jation is t:.o 0;xb::::;n.d de ces or 

techniques to new and s ghtly eli rent uses. Given the·ohono-

graph, for example, an office dicta'Ling machine represents only 

a simple extension of the same basic princi~les a..i'1c1 mechanisns 

and it is not surprising that one , Thomas Edison, could 

invent both. Or, once magnetic tape was available, it could 

applied to a number of purposes -,- videota:;>ed television programs, 

computer records for banks and stores, tape recorders, and a 

whole host of other uses -- all of them requiring new innovations 

or adaptations of older inventions. 

The same holds true for processes and techniques. In his 

study of DuPont rayon plants, Samuel Hollander sought for the 

. f'" d . d . 1 f(g sources of 1ncreased ef 1C1ency In rno ern 1n nstrla plants .. 

Defining technological change as "changes in th.e technique of 

production of given comodities by cifie plants, designed to 

reduce uni t production costs, II and includinq r:an al and. 

organizational changes in his definition, Hollander found ·that 

technical change accounted for some 35 to 100% of the total net 

reduction in unit factory costs at the five studied. 

He then found that "minorll technical change;;:; accotlntc~d for over 

two-thirds of the unit-cost reductions attribti.tible to te 

changes. Th8se were not the IImajorl! chanqc~s upon £0 
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research and lopment mechanisms; instead, they were done 

plant personnel intiMately linked with o?era r 

technical changes added up to fairly large-scale technical 

advances which produced large economic savings. Thus Hollander 

supports the generalizations made by his mentor Fritz Machlup on 

the economic importance of "minor impr-ovements" in technology. 

We tend to overlook these minor changes which toqether add 

up to major innovations. So benused and enchanted are we by 

such breakthroughs as the transistor, nylon, atomic energYr and 

the like 1 that: ~/le focus our attentiorl ctlnos·t exclt:ls 

such major innovations. But these might be atypic~l. 

1y upon 

In our 

quest for knowledge of the process of innovation we might be 

misled by concentrating on these major jumps and neglecting the 

more usual causes of innovation, namely, the small incremental 

changes. 

\'lhether major or minor, giant leaps or baby steps, 

innovations are dependent upon the technological level of the 

times. 

A. Technological HReadiness ll 

Even \vhen there is undoubted dema.nd for an i.nvention and 

when all the sociocultural factors are favorable, the innova 

cannot take place unless and until men develoD e18 technical 

capacity to produce it. For example, many people had ideas for 

flying machines in the centuries before the 20tll. 

19th century a considerable body of aerodynamic 

up by scien ts, en rs, and 

was lacking -- and that was a compact 

During the 

':/las built 

But one thine' 



sufficient pOHer in relation to its weight; not un til the la ttr:-;r 

part of the 19-th cen-tury was the internal-conbusti0rt 

developed I so that the airplane as ~de knor,; it could be in"Jented .. 

In 1628 the Italian Giovani Branca designed a turbine engin'2, 

but the mechanical means to shape metals sufficiently well to 

make a turbine workable were not developed until the 19th cer;.tury. 

In 1766 the Russian Polzunov invent::ed a steam (~ngine ,:]ery 

similar to that of James v'latt -- but t:he level of tect.Lnological 

knowledge in mid-18th century Russia was apparently so 10\" that 

no one was able to repair Polzunov's boiler when it sprang a 

leak in NoveIT~er 1766, after being in operation only some four 

months. Hence Polzunov's "invention lt never became an innovation. 

The development and application, if not the invention, of 

lvatt r s steam engine is an example of the importance of 

technological "readiness .. " A seric:::~ of prior and contemporaneous 

developments set the technological [;tage for ~'latt' s ste&-n engine: 

the shortage of charcoal for smelting, necessitating the substi

tution of coke, and hence the need to pump our coal mines; the 

invention of puddling by Cort, which simplified and cheapened 

the production of wrought iron, thereby increasing the demand 

for smelting fueli and John Hilkinsonfs if1Drov(~ment of the 

mill (1775) \vhich made i-t possible to bore cyl rs too thc~ 

limits of accuracy required by Watt's engine. lkinson had 

devised his machine in order to bore cannon, but Watt saw that 

this technique could also be used to produce cylinders for his 

engine, and the efficiency produced by having n sufficiently close 

fit between piston and cylinder helped make Watt's invention a 
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success. It is interestinq to note that the full utilization of 

:"Tu.tt I S steam enqine was hamqered at first ;.;./ a ::; hortaq C'-::: of skill'~d 

labor; nevertheless, the level of technical 2XDertisein Britain 

was such that his inven tion could be irru-:1edia tJ3ly appli'2d, 2V2:1 

though its diffusion lagged until mechanics could acquire 

sufficient experience to operate and maintain the engines. 

The importance of technological "readiness rl is reinforced 

by the concept of "technological convergence." Nathan Rosenberg 

has pointed out how technological developments in one field make 
[ J CJ 

possible developments in others. An exa~ple of this would be 

the large number of horseshoe patents during the 19th century. 

Schmookler had explained this in terms of demand but that 

explanation raises more questions. After all, most of the prob-

lems involved in the shoeing of horses were of long standing, 

and the real questions are why the demand was satisfied in the 

particular manner in which it was, and why it was satisfied at 

that particular time in history. The answer appears to lie in 

the convergence of metallurgical and machine-tool develop~ents 

during the 19th century. Functionally defined, the horseshoe 

industry is a metal-using industry, and all but a few of the 

many new horseshoe patents issued in c.he 19L~ c e n-tury ,,'rere based 

upon better ways of casting, rolling, bending, and ~achining of 

me tals . The machines for forging, rolling, cutting, and bending 

the shoes were themselves comDlex machine tools, and the ~roducts 

)f an advancing machine tool industry; horseshoe natents also 

~onverged, then
l 

with the standardization and i.nt- C'::~cha.n geabil-:'ty 

1:Z 0 
f parts. 
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Considerations of technological "readiness 1/ allo,," us to 

extend Schr:1ookler I s analysis based upon dC-::!1<-l;'ld. 

cuI tural history I and it cannot be separated Iron the cultural 

context in vlhich it . occurs. But -- and this is extrenely 

important -- demand also has a technological cOFlDonent; it cannot 

be divorced fror:1 the technical abili t:y to satisfyth(~ denand. 

Patent activity in horseshoes ultimately waned, caused by 

a decline in demand occasioned by the introduction of the auto-

mobile. This shift too had technological dimensions. People 

had always wanted an efficien t neans of indi "I',tiduali zed trarlS-

portation; with the advent of the automobile, this demand took 

the form of the automobile. In other ';'Jords, demand operates 

within technological paraneters. People may wish for something 

or dream about something, but they can present no specific demand 

for it until technology makes it available. 

The concept of technological readiness would include the 

need to develop ancillary technologies before some inventions 

can become innovations. Additional technology frequently has 

to be developed -- on order I as it ',.Jere -- to trans forrn an idea 

or a device into a marketable commodit.y. For example, the 

transistor was patented in 1948, but the original point-junction 

transistor was not completely marketable or dependable. Ancillary 

technologies, such as those dealing \vi th very pure materials 

and single crystals free of imperfections, were necessary before 

the transistor could become commercially feasible. These 

technologies in turn made possible many advances in the fundaP.lental 

Jnderstanding of the properties of solids, and these advances 
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in solid-state understanding led in turn to oth8r d~vices ranging 

from in·tegrated ci rcui ts to magnetic nenory c()r{~s ,J.nc tl:.i:1 ::i lr:-:s 

and, eventually, things such as masers and lasers. It can 

seen tha t a single innova tion can evoke a ~ .. l:lOle. chain of caus 

in both science and technology. 

B. Techno cal Ir.lbalances 

~vhile technological innovations can create op,?ortnnities, 

they also create pressures \/lhich inf1uence the inventive nrocess. 

Because technologies are so interdependent, changes in one elereent 

can crea te "imbalances" \'7hich necessit~ate changes in other 

technologies. For example, more powerful antomobi engines 

require more powerful braking systems. Improvements in the 

cutting tools in lathes I \"li th the use of high-speed alloy steels, 

required accommodations in o·ther parts of the J11achine in terms 

of control,lubrication, disposal of waste material, and the like. 

Sometimes auxiliary equipment is necessary in order to make 

certain innovations ;,vork better; for example, the early BessePJer 

converters had disadvantages until Alexander HoI developed 

a removeable bottom shell to reduce the dO\'ln- of the converter. 

Sometimes the attempt to meet a technical imbalance can 

bring about a major change in the or inal innO\Ta SO as to ere ate 

a new one. Thus a series of technical imbalances in 

machines started with the introduction of artifi al abrasives 

and led eventually to grinding machines which performed nrecision 

machining of light alloy steels instead of :'k~:cel~;· us arindincr - -

for finishinq pieces formed on lathes. 

The concept of imbalances is not con to chances induced 
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in a single kind of tool or device. There can also be iIT'JJalanc9s 

between different elements of related technoloqies. 

Thomas P. Hughes refers to this kind of imbalance as a 

"reverse salient," and he likens it to a bottleneck in a system 
/:2,1 

of production. 

Jl ... sequence of imbalances of this kind is to be found in the 

textile industry in the 18th century. Richard Kay's invention 

of the II flying shuttle" speeded up the vleaving process, upsetting 

the usual ratio of four spinners to one weaver; either there had 

to be many more spinners to supply a weaver with sufficient 

thread or yarn, or else spinning had to be similarly quickened 

by innovations in that field. A series of inventions by James 

Hargreaves, Richard Cart'dright, and Samuel Crompton speeded up 

the spinning process; then Cartwright set about ~echanising the 

weaving operation in order to take full advantage of the now-

abundant yarn produced by the new machines. The resul t '.vas the 

power loom. These machines lowered the price and hence created 

a large new market for cotton textiles, but another bottleneck 

developed in the supply of rav" cotton, where the chief difficul ty 

lay in the amount of labor involved in picking the seeds from the 

bolls. This problem was solved by Eli 's invention of the 

cotton gin, which more than trebled the amount of cotton a man 

could pick free of seeds per day and provided sufficient raw 

materials for the busy sDinners and weavers. Thus innovations 

in one field produced a need for inventions in other related 

£ ields . Here is a case \,;'here inven tion ~.vdS th,::; mother 0 

nec(:ssi ty, rather than the other \Yay round. 



c. Problem-Solvinq 

An importan t element of the -technologiccll levc~l is the 

skill and knowledge of the inventor and the propensity of the 

engineer to "improve" processes, products, or ces. 

Engineers like to think of themselves as ";?roblem-solvers." 
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Of course, all disciplines are problem-solving; ~nqineers 

address themselves to the solution of technical ::>roblems. The 

major thrust of their efforts along these lines is to increase 

efficiency. Indeed, if there is anyb~ing t,vhich might be called 

the "technological iP.1;?erati ve , tI it is t.he d'~mand for e ciene::, .. 

Unfortunately, "efficiency" can mean many different things. 

Throughout most of our industrial history, technological 

efficiency has been measured in terms of input-output, and that 

has usually been construed along narrow economic lines. Only 

recently has there been pressure to view in:?ut and output in 

non-economic terms) al though many engineers feel nncomfortable 

in dealing with non-economic factors because some of (e.g.! 

environmental quality) are di cult to quantify_ Nevertheless, 

the engineering profession remains committed to the quest for 

efficiency. 

This pursuit of efficiency means that a r 0= ~ell-

trained minds are constantly striving to "make things better .. " 

vvhen some social cri tics raise the embarrassing question of 

what is meant by "betterll (for instance, better than \vhat?), the 

engineer admits of no such doubts. To him, "betterIl means 

OElethin9 which functions f'.10re lie icton II t.l.:lD :~ ts nr8decessol.:"s: 
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a machine which will produce things faster or more cheaply, a 

product which VJil1 be more economical or durable:, and the li::e. 

Any product, device, tool, or technique presents L~e engi~eer 

\Vi th a problem-solving challenge to make it Hbetter. 1f 

Machlup, referring specifically to technical prob in 

the production process, claims that much invention ta::es olace 

because there are problems to be solved. In attackinq 

problems, engineers invent things if1hich might become innovations. 

Nathan Rosenberg has also stressed this technical aspect of 

innovation. To new products and processes ~racti 1e, 

Rosenberg points out, "There is a long adjustment process during 

\vhich the invention is improved, bugs ironed out, the technique 

modified to suit the specific needs of users, and 'tooling up' 

and numerous adaptations made so that the new pyoduct (process) 
1.7../J..,. 

cannot only be produced but can be '9roduced at 101",'] cost .. II The 

desire of the inventor to improve things, to make them more 

Il e fficient," thus continues throughout the phases of the innovative 

process and is not confined solely to the inventive stage. 

Closely related to this desire of engineers to improve 

products is the concept of "technological Domentum" aclv-ancec. 

by Thomas P. Hughes. In a case study, Hughes 

working for I. G. Farben, the giant German chemical firm 1 bec<3.l-ne 

so immersed in the technical problems involved in making synthetic 

gasoline, that they, and the giant corporation of which they 

were a part, were vlilling to submerge their poli tical 

consciences and support the Nazi regime en use it 'ivould 

them -- indeed, encourage them -- to continue their work. "The 

conITai tmen t of engineers, chemists 1 and managers ri211Ced in 
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the process, and of the corporation heavily invested in it, 

contributed to th momen tum," stat:(~s Huqhes, an thereb~{ led 

t..~e corporation and its engineers to cooperate ~;li th an extrenist 
I ;L~ 

poli tical party. To pu tit in o·the:r: terms, the r:1onentum 0 f thei r 

technical interests led these engineers to beC0l.18 "technocrats," 

wholly absorbed in the technical 1ish 

certain ends wi thout any questionin~f of t:l.~e ends themselves .. 

This type of concentration upon the technical problems 

themselves without reference to their possible human and social 

implications has led many social t.iC8 to question the value 

system underlying our advancing technology, and has even led some 

individuals, such as \~. H. Ferry, to suggest a moratorium on 

technological innovation. The striving for technological 

"perfection, n embodied in the imperative of efficiency and the 

concept of technological momentum, is a prime elenent in many 

innovations. It indicates that there is a ~ursuit of techno-

logical improvement for technology's sake, not just for econo~ic 

gain. 

Other non-economic factors also enter into the problern-

solving propensities of engineers. For exam?le, much invention 

occurs in response to the play element~ in human nature .. 

most serious study of the play factor in human activi is 
I 7!.j. 

Johan Huizinga's study on Homo Ludens, Man as Player.~/Huizinga 

believes play to be intrinsic to many different domains of human 

acti vi ty I for example, religion I law, 'dar, art, and Ii terature. 

To Huizinga, play is a "free" activit~y, \vith no ing forced or 

compelled abou tit, au tside of real life, a.nel !10t leading to\vard 
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material gain or profit, while at the saf'l.e tirl8 "absorbing the 

player intensely and utterly. If Huizinga' s c: a3J_S on Dlay 

might be applicable to much inventive activity, if not to t."'Le 

entire innovative process. Indeed, its iMportance in invention 

can be seen in the following phrases frequen-tly heard among 

engineers: II I ~,vas fooling around in the labora tory one day ... It 

or If I was playing around Hi th this motor ";'lhen I ha?pened to 

think that we could improve it if we ...... Tf 

The fact is that inventors are fascinated by technical 

devices and processes. They like to Il p l ay around ll 
\'li th then, 

seeing their potentialities and limitations. Linking Huizinga's 

concept with Schumpeter's thesis, we might also find the 

entrepreneur looking upon innovation as a game from which he 

derives pleasure, perhaps just as the ganbl(~r enjoys taking risks. 

~'lhatever be the wellsprings of human psychology to '."hich the 

tlplay" element corresponds, the fact is that it renresents a 

technical element or, at the very least a non-economic element 

in the inventive process. 

The same can be said of aesthetic motivations to technical 

change. Here again there is little literature on thA subject. 

However, the subject has been broached by Cyril Stanley Smith, 

the me-tallurgist and historian, who has pointed out how many 

improvements in materials throughout the ages have arisen from 

aesthetic considerations: "I-t was precisely the artists's search 

for a con tinued diversity of nateri that ga\:-e this branch of 

technology its early start and continued live 55 dpspite an 

inner complexity \vhich 9rccluded scientific ~:;crl1tiny until very 
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recently. " liThe atti tudes, needs, and aGhic~vements of artists 

have provided a continuing stimulus to teC:lnolcyrical discovery ...... " 

Many scattered historical iteos tend to rei~force Snith's 

vie\v of the importance of aesthetic eler1en t.:s in "technological 

creativity. Technologists seem to love to achieve sYf'1TT1etry of 

design, to simplify to basic elements -- just as the sculptors 

and architects of classical antiqui 

and simplicity. 

sought for syrn~etry, balance, 

The point is that various eleBents in the creative process 

can derive from non-econoElic bases .-. ~)lay, art -- and the lit

erature scarcely touches upon these vital human forces in the 

innovative process. Even if economic elements are the over

whelming factors in innovation, the creative iInagination of the 

inventor -- whether motivated by money, aesthetics, 9lay, love, 

or hate -- is a necessary corrtponent in the conplex inter?lay of 

ideas, applications, and financial accounting \vhieh enter into 

the innovation process. The technical factor nE:;ed not al\',ays be 

equated with the economic factor. 

D. Science-Technology Interactions 

The technological background includes elements human 

skill and capacity -- in a word, of k Since, in the 

20th century I the basis for technical kno\,vledge is increasing 

derived from science, there is \.videspread belief that technology 

is an offshoot of science,that technology is aODlied science, and 

that there is a simple 

science and technology. 

ar cause-anc1·-effecr. relationship bet\,'een 

12S" 
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The first cleaL statement. of the notion that scientific 

discoveries breed tpdl~ical ap~li carne from Sir Francis 

Bacon in the 17th century. Bacon thought of knowledge as DO'dcr, 

and of scientific knol':ledge as especially powerful in making 

nature useful to mankind. Bacon's idea of the eventual 

application of science for useful purposes has remained a major 

t: of the l~rythology of cience. Its hold upon the can 

mind is evidenced ;Joseph Henry 1 the first secretary of the 

Smithsonian Institution and a Il1ajor figure in &"1lerica's scientific 

conununity in the 19th century, who had a "deep rooted belief that 

the useful arts should and actually do depend wholly on dis
I:;')., 

coveries in pure science." So solidly was this view imbedded 

in American scientific thinking that over a century later, Alan 

F" \tJaterman, the first head of the National Science Foundation, 

claiJ:1ed that there is "statistical evidence that most of the body 
/?.7 

of science ultimately achieves practical utility." Of course, it 

is impossible to quarrel vJi th that kind of statement, even 

though Dr 0 Haterr:-tan never adduced the "statistical evidence. H 

If one points out some item of basic research which has not 

yet received practicable application, one can always be told, 

tlJust wait until 'ultina-tely1 comes along." 

The same na view of basic science as being essential to 

technological innovation has also been put fonvard by Plore 

sophisticated stucents of R&D process. In their discussion 

of nilitary R&D, for example, Merton J. Peck and Frederick M. 

Scherer delineate a four-stage process, with basic scientific 
0,'6 

activity being the first step. Similarly, I1arschak views the 

inventive process as a sequential decision-making process, with 
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a ~1 
basic research as the first stage in/rigorous linear development. 

Some outstanding histoxical cases would seem to lend 

credence to this view that: basic scientific research leads to 

innovation. Over a century ago Faraday's researches in electricity 

unquestionably laid the basis for the development of the electrical 

industry, one of man1s most useful technologies. During our own 

century theoretical speculations about the nucleus of the atom 

had a shattering impact on warfare and international politics 

and then on many peacetime technologies. Even more recently, 

basic research in solid-stat:e physics led to the development of 

the transistor with its myriad uses. 

If these spectacular examples vlere typical of all science-

technology relationships, the problem of stimulating inventive 

activity -- although not the entire innovation process with its 

great dependence upon economic factors -- wou.ld be iTILTTlensely 

simplified. Iv1assive su!?port of basic scientific research would 

be the key to unlock the door to innovation; our problem, then, 

"Jould be narro\'led dovln t:o linking the inventions produced by 

this support of basic science with the marketplace. 

Unfortunately, ho\vever f science-technology interrelationships 

are not quite so simple. For one thing, the historical data 

tend to ShO,\',7 th a t the es cited above may be atypical. The 

sir:-!ple linear cause-and-effect model of science-technology 

relationships simply does not conform to the sophisticated, 

subtle, and complex interrelationships vJhich characteri ze the 

interplay betvleE~n science and "technology I and \/Jhich are further 

complicated by the intrusion of other factors. Second, the 

examples provide little guidance for linking together the social 
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n12cd and 11l.1man. \\-~:~;,t~3 1 to \-:hich technology E1inisters f ':7ith the 

and nature of 1.'-.11("' bdsic scientific research i or, as Nobel 

laureate Charles :{ ~ fl.'ownes has put it I research planning becomes 

a ol.-oblen of uncertainty because of the Ttsurprise If element in 
130 

the technology e~crqing fro~ basic research. 

Today's close relationship between science and technology 

is very modern in ori0in. Throughout history science and 

technol0'~Y addressed ther71~sves to different problems, Dursued 

different methodologies, and \'lere practiced by different groups .. 

True, science and technology must have been closely related ~-

if not identical -- at the davvn of human history.. Hagic and the 

ri tuals of the hunt and food gathering vlere both sciences and 

technologies. classical antiquity, however, sociocultural 

developments hac forced a wedge bet\~een the two. Science vias 

largely speculative, a matter of philosophical enquiry about the 

nature of man and the universe, and such s"?eculati0ns were 

confined largely to a leisured class of intellectuals~ technology, 

hO;"lever, stenuned from the arts and crafts usually carried on by 

slaves and other humble folk in ancient and, later, medieval 

times. 

Nevertheless I science and technology crossed paths occa-

sionally during the Middle s. For example, the mariner's 

conpass, 1tlhich carfle to Europe during the 13th century I aroused 

interest in magnetic Dhenomena. The scientific need for 

measuring ti~e resulted in the ~evelopment of clocks, which in 

turn nelpf~a (Jevelor-) nOT(;' scientific instrurtenta.tion. 'rhus a 

alcctical prOC0S~ involving chains of interlocked scientific 

discoveries and tr=:chnicaJ advances began to characterize the 
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relationships bebiccn science and technology . 

. i:iist.orians have long engaged in dispute about hO~'l much 

and in ·v.,1hat '":lay the conceptuaJ science of the Scient.ific 
, 3.2.., 

Rev'olution was shal:)ed by the contemporary technology. Even in 

the 17th century, the relations between science ann technology 

did not present a simple flo,,,, pattern from one to the other ~ 
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i:ead! tb,e evicx:2l1ce susi.:a:Lns the disorder one "'lould expect of 

dialectical processes, that is, .the posing of questions from 

one to another, with solutions suggesting new problems to each. 

Th is not dialectical in the Hegelian-Marxist sense, but in 

the Greek sense of the Socratic dialogue, with the dialectic 

proceeding from questions to answers to succeeding questions and 

answers. 

The role science played in the Industrial Revolution is 

equally obscure. The greatt:::echnological feats of the mid-18th 

century -- the hallmark inventions of the IndustriRl Pevolution 

came largely from men who were tinkerers and gadgeteers, without 

formal "t:r_-aining in science I although they were not scientifically 

illiterate. Most of the great achievements in the age seemed to 

rely little if at all upon scienti c findings -- although there 
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re:::nains much dispute among historians about this. 

We can trace the oriains of a scientific technology to the 

close of the 18th century. John Smeaton' S \\fork in systematically 

stigating the potentialities of the Hewcor.1en engine and VJatt's 

horesepOVler di2grarr; are early manifestations of the development 

r sc co as a special discipline, standing about 

n in the: science·-t.echnology spectrum. Ideas of precision, 



quantification! and -:nathematization led to the developrlcnt of 

engineer "12\\: 'I d~. tht::: 19th century pro<]ressed. Technology 

beg-an to employ the instruments and methods of observation, 

experimentation, anrl measurement which science had already 

adopted during tile Scienti c Revolution. Of course, all 

technological devices and orocesses had worked, since the 

nning of t to scienti c principles, but 

technologists until 19th century, were, the most part, 

blithely unconcerned with such matters. Their method was to 
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cut and try. If it \-larked I fine; if it did not ,.vork, try again, 

without any special consideration of the scientific principles 

involved. But, in the 19th century, new technologies arose, 

founded upon developments in science, especially electro~agnetisM 

and chemistry, which could scarcely advance at all unless the 

technologists had at least a passing acquaintance with basic 

scientific findings. Furthermore -- and this is fundamental 

engineers soon learned that scientists had not investigated all 

the meaningful phenomena OT, if they had, they had omitted much 

of direct interest to the engineers because the scientists had 

been interested in something else. Hence it became necessary 

for technologists to con~uct their own scientific investigations 

directed toward fulfillment of technological goals. 

Good examples are Orville and Wilbur Wright, studying the 

possibilities of heavier-than-air flight at the beginning of this 

century_ They had to conduct aerodynamic investigations on tile 

lift. pro~cr es of. vd.n rr shaDes at possible veloci ties as a means 

of controlling a DIane in flight. Fro~ their inves gations 
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they invented the rpoil, ,.]hich J11ade powered flight feasible, 

especially 'vi th the ne\\'Tly-developed internal combustion engine 

\,,~hich provided a compact bui: powerful source of power. The 

Wright's investigations were scientific though directed toward 

technological goals.. Ed,.]in IJayton has pointed out that 

scientific engineering of this type follovled tli.]O lines of 

131 
in 19th cent.ury. One involved building directly 

on the foundations of science 0 For example, the science of 

mechanics "las extended to create ne\'I7, technologically-oriented 

sciences in such areas as materials and hydraulics. A second 

line of development used the experimental methods of science to 

found new sciences built on existing craft practices. Here many 

engineers, unless they came from science-oriented schools like 

the French Ecole Poly technique , foundered upon their OYln 

ignorance of science and mathematics. For exarnole, few scientists 

have had a greater i:r.rpact on technology than did James Clerk 

Maxwell f but his influence vIas indirect I since few engineers 

could understand hi).; it a creative effort by Oliver 

Heaviside, a Bri tish engineer I to translate I'1ax:dell's equations 

into a £orrI usable by engineers. The engineering scientists 

mastered these difficulties and served as intermediaries between 

pure science and technical application. 

Science-technology relat.ionships have thus broadened out 

a wide spectru!rt of interactions. This broad soect.rum in-

eludes, at one end,the scientists who pursue scientific inves-

t ations of their own choosing with little technical apparatus 

and no concern about eventual applications. At the other end are 
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those eng inc2rs ~.d1CI axe unconcerned out the latest scicnti c 

and of the text.book science they picked 

up in school. ]\l:.d then there is a large Diddle ground where 

science and tecilDO come together in a varie of relation-

ships, '\\i'ith scientists using technology in order to do their 

scienti experiMents and engineers putting latest scientific 

Ids of technolo9Y. 

Yet we are s 11 at an e stage in our understanding of 

these intricate interrelationships. In their study of the 

Sources of Invention, ,John Jewkes, David Sa':iers, and Richard 

Stillerman state: lilt. is not known "\4hether there is a necessary 

connection between the growth of scientific kno'i/lledge and the 

gro\'Jth of technology and invention or, if there is a connection, 

Joseph Ben-David has arqued that we cannot 

anticipate and plan major breakthroughs in science-based 
13 ;-

technology. While admitting that there is no necessary connection 

between scientific and technological activities, he nevertheless 

claimed that stens can be taken to increase the probabilities of 

scientific advances being exploited by technologists through 

increasing the notivation and opportunity to find uses for science. 

Ben-David thus raises the question of linking together the 

basic science vli th useful technology. However, as TOI/Jnes has 
I 

pointed out, is difficul t to decide ,:,hat types of technoloqy 

are wanted for t~e f and even more difficult to figure out 

just which basic research will contribute information needed for 

ists themselves are not a 

reliable guide to the potential use of basic science. For 

e/:ample, Einstein I s deduction of the equivalence of mass and 
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energy should have some inkling of the poss ilities of 

nuclear enorgy e 1\- ll1 the cent-ury, but vlhen tIle 1d of 

nuclear physics opene~ up a few decades later, a Herald Tribune 

headline of 1933 read: "Lord Rutherford Scoffs at Theory of 

H2rnessing Energy in Laboratories. 1I Rutherford, the father of 

nuclear physics and one of the greatest experimental physicists 

of his time, was quoted as saying: liThe energy produced by 

breaking dOvln of the atoIll is a very poor kind of thing. Any-

one who expects a source of power from the transformation of 

these atoms is talking moonshine." Dr. I. I. Rabi of Columbia 

University, a future Nobel laureate on the bas of his work in 

the same field, confirmed Rutherford's negative pronostication. 

Yet only five years later unlooked-for DhenoMenon of fission 

was discovered, and the possibilities of nuclear energy were 

clear to even ule most skeptical. 

The point is that we cannot make sure just where our science 

is leading us, and we cannot be certain that leadership in basic 

scientific research will lead inexorab and inevitably to 

technological innovation and leadership. For example, just as 

the mid-18th through early 19 century -- when English 

science was slipping from the peak represented by Newton, Britain 

was assuming technological leadership in textiles f steaM oO'i.-ler, 

and metallurgy, 'd'bile France f despi te her preeminence in science, 

lagged behind Britain industrial progress. Durina the 19th 

century Russia produced many great scientists and mathematicians, 

h no ~ct UDon Russia's industrial dcvelooMcnt. 

Also f ,,.;Then fu";lerica vlasthrusting toward industrial leadership In 
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in the 19th century 1 Ap1erican interest and accomplishments in 
{S7 

basic science were not on a par with her technological advances. 

In the period following \'Iorld Har II I ,Japan advanced dramatically 

in technological !'1atters, but the development of a top-rank 

scien ti c com.muni ty in Japan has follo';Jed 1 rather than preceded, 

.. . Ij6 
lts lndustrlal spurt. Indeed, the fields of science being 

developed in Japan are those particularly related to industries 

in \'lhich they compete in int.ernational markets .. 

wnile industrial growth and scientific advance can be 

independen t of one anot.her, there are some cases 'itJhere the tvlO 

have gone hand in hand. Particularly notable in these respects 

are Germany's leadership in chemistry and the chemical industries 

in the late 19th centurv and, of course America's scientific and 

industrial supremacy in atomic energy, computers, electronics,and 

aerospace fields during the past decades. 

One reason '!lhy scientific and technological advance do not 

al'itlays go hand in hand is ·that rouch technological innovation is 

no·t necess ly llpon new scienti c discoveries. For 

example, the development of various machines in 19th century 

ffinerica -- such devices as reaper, tynewriter, barbed wire, 

se~,'.7ing machine -- did no·t involve the discovery of any ne!,"7 

scientific principles r all they required \;Jas mechanical skill 

and ingenuity. 

Furthermore, 7J.rlcricans ItJere able to further the development 

of inventions originating in Europe; the automobile is a prime 

example. 'IrH": ScHl(; tCl:dc::ncy to utilize innovations froI'l abroad 

exists today; in the past two decades major technical breakthrouohs 
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in glassmaking and steel making have been imported from Europe; 

OEeD studies point our. ( "U. S. firms have turned into commercially 

successfully products results of fundamental research and 

invention originating in Europe. Few cases have been found of 
J'5Cj 

the reverse process •... " 

The point is neither that science is unnecessary nor 

essential for technological innovation; that is dependent upon 

the technical fiE-~ldr its level, and a number of other factors. 

Yet in some cases it would seem tl1at science and technology 

can feed upon each other; ~1ey can have a synergistic effect to 

enlarge the capacities of both# A good example would be the in-

terplay between science and technology in the invention and 

development of the transistor. This arose from work in solid-

state physics, and the invention of the transistor in 1948 led 

to a number of devices for transistorized radios, memory cores 

for computers, intesrrated circuits, and other sophisticated 

devices. In turn, these technologies stimulated further research 

into the fundamental propert:ie~:; of solids -- and these advances 

led in turn to other devices. In other words, the dialectic 

gati1ered momentUr:1, \'7i th science and technology reinforcing one 

another .. 

Recognition of the complex relationships between science 

and technology has stimulated efforts to analyze their effects 

on innovations in various fields. One of the mos t ambi tious ·was 

Project Hindsight, the name given by the Department of Defense 

for a series of studies of recent science and technology utilized 
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in weapon systems. It \'loS initiated 1964 to establish 

e££e veness 0 to.he ~~10 billion in'lested by the DOD in basic 

and applied rese s ce 1945, and to determine vlhic}~ if any I 

management patterns or practices appeared conducive to a par

ticularly hi<:;h payoff. Teru:ls of scientists and engineers 

"dissected" each of 20 \,,:eapon systems to identify each contri-

bution from recent t-1945) science and technology which was 

clearly important either to improve system performance or to 

reduce cost. Each contribution was termed an "even t,1t defined 

as a period of creative ef rt ending with new, signi cant 

knowledge or \v demonstration of t.he ap:olicabili ty of a new 

engineering conce9t. Events were divi into Science Events 

or Technology Events, with Science Events being subdivided 

into Undirected Science (in which object of the work is the 

aavancement of knowledge, without regard to possible application) 

and p.,.pplied or rected Science (in which the object of the "\vork 

is to produce ci knowledge on understanding phenomena 

needed 8011e p cular us or uses). Of the 710 Events 

identified{ only 9% were classified as Science Events -- 8.7% 

as Applied Science, and only 0.3% as Undirected Science. 

Publication of the interim Hindsight report I "with its 

diminution of the role of basic science in weanon innovations, 

raised a great hue ana cry among scienti researchers, especially 

academia. So great was the outcry that the final renort 

of Project Hindsight explici tly stated L~at none of its findings 

s~ould be interprctod as 2 disavowal of value of very 
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fundarnen tal rc rch in sciencc7 the finding- s steel on that 

such research Most likely to be lized when un~crtaken 

a purpose ITl2nneJ: I that , '\tIhen deliberate attempts are made 

to re the research results to speci c problems. 

It is not surprising the National Science Foundation, 

responsible for the funding of basic science, reacted (1967) by 

u.."'1derwriting an investigation by the lIT Research Institute 

for a systematic study of the role of ba.sic scientifc research 
FH 

technological innovation. That report, TRACES (Techno in 

Science can be regarded as 
------~~-----------------------------------------~ 

Critical Events 

academia1s to Project Hindsight. Key scienti c events 

\vhich led toward major technological innovations were 

traced 'If Unlike Hindsight, TRA.CES did not deal \vi th weapon systems, 

but other develooments of social and economic signi cance: 

birth control pills( the electron microscope, videotape recording, 

ceraraic-metallic materi s, and matrix isolation. Instead of 

setting a backward limi t at 1945, TR~CES vlent back more 

a century studying the scienti c roots of certain innovations. 

Dividing its key events into non-mission research, mission-oriented 

research, and development and application, TRACES attributed 70% 

to non-mission research, only 20% to mission-oriented rese 

and 10% to development and application. Furthermore, the number 

of non-mission events peaked significantly bet\veen the 20th and 

30th year prior to an innovation 1 v.,-rhereas Hindsight found a delay 

of only five tc ten between the DOD investment in research 

a.nd the -,oayo£ f . 
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TR-"\CES and Project Hindsight are not entirely contradictory. 

Had Project Hindsight looked further back in time or investigated 

Id than \Veapon syst_ems, its conclusions might have been 

much more closer in percent_ages in -those of TRACES (after all, 

practically ever:l development, in electrici ty can be traced back 

On the other hand I TRP.,.CES might have come up \vi th 

somewhat different figures had it chosen a different set of 

innovations, particularly some involving mechanical rather than 

chemical, biological, and electronic devices. The fact of the 

matter is that both studies agreed that both fundamental and ap-

plied research do play roles in innovative activity and that 

mission-oriented research becomes increasingly important as the 

final innovation approaches. without realizing it, both studies 

showed that dialectical processes occur between science and 

technology which often establish certain interdependencies for 

the solution of specific problems. 

Later studies have tended to validate the basic findings of 

Project Hindsight, na~nely, that most innovation does not result 

from the direct application of new scientific discoveries. This 

was the conclusion of Project Sappho, at the University of 
! (};'~ 

Sussex in England. It was also the conclusion of Surrmer Hyers 

and Donald G. Marquis in a study of Successful Industrial 
{'-I2. 

Innovation. fu~ even more thorough study of 84 innovations carried 

on under the direction of J. Langrish by the Department of 

~eral Studies in Science at the University of Manchester, 
r~·~4· 

arrived at tJ'iC sa:l€.: conclusion,' 'The Langrish study found it 
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difficult to pinpoint any innovations deriving from curiosity-

oriented research; found at only t\vO innovations of the 

20th century arose from ic research motivated by scienti c 

curios rab~er than by utilitarian goals: nuclear po\Ver and 

silicones. In the case of the innovations studied at Manchester, 

need-pull was more important than the discovery-push. 

1 important was the conclusion of the Manchester 

group that innovations do not have single unique origins, but 

arise from a combination of factors.. Perhaps the most important 

of these is the presence of a -- a reinforcement of the 

SchI:lookler demand thesis. rrhat thesis is so reinforced by a 

tish study entitled On th~ Shelf, a Survey of Industrial R&D 

Fi-5" 
Projects Rejected for Non-Techni Reasons. In almost all 

cases where inven ons were not actually applied, it was because 

of the absence of a market. There '>Jere other reasons too, some 

of vlhich vlere closely tied to market demands: sometimes was 

too expensive; sOr.letimes there ¥las cheaper competition which 

t/las inferior, but still would harm possible market; some-

times it was the of capital; and so on.. So, just as 

innovations do not have un:ique origins I so it can also be said 

at their lure to ve the status of innovations might 

also be due to s cau.scs. 

If we were to accept general conclusions of all the 

above-~en studies of the science-technology relationshio 

('.'lith notable on of TRACES), -r,,1Je \'lould be left \vith the 

S(-;: conclusion fundanental, or ity-oriented, research 

does not enter to any extent in the innovative process. On 
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the basis of such a conclusion I support of basic science as 

leading to innovation would be an act of public faith in 

scientists and the scientific f~nterprise -- IIfaith that, ,.;rith 

support of society, serendipity will function and scientists 

"h'i11 continue to discover things that they did not know they were 
IL/& 

even looking for.1I But such an act of faith might not be necessary, 

for the most recent studies of the relations between science and 

technology indicate that ing the origin of innovation in 

terms of previous scientific discoveries is a naive and inadequate 

approach to the problem. A more sophisticated approach is 

necessary, and vie have recently been moving in that direction. 

For one thing, we should not tie scientific discoveries too 

tightly to predetermined goals.. As Simon Ramo has said, "Man did 

not invent the automobile by breeding better and better race 

horses. It More important, we should not regard scientific 

research as just a starting point for technical innovation; it 

is a part of virtually all of the phases of the innovation pro-

cess. Scientific discoveries, ~hether mission or curiosity-

oriented, enter into different phases of the innovative process; 

L~ey are part of the ecological feedback mechanisr.l vlhere problem-

definition and idea generation, invention, R&D, and application 

v-'ea'le back and forth in a dialect.ical manner in order to arrive 

at an innovation. 

A second-generation study carried on by M. Gibbons and 
t41 

R. D. Johnston at e University of Manchester considered the 

technological aspect of SOMe 30 recent innovations from the 

stan of the interaction between both scientific and technical 

, 

I 
I 

1 
I 
! 
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know and the scientific and technological communities. 

The innovations examined arose most frequently from the con-

junction of a technological need or opportunity and a positive 

assessment of actual or potential market -- acting as joint 

stimuli. The investigators further found that the information 

used to resolve technical problems in these innovations origi-

nated approximately equally from three general sources: outside 

the company; from within the cOMpany, excluding the problem-

solver himself; and from the problem-solver's own expertise. 

Over one-third of such information originated from scientific 

activity, with the rest principally technological. By coupling 

the information source with the user, Gibbons and Johnston thus 

demonstrated a positive contribution of science to industrial 

innovation. Or, to put it in metaphorical terms, the study 

showed that science was the nursemaid of innovation, just as the 

market was its mother. Even though the innovation might not be 

rectly induced science r t.he scientific endeavor vlas sup-

portive of innovation. 
'Ofj 

1 umb b . 'i h A recent study by Batte. Ie Col us La oratorles shows ow 

science enters into the innovative process at various points. 

concentrating on case studies the heart pacemaker, hybrid 

grains, electrophotography, input-output economic analysis, 

organophosphorus insecticides, oral contraceptives, magnetic 

ferrites, and videotape recording, the Battelle group concluded 

tl"lat basic or fundarr:cntal research --- that is, non-mission 

oriented research -- fathers events which are important in all 
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ases of the innovative process. However, the scientific 

influence more important in the earlier than in the later 

history of an innovation.. Furthermore, the investigators found 

that certain technological achievements, such as hybrid grain, 

involved more than one innovation. Some of the other con-

clus reached by the Battelle group are similar to those 

s"tated ear I for exam~~'le I the importance of the entrepreneur 

in promoting- innovation, the recogni tion of need (the market 

or demand factor), and the like. 

Melvin Kranzberg has attempted to formulate push-pull 

models of the interactions of science and technology in the 

innovation process; although his models relate specifically to 

. . , PiC{ 
weapon systems, they are so appllcable to non-mliltary technology_ 

In his most complex model, Kranzberg 8hO'\:"'8 how scientific 

discoveries or technological innovations can serve as pushes for 

innovative developments, just as can military needs. In the 

course of the technological development, it is frequently realized 

that more basic knowledge must be sought if workable items are 

to be obtained; the result is a push fron technology directed 

toward science in order to acquire the requisite science so that 

there can be further develop:r:tent of the haro'i"lare. But, since 

cha..'1.ges in one hardware item often require changes in other 

components, additional pushes are exerted for Cl C research 

or technological innovation to answer the newly arisen needs. 

Yc;t at the same timer the mi tary (or civilian corporation) 

f: for sone undirected scienti fie breakthroughs that might 



provide potential for neH capabilities. Hence, both basic 

science and mission-oriented science can be involved in the 

deV81o!?r~lental and application pJ.'1ases as T:lell as in the problem 

generation and inventive phases of the innovation process. 
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None of the case studies or models mentioned above even 

of :Kranznerg -- gives us a complete and definitive cture 

of science-technology rel;:rtionships in the innovati ve process. 

Nevertheless, it is clear that we are now viewing their inter

action in a more sophisticated manneri no longer are we confined 

to the naive and narrow view of the one-way ap9lication of 

science to produce technological innovations. liVe now recognize 

that technology induces science, just as science sometimes induces 

technology, and that these continue to interact throughout the 

phases of innovation. Several studies are undervlay which attempt 

to del ate the interactions more speci cally in fferent 

fields of technolo?y and different organizational contexts. 

In all cases we would expect to nd that science and technology 

enter into a fee~back rela!:.:ionship in ecological process of 

innovation. 

v. f Illustrative Case Studies 

For analytical purposes we have described separately the 

many factors entering into 1.:1-:1(;; complex ecologi system of 

innovation. T\,;o questions iY:'..mediately arise: (I) To Nhat extent 

does our abstract analysis accord th e~pirical data? (2) How 

can \'le L~es ize the SCDarate elemen ts into a meaning-ful 

des ption of the proc(~ss? 

Perhaps the t way to answer both questions is to follow 
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the story of sO:':1C~ act.ual innovations from start to nish. Tvhat 

.re t arc a fc~w b f case studies of some important 

innovations \'lhere we have ample historical data and which serve 

to illustrate the analytical and synthetical elements of our 

ecologic approach to the innovative process. Each case study 

enphasizes 

complexi 

fferent aspects but all of them demonstrate the 

involved in the socia-ecological innovation system. 

J."\. J ames ~'Ja tt and the S !~§'I~.!~ngine 

The story of James vJa tt and the steam engine highlights 

several of the ecological tors in the innovation process: 

technological 1 and capability of the time, problem 

definition and idea generation, the role of the entrepreneur, and 

the crucial importance of R&D phase in arriving at a saleable 

invention. 

At the beginning the 18th century water was the main 

source of power in England;no factory could be established far 

from a stream povl€rful and swift enough to work its machines. In 

ts of England mi S 'dere cro\'Jded into narrow valleys, 

vJhere, by constructing dams, arti ficial falls could be created 

which \vO'l.11d provide sufficient power. But in most parts of 

England there were no such narrow leys and the water was slow 

moving; on practicable method was to create artificial 

water Is, sing the water to the level of a reservoir by 

~iere was thus a great need for an efficient 

ting device -- to help create the waterflow which ran the 

ore-crushers of 

Early n~ocE::rn indust~rJ. 



need for 2n ( . .f .i cicnt pU::':lDin9 dc\d ce h'as (~ven Flore 

apparent the nes of England - to pump out the water. The 

tin mines of Co:rn,>:all (-ina the collie s of tl1e English midlands 

could not, 1 mills I b(~ T:1oved to banks of streams ""here 

water could power the pumps to the mines. Nor could wind-

mills be used effectively throughout England, for there was no 

steady supp of wind like that blowing across the flat Netherlands. 

)\.!'"1d lIs Do'.\-ered by rses \'lere fficient hence 

costly. 

The problem of pumping out the mines was magnified by 

grovlth of the extractive industries at beginning of the 18th 

century when aham Darby discovered (1709) that coke could be 

used smelting iron. 

was in short sly, 

Charcoal, which had been used previously, 

England had been partially deforested 

as a result of the rapacious demands the growing iron industry 

for charcoal fuel. Darby's discovery that coke could be used in 

place of charco to smelt iron under certain conditions meant 

that there \vas a growing demand for coal and hence even 

greater demand for a new source of power to pump out the coal 

mines. The English metallurgical industry -- from colli to 

smelter to foundry -- was economically threatened at the beginning 

of the 18th century by the ~3carci ty of charcoal and limitations 

of vlaterpower ( exaT!1ple, the average period of '.Jorking in an 

ironworks whose blast was produced by a bellows worked by water

po'.';rer was only 40 ;,,7eeks a year I and even this period i.-las con

siderably reduced by a dry season which curtailed the limited 

). T:-: c:: rc~ vI as amp 1 e econor.li c in cen ti ve , 

then, for a new source power coming from the coal mines and 
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e iron industry, to say nothing of the Cornish tin mines and 

other indus s which also suffered from a shortage of power. 

To meet this need for power -- and so setting the stage 

technologically for Watt's later invention -- was the "atmospheric" 

engine devised by Thomas Ne\vcomen, an ironmonger and smith from 

Dartford, who furnished iron tools to many of the Cornish tin 

r:1ines and hence "las familiar vli th their problems of pumping water 

the mines and \-vi ththe high cost of doing so by means of 

horses. Newcomen's engine, which was first put to work in 1712, 

was really a primitive steam-engine; it is called an "atmospheric" 

engine because \'lhile steam pX'essure was used to push a piston to 

t..he top of a cylinder, the piston "vas returned to the bottom of 

the cylinder by condensing the stearn through a cold jet of irlater 

and allowing the pressure of atmosphere to force the piston 

back, and thus raise a pump-rod. The cycle was then started 

again by admitting more steam into the cylinder. It was clumsy 

and inefficient f but it '.-Jas cheaper than using horses to po\Ver 

the PUITl?S drawing i.'later fl'<)Jn the Cornis:-l tin nines. By 1725 

Newcomen's engine had come into widespread use, on the Continent 

as well as in England, to drain water from mines, and also to 

pump water to a height vJhe:r:c it could be used on a water-vlheel to 

pO"der machinery. 

The Nei:lconen engine tJl1J~; set the technological stage when 

Ja.DE:S ~'Jatt came on ,the scene. As instrument maker to the 

University of Glasgov; I Hatt was given a model of a Ne\vcomen engine 

to repair in 1763. H~~~ repal the model easi , but in the 

course of doing so he 'das impressed by its great consumption of 

steam. To uti Ii ze steam efficien tly 1 the cylinder "vould have to 
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be kept at looOe f so therc-:; ~dould be no condensation during the 

piston's unpowered stroke; but to form an effective vacuum for 

tile power stroke, considerable cooling water had to be injected 

into the cylinder, cooling it well below lOOoe. For two years, 

'\Jatt tinkered \Vi th Newconen engine; thinking the heat loss 

might be owing to conduction of at through the cylinder walls, 

he tried a wooden cylinder rather than the brass one. It did 

not solve the problem of heat loss -- the problem which he had 

very accurately identi ed. 

Then cal'Tte the idea genera.tion: "'Jatt tells us that while 

strolling on the Glasgow Green "on a fine Sabbath afternoon" 

early in 1765, he hit upon the idea of condensing the engine's 

steam not in the operating cylinder, as Nevlcomen had done I but 

rather in a separate condensing chamber. This act of creative 

insight was the basis of \'Jatt's steam engine; it was, of course, 

essential to the inventi ve process, but \vhat followed is perhaps 

even more illustrative of the significance of the succeeding 

phases of the process of irlTlovation. 

Watt conceived his brilliant idea of the separate condenser 

in 1765, but it was not until 1769 that received his first 

patent, and it was more than a decade later, 1776, that the 

first ~'Jatt engine was brought into comncrcial use. ~1hat happened 

during the eleven years between Watt's act of insight and the 

successful cOIT~ercial installation of his first engine proves the 

importance -- and difficulty -- of the developmental stage in 

transforl':"'ling an idea into a practicable innova tion. Frere, the 

question of de fini~g the technical probler.1s and vie\IJing them in 
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the economic con-text vJas t.o prove crucial and this was to 

be the \York of 1\jatt:he,/\1 Boul ton, not of tva tt who had the 

original ide<'l. 

On the r\~onday follo\ving his Sunday afternoon walk, Watt 

began \'\~ork on a small model to test his idea of a separate 

condenser. 11 In three days f II be says, II I had a model a t work 

ne.arly as ct as 1\':~ich had been made since that time. n 

I':att had his invention -- but he still did not have an innovation. 

For the model, although successfully demonstrating the principle 

of the separate condenser, was far from a full-scale steam engine; 

it had to be scaled up and still made to work efficiently and 

reliably. That task consumed the next ten years. It was 

accomplished only through the application of Watt's technical I 
I 

I 
skill and of more managerial and entrepreneurial expertise than 

Watt himself possessed. 
I 

I 
i 

For one thing, Watt had no capital. He could not work full 

time at developing a full-scale engine; he had to take on other 

work, chiefly as a surveyor, in order to keep hinself alive. 
. 

Eventually (1768) I he found financial backing from Dr. John 

Roebuck, an enterprising industrialist who was a partner in an 

iron works producing major componen ts for NeT\-\7comen engines and 

who was also involved in a co ~mining venture. But Roebuck's 

coal pits had flooded, and atmospheric engines were not powerful 

to crain out th'~;: i:later; if \-Jattfs engine were successful, 

it r things,sav8 Roebuck's otherwise lost 

cool s . ]:lor a tv.:ro-thirds share in ~<latt' s 
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invention, Roebuck off \'Ja tt 's debts (aDloun ng to more than 

£1,000) and bcn.'c th(:: cos·t of th(::; p2tent in 1769. But Roebuck, 

s financiaJ enbarrasSlnent from his other ventures, soon 

found it impossible to support Watt's developmental work on a 

full-time basis. In 1770 \Vcl tt Vias forced to abandon vlork on 

his steam engine and return to surveying in order to earn a 

Ii ving.. Be did not resur:te full-time work on the steam engine 

until 1774 I \·.7hen found a neVI partner in the rson of Natthei'l 

Boulton.. What happened \Vas Roebuck went bankrupt in 1773; 

s share in \"latt 1 s invention, VJhich the bankruptcy receivers 

valued at only a farthing, was taken over by Boulton in discharge 

of the debts ov.'ed him by Roebuck.. Boulton I owner of a metal-

lurgical works at Sohal near Birmingha:r1, was interested in Watt's 

engine for two reasons: s Soho factor was short of power --

summer water shortages made his water wheels inoperative and 

necessitated expensive employment of horses to propel his 

machinery; and he also foresavJ profit potential in 

producing steaD engines for sand s throughout the 

world. 

Boul ton replaced Roebuck as vV'att I s partner 1 and they 

establi the rm of Boulton & Hatt to make steam engines. 

?he combination of l~Jatt f s technical skill and BOllI ton IS 

ma:nagerial lity and financial support eventually paid off. 

The technic d · 1 cuI S '\-Jere immense. \'Ja tt bui 1 t 

successive models, increasingly 1 r, in an effort to scale-

ally practi machine. Along this 

ro Ylere baffling technical problems. For example, there 
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',·:as the problem of piston-cylinder fi t. To make the engine work 

ef ciently r tlie ton had to fit tightly '\vithin the cylinder, 

so as not to dissipate the vacuum. Yet excessive friction also 

had to be avoided to maintain efficiency. Too tiaht or too 

loose, the engine \",ould not work properly, and techniques of 

metal working of the -time were primi ti ve, making a tight metal-

to-metal t difficult. Natt tried one approach after another, 

experimenting with tin, copper, woo~and cast iron for his 

cylinders and pistons to find materials retaining strength and I 
I 
I 
I 

durabili ty \'lhile being worked to the closest possible tolerances. 

I 
I 

He thought of square pistons I round pistons, flexible pistons; 

he experimented with piston disks and piston rings of different 

materials to help seal the stan: mercury, oil, -graphite, I 
materials -- leather, pasteboard, cloth, cork, oakum, hemp, 

asbestos, and various lead alloys. He tried a variety of 

tallovJ, horse dung 1 and vegetable oil. Here is a case showing 

how additional inventions were necessary to make the original 

invention a successful innovation. New problems kept arising, 

and Vlatt had to produce ne.v solutions to cope wi th them. Had 

\'latt had his way, and lived I his experiments would probably still 

be going on today_ We would have models but no finished product, 

for VJatt ~las a perfectionist. He 'Vlanted to try every possible 

combination of materials and arrangements in an effort to make 

his engine as perfect as poss Ie. 

Boulton, the practical manager, kept Watt's perfectionism 

~·_dthin bount;::;. He had V7att GJT1~Jloying his technical skills not 

only to strictly mechanical problems of the engine itself but 

also to simplify the fabrication of parts; to devise procedures 
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for the construction and maintenance of the engines; to prolong 

the life of the engine components; to avoid expensive materials; 

and to increase the operating efficiency of the engine. Again, 

neVl problens, new ideas, new "sub-inventions." In the end, the 

problem of piston-cylinder fit was largely resolved by John 

I~;rilkinson' s invention (1774) of a boring-mill -- originally for 

cannon -- capable of boring cylinders to a tolerance of no more 

than "the ,thickness of an shilling, fI a remarkable feat for 

that time. 

By the time (1776) that Boulton and Hatt installed their 

first two engines -- one to pump out a coal mine and the other 

to blow the blast-furnaces at Wilkinson's factory -- Watt's 

steara engine had been brough Lto a degree of efficiency where it 

consUIned less than a third of t!1e coal which the improved New

comen engines of the times used. The firm was immediately 

besieged with orders from the Cornish tin mines where the price 

of coal was high and where the cost of pumping limited the depth 

at which mining was practicable. Boulton and Watt charged a 

royalty to the users equal to one-third of the saving in the cost 

of fuel as compared ,,'11 th the other engines then in use; and 

Boulton estimated that their steam engine was only half as 

expensive as the number of horses for vlhich it vlas substituted 

in those places \,"hich still used horse pO\'ler rat:her than 

Even when Boulton and Watt had developed and sold successful 

ing engines continued to Make improvements: in 1782 

~att made the engine double-acting -- that is, admitting steam 
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alternately to each s of 1:he piston -- thereby developing 

t\".'ice the po\ver from the same cylinder volume i he also devised a 

sun-and-planet gear to convert the engine's reciprocal action 

to rotating action 1 thereby giving it '\.Jider application in 

na:1ufac i He .fliade other improvements too, and by 

tLe \'{.att r s patent 1 1dlich had been extended to 1800, ran out, 

the firm of Boulton & Natt had constructed 496 engines. Of 

these, 164 -- mostly the earlier ones -- were used for pumping 

purposes I 24 served blast·-furnaces, and the remaining 308, 

especially those with rotary motion, functioned directly as 

prime-movers for machinery. 

In 1800 ~'Jatt retired from the firm; he was a rich man, and 

in a very real sense he had been made so by Matthew Boulton. 

Boul ton IS ma.'1agerial skill and business sense -- ,'latt had no 

stomach for dealing with bankers, suppliers, or customers 

".rere essential to the process of transforming vlatt' s idea into 

a full-scale, cO!Y'U11ercially successful steam engine. Yet the 

story of the steam engine, as most of us learned it, tells 

little about the developmental work and the ancillary inventions 

vlhich followed l'la tt' s creative insight, even less about the 

entrepreneurial and managerial role of Matthew Boulton. Watt 

had his bright idea vlhile taking a Sunday afternoon ",alk, and, 

to, there: t:: as steam engine.! If Boulton is mentioned at 

all, he is relEgated to the position of a financial backer, 

alr:'ost a si1c::nt IJartrlr':·r. So :C11n the nyths of history. In 

actual fact, Boulton deserves equal credit with Watt. The steam 

engine CO~Jld not have been developed wi thout the contributions 

t 
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of bOtJl. 

still on of the amount of science 

involved in "\,jatt I s fundamental discovery of the separate con-

denser. Historians of science and technology have argued over 

the question of \'.'hether \'latt I invention was derived from Joseph 

Black f S \\Tork on t heat. But Watt had never been a pupil of 

Black, had never attended his lectures, and although he was very 

friendly with Black, he independently observed for himself that 

Hwater under the form of steam could contain more heat than it 

did v,chen V-later. II Hatt was not an untutored tinkerer, as ",-Jere many 

other inventors of the Industrial Revolution,. but he was not 

trained in science, and understanding of the physical pro-

cesses that he was involved in altering was sometimes faulty. 

Nevertheless, \!Jatt "regarded the steam engine in .... a scientific 
IS-o 

light"; but it was his own scientific approach, not science 

derived from the professional scientists of the time. The 

arguments surrounding the amount and degree of "science tl in 

vlatt's invention have probably generated more heat among scholars 
/5/ 

than \flaS generated by his original steam engine. The important 

fact to us , hOl·,rever, is that lj'!att' s steam engine invention 

indicates the importance of going back and constantly reformu-

lating problems and getting new ideas at many different phases 

of the innovation !Jrocess; it also demonstrates the significance 

of external factors and indi duals in bringins the invention 

to fruition as a succ0ssful innovation. 

B. Robert Ful Steam Boat 
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Problem definition in economic terms and commercial appli-

cation f calling u~)on business acumen and decision-making talent, 

are represented in Robert Fulton's "invention" of the steamboat. 

Actually, Fulton "invented il very little from the technical point 

of vie\·,7 I but VJas remarkable in his ability to perceive that the 

problem of innovation in the case of the steamboat required 

special attention to the economic parameter. 

schoolboy t'kno\,:r;2;' t.hat Ful ton invented the steamboat 

in 1807. Not so. All the elements for innovation of the 

steamboat Vlere already presen t vlhen Ful ton went to work on the 

problen. The need for stearn propulsion on inland ~tJatenvays was 

already apparent to many: tile boat itself -- really a barge for 

a heavv engine and its fuel -- had been around for several 

thOUSa.11d years, and the ste;:un engine as a workable device had 

been perfected several decades earlier by Watt. Indeed, some 

35 stea.mboats vlere built before Fulton's Clermont, all of them 

propelling Lhemselves with varying degrees of success l and Fulton 

152 
had studied all th<::: previous 0xperiments carefully. 

What Fulton did was to re-define the problem: it was no 

longer wholly the technical problem of getting a stearn engine 

to propel a boat through '\vat:er -- the feasibili ty of that had 

already been demonstrated - but the problem of getting a steam 

eng to propel a boat through water at a fit. Fulton's -----:::.-----
te cal contribution to the invention is at best obscure. We 

the ste to Fulton largely because he made it a 

CO:-:-JT:O al s ~.1ccc s;:; . 7':.r.d he d.i d largely throuch the exercise 

of economic and political insight rather than technical creativity~ 
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most_ of the steaTnboat experimenters who ceded 

him, Fulton d not att_emp't t.O design or build his own engine, 

for he aimed at developing a steamboat, not designing a steam 

engine. He brought one from Boulton & Watt, and that gave him a 

much more effi t engine than his competitors. He coupled 

that engine to paddle-wheels, already used by 0 and easily 

the most efficient propulsive ce avail when the prime 
J53 

mover was a lo\v-speed steam engine. Previous steamboats had been 

so ineffi that their fuel supply left little room for cargo. 

Fulton's comhin of an ef t prime mover and an e cient 

propulsive device gave him the cargo capacity that could make 

his steamboat service commercially profitable. Perhaps most 

important, Fulton was an able political negotiator as well as 

a businessman. To obtain ancial backing he had entered into 

a partnership \vi th Robert R. Livingston, a leading member of 

the New York Squirearchy and a former chancellor of New York 

state and 1-0Tte can J:1inis t('~.:C t.o France. Livingston uaded his 

friends in the New York legislature to grant the Fulton-Livingston 

partnership a monopoly franchise for steamboat operations on 

Hudson River, where grovling trade assured the profitability 

of the venture. 

Ironically, Fulton's onc ginal technical contribution 

was the h~11 of his boat: a highly unorthodox b design that 

proved a definite hindrance in moving the boat through the water. 

By its s8ccnd season t:he C~erP1ont' shull Vlas rebuil t along more 

tional Plainly, Fulton's contribution to the 

invention of the ste was in non-technical problem definition 
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and in the application stages of the innovative process. He 

alone perce d th(1t the goal was commercial success rather than 

a technical triumph, and he utilized his skill at handling 

people to transform the ideas and technical devices of others 

into a great innovation. 

c. Alexander ar:l Bell and the 
.-.-.----.--------~----

The telephone provides examples of the importance of the 

technological level and of interrelationships among different 

phases in the innovative process. In 1838 Samuel F. B. Morse 

first demonstrated to members of Congress that a wire carrying 

an electric current could be made to carry a message simply by 

making and breaking the current in a coded fashion -- the 

fw~iliar dots and dashes L~e code which he himself devised. 

;:;hen Norse's telegraph proved a resounding commercial success, 

it was inevitable that a num1::>er of scientists and inventors 

should turn their attention to the problem of transmitting a 

message over electric vlyj.rf! the sound of the human voice 

itself, without the cumbersome system of dots and dashes. By 

the end of the 18605 several investigators had already figured 

out the scientific principle involved, namely, the problem of 

superinposing a variable current, induced by the human voice, on 

a continuous current --that. is I modulating a current by the sound 

of voice, and then of course, translating the current back 

into the sound at the receiver end. 

t fr0~ scicnc~ thus cane very enr in the gaIPc; 

the principle vias simnle enough I but reali zing the idea in a 

practical device was not easy_ Many investigators came close 
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ln terms of technical knowledge and expertise 

and by 1870 it \"laS no longer .:l question of "\vhether" but rlwhen" 

and "by whom" a telephone would be invented. The honor eventually 

,,;!;ent to Alexander Graham Bell, who in 1876 successfully combined 

ingenuit:y and insight in the developmental stage of the innovative 

process enabled him to build and demonstrate a practicable 
~ 

te 1 en1,0"",;:;:;, I -'- j:..IJ...t ..1_"'-. 

That other inventors had also reached the same insight is 

attested by the fact that on February 14, 1876, when Elisha Gray 

sought to file a patent for a telephone~ he discovered that Bell 

had already appl for a pa tent for a similar mechanism earlier 

that very same day. The prolonged patent litigation which 

followed the success of Bell's system also demonstrates how 

close others had come to reaching the same telephonic device as 

had Bell. Others had the right idea, and some had even made 

devices which almost worked.. Bell alone closed the loop of the 

innovation by the successfu1 develo;?ment of the transmitter and 

receiver. Yet Bell's origin telephone scarcely was an entire 

system. It requ anu~ber of auxiliary inventions, and many 

other technical aDd economic problems had to be surmounted before 

a t.elephone system \'Jas technologically operative and cOJllr.1ercially 

significant .. 

D. ar.d t.hc~ Electric 

Thor::as 'A. Edison came closest to doing the cOP1plete job of 

If -- froro definition of problem to 

profitable i on ~nd diffusion -- in his innovation of 

e ctric lighting. As Thomas P. Hughes has pointed out in h 

:Liosraphy of EIT:1Qr Sperry, HOnly the naive inventor assumes that 
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the allenge is to invent an arc lamp, an electrical generator, 

a streetcar f or (In automobil"~ uti Edison saw things in their 

entirety, and one of the major reasons for his success was that 

he sav.! that the problem WaL, '1.::0 develop an electric lighting 

--'*---- , not just devise an incandescent bulb. 
giS-

As far back as 1860 I tJ\f~ ;-;cienti c principles and technical 

requirements of a SUCC€SSf',,1 incandescent ligh t bulb '\>lere known 

and had been tried by many inventors. Some had even succeeded 

in producing lamps vlhich \vould burn for a short time -- in the 

.laboratory. {wen home electric systems turned into a successful 

reality, each claimed to be nthe U inventor of the electric light. 

But of course they were not the inventors at all, for they had 

taken only the first steps of the innovative process. Edison's 

concentration on the developmen app cation, and diffusion 

stages I i,'J'i th all the auxiliary devices and business services 

essential to a functioning electric light system, actually 

produced. electri cal lightin9 u 

Perhaps the best demonstration of the qualities necessary 

for the inventor-entrepreneur, who can transform an ingenious 

idea into a profitable product, comes from Edison's approach to 

electric light system. Having already made a great al of 

money through his earlier tions -- stock ticker, quadruplex 

telegraph, carLon phonogra1?h, and manv others --

Edison was seeking a new technical problem to which could turn 

:-.. .1. talent:::: and f:rop -:}~ljcl-: he: could eztraC1: a !?rofit. Visiting 

a Westinghouse factory ~hich turned out electric generators and 

arc lamps 1 E son ... ·las impressed Hi th the progress made in 

(;; ctrical and irrJ1:cdiately decided that electrical 
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ill at: promising field. Even before he started 

on elec c J t, lle h perceived the problem cle 

"I have an idea that I can make the electric light availab 

for all co~uon uses, and supply it at a fling cost, compared 

th that of gas .... The trouble is in finding a candle that will 

gi~\7e a pleasant li~;ht, not -too intense, which can 

or off as easily as gas. u 

turned on 

In his se for a proper filament for incandescent 

bulb in s efforts to develop the system around it which 

\·:ould make it cormT"ercially exploitable I h'as methodical, 

self-confident, tematic, and persistent -- trying 1 approaches. 

But he never st s of fact that he \..,as selling il-

l~mination and that his major competitor was the gas burner. 

;'~hen he an to rn,arket the electric light I his bulb was sixteen 

candlepower, the s~ue as that given off by a common jet; in 

his mon thly bills I the lights Vlere referred to as burners, and 

customer vlas billed for light-hours 1 not kilO'''Jatts. And 

economic foresight was reDarkable; he began marketing his bulbs 

at 40¢, even though they cost $1.25 to make; within five years 

he had brought the production cost dOVln to 25¢, but kept the 

40¢ P ce while the s 

Edison's acb. 

lity, rr:Clnage ell 

tEchnical uity. 

sk'/rocketed into llions. 

t V:c:lS as much a triumph of entrepreneuri 

ise, and economic reasoning as of 

For example, the work on the lighting system 

on at Edjscn IS Venlo Park laboratory I \\lhich is 

so~ctimes considered the prototype of today's industrial rese 
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laboratories. True, industrial research was carried an th2r~ 

on the carbon telephone ·transmi tter, the phono'Jr(}~jh, a.nd rna..rlY 

othe:t- devices as vlell as the electric liqht 

carried on by teams of research specialists as in 

laboratories .. Hhen Edison needed an expert in '1 cert fi~:::ld , 

he simply went out and hired him -- and then Edison told the 

expert what to do, and exactly how to do In the case of 

the electric light, Edison hired Fra'l.cis R .. U;;>ton, a ..t-' ,.(...... rna wrema L-l Cl an 

with some training in physics, to calculate lamn resistance, 

voltage, and conductor size because Edison recognized his own 

limitations in mathematics; Upton later conceded that Edison 

taught him the elementary facts of applying mathematics to 

electrical questions.. Like most of the other ~"lorkers at Menlo 

Park, Upton was a hireling, not a collaborator; Edison knew 

exactly what he wanted and how to get men to work out the details 

of his ideas. 

For those who believe innovation consists only in -b.'"1e pro-

duction of a working model f the invention a:: t.he incandescent 

lamp is usually da·ted October 21, 1879. On. that day, Edison 

lit the first practical lightbulb. Yet that was but one of a 

long series of events, and it i,vas folloT,ved by many other develop-

ments which were necessary before the e~tire system wo d. 

Indeed, the pUblicity stunt at Edison's Menlo Park research 

laboratory was only the start of his system. He had to design 

and build the base for lamps, the wiring for houses, the under-

ground cable system for the streets, a meter for I'!1easl1rincr the 

amount of electricity used by a customer, a generator, and 
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c:cowning the entire effort in 1882 -- a c8Dtrai pO~tlCr plant, ~;r::"d 

York City's famous Pearl Street Station. 

Edison thus enlarged the bright idea of the incandesce~t 

lamp to the innovation of the elec lighting syste~. He 

possessed the financial backing, the economic enterprise, and 

a largeness of conception r all denied his contemporaries ~'flho 

concentrated on but a single element of the inventive process 

without viewing the process as a whole. 

Edison was the most producti ve inven tor in l'-uucrican h 

with some 1093 patents to his name. It is clear that his 

success rested as much on his combination of managerial expertise, 

financial skill, economic foresight, and practical wisdom as it 

did on his technical ingenuity and inventiveness. 

E. The Transistor 

The development of the transistor brought into play many of 

the characteristics which we have noted in our ecological view 

of the innovation process: the linking together of need and 

opportunity; the progressive redefinition of bot.~ technical and 

scientific problems; the ongoing nature of invention within the 

innovative process; the synergistic effects of the science-

technology dialectic; the need for interdisciplinary resear~~ and 

development for today's sophisticated technology; the organizational 

pattern of a modern industrial research laboratory; the need 

for ancillary inventions in order to complete the innovation and 

perfect it; and the diffusion of the innovation among rlifferent 

technologies, different industrial firms, different industri2s, 
J ;;.,-( 

and the transfer of the technology abroad. 
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On the day be Ch stnas of 1947, ~alt0r U. Brattain 

recorded in his notebook at the B~ll Telephone Laboratories 

discovery of the "transistor effect n '.vhich h'':: and his colleag:J.es 

had noted in an experiment the day before. An~ounceGent of 

this discovery was made several r:1onths later, and in June 1948 

the "point-contact" transistor was patented. 1->,. few years 

later Brattain 1 s colleague, ~villiam Shockley, had improved this 

to the "junction lf transistor, the father of today 1 s devices. By 

the time in 1956 that the three co-discoverers of the transistor, 

John Bardeen, Brattain I and Shockley, were a\varded the Nobel 

Prize, the transistor '-vas already a COr:rr::lon device. 

Bardeen, Shockley I and Brattain , it must be noted, \vere 

physicists, not engineers. Their discovery of the transistor 

effect and the invention of the devices were based on studies of 

semiconductor materials stretching back almost to the beginning 

of this century, and on the application of qua~tQm theory, also 

deri ved from the first quarter of this centllry. Bell Telephone 

Laboratories sponsored their research because f/Iervin Kelly I head 

of the Laboratories, had the vague hope that such basic research 

upon a purely scientific porbler:l might .bave cOIfu-nercial results 

\vhich would help meet the unprecedented demand for telephone 

service following World War II. 

During the 1930s and 1940s the Bell system h successfully 

introduced electromechanical si.vitching -to replace the manual 

switching of the early days of the telephonE!. But the myriads 

of relays, swi tches, and VEicuum tubes requiJ:ed (:.. ~1igh outlay in 

ini tial cost as we 11 as cxpens i Ve and sk i t Lt:d ~1:,-:l 
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exceeded the concomitant postwar "population 8x?losion" -- Bell 

officials realized that an inexpen::.;;ive 1 rclia,l::>le, and long-liv~d 

electronic switch must be found lest the 

completely under its own size and complexit~l. 

break dOTdn 

The importance of managemen t de ions in di the 

work of the solid-state research team at Bell Labs was unwi t-tingly 

emphasized by Shockley at an intervie~ll in Chicago in 1969; 

slightly more than two decades after t,he great discovery" Shockley 

said that he had been recruited from MIT in 1936 by Dr. Kelly, 

who at that time was head of the Va.CUU::l Tube Departrnent at: Bell 

Labs. By the time Shockley reported for \vork, Kelly had become 

Vice President for Research, and on Shockley's first day at the 

Labs, Kelly gave him a sales pitch on tne problem of mechanical 

relays and switches throughout the Bell system. All of this 

ought to be done electronically, said Kelly; what was really 

needed was a solid-state amplifier. 

But Shockley did not begin to ~"'ork at once UDon this problem. 

Instead, he worked on order-disorder in alloy systems, and 

became acquainted with Brattain, who was working with copper 

oxide rectifiers. In 1939 Shockley learned of the \qork of 

Schottky in Germany) vlho theorized that if a negatively

metal plate could be brought near a semi-conductor, it \'70uld 

drive electrons away from the surface area and therefore change 

its conductivity. This concept offered the opportunity of a 

solid-state valve, and Shockley tried this out in 1940. It didnrt 

work. Shockley turned to other work -- operations rese 

more in line with immediate wartime needs. 
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When Bell Labs reconstituted its staff ~fter World War II, 

icrnate als, :Kclly set a group to \'lork on semi -conductors, 

insulators, and, in fact, on anything <"/hieh t control 

electric current. Shockley and his colleaqu~s 111. th~ solid-

state subgroup ,,'lent to 'v'lork to find out '.'Thy it ·,'las that the valve 

action which they had predicted according to Sc~ottky's theories 

did not in fact occur. Since t."h.e earlier device had not "\.vorked, 

there must be something amiss in their understandinq of the under-

lying physical phenomena. Hence the problem ~la3 fined: it 

became one of finding out 'idhat \Vas '.vrong wi th the basic physics. 

Bardeen was :finally able to explain the defects the theory; 

his idea was that there were special surface states in which the 

electrons could get stuck -- and so t.~e charged place outside 

was not fecting the electrons inside the material at all. In 

the rudimentary experiBents which they devised to test Bardeen's 

new theory, they were led directly to the transistor action. But 

even after they had discovered the transistor effect, it took 

them some two years before they were really able to make any 

effective transistor. 

Note hO'itJ the problem was first to make a solid-state 3.!"'!1pli-

f r; then the problem became one of s th:,= nissing 

physics. Once the Dissing physics had been supDl ! the nroblem 

was again how to apply this knowledge to produce an effective 

solid-state amplifier. These problems could not be solved by 

physicists alone. \'lhile the Nobel Prize ',,-,c:'!nt tel icists, 

the initial -conductor research groun at 3011 Labs included, 



in addition to the theoretical physicists, a physical chemist 

and an electronic circuit engineer. Indl~ed, S()::lr~ thirt'"2en r2n 

played a major role in the work leading to the transistor, and 

this included physicists, chemists, electrical enqineers, and 

metallurgists. In a s , the concept of a "generalistll 
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inventor was retained, but the individual inventor was replaced 

by the sum of several specialists. 

Once the original invention had been made, much time and 

effort went into improving it. Brattain-Shackley's original 

semi-conductor device had amplified the current passinq through 

from twenty to forty tines; by successive improvements it became 

possible to amplify the current more than 40,000 times. Also 

efforts were made to improve reliability and dependability while 

reducing costs. In order to do so, even greater understanding 

of solid-state physics was required. So the dialectic bet-;;"een 

science and technology resulted in improvements in scientific 

understanding of solid-state devices, and these in turn led to 

technical improvements which in turn d ne'v scientific 

questions for the "pure" researchers. Within a decade after the 

discovery of the transistor effect, an amazing amount of scienti c 

knowledge had been accumulated regar~ling the elemental 

conductors of germanium and silicon. As scientists learned more 

about the surface sensitivity and characteristics of semi

conductors I they developed transistor-based devices I,vhich enabled 

them to cut down the size of the circuit (micro-electronics) and 

to integrate the circuits. 
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Integrated circuits, so-called because their conp0nents 

ar e b u i 1 t as ins e~) arab 1 e :) ar ts 0 f 0 n e :-501 ide hip I ~:V; re rs t 

developed in 1958 by Jack Kildy at Texas In.3trWTl·~nt CO::tpany. 'i':iej 

are a direct outgrowth of the transistor, an cxa~pl~ of one 

innovation giving birth to another. Based upon the same principles 

of solid-state physics as the transistor, integrated rcuits 

depend largely upon the unique electrical properties that silicon 

crystals acquire when alloyed with precise amounts of materials 

such as boron or phosphorus (these addi ti ves are knoiNn as dopants: 

different dopants produce different reactions at the behest of 

the designer). In order to arrive at these, new scientific 

investigations and technological inventions had to be made in 

order to produce purer crystals and to investigate their scientific 

properties and characteristics when alloyed with di 

dopants. 

Progress in integrated circuitry has been so rapid that 

now a tiny silicon piece can contain a completely integrated 

circuit with about 250 individual components, including about 50 

transistors; dozens of integrated microcircuits can fit on a 

penny~ Microcircuits were only lOath the size of transistorized 

circuits which they replaced, which in their turn were one-tenth 

the size of the vacuum-tlwe circui ts vvhich they had 1 

Microcircuits irrmediately increased the reliability of 

electronic circuits. Since they are so tiny, several of them 

can be installed in a uni t to take over automatically ',<1hen one 

failS, thereby extending the life of electronic equipment. 

Furthennore I microcircui-ts are cheaper than conventional cireui ts : 

they can be produced by automation, reducinq a comnlex set of 



operations into a single manufacturing Q?~ra on. Desldes that, 

they are easier to install and roplacc. 

Bell Labs first ap?lied trili~sistors to tchi 

problems. But any device which so rov'2d 1. 

lowered costs was soon applied in other fields. The government 

encouraged the development of microelectronic devices for nilitary 

and space equipment, and the advances produced for those uses, 

especially in computers, then found their way back to the civilian 

economy. 

The quick diffusion of the transistor is Bell 

sold licenses to produce transistors to other firms, mostly 

those which had been engaged in the production of vacuum tubes, 

which the transistor had made almost obsolet:e. vIi thin t~.,o years 

after the development of the junction transistor in 1951, some 

25 firms had been licensed to manufacture it. Thus, by the time 

it was only five years old, the transistor had sOlli~ded the 

death knell of one industry and given birth to another. It Has 

widely diffused into various other products, including hearing 

devices, heart pacemakers, and the ubiquitous transistor radio. 

Furthermore I the manufacture of transistori ad 

worldwide, with components being p In la~-labor cost but 

technologically sophisticated places. The diffusion of the 

products was worldwide. Illiterate peasants in India and South 

America listen to transistorized radios; NOIrtadic bedouins in t.he 

1\rabian desert hear their calls to prayer on their transistors; 

and the diffusion has even gone "out of this ~'Jorldll tl:rough use 

in the spClce program. 
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The success of the transistor all.d it c.; .jc:~::::c('!~c1ents accel~r,~~~(::.: 

certain tendencies long 

close ties between science and technoloq~ and interdisciplinary 

research teams in industrial laboratories.. r),-= C01.1xse, the:; 

industrial research laboratory was by no Bean:, ne'll I t.he 

examples of the transistor emerging from Bell Labs I the pre-~.var 

development of nylon in D.~e duPont ) aboratoricc;s, and the wartine 

Manhattan project, all helped to make the indus al research 

laboratory "vi th its teams of dedicated scientists and engineers 

into the characteristic place for s tific and technol cal 

advance in our times. The transistor 1.vas not the \'lork of any 

single individual; it was the joint work of three men, who them-

selves had the backing and facilities of a large industrial 

research laboratory. As Ubig science ll replaced "little science," 

the problem of stimulating technical innovation 'lIas enlarged rroT':l 

providing motivation for individual scientis,ts and engineers to 

the additional task of finding appropriate organizational 

patterns and directing the flow of information vii thin large 

laboratories. 

While the example of the transistor demonstrates the 

ecological nature of the innovation process as ~ell as 

synergistic effect of a breakthrough un both science and technology, 

one cautionary note must be added. DevelopI:lent of the transistor 

might not be typical of the innovative proces. It represents 

a rare combination of scientific di~;cove and technological 

advancements occu~ring in a particularly favorable environMent: 
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to link together many dii Eercnt as cts of l-:.hc: innov0..tion "'):-'Jt:::::~~)~5, 

and its management had s uf cien t foresi~rh t1nr~. r s t a.:1 c1 in q -:. 0 

couple needs together with scien c-technica L r:nO~:l and 

to define its problems properly. Not all innovations can 

conducted under such favorable circumstances I' 0.nd :,JE!rha.ps in a r 

fields the pattern of interaction runong the different phases of 

innovation is qui te different. In other ""lords, a spectacularl"! 

successful innovation in one technology must not mislead us into 

thinking that this provides a perfect model all 0 r such 

endeavors. If anything, the ecological nature of the innovative 

process means that there can be shifting patterns \;Jhich operate 

with differing degrees of effectiveness in different fields at 

different stages of development. 

VI. Conclusions -- and a Beginninq 

Our brief historical case studies reveal the sane complexity 

as any ecological system. They still do not give us a generalized 

model covering every aspect of innovation. Indeed, they show us 

different kinds of people engaged in different kinds of innovative 

activity in different fields. The fact that 88~ of mechanical 

inventions are taken out by individu2:1s{ 97% of C3.1 

invention patents are taken out by corporations illustrates 

differences in both the technical and organizational contexts 
15'7 -

within which innovations can occur. Innovations in chemistry 

or electonics seem to come from organizati.ons with a strong bent 

toward basic science; mechanical inventions tend to come fron 



firms with strong engineering staffs or from indi dual tc;rs. 

We can recognize that broad pattern, but ~0 20 no~ kna~ if ~ha~ 

pattern is necessarily fixed or if changes could be made by a 

different mix of scientists and en 

differing sets of organizational and managerial in~utsr or 

changes in the many other socio-cultural-economic-?oli cal 

aspects of the innovation process. 

Another shortcoming affecting our study is that most of our 

material derives from studies of successful technological 

innovations. There are few accounts of in 1 

erature. Yet, as every researcher knows, control groups are 

necessary in order to prove or disprove the validity of any models 

or theoretical assumptions. Our concentration upon successful 

innovations has deprived us of information \·Jhich night highlight 

the special conditions which make for success as cOPlpared \'"i th 

those which lead to failure. As the sponsors of Project Sappho 

have pointed out I nIt is not possible -'co discriminate bet\veen 

alternative hypotheses (to explain successful innovation) un.less 

failure in innovation is also taken into account.1f '\Ve therefore 

need studies of aborted and unsucceGsful innovations in order to 

help us pinpoint specific factors for success or f 

these might form the basis for testing generalizations about the 

innovative process in different fields of technology or different 

levels of industry. 

Our concepts of technological innovation mi~:ht so be 

skewed because most of our concepts have arisen from consideratio:1 



either of the great mechanical inventions da.Linq frcn Indu:::t:r:ial 

n.evolution or of today I s science-based develn;:)r'~[lts s 

physics and cheMistry. , .. "'''''(''"- ..... 
, .. - .J ' • .1 .... ~ 

physical technology and, by and large, have n~g ected revolutionary 

innovations in the life sciences, inclu~inq ~qriculture -- ~hic~ 

might represent different ecological pararteters altGgether ~ ·!et 

the model of the strong coupling betvleen users and researchers in 

the agricultural extension service might pro de helpful 

suggestions for improving and stimulating innovations in fields 

involving physical technology. 

Another problem involved in coming to with innovation 

is the difficulty of measuring some of the fundamental parameters 

in the process. Ed·...,in Hansfield has pointed out the difficulties 

in measuring inputs (e.g., measuring the amount of R&D rilhich is 

really devoted to innovation rather than routine testing and 

quality control); measuring outputs (e.g., relating innovation 

to productivity increases in individual industries, the con-

tribution of R&D to economic gro\vth, or ·the3.T10unt of return 

\vhich can clearly be traced to technological changes); the ske;,ving 

of R&D measurements caused by the fact that much of it is 

governmental in nature and has concentrated on defense and soace 

applications which might not lend theD321ves to 0 ary 

economic indexes; the influence of factors outside of R&D on 
/!JTf 

productivity; and the like. Despite a plethora of statistics, 

we are not always certain that we are measuring right thing 

nor that we are correlating the most meaning~ul variables. 

Although we have an increasing of :1l2 tJ1ern.a ti cal 

sophistication cU1d computer aids ':,.,rith \\rhich to late our 
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growing amount of data, the measurement problen qht become 

increasingly di cult. The reason is that 2con:);r:ic input-

output studies, the basis for much of our? t 

role of technological innovation, might no longer 3uffice in 

the future. Companies are no~ being {~zisting 

legislation regarding environmental control and ?erhaps also by 

forthcoming legislation involving techno assessment (that is, 

measuring the human and social consequences of technological 

innovations before they are applied), to take into account 

social and human costs which have heretofore defied quantitative 

measuring techniques. study of Ttsocial indicators ll is still 

in its infancy, and decisions regarding expenditures for develop-

ment and application of innovations 'Nill have to be tak.en \-li thout 

an adequate quantitative basis and with one eye on the chancy 

poli tical process. Problems of measurement ~llill thus grotv more 

acute as these new factors enter into our complex equations 

about which we are none too sure at the present ti~e. 

There is also the possibility tha-t the pararrleters might 

change in what Daniel Bell calls the Hpost-industrial societyH 
/60 

which is coming into being. In post-industrial society, changes 

in the character, nature, and size of knowledge will be the major 

source. of social change. If that is so,~ one of the most promisin(; 

fields for future innovation will come not from expansion in 

physical technology or even in the life sciences, but in 1I so ftware" 

innovation. Such innovation includes, according to Bell, the 

rise of a new intellectual technology, the creation of systematic 
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research through rnani?ulation of R&D bud00~3, ~nrl coc1i fi-

cation of theoretical knowledge. In turn this ~','oulr] involve 

changing management techniques, computer DrO?r0~S for desi0;ning 

new things, mathematical simulation of orryJnizations and economics 

indeed 1 great innovations in the application of inforI~ation 

storage, retrieval I and manipulation. 

"Software II innovatio:1 in post-industrial society might be 

far different from our current concentration UDon innovation in 

physical technology where certain physical constraints provide 

limitations to our potentialities I if not to tho imagination of 

our science-fiction writers. For example, there ','Jere limits to 

improvements in horseshoes beyond which 19th-century technology 

could not go. The horse's hoof simply did not conform to the 

requirements of standardization, interchangeabilitYI and 

precision vl1hich characterized -the new indust.rial techniques; the 

hoof grel/J, and it gre'l . ., unevenly, and in oreer +'::'0 remain heal thy 

required ski lIed individual treatnent eVery fe-:v -:leeks. High

level machine technology could not alter that fact. Hence one 

factor in the failure of the horse as a means of transDortation 

is in some the inabili to tXdDs£orr:. e and its 

foot into a precise, interchangeable, and St2lI1 ized conponent 

in order to fit into an advancing industrial conplex based to a 

large degree upon such factors. 

There are I hov,Tever, counte los ell cl::l'lons tra te 

such natural factors can be made to fit tho 

machine. In the case of the mechanical tOIl:,::tC.l) Dicker, the 



of the innovation deDcndec1 u?on the "re-{l(~~:)i(F;/' 0"'': ttl':: r.:.or1(~l-r) 

to a hard-skinned vari t"i ':lhich \'10111<1 r 

I~' I 
suscep·tible to mechanical 8icking. The tonato thu.3 ;_)':::ca::'1S: s. 

standardized component which lent itself to De cal 

pulation. The story of chicken IIfactories I! also illustrates ho".·/ 

physical organisms can standardized and s ected to autc~ate1 

feeding and assembly-line r:'.ethods of qro'ving 1 killing 1 dis-

memberihg, and distribution and cooking. Colonel Sanders is 

really one of the great innovators of our time, ~.'lhose Bfast 

foods II innovation has revolutionizec1 Lhe e haLi ts of .:); 

whole generation of Americans, to say nothing of industrializing 

the farmyard~ 

We still have much rOOM for innovations ~hich will based 

upon the mechanical principles of standardization and inter-

changeabili ty . Nevertheless \ve are already beginning to see ho:.; 

the abili ty to manipulate information, which Bell claims \>lill 

have so great an effect upon post-industrial society, enables us 

not only to standardize but also to surmount the barriers ?osed 

by such standardization. Innovations can nov? be "eus tOI:l-i zed II 

and tailored to individual tastes. Ford, \'1i11 

recalled, is reputed to have said ,that the custo:~,::;r can an'," 

color he wan ts providing it is black. Now, hG\vever, the COfl::JU-

terized assembly line can produce different color conbir.ta·tiaas 

with various options to fit the needs of each individual buver. 

Perhaps the future direction of innovation \'Jill be a\vay 

standardized to individualized forms, and to 

innovations will be necessary_ But because innovation is an 



ecological system, software needs 

hardware inventions. 

* * * 
~hether in our current indus 

11 

al so ty or C0L:linq 

post-industrial society, innovation will still be a necessary 

and pervasive social ac vity. De the sor~anized state 

of our kno'"Nledge and the fragmentary nature of the studies 

vlhich exist I we actually knoT
.-, a great deal about the Drocess 

of innovation. Most important, we have bequn to recognize that 

the process corresponds to an ecological system. C~anqes in ODe 

element affect the other elements and feedback to the original 

changes. Far from being a sequential linear process, where 

things go from one step to another, each step is involved in all 

the others -- and not in a cause-effect relationship but a 

dialectical or feedback relationship. Thus, for examDle, problem 

definition and idea generation does not occur solely at the 

beginning stage of the innovation process; instead, oroblems 

are re-defined and new as generated during t~e other stages. 

Similarly, considerations for application 

involving economic costs -- enter into 

e 

s 

cially those 

of DrOC(~SS .. 

Decisions are made all along the line, and each de ion affects 

the mutually dependent variables involved in process. 

Although we treat these dynamic variables as separate process 

phases for analytical purposes, our analysis must always reflect 

the feedbacks which are inherent in any ecoloaical syste~. 

The ecological nature of the innoY,,'ati'JE-! orC)(:~'2SS ~l(C:;ar).S 
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its study cannot be L~e province of any '.;int{1 c; c> () 1 a r 1 y dis -

cipline. Heretofore the economists have ::;'C(~~i1 t~:~.:: mo:;t ac V~~ 

students, but the complex nature of innovat and in t~r-

relations of technology with the structure, functioning, and 

values of society require that a host of disciplines must bring 

their expertise to bear uoon the process.. ~,Je psych.ologists 

to look into the creative wellsprings of invent ; sociologists 

to depict the patterns of organizational structure within which 

innovation occurs in industrial research labora.tories; information 

spec~alists to trace the flo~'l of knovrlr:.::dge d!:lOng es of 

the process; systems theorists to comprehend the complexities 

of the ecological framework; management specialists to pinpoint 

the organizational factors involved in decisionsi decision 

theorists to explain the decision process as it ies to 

technological innovation i poli tical scientists to analyze G~e 

nature and impact of governmental policies on innovation in 

various fields i corn.ntunicatiolls specialists to fo110'l,;, the pat-terns 

of diffusion i historians to follo"-'l t.he changing character of 

innovation; and,of course, scientists and engineers to acquaint 

us with the scientific and techni -, ann lini 

and potentialities of science and te 

In order to study the innovation process in terms of an 

ecological system, we must take stock of existing knowledge. ~>;e 

must see what we do know so that we can learn '.vhat \..;e 00 not. kno", 

and that we must study further. 



There is no lack of s~rious Dnd i~portant ~ritings on th~ 

innovative process -- al though ":le lack inforrtar.:.iGD on 50m2 

the cri tical items. Attempts to stimulate inno':l::J.tion bas2d ~lOO::1 

such incomplete information ha-:/8 been 

know what kind of innovations are likely to occur, the applications 

which might be made of ne''''] scienti fic discoveries or innovations, 

or how existing models actually ~Nork out in practice. 

Instead, we have a Ilmythology" of innovation, not only in 

the popular views of the subject but also a.rnonq scholars who have 

investigated selected aspects. For exa.rf1.ple, ~He think that puttin~ 

resources into R&D "throwing dollars at ~roblemsJl -- will 

necessarily result in innovation, without taking time to consider 

just what kind of R&D would be most effective, the optimum 

structuring of the R&D organization and effort., and the like" ~'7e 

also tend to think that if we produce morc scientists and engineers 

that we will have more innovation -- the democratic faith in the 

advantages of education -- but we have not correlated the 

education i !:.self vvi th the innovation process. ~\e have fai til that 

basic science··somehow will produce objects of utility for man-

kind, but we still do not have a clear idea of ~ow this basic 

science can best be translated into us for nan IS 

v..relfare (or sometimes for mankind r S fldis-ben\~fi t").. :'le do not 

know how, or if, innovation can be guided to I:leet the nationrs 

needs in such areas as urban transportation, pollution control 1 

and housing.. Indeed, we are still uncertain about how much of 

our R&D effort to stimulate innovation should be the work of the 

federal government and how much should be done throuqh private 
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industry to be most fruitful in its innovations. 

'l'echnical innovations have fueled tilC: ;'.I"l~;C ican G in 

the past and have elevated the A.TTlerican standard of livina to 

its present peak. But'l'le cannot rely upon the;. t10rnentu:u of past 

technical achievements or the current mythology of innovation 

to continue to stimulate economic activity or to make certain 

that innovative activity is directed toward the al ~..,ell-being 

of contemporary and future America. B tain's decline from 

industrial leadership during the latter part of the 19th and 20th 

century demonstrates "the folly of smu.gness and the lure to 

maintain an innovative thrust in comparison with newer nations 
/02.. 

arriving on the industrial scene. Today's evidence of inter-

national competition -- many times based UDon the successful 

exploi tation of American innovations by other nations -- ~/vould 

seem to make it imperative that we continue to innovate and, 

indeed, that we accelerate the pace of innovation. At the same 

time, the recognition that certain technical innovations have 

unforeseen and deleterious social and human consequences forces 

us to strive for neVler and better ways of making and doing things. 

Indeed, if the prophets of gloom and doom are correct, riVe must 

innovate if only to keep our present standard 0 li fros 

declining !. 

lve cannot reach such goals wi thouJc clear understandinG of 

the innovative process itself. If we \vish technology to contribute 

to the achievement of national goals and oojectives, we must 

analyze the pattern of technological innovation, the 

:1ecision-making points in the innovative process, point out those 
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incenti ves which '3 tiP1ula te innova tiOD as t:i{; 1J a;:; he s crr::;er;.s 

or hurdles which 

the process as well as the ins ti tutional con t(2X t in '''lhich they 

function T distingui3h anong di rent 

innovative activity, determine means for measuring the social 

returns from research and innovation I investigate all 

aspects and facets of this manifold and significant activity of 

innovation. 

Those who make decisions regarding federal activity in the 

area of technological innovation must: ha\;e tl1 kind of information 

if they are to make wise and productive decisions, just as 

industry must also be informed. We hope that this state-of-the

art project will not only tell us what is known presently about 

innovation but also provide basic information for assessing the 

validi ty of current theories and models, and the \.visdom of their 

application in federal and corporative policy toward R&D. At the 

same time, we try to indicate what further research is necessary 

in order to gain knowledge vvhich wi 11 enab Ie us t.:o make the 

wisest and most productive use of our R&D efforts, and also to 

direct our future efforts. 

I,I]e recognize G"l.at decisions cannot: -t until all the 

information is available. One can never have all the knowledge 

nor possess the divine wisdom necessary for making infallible 

decisions f especially in cases where there are so many mutually 

dependent variables; hence action must sOmGtin2S be taken on the 

basis of imperfect and imprecise kno'\.vlcdge. ::Ieverth21ess, the 

search for further information must go on so Lhat succeedina 



decisions may be made with a sounder founaa 

theory. 

process is essential for the future of American 0 
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TNVENTION - AN ASSESSMENT 

1. Definition and Typology of Invention 

A.. Scope of of this 

This paper considers inventive ftcti-ri 

<LTld inventive activity, vrhat ltre don't k ... '1m..;, and what of t:le 

knen', we should k110"1l. 

To achieve this purpose, p8,rt GrH! ,\-7i11 consist of :-:t definition of' i:::-~-

vention·and a invention and Lnv(~rl..1.,:Lve activity. S~~,~~ce iTrentior: ~G 

but one part of' the total innovation pro(~cs;:~ .. 

other process phases will be ezplored. Tn. 'bra I i;lill disc·.J_ss the V3_:~lOlls 

contexts in which invention takes place including 

and economic as 'Tllell as technical and human. Part three ",.,i 11 cri tica-Lly ftl1d~l~ 

the significant t;y-pes of measures of invention and in""'(renti ve acti vi ty. Part :'''uy 

deals with re"',vards, controls, a,cd incenti.i.Tcs 

I will draw general conclusions about the state of :mr kn')wledge and,ffer re

commendations for filling gaps in that knQanedge. 
J \..r -

B . Definition of Invention: Distincticm frClm Di sCJve"Fy and Subinventi ,n 

An INVENTION is a plan for a product, device, pr)ce;::~} ~~erviee) irl?ti.

tution, or method based on novel combination of preexisting elements (scientific, 

teclmical, social, etc.) which has been and C3.J.'1 be implemented in the real '"rorld .. 

An invention has some potential use or satisfies SOMe need. It is not obvious 

to one "skilled in the art" at the time it 1'las made .. 

This definition was constructed from materials found in Schmookler 

(Schmookler 1966, pp. 6-10) and Kuznets (Kuznets 1962, pp. 19-24). Since what 

is meant by invention is so important for all that follows in this paper, sorre 

amplification of this definition might help at this point. An invention is a 

plan of a means to an end. The invention may serve as a means for many ends, 

some of them not foreseen when the inventionliias made.. It mL:: st ::e ~lc}vel tC'l t':.':.~ 

extent that it is not obvious to a competen.t practitioner.. T:le ele:::erlts fr;..''C:: 

which it is made exist, but the inventor may need to search them out. TheY::1o 

not need to be invented or discovered. The invention has the potential of pl~y

ing a meaningful role in human social structures, e .. g .. the farm or the c:,:-.rp..:"!"a

tion or government.. An invention must be in some \..;ay "betterlt than exi 

means to the same end by, say, offering bett.er quality at the same cost .. 

same quality at lower cost, faster production, etc. 

Kuznets insists ~that invention ml1st~ t)e use~·ul eC~)ll\.;nrical]_;.-.. Bttt it!-

ventions are sometimes made for other than market reasons J and it may be c.et~~·er 



to include both economic and non-economic utilities in CO::1zj 

ness of an invention. 

"Not being ob'rious to one skilled in the 8.:!:.'tl! is a Ynec:.;IS 0::.' di3-

the element of' novelty must be significant. This is one of the key decisions 

a patent examiner must make about a application to determine ~dhet:-ter it is 

But this distinction is necessary else the most trivial 

patentable:,,, . ., (Kuznets 1962, p. 22). 

-:;.;ould be 

Another important distinction is between invention and discover.!. c, 

discovery is new but its elements I!1ay or may not be preexisting. X-rays were 

U!Llmown to scientific man before their discove~.!. A knm<P.1 substance may be 

discovered to be superconducting. A discovery is a piece of kncr..rledge. It is 

not a plan, though it may be e., component of ma:lY plans-_. CKuznets 1962, pp# 21-

2). A discovery is knowledge without specifying any particular application for 

that particular knowledge. An invention may contain a disc~~ery as one of its 

elements. A discovery may require an invention in order that it be made. But} 

as in the case of invention and sub invention , the distinction bevlleen ilT'.rentior:. 

and discovery is sometimes difficult to make. Is superconductivity an invention 
'th's 

or a discovery? ObviouslYAa scientific discovery, but the elements were pre-

known - the metal and the liquified gas. It could be a plan for making curre:1t 

flow through a metal without requiring an external energy source ~ fu'1d who knmvs. 

in the long run it may be terribly useful economically. 

C. Physical and Social Inventions 

Most interest has been in the area of p~vsical inventions 'called tech

nical by Kuzne1"& '~Kuznets 1962, p.19))though there are physical and social tech-

nologies. Physical inventions provide new products for the consu~er or new de-

vices and processes for production. The elements i..rhie~ rr.ake up a 

vention largely consist of kno':vledge about the non-human world and D':::m-human 

artif":acts. 

Social inventions consist of "new methods of i.nducing :-tUUl3.D t~ 

compete and cooperate in the social progress (sic)!f (Kuznets 19c-'2, p.19). T~ese 

include social institutions such as the Peace Corps Jand n:0a::1S of' persuadi::li; 

people such as advertising. Different groups and different institutio~lal ar-

rangements are involved in our society in social and 



(Kuznets 1962~ p. 19). Controls and incentives Gn 

are different, and social invention is not 

eic).l invention is 

.in this p::tper only inJofar as it affects physical };1.V2:<;:i. 

D. Invention in the Public and Private Sectors 

Private sector invention is done by in.di"riduals and firms basically £'')1' 

economic profit. Host of the literature a:y)ut ir1.:'.r2C!.ti<)n dee.ls "'{ith pri~!ate sec-

tor invention and assumes implicitely that the private ~:ector is the c'Jntext in 

which invention takes place. HOT,-Tever. government.s .. both literal capitalist and 

socialist, have become heavily involved in funding activities in the develop

ment of various technologies. Part of thi s !\mding supports inventive acti vi ty. 

In the United States defense and space are the prir::a.ry examples. There is a 

wide range of public sector participation in in"t{entive acti InVerltlOf!S are 

made in government labs by civil servants. NASA annually has a fine output of in

ventions. They also are made in industrial labs on pro~ects funded by g~vern

ment money. Moreover some privately made inventions have primaT"tJ applicati'Jn in 

areas 1vhere the government has the pri:rary interest. A hi ste>rical exa:1ple ')f 

the latter was invention in the field of military smaIl arms. " ?Jolic rec

tor inventive activity has a different set of utilities than the pr'Jfit 'Jriented 

private sector. Although econ()mic considerations are dPfinitely a factar in 

public sector inventions, other utilities;including 

involved. Presently w'i th environmental regulatian as a 

and s':Jcial, are 

ficant part 'JI 

public policy, inventions involved in cleaning up p~Jl}utiC)n are t'J be 

involved in the public sector and be supported by public t:1'Jney ~ Thi sis '(\,' : C\. 

central example of the increasingly important role of irr/enti':ln in the public 

sector. 

E. Alternatives to Invention 

The development of novelty by "'flay of invent=lon is u')t the only possible 

response to solve a problem or rneet a need. There are t1v"..) ot~ler resp'.1nes w:-:ich 

have been used in the course of man r S ~listory and "..;hieli sh::\uld be C":Jnsidered at 

this time. (SCllIDookler 1966, p. 214). 
'The first response i~ to ad3.pt the ex.tsi;au-;. 

already there, and if the existant cannot be adapted 

meet the need then the problem must. go unjolved t' thE' :~2ed U:1l'let. This rtt.ra-



ts involved. Ho-..rever, even today when the invert ti~Ht req i_red 'i.::: :1 Ii 9.:: ~:l..['C~~ 

tional western cultures,. the second ts usul1,lJy associated with traditian-3.1 ea:::t-

to make the problem "no problemTl or the need uno need tl
• T~l:! external.. '\>;','r~,i i:~' 

merely a collection of appearances. To be attractei to t'hat v.T::lrld ar~1 t,) te 

tied to it is an impediment to knoflling reali.ty. 1"':'1e explJration ") f 'Y i.:1ner

space ll becomes of paramount importance~ the material world ~i s a deceiving and 

attracting snare. 

Cultures adapting these types of responses are at enyrm:J;12 di2ad

vantage to the inventing cultures;;. (Schmookler 1966. p. 214). Hi st')rically 

inventing cultures have replaced violently or non-violently these types of' 

civilizations. The demise of the Romanov dynasty in Russia and the corran6 of 

the Chinese People! s Republic to Tibet are modern exampl,es of these s. 

The near extermination of native cultures in North America hits closer to ~Jme. 

Before we laugh off these other responses as passe) useless) and cer

tainly out of place in a state of art reviev-T of invention. ,,'ie should c'JDsider 

that invention is in response to a need or opportunity. In situations of re

source scarcity - and there is evidence that we may be approaching such a sit

uation now - these alternative responses may become important and appropriate 

in certain contexts of contemporary ~{estern cultures. The great period of' m')-~ 

dern invention in which we still are functtoning took place at a time when act

ual physical resources appeared to be or were treated as being unlimited. It 

was just a matter of getting the technolo€!,S to use t':1.err:. Thus ~>Jhile eC'Jrl',"':-:ie 

grortrth may depend on technological progess by inventio~, 

mental system intact may at some latter date depend in part ',)r in all on s'_~r::e 

combination of invention with these two alternative responses. 

F. Linkages Between Invention and Other Process Pha~-)es 

The entire process of' innovation is divided Lnt~=, f'i ve pr'lcess ~: 

1. Problem Definition and Idea Generati()l~ 

2. Invention 



3. Hesearch and Development 

4. Application 

5. Diffusion 

If ('h2 irLYlovation process ~,.,ere linear a:L'ld tln.LiireC'f;io!1al~ 'Ire c:o'llj 

make a diagram as is sha,ffi in 

of the world, linearity here is non-existant. 

To see the difficulty, t~f to -point in t~e pro-

cess. The obvious one is prc':)lem dei'ir:.itio!'l ,:ina icL·?::± 

blem could have 1-lell come fro:-n research and" 

diffuse an application into a nel" context ~ Instea.d (j C'" 

finition and idea generation, invention ma;:r come direetl.:"I from research and. 

development or diffusion. As ire review the possible cC1:'""';)inattons we be 

tempted to think that every phase is linked to every ()ther phase! every p"hase 

comes from and goes to every other 

interesting combination of speghetti and meatballs. r,'ihen 'fie look at invention 

and its most likely linkages "¥Tith the other process phases "Te can 9. si~2pler 

diagram as in Figure 3. IJinkages 1 and 2 in Figure 3 co!ne from the linear view 

which is appropriate in contexts such as invention of' tet:r'aethyl lead by Thomas 

Hidgley at General Hotors in the 1920s. (J"evlkes et a1. pp# 312-14). 

Linkage 3 indicates that an invention can arise from the research and devel'~pr.1ent 

processes. Examples of this aye nylon, driving from basic researcJ. 

in polymers at duPont (Je1"flkes et al. 1969, pp. 275ff\ ?·luelJer . pp. 334:t~f). 

and the invention of the transistor by Schockley and b . .'ls associ.ates at 3ell I~abs. 

(Jewkes et al. 1969, pp. , Nelson , pp. 554f'f). Linkage 1.;- suggests 

that an invention can be diffused for development in different contexts such as 

the helicopter (Je~fkes et al. 1969, pp. 257 ff). An invention can also lead to 

problems, as 5 indicates, and our experience ;,'Tl-S~~ tt.ce ~H1.clsar bomb ver-

ifies. 6 indicates that in some cases a 

invention might be its QT/m application as "~{e rind ir! :~:2 or' DD=-

(Jewkes et a1. 1969, pp. 249£'). 

Even in the linear vie'TiI" of Figure 1 the distinct.ion betw'een the process 

definition and idea generation phase e,nd the inventicPj 

i\t some point the think-process of' generating ideas ":::.:le:': int~) the acti~J'i in-

valved in embodying these ideas into some sort 1..''( e:x.i~er:~1:~1 ·Jevice or syste::l. 

At. some point 

01' the linear model, into the research and 

transition is some~\rhat 
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di ft'icul ty remind s one 0:' Kuhn' s (Kurm 1910, pp. r; 7,~r ) "L~' 

moment that a. scientific discovery 1-1a3 made. l;;(:eri.. j }<1 

X-rays? 1<uh:1 1 s conclusion, ~t;hich seen.S4\. 

cCf'lery occurred sometime bet't;{een the tir.,e t':1a t 

eli sr:.coer 

serration vThich he later interpreted as X-rays. s.nd V-,e ti;~:e at which ~e :-:.ad 

completed his observations and. analyses for 

exists in invention. The dividing line from both the prer~eding and subse-

quent activities is often hazy. ~'rnen, for 

or when the properties of nylon .. <Tere veri n.ed c.:1.d a 

that it "tTould be used was produced? 

[C:8.Grple in 

lhe division of the innovatilJn proces:--; int:) s alIT";;; 

one to focus on aspects of the process ',.;hi.ch ca:l be separated for purposes 

of analysis, if often the exact dividir..s: 1j,:183 :_~.'1 the ~,"1i stori(~al CD.se are s'Jr::e·~· 

what uncertain. 

2. Contexts of Invention and Inventive Activity 

Invention and inventive activity take place in a total context whie~ 

can be divided for purposes of analysis, I partition it into sections which 

reflect the various approaches taken in the literature and which cover. to c, 

great degree., the '.'Thole area. The division I l'Ti1l :nake is into human and social, 

informational, teclh~ical, organizational, and econo~ic c0~texts. ~ these con

texts are highly interd'ctive. For example, the interaction bet~.,een tech!101~

gical and social factors is quite significant )as w~en c:hanges in transports.tion 

technologies affectt the social organization of an al"ea. Information can be 

treated economically, and likeT;lTise, types of organizatie.n are a function of the 

makeup of the economy. Thus attempts to ~;e:parate -the c:J:'...tex.ts (.f inventi've act-

according to some schema should be :-,:':'l,;ed '.Il? ":'. :.~_cc a~,-

ence and not as a sUbstantive statement. 

focuses on certain facets of the inventive process t~ the exclll~i~n ~f ,thers. 

and organizing the material for presentation requires S022 at classi-

fication. 

A. Human and Social Contexts 

Invention and inventors haVe existed}.,: r;;::t,n:" >: 



contexts. For in~iention to be ~·ridely practiced and. a~ct:;pt~d, it :;l:ls~r)t::; J3. :::')-

desirable or at least a 

neeJs~ and oppDrtuni ties. I.r:rention should be :i :J' 'c:i.~l Djj i'Ti~~Y3.1 'JaJ':i~' 

especially a social value. To see the difference betileen irrfention as a ;:;0-

cially accepted practice and :Lnvention as a. 

could consider a situation in contemporaFJ Americ8...Yl society. Physical inve:ltio:ls 

of almost every sort are accepted and integrated into the econorr:.:l. Their 

makers are awarded patents. are usuall;l ,3."81e to and 

invention without very many legal constraints. HOi--rever, consider -cne social 

invention or the discO''v''e~J or introduction by dif:£:'usion, i~' you .. like, of gyOUP 

marriage.. The proponents of this invention are unable to legall~:/ develop it 

because it is outlawed under other statutes protecting other forrrs of social 

relations-c' ~ f:~fP'rlt5 
~~ \l No J:---'::-J __ are m,rar:ied in this area~ and research and developrr,ent is 

constantly hindered by legal constraints. Thus did the s of the medieval 

period suppressed technical invention as our society suppresses some social in-

ventions today. 
ex<:j14SI'J'! I~ 

Now we want to consider the question of whether inventio:l iSf\the pro-

duct of the individual (or research team) or 1'lhether invention is determined by 

existing social conditions. ~fuether is invention is the herGic triumph of a rna:l 

of genius overcoming whatever obstacles organized society rr.ay place in his ,;,;a:;- .. 

or whether its only determinant is the state of societ~ independent of any par~

icular human talent. The former is the great man vie'tv of invention advanced 

the hagiographic biographers of early inventors and engineers examplified ~ the 
st~He> 

Lives of the Engineers by Samuel Smiles (Hughes 1966). l:R "this work"the charac-

ter of the engineers and their self reliance in building tte ir ~lOrks and in-

ventions to transform the English society of the 18th and cel1turie s ~ 

'~, u ••• strong minded, resolute, and in 

their special pursuits by the force of their constructive i!lstinctsfl. 

1905.., p. 249). It was not that a social structure did not exist 8.J.'1..d that so

cial factors lvorl~ed to hinder and assist them, "'rather, their determin::ttion to

tally overcame these social factors. 

Opposed to this is the contrary view of social deten~inism. 
c.I en ~'\15 

for example, - ::"'0 ... that the large number of simUltaneous i,nventi':.Tns~ that is" 

inventions made at the same time 

ing that the conditions of' the society determine the til::e at ,;.,hiC'~l a I'articulal' 



invention '"rill take place and determine that it ·.·r~.l ;,3,:':~ 

Thomas, 

1')35) seems to show a decline of invention in .the 

Thus the exhaustion of possibilities aDd not the al)::~ence o:~· .;;;re3.t nen .L..c> Y2S-

ponsible for the decline invention in 3. 

fThe great man versus social condi tiolls controv'5!rsy has concerned i t

self vri th physical invention in the priv::lte sector oi" .... .:3.pitalistic or 

capitalistic economies. I can find no tree,trr;ents :·f~d.c~2 '.:;8.n extend the eli scus-

sians to the human and social contexts of 3e~tQr inve~tion and 30cial in-

vention, in safar as it coupl~s with 

However, this debate does not appear to Ye ver:.r For it 

---:-' clear that there are necessary- condi tians ~·c·r e.n :irJ."'fen"LjOlj -:;vhich exist 
-t~e tY\Y~'I\h( 

outside of ~ ma~ and thos-i?things 'i;·;h:Lch '~;ar!. i;.:r:.,,:ed·~ the 

preexisting elements of an invention. It ~s clear tl~at 

flash of genius or insight is necessary especially for inventions. 

Thus, it would appear obvious that some middle ground position free from ex

treme determinism or extreme heroics is called for. 

B. Organizational Context 

There is a traditional caricature of the inventor 8,S a lonely 

genius knowing little of science and vrorking in isolatio~ with the most pri

mitive equipment to embody his brilliant insight. This 2aricature~ so goes 

the conventional 1visdom, seems to hold up to the 20th c "'Then the indus-

trial research laboratory '\vith its organized and dL":'ected research groups re

placed the individual inventor and condemned hiI~l to a steady eclipse until the 

individual inventor is no longer ~,..~~ -·a facto!" in. 

invention. 

has a bearing on the myth. Je"wkes et al. have developed case histories of i;:;'l

portaut inventions from the 15th to the 20th ce:lturjes. One of tte key pattems 

emerging from this 1'Torl'l:. 1{aS that the indiv:LcluaJ. illYc:r:tO:' of' the and l?t::. 

centuries 1,ras not isolated )as r;::yth claimed him tc· scientists. other 

jnv .. "'ntors . - '- ) U."'_"_L'V,",--,-st; and busines[:;rnen. 
t:~ :\ 

For . pp. )~ .')f\. r''3 7·:~:~:;."\:lS 1 

inv2ntor ~ )·rho improved the Ne\·rc~ omen exter:lal con.de:lsor. 



was an acquaintance of v.Tell-knm'm scientists ~tlh.ile he "tras er:plC)yed 8.8 '1 /: 1 -

versity instrument maker. In 

of latent heat that he 1-TaS enabled. to lmderstar!Q ... ·i:l:,-:~>;2 ,;r:;'r1co:r:e:'1.. 

so inefficient and to conceive the basis of his invention to i.mprove 

During the 19_th ce.:ltury there ~~;ere 

bring inventors,;scientists and businessmen intere:::t;::d. the application o( 

tecr-illo1ogy together. (J"evlkes et al. 1969,; pp. 60[' 

Vechanics Institute in and .L' • voeJ..r 

Hl1ile these institutes were in prov 

education by workers and tradesmen, they ':tlso offered. a for 

scientists and inventors. In the 19th century-, thought of as the hey.!.-day- ~y:' 
ei at. 

the individual inventor, JevTkes"found that invent()r~ ",lere il1. intense c~):1taet 

wi th other inventors a...11.d scienti 8t::!. In fact., inv<.:!nt'Jr f: ') f:'teE 'in:-lr:ed 

anticipating the teann-rork of the 20th indus·;::rl.al 1'e::eA.Y"ch, ~,ac f Je~{kes 

et al. 1969~ pp. 62ff). It is certainly true that ~·ri th the 20th century came 

the industrial research labs, but the importance of the individ~lal invent';)r 

remains to date. Huttdry, the inventor of the catalytic process for cracking 

petro1eum:- 1",Thittle, who deserves credit for the jet 

made many basic inventions in television are examples of 20th century inde

pendent inventors. 

Patent statistics indicate that although the individual inventor is 

still quite important,the conte~t of inventive activity is shiftlng from the 

individual.' s garage to the industrial lab. The percentage of U.S. patens issued 

to corporations rose from 18% in 1900 to in the 1956-60 period (Schmookler 

1966 , p. 26). In using this evidence, however, it is important to note that 

patents granted to individuals represent individual inventions. On the other 

hand, patents granted to corporations re}?resent the ';,-O1'1\. of 

ventors who assign their inventions to a 

employed in a firmT s operating departments and U!lder contract ttl ass:i!Jlt p3.te::t 

rights to their employers, and employees of the finn 

development (Schmookler 1966, Pl'. 75ff). 

. I'd ll1Fe searcn an 

In analyzing statistics dealing 'with various classes of U.S. ts 

it appears that some areas of invention have a 

patents than others. For example, (Jewkes et ale pp. ~~.) in '\-;hemicp_l 

a.nd ~elated Arts" corporation .cr,re~v f'rC>C1 '~I~' i, ':- (')1 ,> 1, 

1-Tell above the trend for all patents. In the categ(lr:v" (,;" "Ead ii::::1t 



Signalling, Sound and Electric:!i ty", the -percenta~{c! r'();:e +'r0~ 1 n 

in 1945. HO'lTever, in 

cpmbust;ion engines" and of' t'ha patents.J. ':e:"na'.l l.J~.8. -:t Co,·--- ~-;: 
........ -' , .... -' . ..,,/ 

be. 
seems to for firms to hold the proportic)n. .' l)::;,t,ent::: 

equipment and in developing basic scientific knowledge ~>orirFrenti.or: is '!ery 

high, and to hold a smaller percentage of 

equipment costs are lower 3.nd 1tThere the indj':lich;.aJ~ 

make greater progress (Jewkes et al. p~)~ 

eeganized centers of inventiun Sl~C.~ reS8arct!. 

government research lab &'1d the contract researc?l e3.tablish;:e~t offer an alter-

native to going it alone for the potential Inventor. 

organized industrial research ;-ras in its :Ln 

nology industries, it is a very significant of 

years ago 

in tec~'1-

t",.t:' 
\ .... i L 

course, the ty-pical industrial lab is not particulary interested in inventing, 

Most of its output is in development of existing products, Much of the s;r.aller 

fraction of effort devoted to ne,., products tends to'"..rard !Tlodest incremental in:-

provement 1vith invention usually being a by-product. " as in the C9.se of 

the transistor (Nelson 1962) lis a program of basic research llndertaken in an 

industrial lab with some notion in the background or a potential output in the 

form of a basic invention . 

. T'1e independent inventor has been lool:;:ed 1.xpon as a veT:iJ iniepen.

dent breed of cat. The organizational research lab .. even :.)ne devoted to basic 

research as Bell Labs in solid state physics - invariably s constraintc 

on its employees. (But there are constraints on ir.:lependent as well) l.ike 

the persistent lack of funds #) The 

respectable aC9.demic credentials or 

frorn its candidates from employment 

with or certified by 

1rlction tends to rule out the self taught ~ the ecce:1t.ric ~ t'ne loners of -::;hi s 

world '"ho 1'fould probably not be easily socialized :into t':l.e s~ooth worki!'!.gs 0,):' 

. . Cfllrtjthl hg el?e ..... ' . 
an lndustrlal lab.... Such\!pave made In cerestlIlg E1V\.';XC .t\'2 ':;rib11ti"::):1s. T:-o.e 

(\ i'ht' y1 

sociali za tion of a h ighly individual cre9.tive person iT :1:'. ,:vi th 

a very cle:J .. :r hierarchy and strnctl:re is often di .:'-": 'Jlt. Tn this 

0;:10 can cern ::: .. ddGr the d:l fficul 
!11'> r' 

on, 1\ }-rL{::;hl~r novel and inventive 

ltrorJ.:s 1...r(~rc never 



) 1 

search management (Alger 19(3). But Kron remained vii t~: ~lenera 1 :',!(!ctric f~)r 
(t(;nstCfHt 

many years, apparantly able tQ accommodate) if' in ~1',s1:ate 'J: . .' terl3i-:)[L 

Hm·; does the independent mind rr.ake its peace or tr1 .. _cr-:l!it~1 ;--;o.e 

Pas sib ly, and this is by way of pure con.] ection~ the in.'ir::pendent toda:/ ~na.J 

move back and forth l,eb<Teen his OwTI efforts and ··.[ariu!~;..: 

the corporation or government such as employee or iLlclependent co:-:::rultant}ne7er 

remaining in one position for long, finis.hlng his work a:1d then moving Or! to a 

ne~.Yer and more interesting opportunity. careers 

of contemporary inventors. no~,., an independent entr(=prer: .. e'lT :.:pin!1i.:1g o;:~ t~"'-e 
A}~ 

small firm carrying his ideas from his farrner corpc~ate ~:0~e .. ~O'''H pic.depende:1t 

consultant, when consulting work is to be. had, perhaps ~'larking in a job un

related to his inventive interests to keep body and SDul together until sor:e

thing breaks. 'ihe career profile of the eontemporar~i/ :Lnve:':l.tol~l~,,~lil.~~Br a. worth-

1vhile study. F To turn now from the inT.re::-~t(1~c ;q.~,,-d. h:i.!:: !'~le 

to the crucially developing organizational context of ·th~ larg~ Drgainzed re-
-J e ..... x~~ e:tt\l. 

search laboratory we can raise two questions modified £·ro~.~:(\ (Tet..rkes et al~ 1969. 

p. 105): 

1. I s the growing practice of combining research and :-nanufacturing 

within a manufacturing corporation one which is likely tG contribute greatly 

to the flow of invention? 

2. Are there reasons to believe that very ~irms or firms in a 

monopoly position will be more able and willing to exploit the aenefits of in

ventive research than smaller firms or firms operating~:'l a compet::.tive indGstry': 

To these questions 1're will add tl'tTO more of.' o·.t:c ·:)Wtl app't 

organized contexts ~ invention. 

t)')ther 

3. Does the research contract firm that 'ld~)es everything~ 1I such as 

Ft!\ND or stan, ford Research Iust i blte have any ad,,\:9,:,~b:;;:2-s:"'r j:1. s 

over the purpose i:rlustrial research 

l~. Does the labora 

servants, offer a stimulating environment in "..r:1ich licl: ti ve aeti vi ty C8.':1 ta.'-\.e 

place~ 

search if it did not think that .:.~uc:! research W')~J 'd "l.~ .. ", -
.' > ~e-

turn ror the t'irm. The best 

T.ier-



t'actu 

1 

labs, a classic case be 

another significant case (M'-1e 11er 1962) 

such as in the recent recessio~. firms 

main cut back 

f'itability. 

ency in most situations seems f{)r the i 

current operati.on by solve sc;ie::1ti e an.d t::cr~ni(;~~, 

undertaking research to I:lake r.:oaest, a::1.:t :Lnsc:l.'EU':- a.s -;;:'88 -~)le, fors'::::eable lL:-

s on the firm!s 

is committed to a policy of enc the Q8-

velopment of basic novelty, it 1>Tould appear that the ind'.lstrial research lab 

is merely a support facility for the firms current activi. 

they are, industrial labs are not invention factories, t~:. in-

ventions have indeed corr;e out of them. Di l:'ere-:It ir~dustY'ie a ~li,grle~ or 
" s r~-J. 

lower proportion of their income on research. In se'rne s ..... relatlve17 
..)" ~ 

little research an.d invention take O"'! 

modern technolog'J such as electronics, inventions or ':-tt :!east subin-".-entioDs 

may well be a basic element of survival of' the firr.:. 

There is some controversy as to -vrhether mOL1o:pol~r (the presence of 

a firm in an industry such as Aloca in b&sie :tlur:1inum production be-· 

fore Ttlorld War II) or oligopoly (a feT,\{ firms -~lP an entire industry) 

is a better situation for technical Fogess and invention than a largenu~nber 

of smaller firms in a 

raised the in American 

gress s an element of tior! 

of an industry which hinder or help invention? or oligo-

poly as a superior patte-rn of industri:..l o:~' bl order to facilitate 

invention are the s of a reasonable siz2 0:' t1:2 o-;J02:'stiC':!. 

size and cut-throat tJ.on do not usual 

on invention (except in 

turG and ,'-1 investment Jr: p.c(::sent tal 



that 

fica,nt (1 

and small tr::cl-:.nol o~,:"y firIT:: in 

reap the rewards of their inventions. Like1'"rise the .i trlJe of' 

and small fir~s where t~e 

tion prove to be conducive to invention, the food ~ for example. ~t 

would appear (on su:pc.c fieial ) that ~:ot 

related with zation of an indu3try. 

The third qt.testion is 0:1. multi~ 

purpose, contract research has been t~st. A corrtr~~t 

spec ifies the output and tr~a t is usually never ~Ln'Jt:mticn. I do ["L()t l"'I',o':ll of 

any studies addressed specifi.cally to invention in the r:!ul contract 

research organizatioa. 

The final question is also not a of researCD effort. 

certain branches of government offer the civil servant the opportunity for i~-

ventive activity. One of the most important is NASA, whose 

by its employees is explained else~ihere in ',the paper. 

of inventions 

The unsatisfactory state of knoHledge here is unfortunate since the 

contract research organizations are their 

fLL'1ding range of clientelle and are nrnv- submitting proposals to 

agencies of the same sort as universities. Perhaps the of the inven--

tive civil servant should best be considered t:'le lines later in 

part four. 

c. Informational conteXt 

The classic case of investigation of the informatiorl2.1 context e>t' >i:~-

vention (and 

level of a trui sm whose effect has been to provide a rationale r~)r 
1M;.\-- "t 

basic scientific research on the gro1.!l1ds" _ l, -will lea.d to technical progress. 

couple of recent investigations into this question seer~:s to fiud 

of affairs. SheI'1;iin and Isensoll in project Hindsight t S[1e~ .d.l:' and 
_. 4' 

lsensor:. \ 

found that there "vas practically no information needed from rec~nt basi~ 

science in a pumber of research and 

jects were military in character and the study took the 

back only fifteen years. V rr'RA!e5 (TR-A.£"e5 1968) on the oth,~!~ :tnj, 

h!:>b" nv~iecf tht' ptrvjcd:. ,{f!£dt (.r)~th rr{)rlJl{f;lnlt(Jl{u~c\,: '15'J r T~i:'f(>S 
(;! I Dll Y' (}~Jf)-n) b;l 
'" f, 7 ., / , 

t.io:: 

. ;f,,~~ 
,J 



f,iderably 

, -

f~.YICi.\ 
time and found a 

nnd(~rl'yin{J; civili~n inv~ntions. 

maGs-enerGY equivalence, nuclear energy could Dot 

other~and) the invention of the ;"Theel 

of \<[hich. tells us that ~Te are 

It is tempting to let the matter drop at this 

much additional effort vTill 

the matter is extremely cri tic'!) .. l. He are 

ducts of our society:. scientific kno·N'ledge and tec:-:'nieal prQ;V-8ss. 

ravel the relationship at a grDss level, let us J..~)Dr::: ~.it :Lve~t.LO~ 'oe:'o1'e ~::o,jer:1 

science. 

Successful inventions before the 

ure in inventing itias the II philosopher! s w-"'ic(' ;1l'lj t~:e J d -" ,---

perty of being able to change base metals, (lead" etc.'!, into 
1i't!4 

this skewedl\.incomplete set of cases may have a se iL tll'Jstra 

ferences,if' any, scientific kno911edge could ;;:ake to an iC:"'i8DtC)r. 

point he could not go immediatelsr to his invent:l-:Jn. [n. 

would have to construct some knowledge base eit~er ~f 

Perhaps 

what dif-

he 
/ 

)r tech4i(r-~e )r 

both to make the inventions possible. ~1hen does he Yl'Jt __ ,:,:ed the kn1w1 edge -::'If 
. . • /n at4l dl~wt'l) ,. ., ") 

uDlversal nrlnclules .r tnls practlcal oaseI ,\Tnen tl~e elements.)f an ir.-
.1; .1.." , 

vention are such that they can [)8 constructed, tested) -and cor:lhinec1 with-.)ut s")r.:e 

principlei The \;)"heel, lever, H~1d :jY' cl-in.::;d 

such cases the invention does not 

elements are of such 

ectual of' the inver:.tor that i!1 order t::J jeaI -:t;~_ th_ 

to a of of 
sG'e .... '1h Fl( 

5, t :':en t hi s ,;.Kn:I ";1'led ;~e ].~. 

inv;;;nti.on. It is a necessary. (lut not sufficie~:7" 

On this ana1.I[sis. it is obv:L s 

so much effort to'd~lrd it discc'Ivery. 1\:1 



can be done cheaply)) Q s 

~]est. A nec~c:~rJ scientific base ezist~ 

lance and other results from nodern 

suIt from ~ different analysis (Schmookler 

failed to sh the 

, Ch 3). 
a 

-~::~ 

is a sufficient lmortlledge base (Nelson et al. 1967" pp. 

i::: always necessary fo:c invention.. Tn :::;on:e~a ::~e 

scientific base is necessary. 

necessary elements of that are im:ned 

of that milieu without recourse to a 

- and the and blind 

sa~e 

after t::.e ne-

cessary base \{as available arg'~Jc ?~r such a co~clusiD~. 

IJook nmv at the tech~ical ·base. One ":'::')1:."::; of' teC:~:1ical 

knOitTledge is the invention itself. Impo:::-tant inventio~.;3 + ' . ",0 DaSlC 

theories and discoveries. Schmookler (Schmookler C~. 4) ~as ~ade a 

detailed study of four industries: railroading, 

and agriculture. He plotted on a tiwe scale 

total patents. 

tions I-'Tas a cause or direct sti.mulus to further inventic;'~, 

fol10\'/ b:{ some interval important inventions. Desp'Lte 

in favor of this assumption, Schmookler 'Jb served n'J ;ouc:-.. 

paper-

inven-

ts w'Juld then 

aft.er a de-
-fJl1? tailed study. It is clear that study, thought G .. ui.te ~-L detail.ed 

Jl1mse tf 
for this field, can in no ,fay claim to be bias free as :'c~:!o:')')klerl\adT!i ts 

(Schmookler 1966, pp.80ff). 

1'1hile no relationship is appare~t in this r'lac:rn-level li!.1king 

important inventions to sub car: 

micro-level the individu::tl inv8Y1tor >:0 Ei 'Ore-

ceding tant invention serve as a caUi;.:;e or sti;:~uJ..u s a 

ventor to rr.ake i'VtP a invention. An ~.r1 0~ 0f the ca~e studies 

in J 8'trke S et al. ((J eitTke s et a1. indicates that anorh2T invent~on is n~t 

a significant ['actor in the cases CDn (~hese dea 
t 1-\; Pc 'r"tant 

. :l.nventi on s . [-os si there ~1.re \.rr:\,)~S ot:ler > 

invention C3.n influence sub invent.ion. 

:.l.t 
, . 
r: .. : 



and technical 

contact with oth~r scientists ~nd 

pattern ot' this are intere 

are most properl~f dealt 't1i th in ~()ble:n t1e~in i 

Diffusion. Suffice it to S8.J that tee 

utmost importance. 

D. CC~:1 text of Invention 

Does 11'3.\e i ts O~la so that ~~e inventi~~ 

leads to another as gllu~L (Ellul 1964) s11ggests~~ Puttin;::; a:~ide 
(12'i( lrlpt Fe/' J e rl'lit ;\t\) 

sidera\tionsf\for this section let us looik at such a p~ssLJility 

nical point of view. It seems that some ir:"/e:1ticm~; are CCCeS;;;aI'Y ~Ln "Jrder "')X' 

other to be made, in that they supply necessary elerEent , or t.hat 1·1hile pr',)-

viding a knowledge baseJthey leave gaps which can te filled 

ventive activity_ 

additional ir.-

Consider the situation in the petroleum industry in t~e part 

of the 20th cent~Vy (Enos ) . The automobile was beco:ning more and r:,ore 

common and demand for was increasing. Thus, economically it was de~ 

sirable to increase the percentage yield of from crude 

Let us look at a sequence of applications to find a tec~~ical progression. 

The cracking process (i. e # breaking dO'Nn c;,x!'lplex hydrocaI'Qons into 
;1l~1'b1tf.( t· !:1 r ~ \ 

simple hydrocarbons) by heat under pressure CDe'v'Tar and :RedT"'O~)d1\lgg.I) was ap-
t* 

plied by Burton and Humphreys in 1913 at standard Oil of Indiana. R=r~iever, 

this process was not a continuous process since the apparatus had t~e tech:-tic,3.l 

defect of a sizable down period The next family af inventions dealt with c:Ja-

tinous thermal cracking proces:"3es, that pr~cesses wjich ~ai 

Four processes of this sort were 

cation of these processes were based occurred around l:')O'~:). Hi th adva.:1ees i:1 

the auto industry, the need for high octane gasolines ~"as 

This could best be met techni by a 'process l,'ril'.Jse on 

high octane. Thus, a new claGs of' processes 

chemical catalysts ca!:1e into bej ng In the late 20s and in t::8 

of these was a semi-continuous process of' ater impr~vem2nts 

o.nd l.rlvention all<'YI'lcd fur con t.L:W,-1US ca 

from the preceding that I,ie cannot rule out the ee',I:l.:,Y: Le -ie::','l:1d 2,.:-: an imp.);:t'1:'.t 



of the development 
Ct PY';!~ rt'55i,V 0 

tec:.i:1ica 1 ;::;:r;:~~' 

ous catalytic 

Dr the se seq'1c:lces ;): pr 
F'Y';:'tYl 

q -t rl C~ -1 . _. ~'" . .,,, 

Anotber sort of technical sti::;'.lJ~:.tio:-: !:'Cl!: 

imbalance within a process takes p1aee. In the 

's flying shuttle speeded a:1d 

process. The i:1ventior 

up the process. But r.cr,-[ was ~n excess P yarn S~ Cart~ 

invented the pry...rer lomJ "'Thieh cO~J"lcL 

the production of c 

raw cotton was needed to 

mechani.zed to such a 

up wi th t:~e 

cotton . 
Ine(aJe c r 

lnve:{tin aro:.lnd. 

firm holds the patent for a product or process that 

ottleneck was ro~~ed 

want to use in their business. These firms alternative of obtaining 

a license to use the patent of of' inve:1tine, around the patent 

product or process vlhich is both not cO~/ered the c)ri 

provides a patentable alternative prDd 1_: t ~Jr pr')Cef:f~. 

found in Enos (Enos 1962) ~/ihere Houdry! 8 

catalytic cracking process came from Socony-Vacuum ~tnd 

petrole~~ companies had the choice of lic~n the 

around it. A number led 

and I,ri thin several years had developed the :fluid 

Inventing around patents is a common occurrente_in 

sl1ght changes in chem~d:.al composition ::!ay yield 

the firm to 

I 

patent and ~;lhich 

C' for ~:is 'Jri 

Oil. The otb3r 

process or invent-

cracking process. 

where 

1960' s ~diht a drug firrn research chemist iu "Hhich '12 refe:::"l'ed to 

o..rotLYld as i1 game (and a game \,'lhic h he \';"3.3 tired of 

research and beCOL'le a cabir:et ;::aker). 

Eccnomic Context of Ill\;ention 

On(' r,·:ray of 

inv~nt~l. on of in te r:med:La te 

- he ;.van ted to 



is to consider the production function (l,Ians fie ld 

of representations of efficient ~ombinations of ca~ital a~1 
,"" "",", 

Jt . It ~t ... i·,,·J (.Yf· re::.;u ... J In a ft --- " •• , r (i "r "'~\lt';.';~ 

An invention, if it is :1n improvement in ::.:(~ ()~ o[nic~ 

l Cr, section 1. above)" 1-:i 11 so[::e reductio;1 of 
alter lV'vt!"T'it'd A 

4'j\production fu..'1ction 1 l'trill be translat':..:J 

so that production :function for an 

production function 2. 

labor saving, or netLtral.. Givea 3.. const8,ut 

of costs of capital and labor) an invention is capita.I if i.t result3 i!1 

a greater percentage reduction in than ix~ JaboT }l.n _r1-

vention is labor saving if it results in a 

labor input than in capit:::11 i~lput ~ 

percentages reductions in capital and labor are equal~ 

It has been claimed (Hicks 1932, pp. 124fT, Rothschild 1956, pp. 

that the relative price of capital and labor could influence the :1ature of' in-

vention, i.e., could induce inventions which 'were or 19,bor de-

pending upon the relative prices of the factors. As the of lacor 

costs to total costs increases, as it has been obServed to do, labor saving 

inventions will be developed. 

However, Salter denies that the price of t'actors might influence the 

! -; d r:,<,) ~, 

nature of invention (Salter 1960, pp. 43-4). Fellner (FeILYJ.er found, ?J..:l;i 

lJIansfield agreed (Mansfield 1962), that in a per-

fectly competitive economy, no forces exist to channel invention to be either 

capital saving or labor saving. Fellner further argued that if' imperfections 

exist ref]~ecting macro- scarci tie s in the rnarket, i~b:?~~ the fact thE~ tJ t::e fi rr~ 

can t t get a particular factor indicate that it 't;-r:Lll 

ri demand in the labor saving case for of 

tal - a price rise for capital - changing the direction of invention form labor 

saving to capital saving. This overshoot-flyback mechanism keeps inventio:l fro~ 

being directed exclusively to one factor. 

But the basic idea behind denying any induc8:;',ent of ir:'.'t~~ltL,")n b:- re-

lative factor price is Salter's (Salter ) l.:".l:or costS:ri S8, 

by labor saving or capital saving is irrelevant. Th'2!'e i,oS no !'es.son tG aSSU:-:;e 

that attention should be coneentratcd on labor sav 
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of' some inherent characteristic of 

to than 

Kennedy (Keun.cdy hac tried to 

assuming that the entrepreneur }r:.J.YJ.ows the functional 

proportion or ~Labor and the 

resources.. This f1L.YJ.ction i s postulated to have certain ~-[!a t;1e~:.3.ti2al 

A.hmad (Ahmad pp. f) has critized s 

p. note 12) h::18 

Kennedy I S crucial i\.L.'1ction. 

Ahmad (Ahmad 1966) has attempted to an 

concept of induced invention shaN'ing hm1 i t norrr:al1~r ocr;urs In the tn7ent~.ve 

process.. However, he assumes that the technical 

is neutral (in the sense d-:i.scussed earlier, it is not b:i_8.S.:::d tm·m:c,1 e5.ti::.'3i 18.:: ... c,r 

saving or capital 

tionable, to say the least, and "rithout it in Ahmad I s analysis, induced invention.J,. 
;H l7i1y 5j~~4U~~ 

is not required., i. e .. , factor saving of either sort of is possiblP-r. I 

On balance it appears to me that this general line of analysis 2.n-

dicates the key role of knowledge in inventive activity 1vnich, 
ak +1'lIs S' oytof 

has,,, economic aspect, is treated in,,·' analysis only as an 

it 
. - . 
t,(:.e eCO:1C~~l.C 

process with certain specified economic properties. Nmv as Salter 

pointed out in his earlier quote, can create a bias ( . 
. J .• e . , 

is biased toward "tvater power and away from nuclear power 11'h8;1 nuelear pO':-Ter is 

unknaN'n). Precisely here is a poi.nt of intervention, but a INhere (at. 

least in our present society) is non-market in character. For govern::''lent is 
rvbS~~ltw'1 +lte 'jf,rft'4h o;" 

not a profit making enterprise and its role inj\, . '. l::na.'rledge is para-

mount. Almost all scientific l:uooledge is free to the user '·Tho has the iacilities 

to input it. The cost of generating and dif':fLlsing t!lis 

institutions. is 

prietary and patent protected. But enormous parts of it 1:1aVe ente:!.'ed ilY:C) t:l::: 

free zone, and the only cost is retrieval and input facilities. 

-New: :looking at the macrO-level, Schmookler has tbat inv2Dtior;., 

at least capital goods invention, follo;ved the investment in industries. 

vention responds to opportunities created by dema.."1d 1'8. ther t~~8Xl 

a detailed analysis dealing 1,{ith the relation of investC1ent to 

invention, SehmooJ\.ler (Schmool{1 er ell. G) 

In-

s 



['or the railroad capital good5 

are that both the 

piJ.He/n~ 
inve stmen t" c 

term t2':'-:;ni 3.:1d try: 

::lnc1 c.'lpi tal 

trn,t the lUHcr 

~ inventions exhibit 

-points in or 

in capital patents. He ~'ound sinilar results in '::'lc;trleu~ ref'~ 

( 
Pp} 

dustry - .'\rld'; +.~ all a·· lly 0ChM OOkl or 0C],.'~'OO>1 'C .. y> 'I r:;i'.h) '.'.! :~' .. , ,"'! '" CT;:-::c:::: ~,:=::C"'::J·,.n ... ...\.\..J, ...J...V-L. ... ~._~ , U .illlJ. ..1"" .... -'-__ ,U J..,,,,,~ ...... ./I._L.. __ ..4- '_/'-'~ ___ .",,_r ~A __ -4. _._-.... ....... __ ~ .... _._ .......... .L.. 

parisons of good patents and/invest!!J:':rrts in I}vr~r 20 

thLl investnent in 1939 and 

the three 

Sch:nookl';:Jr his resul ( 2c1-,rr:ookler p 

1. Invention is an econurDic for 

:Li.s 

~n-

2. Expected vaies ,tli th sales cf.' emaodying the 

inventions. 

). sale of 9.re 

present capital goods sales. 

( Sctunookler f s use of patent statistics to make statement) about inve!1tion 

\vill be dealt '-lith in the section \'Ti th measures of' inventive activity.) 

From the broadest point of viev;, the first sto:tement is the r:::ost ir:-:

portant. It says that invention is part of' the market i.JrOC'2SS (but note at 

least that this point of view' can ,on the basts of t'~le data advanced, 

only to private sector for physica.l inventions in a 

ticated market economy with some possible additonal £'icatio!1s). Inve:1tion 

is not primarily to satisfy social or human need, to kIlo;·;, to pe::fect tecoJ1ical 

mearlS. It is ·:~o make a buck. Thus :: Schmookler n. 

is an economic variable rather tba.."r1 a variable external to the eco:"lomic 

Also it is important to note that Schmookler! s analysis Jeal ;;..,ith capital goods 

invention in te:rms of the industry in \·rhich they '\'Till be used, not the indl!stry 

i'rom 1vhich arc)se" 

in certain c;.reas ,,·rill be ta.ilored and 

1'Th13re the best profit opportunities (determined 8ta t~'.:~ent s 2 and 3) eXi st • 

a ne'iv metal 1.lorld, ..... Ylg invention \vill be more to the 

of 3.utomobile components than to the fc1.orication 0.1' 

~would be intcre to this 

creates the dct1l::1ud such as defen:.::c ,~-1.~:~~ S~\:'::"C2 .~'he 

here is that, 

be.furc 



1"rcre practical and if the resal ts "'ftT'3re similar tof.1-]r::: raiJ.rc):J.d 
) 

level and the direction of of l~~ustris~ ~ 

sector case analyzed by SCrlIrlOokler. 

Schmooklcr C~. 9) also 

factor in the dissemination of consumer s invention. nere 0 "", .... 

the consumer's 

to be 

';'fell as utll"tinfluenced 
v 

But to my 

inv-olved ,:ri th 

Lacking the detailed analysis of the 

and tL-:e 

of 

as expressed in consumer preference in determining eonsu,:rr.er invention seems 

to be an open question. 

There is one final point to be considered in ~rith the eco~o:nic~ 

context of invention. !J.'his point deals l,'lith the cort3 of sc:icm.tific :lnd t8.C~~-

nical knowledge and is extremely crucial. Hawever, it is rrg that the 

economics of intormation best dealt 1vi th in the section 1e-

fini tion and idea generation and with the diffusion.. The economics of knotfledge 
/5 a. topl<.. ... : ..... CkCY"ti'S ;b~~ rnf)r~ /.:J)Y"k he(a~5P 
in our contemporaYlJ situation has become an extremely crucial 

3. Measures of Inventive Activity 

A. Input Measures 

1~!lat goes into inventive acti vi ty? but most 

crucially, information, and people, 1vho embody much of the ir:.fcrmation. A 
+J.-e 

measure in traditional sense implies some scale as a compariso0.. I.'rith ~..;hat 

is being measured. Perhaps as Ernest Adams has we broaden the 

concept of measurement to one of needed infor~ation. In this case, t~2 

information 1ve need is hOyT much inventive :LS C)~. 1tI~r:,~e:lti.\re ~l;::::'-
plJlt' 

i vi tyll for purposeS' can be de fined as a set of 

ideas or a problem and making the idea ,('lork, efficiently or othe?:";'lise, or 

the problem, i.e., going from the idea to the invention (i\uZ!lets pp. 

Schmookler 1962, p.44). (The problem of correlating inventive actiyi 

the actual 

cuss later.) 

. number of inventior6 is one Ivhich ';!e: 

One immediate possible ''lay of inveuti 

dis-

is to consider expenditures for research and developmcmt. Hel'c; \>;e t1::l.ve .:1 :;U::~-:"::2r 



ttl 
tc 

;;;carch and 

is that this measurel;";ent excludes 

of' the exp~nses df corpor:3.te, , and oth'-'!I' 

deavors. i'fO"vl individual inve:1tors are irLlportant ·]:::::.;;~~r.;.:;;:::t al. 

vention, Per-they still recci ve a fican.t f'r':lction of 

this loss of' information is 

search and is 
Si)r.\~ 

the "thing as 

development includes three of activiti'2s. ?irst is ~o~-ni3sion oriented 

research, scientific and tech:1ical with a direction but 
B ;Itts 

not designed to achieve specific, conrete In t'c.e industrial contex.t, 

examples of non-mission oriented research are the wor}::.. of Ca.t'others at duPo:lt 

) and. 

1962). T:.'1e second is mission oriented research in which the research activity 
a?\lel 'Oprne!o'lt) 

is lmdertaken with a specific, concrete in mind.. The third.Jf\is CO:1cer::ed 

with creating a prototype product,device, or process out of preexisting ele'::ents 

and improving it until it meets criteria of use. The "",Ihieh I am 
Jqt~ 

is that of TRAlEsr (T~£ice$) modified to spc:;ll out that cievelopnent takes place 
J r'de~rd ((I,j dP!le/cpl'!!lfit 

before as 'Hell as after invention. Other typologies ofj1.:i:;+:3M:t:'GB: are found in 

Kuznets (Kuznets 1962, p. 34) and Schmookle.y (SeclY10cklejr p.) ., T~'1is 

parti tion is chosen ,because it re fleet s r:early the totality of ~Yrhat ea.'1 be 
llyJ 

lumped under research and development lindieates that :1.nventive aeti vi t:r is only-

that part of development ',fhieh takes place before the 
I 

T-ypieally R~·D expense figures are not brol\.en do-wn cO~1venicntl,,/ to yttld by dollar 

or percent the cost of inventive activity., Even if they ",-Tere, hO;vever, ther-e is 

the problem of determining 11hetber in fact the cost of' inventive ?vctivit.y is a 

measure of' inventive The 

0:[' men differ considerabl~. 

100 kat};:.s'? 1nere is no easy an S'vier • The salary cost o:~· J.:JC 

may '\vell be 50 times that of a. creative engineer \·ritll ~1l1 i-~ 

tude. So,:i.s 50 times the inventive activity 

so. 

Approaching inventive activity fro;;'} t::12 

r:le:u;ure of' i.n-venti \10 :leti vi 

lip· )['1') . 

inventi'l8 arti-

It ,;,ro'Jld not :"".UDear 

r2search a~ld 



There lS tAp "b" 
Y: POSSl l of trying to 

ycntive 

a scale ror inventive talent (Kuznets 

before, salary cost ~'Jon f t 

some psychological scale 

an effective L'1eaSure,. the onl:r ,,-lay to go :i_s 

to L 
U 

are 

? 
, ; 

here is that the difference betw'een humans in inventivp. 

qualitative rather th:l...l'1 qWJ.nt'U~ative: it thre:3hold C,L iCI~.:1,ti~I0 l.S ~i.e-

f'c)r a pc~ .. llO'ticl~l:1T j_L1~J(:;l.1.·~,~ic;rl. .L-l){Xr'1!~":.. ~'1 -,-~ r;'"> -', -. .A n.1- v:~_ ~.:1..i. ..:,....;.. t.J;.... ~,.) 

giving a 100 T hours of IPT U:nventive Potc:n.{~ial-Time}~ 1_~ lS 

that three other in'v"entors 2'"_tch ",'lith an II' of' 

could make the same invention (in 1+50 1FT). Bec8.us2 of' the threshold dif'~:ic:.'_ll 

the scale is not interval)and ,ore lack a ba.sis 01:' 

situation is even more 

ordinal scale, that is, a collection of lists of inventors in different areas 

ranked according to their inventive capabilities. For ,..., "..l-" .. 
bm~ 1..,(1 may c e 

better than Jones in electronics. Petell may be better than Smith in chemistry, 

etc. 

If one wants to construct a production function foy invention, con

sirer."that every act of production here may change the production function it-

self. All production functions aSSUl2le a given state oi.' 

of input in this case, however, is to change the state of knCYtlledge.. Renee, 

successive acts of production may accur under uIlique production fU.:'1ctions. 

Moreover, different projects at the same time operate under different prod1.~ction 

functions for similar reasons'." (Schmookler 1962, pp. 1~9-50). 

In summary, no input measures of inventive acti.vity currently ex:l,st. 

Sanders (Sanders 1962, p.63) finds input measure the Qost 

sures of inventive activity and urges further ~.;or~;:_ rU.s 

crucial to understanding difr'iculty 1~-i th all sorts of Ele::.',s"u"e 

others of inventive activity. Kuznets (Kuznets 1962, :p. ) enc.ourages ±'u:,the!' 

work along the lines of stUdies in specialized hurrr..a.n atilities, and cO:lsideys 

it approprate to davm play the tmportance of monetary measures :l.ll t~lis CO~:t2Xt. 

B. Output Measures 

Inventive activity result in inventions, a de ['ini tl; l'Utput. T ... 11 



section ~"le 1{ill consider the output, d'3aling 1·rith r:,11 !'C;').St:.!'8S of' 

patent statistics \.vhich we -vril1 consider 3.S a me:;t~;u .. C':: 

:?(~ction .. 

Invention h8.s as an output 

is a result of the '3ntire innov3.tion proces.:: :tn.c- ;.:.1 

Jii'T'usion. Invention, onl:r one i'::;.ctor of that 

(S~nders 1962, pp. ). 

-para ted sufficiently to 0.110.'[ us to be 81) cal. 

as a measure of invention. 

Kuznets (Kuznets pp .. 24i'f') G~-:~;.t tc-,e tecr2..c'1.ical potential, 

i.e .. , the effect of the invention on further tecrlJ..'1.ical and on thep!'ogI'ess 

of in an.d economic 

invention to cost reduction or to the production of' ne:.·r in 

be good output measures of an invention. The or' these r~easures '::'or 

all inventions 1'lould represent the output of inventive actj.vi ty.. The 

is to construct 1'lays of measuring these potentials.. !ntu.i ti vely, theSe COQ-

cepts have considerable appeal. One evaluates the potential of &''1 invention. as 

a measure of it. N01f if this potential is evaluated i~·~ ti::le at the point of t'::1,,= 

invention, this potential looks into the futu:J;e\"lhich :Ln. the ordinary cour~;e of 

things is unkn01'111. To evaluate the future, economic and of' an in-

vention would require some relationship between the in'lention at some time <;L.'1d 

state of affair in later time. NON it is intui ti 

political clirrate, other inventions, and many other 

c:.:vious that social ::::tnd 

w'il1 have impact 

upon these future states a wi.de range of potenti.:::.l outcomes to the i_::1-

ventions. 1,10reover, not all inventio:ls are developed,...,2.l1d of the number that 

are n at aLl :J.rc ~~n",,:,"" "'-.Q 
.. -........ ...1 ---

. ., 
cion into t'U.tG::'~2 "-..:.~ ~: ::r2:;~ ...... - < I 

ble amount of comple::<i ty. 
t,~~1 

It may be possib1e" by' 
7nM1!(~l 

economic gnd,.. 

potentials output of past invections, 'le can arrive Cl.t SC::1e gres.ter insight into 

measurement of' this sort. But this pos sibili ty :..-;ee~V(.s C~ VOle; 

the difficulty of informalion ::1.bout all I'el 

inventions, and in the cases 
! ~\tGnJ'l{r:tJ rr;1 

-::r:l '. ~:.ttret1 at all. 

Allother :::.1 terrw,ti ve is to Si:~y ttu t; tik' i. 

t11":J.t this is the output me:J.S'LG>e. But 



U.3 to what an invention is vI0rt:l, such as Y.uznet! ~~ 

tLOl1S leads us to our next sc:ction 'ifhich dca,ls 'di :~}-:. 

c. Patent Statistics 

/;1_ 
The key to ~..rhether statL::tics a..rf-2;1t r::eaS 11re r ~-' 

,.1..1.. irrventive activ: 

lies in the:iUm'ler to the qU'23tion of hry;·r .-.• eft,_ 

does a patent count 

the of' time covered the 

most extensive use of patent 3tatistics in his ;.{orl:: 0':1 t~le econorn.ics of L~1':;2ntion, 

and we ~"ill rely on his '-lork to 

patent stg,tistics (Sch'1'tookler 19(e, eh. 2) ~ 

a ti~~\~8 C~lS'2 ~eor tlle U2.e o:f t~ 
[.tV(e{4f?) /)5 <1 (~ltrta,,+ ~JflYftU,t Ujr~ 

:::1li::.be::.~ of pa tects ~'!'[jj;;' ,-:en::""; 

the number of inven~j.-~5jSJtn,~~~~~Jl:e~:a~~)\·~+~;1t1\:*f~~~?t ,j t:le 
worth of each invent{o~ the patent co"lmt gives some approximate measure 

of 

of in-

vention nn::~ illver.tiy~ acti'lity~ 

Thus, if ',-re knm., t~e 

nllil1ber of patents, l,.;e can Now the :Ls most 

tovrard the individual private inventor Ttlho needs tr-ds since he lac};:s 

the means to develop his invention in most cases. this century, corpore.te 

research and development efforts and government research and ef-;:orts 

have been increasingJand they have moved to dominate invent.i'J'e activity, es-

in science based fieldy such as chemipst?:y and electronics as 'oppose{ to, 

say, mechanical invention 1'There science based developrnent is not as dominaf4{;/. 
In the 1930s and 19l~Os t'fo trends began which made less attractive to 

corporate inventors. The first of these ,,,as a stronl~er ,g.nti-trust enforcer::ent 

policy. Court decisions tended to restrict th2 f:'("eedD:n to t:'1E: ex-

tent of or _or 

reasonable for corporations vThich he15 ~t 

strong competitive interest in a particular T':-l.us, far fro~ 

a monopol;:.r to a patentee, thi.s pattern of use of 

the disclosure to obtain the patent tu bc~aJ: 1.1ll ~1,. Besid.es 

this, the of contested 

from to 

time r·~·tent 

t'l'Or:: j to !~ II. The 



has not improved that much since. In addition ';-Tit~: the; 

t'llilc1ed research and dc:velopment, liens \.'Iere put (Ja >?,tc:: 

so that the governm':;:2:1 t could us":; 

these disadvantag:2, frOID the 

live 1{ithout patenting some of their invention. 

1·1~1.S less than expected.. For 

to capitalize on invention, the firm had a built-in le2/i over its cQ:lpeti tors 

,·rho even llilder the pa,tent could st5.JJ. invent arD1l"ld its 

fi:rms to 1fhich to 

curta:i.ling pat-enting (Sch·erer et <:1.1. Iff:>.. ) • ~3C{1r:lOc1-:1·=r ~~crtT.c)oLle~~ 

1966, pp.. ) indicates that there is evid.ence tnu:c i'ir:':;s C071cerned. 

.... vi th possible anti-trust proceedings by the U. s. 
curtailed their patenting practices. 

vJith the movement of inventions a'd:},Y fro~n t'he 

of Justice have also 

scientific (Stafford 1950, p. 3~-7), the costs of inven ti ve have increased) 

and together with the increasingly stringent patent office requirements fo!' n07eltY
j 

and the non-patenting phonomenon indicated before have altered,over time,the 

patent-invention correlation. The basic patent '\-ras developed in the days 

of the independent inventor, with little or no corporate RW existing. It he~s 

not been substantially altered. Although i3chmookler is able to show that pate~lt 

statistics reflect at least the direction of the trends; he feels that their use 

is most significant for the period before 1940 when non.-:9atenting of inventions 

was a relatively minor phanomenon. He claims that i .. le can learn something fron 

the judicous use of patent statistics. Indeed, much ot' ~is long-teTI!1 research 

program relies on this data. 

Kuznets (Kuznets 1962, p. 37) points out tr:at the difficulty with using 

patent statistics is the differences of magnitude of ttte inventions patented / re-

call that his output measures for this were the tec!l."1ic?¥l 2.rli eCO:1c\~:-;ic 

potential of an invention). For , V_le inVo.ition of the ".-2 

is of a much greater magnitude than the invention of' lighter. Tais 

difficulty could be dealt 1vith if the average magnitude of each patented inve:1-

tion were constant over a long period of time. But the difficulties r:::e:--1-

tioned earlier in determining the potentials of' &"1 in\:-;:ntion, this constanc:/ 

would appear to be an assumption. On the empirical 

Sanders (Sanders 1962, p. 69) feels that 

, it lack.s 

as an index .::r::: 



inventive activity depend on 

s are de2;~ed to serve as useful i.n'L~x. 

2. The input per ,-rferage 

1<lhile Kuznets 'worries about output, Sanders \t!o~!'I'ies about input over 

time - both reasonable CO-:1CerDS. To acldz'ess ~;a .. nder3 r ~'irst 

e3 .. rlier reasons of' inventi.ve ::1 .. cti yi 

vention is i.e .. , -the of' 

important. To the second t, T'I/C; have ;::;ee:r t;r!3,t i::.le .,..~ 

based invnetions is generally higher than input :l:"or 

invention. Hith the proportion of science-btISc~inventicJ ri 

condition is not satisfied. 

">;e (lisc~1.ssel 

the seco::.d 

Schmookler r S answer (Schmookler 19<)2b, pp. is to the effect that 

in general these two effects are not significant in the period before 1940 1_::1 

which he place most reliant on patent statistics. He concedes the difficulty 

for the period bcg:Ln;}ing with 1940, and hence essentia- eliminatE,&' the possi-

bili ty of placing strong reliance on patent statisAJcs for work de3..1ing "dth 

the present and future. 

D. Critique and Prospects of Measures of Inventive j\ctivi 

The proceeding discussion indicates that there lS no single or co:r!

bination of totally acceptable measures of inventionF' or inventipte activity. 

Given some places to look, we have i'olLnd the situation in which even those \.".~o 

rely on such measures only use them critically and with care. Let me revie~f 

the three areas I covered one one, their 

First there are rl'.easures ~ 

val:,~able of these is some measure of the of ~l~an effort involved ~~ 

an inventive activity. But the measurement of a.>1Y sm_·t of' 

abili ty has proven extremely difficulty (e, g., in the l:ecent concern over c1.;.l tural 

bias on IQ tests). The basic qllestions here is whethE:!l' 

might ll.sefully inve eert:1in hurr:an 

patterning and configuration making abilities to use ell1 



formation about inventive tal~nt 

provi;::;iona 1 typology. Care should be 

to 

e::3.mple, ~:U:lrlt2tj 3 
,tI 

sed in si~l ~nd ~cGnomic 

t'2nt: als is [tn output measure. The 
1 

sures see~s very similar to tt2 ~ethod 

sort of m~asure would be more 

of the innovatio:iprocess. ':Lhe of Cl~::':3e3svr;::;nt is pres3c 

not in very trenendous enthus:Lasr~ for assess;::ent. 

The problem of' 
~fw~v~Y' 

solution. 

ture possibilities 

do not feel that 

is 

it 

the tutures is conside!'ableJ a.rd irdeed ~2,S no rea.listic 

effort tmf8.rd~~\rr:.ulation, ot' sor~:2 re9.sonable :'u-

ma::1e as in ?~··~.'~·2 
-,-

~r: 3 ~D C~:r ('-:~j--t c.-'- al. U.!.. ,",v 
--~~""''''-='''-~----

is worthHhile at this point to d this sort of out-

put measure for the invention phase of the innovatio:-l~rocess. 
SOrt I 

The final ~ of measurement is patent statistics, 

I 
/ .. 

measure. The debate over their usefulness brie 

also an out nut 
IS ~ 

:n~{ text qui te 

vigorous. No one completely believes in 

throw out patent statistics as totally useless. 

time they deal with, the less useful they 

stat:Lstics, and no O;le -..rants to 
-fht' 

Yet:- the more recentltperiod of 

t':1e T~Ti se st 

course is to follortT Kuznets I suggestion to stud~{ the total patent application 

(Kuznets 1962, p. 40 ) rather tha,n merely cOlL'1.ting each as if it :,·rere 

one unit. For an tentative , one the information con-
tt')eltt 

tent of patents }tracing time lags beb.;een the develoJ=f' of t.he information 

and the use of the information in the invention pr-ocess. One ':night sj-w:l,knform-

ation trends in various areas of patenting to see if' avers.,ge inforr::ation 
()j(e!'tt~ s 

content 

of iXl di i~t\e'rent J'ie 1.d S j\ l:ii tr~ l"e seJ,l~cl: 

these fields time serie 

".;ay of evaluating information content T,{hich Hould be satis ot' the pur-

poses Could be established. The evaluation of in.Cor~nattun cmtent seer:!s, at 

least at first , to be some111hat easier than t:12 

earlier. 

In Ewnmary, I believe tlla t c1 

venti ve :"lctiv in tl-:.c EeI1S2 01' 



t .. /~lere these me.'J,surcs 

whc.ce useful 

provide 

can be 

sought 
, '>U Ch q)" , 

the level of' inven ti v,= acti vi ty, even if no st:ric~1J~~1 tf';:[':;a.l sca.le) can t~ [:-0-

1.1·. Reward s, Incenti vef and ControlS of Inventi \Ie i\cti vi 
j 

1\. 

ventor a year 

t~~(MMf;)o 

States 

on his invention .. 

~ 

lrb..1;'IJ) 

1~er!~t 

~ , 
" Dr I { .... q;:-} ~f> 'llt') 

disclose his invention to United state Patent Offic::, pa:/ a fee, and v:ait a 7:ew 

years until the Patent Office has determir:.ed t,.;hetbe:~ filS invention is "f1lorthj' of 

patenting by a sufficient advance over the 

vious exists. I'f a :pa, t 8::l tis 3}:13.:cd c;:J. 

art on which no pre-

17 ~ ':-=>';:;',... 
,.f '-' ~"~k 

monopoly which, h()1',vever, he must prepared to defend in the courts at his o,;-rn. cost 

against 

compensation 

If he 'dishes, he may grant to otriers for a 

a license to make use of his invention during the ~erioj 

of its protection, or he may as 

vidual. 

his patent to HE tioD or other ~~di-

Begun in 1790, the patent system has been 

tures since examination of' applications for novelty was 

in its major fea-

its development has consisted in a series of improve!7lents. One 0 f the cost re

cent of' theSe is the llDiselosure Document Program!! rYolnclites 1973). The 

statu1i;appear to be written 1dith the inventor being aD in.jividual of 

any organization. Hm.,ever, wi th the social s in the United states 

from 1790 to date, tl'lO other clasees of inventors have co:::e increasingly into 

prominence. The first is th.2 corporate im/entor --;'lho :f'u:.:.ctions as a corpor?::-? 

in reseal"'cti ::LrJ.d Such e~-

, UpOi1 

some arrangement as to dispoGition of any invention 

of their emplo,'yTIent Ivith the firm. Hopefully, this ~'Jill be benefi-

cial to both s. 'Che most typical case is that :dl~.~;,yentions to t1~e 

I.'irm, 1;"rhich c.hen re;·rards the ia t 

vention for its 

the fi rm n:::l~'" let t.he 



./ J 

of corporations Horking on Government l{~D contrac::t;::; elY s o~r 

1'1orJ..:.ing at 

thc~ tc~ntable t to 

its employees. In the latter case, 

i~:ventors by ma}:ing monet'J..ry 8 .. 

do.nee \.;i th the of the inyentic~. 

these grants may t~lpically be of the order o~' a f'::;'l h:mdred dollars, ~',ith a',iards 

for inventions into a 

becomes more involved in rese;:l.rcL: 03.::.1 ani in 

basic s and services fen~e, space h~~l~h c~re. etc.,) secto~ :~-

vention v;1.11 grow in importance. 

B. Problems with the Present and Pl~lns f'or~ its 

economic, and informational conditions in United states since the patent syste~ 

was first devised in 1790. Hhile this may seem a truism, it has same interesting 

consequences. 

As has been pointed out earlier in the 

up before corporate public sector 

significant in the United states. It has remained es 

when the examination for novelty of patent applications 

patent system gro"l1 

invention beco~e 

static since 

N (j'tT 1trhen one 

talks about rewards, incentives, and controls of i.nventive activity, one is talk

ing about individuals, prof~ t and non-profit prganiza ti ons, .c#<'-<' the 
aliJ tilt HH'ddHllHhS Un/((" YeCjLt/c;trfkr H". 

-~""- their complex relationships; r How'ever, one fir st thinks of the patent office 

because that1s where it all begin. But to think of the uroblems of the present 
except FllV COil1f}llt,;rs; bf 

system, it appears that ~ , ~ the patent office tneApresen~ system appears o~ly 

indirectly involved ';'1i th inventive activi J 2~1 in:orr:al in the sense ~~a~ 

t11e mecht~'6isms are not so expres 

out (Markham 1962, pp. 595-6) 11 ••• r:rhe soundest conclusic'r1 is that in recent 

years no more than one-quarter to one-half of total inventive activity in the 

United states is governed by the profit inventive ani thetradi tiorlal n~e9.:',s (1';:' 

public control as embodied in patent and anti-trust II 

Nmv, the principtl.~ mf:~ans of' invent:Lv,::; acti vi 1Jl~ese:~ 

is via the principlIt economic input to research and \level the Federal 

77:.£ Federal h(u; l;eco:rc t~lC L.;:; ti>" ':. :1-

venti ve acti vi ty) since over 11a 11' the re search and de 1jel 



('J.nc1 this has not decreas8d ~---""-' in the ir·ter; 

inventl v;:; ac ti vi 
+;',~ p4/en t 5 '1)}.ll;',tl) 

I ul3,r t:.nar[! .1,:)-;2, p. 

Trhe ?ed0ral 

) ~t.'3.ted 

p.n:~sent patent on tT~TO prernis':.":;s desl 

than its social cost~ 

1. 

exceed research and 

re-: ... rard s ~'Tould such s i.n 

property 

:.rl-

17 T.f"'t:J.t:l-r 
,!,~.,'t ___ 

duces inventive acti vi ty that othe01ri;;::e ':Tu'J.ld not. be underts,[:;:'8rl. 

stated differently, in the absence 0:' pa1>:;nt t}-;.e social 

benefits of invc~tive activi 

the patent is to narrcw the jifrerence. 

2. Perspective to in the for~ of ne~ products~ proces3es 

and disclosed knmvledge the patent systen'. 2::1COurages ex~eeds the 

social cost of the 17 year 

IJlarkham's suggestion (l'/!arkham p. 602 ) 'or improving the present 

patent system is to consider -'ete industrial lab as t~e organizatio:1al 

context of invention and to divide inventi.ons into t1;'TO s. L.'1e first is 

major technological break-throughs, such as catalyt:;ic ;~~ra,cking, the transitor, 

and float glass" The second category is smaller, inere:rleY';.tal 

category would recieve different protection. or tecr:n:i. ~al break-tb..roughs 1'l0uld 

be protected for period of time. Incremental i inventions for short 

period of t~~\e. The problem is ,of course; drm.ring the lirre. But this difficulty 

is easier to solve than the fundamental problem "",ith s proposal for patent 

reform ( ) . 's basic 

the US2r but tha.t the use 0::' l{is 

solution is to have all inventors make public di~~closu~'es of their :L~ventio.:;,s 't;--~lich 

could be used as as the user sUbwits to the iJ1Vention 

the in:t'orm:ltion necessary to determine the social V9 .. \1'8 0 7.' the l.nvention. 'lTne 

inventol' is then a Cit based on the social 

}\noL>ll:;r ',:-. 



anti-trust policy. A t COn'IC:Y ::1 

0arlier in the :qper, the recent 

(~cl'tain tc~es tC) lice:'l 

royalty. rrrlis effect ca:1(~els the 

system~ by disclosure requireme:1t na:3 ce:!ome ::J ::::;',1.:.13 f')f 

trllst The role or an:i 

ives for invention requires mure exploration. 

is incentive control cechanism for 

sent state of affair, anti-trust is also 

tions crucial for "the • 1-lncenu It is to 

picture) and not only to syste:r1 in isoJ 3,t~ t any ve 

proposal for improvement and/or reform of ir.centiven ~~O~"tr'ols Q,f ic·/ention !:'lust 

address itself. 

c. Evaluation of Re1ilard, Incentives, and Control on IrrJenti~fe Itcti vi ty -

At this point in time, the control mechanism on the incentive for in-

vention must be considered comprehensively, 'i. e., no PH, tent 
Qf4IlJ,f'VJtth 

fr OrTI 1\ t;h~ lnteri"'face ot' the patent system ~vi th anti-trust 
\../ 

reforw apart 

and 1,-Ti th V:1e 

government's research and development It s[waJe ty':; cle8.r by DOtT t>at 

the control of inventive activity is the Fedc:l'e.l 

control is indirect in that it does not influence 

of: specific devices, it can move inventive talent and. ~:.L!~ti\,~i 

area of interest. To look a t inventive acti vi t:r as V?:lte activity exclusively 

is a great error. Public sector invention, invention 1d,thin the private secto:::
l-}lt'l 

for the public sector, anct,.Jaix~private-public sector situation s£lould be aD i:r.-

port ant part of any Hhl1e the 

(1:18 are soc 

3.. less and 1ess t role "." 

government policy in the resear.;:;h and a:tti-trust aT'C~.s. 

I have not discussed proposals for direct 

cause the government is 

public o.nd mj.xed public and sectors) 

to individu::-tl inventors Hould 

i.n i"That it. is the :L~ld:Lvidual s 

men t and inn()vation 



&f 
u~1.tion rOl.lghly on ~ part 1vith the supporting r~~1-~JL(::!~Lo?f!'e:T+>i:"i~3:-~ 

industrial and e:i.vil service Hho inve~Tt h~) 

Becaus~ or the alr~ady pxi 

that direct to inventors oppose£{ to 

Bsary. 
i 

~ ~h::1t ele~nents should CL 

of inventive acti vi ty contain'? 

:i.. National tecrl.1."'lic9.l 

should .tu . .:.'1d '? 

2. of use of ~I. ::,;.d 

non-profit :::1nd indi'lidua.ls. 

3. Policy of reward j;,i"invention dealing l;'J:Lth the 'fClriuns c1asses of 
,fl-f;sJrl:el 

inventors ~4),-1~ by Federal funds and 'late funds. 

4 .. 
inventr as an independent individual or in sOr:'~e :-:>rganlza"tl.onal :::0:'.:-

text. 

These elements should be intergrated into a pla.n; ~ecause each 

impacts on the others, i. e., who can use an invention ::1. s ireportant in determin

ing how the reward should be given to the inventor. 

I kn~v of no effort to develop such a 

required to supply a knowledge base for sueh 

5. Conclusions and Recomendations 

Research appears to be 

What is known about invention largely physical invention 

in the private sector. This limitation in our lmo!tlledge is critical only if other 

aspects of invention are important. The bulk of this payer has shown t~at 

are. TI18 area of sector inven.tion, ~u:; =:_n~lica.:~,2d 

expenditures for :;esearch and d.eve:l 

present lack of a generally instructive or of what cOLstit"lltes 

public sectOr invention and the matter and expent of Its is a 

lactma. Also, social invention (for the :purpose of this stu~ly) :LGsofar as 

imp9.cts on physical invention needs considerable clal~ii'icatioll. Hmf and .1-.:5 

the difference bcb;"een the treatment of 

tors in our country'? Do social inventions stimuln.te 

vice versa? 

1 

iT I ' 



On an even more 

expressed the c:onservativ·~ attitude of 

a.nd 

eCl.stern ~~,tti tude 01' 3. need by 

context, faced as ~e are by a 

crisis'? 

Finally there are areas "\.;i thin t(le coverage ai.' t~is e3S;.i.~/ -;'7l::.ich 

rneri t attention, such as measures and r':;~·nrds of i:rr-::nt-::"'18 ";.cti,:!i 

In our is 

Hhat is currently 

be less important in the future. It is \'rhicl::. structu.res cn.r 

}:i'1CJTtlledge about invention and ita ran.;'an;:s of' 
F Jrlr,,~ vii 

The recorrJDlendations that follO'rT .rt areas of· inv8!". tion 
~r _ 

i;.rhere 1{';"'11.0":'Tledge could be I t:::y l.;C;iJe 'J.S c lea.?:' as -~;j_ t~:cut 
"i dt1a.! ) 

spelling out particular research project~. fne nUffibering is not in rank 

Areas in invention needing more detailed stu:JY: 

1. Alternative Approaches to Invention - In a 

be appropriate to explore the techrdcal ~ind social aspects of adopt-

ing alternative approaches to the solutton of which our 

society is accustomed to solve by the prod.:lction of novelty, ~_.e., 

invention. In our 1'e sources ~:m~i ;::ontext t~ese 

approaches may be useful in selected contexts. They are: 

novelty to the least possible; 

as fmv s as possible in the ;:::urroanding en-'lironc.e:!.1tO' 

b. Desolving the need either by 2.ttention else1.,here or 

encouraging behavioral patterns In :Hhieh the need no 

exist. 

(A need is a need in a 

2. Fublic Sector Invention - ~,:~ 

the structure of public sector inV'2ntj.()1~ ~~nd its links ~{i th the 

private sector, the pate::1t system, 

pointing areas for detailed study _ ~·.fe 

this area and the first step is to i 

a structure in t,::;rms of' \fhi ell l,lfe can 

policy, etc., pin-

need nore data i:1 



ti j; 
l~tle result oil :Jc)c~j_r:tl invcrli~i()r6. ',<i f ; rlc;(_~(l' 

, ~., , ... ~ 
.:.;.;..:...',J ...... 

of tecrmical (9,ud scientific) UE2d in invention is an 

area of 

particular on the role of' tIle 

End diffuser of teehnical and ;3cienti t'ic 
"I' " ( " r 1.,/ -I-.. n r JJ b ,;J;t~'";""'J~!( n[ <O·Y+-'". ' (lrf us<?.ful. J.l )", ..... (;i.JL~ ':'t ~ I, ~,Y1 v r q., '. '-' ..... M .". ""'! \' ~ , -

of the hUL'l3.n 

combination of' 

as 8. gener9.t;o!' 

These studies s::1ould not be directed e.t the prod~ion of interve.l 

and 

hum.CL.1"J. inventive traits. 

6. Car~er Profiles of Contemporary Inventors - A most useful study 

would deal 1\ii th the career profiles of' te, industrial a~d 

government inventors with emphasis on the organizatio~al context 

in 1-Thich they function vari.ous phases of their career. Their 

sources and uses of technical and scientif:!c information~ and thel V 
) 

economic relationshipjshould also be considered. 

7- Comprehensive Study of the Rewards, Controls, and Incentives of 

Invention - This study should include pe..tent policy, g,llti-trust 
115.c;~Clll.s 

In 

poliey, and the Federal budget. 1.~'1e development of a frame~.,ork i..D 

which the contemporary situation in this area can be addressed C02-

prehensively. This study would serve as a knowledge base to develop 

a coherent public policy in this area . 

.. I urge tl'U.lt studiec f::'lOul:i 'be confined to aree..s or c,:x-: ::2:~-

porary importance \vhich 1vill con tinue~ to as :L:l 
1,J.. 0PffrtY( t·}1 

and presently unimportant areas 1vhich on the basis ot' trends, ·w roe J ,...,,..,,f"'IY'·"!'"Cl 

the future. 
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'.2.£ 1 i s r 1 s a rj dr ~ 3 sed t u t r 1. 8 32: D (re :~ c: Ell'" C , 2. ~ 1 J 
development) phase of t'le In!1.0'latl.o:1 proccs:s. I: l3 

difficult for tilis ',\friter to clea.nly separater~.E(J 
the otner phases of t':le process.. To Q.~j ~=7..t'2nt 

includes all of tile othf:;r phasc~;; of the innO'fation 
process--problems are defined and ideas are created, 
inventions are constructed, appJ.icatlorl3 re3ult, 
and diffus to 0 r zat funct is 
accor;lplisrH~~du As tilis paper evol'Ies it ~';ill bc:come 
clear that tndre considerab R&D 
ana tIle other p~lase3" cspecia 1:9:1 de tl'Jn 
and iuea 1.'lc. tion and th lCcltior! .. 

It ls necessary, hOH8ver, to partitio!"! tne innova
tion process into phases in order to identify areas 
of study and to adequately report tIle state-of-art. 
Hence, someTN£lat artificially, an H&D phase h2-;:; been 
identif'ied and defini=d as lithe loplTIen :,':0 
undertaken to convert the invention into a usab ~ 

.feasible end result. II frhis definition of R&D apparently 
is consistent with the view held by many industrial 
R&D laboratory directors. ¥or example, the associate 
director of one corporate laboratory of a large, United 
States firm stated: flOur function is that of a conver
tor. We convert ideas and materials into products 
and processes." (27) It is clear that a major 
function performed by H&D is that of a convertor. 

TIle definition is restricted in that it focuses 
almost exclusively on development and conver3ion .. 
'ilhe earlier stages of research WIlich result in toe 
lfideas and materials ll for conversion are not identified 
in the definition. Thus, while tne definition is 
useful for partitioning the innovation process, it 
is too restricti ve for use in limiting t~le focus of 
this paper. In addition to the "developmental IHOr~( 
undertaken", the paper will also address the processes 
by which the ideas emerge and become known within the 
R&D organization and by which the laboratoryt s output 
is transformed into products and processes. 

\vi tn these initial points as backgr,:)und, it is 
now possible to sketch the remaining content of the 
paper. The first section contains basic definitions 
and structual concepts. The exogenous considerations 
are investigated in section two and are used to provlae 
the perspective necessary prior to study of R&D Hithin 
trie firm. rrhe remaininG sections concetrate on H&D 
within the firm and deal with> respective1y, sources 
of ideas for R&D projects~ R&D project selection and 
resource allocation, motivation and performance in 
R&D" and transfer of H&D output within tile firm. 

1 



I. R&D: Underlying Definitions and Co~cepts 

A .. Distinctions Based on Characteristics of the 
'~iork Per formed 

Numerous authors (74:tltJl,lO). ,lj1,15) hav~:: de ~i.r.G 
differentiated the work performed as R&D according 
to the amount of technical uncertainty and to ~he 
extent that the effort is directed toward organizational 
objectives.. In this format, term5.nology is typ:lcally 
developed as follows: 

1. Basic (pure) research b ordinarily concerned 
with the extension of the bo~ndaries of 

knot,v-ledge, "f/i thout any l;· calor COIrtGler-

cial objectives in view: it seeks basic 
principles and relatl 

2. Applied research seeks new knowledge having 
specific technical and canooerical aoolicatlons, 
typically in the form of new or improved 
products or processes: it has a specific 
practical payoff in view. 

3. Development begins wit a wadel or concept 
which has been proven to be technically 
feasible, but which requires further change 
due to production or market needs: it 
attempts to reduce research findings to 
practice. 

4. Engineering refines the knowledge and brings 
it to its first use or market introduction: 
it is the refining which leads to commercial 
exploitation or other practical end uses. 

When this perspective is taken, the R&D process is 
usually conceptualized as the flow from basic research 
to applied research to development to engineering and, 
eventually, to some end item or information which is 
useful to the organization. Figure 1 is an expanded 
model which sununarizes this viewpoi.nt. 

Gordon (68) has proposed that the classic distinc
tions between basic and applied research be abandoned 
and that they be replaced by more useful distinctions 
such as urgency and predictability. Following Gordon, 
urgency refers to the speed with wh5~ch the results are 
needed by the potential user of "!:"esearch results and 
predictability to the extent to which the steps to 
obtain the new knowledge are assumed kno1'lable prior to 
the actual research by the persons administratively 
responsible for the research (68, pg. 3). Based on 
this distinction, Gordon is able to draw several 
interesting speculations regarding the adr:1inistration 
of research and expected behaviors during research. 

Recently, it has been conjectured that, rather 
than being utilized as an unrelated, alternative 
distinction, Gordon's variables could be utilized to 
determine if a specific R&D activity is primarily 
oriented toward basic or toward applied research (27). 
The specific role played by the independent variables, 
urgency and predictability, is conjectured to depend 
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upon the research orientation of the laboratory in 
question. In a laboratory whose activi are 
primarily of a development or applied reSearc.:l orien
tation, technical personnel and management can be 
expected to rate highly those ideas which are relatively 
urgent and more highly predictable. Conversely, by 
its very nat ure, a laboratory wl th a r:!ore ::lasic 
orientation should evidence evaluat 10ns and decisions 
which tend to favor ideas \'fhich tll"'e less tArgent and 

55 highly predictab:e~ Thus, rather replacing 
the classic distinctions, Gordon'S concept3 can be 
adapted for classification of activi es and ora-
tories within the classic distinc 

The notion of offensive vr.~rsus. d.e.fensive research 
and development is also common jn the R&D management 
literature. As typically used, offensive R&D is 
performed in order to obtain an advantage oVer the 
competition; whereas, defensive R&D is ~ndertaken 
in response to sone existing or'--f;)':pec:ted 3.(!t;1on by 
the competition~ Offensive R&D, thus, is usually 
associated with improving the competitive situation 
and defensive R&D with maintaining the existing 
competitive situation. 

In summary, there are a number of "balance" 
considerations which appear 1n the R&D literature; 
e.g.~ balance between research and development, 
balance between urgent/predictable and long-runl 
risky R&D, and balance between offensive and defen
sive R&D. Clearly, depending on expectations and 
objectives, one laboratory's balance is another 
laboratory's imbalance. Thus, the above definitions 
are useful for describing and classifying R&D and for 
considerations of balance. For the purposes of this 
paper, however, an alternative conceptual framework 
exists and appea~s to be more suitable for the 
purposes of structuring and analyzing the current 
state-or-art. Whereas the above concepts base their 
distinctions on characteristics of the,work being 
performed, the alternative concept bases its distinc
tions on the behavior of the R&D personnel. 

B. Distinctions Based on the 3 ehavior of the R&D 
Personnel 

A.H. Rubenstein and his colleagues In the Program 
of Research on the Management of R&D at Northwestern 
University have defined and researched a conceptuali
zation of R&D \'Thich they have named the Ttidea flo,.,.; 
process u (137, 139) .. Drat'ling on Rubenstein (139), an ide 
is defined as ITa potential proposal for undertaking new 
technical work which will require the commitr.1ent of 
significant organizational resources such as tj_me, 
money, energy. fl The phrase I1 potential proposal Ii denotes 
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that the idea has not been cO~llunicated to a person 
who has organizational authori to alloc~te r~sources 
(a revie'tver) or WIlO has re3ponsiDility to '!o:J:nunicate 
the idea to a reviewer. A proposal is ~n idea ~hich 
has been submitted to an organizational reviewer. 
A project is a proposal which has had resources allocated 
to it .. 

Figure 2 is a flow model which identifies some 
of the activities~ linkages, and cision points which 
arise from consideration of hO~Ji Jdeas are created and 
submitted 3 proposals re-viewed, and ~oj ects investi
gated, implemented, and evaluated i~ R&D organizations 
( 24 ).. Follor,.;1ng the primary path (saLLd line flo~!f), 
it is clear that there are many opportunities for the 
H&D acti vi ty to depart from Hoptimal!' beha~iior _ The 
first two opportunities occur before R&D management 
has an opportunity to exert direct influence or 
control, namely during idea creation and sub~is3ion. 
These two subprocesses and the impact of feedback 
(broken line flow) will be analyzed in detail in 
section III of this paper. 

At the point when the idea is submitted to a 
reviewer, the innovator transfers authority over his 
idea to the R&D manRgement. The proposal is evaluated, 
typically relative to other proposals existing in the 
R&D organization, and, if its evaluation is suffi
ciently high~ resources are assigned to the proposal, 
i.e., it becnmes a project. The proposal evaluation activity 
(25,34,.39) is typically referred to as the project 
selection decision in the R&D literature and is 
reviewed in depth in section IV of this paper. 

The projects are then turned over to some subset 
of the technical personnel, perhaps including the 
innovator, to be researched and developed. However, 
management typically maintains control and coordination 
responsibilities even though they have relinquished 
technical responsibllities. Motivation of the 
technical personnel and technical performance are the 
topics of concern in section V. The decision was made 
not to sumi'narize the literature on proje~t control and 
scheduling. This has been treate exten3ively 
elsewhere, and is of only marginal interest to 
primary reason for writing this paper. 

'rhe tl idea floi-/ ff pro cess appears to be descriptl ve 
for R&D effort whether that effort be basic or applied, 
urgent/predictable or long-term/risky, or offensive 
or defensive. For this reason, it was selected to 
provide the underlying flow and structure for this 
paper. HOltleVer, before commencinb t!1e detail ed 
analysis of the phases of the idea flow, sec~ion II 
will examine the exogenous considerat ns ~nd nrovide 
perspective .for the analyses. 
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II. Exogenous Considerations: I~pact on R&D and 
Contribution from R&D 

The purpose of this section J s to sW1l..r.:lari ze the 
many, varied exogenous conditions, not to treat 
them in exhaustive depth. This statement is not meant 
to imply that the exogenous considerations are 
unimportant--indeed:. they are critical. Rather, a 
summary is presented for t\'lO rC':isons: (1) the topic 
is treated in cons ~ably more depth in Tarpley's 
paper dealing with tf licat.:Lon tl and. (2 Hans aId's 
excellent and recent 3Um.l~ary p e::: r~Contrlb ution of 
R&D to Economic Grotlfth in the ~jnl States 1l) Science, 
4 F' b· . 1972 1/ 1 1 '?r 'T 'I "\2··1 . 1"· .0 --l-~-d e ruary , 0..l.......L j :J, HO" :iv .. W1._.L De lnc~uC1e 

as Appendix 1 to this section (for the final draft, 
we must get permission from Sc~~_.Q.£~ and from >Iansfield.) 

A. Some Additional Perspective 
I\:Ians fi e 1 d( 9 -a-Jane]- rtansf'Ti;-~Cci ~ e!: .?-1 (101 ) have 

presented and analyzed data whi indicate that between 
1953 and 1970., total R&D expendltures increased at 
an average annual rate of 10%. Rubenstein (136,pg. 95) 
summarized this growth differently in 1956. He noted 
that the 1956 edition of the Industrial Research 
Laboratories of the United State-s 0: 36) 1i3t s 4834 
R&D laboratories operated by 4~oIT6 companies. He 
further stated: "A sizable proportion of these 
companies were not operating research prograL1s 10 
years ago, and a majority of them were not doing 15 
years ago. As for the programs that did exist then, 
most have grown so fast that today they can hardly be 
recognized. If (136, pg. 95). In Hamberg's Hords, there 
has been a "research explosion" and "R&D is being 
conducted on an unpara11ed scale offering the potential 
for unprecedented advances in producti vI ty increases. 11 

( 74)· 
The R&D growth in expenditures is not uniformly 

distributed.. Nansfield (99,100 101) notes that the federal 
government and five industri~s---aircraft and missles, 
electrical equipment and communication> chemic sand 
allied products including drugs:t maJ!ninery ~ and motor 
vehicles and other transportation equipment---accoun
ted for 94% of the U.S. R&D spending in 1970 and 75% 
of all company-financed R&D expenditures in 1969 were 
concentrated in the same five industries. Given this 
spending distribution in 1970, it is interesting to 
note that in recent years, since 1965, there has been 
a tendency for nondefense, nonspace activities to get 
a greater share of federal R&D funds (99). ?his 
tendency apparently is related to a public attitude 
which chaneed in the late sixties from an attitude 
favorable toward science and technology to an attitude 
somewhat opposed to science and technology (_9), 

". ( 



especially to that related to defense and military 
The unfavorable attitude tly 

resulted in the tightening of federal fiscal constraints. 
In 1967, Nelson, Peck, and j:~alacht:k 2]) concluded 

that the Itinvention industryU is concentrated in 
industrial R,&D although government, unl~r0r3i ty and non-
profit, and private inventors do wake 5 flcant 
contributions. Further, industrial R&D is also 
concentrated (1) in 400 large rms, (2) in few 
industries and product l~nes, and (3) from 
defense and ace, in short and applied activity. 
~hus, the Nelson, Pec~) and Ka literature survey 
suggests that R&D is concentrat8d industrial R&D 
and that industrial R&D 1s iteself concentrated. 

A recent book by Hamberg (74) yields considerable 
insight into the extent of the concentration by 
industry and into some of the implications of the 
concentration. Industrial R&D heavily concentrated, 
87%, in industries which account tor a small proportion, 
13%, nf value added in the national econnmy. Further, 
in 1961, 60% of all industry R&D was concentrated 
in the aircraft and missles and the electric equipment 
and communication industries which are characterized 
as associated with missle and space programs, by 
notoriously expensive development costs, and by small 
spillover into the civilian economy ( , Ch. 1). 
Thus, not only is industrial R&D heavily concentrated 
into a few industries, but it is concentrated in 
industries which appear to have some undesirable 
characteristics. 

The concentration in short-range and applied 
activity phenomenon has also been noted by Mansfield 
and Hamberg. IY1ansfield (98,10]) and Hamberg (74) state 
that the bulk of money spent on R&D goes for develop
ment, not research and goes toward improvements or 
minor changes. In studying these hypotheses in 39 
firms, f4.ansfie ld (99) generated data which indicated 
that the bulk of the R&D projects carried out in these 
firms are characterized as being; relatively safe from 
a technical point of view. The large technical advan
ces are more likely to be sought :l..n goverr..~ent-financed 
projects particularly in the military area. In 1970, 
according to estimates made by the National Science 
Foundation ~O~ about two-thirds of the total R&D 
expendi ture went tot4ard development and only one
third for research. 

Earlier it was noted that since 1965 there has 
been a tendency for nondefense, nonmilitary activity 
to get a greater share of federal R&D funds. This does 
not imply that federal R&D funds have decreased in 
total or that the percentage 0 f total U _ S. .lS,i) funds 
which come from the federal government has decreased. 
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Indeed, at least prior to 1965, there has been a ~nlft 
to increased federal government financing of H&D, fr~:n 

l4~ in 1930 to a 63% average in the period ~953-62 
~O~ and in 1970, 43% of the nation'3 invest~e~t in 
R&D was in defense and space R&D (7 1\). As Harnb 
notes, there has been no such drastic shift in the 
place where organized inventive activity is actually 
performed (74). There has been in the period 1951-
1961, however, a measurable drop of approxl~ately 
10% each in the relative importance of basic research, 
especially in the universit s, and in ~he relative 
importance of applied research, specially ~n indus
trial laboratories. Hamberg attr:ibutes this decrea~)e 
at least partly to the influe!1ce of financing 
of R&D. 

Based on the recent literature search underlying 
this paper, we apparently know very little of the 
realtlonship, if any, between increased federal funding 
of R&D and decreased emphasis on basic and applied 
research. If, as Hamberg speculates, incre 
federal funding is partly responsible for the decrease 
and if Mansfield is correct that the large technical 
advances result primarily from government-financed 
projects in the military area and this area is currently 
being deemphasized, then .it Is important to have a 
more thorough investigation of this relationship. 

If there is disagreement regarding causes, there 
is agreement that there is an increasing lm'Jalance 
between basic and applied research which result in 
technolo cal advance and development :3.nd engineering 
which result in marginal improvements and short-term 
payoff. The implications of this increasinS imbalance 
are very much at the speculative stage. Some authors 
believe that it poses a danger to the future produc
tivity of R&D (74,12~. There is also speculation 
that the imbalance has a feed-forward effect because 
of its impact on education. The shift in t univer
sity away from basic research may have a long-term 
impact on the quality of our nation's R&D effort as 
graduate students, our future R&D t2chni pe~sonnel, 

are directed to work along conventional lines rat~er 
than encouraged to undertake new departures in basic 
research (71.1). 

Chapter 2 in Hamberg's book (74) is an excellent 
discourse on implications for the patent system. The 
implications arise from two causes; namely, (1) 
industry typically does R&D not under the stiI:lulus of 
the patent system~ but under the stimulus of competition 
and (2) yielding patents to government spon30red 
R&D results in patent rights granted for' li no skit 
activity and in inherent societal costs. He offers 



He offers four alternatives to the patent. ~'>y3tern: 
1. abolish the patent system, 
2. substitute a system of awards, but open use 

of the invention, 
3. issue patents which have terms ()f protection 

which vary according to the rtsk the R&D 
activity, and, 

4. no patents for governmental sponsored R&D. 
The implications of the research/development imbalance 
may be cri tical and systemrnatic. research should be 
undertaken to improve our underdtanding of them. 
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A number of economists havE:~ est.im2.:ced t.rla.t between 
40 and go per cent of the advances in product~vlty 
have resulted from technologic.::'i.l progress (51,74,102,148). 
Further, we have argued that R&D is being conducted, 
although somewhat in inbalance, at an unparalled 
scale. Given these two as premises, the U.S. should 
expect unprecedented advance in productivity increases .. 
Yet, increasingly we are recognjz that the antici-
pated advances in productivity are not forthcoming. 
One explanation is that productivity increases will_ 
lag the R&D expenditure increases and that we are still 
in the period of the lag. In other words, be patient 
and the productivity increases will become evident. 

While the lag hypothesis is undoubtably true, 
productivity increases will lag R&D expenditures, it 
is not the only explanation. Other possible explana
tions include: 

1. the economists are not correct in their estimates. 
2. there are factors external to the R&D 

organization which are counteracting the R&D 
expenditures. 

3. the R&D activity is being mismanaged. 
The remainder of this paper is addressed to summarizing 
and assessing the literature dealing with the above 
explanations .. 

B. Contribution of R&D to Economic Growth in 
The United States 

Mansfield has recently pub an ~S! x ~e llent 
paper vihich has the sarne title as S St;c:tion (100). 
The author and the publisher have agreed (I hope!) 
to permit the inclusion of Mansfield's paper as an 
Appendix to this document. ThUS, no attempt will 
be made to treat this topic in length -- the interested 
reader is referred to Appendix 1 for Mans eld's paper. 
However, for the sake of completeness, the paper is 
surnrnari zed in this section.. The reader is.:~aut ioned 
that what follows 1s a summary 0 f I',:!ansr1f.~ld r·3 paper 
and, hence, 1s subject to possible misinterp~etation 



and lack of complete explanation. The r':~adr::r i3 encouraged 
to read the original paper and to not b~ 3atisfied with 
this summary. 

Mans eld (lOO,pg. 477) states that :he prlmary 
objective of his paper is to ttdescribe brIefly what 
we know - or think we know - about the relationship 
betT~'ieen R&D and economic gro'llth and proc:u.c.ti'lity. n He 
points out that by focusing on economic results he Is 
not intending to imply that increased knowledge is 
unimportant nor is he implying that public po cy 
should seek to maxi~ize economic growth. il~h these 
cautionary statements noted, Mansfield co~mences his 
summary and assessment. 

Studies by Solov (14$) Abramowitz ( 2 ), and 
Fabricant (56) which occurred in the 1950's are cited 
as the pioneering studies of the relationship between 
technological change and economic growth ~oo, pg. 477). 
Solov concluded that about 90 per cent of the increase 
in output per cap a during the 1 09 to 19 9 period 
was attributable to technologi change. ly a 
minor proportion of the increase was due to increases 
in the amount of capital employed per worker. The 
early estimates of the contribution was based on a 
method of residues; i.e., whatever portion of output 
could not be explained by labor and capital inputs 
was attributed to technological change. In the 
early 1960's a number of additional studies, including 
a comprehensive and influential study by Denison (51), 
were carried out in order to refine the earlier 
estimates. Denison estimat that techno ical 
change was responsible for about 40% of the economic 
growth in the 1929-1957 period and that organized 
R&D contributed about 20% of the economic growth 
attributed to technolo cal change (lOO,pg. 478.) 

fJIansfield (lOQ:Jpg. 478) indicates that there are 
a number of fundamental problems associated 'N'i th the 
manner in which the existing estimates are developed 
including: 

1. failure to give proper credit and weight 
to improvements in the quality of goo and 
services produced, 

2. failure to recognize that the ~eturns to 
some input are dependent on the rate of 
technological change, 

3. lack of a technique to translate an estimate 
of contribution from technologic change to 
an estimate of contribution from R&D, 

4. errors in measurement and aggre tion 
associated with the input meas UC!2 ~~ tend to 
inflate the residual, 

5. defense ~nd space R&D output 1 
cost and does not show up in 2COI 
figures directly and the indirect 
occur only after a sizable cimc 

t..! ~ro~,;t [1 

acts 



For the above reasons, lilans field cone 
best, the available estimates are rough 
(100 -' p g 47 8) . 

s :;hat nat 
d-::lines l' 
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During the late 1950's important WOri(tlaS being 
conducted at the National Bureau of Economic Research 
which was concerned with the rate of productivity 
increase in various industries ~oo, pg. 478). The 
research culminated in Xendrick 1 s hook (~7). As a 
part of this effort 3 Terleckyj tt55) studied 1919-
1953 data and concluded that an :Lndtrst=-:ds rate of 
growth of total factor producti t,:l '.--ia3 r~lated 
statistically to its ratio of R&D expenditures, its 
rate of change of output level, a.nd the a;;~pli tud.e 
of its cyclical fluctuations. In subsequent work, 
Mansfield (QS) and Minasian (112) found reinforcing 
results which relate productivity change to the rate 
of growth of cumulated R&D expenditures made by the 
firm or industry. Brown and Conrad (3b) publi d 
results in 1967 which indicated that a&~ expenditures 
had a statistically significant effect on the rate of 
productivity increase and that the increase was 
substantially larger in durable goods industries than 
in non-durable goods industries. 

One advantage of concentrating on an individual 
industry is that the effect of R&D 1s not derived 
indirectly as a residual but rather as an explicit 
input Cloo, pg. 479). However, as r'iansf'ield point s 
out (100, pg 479) a number of important prOblems 
remain including: 

1. little is known about the characteristics 
of the activities that firms call R&D, 

2. spurious correlations may exist; e.g.) firms 
with high R&D expenditures may have progressive 
and futures-oriented management and this 
management may be the cause of increased 
productivity. 

3. R&D in one industry may result in productivity· 
increase in other industries 

4.. there are a host of techntc problems 
inherent in the economic analys9s, 

5. a number of the same prob lIst earlier 
for contribution to economic growth also exist 
in estimating productivity increases in an 
industry. 

Despite these limitations, rvIansfield (100, pg. 480) 
concludes "existing economic studies do provide 
reasonably persuasive evidence that R&D has a 
significant effect on the rate of productivity increase 
in the industries and time periods that have been 
studied. U 



Hansfield continues in his paper to 3uIrl.':1arize 
brle fly the concl usions of a number 0 f s·cono:-;1is ts 
who have been coricerned with the question of ~hether 
or not the R&D support that society presently ves to 
supplement the market mechanism is adequate in total 
and allocated properly ( ,) pp. 480-482). He clearly 
points out the limitations of each bit of information. 
In total, with one exception (S~), the individual 
conclusions seem to point in the same direction. 
IJIansfield concludes: HIn the c.:}se: of those using the 
Judgmental approach (~LV), there i~3. c.on;:;iderable 
agreement that we may be underinve3t in particular 
types of R&D in the civilian sec or a the economy~ 
In the case of the econometric studies, every study 
of which I am aware (e ~ g. ,) 72}7) Indicates that the 
rate of return from additional R&D in the civilian 
sector is very high. If (lDD, pg. 482) .. 

Mansfield concludes his paper UOD, pp. 482-485) 
with the identification of research needed concerning 
R&D~ the process of technological , and economic 
growth and productivity increase. These insights will 
be presented in the appropriate IJResearch Opportunities ll 

subsections of this paper. 

c. Factors Influencing a Firm's R&D Activity 
A number of factors have been hypothesized to 

be related to inventive and/or R&D activity. For 
example, as early as 1935, i11erton (I 10) analyzed 
patent statistics and concluded that inventive activity 
slackens in a mature industry due to exhaustion of 
possibilities, industrial collusion by way of a patent 
pool, withholding of expenditures from R&D so as to 
protect existing investments, and seeking of additional 
profit through improved management techniques rather 
than technological innovations. Kendrick (~7) cited 
the short-term impact of current economic conditions 
especially on innovations: related to cost reductions. 
Other authors have identified factors such as domestic 
and foreign competition (7~ I~~ ), market structure 
(lOl), R&D expenditures as a ~onstant ratio of es 
(10\), tendency to follow the leader in the indu3try 
(lot), and amount of deral funding Clt,t on . Nelson,) 
Peck, and Kalachek (121) concluded from their 1967 
literature search that technological advance is 
determined by supply - e.g., stock of relevant compo
nents and materials, relevant knowledge base, and 
number of people possessing the relevant knowledge 
base - and demand - e.g., existing bottlenecks or 
future expectations regarding capacity, quality, 
price, etc. - factors. 
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Hamberg (7t, Ch. 6) posed and invest gated what 
is perhaps the most complex hypothe8i3 Itl T;rli3 area 
of the Ii terat ure. ri'!le hypot G l.ncL.td'~'3 e'l(~ral 

factors and postulates posi ti 'Ie, an .inr.!i~·:~ 39 :!.n the 
variable implies increased R&D activity, and n~gative, 
a decrease in the variable implies increased &D 
activity, associationG. The hypothesiS ~ t .. at a 
firm's R&D activity is influenced by: (I) current 
or immediate past sales with either a p03i~ive or 
negative association, (2) profit wjth elt~er a 
positive or ne ive associati 
position with a positive assocI ~ 
government R&D contracts with lier.' a p03iti~/e or 
negat association, (5) gross vestsent in plant 
and equipment wi th a negat i ve a~.' aeiation:; and (6) 
past scale of R&D with a positive assocIation. Based 
on 1960 data associated with 405 firms In 21 manufac
turing groups,_ Hamberg found: (1) even in O;1e industry 
in which the federal government rVt.lJ contracts 'f'iould be 
expected to be strongest., it had no apparent s fi-
cance and in general was not significant except in a 
few industries; (2) the liquidity variable exerted 
little influence; (3) profit and sales variables are 
used as a guage of future profitability and operate 
significantly in both positive and negative associa
tions; (4) the gross investment variable has a weak 
apparently negative association; and (5) the past 
scale of R&D has a strong positi.ve association. 

In sununary of the above, a number of factors 
have been identified as having an influence on a 
firm's R&D activity_ \~ith the exception of damberg's 
study, most of the evidence is based on old data or 
on questionable assumptions and even Hamberg's data 
was collected in 1959-1960. There is a definite 
research need to better our understanding of the 
variables and relationships by statistical analysis 
of current data. 

Size of the firm is a variable l.ihich should be 
conspicuous by its absence from the preceding dis
cussion. Indeed there has been more research, specu
lation, and controversy about t s variab than 
perhaps any other single issue the R&D literature. 
fEhe remainder of this subsection is devoted to a 
summary of the literature dealing with the size of 
firm variable. 

Two conflicting hypotheses exist in the literature. 
The tlbigness/fewness H hypothesis states that because 
of the resource requirements associated with R&D, the 
need to be able to 'i"iithstand the risks of D, the 
benefits of diversification, and the existence of 
sufficient volume to profit from R&D," an indust,ry 
composed of a 1"'e\'i larg':2 firms 'ldlll condu::!~ p~,.)re ~~&D 

and innovate more readlly than a more competitive 
industry characterized by numerous comparatIvely 
small firms (C,2-,7'+·,S!),H-3,IS-Q). The count('~"'- .. p t:~t:'S~i..s 
is that since bureaucrats in large corporations te~d 



toward organizational security and nor~s and away 
from rir3k and innovation, limited n1...L:1b~Y's C)f firm3 
implies limited n~~be~s of R&D ce~~e~3, ~~~ a811i 
of new firms to enter the indust 1s d under 
bigness and fewness, and innovation3 often obsolete 
existing products and processes in which there may 
be a substantial investment, for t:1es::! ::i(lCl othe.r 
reasons it is possible that the potential capacities 
of the giant monopolistic firm to conduct R&D may be 
n e u t r ali zed ('7 !f , 75 , 53 3 , l1..tr, 1 4-2) . 
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Mansfield (gg) reported an sis of 1945-1959 
dat a associated vii th the chern! petro Ie UIil , drug, 
glass, and steel industries. His rindings do not, in 
general, support the !;big!1ess/ ss If hypothesis. 
However, they strongly indicate each industry s~ould 
be treated as an individual entity. The largest 
firms did not spend more on R&D relative to sales 
than did somewhat smaller firms. The chemical 
industry was an exception here. ~e the size of 
the firm is held cons ant, the nu~ber of 5 iflcant 
inventions carried out by a firm seems to be highly 
carrel ed to the level of R&D expenditures of that 
firm. In the chemical industry, increases in R&0 
expenditures resulted in more than proportional 
increases in inventive output; however, in petroleum 
and steel, there is no evidence of economies or 
diseconomies of scale within the relevant range. In 
most industries, the productivity of an R&D program 
of a given scale seems to be lower in the largest 
firms than in the some\vhat smaller firr:ls. Mansfield 
stresses the crudeness of his model regarding the 
nurnber of innovations; however, the implication is 
that the largest firms are not making a disproportionate 
contribution in innovation. 

Based on an analysiS of the literature and of 
27 major inventions during the period 1946 5, Hamberg 
(7,+, eh. 5) concludes that "the relati ve share of the 
large industrial laboratories in ~inor inventions 
from all sources is likely to exceed the relative 
share of these laboratories in major inventions from 
all sou r c e s . 11 He r e cog;;. i z est h at t r-; e t iv c: 

ct of rclat minor roven2~t5 ca~ be 
substantial, but argues that the ~Ife:~ fundamental 
patents lf or basic inventions maintain the broad 
stream of technological progress in the long ru!1.. 
Apparently the work of independent invectors ~nd 
small- and medium-sized firms has been i d or 
underestimated in our formal policies. 

Nansfield, et al (101, Ch. 8) reported Ln 
a study of innovation and discovery in the 

1971 
cal 
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pharmaceutical industries. 
clu.dc:ci: 

1. the firm;:) did not carry OU~ a dis-
proportionately large share of the innovations. 

2. firms that contrIbuted the most innovations, 
relative to t~ r size ~ere not t~e 1 st 
firms, but s02ewhat smal ones. 

3. the economic impact of 7~he ir;.,no ions from 
the larger firms tends to be ater than 
from smal r fir~s. 

In umrnary, then, the rJbJ.gness/re\-1ne3SH hypothesis 
cannot be accepted for 1 It ~ay hold 
in spec1 c industries, however. 
bigness appears tObe ~ixed--the rms may be 
having a greater short-term eco c act, but 
less of an impact th respect to new, basic innova-
tions. Clearly, each industry should be ted as 
an individual industry. 

1\ 19 7 3 p by t ( 11+ r"e s u 1 t 1:1 a. 
refocusing of the "bigness/fewness H literature and 
warrants detailed attention. It should be noted 
that his underlying assumption is that competitive 
pressures are still the most potent forces verning 
corporate evolution. Three significant hypotheses 
are examined: 

1. the stages of corporate evolut are not 
small, mediuITl, and large, but small, integrated, 
and diversified. 

2. the companies in the diversified class can 
be sub cIa sse din t 0 t bus 1!1 e sse s t hat 
derive 75-90% of a single business 
or a vertically integrated chain of businesses, 
related business diversified 0 related 
areas, and unrelated businesses diversified 
such that the new businesses are not related 
to the old businesses. 

3. hypotheses 1 and 2 above will hold for both 
Uni d States and Hestern Europe orga.r:izations. 

Scott utilizes data cant d in nurr:"":ier c}f unpublished 
DBA ssertatlons cond~cted at the Harvard Business 
School during the peri 1970-72 in ord2~ -0 exanine 
the hypotheses. 

The data analyses yield several interest 
insights. There apparently is a trend in U.S. and 
Western Europe business toward creasing diversi
fication away from single or dominant businesses. 
The functional organization is declining there is 
a dramatic rise of the form based on Ju ~ dIviSions. 

divisional structure appears to be th ~ost effective 
way to manage the strate of diversification into new 
pro It and h oppo~tun1.tles identj f'l)d t,hrc~J.f:h 
tht~ir H&D capability_ us, H&0 both cr~at:.;:;s (of 
sive) and responds (de nsive) to competitive pressure. 
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trhe following conclusions are particularly -)j.gr~i1·lcant: 

1. the conjecture that competition is a decl 
force in tr~e :aarke tpl ace :1. t~) :-d' t -:e 
dominant business organizations. 

2. businessmen in the highly indu:Jt2.i.alized 
countrie s of europe and in tIle Z; .. ~. tend to 
move to'dard high-performance :3 tr;lt>::L:ies a.nd 
structure~ \iaen competi tl ve pres;;)ures induce 
them to do so. 

3. public policy 3hould work wi n the compe
ti t i ve rr:arket and re snap,:: ;:.;o:::e J f ti>: mar%et 
forces to make better use f th~ s~ill) 
sensitivity, and flexibility or the large 
corboration in its diversified, sionalized 
form. 

Scott's findings and conclus1oD3 t that it 
is not size of the organization or the try within 
which the organization operates ','.;hich are the variables 
important in influencin.g the qua.n~;l.t.y) n~~\'J:1es3>. or 
economic impact of tbe fit}m t s r\&l) ot:.tPtAt'" .:...n3tead, 
his paper makes a rather persuasive argwnent that 
organizational strategy and structure are the more 
important variables. It is important to recognize 
that strategy and structure are much more under the 
control of the management of the firm than are 
size of the firm and industry_ Thus, both because 
of the refocusing of the literature and because of 
the practical implications, these insi8hts should be 
subjected to further systernmatic research. 

D. Research Opportunities 
There is apparent agreement in the literature 

that there is an increasing imbalance between basic 
and applied research which result in technological 
advance and development and engineering which result in 
marginal improvements. This imbalance apparently is 
occurring in the universities as well as in industry. 
In addition there is agreement that both tot R&D 
and industrial R&D in the U.S. are heavily concen
trated in a few industries which account r d small 
proportion of value adJed in th~:?:n r.l1. ::2,YJ:lt):ny 

and Hhich can be cnar3.ct 2r1. ze d by n,) t,oz:" .L:: L3 eX::Jen3 i ',Ie 
development costs. He have relati vely lit.tle :zno"rvledge 
of what is causing the imbalance and concentration or 
of what the implications of the imbalance and ~Qncen
tration are for the future productivity and health of 
R&D in the U.S. There is speculation that cur~ent 
H&D focus impacts on graduate education and that 
graduate education i;npacts on future R&D l)el·.:~o:,r.lanCe. 

The s1.gnificance of the ilJpact and th-:: natlU'f' :):' the 
relationships are ess2ntially still con,ieGt.~:re dnd 
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speculations. Much more information and work is 
nCeded to ;Tieasure more accurately the !'3pl'l ~_,n 

to vilian technology from government spon30red ?&J 
Cl00, pg. 484). In eral, there is need r oetter 
understanding of the complex interrelationships 
H&D per rmance, imbalance and concentratl')n in } 
education, fede sponsor ip of ~&D, an;j t.he pa teLlt 
system. 

Given that R&D is being conducted O!1 an unpre-
cedented s and that economic growth and produc-
tivity increase are related to H&D actlvl y, advance5 
in produ.cti vi ty increase and economic n S{10U be 
observed at a hi rate. t many authors hav~ observed 
that the result ec c growth and prod~ctlvity 
increase have been dis Ointing. Hansfield (IOO~ 

. 485) concludes that exist studies have not been 
able to estimate the contribution of R&D very ac 1y; 
however, they have certainly indicated that this 
contribution has been 1ar Amt)ng r.Ians field t s 
specific recommendations , pp. 4 -485) are the 
following: 

1. More information is needed concerning 
exactly what is included in R&D various 
indus trie s. 

2. Given a more det led breakdown of R&D in 
various industries, it is importan~ to 
disaggregate R&D in the models used to relate 
R&D to economic growth and productivity 
increase. 

3. More information is needed concerning 
economies of scale in particular types of 
R&D. 

4. More information is nee d concc ng the 
conditions and mechanisms leading to the 
application of basic science its transla-
tion into new products and processes. 

5. The measures of output on which the productivity 
statistics depend need to be improved and, 
in general, better informatio~ 1~ needed 
as input to studies of produ~ti ty increase 
and technological 

nrrurn to the adequacy of the nation t sit. \:es: 
in R&D, there 1s little evidence to support a 
confident judgment as to whether or not we are under
investing in certain types of H&D" (100, pg. 485). 
(Among other things field is referring to the 
imbalance and concentration condition in R&D ';lhich 
have been discussed throughout this section.) nHc',{e\;er, 
practically all of the stUdies addresseJ to s question 
seem to conclude, \-,1 th ing de es 0 f canfidence, 
that we may be underinvestine; tn T:)~lrt.l,:~:;l 1" t pe~~. 

of R&D 1n the civilian sector of the economy, 3.t:d the 
estimated marginal rates of return f:'ora r~~:.in r; PS 

of civilian H&D seem very hi Addi tio(u.l :CeS20.rch 
is b Y needed to det e:omine ;,;01'2 

re lat 10 n:.~h Lp f H& D to econofili c 
ad e (l'~l ~.i '~~. c~ .1. ,.:~l" 

1 ~l f! (, ~ (: C: ') 



A number of factors have been identified as 
influencing the level of R&D activity wi jn e 
firm. g the factors are Ind~~try ~~ ar~:YJ 
current economic conditions, competition) :'~,3.rket 
structure, current or irr~ediate past sa , 
profit, Hfolloli'l-the-leader" tendencies, level 'Jf' 
technical knowledge, market demands, liqul ~ty posi-
tion, past scale of H&u, firm size, and ss l.nvest-
ment in plant and equipment. The relati~nship of 
any or these tors to R&D activity in the rn 
is speculative and variable interrelation ps are 
virtually Knaw in this area ls 
essential if ffiaker3 are to hav~ the 
ability to impact f thei~ Ii es 
prior to imp ation. 

The size of the firm able has been ~idely 
discussed in the R&D literature. Two confl cting 
hypotheses have their support and supportors. In 
general, the "bi.gness/fe\..;ness" hypothesis cannot be 
accepted for 1 industries. I~ ho specific 
industries, however. Tile impact of bign!"~3s ears 
to be mixed - the largest firms may be havi a 
greater short-term economic act, but less of an 
impact with respect to new, basic innovations. 
Scott's (I~~) conjectures and findings s 
small-medium-large is not the most use nsion 
for analysis. Rather, small-integrated-diversifed 
may be a more insightful differentiation. The 
findings s st that organizational structu~e and 
strategy are more important determinants of a firm's 
R&D acti vity than are size or industry. !:~ause 0 f 
important cy, management practice, eODomic 
theory imp ions, the "bigness/fewness/! and 
"small-inte ed-divers dlt relation ps must 
be studied depth. 

III. Idea Flow in R&D 

In recent years, there has been a si ficant 
increase in the amoilllt of rical rC3ear:h oriented 

conducted by PS~lcholo sts. t:~,:';;'Ge:'2.1,·" 3·;~ error::;::> 
can be cat ri zed in the 1'o110'>'1i ng areas: ( ]. ) 
creativity and education, (2) description of creative 
people, (3) identification of creative p 12, (4) 
prediction of creative performance, (5) early experien
ces and ere iviey, and (6) creative tee LqUt:::S. ;x
cellent 3ur:1maries of this research area (' n ~>.~ found 
in (73, ilS ,151 ,IE"!J) • 

Several authors 
l'icPherson (tor) have 
of 11t2rat on tl: 

ng J{uhn and 
t de3pite 
topic of 

(90) and 
U:"ld2rlCe 
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has been ttle study of the ronmenta~ son tlons 
eondue to creatl vi ty in or zed hZeiJ,. ,.JOfJe 

relevant work has been reported however. ihese studies 
begin to identify organizat 1 ractor~:.l ~ifrect 
creativi and to postulate relation3hi?s j9~Ween 
the 5e ct ors and creat i ve b ( 2.'5 ;f ~~ G ~(? {, ,Ji+7) • 
In addi , numerous artie s have been ~~itten by 
persons engaged in, or with management of> indus-
trial research (33,4-2,05,7.1 ,gO .,10'1). 

In 1973, Ut t erb ack (15"(,) prer;ared an. ~:~c eel 
sUJnmary the literature dealt ,,<lith innovation and 
the diffus of technology ustry. Hi3 bibl 
graphy includes 71 items the co ~h~ch he has 
sumrnarized and integrated.. A nu.r.;:b~:.,r of :1is Gone ':'i 

are presente for the main t ia 
of this sec . Eight recent s s (27 ,3B, b6 ,CIt,! lq, 
J rts I r" ! t::" 7) , . . ~ .: +- d t ' .... .' , t '"t:J )-.J,.:.; nave lnCl..Cat.e r nav ect .!.d.ea3 
to be stimulated by either market, mission~ or pro 
tion needs or by tech.nical opportunities. The 
percentage of the ideas tend to be stimulated ts 
mission, or production needs, from 61 to go 
per cent. us, it is not surpr to f!nd that 
many of as successfully veloped and 
mented by any firm came from outsi.de the firm ('1I,t l l,119). 
Hence it is important to understand hovl information 
flows between and within organizations, e.g., Allents 
concept of "technical gatekeepers H (5" 0 ~ 7)~ 

The literature of creati i/lty and of' Idea generatlon 
and problem solving is assessed in Kelly's paper on 
the idea generation and problem solving phase of the 
innovation process. The purpose of the brief summary 
above is to set the background for the remainder of 
this section. Given that an idea exists in the 
organization, i.e., that an organizational participant 
is able to describe it, the idea typically must also 
become a proposal and project prior to benefit 
accruing to the org~nization. The process by which 
ideas flow within the R&D organization has been termed 
the uidea flow process" and has been extensively 
studied by A.H. Rubenstein and hts colleagues of the 
Program of Research on the Nanagement of' Research Develop~ 
ment (PONRAD) at Northwestern 'rhe n-
der of this section reviews the process* 

A. A Nodel of Idea Flow 
March and Simon (102) argue that Hthe grea ter 

explicit time pressure attached to an activity, the 
greater the propensi ty to .i.n it. H 11hey also 

*This subsection is a rewrite of pp. 3-8 of nControl 
{vlechanisms in the R&D Idea Flo\i Process: l';!odel and 
Behavioral Study!! by J. Siegman, N.H. Baker" and A.H .. 
Hubenstein, unpublished paper ~)/69, PO?·l~U\D:i i'jOrt:l~'Je tern 
Un1 veris ty, I"lay 1969. 
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argue that "t greater the clarlty of Goal:.:;. a:.;soci.ated 
Till th an act i vi .') the greater the propeosi ':.:J to 
in it.1! cent data by lan (3~) and C~:3 an.-:i 
Arnold (34-) t~nd to support th';:,38. a.rguments and to 
indicate that they are applicable within an Rand D 
environment. Spe fic ly, their data, and other 
articles by resear administrators res~arc:[lers) 
suggest: 

In their studles, ;.'·larcson (lOy..) and Xaplan (10) 
both identify a commonly used technique oriented 
towards overcoming the idea-stl influence of 
perceived time pressures.. This t.echniq!J.e can be 
referred to as ufree time" and is often expressed 
in a policy statement indicating that the laboratory 
personnel are free to use X% (often around 10 to 20%) 
of their time on research of their O\'ln lnterest .. 
Both authors found that effort expended on IIfree 
time" must lead to rewards for the researchers or 
they tend not to use it. 

It may be assumed that rewards are given to a 
research staff by their research organization for 
effort expended on current work. One may ther 
assume that at least some of these rewards ~re of 
value to the researchers (e.g., salary, security, 
advancement opportunities, etc.). Moreover, through 
such devices as progress reports and supervisor ratings, 
a research organization typically has a built-in 
operating system for reviewing achievement related 
to the current work. In addition, a research organiza
tion can be expected to have established policies for 
rewarding its research staff for such achievement, 
and, perhaps, for not retvardin2:, or eVen pu..~ishing 
them for lack of such achievementa 

On the other hand, when one examines the process 
of idea generation and submission as a means for gaining 
rewards, it becomes apparent that the review mechanism 
is not so well defined, and reward for achievement is 
not so likely to occur. ther, it may be 
assumed that all the rewards valued by the research 
staff are not provided by the current work, or, that 
if they are prov! d, the researchers are not saturated 
with respect to all rewards. Examples of such rewards 
might be: recognition from peers both inside and 
outside the laboratory, opportunIty ~o ~ub sh, 2tC. 



Under these assumptions, and ac 
of Ivlarcson and Kaplan, t fo 1 1 O'll tn?; 

·l{l~~ ';;fle 1··(:=3u1 t s 
e- ()f 't'e'lIar'cis 

appear to 2 ne ces sary in order l! i.~r·'):.- " 
utilized in the generation of new ideas: 

1) Rewards which are the same as tho ~ pro
vided for effort on current ~ork~ bQt w~~n 
which the researchers are not saturated. 
Because of the relative uI1.certainty E.u,1d, 
lack of structure, the return in re~ards 
for effort expend~d on new idea ~en~r tion 
IT;ay :nave to be a.ter tha:1 i'or -;;h.e ::;':!.[;~~':: 

effort on current work. 

2) Rewards which are valued by the ~esearch 
staff, but which are not provided frow 
effort expended on current work. Glearly, 
some consideration must be gi ven to tile 
rela va val ue of the rewarcl::, and the poten-
tial cost for de ding to e e t on 
idea generation not related to current r..;ork, 
i.e.~ solving assigned problems. 

With respect to reward category 2, two additional points 
are relevant. First, the existence of Hhot 1f or Brush" 
projects would tend to increase the perceived time 
pressures, hence the inherent risks involved in taking 
effort away from the current work. Second, torer 
(152.) and many others have suggested that th<:>re are some 
researchers who are rewarded primarily by be able 
to pursue their own research interests. f such 
people exist, reward category 2 might be satisfied 
for these researchers if they were permitted to use 
It free time lt ~li thout reduction in the rer..;ards -::hey could 
have achieved had the tlfree timet! effort been expended 
for current work. This discussion suggests: 

PROPOSI1rrON 2: In order that If free time" be 
used for idea generation, the associated 
effort must be pe2ceived as resultin 
re 1,\fards as descrIbed in caf--~' or 

In ~ddition to supporting the general importance 
of attaching rewards to idea-generating effort, the 
Jones and Arnold data so identify "positive r'ecogni-
tion" as an important re\..;ard. "Positive l' coc;nition 
of creativity and productivity from manage~T1ent!! was 
ranked first out of 17 factors cited as nag232nt 
actions whicI1 lf~:;timulate creative action) \1 ,".Dd rec:Lev-2d 
1~8 out of" 224 citations (Sq-). Kaplan, lnd:; '1uestion-
naire 8C ;) four~d t;hat and 



reception to neH ideas II 1s a necessary re'.'Iard for 
stimulating ideas (g0). Similarly, In th~~ research 
management literature" v/ri ters t~uch as :,lacL:;:!urin ('~15) 
and Vlllliarrlson (! stress p a.::-::1 ;v}3::.~i'/;~ rec;')g
nit1on. ThJs, this suggests: 

Furthermore) ilout,.)n (S2J .i."·lery (Iii) argue Gnat 
reviewer receptivity to previa can have a 
trial-and-error influe~ce on re3carchers' perceptions 
of organizational goals and ne That researchers 
consider it risky to achieve these perceptions by 
trial and error is implied in Bouton's statement that 
the "quickest;, easiest and safest way to [perceive 
organizational als and need :i 5. t.o· ,:;tJn::-:iu.lt someone 
who has already learned. II In vi.ew of studies 
conducted within 10 industrial Rand D labora~ories) 
Avery concludes that such a technique is not only 
quick, easy and safe, but also common to many researchers 
within several different laboratories. Thus, we have: 

PROPOSI'lIION 4: The percei veti reception and 
evaluation behavior of reviewers influences 
perceptions of organizational goals and 
need~, and, 

PROPOSITIOi~ 5: Interaction wi th otner labora
tory personnel influences perceptions of 
organizational goals and needs. 

In his discussion, Kaplan indicates that ideas must 
be "relevant tt in order to be greeted positively and with 
enthusiasm (~'). Apparently, organizational personnel 
consider an idea to be "relevant Tl if: they perceive 
it as satisfying an existing need or an 
existing problem, if it can be dcve 
project which is compatlb with the 
overall goals, and/or if it can be vest ed with 
existing laboratory resources and facilit 
Thus: 

PROPOSITION 6: If the organizational reviewers 
perceive any idea to be rel~vant} they are 
more likely to receive the idea positively 
and enthusiastically than -':rf-~they per-cei ve 
it to be non-relevant. . 



The perceived relevance of an idea should also 
influence researcher behavior. A number of :3tudies 
suggest that subordinates purposely 3creen their 
communications with those organ.i~~atiO!l3.1 !', ... :~rT,b2r·3 "1/[10 

control their rC'dards (Lt£,). Oi:.l3erV3.tior.:5 ()J 'lorri3 
(I p;) and findings by i':ornhaus er (gg) In::i.i CfL te t at 
this finding is also valid within the indust~lal 
research environment. Therefore: 

PROPOSITION 7: 
tend 

We have argued that perc ons of izational 
goals and needs play an important role in deternining 
\-fhi en ideas are percei ved as r!':Nardlng (perceptions 
held by management) and which ideas are subnitted 
(perceptions held by the research staff). There is 
also support in the literature of the notion that these 
perceptions influence idea generation and development 
behavior. 
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A case is reported by Bra .:~y in which a !l signi cant 
increase" in the rate of idea generation and submission 
was apparently brought about by communicating information 
on company objectives (33). In light of the earlier 
conclusions, one might argue that the increase resulted 
from the increased clarity of goals and needs which, 
in turn, reduced the researcher's uncertainty regarding 
the potential rewards and costs associated with idea 
submission. However, Hillier's argument ('3D) and 
Gershinowitzts observations (65) suggest following 
as an equally plausible explanation: 

PROPOSITION 8: Perceptions of organizational 
goals and needs stimulate idea generation 
and development congruent wi th these J2_~rce...£
tions, but stifle idea generation and develop
ment not congruent with these perceptions. 

It has been hypothesized that the idea-generation 
behavior of industrial researchers can be explained and 
described at least partially by four variajl s: 

1) Perceptions of time pressur~s j~e ~o c~rr2n: ~or~~ 
2) Perceptions of rewards associated ~ith effort on 

idea generation. 
3) Perceptions of organizational goals and needs. 
4) Interaction with other laboratory ersonnel. 

One additional spe fic reward was also ide~tified: 

5) Positive and enthusiastic rsce t10D and evalua
ti on 0 f j deas by the organ:i. z at 1. ')f1. I ~ :.,:;Vl0\-;er s . 



It is stressed that many other 
dependent, and interv8nin~ va~ les je cQnside~ed 
(l5~) • HO':lever, trH~ v2.riables ntifled in tIle 
literature search, and surn.rrrarized a.bove., rH"o~/ide a 
logical starting point. 

- A flow model~ Ficure 3, presented in order to 
indicate the interrelation of t~e a propositions 
developed in the previous section. Directed arrows 
are used to indicate t dependent and independent 
variab 

The main concern is with the set of sub~itted 
i as and the constraints imposed on ~his set by the 
idea flow process. From the ~o 1 it is clear that 
two screenings precede the project selection screening. 
In the first screening, perceived organizational goals 
and needs, and time pressures due to current work, 
bias the set of generated ideas in the direction of 
ideas which are perceived to be lIrelevantH to the 
organization. The resulting s of ed ideas 1s 
again screened, with the major considerations being 
perceived "relevance" and perceived rewards and/or 
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costs involved in expending the necessary effort for 
developing the generated ideas to the paint of submission. 
Thus, the set of submitted ideas is prestructured 
according to the researchers' perceptions of time 
pressures due to current work, organizational goals and 
needs, and rewards (or costs) associated with effort 
expended on idea flow. Other flow models, showing the 
results of these successive screenings or the size of 
the set of ideas finally submitted for approval, are 
given by Rubenstein (l37) and Rubenstein and Hannenberg (13'd). 

Nearly all the normative project selection/resource 
allocation mOdels start with the premise of a given 
set of alternatives and then attempt to structure that 
set in some manner most conducive to achieving firm 
and R&D obj ecti yes (see Section IV). Illhe ideal 
operation of the screenings is that HgoOd ll i as should 
be submitted" i.e., pass through the screens, but Hpoorll 
ideas should be screened prior to suboisslon. If "good" 
ideas are screened, the organiz sea an 
opportunity to reap the benefits of the suo5equent 
proj eat. Conversely, if Itpoortt .:i.c1\::3:s are not screened" 
the organization must expend scarce resources to evaluate 
them. 

Recent research (11.,24-,2g) resulted in data \'Thich 
indicate that, in the industrial R&D organization 
studied,. ideas ~'lere being created \'lhic11i'iere not beinG 
submitted. Further" when compared with other ideas 
existing within the organization, subjective rat 
of quality elicited from a panel of qualified judges 
reveal that the non-submitted ideas cC1nt ined a 
significantly higher proportion or fTgood .ideas. A 
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mechanism ','las developed vihereby the l(ir-:u .. ::' :lot subrr.itted 
during the normal operation of th:-~ ,)I' -ltil)n :)eca;:::~ 

submitted and reviC:::led by [;janag2EL~r'!'~. ;'::::lrl3.;b':?.c' 

revie~v decisions also indicated, a I·e_ .. ~tt:;i~/2 hi 
percentage of quality ideas in the set uf non-submitted 
ideas. rhaps the most startl ftnrl:t'::as that 
3 of the ideas achieving proj ~t status ~~~e from the 
non-submitted set which contained only 1 of the total 
ideas. In an unrelated study, eters and Roberts 
(I~) found somewhat similar res ts in universi 
laboratories. Thus~ based on ~ive ata, 
there appears to be a sub stant 103s ovat~ve 
pot.ential due to ideas not b ubr.",itted~ :'l.n 
analysis of the implications or tti::; iClc:!a r::";:):<1 r:lodel ';;.;111 
assist by providing insights as to how thls occurs. 

B.. Discussion of the Idea Flo\'i ~'Iodel 
In order to obtain empirical insights into idea 

submissio~1) Baker (27_) developed case 
histories for 45 ideas which e ~d, bu~ not 
submitted, in an industrial R&D laboratory. These 
data verified the eight propositions in the flow model 
for the laboratory studied. For each idea It was 
possible to identify the factor which was cited as 
the primary reason the idea was not submitted or, 
for ten of the ideas, not resubmttted. The ir:1portance 
of time deadlines on current work and of expectations 
concerning the relevance as perCeived by management 
was clearly demonstrated. 

The data indicated that because of organizational 
review and reward mechanisms which focus attention on 
current project activity and because of the uncertainty 
inherent in the review and reward mechanisms associated 
with idea flOW, research personnel tend not to function 
to their full creative potential. Ideas are generated 
only if market, mission, or production needs and if 
technical opportunities can be identified. Ideas are 
submitted only if the originator (individual to whom the 
idea is known) believes that the underlying needs and 
opportunities will be perceived 23 relevant by 
management and if rewards to the '-'Or 2:::-'2 seeD 

as being at least equal to the cose of c~eation and 
submission, e. g., taking time from the current \I/orl<. 
Unfortunately, relevancy is time and revie\>fer dependent; 
e. g., an idea judged not relevant by a revie~,'ier at one 
point in time may be judged re vant by the same, or 
another, reVie\ier at another, or the same, point in 
time. Further, since expectations regarding reviewer 
evaluations are based primarily on re actions on 
previous ideas, there can be a Significant lag between 
the time reviewers change their evaluation behaviors 
and the time idea originators per,:!ei ve t;11e C:~-Llnse. 



The data also indicated further in3ights into the 
role of managerial beoavior3 and of the s'Jbse uent 
feedback ~ffects. 3ubmitted ideas oft~n ar2 not 
sufficiently developed technically and 
supported by evid2nce of ~elevancy that nt can 
obj ecti vely evaluate them. The lack of cOllJpleteness 
is explained by the idea originator inv~sti mini~uill 

time on a development because of 9r033ur~3 fer 
current work accomplishment, of uncertainty re 
rewards for idea generation, a~d 
regarding: relevant n;:.~eds and t d.J ca.l O:-J 

SinGe ment is unable to e;Ii:.1_i;..~.:.i..:.'-~ :fi 
developed ideas, they behave j.n :-ra~;-3 ~}:?2c'21'/eci b:/ 
the idea originator::; as Cl:::d C'J'S ; '"::: •. ;:;., 

typical responses are TIdevelop en :;07J.r· spar,'~ t H" 

ttstate of art not s ufficiently J.d7anced~l.J Utoo far 
out", or no response at all. As a consequen(!8) 
expectations regarding organizational rewards for idea 
flow effort are modified dOHn'ward and the ~y':'!le 
repeats. As new employees enter tG8 zation they 
learn these low expectations fron the 7etera~s who 
have previously traversed full cycle. In such an 
environment it is little wonder the potentially creative 
employees fail to realize their potential and appear 
to "go dry" over time. 

The above is a somewhat pessimistic characterization 
of the environment. However~ it does illustrate the 
sensitivity of the innovative environment. Information 
of a technical and an organizational nature is required 
at strategic points in time. The nature and an 
initial specification of such a system is presented 
in Section VI of this paper. 

c. Research Opportunities 
It appears that innovative output is lost because 

ideas which exist within an organization are not 
submitted to the appropriate members of management. 
Two independent studies, one conducted in an industrial 
R&D laboratory (22) and the other in university 
laboratories (l2q) have identified siGnificant num~ers 
of non-submitted or unutilized eas~ Two stud~es in 
a limited number of organizational 3ett do not 
demonstrate that such an occurron:'!'2' L5 CC:~:::~:J:1 :j .. S .. 
R&D laboratories. However, they do seem to support 
such an hypothesis. There is a research need to 
investigate if the situation is widespread. 

An idea flow model has been constructed and data 
from one organization tend to support it. The model 
is not complete. There are a large number of possIble 
significant variables ~'Ihich have not been ex.;)licltly 
considered OSb). 'rhese should be c1'l tical ex d 
and a more complete model should be proposed. ~mplrical 



validation is needed for the various propositions and 
ror tfle I"riodel. A scenario has been "'iI'lt t'::.;n :.\)r 'cr.e model 
i.n OY1€:: ()r'~~aniz2tior~. Its [:er.\~r·~l1~, aIJr1.1:"; _-<-.~ 1:.-> 
unknod;], and should be exa...71in!~d for a ~··l f'.:'::" 0 f' f "r~ent 

orbun i z~t lons and or zatio:-131 sett.L.r.,::':'; ~ 
I f tile findi and the mode 1:'1 perna;):; in SOr.1e 

modified form, survive the rl ~; >Jr!;";:'1 then 
they ;:;t1ould be us cd (or pres cr 5. Vf.~ t~:"':. :.:t.:':3. it 
may be that improved information systems ca~ provide 
a useful first step; however, in order to jo so, they 
inust be G.i::si d ... ·rithin the exi3t::. tJe:~J:_'I:'r):"'2.1 and 
d2sibn constrain~s and criteria. is 3 stion is 
further developed in Section VI. 

IV • B&D Pro 

n ubens te in (13(,) in 1957 and 3rancll::~1be::\; (34-) in 
1966 wrote remarkedly similar introductions to thel~ 
respective papers. Both observed chan~e3 in the R&D 
environ::l8nt Which th13 author b ·:':}5 a.L',:::Jt.ill 
present in 1973. Tile post-Ho!"'ld ',,Jar :i per':1.od tias a 
period of optimism, permissiveness, and faith with 
respect to an industrial h&D revolution. Rubenstein 
states, it was a period in \'/hich R&D H accor:1plishment 
usually came as pleasant, and often camp te, surprises 
to others in the company" (136, pe;. 95). e t'dO 

authors saw this atmospnere giving way to one in which 
measurement, control, and evaluation were being imposed 
on the R&D activity. By 1964, Baker and und (25) 
could cite over 80 papers dealing directly ~ith 
normati ve models for R&D proj ect s ect1o~' and resource 
allocation. In 1972, Baker and £1lreeland (2.3) updated 
the 1964 paper and cited over 175 references to 
project selection and resource allocation. However, this 
literature is deceptive. There is little evidence 
that these normative models are being utilized by the 
managers of industrial R&D. 

The purpose of this section is to review the current 
state of knowledge regarding R&D ~roject selection and 
resource allocation. The first 3ubsect urveys 
the descr.Lptive literature. ~icxt t. ':: t.L. tiOD 
pro b is discussed attd S orr.e o{" ti": :,)T,~'.,.:::' .~>:) T::1.'1 t i ve 
diffiC'J.lties are idencified. e thi:~:d 3 ,::;~~lon is an 
exhaustive reivew of normative benefit 8s~reMent 
and resource allocation models. 7he se ion oses 
with a statement of current research opportunities. 

*rrhe aut110r is inciebt-:~d to Prof. Jolt. /r'ccla.nd of 
Stanford University for his col 
H t 1. ;! e ['10 del s II ;c~ u b s e G t ion. 



A. ect 

n u me r 0 us pap e r s w n i C fl C () ::1 t, :,~~ in :3 ;.1 ,:; G U L:l .~ _L. 0 ~1 S 

regarding the ll&D project 5e c~lon probJ.(:~I> I'or exar~;ple 

every normative model, and some that report case 
studies and/or experiences, bot::l ;;; 
on ~n~irloArl·n~ ~I~na~~~pn~ and 

J. ........ ..\.~(> ~ ._........ t':::J j, a #. 5t!H4_ •• \..t ",1 

published several such papers. 
Brandenberg's 1966 paper is the classic, 
most COl:1.P te> descriptive pap r' C:H .. ) ~ 
repoI'ts the res ul ts 0 i' intensi ve vest; 
5 companies and preliminary explorations in 9 other 
organizations. All of the rese rch activities ~ere 
company-financed R&D in firms :'Ilth: > C'~1.-.g0 
research departments and budgetsc However~ the firms 
varied in size, product-market areas, ~nderlying 
technologies> and R&D organizational configurations. 
Despite these differences~ a cons tent description 
emerged .. 

Brandenberg (34-, pg. 17) reported tha.t 2&1) 
project selection could be portrayed in terillS of changes 
made in lists of currently active and proposed projects 
and of mechanisms determining the form which the 
changes would take. Typical changes were: 

1) add or drop projects from the proposal list. 
2) reprogram active projects. 
3) replace active project with proposed project. 
4) initiate a proposed project and reprogram a 

current one. 
s) terminate a current project and s~ift 

resources to another. 

The project selection decision can be much more 
realistically described as a stream of investment 
alternatives than as a once-a-year decision event 
(3~> pg. 21). This characteristic still has not been 
adequately treated in the normative models. 

Brandenberg also constructs a ailed process 
flow model of the project selection cis (3~~ , 18). 
In general the process consists of 3ix st s 
( ,pp. 18-20). 

1) generating and changing the inventory of 
project proposals. 

2) reviewing the status of current and proposed 
projects for the purpose of deciding when to 
make a project selection and resource as 
rnent decision. 

3) choosing the projects on current and proposal 
lists which should be subj ect~~d .':~() evaluation 
and comparison and the criteria, variables, 
and constraints which are appropriate to the analysis. 
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4) evaluating each resource allocation alternative. 
5) comparing the alternatives and choo~ln~ 

6) recycllng to ther additlunal "·ld~.!n!~B on 
g1 ven al terna ti ves, to r2 formulD.t cri t ) 
variables, and constraints, and to redefine 
ent ly new alternativ?s. 

At best, the exist normative ~od~13 xplici~ 
include only steps 2-5. 

ilrandenberg identifies the or shQrtco~ings In 
normatIve models as their inabiLi.t.y to ~1~'r:8:: t:-:e 
follo~1T1ng characteristics of the :\&0 
problem (34-, pp. 20-27): 

1 ) the nee d r 0 rev a 1 ua t :'trl t t t~ n t 
stream of invest~ent possibilities. 

2) the diversity of proj~cts along the R&D 
process spectrum. 

3) the importance of individual s ~ists and 
en~lneers in providing Jeci3ian in~ ion 
and in exe cut lng pro~i e ct assigrwlenc;s. 

4) the close coupling of planning to inplementa
tion in R&D management. 

5) the significance of alternative gene.r'ation 
in relation to selecting and executing 
specific projects. 

6) the characteristics and consequences of' 
uncertainty in project decisions of 
interrelated constraints, alternatJ1/es ~ and 
objectives. 

7) the matching of project selection criteria 
to company objectives. 

It would not be an overstatement to state that with 
respect to overcoming these shortco~ings, the 1973 
mOdels are not further advanced than their 1964-66 
counterparts. Many of these will be discu3sed in 
subsequent subsections. Special at tention T,';i11 be 
given to tne interactive models which have attempted 
to address the inherent uncertainty thro sensitivity 
analyses. At this point we turn to the ect 

criteria underly the benefit L~ea3ur2menc ~i1e:;no:jG to 
be discuGsed later. 

In industrial R&D one would immediately identify 
profit maximization as an important criterion. Indeed, 
it is or·tant, but it is not s uffi ci2nt. Fi'01'" 2xan91e) 
one of r,Iansfielcl t s studies resulted in data ~'I~1ich 
iIi d:L eat edt hat Dr 0 r J t max i [;11 z at 1 0 :1 2 C C () nil:: t:;'.l for () :; 
of' the varlat io~ in the allo cat ion or funds ('1~, Ch. 3). 
Converse ) Uaker, Si2gman~ and Larson rr', f' und th3.t 



urgency (immediacy of the need or opportunity to~ard 
vihlch tht:: i a. 18 directed) and r'c:j~~ct Llt:l (de 
o fee r t a in t y ~'f i t h 'Ii h :i c h the ,;1(: t r 1 0 ~i.3 -::. ':: ;-] ur e s ~:. 0 r 
researching the idea are known) were significantly 
related to project selection decisions In one Industrial 
laboratory. 

Hubenstein (130, pg.' 97) asked 37 laboratory 
directors to indicate the criteria used to judge the 

S5 on R&D p~oject or 
ft The eri t~:;!ria and the :1;_::ilber 0:'" r;t] ::3 

citing the criterion are as fo J. 

I} Related to e ct on ;";;2;. s v;)lume or ;:'eve:1ue--19 .. 
2) Re ted to ef ct on savl in mate s, labor, 

or other costs--17. 
3) Related to effect on profits--13. 
4) Related to time and cost of the technical 

sOlution--28. 
5) ilelated to C!ustom':;;r sc:.tls ion··--10. 
6) Related to success of technical sOlutions--16. 

By 1968, such lists had grown to include 25 or ~ore 
items; however, the only differences were that 
criteria related to compatibility with product line 
and process capabilities and to the interest of the 
R&D personnel were included (27). 

Even if the criteria are known, two 5 ficant 
difficulties remain. First, there is no known way 
to generate accurate estimates of contribution to 
the criteria for projects in their early stages or 
to combine the estimates for the individual criteria. 
Second, the relative importance of the criteria and, 
hence, of project contributions change over time as 
the environmental conditions, e.g., market, consumer, 
etc., change (\36;103, eh. 3). 11hese difficulties 
will be discussed throughout this section. 

The preceding comments viev.r the project selection 
decisi6n essentially as a decision event. Recent 
research indicates that in many organizations it Dust 
be viewed and modelled as a decl ion process. 
process evolves from the fact t nearly 
organizational forms thin which is eonducted 
are hierarchical and the R&D director is not at the 
highest level in the organization. Thus, the R&D 
director typically receives guidance in the form of 
budgets from the higher organizational levelS and 
passes on guidance in the form of budgets to the 
managers in n&D. It is within this process at each 
organizational level that the project selection deci
sion occurs. Baker, ~~ aI, have described this process 



for the Ill:D c)r izatiorl in one ~:'~l..r~ .f·er}·:::·a~l ~ ,?LJ 
agency (2(" pp. 1-4). They believe that this j"?3cript: n 
in its general form applies to other agencies and te) 
many large indus trial organizations as ~.;ell ~ ri1he budget 
process is :Jequential in nature. ed 0:1 the guidanc~ 
it has received and on its decis as to ho~ the 
budget should be further apportioned,. each superor-
dinate level issues budget gui rm of 
reconlInended funding to lts e suJjordlnate 
levels. Thus, guidance informat 
the highest administrative level, all inter-
mediate levels, and on to the organizational 
~~it. In addition to budget 
organizational entitY:I guidance 1.3 also issued accor
ding to technical areas. For example, a laboratory 
will receive guidance regarding its total budget and 
guidance indicating acceptable budgets for selected 
proj ects and grou.ps of pro.j ects <, :::.he la.boratory, 
turn, will issue guidance for its subordinate organi
zations and for its project sub-entities. 

After guidance reaches the lowest organizational 
level, the information flow is reversed. Each sub
ordinate level transmits a proposed budget allocation 
to its i~uediate superordinate level in which the 
subordinate level details how it would allocate the 
guidance budgets if they were in fact to be authorized. 
These proposed allocations are integrated at each level 
and are then communicated to the next higher level. 
This downward-upward flow cycle may recur many times 
for more than one set of figures. Ultimately the 
highest organizational level receives a proposed 
budget allocation either consistent with the figures 
it originally issued as guidance or otherwise accep
table to it. 

Eventually, the highest administrative level 
determines the total amount of funding which vlill be 
appropriated for the entire research organization. 
The appropriated allocations then flow thro the 
organizational hierarchy in a manner analogous to the 
flow of the guidance information. nt> 
each organizational vel knows, wIthin ts, the 
level of funding it can anticipate during the fiscal 
year and the budgetary constraints which have been 
imposed on its operation. Specific fiscal year budget 
plans are then made. Frequently, these plans must be 
revised during the year, since the eventual authoriza
tions may deviate from the appropriations. Accordingly, 
several times during the year each organizational level 
is faced with determining a resource allocation which 



is characterized by a large number of b tary 
constraints, d~ fineei both by zat -Loru..'.l. ':rlt t 
and by research area. Thus, in ~any ~r~~~izatians th~ 
project selection decision is ;5equent ::1.:1(1 :lier-
archical. 

An alternative view of the R&D project selection 
decision process 13 offered by Connolly 1) and 
1s also based on studies conducted ~.vi th the .E&i.J 
organization of a large federal agency. argues 
(4-7, pp. 2,3) that for several ~,::,eEisons--t.:,e· lacK of 
8.n identifieb Ie decision-maker;> t::le exteli.ied t irc.e-
period, the importance of structur and Ll 
mechanisms--the planning and b tine; or ':::;.:pend1t u.res 
in a large research labora tory :is n.ot. eon ently 
modelled in terms of the decision e·;cnt type ?:,.odel. 
It appears that it is more appropriately examined as 
a decision process than as a deeision E~:ent" 

The adjective !ldiffuse" is introduced :in Connolly's 
paper to emphasize the character ieB of 3uch 
processes \l[h1 ch dis tinf;uish tllt"::-Trl strOrlb 
decision events. He argues: (1) the processes are 
temporally diffuse, covering extended pe:c.i.ods of time, 
with indistinct end-points; (2) they are multi-person 
processes, with influence (and decision-making 
responsibilities) diffused across a nwnber of individuals; 
(3) the participants are typicaJ.ly ed by non-
trivial physical distances, so that these processes 
are geographically diffuse; and (1 .. ) when r'ou..:1d in 
organizational settings, the processes often cover 
several organizational levels, and are thu~) organiza
tionally diffuse. 

As one moves back\vard3 in time fro~t! tIle output 
(decision) end of the process, it is probable that the 
decision problem changes, generally in rection 
of less specificity and more uncertainty.. In order 
to capture as much as possible of the de sional 
phenomenon of interest, one would look for the earliest 
possible formulation of the decision problem. In the 
focused decision event approach, the decision problem 
is typically formulated quite cl.osc to the decision 
itself> thus neglecting much Of the 9~CC~3S. In 
ar)prOaC!1 l)rOf)Osed l1ere, one a ,,-l:"':l::C the 
decision problem as early as possib all 
activities from that point to the final decision as 
a single, large decision process. The analytic 
focus thus shifts from the individual to t process 
as a whole .. 

The extreme case of a diffuse decision then, is 
a process in \'1hlch many participants, over an extended 
period of time, generate a decision in response to 
some decision problem, working with altern~tives which 
may initially be unclear or uni(no\vn, '.vith (:0S~S and 



benefits not reliably estimable, with unclear an r 
conflicting preferenceG, and with modifiable re30urces 
and constraints. Activities concerned ~;lt:l th(~ 
clarification of objectives, predictio~~ o~ future 
~tate~) F.:.;eneration of~ alternatlvt3s, r(.:3 It)~l:.:'()rl f' 
preference conflicts, and so on are ChU3 trea~ed dS 
an integral part of the decision process ~ather than 
as external to the decision itself, the ~radlt 
approach. Essentially, this formulat Jug~ests 
a shift from a micro- to a macro- level of analysis 
in treating complex multi-person decision ~enomena. 
As Connolly states (~7, pg. 4) it to be 
demonstrated tllat s approach ts oOtil ~ a~-)ible and 
useful. The hierarchical and diffuse t~ sties 
of the R&D project selection process have nat been 
studied and represent a potentially J.mport2..!-:,t area 
for additional research. 

B. Estimation: Uncertainty, Cost, Time to 
Completion, Trade-offs 

In an early 1958 paper, KleJn _-:ecl: ('3E) 
argued that an efficient allocation of"" development 
budget is a very different sort of problem than the 
efficient conduct of a current problem. By studying 
24 post World War II military developments, they 
documented that uncertainty Is an inherent charac
teristic of the projects which they examined.. I·Iarschak 
(103, Ch. 3) reported nearly identical conclusions in 
1967. ~he recognition of inherent uncertainty in R&D 
reached th~ level of consensus that in 1971 Mansfield 
(to" eh. 1) stated that R&D is an activtty '..rhich is 
aimed at reducing uncertainty. Indeed the very 
definitions of research, development, and ineering 
offered in the opening section of this are based 
on the amount of uncertainty remaining. 

A large number of authors have iden fied the 
various types of uncertainty which are inherent in 
R&D. Bright (35) discusses the various types of 
uncertainty in as informative and complete a fashion 
as any other source known to this writer. ~he 
following is a revision and expansion of 3 's 
lis t: 

, \ 
i) 

2) 
technical: scientific, e 
market: demand, cons UHler 
tive actions 
behavioral: resistance to 

is, ~)Poduction 

responne, competi-

cha!1t",;e) lack of 
receptivity by manage8ent, organisational 
co ns e r\i,3. t i sra 

4) timing: obsolescence 



Clearly the above list could be expanded e'!en further. 
However, the key point should be establl~~e~. ~a~y 

different kinds of uncertainty are inherent i~ ~. 
rurthcr, these uncertainties result in t~Q proJ C~ 
selection/resource allocation decision in 2;J De 
substantially more co~plex than the analosous decisions 
elsewhere in the organization. 

existence of uncertainty causes ~ub3~antial 
difficulties in data estimation and normativ,~ i;-~odelling. 
First, there is the problem of adequately representing 
the uncertainty of the benefi ts f:xpected to accrue. 
For example, i,lansfie ld (q~, Ch ..j) e:3 t 
esti,nates of probability of te JLLcal 3,ucee33 t'2nd to 
be optimistic and that a criterion such as expected 
value of profit can only account for something like 
50% of the variation in the allocation of fUnis. 
Mansfield's data (q~J Ch. 3) also indicate that (I) the 
probability of comrnercialization 1s higher for large 
and medium technical advances than for smal r ones, 
for product improvements than for nc'." products> B...,YJ.d 

for projects aimed at familiar s than for 
lmfamiliar markets; (2) the probability of m2~rket 3uccess 
is higher for large or medium technical advances, ne"./ 
products, and products involving unfruniliar markets; and 
(3) for the sample, on the average, for overy 100 
projects that were begun, 57 were technically success
ful, 31 conunercialized successfully, and 12 '~'iere 
market successes. Clearly the overall uncertainty 
associated with industrial R&D can be substantial. 

The most common approach for incorporating uncertainty 
into estimates of benefit is to weight the benefit 
estimates by a probability measure. The probability 
typically attempts to include technical and market 
u..l1certainties (e-g- 6,' g,('I, II 4-,11 b), Several autllors have noted 
the inadequacy of this approach and have attempted 
to include variance, as \VeIl as expected value, 
properties into the benefit estimate (e.g"''+~i7h}?7). As 
yet no completely acceptable approach has emerged. 
The topic of benefit measure~ent is treated in depth 
in the next section, HNormative Nodels H

" 

Uncertainty enters into the benefit estimation 
problem not only through technic and ~arket u~cer
tainties, but due to the fact that abje !ves for 3&D 
and project requirements are uncertain in that they tend 
to change over time (nb;IO),ph. 3). As a direct consequence 
of the inherent uncertainty, project requirements and 
budgets are often initially set in a most flexible 
fashion based on best predictions of cost, time, and 
te chnologi cal advance (\03, Ch. 3). HO\'l8Ver, a Iso as 
a direct consequence of the inherent uncertainty, the 
initial best estimates are subject to errors, 



especially at the initiation of the project (103, Ch. 3; 
99, Cn. 5; 103, C~l. 4). Partly for trie~::;:: r~':2.sons:. :llt;C:-l 
(81), dansfield (101, Gn. 4), and d0SentJloo.':1 and 
.. :, 'u' \ ~';: :.~ 1\ 1) a"'" ", n , ., '01- '1',\ r c ' L"I ,- 'r:-.:>. '1 '-'0' ", 0' ;- :,.~ ~1 ,-, (j z a. r ..... _·~ r'; ,:.~ r. i - .. _ ..... __ ii.:'Vl..a.z.-> ...". \", ... ) ... c:.,,,,- ':...tl. !.'''' _,~. '~,_,,:,,..A. ...... _. _"'....- ........ 

tIle strat'2cjY of parallel tecr~n()logtcal ;:;tpproaGnes t~) 

acnieve project requirenents and goals for [1':' payoff 
and/or 11igh uncertainty projects. :Kelatlvel.} little 
is kno'('/n reGarding the efficiency and erfect.l veness 
ctlarac-ceristic3 of tile parallel approac£1e::; 3trategy. 

'l'he inherent uncertainty aLso results in substantial 
difficulty in the estimation of project C03t and t 
to COLipletion. rrhe dlfficulty in 2.(;CI;.rati:! 

cost, although just recently be ~lde publicized 
in toe popular press, has been recognized by ~&D 
managers and management scientists for a considerably 
longer period of time. In one of the more co~prehensive 
empirical sutdies, Surr~ers (103, Ch. 4) investigated 
cost uncertainties inVolved in large military development 
projects. Among his results are the following: 

1) early e s tir:1a tes) nade n2&.r the be::; of 
a development program, are particularly 
unreliable. 

2) adjustments ~ade for actual procurement 
quantities remove most of the gross inaccuracies 
in the estimates. 

3) price-level corrections do not result in 
removing gross inaccuracies. 

4) even when both procurement-quantity and price
level adjustments are made, the esti;:-iates are 
far from accurate and tend to be hi .er trlan 
actual costs. 

5) cost estimate inaccuracies are greater for 
long development projects than for short 
and for proj ects 1/.;hicLl require a significant 
advance in teci:lnology. 

6) perhaps the most important factor is change 
in the performance requirements. 

Summers summarizes his findings by noting tl-::a t as the 
project is conducted there are trade-afrs oet~een cost, 
tina to co~plctionJ and performance characteristics. 

l-lansf'ield (99, ell. 4) Inve~~-:ib~:ted ::':1::: c:Jst 
cnaracteristics of 75 develop~en~ projects in an 
ethical drug firm. In general he found results 
consistent with Su~ners, nanely that type of project, 
technologic advance, and developnont stra -::.2f~Y Here 
related to cost" Further, he reported (~)9) eiL 5) 
that sizable er'rors arc made at the be nn of the 
project and tha.t cost overruns (.'tre a:.~e:::" .~\)r technically 



ambItious projects, projects '.'11th a 'w'liur::y' ~)pectra 
of activity, and projects of r duration. 
instances when a general re ~sion mo 1 ~as core 

C(!;,lrate tiL..!.n est lmute;"; provlded sJ '- .. !"~. >:a:"isfie::Ld'::.; 
data indicate that cost overruns ar r : 3:-102t: r> but ~~ 

overruns longer, in the drug indu3try than i~ weapons 
development. However, both overruns are a~ent in 
bot~ sett .. 

1\ifar1"-r.! '~ld (101 Cil 7) -t n +-h':>.1 ""Cl~"r:.''-;_ .• ; al ;::,'n~li Yl''''n-1 .;).J.. e \ , 4'" • ../.. 'J .... C ...... l. 1 '-" -..) \J J.. ._ .~ • i _ J. U I 

ment and Glennan (t03, Ch. 2) and Sherer (Pt-I) in the 
government H&D environment note ttlat the t;ime to 
completion of a projeet is a function of th.e rate at 
I.'Thieh resource;:; are expended. rrli;.::~ to co:rrplete a 
project can only be decreased by increas total 
cost because more errors result and the marginal 
returns decrease. Further, the cost to speed up a 
project varies from project to project depending on 
specific project characteristics. 

Timing is also related to cost in other ways. 
For example, the largest percentage of the total cost 
or an innovation frequently occurs when tool is 
designed and manufacturing facilities are designed 
and constructed (99, eh. 6). Only about one-half of 
the cost of innovation is accounted for by R&D. In 
general~ the cost to irinovate is a function of the 
stage of the innovation process. 

This brief section on estimation is closed by 
noting one other parameter interrelationship. The 
liklihood of technical and commercial success is thought 
to be a function of the total cost (3). Thus, the 
resource allocation decision is made even more complex. 
Not only is there signifIcant uncertainty surrounding 
the resource and benefit estimates, but also the 
resource and benefit estimates are a functlon of the 
cost which is the decision variable. Hence, the 
dilemma, to determine a good allocation pat tern" \'Je 

must have estimates of time to completion, likelihood 
of success~ manpower requirements, costs, etc.; however, 
all these parameters are a function of the resource 
allocation pattern selected. 

There has been no attempt at: an exhaustive search 
of the relevant literature dealing th es~iQation 
problems in D. It is a large cerature and a 
complete survey of it is beyond this paper. Hot,oJever", 
the basic difficulties have been identified and docu
mented. The brief discussion on estimation problems 
also functions to set the stage for the following 
discussion of normative models. 



J) 

C. IJ rrnatl ve l';odels* 
All wana.(jers 0 reJearch and dc~',;el ::~:.:.:t;~,.; a.re ec: 

>li th a c 
searcn/~anasem2nt science litera~ure3, 
is re fer red to as a re ource alia ca ti(;;i ,.... (~:l91 1:: al 
in ves tmen t prob lem. 1~ s'.::neral des c ript 0:': :):.' tIle 

lem is: 

Given a set of alternatives which require 
common scarce resources (suc~ as 
b ts, I;lanpo',ier:;, and it;:Ie:.;)~ '~l2t 2::-1ine 
t 11 a t a 110 cat ion (] f t 11 e 1"e :s 0 t}r c ~~ s t 0 ~~ :v~ a 1 ~...: e r
nativ"-::s Tllhich \"I111 ;rraxirrlizc" over a1.l. pos
sible allocations, the value ~ontributiQn of 
the resulting program. 

Mathematical models of the resource location lem 
are comprised of two types of mathematical functions: 

1 .. objecLi"IC! f'lrrlctions, :Leh. u~~::!'asur"~ e :.L2 

contribution of an allocation tern, and 

2. constraint functions, which describe the opera
ting environment within which the decision 
must be made (of special importance is t 
availab~lity of the scarce resources). 

The purpose of-this section is to ansess the sta~e of 
normative R&D resource allocation models. 

As Souder (,~q) notes, the normative Dodels can 
be classIfied into six categories: linear, nonlinear, 
zero-one, scoring, profitability, and utility_ 
Linear (17, 2b, 2'1) and nonlinear (18, 7S, 135) 
models have linear and nonlinear objective functions, 
respectively, and have linear constraint functions. 
Zero-one models ( t 2 3) use integer variables;) 
scoring models (1''3 , \\'t ) use multiple criteria 
interval scores in place of financial measures, 
profitability mOdels maximize some single measure of 
economic return (12.,50;) 5"2 ), and utillt:;,~ r:ode 
(4-<a~ 6\) maximize the subjective uti.li t 
investment. The rnathenatics involved froe s 1e 
ranking by benef! t to the sophistlc2:.ced 1thms '.Ji' 

linear, non-linear, and integer programming. 
Two papers have appeared which survey the litera

ture associated with normative models of the R&D 
project selection and resource allocation decision; 
namely, one by Baker and Pound [25J in 1964 and one 
by Cetron, f'l1artino and Hoepclce [Sq] 111 1~)67 A rrllese 
surveys have been periodically updated in til2 pre ""a tory 

*1h1s section is a r8\</1'1 te of an arlL r' uc:p' ~:LSI10d 
paper by H.R. Baker and J.R. Freeland enttt.l d !rEacent 
Advances in R&D Benefit Measurement and Project Selection 
I'''lethods, n an invited paper at the 197? i>l;;:ion~:.l I<L~2tinf'~ 

o r the 0 per a t 10 n s He sea r c h ~ 0 c i e t y 0 r l \ III ~~ l' i. c:1 .i n ;\; t~ H 

Orleans, Louisiana. 



remarks of nwnerous papers; however, no ;~~ .l~ic 
assessment of the literature has appeare sl ce 
1967.. '1:(18 purpose of is sectio~l ,is 7.U :~j:fG')ld'.,: a 
current asses GE-:nt or the litera:~Ur'.?3.r:-1'1rr:: :,j,? to 
n02mative models of t!.;e 3 and D P""'oj et ~),.:;:.r:,_t:_ ti (i!'i'j 

resource allocation decision. 

1. A review of reviews 
Baker and Pound [ 25) in 196 11 C>~'::f"(j(!} >:artino 

and Roepcke [39] in 1967 reviewed the Rand J project 
selection and resourc~ allocation decision nOdel 
Ii terature.. flhe pre fa tory] remark::" in recen./:,. r) ,~bl 
~ioore and e:r [t13, llY- , AJ.hoos-'a. 2.:,.G _::}::::;-na.;i :JJ 

and Souder [ l L\-q i 50 ] serve 1";:.:; "':e +.:;_. t2 t ;1l0 
r'· ) t f'" revle~vs. 0lnce mas 0 these pap~jrs are a.cc~ss~b Ie 

in the open 1iterature~ it is not necessary 0 treat 
them in deatail. Table 1 summarizes the content of 
tIle relevant portions of the ted papers., In addi
tion, a bib liography compiled frOL) the cited papers 
and a review of the recent literature is included. 

The rev'iews suggest limitatton:-"") 
currently proposed normative mo s. 
and summary of these limitations is: 

inheren.t the 
ion 

1. inadequate treatment of risk and uncertainty 
2. inadequate treatment of multiple, 0 en 

interrelated, criteria 
3. inadequate treatment of project interrela

tionships with respect both to value contribu
tion and to resource utllization 

4. no explicit recognition and incorporation of 
the experience and knowle of the Rand D 
managers 

5. the inability to establish and maintain balance 
in the Rand D program; e.g., balance between 
basic and applied work, between of nsive and 
defensive activity, between product and process 
effort, between in-house and contracted 
projects~ between improvement and breakthrough 
orientation~ and between high risk - high 
payoff and moderate or 1 (n'; ri - moderate 
payo opportunities 

6. perceptions he by the Rand D canabers that 
the rna Is are unnecess ~ficult to 
understand and use 

7. inadequate treatment of the time variant 
property of data and criteria and e associa
ted problem of consistency in the ~esearch 
program and the research staff. 

Given these limitations, it is clear why ive 
models of the Rand D project se etion and resource 
allocation decision have been implemented and used by 
Hand D manaGer's. 



-'/Pound 
+) [2SJ 

;n/I,Tart ina 
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/Baker 
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eclsion theory 
conomic Anal]3is 

ions Research 

Decision theory 
Economic Analysis 
Operations Research 

Scoring models 
Economic models 
Hisk analysis 
Constrained opti
mization 

Pro,j ect scoring 
Project index 
Math programming 
Utility models 
Descriptive 

Linear 
lIon-1inear 
Z ~:; rO-Ol1e 

Scoring 
Profitability index 
Utility 

Jlscussion or general d2scripti~~ 

eristlcs of 30 representative 

of 

ures which describe input and 
utput characteristi~s. 

se of use: data. 
of applicability. 
~J u.::t::-:~::"y fo r 30 ~~:o dc-Is .. 

discussion of each model type. 
ummary of so~e accepted descriptive 
sights. 

First empirical data relating output 
from different model forms. 

Brief discussion of each model type. 
Identification of critical factors 
not included in most models. 

Scoring nodels used to evaluate 
representativ? models class. 

perform co~para~ive analysis 
models desicned to represent 
c2.tegories. 

.=C:'3· tl) 

of four 
main 



The 1964 ~eview [25J cl~a~ly ill~~tra~ed the ~ 
or implemcntatlon and u;.;e ana lden':ii.>;~':l ~~:>:: n;.:r::d to:, 
f~orrn.;~1.1, 11 f·'" f:;r~,r)_lr"~ic,'il 2jtjl'i-L·~· ;,"1 4:>~ .. ~; ~ .. ,~Jl(::~:::-~~t-
t, tl t 10 n I)I' 0 C ':: D;3 • 'ii' 1 t h t nee x C :~ p r: ; :-' t :.~ ".i ~.z 

[q" ] and eurrent v;ork at a ~;/C:·tr~~·;r: d.l ;'i,:s,::nCj 

[l6] little has been accomplished beyond h~ e 
economic return and rat nodels egG, St. 3). 

Souder [ I 1-<1, 150 ] has :-::-:~l;:r..: ;:~'~""1 3~:;;.; 3':2.:'-:: 

in providing approach~s for evaluat ~ and D decision 
models. ~xpan a list of R and pe~far~ance 
c11aracterj~st4ics !3U[;g~~stecl by t;.rc~r1.) ~:.3.~~tiv:() 2.~!\1 :~()f.;:p(!~Ce 

[3q] and incorpoY'atl:-1f; redpons8D fr'c:::. c.::" ~!~:::~);:;2 of _ 
and Dan ci t i.;j :::;: 3, ._>.::; ~.~ d ~ :r' [I ,l 5" 0 J 
prepared a list of p c-
teristics. s list was used as the basis for a scori~g 
model to determine the li re l a tiv2 suitability" of certain 
classes of quanti tati ve models. Since the ;T>~asure of 
suitability is only a relative measure, it provides 
little insight into the tfabsolute suitability" of t 
mOdels. Two applications of t~e SC0~ have 
been reported [I~q, \SO] and the rC3ul~3 cate some 
strengths and limitation3 of a nlL"Jber of quantitative 
Rand D selection and allocation models which have 
appeared in the literature. The list of performance 
criteria and characteristics is also useful as a 
reference guide during model design. A slightly 
expanded version of the list is reproduced aa Table 
2. 

Souder [14-Q, \50] has also provided data 1tlhich 
is useful for preliminary assessment of the effective
ness of four resource (budget) allocation models. 
four models are referred to as a "nonlinear model n , 

a Hlinear model lf
, a Itzero-one model tl

, and a "profitability 
index model" and are intended to be specific represen
tations of broader classes of models. The output from 
each test model is evaluated against the output from 
t\'lO control models; namely, a tlbenchmark moclel l1 ~']hich 
allocates the budget in a pro rata fashion, I.e. the 
budget is distributed proportionately to the projects 
based on the project's maximum annual funding level and 
an Hex post optimal model!! Hhich funds at their 
annual level all projects that te~~i2a~2i as s~ccesses. 
Perhaps the most inter2sting result 5 , for the 
specified set of input data, the benchmark model 
performed as well, and in some instances better, than 
the test models. In Souder's data, the estimates of 
the probabilities of teci1nical success underf;o signi-
ficant change over the life of the projects and the 
benchmark model performs best when the data is least 
valid. It is impossible to determine whether the result 
that the benchmark model is as effective as the mathematical 



)ciel includes: 
;.; u 1 'c i p 1 e 0 b j e (! t i ve s 
Jultiple constraints 
Market risk parameter 
Technical risk parameter 

r lini ts p2.:-'amecer 
111ty 1 ts parameter 

STIC3 

t liaits parameter 
Premises uncertainty parameter 

EXIBILITY CRITERION 
ARJ\CTERIsrl'J. C3 

del applicaule to: 
Applied projects 
Basic projects 
Priority decisions 
Termination decisions 
Budget allocation applications 
Project funding applications 

3T CRITERION CHARACTERISTICS 

leI has; 
LoY{ set-up costs 
Low personnel costs 
Low computer time 
Low data collection costs 

Souder, Itf.E. [1,0] 
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2) eil -----------------------------------------
Ho 

~~,,:: period 
Optimization analyses 
~ a~aly3e5 

an;).lY:3is 

es 

4) USE CRI7ERIOU CHARACTERISTICS 

Discrete variables 
Computer not needed 
Special persons not needed 
Special interpretation not needed 
Low amount of data needed 
Easily obtainab data 

6) ADDITIONAL CRITERIA 

T/rodel considers: 
Competitor efforts 
"Strategic need lf 

Project dependencies (value, 
resources) 

Updating data 
HFlags!1 fa:, potential problem areas 



opti zation ~odeJ is an artifact of the data or lS 
2. LC:::~21 rt'~,' wl11 held 1'0 Jnccrt ai.n 
environments Ga 55, it is an interesting 

tical hypc"chcsis Khich should be systematically 
tested in ubsequent research. 

Several p2pers have been written by indi duals 
who are not a cians, but who are mana~emcnt 
science professionals working for an organization and 
who are atterr~ting to improve the organization's Rand 
1:2 selection 2Xld alloe Jon decision process, e. e;. 

1_ I 7.~ i "3.. \ 2 '3 ". ! 3 S __ I naIl but 'P 0 ~3 S 1_ b t 1'1 0 

s i "c ~ c. t . s- i, l 2. :; t :-i r e is 1 itt evidence that tile 
models proposed by these practitioners were used, or 
if used, survived after the departure of a critical 
management sponsor and/or the model b loer. Hence, 
these papers provi little assistance in assessing 
the paten a1 effectiveness of the proposed models; 
however, they do suggest some level of dissatisfaction 
on the part of tile Hand D management" 

rlwo recent studies whose results are just appearing 
[2~, q6 ] report on on-site experiments designed to 
evaluate speci cally constructed models. The results 
reported to date are generally optimistic, but are too 
incomplete and specific to provide ~eneral results. 
Additional on-site experiments are urgently needed in 
order that general conclusions can be developed. 

As Table 1 illustrates, several tempts have 
been made at categor~LzinG the normative rna Is. 'fhe 
attempts have been only partially successful. There 
appears to be growing recognition that there exist 
two primary categories of models; namely, benefit 
measurement models and project selection/resource 
alloc2.tion rr!()d~:;1!3 It b" 1 2 ~ ] . fol ov!:Lnf, sections 
a'-i <:'-C'1<":t.:: y>£::.c:::::.y-,"- ~-a';'7~'';.1'"'' c: ':1"'.r1 resc:.~,y·""':J 01-'DOy'tur-i t-1 es ..-,:::) _. '"-';,.., ..L'_ "- .. l t,.,: Q \" '-A • ~ v ..... ~_,,~ J. .t. ....... l \,.,... (...f....L. \...-;.. -' 1:.J.. .... 1 J... .....L-, 

ass 0 c l ate d -~J i the a ci-} 0 r the set woe ate go r i e s . 

2. Benefit measurement methods: an overview 
All of the benefit measurement methods proposed 

to date req rc 508e well informed respondent, or group 
of respondents" to provtrie subjective inputs re rding 

eristics of the proposals under consideration. 
the l~ve_ of s ectivity varies considerably 

oet\':E:en a S::'rLl='lle r~::lt 2.nd a detailec economic 
is; towevcr~ even the economic analysis of R 

and D proposals requires subjective judgement. The 
bene t [;",e{::.s 1..~reIr,t;:;rJl!:l..::t;-iCds can be described as sy s
teT;";2.tic prccec:lrer.: :'or obtaining cnd integratinc subjec-

ve and 0 jectlvc: lJenefit data. The methods can be 
c 1 (;.; ~: i (; cJ, t n r' (:: r o:r > e, 0 nth e bas is 0 r the tho u t 
p::-'OCS <:::-:3 it;::: r:!L :i_;;,~!c ed. on t:-1e res ondents. 



fiT'st :-, cf'()ry includes (3uch approacher:; as 
~-::.;ort, rank [:, ra -c:ing:1 paired comparisons, dollar 
metric, standard ganfule, successive ratings, and 
sue c e s s i vee 0 n p a :1"1 s () n f) [4' '+ , 5 3, 6 t, q It) I 2 '7 , j 2. ~ ] • 
Each of the methods requires the respondent(s) to com
pare one prcpo al either to another proposal or to some 
subset of alternative proposals. The respondent is 
requested to specify which of the two entities is 
preferred and, some approaches, to specify the 
strength of preference. A set of project benefit 
r:~e;;:.sureS is t!·~e~jc[;111'·-iJ~,E~d by performing specified 
IDa:,l:er:-~atical iC.~L·E on the stated preferences .. 
Sinee benefit measu.res have meaning on1:1 relative 
to tne set of alternative projects evaluated, any 
time an alternative proposal is added or deleted 
from the set under consideration, the entire process 
must be repeated. These approaches comprise a 
category tern:ed comparati ve approaches. For example, 
the Cramer and Snlith paper [~<6J suggests an especially 
interesting approach for treating the risk associated 
vlith R aJ1d D proposals by using certainty equivalent 
forms of utilities in a proposal selection model. 

A second type, usually identified as scoring 
models, assumes that a relatively small number of 
decision criteria can be defined which, when properly 
related, can be used to specify the desirability of 
allocating resources to each alternative proposal 
[8, "3,114-, jiG,]. Irhe criteria are typically 
related to specific project characteristics such as 
cost, manpower availability, scheduling feasibility, 
probability of technical success, etc. The respondents 
must determine the merit of each project with respect 
to Fe critc-,r1cr~. ';J-: resultin[; vector of scores 
for an ernat is~seful as a agnostic for 
identifying the strengths and weaknesses of each 
alternative. The project scores are then combined, 
usually by ion or multiplication, to yield an 
overall bene~ t measure. The benefit measures are 
reI ve, but alternatives can be added or deleted 
without affect benefit scores of other 

ives. aeh has received renewed 

fina c]ass~ benefit contribution nodels, 
re re the rf~ cnd€rrt.r3'r to tie projects directly 
to research c:evelopment obj ectives or to systems 
r' (;;,~.:; ;~ S 0 -' 17 b .) l I I , t 2 2., I 4-" J . c 1 u de d 
ir~ tr:iis clL~:: 1~::e nUIi:ercus econorr.ic return, cost/ 
benei'it, rl:;~k sis -' relevance tree, and assessment 
t~:"f':(; rO(ic:'j':;;: ~ j;T'C,j ct benefit is :T102;3Ured either 

re lat iv(; derl~n 

~ ~ticns to a number of objectives 
:: Ll tL:-"l[ me a:s ure may 01' lil<:.1Y not be 
OD the specific 2pproach. 



Alternative!:) may be added or de ted ':iithotlt .Lnfluenc 
tile benefit scores of the other alte-r·nat.L-'F':~5. 

Studies v;hictl i\)cusccl on plr'ir.;al :i.::-;23':.:;i.~;;j.tior;s 

<) r va rio u. s con :3 i cl era t i 011 G 0 i' s e 1 '3 t;;.:: G. L L' n:: C 1 ~ I7"Jj ,'1.3 t~r ,2 -

Illent r:lct110ds have ap.Jeared in t ter~;ltt;,r'~. 

results are too preli~inary to be pres~nted ~s general 
conclus ions: hOH8ver) they do i lus tr;:tte :'!:-';c potent 
of researcn in this area. A brief su~marj is: 

1. Data fro~ two studies (53, l28) suppo~t the 
hypotnesiscIlat simple linear re ions.!1ips 
exist between the outputs t~d by us 
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dl fferent cor:--.para ti ve 'i.'I18 question 
\'ltlich remains is: Are the trlought processes 
underlying the cOr:1parative approa ;::; 
sufficiently alike so that the resulting 
benefit @easurements are closely r~lated. 
~ome existing results indicate that they are. 
However, a re cent st udy by Good~lln (67) does 
not support the hypot sis and suggests, 
at least in his apylication, that ~e ts 
from ratings were more valid than weights 
from rankings. 

2. Present research in a large governmental 
agency is investigating the relationship 
between the measures generated by a compara
tive to those generated by a scoring model. 
Results to date are inconclusive in that for 
some respondents the measures are n~arly 
identical whereas for other respondents the 
measures, and subsequent recommended resource 
allocations, are quite dissimilar. It is not 
yet possible to explain this observation. 

3. A 3uggestion by Dean and Nishray (50) pro~pted 
Waore and Saker (113, 114) to conduct an 
intensive study of scoring models. Their 
\'lork demonstrated that a linear (versus 
multiplicative) scoring model can be constructed 
such that its output is rank order consistent 
with the outputs of a profitability index 
mode 1 and 0 f a line 2r pro grarmn:i.n[; r;~ode 1. 
Concepts of the e ffe cti ve 1":1:::":;.=e ':!nd d:~ s cri
minatory power were defined for cori~~ 

models, a theoretical foundation for scoring 
mOdels was developed, and a procedure for 
designing scoring models was detailed. 
Evaluation of the design procedure in an R 
and D environr~lent has not yet been :l(!coE!plished. 

4 . .Ln the I'IIoore and Baker (113, l1 II) ~;tudy, the 
a.dditive model consistently pI'odu0eci r:lOI'2 
consistent re3ults than did a mul~lp cative 
model. !\ recent pa.pcr by aoori~\r.ln (67) 
s up po rt s t ne i'loo re - 0al'~er a:.:;..; l~ r':: j.D ~~ ~~ilCit 

Linear 3coring I:1odels are bet··>~,~r :'~::script~ive 



mode 13 th2.n 
It is qui te i 
'~+-".-i";(·::.c' [ 15 
'.J ,-'\ .... "' .... -'.) _ J 
dlt' t 

sting t:l:-l~ 

irldlc~..L~e ·~r}. 

ronment llr;.ear 

i' 'f 1 I 

a satisfactory approximation to the respondents 1 

responses to multi variate 3t~;"~i"ill in a 

5. 

decision 3i tuation. re 1:.i :;_GG2,?a::;; 

ev 1 den ce tna t 1 inear 0'0 j e C"0 i ~,re run c:, :LGn;;; nave 
validity in a multiple criteria decision 
31 t uat ion. 
ira f'ornal investigatlon 
methods was found by the 
industrial zat 

f benefit contri~~tion 
;1:8.n;)' 

U;:)2 one or more of 
the economic return approaches, es cially 
in the evaluation of developrw~nt ar:d engineering 
proposals [)3, 4-5,52.1- A recent study [<1 to] 
indicated t~nat a risk analysi;::;. approach \'Jas 
favorably evaluated by the Rand D management 
of one organizat n. Seve~al eilitary 

es and vernment cO:1t;rac"cors ~1ave 

apparently tried to use a relevance tree or 
cost/benefit type of approach [50, 
\2.2,134-, iY-6]. It appears that most of 
these have been discontinued due to the 
excessive cost and time required by Ganagement 
and the research staff to initialize and update 
the data set. 

In summary, despite the large number of benefit 
measurement models prposed in the literature, relatively 
little is known about the performance of these approaches 
when applied within an.R and D environment. This is 
a critical area for future research. 

3. Benerit measurement: recent advances 

Once the two primary categories, benefit measurement 
models and project selection/resource allocation models 
are recognized and accepted, it is natural to think 
of the benefit measurement models as pravi input 
for the objective function of a project selection/resource 
allocation model. For a selectio!! r::odel, i. e. 2. rJO 

which recommends acceptance or rejection bu: does not 
consider funding levels, a point estioate of value is 
sufficient. However, for a resource allocation model, 
it is necessary to have more than a point estimate of 
value. Some type of function, continuous or discrete, 
must be specified which relates benefit to the 
feasible funding levels associated ".1ith each proposal 
under consideration. The methods previously cited and 
discussed generate single point estimates of value. 



Two independent, but remarkably 51 lur approach~s 
for constructing such a function have rocently b~en 
r e ') 0 r t' p (.1 0 " I::> ("' ", rl f'r) -r c. ~,.. ,-, <.- " ~. c., "~, ,'" 'j' r 2. ("., J t- - .....t, .... '- -" C I..J, t... .... c.,.;;.. t;.:....'" _I J' ",,"';"" - " .. - '" t ",,! 

and the other for an indust a1 firm i ~ ~~ t!i'lP ::.1.Ch<:::3 

are based on three alte.rnatlve funding .I ~/,; ::; ',<ihien 
are identifled for each proposal by the- ::-tL'j f.) 
personnel in answering 3uch qu~~tions a~: 

1. 1 .. lhat is the minimum Ie t/":] 1 of ~eso urces 
necessary to sustain a project effo=t with 
the current p ect obj ~ve3? 

2. In your j "what vel o( ::'esource~; 
is required to adequat ly pur3ue p ect 
objectives (in the governmental cy, this 
level is t~~ vel cted to b~ reco~mended 
by higher authorities ? 

3. What is the maximal amount of resources 
which could be absorbed by this project if 
an all out program were desired'? 

In the governmental agency, one of ~he ben~fit 
measurement models is then adapted and used to generate 
a point estimate for each funding level. r the 
industrial application, a Ifproject risk function H is 
estimated by a least squares approximation to the 
cumulative distribution function 

f(x) = 1 1 

(l+xc)k 
x.?: ° , c,k!:'Q 

A project benefit estimate and the project riak 
function are sufficient to define an expeeted benefit 
function for each proposal and each funding level. 
In each application, the benefit functions are used 
to define an objective function for a resource 
allocation model. Apparently the basic approach has 
a rather broad potential for appltcation~ 

Recognizing the inherent diff:Leulty ot' ':luantifylng 
subjective judgments, manaGement sei::.;rt t ~G.ve 
recently adopted an interacti ve appl'"'oach t~he des 
of benefit measurement and resource allocation 
information systems. Cochran, et~ al. ~5] > have 
defined a system which easily permits the user to 
modify the economic characteristics and observe the 
impact on expected net present value and return on 
investment. Eventually, for each proposal., the user 
determines the economic characteristics and, hence 
the expected net present value, Hllich be c1s best 



des c r i t e ~j the pro po:.) :11 . ~l he s e 1 ':: c ted (": Xl:' (; ~>:: d not 
pre sent va 1 ues arc then inpll t to t. r-:- O;j~ ''::CT,::'' V;.:~ 

runctic~l or a pr c~ct :~elcctl()n >:1. "';~l :izL .~ze:; 
ole x p;~ c ted n -2 t P r -::: sen t '1 a 11.1::: :3 :";'0; e c:. G:J. 

constraint on total J. and D costs. ri1rle c.:!c.:le can 
be re pea ted any numb.::;L' 0 f ti;-;~e 3 thus pro\.' the 
us~:r ';lith an opportunity to ;:-l3S2:~.::, ':;ilf: -:;t that 
ci1anges in the w'lde21ying economic char'acteristics 
of the proposals will have on the port Lo ~f selected 
projects. 

A similar sensitivity :3 
presently being evaluated by ~ 30ader 
and Iilaher [2.0J wi thln a governmental a~:;'2ncy. As 
mentioned previously in tl1is sectton of the p3.;>er, 
piecewise linear benefit functions are generated for 
each proposal. These bene functions serv~ as 
inputs to the objective function of a con3tr~ined 
resource allocation model. This information system 
also operates in a time share, interactive C02puter 
mod e .. r_~l 11 e use r has t::-1 e 0 p pOI' t; to 7:0 ~ the 
funding levels at which benefit is estimated and the 
estimates of benefit. Thus, the user can change the 
benefit function associated with anyone or more of 
the alternative proposals. It is also p03sib to 
change any of the several constraints. Accordingly, 
the user can examine the impac: various Cha.nb23 have 
on the portfolio of selected projects and 
associated funding Ie ve Is. Al thou(:~~ dl=ije~1d·:::r;.t 
efforts, it is important to recognize that both or 
the interactive approaches concentrate on the 
analysis of the impact on the portfolio, not on the 
individual project values. Perhaps there L3 a growing 
recogni tion that it is easier a~d more .i11eanln6.f'ul 
for Rand D managers to evaluate alternative portfolios 
than to evaluate isolated proposals. Not 
only is this likely in situations with multiple 
criteria, but also in situations where economic 
return is the dominant consideration. 

The two interactive approaches just discussed 
utilize the decision ~aker in the solution procedure. 
As the user, the dec:L:>ion l:12ker t;':?I'r':Lne3 X{l'i cn 
l!\'lhat jfrl qu.estion~3 ·~'Ji.l1 be (J. a.:ld !:~::"r:.';e \J 

information will be generated. However, they both 
assume that it is possible to quantify th decision 
maker's overall benefIt function. Although applied 
in an unr'elo.ted environ:;lent, Geoffrion, ;:", 2nd 
Feinber,iG 104-1 sugGest an interact,ive I' en eh 
docs not ctSSiJr!1e that the benefit functioJ':' a.n be 
q uar.. t 1 fic d. The ir approach ::~s .3 pe ci f1 c:l11 ::J.e s iCncd 
for a multiple crIterion environment. J, ,lS:;'L1T::2S that 



if the decision-Daker could someho~ 
overall benefit ['unction \'l:lich reICite;.~ 
(~r')lt ~~,'~l, therl r:'~)-/;;l LL~it~1~·;,~::-~a-:lt:;·~L. __ 1 
be us':: ci ~ 0 eval ua.te a1 terna:1 1je propo:ial ~ 

ttley neve!~ r2qulr'e t~lis benefit ~ ~_H1ct~O:-} 

identifi8d explicitly. Instead, only los 1 
ab ou t th;:::; bene fit rune tioD 1..:3 eJ.C: J uallJ :1(C; r.: 
car*ry ut ti12 C ,~ul~lt r13. : .... '{le r~{.)~ ._~~~/t ..... "CL-~C: 

declsion-:naker to malce Iterati ve !li'::cision:5 ·/i:LLc~ 

\'illl :imlJrOve the overall benefit -~'unevion at 22:e;:.. 
iteration. Start with a set of alt~r~~-i~~3 
which do not exceed. tn'3 availabl rr;::iOUr'C ) "t!H:: 

decision m.aker evaluates the trc::.de--off bC't.~rr~2:-1. 

criteria and determines an improved solution which 
does not exceed the available r~30urces. This 
interaction between the decision-maker and the 
mathematical model is accomplished in criterion 
space rather than in the space of the decision 
variables. The application of such an approach to 
Rand D resource allocation of rs SO~2 exclcins 
possibllities. 

Another approach for handling multiple objectives 
is that of goal programming as illustrated by the 
Charnes and Stedry model [~IJ. In this case the 
multiple objectives are expressed as goals, e.g. 
profit, market shove, cost in dollars, cost in 
manpower, etc. could all be goals. If desirable 
goal levels can be determined, then a set of project 
proposals and a resource allocation plan can ~e 
found Which minimizes the cost of deviatio from 
the goal levels. 

Prorni3ing neVi directions have been tdenti Cied 
in the area of benefit measurement and these need to 
be more fully developed, extended, and appl:Led. A 
methodology for constructing the functions which 
relate benefit to funding level has been proposed 
that appears to have broad applicability. In response 
to the inherent difficulty or quantifying subjective 
judgements for a multiple criteria decision problem, 
interactive approaches have been sug;;ested Cor 
benefit specification. One app~cach ~eyand 

l 

an ini tial benefit f'u:1ction as a star~ D I~lt, to 
an approach Tdhich does not assume that t;'1C :;(C:nefit 
function can be quantified. 'l'he interact:1.\re i~-l()d,:;IG 

allow portfolio as well as proposal evaluation. 
area of benefit measurement is rich in t :-: pDtenri.3.l 
for future research. 



4. 

been 
open 1.. !"J.ture and rc 3ur1J~Jeci In;:.,r-:,.,:: ': 
reviews (2.S, 39). r';';~l~~ rno 1 fO~":T:~3 ','i rE: 
described In the introductory cor.u;:ents, t.i!t;: 1::ociels 
are :in tht~ open literature, and, hence, t~v':.i ,.;111 not 
be further discussed at this point. r:.:.;ccnt 
developrilent~3 have suggested interest a::1d rather 
unique ways of handling structural consider~tions 
freq uent ly found in the i·l and D en viron;:l[::nt: • '1.'1:1e 

of this section identi i 3 ~~d ~rLef 
discusses tllese effor'ts. 

rllhe Charnes and cdry model (i-fl) .1,8 .ir:teresting 
inte ion of the concepts of chance-constrained 
programrning and goal programming. The model 'jet s 
the minimum expected short run and long run resource 
requirements necessary to achieve specified Goals 
and includes explicit consideration of interic 
adj us tl7lcnts due to research brea:-::t:"rr'oughs. In 
essence, the breakthro 5 represent slsn!~ican: 
advances in knowledge which lead to high priority 
activities whose resource requirements pre-enpt 
resources otherwise allocated in the long-run plan. 
This approach is a departure from the mQre typical 
allocation model which produces an optiffial plan 
based on forecasted developments, but does not 
provide for the adj ustments necessary "v:hen the 
forecasted developments materialize and place unexpec
ted demands on the resources. This model is an i~portant 
first step in modelling crisis or breakthrou 
planning. Further work is required to modify t 
Charnes and Stedry model for use in other environreents, 
e.g., the urban envlronnent, and to develop alternative 
model forms fOT crisis and breakthrough planning. 

Hess [7CO j and Rosen and Souder [1351 recognized 
that the expected value of a proposal depends on the 
distribution of allocated resources over tine. 
However, they were unable to completely consider 
this relationship in their models. Atkinson and 
Bobis D~J have formulated and solved a reso i';'.:CCC: 

allocation model which explicit ccount~ ~O~ the 

the first model to offer a structure which includes 
the unwieldy consideration of a s Ie criterion, 
expected profit, and, it is not clear that the 
approach can be ext nded to a 17lultiple cr:Lter'La 
sit u a t ion. Add i t i 0 n21 r e :3 ear ch is jus t i f:i. C! ::~:1 
the gener approach sUGgested by Atkinson 2nd Dobis. 

Di:;clsionf5 '.'ihi impact on the n.llocatio:-: u-'> 
resource:::.; to 11 and D propos s are fre' u~~n"Cly ::ladt= 
at sever different levels lrl a h:Lora"rcl1~iJ.::::.:.l (,Y' 23.-

tion. 



30:-:18 auto nom], tr1e r'2 e xis ts the prcu le~::. fj -,~di 1.2.-

ting the de clslons r:;ade at t~e vario 1.ls J. ~,r.; ls. 1. Cl2 

resource constraints of any constralned ~1_~8atio~ 
!:lodel licitly r;~co~~nize t~}is by IdeL'::ii':/ .~'·lr" ;'~' '.~ 

r"'" ~ 

'_L !1e 

incorporate constra 
factors as tot available 0 

model [20] is des d to 
""ihich are genera ted OJ t~'iO £lierarchles--an 
tional hierarchy Of(~d:~ uart~r3, .::livi3i.'Jr..:--;)-
laboratorie:i t c. an i a research h 0:' p:::~o~~~J.;-1",3) 
proj ects, tasks et c. fi.'hus, con;:;; traint inte:-vent ion 
is one means of h chi cal coordination used in R 
and D resource allocation models. 

At a higher Ie 'Ie 1 of analysis of hierarcf'li cal 
considerations,. it is important to note that resource 
allocation decisions can be affected by the specific 
form of the hierarchy, by the nature and content of 
the information floH.I and by the way ',;[;i 

coordination is attained. U~til recent little 
opportunity existed for conducting such analyses 
because of the lack of appropriate mathe~atical 
methodology and model structures; e.g., the Dantzig
Wol decomposition approach is primarily a computa
tional technique and is not suitable for Guch analyses 
[~9]. Recent advances, however, appear to 0 r 
sufficient structure so that important ral 
insights into hierarchical decisions can be ved 
[4-0, 00 ~ J If.O, 1 (02.]. T11is research should cont1.nue 
and applications to the Hand D environrnent s~lould 
be investigated. 

The research slliT~arized above represent~ signi
ficant advances in the structure of Rand D resource 
allocation models. They are important first steps 
in providing for the development of resource ~lans 
which anticipate research breakthroughs, the considera
tion of time variant data and criteria, and the study 
of effects of hierarchical structure. These charac
teristics are inherent to most Rand D 2nv!r0~~ents 
and additional research is warranted. 

5. SULnnary and dis cussion 
A sub;tantial amount of progress has been 

accomplished in the last few years with re5~ect to 
the Rand D project selection and resource allocation 
problem. Important initial efforts hav2 be:2r1 reported 
.. "hich eventually should lead to overcor;:in t; Elany of 
the 1 i m 1 t; at ion sid en t 1. fie din the ear 1. i c' r e \' .:. C' '.-i S • 

These, and associated opportl~nitie3 for fut':J.I'e r>2seCl .. rch 
have been identif:i.ed throughout the per. 



In adell tioD to tl1C research apport 'ini ~i 

In 0 dcl:3, the r ~; i 8 2. n ~ (;: d r 0 r cuJ d. i. t. 
rcsea~c 1 rlented to~~rd q bet 
the .R and J envirorI!:1ent a.nr] of '~:L: ~1;:'~l'rJ,I) 

by which decision and information :~ystf.!r:1f; ~c.:.:;r::e 

ado~ted and irnpleElented. .sev~:!ral in3t~n(;r:: '2 1St 
in 'tlhi ch reBO urce 10 cat ion cad':: 1 s app.::,.t"~~;nt ly ::'e 
ado pte d , but sub seq U e;1 t 1 Y we r e d1 con t t n u~:: j .,; ~ ::! nth. e 
model builder and/or a sympathetic ~ ~pO~3Qr 
left tne H [.!nd 0 organization, e.p;. 
L S 1 a r d 1 Y a ~ at; i:3 f:l c::: Or' j' t e {' [;1 

research is re red to explain ~ is ta3 cc~rred 
and to suggest alternative ado tioe proces 
behaviors. 

and 

The trend in application appears to be 2~ay fro~ 
IIdecision mOdels" and tOt>;ard "decision ion 
systemslf. rrwo legitimate reasons can be sU;.iGested 
for this trend. First, the existing models are 
incomplete in the sense that they do not i~~ ~ae 
the iraportant, rele\!3.:'1t 2,3p-:;ctS f tl,,:e:;- ar~j '~~;/lrcn

ment. As a res ul t, the manager is forced to a.dj ust 
the recomrnended allocations in order to account for 
the often numerous, environmental conditions not 
included in the model. The second reason is that 
the decision problem is characterized by multiple 
cri teria many of 'i,'ihlcn are not easily quanti f-! ed. fi'he 
typical approach is to quantify preferences or sub
jective estimates of benefit with methodn iaa which 
are far from satisfactory. As a result, mana 
are highly skeptical of the validity of the ~stinates 
and of the sub seq:.lent allocat ion re C!oITdnenda t ions ~ 
The rather simple ~ode1s of Cochran, et. a1. ~5J, 
Baker, et. a1. [261 and Geo ffrion ~ et. a1. [(,~j 
operating in an interactive mode appear to be Bast 
promising as information systems for util ation during 
the decision process. 

The more complex models, such as those of 
Charne sand S tedry [4-1], Atkinso:l and Dobis [\'6], and 
Rue 1"1i [,ltO 1 probCloly will not flnd use durin~; the 
decision pr;·ocess. rl'heir benei'tt ~,"iI1 :nore lilc.:ly 
ac crue [1 i r 0 !:"c:cr ana 1y ">~--' t') >->:,,·::::t }-l l'" a 1 
and pollcy decision~, e.g., S2~ :~ss - nsions 
in this area offer th9 opportunity to at 1uch 1iverse 
considerations as: 

1 ..... 
resource allocations over tine. 

2. the identification of good funuin,_) p2.tter'r1s 
under var lous (.::n viro n::1cntal C::"! ,._~ t; :::.:;. 

3. the i:npact 0 f hierarch ica 1. s tru ~: ._, 
coordin3.t:Lon on ref..lult.il 



r,2'nese and related ext~.;nslon;j 3hould yLcL .L' l~;-".if-thl'!~;b 

guidance for interpr'~=tinF. i.nforr:1;ltJ.0:1"'i';~lC::·~lt':.!d 
du a :;peciL'lc rJecl.~;ion ;-lr1J.2.y 1:5 h:--V~ _.~.i :1;:''')-'' 
(j{'l t a us e _fu 1 fa r t.h t2 (1(.; s i ~n 0 f' b e 1~ ~; ~ r ~-. ~.'~~'.::.~~ L -.: '~r) n.'~l J_ 
structures and processes. 

l~es ar 
'J:flere are numerous L'ese opport unit :1.es :in tn~ 

u '?"D 0 "oj PC 4- S pIe n t l' on al"ld ,....e ... 01' 1" ... n :::i 1 1 0";::; ~-: !' r> r.:j po C'1 :,. i .~' '" 1\....,.. .;.. J,., ....... v _ """ .. .. ..L.,. U" ,,J. ..... '-' ........ ._ ..... ..J;.,.. ....... " >."" ....... :J.- "'-I .. '"' .... 1. _ __ v __ 'J ~ L 

area. Many of these have been inti re7iously 
in thi.3 section. rrhe purpose nO'>i .L3. '.:;~:,~ .J'L:-c~).:>ize 

and integrate the ones identified. p-~se~~ati0n 
will occur in three areas: design of bet~er no~na~iv~ 
models, abstract analyses of the dif e and hier~rc~ic~l 
characteristics of the R&D declsion pro':!83sC:'S, a:1d 
empirical studies and analyses. 

One of the major limitations of the cu~rent 
normative models is their inability to adequately 
handle the inherent uncertainty. 7he un~Gr~ainty 
causes estirration Inaccuracies In bC)",:.:l ,:r~~:: .f ::pl.rt: 
data and the benefit measures. Various approac~es 
have been suggested to work around the inaccuracies 
including chance constraints (~I), distrit~tioD 
estimates (7~,77), certainty equivalent estimates 
.. ·,hich consider variance (tt'3), and interactj. 'Ie systems 
(26,3\,b\.~). These approaches help, but :.:!.28 !10t 

sufficient. Thus, 1) existing approaches to treat 
uncertainty need to be extendGd and ne~, 
approaches need to be developed. 

rov:~d 

A second maj or limi tatior: deals ~'[i ttl tne area 0':'-
benefit estimation. 7he second research 0 unity 
is: 2) improved methods of es t imatin~;':;he bene t 
of a single alternative are needed especially for 
benefit as a function of the allocation level; there 
are no acceptable methods for combining the individual 
estimates to produce an estimate of benefit r a 
program or portfolio, especially when the project 
bene ts are interrelated or when current and proposed 
alternatives are being evaluated simultaneously; a 
the recently proposed interactive bene:it asurenen~ 

apD ... .,0 '~ .~}.) (.~!=" ( c... \ L)\ 1"l P n c·; to '(I..:::) 01 ,:-> C;·1 c"r. n (~ ::; ~1 ,".'" .~ ~~.: ..... ~ ; " ',r 7"n .... -• 
.£ :........ C .... "-,,,.1 ... ',_ _ ~ T ... _ "- ..t. .,j __ ""-" "- ....J.... .:.._,," .1......... .......... --: ~ ... '_... .~ -",,,, ,_ • .L ___ ",' -- '-' .. . 

l{&D p ect selectio~l. and 1:-'e30urc~:! '.~ ':' ,:':1. j?i:1::-~-::" -:',y'., 
3) existing normative mOdels need to be ext~nded to 
include such characteristics as a strex~ of int tent 
investment alternatives; reprogramming ii.1 rl~GPc'nse 
to a crisis or breakthrou~h (~g); th2 criticality of 
the assi~::nment, or non-aSSi[;tll:lent, of p(;c,L!."'5 .. :~ l\.\:J 
p~~rsonnel, and the time variElnt pr'op-:)t'ty (If d2tD. rtnd 
bene t ~~;tir::~lt(~G 3 

J\no th cr fJaj or are a 0 r res e ar C'rl ;')p~.h) I't !.~:l Is 
abstract J.nalyses of the hier;~rchical :lnJ dif;'usc 

" ..... ,. r 
;,. >...J .-: J 



extensions ( 60.,ittD ) to 
l:lat:nemat ieal 11 

de comp 03 t t i. on ,t!") i)ro;·t·:.:nf~ s in 
appear t C",';" <~. c~::>(::quir(:d 

~:1 at he rna tic a 1 s t r 11 c t u r' e . )3 Q the x t; ~~' tI 3i<}L :.~:. :; :-: r:: 7~ hod 'J 

and specifie analyse3 are reqll:i:C'c::,r1. L~-: .. :;' :.:..:.',/,;t) 
conduct abstract analyses of the hlerar al and 
diffuse characteristics of the cl'::c:L:_,.:"r);: ~'~':':JC2~)3 

in order to re COIT':.;712nd i!:l;?rOved or~.~~, 

struct ures, control and coordina.tion no :t and 
management information flows. 

The final research area is cal studies and 
analyses. It is critical to des 
project selection and resource :O~ in rmation 
systems. To do this, it is critical 5) to evaluate 
existing models in a field sett ,l_~.~ in ~&J 
activities, to determine why mode which apparently 
were being utilized were subsequently discontinued 
(35);, and to better understand ho\v the use of a 
normative model impacts on indivtdual and group 
behavior:. type and net~'iork of rorr:;::], :.' l. 0·,<[3 , 

and quality of decision output. the ar2a of 
benefit measurement~ 6) empirical studies are needed 
to better describe the decision processes of individual 
decision-Qakers, to compare the output or alternative 
benefit measurement approaches, to clarify the 
implications of goal program~ing as an approach in 
multiple criteria situations;, and to evaluate the 
recent interactive approaches. Finally, 7) it is 
important to develop better functional representations 
of the cost/time, benefit/allocation, allocatton/ 
probability of success, and other relation in 
order that these functions can be used In the normatIve 
models (1 ~). 

v. IJIoti vation and Performance in H&D 

The previous section surveyed the current literature 
with respect to R&D project selection and resource 
allocation. The focus in this section is on the 
activity performed on the funded projects. SpecificallY, 
this section is concerned with the performance of 
scient is ts, res e ar ros.') and t e ~.:':::t::3 1.:1 ;. ... "i:J 
laboratories and with the variables '~';~:i.. i?l:.. uenC2 
how well they will perform on assigned tasks, as 
contrasted with idea generation and problem solving. 
At literally the same time the first draft of this 
paper was being prepared, ['/Iartino (106) publis:1ed a 
most relevant paper in the August 1973 issue of' t:'le 
IEEE Transact ions on EnGineering~_,~:~~nac:ement. ~he 
section begins with a summary of the dartino t)aper. 



A. 
i;art 

which the researcher wor~3. 

"/,..... \ " 
: ....t J • 

2. variables under the ct contral of manaS2~e~t 
which enable the researcher to ~arry out hi3 
:;/0 r1:. 

3. varlab s representi :h0 ~c~seq~2~ces of 
external co~dltions, or erited 
f:'orn prior de sions, 1,'i:1ich are bc~:/o.:.d t:1::: 
control t:1e H,~(D manaZi;er .. 

4. variables which are inherent pSjc~ological 
characteristics of the researcher. 

5. variables representing charact sties 
acq cl by the resear(::::..,~r .. 

6 . 'l 3.r i able S (1'."; 3 C rip t i yr e t* ~;':1 e ~ -2 3 ~= 2. r'\ c ~1 e :-~ 0 !~ 
his job. 

7. variables which link other variables. 
8. variables represent activities carried 

out by the researcher in perfor.:nins his Hor~. 
In addition, he identified 13 output variables. 

After identifying the variables:> :~ar'tino construc
ted a cross-impact matrix sho\vin[, intera~tJ.on3 bet~'feen 

tile variab s (100, Pf~. 71) and also sl1'":1:narized tr~e 
interactions by identifying the inpacting ~ariableJ 
the impacted variable, and the relevant t~rature 
citations for each relationship (\O~ pp_ 72~73). 
Five of Martino's output variables are direct 
concern to this section. ~he impact ~ariables, 
impacted variables, and references will be presented 
for this output variab les. All variaa 1 s ~,';111 retain 
Y'Iartino's number. The first digi t in the 'lariable 
nwnber identifies the variable class wlth the output 
variables designated as class 9. 

rrhe relevant input, or impacting~ variables (lOb, 
pp_ 69, 70) are: 

1. • 1 ) r'iS h sty 1 c : S u ;.; ~~ ~.;) r' ~ ,.:: :-:: C.::-: n e r 0 f 
exercising control over a res arch2r: 
"laissez-faire,1f tlparticipatory,;! ur ;rdirective.!I 

1 .. 4) Percent of leader's time on proje~t: Percentage 
of leader's time actu2.11y all ("',.a~cd to 
project-related ~ork. 

1.5) Di versi ty: lJurn'oer 0 f di f fe ::'-'C: t :y;;)es of 
','J 0 r 1 ( for ':: 111 c ~ are s e J. r c h e .f' .~. .:,' (> ;:) I:~ 0 :1 .3 i b ]. {; . 

1.6) fi10tal 'vlorkload: ::xtent to ~';!'!i;~h -:t res(;:lrcher's 
tine i~3 t:1.' t~n up V-ii t:l p:">,~;:..;ccl.h d -:£1.~;k:) (,?,nd 
t. i 1. l~;53 U 11 d \l :1 i .L 2. b 1 C 1 \J 1) ! f ~ ; ~ .L \ : .~ .. 
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2.1) pr:lent: The level of re~.3i..:al'CI'l (.:'l'.1i 
and faciliti~s available. 

2. 2) ~upport st f; ~Jurnber of te c::'::.ins and 
admini;:;trative ~·;orkers supporr;J. ~~:v:: r'2sec:.:'c~er. 

2.3) Funding: Dollar level of rin~nci~l support 
lable to a researcher. 

2 • 1+) l' r C).j e c t s t a l' r s i z e : 1·r UI":";. b c~ r 0 r p r; () p 1. e 
working on a speelflc research project. 

2.6) Project 1 Calendar t allowed for 
cor;tplt2tion of a specific researck":: proj ect. 

2 .. 7) Gl."oup size: l!uLlber of r8~;:ie2rCI1er~3 ~~n a 
laboratory ~orking on s or related 
activities. 

3.1) Laboratory size: Total nu~ber of pe 
in a laboratory. 

3.2) Time in organization: Length of time a 
researcher has been employed by his present 
organization. 

3.5) Type of organization: Itut settin: 
of laboratory, as govern3ent, ind~3 ,etc. 

4.1) RAT score: Score on the Remote Associates 
Test. 

4.2) Differentiation: Ability of researcher to 
differentiate among his co-\vorkers on the 
basis of their performance (this characteristic 
is measured by a standard test). 

4.3) Guilford score: Score on the Guilford 
Battery of psychological tests. 

6.1) Age: Calendar age of the researcher. 
6.2) Time since degree: Years since the researcher 

received his highest academic degree. 
7.1) Awareness of user needs: Extent to which 

the researcher is aware of the actual needs 
of the custowers of his laboratory. 

8.2) Consult internally: To seek advice or help 
regarding a research effort from someone 
within the organization. 

8.3) Consult with outside colleagues: To seek 
advice or Ip regarding a research effort 
from persons doing similar work but outsi 
the organization. 

8.6) Use hired consultant: To seek advIce or 
help regarding a research effort from an 
outsider hired for the purpose by laboratory 
management. 

8.11) Serve as internal consultant: To provide 
help or advice with respect to a speci c 
problem at the request of someone in the 
organization. 

8.13) rrechnica1 discussion: rro talk :",ith (1ne or mo.r'e 
other researcherG about technl ~att2rs not 
directly related to current work. 



The relevar:t output, or lmpacted" IJ::1;:-' 

71) are: 

u0erulne~-j to his or'~;ilr,l.'_~;_t~:-~f_;;l. 

(! 

9.4) Cant r1b ut ion: er j ') f ;:i :-) ~:. arC!her' 3 

contrib;Jtlo to hi;::; di:):.~:";.!.' ~_?, :-.~' .. :::ld. 
9. 5) l]np~blLsheri reports: ,;._~~:;:, y' ,. ~~ .... .-c;:~'-_" .. -L-~~ 

prepared for private circulation ~i~hin an 
orcanization. 

9.6) Hesearch prDductivity: i~:~l'--:!":: D:' res!~arc~ 
output of ~n indlvi 1 or ~~ot 
count of papers or repor~s). 

9.7) Research quality: Ju d or mea3u~ed de~ree 
of or n21ity or Innov~ !~eness in the 
',fork 0 an lndi vidual or orga:lization. 

Table 3 is a summary of the relationships reported 
by Martino. scarcity of relation and supporting 
Ii tera t ure c 12a.r i 1 ~ t~;:; t ra tes t-,2.·~ 1.2 
work re:nains 
of knowle 

prior to a syste:llatic, 
in this area. 

B. Performance of Scientists in Orga~izations 
By far the key initial aS3essment of this area 

1s contained in the 1966 book by Pelz and A drews 
(12.k?) • rIhe book pres ent s dat a from a study cOtld uct e d 
in 1959 involving 1311 scientists and 2nEl~eer3 from 
11 laboratories in dU3try, university, and government. 
It is specifically concerned with ide~tify ~ and 
understanding tne relation3hips of, s or' iza-
tional factors and a number of output measures such 
as 9.3, 9.4, 9.5, and 9.6 of Martino's set of output 
variables. Many of the results appeared in papers 
published prior to the book, but til.ese 'Here i~ltebrated 
into the book. Hence, no attempt is IJade t() cite or 
reference these papers. ~he interested reader is 
referred to the book for this information. ~ 
findings are SU;ilJnarized in t 1.\TO Hays: 
summary 18 presented :in the text 
finding3 are listed in Table 4. 

I t ,~~3 1) 0 S S ,i b 1. e, ~~ :: ~? :' t? i~ () r~ ~2, .l.~ 
It e s u 1 t, s toe 0 n s t r· u c t :.t set-=: rl a r~ i 0 ~,J ~-l _L c: r: ~: s 
of effective scientists. Effective scientists are 
self-directed by their own ideas and value and seek 
the freedom to pursue their own ideas. Coor ion 
is provided by self-dLrection and by 2.11o',yjn c:: ~;e~/eral 

others a voi ce in shapinG their d1r'e ct ion,,;,. ':"'~""J=y 
in t era c t v if: 0 r 0 U 81 Y ~,! i t h t h 2 i r colI c; ::~- : U'~ S • . .: ':! 0 r 1::. 
of the effective sci2ntists Is diversl .::ci, • Lt 



cting Variable 

1.1 

1.4 9.,((89,70) 

1.6 9.7(69) 

2.1 9.6(109); 9.7(69,71) 

2.2 9.7(69) 

"2.3 9.6(108,109); 9.7(69~70) 

2.4 9.7(69) 

2.6 9.7(70) 

2.7 9.7(118,161) 

3.1 9.6(109) 

3.2 9.3(9); 9.4(9) 

3.5 9.6(109); 9.7(71) 

4.1 9.3(9); 9.4(9); 9.5(9) 

4.2 9.6(69); 9.7(69) 

4.3 9.6(118) 

6.1 9.6(54,93,133); 9.7(92,93,133) 

6.2 9.6(54~133); 9.7(54,133) 

7.1 9.7(71) 

8.2 9.7(4,105) 

5.3 9.7(4,69,105) 

8.0 9.7(105) 

8.11 9.3(57) 

8.13 9.3(57) 

Irabel 1: Relevant Helatlonships from MartIno t::5 ~urru,;"Llry (106) 



1) A CO:-:lO 

se veral 0 ther pe 1s both aslb l(~ and 'lC 1p f'ul. 
2) This involve~ent keeps the redearcher inforQed 

on i.1aJor goals of the or[;anization, pro'lide3 stimulati.on 
from people showing interest in hi3 W~~~, dnd expo~e3 
h to a diver3ity or viewpoints. 

3) An individual can exert more influence in 
a flat organizatlonal structure with wer levels. 

4) Co~tinued direction by a chief will stun~ 
initiative and independence. 

B . Co rrun un i cat ion ( 12. ", C h. 3 ) 

1) Contacts \·,1 th colleagues increased performance. 
2) Contacts were most useful if originated by the 

persons concerned (the man or his colleagues.) 
3) Frequent contacts with many col es were 

more bene fici.:::;.l than frequent contfLcts ~-[i t::l jus: a 
few colleagues. 

4) lilany colleagues inside and outside one t s O~'in 
group seemed better than having many colleagues in 
one place and just a few in the other. 

S) Contacts can be useful even to the relatively 
unsocial scientist. 

c. Diversity (126) Ch .. 4) 

1) Diversity is essential. 
2) Scientists may benefit from exposure to 

administrative duties. 
3) Younger scientists should be stimulated to 

develop several specialized areas. 
4) The number of skills and specialties a scientist 

uses is more important than the nUJnber of p::::'oj ccts 
he is assigned. 

D. Dedication (l2.6, Ch. 5) 

1) Intensity of motivation (morale) was generally 
stronger among people who were self oted. 

2) eling of intense involvement was consistently 
found among high performers. 

3) 1,Ieasurement of morale is difficult and only 
an approach was demonstrated. 

Su~nary of Findings from Pelz and Andre~s ( 

Tab 1+ 

(.'-, 
J J 



E. i-lotlvations (126, Ch. 6) 

1) l)e()p~LL: ~lt1t:..:,re~):~I:·:J ttl ft~rlt;1::::-'i~~i~ ~;~.:~}~~~ C::i~n.~~(.~y) 

In a ;} cl en c e a 130 511 0"0'/ e d 311 L~h t: 1; n~J:'i: :,: 0 r' (J -"';:-:].{:..:; e 
tha~ average, as posed to people who ~r~ 3tatus 
seekers within an organization. 

2) :>c i:::.ts -,lIla relied on t:leil.~ "rr: ..1(;'':;;::'3 2.:3 

a source of motiv~tion were hi ef~~c~l;~~ ~~crea3 

those who relied on supervisors for stinulation were 
be 10~'I par. 

3) Arnong th2 hi performers, the::: app:ooach of' 
Hbroad mappi of n.e~'i areas tl 1n ::iork J.rly 
an aid, Hhereas the desire to trprobe in a 
narrO~1 area H tended to handicap. 

F. Satisfactions 02.0., Cil. 7) 

1) Suggestions for reHarding achiev2Dent: 
Ca) intrinsic to work - new challen~e, education, 

self-direction 
(b) extrinsic to work - good salary, more 

responsibilities, association VTith top 
executives 

2) Intrinsic rewards cannot be relied on to 
motivate achievement, but ~ilien achievement occurs, the 
extrinsi~ rewards should be consistent; this may possibly 
stimulate more achievement (dissonance theory). 

G. Similarity of Colleagues (126, Ch. 8) 

1) Scientists tended to perform better if they 
named as colleagues individuals from who they differed 
in strategy of tackling technical problertls, and in 
tIle style of approach to the \'lork. 

2) Similarity or dissimilarIty to tlle irru'Ti2ciiate 
chief did not matter. 

3) Differences between the scientist and h1s 
colleagues provide intellectual jostling, where 
similarities may supply security. 

H. CreatIvity (12o, Ch. 9) 

1) Creative ability is not related to perfoY'nance 
unless the scientist is in the situation ~'Ihere he 
can use it. These situations seem to be (a) specia11z 
in an area for a short period of time, (b) being part 
of a team \'ihere coordination \'ias not too and an 
opportunity to influence important deciSion-makers, 
and (c) having good facilities for cOPl:r:Ullicating lh~W 
ideas. 



I * Ar~e (126, eh. 10) 

older scientists. 
2) s t em 2. tic ::':. t ten t ion t 0 !'~; n ;::', i . ., 

one's technical skills is a ~ay o[ 
crea t1 vt t:! . 

J • Age and Climate (120, Ch. 11) 

1) Achievement after aGe J~O req 
and "'J 11 lin:i: Y1 e sst 0 r i s k the U;t :.:; ;:' t a 'L r: w 

2) c> Cb:::>D"·o ..... in oe"""l'''ory...,q,·;,·,·c:. [ .. P· 
_ ''':' .l,.-', •• ~~.),~0 ~ 4J k ' .·".~1~.~··~ ...... 

over his life span can vary with the 
climate. 

K. Coordination (\2<', en. 12) 

1) ~he looser the situation, the more strongly 
high vels of motivation (both ternal external 
in source) accompanied hi per c r::. 

2) The individual's autonomy and in ~ence were 
most effective in situations of only moderate looseness. 

3) ~'laximura autono:llY in a very loo;::;e. set; t.inb z:lay 
isolate the individual from stimulation. 

L. G ro up s CI 26, Ch. 13 ) 

1) A general cline in scicntitie GOLt...C'Jbu'C:"on 
is noted as group age increases, and a curvil 
effect for usefulne3s, peaking at 4 to :3 Je:~:;::-'G. 

2) Older gro ups are less corununi catl V~, 
competitive, less secretive, and sore in 
their interest3. 

3) Older groups retain their vit i~y :r 
maintained vigorous interaction a!1d!1 te ectual 
interests." 

t. 



th(~y do not restrict their effort to ~,;l:'~ ~'10{>J.d of 
appllcat10n or of pure ~)cience) blJ~ I~:."-:: .. i.rd~~·.ltn ~'lr; 

interest in each. 

their or[sa.!'1izat.:i,)n in term~:) of t~l'-::ir __ 1"': ·::,-r·;·?3~3. >ih:!t 
effective sc tists personal enjoy doss ~ 

necessarily help them to advanc'2 .izational 

b:/ tht3 same klY1cis 01-- [3.3 t:;I;~~,':"::" ~'J._..L~-:.:l(~;t~~3, r.i ;l~~ 
they tend to di r in their work sty!~s ~nd the 
::.~ tr2.te s H.i th ch they appro ch their ~o~k. 
scenario pe!0aps a rather comple~s, ~ .~i3te~t picture. 
7ne reader should not overlook tha~ :h~ data on 
w~ich the scenario is bas2d is 
in 1959. us, the requ ion in 
both a methodolo cal and a tir:;,(";li:les~:> ser,s-e. 

One further dimension can be added to the scenario. 
Andrews and Farris (10) studied the relatlo~3hip of 
time pressure and scientific performance. ?heir data 
strongly that a sense of time pressure can enhance 
several qualities of sci~ntific iJ;:::r,>'~.~::·:r·:-:-!~::':1(!'::. In 
addition to experiencing the most (.:;ir:Le pressUI'e, the 
effective scientists also tended to want relatively 
large amOlLYlts of pressure. 'rfle cr1ticQl a;:.;pect 
appeared to be that desired and actual time pressure 
should be consistent. Either excess or too little 
time pressure tended to detract from perfornance. 
The time pressures came not only from the project 
\<[ork~ but also from active communi Gat ion ~[2.t~l 

colleagues, and from administrative duties of a 
limited nature. 

Despite the careful analyses, the consistent 
results~ and the apparent internal consistency of 
the resulting scenario, Pelz and Andrews had data 
collected at one point in time and had cor~ela~ion 
analysiS as the only sta tistical methodolog;y.. Hence> 
it was not possible for them to deduce causality, 
except through persuasion and "face val:Ldi t:;/":J and 
all the results were of the "occur together" form. 
Further, there was reason to suspect that in fact 
performance preceded the organizational variable 
for at least some of the relat1onshi.ps.. r example, 
Houton (B2) had rather persuasive ~ ~~ nlS 
1963 paper for the proposition tha .. t 1) ~~2:;'Cinb a 
trgood" ldork assignment is contingent upon dernonstrated 
competence and 2) demonstrating competence is contin
gent upon having a "good lT v;ork assignment; thus, he 
suggested causality in both directions. 

Fortunately it is not necessar,Y to bl indly 
speculate on the question of the direc.tion of' eausality. 
In 1965, Farris (57,5<a) returned to th:;:~ee ,)f' :.::.he 
laboratories, all 1.'li thin the electronics 1.ndu~3 try, 
to obtain n(~1;v :informa~~ lor: fr~o2n L ~, F 



participated in the ~e z-Andre~3 ~~.~ 
m,?as qrS':.J nOH exis tor t It/O poiYlt:s in :. 
direction of causality :.;an be eXdr::":"'l'~d. 
cnncentr~t~ on fo~r 
~o the sci 1ti~lc 

ures 
···'1·,...... .. ,."'1': .. 
; .... ,;,.. ~;,. ...:.-... j 

J.. .~~ ). .~. J; :-~ tt l":"i :: 

t.:; 1 { : 'j . jan d 
oT.'t:;ani za~ iO~lal con .: :"!":.. .' r! ~;., 

,a.rri~~ (1,:.:3 occl.lI'rin;.) ':I.Lth pr3rfor:r~::.H·)C(-: 

in work, contact wit~ a relatively 1 
call s, hiGh inC on work S831s, 
work activities, a. and a la~G 
:::::. O'r'dl"y,;'T'='-C (57 oc~ '~l 
l,.J ""'- .. <I. .~,_ :.,J .... \J \ ,1: [~. .,/ '" • 

e;'~lriric(ll~ f--1 r'e r:~~rj_ ~i"a:-,r~~;'~; .~~~ .. r":.=: ::1:3 
foIl 0\'1 G ( 5 7 , p p. 1 3) ll~): 

1) .ineers ·~'lho are ri~ore involved in. their 
work produce more patents subsequently but, more than 
that, engineers "-IDa are seen as useful and ~):coduce 
more patents, become more invo d in their ~ork. 

2) II r per.f:)r:--:1L:-:~-.; e Y'lt:: ::~:"':':,3"'::(F:::L-:; 
received r:'iore influence l)n their ·;.~(Y·':.: a:;.. ~~:ater 

influence on work goals '.'las not follo~.ved by tncreased 
subsequent performance. 

3) Engineers who have greater contact tend to 
(weak finding) perform better subsequently., and high
performing engineers subsequently CODe into frequent 
contact with their colle s. 

4) Greater diversity is followed by higher 
performance, and higher performar:ce is follo';;ed by 
greater diversity of wor~ activities. 

5) En ers !,'r!1o ~2rform well ::~ub;:.;cqn,~r;~ 
paid more, but there is no evid(;;rlce tl"lat t~103-:: 'f~ilO 
get paid l:~ore, 3 ub s ly perform Let tel" . 

.... , 
b , 

perform 
perform 

rs with ~orc subordinates su~s~quently 
better but, rnO!'e than that, :':.3 ~vho 

\'1el1 subsequently receive more suborc.inates. 

In summary) the ral pattern is that ~'or s 
organizational factors and four measures of 
man c e, t h 8 P !) e d () min ant s que nee i s :-, ~! 3. t t h ~; c' 

is followed by performance. 

factor 2(ll3.tion3Il:"p ' .. ;,:l:3 ~J0ror~i~cr :;, .. ~;:n ';':';' ,_ ,:.:.._ .. 
initially predicted. H2search should be c cd 
toward termining more p:r-eci:se1y the ','iclYS i ',\T;:ich 
a person's performance affects his soci sYciol cal 
working 8r:v1ronment. iIhe consequences of' ;Je~';:"or:-!1a.nce 

should be (; xplici tly cons ider2d i.n sub s (} U~;::1t t:120:;:'i es 
and perfor;:la:r:ce must be:: treated as oatil a ,:'c:J and a 
cause 0 r C11(ul~~e G in G110 soc i al-p :3y C h~J 1 o,~':.L c ::, .) 
environri>;nt. Furtrlcr, the .Lm~)liCC1tic)r~ \),. '~:l.s ViC'.i-

potnt t'o d,~ t '1~~j lc;"'<:r~ ,,',~,,\ ,-. '" to"":,' 
I't:\'Jard Gy::)tt~m 31lould (; ~>tU(Lied. 



c. 
The 

1 idea 
,~,! Parr i 3 (10 :in~::1 ':; i try 1972 p :~. ;-J:,;'~' ~i :"{::", 1. ~~::J1 

initial fr2ln8WOri{ for under3tandln~; :;he ':;l, or 
~).upervisory b:;f12.vior on up perfo:.':";:-"~~:~' 
.[:'1 t~1e r) pe ['formanct~ is a ~_."e r.'."'.:as !...l:::':~ 

made up of input mea.::;ure how "'.Jell each l,ndl ~;1dual in 
the group incr'2ased >:no~'jle :Ln 1'1 f1 d, 2xtended 
or refined existing ;(no/;ledr;e in rtt:; ft;;::; > contri-· 
b ute d to gen kno"/le in :-; ;:~ l '':.1 ~J:.;~d ~:ad b :::en 
u ~3 e f \1.1 in h ~::: 1 pin:; h 13 ~ D 0 :?:.2't:;' .c, 01: 2' ~~"::':/ 'J il tit s 
re8~)onsibilities. trhe study ~'i':t;:) co n a i;;tSA 
research center and focused on gLi n.ori-s;.~;.; !:'-':.! .. 30r:i 
8 tists i'li10 compr:.sed 21.s 1 ;~ea1713. 

The res ul ts can be summarized in terrZl8 ':J:" colle 
roles and information flow among group ers, 
between group members and the supervisor:t and ~'li th 
persons out3id2 the croup. Iii ~~·fQr~.~~ ups 
tend to be characte zed by: t:::Ci:':llc.al ::':.L'o:.--::-;atiO!l 
and help in thinking occuring aI:10ng group Jne::1bers; 
help in thinking, cri tical evaluatlons, ,qnd administra
tive help from the supervisor to the group and technical 
information, help in thinking, critical evaluations, 
and original ideas from the group to the supervisor; 
and original ideas from the out:.~l(l:: corr.inc; ~o the 
supervisor and the supervisor going outside the 
group for administrative help. Conversely, 10':1 

performing groups, the following was observed: 
organizational information d amonG t;rO~ti) n:embers; 
organizational information and original as were 
passed from the supervisor to the group ;':lCi:l~J2rS; tbe 
group members went outside the group for help in 
thinking' and administrative help; and the supervisor 
sought help in thinking and original i s ~utsi 
the group and received help in thinking and organiza
tional thinking. 

Andrews and Farris note two 
surprises in their results--so-called because they 
tended to not be consistent with other zation 
literature. First, none of the se7:?:::-'2l.~:;:?~~~3u::"es of 
supervisory ski in th9 human relat:0G3 a~~2 related 
to group performance. Second, markedly neGative 
relationships v.;ere found between the supervisor's 
performance of administrative functions; e.G., planning 
and scheduling, and his subordinate f s peI~for;:~ance 
measures. These surprises as vic11 as scriptions 
of roles and information flow are a partieul.~~ly 
rich base for addi tional crllpirical re3C 



Dra T.'llng on the findinGs in hi::; t:a.rl r~-:,' L00}.: \ Lf ) -' 
Arc;yrls has an zed ~he H,?t.D [tZ': i," tll(; lr, . ~;at ')=: 
t)r~()CeS~3 :1!1ci pre~)(::~1tE~~:t dini~3 ':"l~: ~r~··,~ ~':~~,'l ··,'i?-r:'iir~~~ 

f~S of'- ,:(lt~:.:rtpcr';_;(Jt1;11 C0~!)·el: :-"1 '2~: ".~:~:::J~~;.:~ ~ .!> 
r3 influence th i~, and t~s~~ v_ za~io~t3) 

innovatetiveness) willingness to ta~9 ri~~5, and proble~-
solvinG effectiveness (15). erDr;r:,:~):'l;tl c: etc:?~·;e 
is the indi'lidual' S rJ.b:Lllty to pro 1'>~ ~:. ::::'~C;~~(: 
effects in such a way that he can co~t ue to do so. 
Included among the :::l,sGurnptions dr:::: .. ',in £':-'1);:: t~}'; ea!~ll'?r 

book are: 1.) the :re r (hi r) '~)nC:! ,~:oe3 in the 
organiZ~~lt iOl~al hierar ,the [;reater' (le~33) tlv; 
prob lty that beh2vlor is controlled technolc 
organizaticlla.l structu.re, 2nd r;L~J.n2.gerlal cr)!1trol~3; 
2) changes in behavior in zations ~~st be 
with top management; 3) all beh~vlor either adds 
to, or/and detracts from, interpersonal co~petence; 
4) all behavior can oe classified as at 2ither the 
ideational (intellectual) or feeling (emotional) 
level; and 5) pyramidal organiz~t 1y a strat~ 
of effectIve human relation3h s ·;',:;:f2:r:; ::.) t~e 
important human relationships are related to achie 
organizational objectives, b) effectiveness increases 
with rationality and decreases with emotionality, and 
c) participants can hQve their ene s canalized 
in the organization's interest by direction, control, 
and appropriate rewards and penalties~ With this as 
the initial set, three organizations are studied--
two R&D or~anizations and one ~t con~ult 
firm--by questionnaire, interview, and 

Argyris reports some empirical ",;nlCn 

provide insight into organizational behavior in 
innovative organizations. In one of the D organizations, 
the superiors did not see~ to be aware of r21evant 
interpersonal problems ;) Vlhen .~n'!are of the::; 
'dere unable to solve them or solved then in such a 
way as to detract from the effectiveness of the 
problem-solving processes. LON interp~rsonal 
competence led to overemphasis on the need for 
autonomy~ equipment, position, space,. technicians~ 
meetings, and communication. Also, top ~nan2.se::18nt fo 
pereeptions of colles1 veness, cL::cisio ~~~ e1. cti.'/'2-
(less, openness;) and risk taking P::."Qvc::d to :):;:: :'iror:~:;·-

they were over positive. Finally, ArGY s re rted 
that subordinates' behaviors tended to be s:ir::il3.!, 
to those about which they objected In the superiors. 

The most interesting content in ris' book is 
his detailed model ('5, pg. 236), and the nssociated 
discussion, of R&D deterioration. The deterioration 
occurs becau3e of' 101

:/ interpersonal cO::(~.J,c::tence and 
despite high technical competence. The model il 
trates many feedbacks shovJing hO~'l intpr;)(~r';:son 



compe t en ce i G (1-3 creasc:~d over tIme.. In ';:'.:):~ :-1 ce, 1. 0'/1 

in terpersonal CODfJ9 t erlce lC:lds to C C:~,; . .l 'ftc;!" 2e;3 1 t 1n 

ness leads to stronJ; control 2rl ri eLLl'.: " t 'It,; b::";:l{l~1 ~_U2~) 

by managel;r~nt including gettinG tl!:~ _',::::) 8J:~ :l~ !:l.::1d 
the custorller involved in control arv~ ;:~~2-re::;t:lo . 
eli en t an d C:l S t 0 :,1 e r in vol v e ~;le n t 7: e :-vL: : a31::2 

, r~isl·~jl raesc:ar"tc:-l. and ~.J y::"'- 4:l:"::::A=·::':; ~;i~~:JrJ~->~ ~.~!oo:w; 

customer needs. ?his is further decreases t e 
e r fe ct i verL:: S S or ~l& D pc rSO!lne 1 T~';hi 8t:}J: 2.d3 to 

ased management cont~ol and ,jl:,,'::.t~. ':~;. ~_-':1~JS, 

ort ce the cy cle 15 t i cl.t ed it -js..~ ::. ~1':: ~~L' and 1e :::'.1::5 
to increasing doterioratio:1 over ti.t1C. 

Argyris' rt&D detepiora.t ion model SO:.H1GS plc:.u::;ib 
and, if tr'..1.e:; sounds a. pes simi~~t; i c :~2C~~ i:or in.dus-
trial R&D. It is essential that the model be subjected 
to systerrJ...1!latic;, enpirical test. If the ,ciodel, or 
some modification thereof, is validated, strategies 
for breaking the cycle should be proposed and evaluated. 

D. Research OpportunIties 
The variables and relationships cited by Aartino 

are drawn from numerous, typically unrelated studies. 
His table, as well as Table 1, indicate the uneven~ess 
of the literature; i.e., some of the variables have 
been studied in depth, others have been hardly 
studied. There is an opportunity to study some of 
these variables further in order to obtain more eV2:1 

coverage. Nore importantly.) there is a n'eed to 
integrate the existing literature in order to better 
understand variable interrelationships. 

A scenario of effective scientists ~as constructed 
from the Pelz-Andrer,'ls findings. A subsequent study 
by Farris, vrhile it does support the scenario, 
raises significant quest:ions regar)din[S t:1e directions 
of causality. In fact, stronger results are found 
for the hypothesis that performance improvement 
results in improved organl~ational conditions than 
for the other direction, i.e., the i~proved organiza-
tional conditions result in e 
Heplications of the Farris study ';·[::)'.L1d be b-:~ne 
7heconsequences of improved perfo~2an~2> ~s we as 
of improved organizational conditioGJ, l:iu3r.: be 
explicitly included in subsequent theories. 3uch 
theories should be developed and tested cmp:Lrically. 

The scientific group research of Andrews and 
Farris and the R&D deterioration model of Argyris 
are both in the early stages of develo})l:lent 3..nd 
verification~ Both have potentially s1 ficant 
implications for enhancing, or stoppint; the d'2terio:ca
tion of.., H&D performance. l'his is a cr:l' 1 ca} are::!. 
and should be Vt~n a hi prior:"i t~ • 



() e n e fit i, nth e r 1 r m un til i t ~V2 :::; ~J ';:>. e .;'1 ~i ;:. ) L .~? G and 
utilized. In industrial n&J tnis nean3 t. t the R.;;,D 
output must he couyled "'iith sa_les~ r'-:a ;~:::~l , and 

tiHJ3e other' or zational fU.r1ctioT1S i;":a:l b~ s 1e 
most critical problem in organized in~Q~a~ion. For 
ClY""rvTp"\O ("\Je ...... ·"'..,·l/ID'"';! / ........ 1 2) C', ... -'.)t·I.-·,~ .... 1-.~.j... ,":+-'1 ":;"..( .. i:"""jU, -l,,,-, v ,,~J.. . .l41.(-t.~ \ J, ~l • ,,-"")l.J('~J':,.J t,,.. ... :.l:..,,, ' .. ~J""':"'~L 

resp~~ct to dcral d·:.=velop:::ent '~ct·.;, :~:3.ni of' t:l2 
lems 5urroun a deve a9pea: o~!J du~ln~ 

tile ini t 23 0 f ~JroductiQn ana :J.~:;.n:;r or tr12 20St 

Inportant questions in the 3elcetion of cleveloprr.8nt 
policies revolve aro:lnd the cre(ltion of" t production 
equipment and processes. JiIans cld (10', C:l. 6) 
conducted interviews in 15 chenical, machinery, and 
electronics firms regarding 38 product-innovations and 
concluded: 1) the largest percentage of ~he tot 
cost of innovation 1:/ O(~CUr3 ~';--1S'n t::Joling is 
designed and constructed and 2) the stage of the 
innovation process that generally goes on for the 
longest period of ti~e is prototype testing or pilot
plan examination. Thus there is some evidence that 
the transfer of R&D output ~'il t:-lin the firm is a 
critical problem. 

Unfortunately there is a dearth oi~ literature 
which addresses this part of the innovation process. 
After an extensive literature search \'Ihicn includes 
all issues of IEEE Transactions on Enginee~in~ 
i/lanagement and the AASA iianagement of !i.&:D Li terature 
Search this author was able to nd one er ~hich 
did more than identify that a problem exists. 
?he paper is a 1963 Harvard Business Hev1e'/l 9aper by 
Quinn and Muel (\32). The next three paragraphs 
sun~arize that paper. 

The insights in this article are based on 
interviews with over 200 top operating and research 
executives in the United States. The underlying 
assumption is that the key prob l~::rrr in res-:.:a2ch 
management today (1963) is gettin2~ ~·eS~al."'G_ r":";s ttl t: s 
effectively trans d into oper~tio~s. ~ec 
assumptions include 1) management mU3t ur:.dcrstancl 
what interfaces exist and what is involved in 
transfer across each interface, 2) the R~'lD prograJTl 
must be targeted to goals and technological needs, 
3) top management action can establish a prosressiv2 
outlook toward technological change, and 4) the 
exploitation pro c\:-;ss can be d an.d CO~l trolled. 
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4. G or:1e 0 f th 2 c;:; ors ','rh:L inh.:.t t :'~::; transfer 
are beyond control of 
Ion 

s and in sI:;oothing th,.:: l,'lay ::'v!' :1~1tici

pated technological cnar~ge in opeL' tions. 
6. r~Lana6ement poll es set the 02(::an1z tional 

outlook toward technological chan~2, specially 
po cies re ed to short-term co~ ~ols. 

7. the EIOst d:'fficul t tech~10lo E:S 0 :.:r·ansfcI' 
are those which are to~ally new t t~e 
company. 

The interview data tend to support the aoe e pot ses 
or result in lists related either to th2 as~~~p~ions 
or the l(lPotheses. 

It not poss1bIe to state all t Fe;;) :L';)le 
insigh ts contained in the ~u c ~1.t 
approaching the Ie of the ori;=:i C:r'. It 
does appear there is no s 1 CJ transfer 
system which is optisal for all camp nn 
and rIueller conclude that nt car::L:"23ticalls' 

innovat improve the flo~ of technical 
into operations by utilizing fo 110 ~'li n~t f' :.1 r- Gte!) 
pro 1) e te -,)'J.: n t s , 
2) pro ~d2 Infor22tion ~a t 
cl :3 ~_ \~-2 I ::~) t j_ \/ c:. ~: t1:ll rl J > -r~ :~: 

control exploitation of ~&D results. 
iDplement suc~ a pro~ram are ven In tt0 ~per. 

empirical results and conclusions prcse~t9~ 
in ttle p rare basej I,Jn intervie'.J iJa:~' ,,'], ::iL.::;t ue 
vie 1;1 e d ~1 sin G i t~:; . ~ ! 0';; C 'l e r, t h ,;:: .y d !' C 

very lnportant clnd ~):1.ould be r:':;S2 



th;lt could be played by lor1ij-ran!:,:c :.-:>L:}.(~nl.~:~ .~rl ~H.:lIj 

1; u t arge t rU~J to 0 rcani za.t lonal u • : '1 or: ~~. 
1 ,~f~lo:': r;:'=)<~l~·; 8.:1 :;L;j (:j(:';t:; 0~:!,c:~:~l,):-~ ~!-_~~ -'~*;~/ 

there i3 are'::]. 
C 'r-, • ,," . 

per d by 
2. can be easily updated as t~e environment 

and the information ba~e 
3.. 112..3 re3'2,clrch~r invol ~l::!n.2nt 

and out 
4 • cr(~ ase s t;1e in f,~e,db ::: (} ~ .je::l 

originators. 
5. generates tirr:ely need and t·2cnniG;-::.1 oppor-

tunity information. 
They conjecture that the type of infoI~ation which can 
be generated by long-range planning CE.!.n be :J3ed to 
initiate such an information system. Fi~ure 4 is a 
suri1rnary of their ideas. ~~.:." :J..r:::i-:: input:::; 
specific tecrlnical barrier problel7:3, n~~ed3, a~d 
technical opportunities to tte R&D personnel to 
assist it in idea generation and submission. In 
addi tion, long-range planning provides 0 manag'~rni:;'nt 

with long-range objectives which they can convert 
into decision criteria for R&D project selection and 
resource allocation. ~his possible information sY3tem 
should be developed and tested. 

\'lhile attempting to sum.rnarize niy i"r-u;::itrations 
regarding the lack of literature in this area I was 
reminded of some recent stateL1ent~.:; by' f:Leld (100) 
pg. 483). His wr! ting so aptly sumLlarized my e1 
that I have taken the liberty to cl03e thi::.; se ctiO~l 
\'iith the following quote. nSystematic,) in-"dt:pth 
studies of the probler:1s in this area -- t~}e ~.;;ay;3 
in which industry has atteDpted to solve these 
problems - would be of considerable use. [t is hi 
time to build this aspect of the R&D process into 
models relating R&D expenditures to productivity 
increase and economic growth. so> ~t 3~0 d be 
recognized that a large part of the r~ S3 of 

trial R&D is due to cammer ,n0t ~~' lcal~ 
uncertainty. tl HIf this is indeed:~l2: ·:::a3~:t it ral~32S 
questions concerning the extent to which there 1s 
proper coordination between the R&D people, on the one 
hand, and the marketing and production people, on 
the other. Detailed and intensive studies should be 
carried out to shed liGht on this question '1 ~..'!}11 c11 h~::.s 
received limi ted - and often supe cL3.1 _ .. -:-: re:1tr.;9 t 
in the past. 1I 
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VII. Hescar~ 

L nti .,~ 

v ~~2 opportu~itie3 

A. 
1. nati.on 

re searCfl '? 
What are the implications of such an imbalance, 

and of th/:: concent rat ion of i!1dustr'ia.l i1&iJ 
i 11 e.. ~,'l t r i e s, () :-: ~~ t;"2~: t": ~l t i r) :1 :~ 1 i 3 ;5 u .~ s 
as craduate education y j2r~1 sponsor3~ip 

of H& D, the pat en t 3::/ t 2 7:1, t)t c . (! 
2. Hhat e U:-:.i factors 1.~ r:~~:. tr;';'J.i-:;Cl1.1~lt 

B. 
1. 

of R&D, the innovative~eS3 o~ the R&D, and 
the effectiveness illld effie cy of the 
performance of R&D in the individual fir~? 

What are the specific relationships and 
interrelationships su or3 and 
with the rm's R&D activity? 

Is " small-Integrated-diversified\! a nore useful 
focus than the IIbigness/fe\'l:1eSS Il hypotr~esis? 

What is the relationship bet~een size of ilro 
and R&D? 

Are internal structure and strat 
lr;,portant variab s t~,3.n 3:lZe 0 

nore 

Section III 
Arc Significant innovation opportunitie3 lost 

because ?&D personnel 2J::>C not cOLIEUnici:.ltinc 
their ideas to canagement? 

What organizational factors luence t 
floH of ideas? 

What structural, strate 
or behavioral changes 
the flo"l/? 

c, pol~ ,attitudinal, 
would help i~prov~ 

2. What is the role of information in idea flow? 
Can information systems be des d such as 

to enhance idea flow? 

c. 
1. rs sup '.:; l~~\r i.s \.J!':3 d<:.:ll 1,I ~~ :~;-~ 

uncertainty, multiple criteria, ses or 
breakthroughs > intermittent Btroa~-~l of 
alternatives, the criticality of specific 
personnel, limited resources, ti~e-variant 

R&D and organizational objectives, etc.? 
HOVl do the proposed normative ftlodels treat t::ese 

ctors? 
Can improved descriptive kno\'Jle 

improved normative models? 
lead to 



2. ~,.fllat is tnt~ 

models, oc 
ror ~{2cD r 

of t'o"lecl 

~« 1'::1 V~ nl3..:'l.j' o~· t· ~c .:_.~> J_ 

se ction mOdels been 
~,.J '11 j a :)::; t ~ 8 r n i s tor 2- sal 

r:~(J 1""18 Ci C (! l..(~~ ~:l t: ~.= ~) ro J e (~~~ ;~i':) ~ t~;.. h.~ ..; ~ ~l:;!" r):-:, 

Can paranet'-;1:'" and proj ect in:2!"r·~lat.ionG:-lip3 

be quant1fi.ed and us d to ~Lmprc~le r:~~0 decisi'.Jn~:3? 

4 • IsH ,:{ D p ~~ 0 j ~ ~ c t ;:; e 1 e c t :1 () n bet t e r :n (vi·:; 11 e d 
as C1'~ c 1 ~.) .:i 0 n E:! 

utilized to Dodel th~ ~~D project se etien 
process as a ffuse dccicion proc sa? 

Hhat implications can be dra~·J'r. [~ro~r, ana sis 
of the hierarchical rr~odel;:;? 

5. What extensions can be made to th2 existing 
interactive models? 

~iill th2Y function '(ie1l s inf:J::"~::a:~i~)n S.J3~~~:'3? 
Can tl1 ~:y be us e d ~L rl e~~!J:(i~r1 Y"}:"; t:J e ~! ;11 i (} i ~ Y 

of estimates of project benefit? 

D. Section V 
1. ls the literature of the behavioral science 

contributions to laboratory manacement 
sufficiently advanced to provide an 
integrated understanding? 

If not, what additional studies ~re required? 
What structural and policy recommendations 

will enhance R&D performance? 
2. Will replications of the Pe z-Andrews results 

support their insights regardin~ the impact 
of organizational factors on scientific 
performance? 

What is the direction of causality in specific 
relationships? 

Hhat is the impact of supervisory behaviors 
on scienti c performance? 

3. Is the 2&D deterioration model proposed by 
Argyris descriptive and accurate? 

What can be done to stop e d2terioration 
if the mode 1, 0 r a rev13 :;",.)(1 t{:C'::'~20 f, is 
proven accurate? 

E. Section VI 
1. Is there-an existing literature 1;:i1::!.cn has been 

overlooked? 
2. Are the Qui.nn-lilue ller re comL"'.enda t 10n:5 :3 til tlE1':~ J,y '? 
3. ~'.jhQ.t structul'al 3.nd polIcy !:'c:conncnc3.at:Lon3 

ltlould aid in the tran~"3 fep of n.i::~') to ~le 

other orGanl::::;atlonal r1.;'lct;,;-~T1S'? 
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anal~>s.is . 
rneasuring 
little is 
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benefit; at the e~...::t. I ry 
knoHn re hO"01 to co;;~b 

I'lO";\f SUC!1 e3t .'Lt:Lute:3 ere aC(!OGplj~5~l~~d J r~:) 

and to te st or e val Ud. te OpOSe d a~prG:.=!.r;:'.;;::~. 

out put 6 f' .r e sea r C fl , a 1 t 11 0 U g ~1 not nee ~-:! .3 S Ct:" :,1 ~ v (: 1::.- ~) -
rnent, is informatlor., yet there are fe',ci ~ne~.:.(')I.:.reJ :vhich 
work directly 'l;-lith infor.r:1ation :3 an output. :l'hU3, 
the whole area of evaluation of R&D is a critical 
area for continued resecrch. 

~he ~or2ative rc io,~ i~ t~0 ~ ~ ~lo~, 
project selection, and tran3fer of ?&0 re3ul~s to 
other organizational functions sections tend to focus 
on control and coordination pri8arily by vcd 
information related to better defined objectives. ~owever) 
the behavioral studies of Pelz-Andrews, ?arr~s, and 
Argyris stress the freedon and autonomy 2re ortant 
for improved performance. Are these literatures 
contradictory? Yes., unless the :inforr;~ation s:/steD3 
are designed and utilized with the behavi 
results in mind. This implies that the inforoation 
systems should provide interac~ion charact ristics 
analogous to those which the behavioral scientists 
have found to be beneficial. Thus, it is critical that 
the behavioral knowledge be extended and validated 
so that it can be utilized in the deSign of information 
systems and that first generation information systems 
be designed and evaluated. 

Project selection decisions have an impact on 
both idea flow and performance behavior in R&D. 
However, the relationships are not well ~~o~~. ?ur~her, 
nor:native r;,odel~i have not e;~plicit.:'0 t;:1~3',;: 

I'elatiorl3hi;;Ls. Also, t~n8 di'::2Ct.. 2.::!t ,In 1 
oehavior or decisions is not known. ~ith ali the 
pressure to improve R&D manageElent and Hith the 
increased apparent utilization by industry of tl~e normatiVe 
models, this is also a critical area of st 

A valid summary of ti1e H&D literature :3.:> -::'hat 
there is a great deal of literature providin(; spec~lation a~cr 

norma ti ve re C0f:1Ji12:nda t ion, but 11 t t Ie ;'l'ovtdir:.~~ 2LIJir.L cal 
.Knowledge. ':.1.nat empirical 1\:110\1/ dg2 eXlS'GS ly n01";-

integratin~, i.e., it does not ~uild dud inte 
Iirevious li t,~raturc. 
integration. 
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PUase I: Problem Deflni and Idea Generation 

I. Introduction 

There is a pedestrian tunnel under a busy street 

near tIl.e campus \'ihich is so fcrflOUG for the ricllnes3 

and diversity of the inscriptions on its walls that 

the students have duobed it "Graffiti 101". Recently 

however it was painted a glistening ~hite. An 

environment for creativity to be sure. And these 

white walls ~ere cristened with the following small and 

carefully labelled inscription: 

And God said, "Let there be Vlhite. It 
And it \'ias done. 
And God said" "Let there be Ink to 
divide the white and give it meaning. 
And it \<Tas done. 
And God saw these things" that they were good. 

Amen 
(Anonymous) 

A problem defined, an idea generated. But what has 

this to do with the process of technological innovatiori? 

Very little really" and yet quite a lot. First, it 

is a reminder that creativity (which we shall take as 

synonomous with problem definition and idea generation) 

within the process of technological innovation is but 

a sub-set of creativity as a much broader and ffiore 

pervasive human phenomenon. Thus the clues to its 

1 
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understanding are vJhere you find them.; a rerr.inder that) 

as we shall see, is needed to correct a perhaps 

overly narrow ernpir~cal focus. Such a restricted 

focus is oft:en ci1aracteristic o.r a..."1 er::crging research 

interest" which the study of creativity is~ both within 

and T,litllout tile tecnnological contex't. BU"'G the ~"1der

standing of any phenor::enon requ:Lres. more than the 

accumulation of data points. It requires also theory, 

and as we shall see to date there is little. 

1 certainly be 

the manner in \ihieh problems corne to be defined and 

ideas generated within the process of technological 

innovation" we shall be drawing on a wider range of 

sources to shed light upon this topic. 

2 

Secondly the above example of creativity in graffiti 

is a heuristic device in a double sense. liot only 

does it serve as a lead-in to several introductory 

points, it also illustrates one of them. Namely~ 

that this essay will make use of several such 

heuristic mechanisms. Such mechanisms are 

important for several reasons. Flrst ther-'e is the 

disparate nature of the relevant scholarly naterials 

as has already been alluded to. Tying these together 

in a logical fashion is a difficult matter. Secondly 

there is the paucity of theories or models \..;hich 

vJould, themselves., provide such structure.. Thirdly 

the situation is further complicated by the complex 



interplay of variables from several environr;iE,:ntal 

l(;vels, including the individu2.l researcher, hi::; 

primary social and work groups, his laboratory~ firm 

and indus try, 2nd the brond contexts for;-1ed by existinG 

technoloGY and level of social usage a.Yld der.l.and. r:po 

take tn9se as separate foci is a ~;tatic approach to 

a dynamic situation. One is therefore torn oetW"e2n 

the impulse to force these complexities into some 

speciously logical procrustean bed on the one hand, 

and to simply catalogue and cornrnent on each piece 

of data on the other. Heither approach'\'/ould serve 

us \'1ell.. Rather, lve shall attempt to create a series 

of nexus or clusters that will relate various empirical 

studies with such theories and models as exist and 

both of these with the several levels of environmental 

3 

variables. Heuristic devices, as the one offered 

above, \,.;111 be of little value in themselves, and very 

often will relate the obvious. But, then, it .is often 

the obvious that needs to be said. Hopefully, however, 

they will also prove suggestive in the manner in which 

tney tie certain insig~hts together.. In any case, it 

Seel!lS appropriate to utilize heuristic devices as support fo~ 

the structural elements of an essay primarily concerned 

with heuristics. 

The third point implicit in our piece of creative 

graffiti concerns the relative contributions of the 

creative individual and the enabling environment to the 
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creative actlvity. [f one ta~e~ the anthropolo 

necessary factors) t.;.u8 score: tliuuld 3eera to be 2 to 1 in 

the prlmary emp"hasis in this essay will be on the envirc~-

mental or contextual factors. 

for tnis decision. First, tllougn it is doubtlesS true 

that dispositions, personality traits, inherited. ca;.acit:i, 

and other stable, long-term factors are important, the 

more iur;18diate r·3.th;2r tilese more reDote d,2termin2Ilt.s 

of creative perforr~ance are obviously more suscep"cible 

to alteration and control. In'addition, as Ray hyman has 

pointed out, JlOnly after ~'le kno\'l the range ;'li tl1in "'1h1 ch 

He can cnange perform.ance by these more iU':.rr:ediate inputs 

can \1e adequately study tile contributions o.f the rr.ore 

remote factors. \I (2) 0e condly, and tl.lis is rati1'3'r 

closely related to the first point, ;li8 are concerned 

in this essay- t'litl1 t~le possibility of induced changes 

in the level of creative behavior. That is, we are 

concerned primarily with creative behavior as a 

as Gomet.ning ~'lilich L:1!..'1ividuals POSS'2SS in ~,tarying d8~rees 

as a fixed property. 

Finally, this essay vill be biased i~ the direction 

of the pro,ject of ';i:1icl1 it is a part. 

____ ~ .. _J ___ _ 
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creat.i ve bena vior "'lith Hhich ~';e are cancer-nee: are tn03'.:: 

tnat occur in the context of the process of technol 

innovation .. And \'/~lile t'tore than half of tne inven:.ion' 

a particular individual, and thus lilt does undeniabl.y 

still make sense in the twentieth century to tal~ ~bout 

t the indep,endent in1,rentor', .... (toe tero) t t~1e independent 

innovator' is almost a contradiction in terr.:s. II (;!) 

As Langrish et al go on to point out: 

For technological innovation to occur, there 
must be SOille interaction between a set of ideas 
and an institution; the ideas must be interpre
ted in terms of a need of the institution and 
put into effect by it. Innovation is almost 
by definition a corporate and collaborative 
effort, and it is correspondingly difficult to 
disentangle the roles played by particular 
indi viduals (5). 

For these reasons our @ajor concern will be with those 

environmental influences~ at various levels, that 

impinge up~n the creative process. 7he range of these 

variables is s'ufficiently \'lide, hO\l/ever ~ to necessi-

tate the introduction of a number of psychological a~d 

social psychological consideratIons. 

The above paints exhaust the irmnediately relevant 

consideration to be drawn from our first heuristic 

device~ the anonymous bit of graffiti. He might 

remark in passing, hO;'lever, tha t scra1dled beneath it 

'-'las a creative addition prompted b:{ the first. J:t 



r~ad: "And on the seventh day, God had a picnic." 

ierhaps such a celebration of creativity is as a~p~o-

priate as rest. 

r.,Llhe next cluster or neXU;3 of prelirilin&.ry considera-

tions is to be found in the rollot/ling quote: 

Tile histo:r-'ians of· the futu.re may v:ell select 
the development of deliberate creativen~ss as 
the most impo a:1t develop::lent of this century. 
He have passed thro~gh. the of random creative-
ness and are entering an ace of deliberate 
creativeness. (6) 

l.'il1atever the particular nature or t.he creative aet, 

technological or otherwise, it is a truisQ that it 

does not take place in a vacuum,) but is al~'lays embedded 

in a context with particular and describable charac-

teristics. This obvious fact leads to an equally 

obvious question; ftNight not some environlilents be 

more conducive to creative effort than others.?fI 

Once this que~tion is posed, there can begin a process 

of specification t'lith speculative, empiric2.1., theore-

tical, and quite pragmatic elements. If some envi-

ronments are more conducive to creative effort than 

otner;;; ,vlhat are the relevant var-lables? rio',\)" do 

these variables ·lndividually and in concert facilitate 

or inhibit creative tendencies? How may these variables 

be altered? ~lat are the consequences of such altera-

tions? .6tc. In short) arlee t!:c c.~nviron:;12nt of 

creativity was taken seriously, and the i~plicat10ns of 



attempting to .L:lodify and control it ~lIere 52en, t.he 

notion of deliberate creativeness wa3 born. 7he date 

of birth is not abreed on. In the quote aoove the 20th 

century is suggested.. Alfred i·iorth '~{nitehead places 

it earlier llihen he says., "the greatest invention 01' 

tile nineteenth cent ury \';as the invention of t~le r.-~et:nod 

of' invention. H (7) Langrish et al itJould place it, at 

least in its speculative form, much earlier in the 

vision of' Salomon's House in Baconts New Atlantis. 

Here was a national research institute in pro
totype, lavishly equipped by Bacon's imagination 
with all the equipment and facilities he could 
think of that might conceivably be of use. Among 
the thirty-six fellows of the foundation.) there 
was \vell-defined division of' labor and alloca
tion of' tasks. ':i:he program \'las clearly intended 
to be a corporate one. All the principal inven
tors '-lere , it is true to be COrnIilemorated by 
statues - 'some of iron, some of silver, some of 
gold'; but Bacon does seem to have placed his 
trust more in his system than in exceptional 
indi viduals. The lame man \..;ho keeps to the 
right road, he pointed out, outstrips the runner 
vTho takes a l,'1rong one. He even ~'Tent on to claim 
t~at 'the course I propose f'or the discovery of 
sciences is such as leaves but little to the 
acuteness and strength of wits but places all 
\'lits and understandings nearly on a level' .. (8) 

Bacon thus dreamed of a movement beyond the fortuitous 

and seemingly random acts of individual creative 

genius. 

But the large-scale effort to actualize this 

vision of deliberate creativeness \,ras to a"lait the 

development of the Rand D lab. And 

7 



ev~n now, with some years of experience behind U3 it 

is clearly a transition still in pr0~ress. 

our vie~d of the; progress aCll:Le'led may be distorted 

~y tne !lature of case ~tudie3, which continues to be 

tile dominant empirical approach. IIr£ne retrospe cti ve 

nature of •.. (tllese) sources prooably m.eans t:. the pro::ess 

nas oeen viev,ied as much more rational 2.nd -;'<ie11-

ordered than it 13 in fact." (9) We will return to 

this pOint in a later section. 

That there is stIll a si6nificant black box, 

i.e., that the transition froIn random to deliberate crea-

ti veness is far from complete, or completely lL.'1derstood, will 

be documented in that which follows. But that is only a part 

of our task. He 1,'1111 also b~ examining and assessing the 

base of kno'.'lledbe that mai(es the process more delibe-

rate and more subject to rational control. A:1d in 

this examination and assessment He .. -;ill be tough-

minded and careful but not rigid. That is, we ~'iill 

not limit our considerations to tnose ltens the research 

conmrunity seems sure of. Un the contrary, we will 

a2.s 0 eXGr:1inc paint s th'J. t can only pr--operly :':>;2 (!12.s3i fled 

as folklore~ speculation, and unexamined assumptions. 

In fact;) some of these iterns may prove to be qul:e 

fecund in their implications for further research. 

~o b~ as fair as possib , to the reader and the 



each data pOint will be made as explicit as po~sible) 

as will the evidence or support it enjoys. 

The assessment of the state-of-the-art understandin; 

of 

idea generation as this process phase is cor.1!":lonly 

called in the context of technological Innovation~ 

will be conducted in terms of the following Guestions: 

1. Hhat is the current state-o.f-the-art? 

2. How good is our current understanding? 

3. \-lhat are the maj or gap~-:;. Et.nd '.leaknes:38s in 
our knowledge) and what further research is 
needed to fill them? 

4. How adequate are the various commonly employed 
research methodologies to the needs of future 
research? 

The operational significance of all but the second 

of these questions should be clear. Question Two is 

understood to include the following dimensions: 

1. What is the state of our theoretical understanding? 

(1) 

(2) 

( 3) 

(4) 

Hhat is the extent of theoretical agreement and 
disagreement? 
\~hat are the maj or gaps and weaknesses in our 
theoretical understanding? 
What are the major hypotheses that have been 
advanced? 
iv'lhat major recorn.mendations for resE::a .. reh 
policy consideration are to be round in 
theoretical literature? 

ar:..d/or 
the 

2. "VIhat is the state of' empirieaJ .. knoNledge concerni.ng 
the innovation process? -

(1) What are the areas of empirical agreement and 
disagreement? 
What are the bases for the disagreement? 



(2) 

( 3) 
(4) 

(5) 

What are the major gaps and weaknesses in 
our ci:tpirical knowledge? 
What are the major empirical findings? 
What are the major conclusions drawn from these 
findings? . 
What maj or recoHunendations for either i"'urtne::o 
research or for policy consideration are to 
be found in the empirical literature? 

studies and theory? 

(1) Are there significant theoretical hypothes 
which have not been tested? 

(2) Are there major empirical rindings that are 
disconfirrning instances of a major theory? 

These questions sUIIl.l.'11arize the ob.jeetivesof this 

as vlel1 as all the subsequent essays in this voltLlle. 

In addition to these review and assessment 

objectives~ and as an example of how the information 

generated by this project might be utilized by policy 

makers and future researchers, each essay ,-jill also 

include a consideration of the following practical 

c'onsiderations: 

10 

1-.... Is our current understanding. of the innovation 
process good enough to make statements' about 
the potential leverage of federal policy at 
various points in the process? 

2. If so, is it also possible to anticipate the 
consequences of exercising such leverage? 

3.. If not.., \..;hat additional do ~ve need to leno",.; 
to be able to mal<e such statements) and i:;hat 
research is required to reach this level of 
kno'.'lledge? 

Each contributor to this volume \'I"i11, of course.) 

be responding to both sets of questions from the 
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perspective of the pa~ticular process topic 

\I1i th vlh ictl he is d~.:;a 1 in8. 

The only remaining preliminary consid0ration 

concerns the definition and functional boundaries of' 

the problem definition and idea generation phase of 

innovation pro ces s. The tI de liberate cr-eat! 'Ie ness tt 

quote ~'/hich has provided the nexus for this cluster of -:::;r1-

siderations again serves to remind us of the obvious 

here. While we have chosen to refer to the initial 

phase of the process of technolo3ical innovation as 

"problem definition and idea generation,U it is clear 

that problems are defined and ideas generated in 

every phase. In this essay, however> we will confine 

our attention to those activities that occur within 

the initial phase. Patterns of deliberate creativeness 

occuring in subsequent phases will be treated either in 

the ~ssays dealing with these phases 'or in thedis~ 

cuss ion of phase linkage patterns in the sUffi.-rr'.ar:l essay. 

Of particular interest here will be the linkages of 

problem definition and idea generation with diffusion. 

'rile phrase, "proD leu dcfini tioD and id2a &;eneration ll 

was chosen to describe the first phase of the innovation 

process because it points to the two informational 

components lnval ved, on the one hand, and t:1e product 

of' a creative synthesis on the other. f.lhe t",'IO kinds 

of inform:ltion required for tile definition 0':" ::t probler:: 



arc described by r and Freeland as fall~~s: 

1. Recognition of an organIzational need> 
proble8, or opportunity which is perceived to 
be relevant to orcanizational objectives, and 
2. RecOfSnition of a Eleans or teC:-.:.niqt1.e by ~';hich 

to satisfy the need, solve the problem, or 
capitalize on the opportunity. (10) 

r:rhus among the ne~essary condj.t:lons for ger~erating 

an idea is inforni.ation about both a need (problem or 

opportunity) and a means (potential technological 

capability) for meeting the need. 

One question which arises in connection with 

the above concerns the identificatj.on of the uneed ll 

component as a need (problem or opporttL.'1ity )of the 

organization.. Would not an "organizational need.; 

problem, or opportlL"1ity u be, by definition, ltrelevant 

to organizational objectives?" The point here is not 

to introduce a semantic quibble. Nor is it to deny 

that upon occasio:1. the event vihich stimulated the 

process to begin \'laS the recogni tion of a need ~'ii thin 

the organization. But it Hould seem likely that for 

the most part the stinulating event :<1ould be the 

recognition of a need that lies out:;;.ic.e tr~e 

i. e .. ;) in the market. ~Chough Utterback does not deal 

with this distinction explicitly~ he clearly seems to 

take the outside or market nt2ed as primary.. For 

instance he says in a summary passage dealing ~'iith 

environmental impingments upon the f:i.r;n: 

12 
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t O~ ·::::1 n 0 118 1.>2 1'0 ~~8 n e Q U :.> or d 1 t" f u:.:. t:, :::. 11 t :,.; n d t G 

stlr~u te t,2 c2.1 inno~/(l:.io~~ ~'i.ri;~; ...... ·~~l2.rl'::J 

me cnani sms ~(ni ch COrnlTIlL"1i cate need::.; or ~::'e 

per c e ~) t i O!1 0 f nee d;3 b Y f i Y' :~13:t i.. e ., t ~ 2 :.1 ~:.: 0 f' 
o L! t; :~) icic~ c-o rl S ttl t.; a~~! t S J C ()~1 t ,3. c~ s :·;i t~:~ C~l~: O~:: .. :;:--:; ;3_;-~ rl 
competitors, and efforts toward product planning 
and need assessment, \,'Jj.ll stirr:.ula~e innO~latlon. (11) 

-.-:111 limit its kno·.·rledge of' socIal arid r:iar:·.:et needs .... 

and tnus limit the potential for innovation as seen 

beY' tne fir:n. If (12) 

~'ihile there i3substantial. overlap b8tHeen this 

view and that presented by Baker above, this is 

nevertheless an important Ciistinction., and one \'lhich 

has received little treatment in the literature. 

Uur suggestion here is that the flow of information 

about needs is a t~'iO step rIOH. :].lhat is, infornation 

about social and mar~(et needs flo~fs into the firrn. 

through various channels. Unless such channels are 

unusually anemic, the total 3et of such COIll.mLL'1icated 

needs should far exceed the +' • t .ilrm s capacity to respond. 

is then filtered in ter~G t S 

capacity (both economic and technical), its corporate 

strategy and objectives, its agressiveness and morale 

etc. The much sr.1aller subset of recobnized needs t:aat 

pass this filter are then subject to tne next st;ep -,'ii-lien 
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proulem, 

sAetcned above and is thu.::; compatio 1:.:; ::il t;:! t~ne 
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needs!! ,. cr perhaps ri~orc accurately Hfirm- at~b 

of 2. process. 

Utner~ise our conceptual structure will not be 3~f 
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point will be ~xplored in a 

for r:leet a percelvea need. 
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point. 

capability, existinb or potentla..l, is rel2.ted to a 

perceived need. As indi~ated~ our CO:lcern 

\'J"itn this creative act itself -;;,<;111 for the nost part 

be an environmental one. The reasons for this 

Ucontextual H bias have been offered previousl::l. hO;Je-

fully these reasons have been reinforced by the above 

discussion of deliberate creativeness in which the 

emphasis is on the cUltivation of maximally facilitating 

conditions for creativ~ty. 

On the basis of these considerations, let us 

return now to the task of defining and specifying t::1e 

functional boundaries of the problem definition a::1Q 

idea generat10tl p112..Ce & As 'lie [la.V~::-

definition is to be viewed as the informational aspect, 

requiring data about both needs mId techni r::eans 

for meeting them. Idea ion is the ~ynth~sjs -=-----_ .. _-

of t:nis information \'lhich results in the concept of 

a technological produc t, devi ee or 9ro!~c:ss. 
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tecililO cal cdi)ci.uilitj" ~l~-!~i .. ::::.i ["~(.~J~ U'~ .:'~~-A..;~t;e\.l 

to a percel vedneecl" pro~l~;~:; or (;~);;C.):'~:"';';,'1i:y, 
and tile cO,;lcept of a produ.ct, prc-,,::-=s3 y:' dev e) 

the flow model provided in Figure I. belo~. 

On tne above definition the initial p~ase of t 

in~ovation prOC2SS e~1d.s ".;i t.L1 

Tnere is an additional consideration, ho~ever, wnich 

suggests that the fu.l'1ctional boundaries of tilis process 

phase be extended somewhat. ~llis point was made by 

. " .. ' 

Huuenstein i.-/DO defines an idea 2~S" Ha poten~ial proposal for 

tmdertaking nEn'I te chnical \'lork \,!i1iciJ. 't..'i:i.ll l'" 2q uire the, co~-' 

mitment of significant organizational r2S0'.lrCes s1J.ch as 

The significance of the phrase 

"potential proposal lT is that lL11til an idea has 

actually been submi tted to the appropriate t'>2'lrie','ie!" 

for a possiole allocation of resol.~rces" t..1.22:: e s::s 

Further, until such a proposal actually has ~8S0urces 

committed to it;, and tnus achieve3 ttprojectlf status, 

suen linkage is only potential. Factors 

tne submission or non-suomission of idea::,; 

:.:; ubse~iu~~nt dis pas i tion by mana,;.;er:len": 

later .. 
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for Problem Definition/Idea Generation Phase 



in a lOEical sense this process phase ~ndG ~ith tne 

i:::e n era t 1- 0 n 0 f' ·::1. n i d 2 a ) we VI ill extend 

boundaries to include proposal submission .'"ind disposi-

lini{ this p!laSe to t:~';:! n~;-:t,. 

Section II: 

Pernaps by definition, but c.ertainly :_:~ its 

dominant organizational forms, trl~~ transition from 

random to deliberate creativeness involves an increase 

in tne extent to which the individual researcher's 

activitie3 are subjected to cont~ol. 

part of an organized R&D effort, he is less free to 

choose his research topics, to approach these as he 

sees fit, and to unexpectedlY change direction in 

order to follot>l up on a new clue or insight. 70 be 

sure, increased control of the individual researcherts 

behavior is not the only implication of organized 

or deliberate creativeness. As has been pointed out, 

it is increasingly the case that: 

..• problems to be attacked are too b for one 
man. 'llhey require the approaches of several types 
of specialists" of men frOirl several disciplines .. 
rl\ley demand more kno;.'iledge ti'lan one I7~2r:. r::.2.Y 
possess or readily acquire. ~ ey ~a~~ot be answered 
\';ithou.t laboratories and COi::pute.:.-s :lEd other 
types of equipment which are expensive and often 
nOG available to one investigator. (14) 

Thus tIH:~re are numerous advant s in the ot>~~anization2.1 

forms that have been developed for contrGl the 

proce~;s of technolo cal creativity. 
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C3.se that) f;i V·2n the scale and xl t .J :) f .n e e d J 

.in a tecunol 

t:>erves to incr'ease the irilportanc':: of und·:::rst2.ndlr .. g the 

freedom. by the i~rr~)o:3i tion of controls, ho';;;:;ver 

necessary, upon the conduct of his professional ac-

tivities. 

The folklore surroundin~ this point is that 

freedom not only enhances creative accomplishment, 

but is in fact a necessary condition. If this is 

true, and if it is also true as suggested above that 

deliberate creativeness with its orGanizational 

structures and inherent controls on individual 

behavior is also necessary, then the need to understand 

this issue Is an urgent one. Unfortunately, there 

are few empirical studies which bear on ::h1s topic. 

'l'his situation reflects, in lar n:ea:j ure, the 

conceptual dif culties inherent in terms 

a~1d ff con croll! . Such t:::: rr:12 are 0p2r:::'L:-i 

and thus point in so many research directi.ons> though 

wittl lack of specificity, that it is not surprising 

to find that so little has been d alJ 0 U t i~ h '2 Ll 0 U t side 

t(1\~ "vlisdom lf literature. 



1 r-
.t.j 

direc tions in Hhich t{'.is f'reedorr!/ control 

individual personifies, for better or worse~ the 

II con trol" factor in the ent erpri 38 of~ de libe~at·:; 

creativeness. I t is the manner in ~<"!iC~l ile e xercise.s 

his authority in t decision to ex~lore cert~in 

researc:n areas and noi; others;, to try certain a.pproaches 

rather than others, and to follo~ only certain leads 

t,'ihich invol ve a cha.nge of ... • 4- .. 1 .. " OlreCLtlOn, WrllCn det::ermiG'~s 

both the actual limits on the researcher's freedom and, 

often more importantly, his subjective perception of 

these limits. This observation leads one to posit 

tnat different patterns of the exercise of 5upervisory 

authority could differ in their impact on the researc~er's 

perception of his own freedom and thus upon the 

frequency and quality of his creative acco~p sh~cnts. 

Thus one of eleme~ts in the flow model presented 

"above (!?igure 1.) ~'las labelled HSupervisory Authority 

Patterns". r.Chose elements that influence 0:- s.re 

were indicated as follows: 

Organizatio!1al ! 
Nee d s, 1\ i :~~ s , " I 
Str2.t? s 
Stri.lctures f 

---.J 
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In e:{2.!flinin;~ tn 

should again be stress2d th~t t~e unit or :~v?l of 

analysis Hiti:l ~'Jhich He are CO!1cc:l">ned is th3.t of the 

en vironr::.ental imp 

individual researcher as he !",~o-'Jl~ 
'--"' ............. 1_ ..... • .1 

act of g8nerat s 

acti vity are taken into account O!L a very .3~~lecti 1.12 

basis -' and then only ltlrlen tlley nave their 0rigin in 

SOIile ot:n.er element In t.ne :;iodel.. For inst::::lce -' the 

influence of organizational needs, aims> etc. o~ 

patterns of supervisory authorl.ty is included. Other 

influences, such as the supervisor's educational 

background and experience, the r::=Lnd-setG to '.,;hi ch 'n e 

is subject, the role a.nd influence of 11i3 E)ri::lary 

group, the netv;orks of technical information .flo'd of' 

which he is a part, etc.; these influences upon his 

benavior are not accounted for by the nodel. It is 

~ t' t t' .. ~ d . +- L- • L-no~ na ney are conSlaere unlrnpor~anu~ DU~ simply 

t~nat the model is not signed to array t~~~. It is 

the ~ndivldual researcher in his idea generating 

activity .. 

Let us turn nO\-l to the influence of a1 ternative 

supervisory patterns on idea generating act~vi~y. 



relatior1:.5l1ip bet~·ieen freedom and creati~/e acco!!lplisn-

ment. fl:I1e rf~sults of' research projects conducted :in 

evaluato:::'s in terms of crlteria desiGned to :'8veal 

their quality and degree of innovation. 

This comparison of innovative activities in an 

acadetJic and three quasi-acad;:::rT!ic or narG1.r:3.1 settinss 

will be surnmarized only very briefly since it is 

tangential to our major concern. It provides the basis, 

however, for conclusioD3 regarding the role and types 

of administrative influence on researcb activities, and 

in partieular on the tnfluenc8 that the tl visrol11ty U of 

research consequences seens to have. In this study t~e 

researc:n conducted 1::. the aCad'2Il1ic context ~,'las 

judged to be clearly less innovative than in the 

other three contexts. Toe question then becomes, 

sctt ! • ",' tl I ., '-") ':::.t . I ":J l·'=-t.::>1 tlr'O·'l~·r lOY).:' f I P -..r -"'~., .. ~ _ c:o.. "'-..J' -.......:. ... ~ .... v _ • ... '\ ''''_ 'J 

Gordon and ['·Iarquis anS\'Jer this que st ion in terr:1s 

of tne ater visibility of research consequences 

in t:1e more practIcal and lais::5ion-oriented s8t.tin~~s. 

1.l..Ii1e visioility of i:he consC!quecces of one;' s research 
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related to t~12 clarit;y or' oD::>cur:L 

tional boals in terms of ~'ihi ch such con3cqu:2:-lces 

are assessed. 

In P .. J.i or£:;anizatlona.l sett:fJlg \'rh~re the owcer of 
o i za t ion 0 r' his rep{'ese-r~t at. 1. V0 Gan ac C'-lrc~ t. e-

ly evaluate the findings c~ a ~~oj~ct in ter~s G~ 
or6anizational goals, he can encouraga tne 
r.c::searcher "'iho odor/IS higrl pr'ob-atJ it:! salvin;; 
such prob As a cODs2quence, the research~r 
is motivated to seek solutions to difficult but 
"relevant',' problems in prefer,2'nce to less relevant 
but easier problems. In seeking a solution to 
the diffic ul t proD ler:1s, trtE: researcher at tir.:s-s 
must ab2.ndon traditional m~!tlTJd.5 aud ~hi~lking .. 
~his would appear to be as true for the academic 
as for the non-academic researcher. Kuhn, for 
instance, has observed that If'i'he Govel theory 
seems a direct response to crises.r! (17) 

This point is directly relevant to the line of influence 

in our model (see Figure 3) which extend3 from the 

element labelled "or'6unizational needs~ ai~"Js, etc.1t to 

that labelled "supervisory authority pattern.s". L'e 

shall return to this point in a moment. Flr3t, we 

need to link this point about the visibility of 

research consequences to a second consideration. 

Regardless of 

con:..iequences ma.y be ass'2sseci 

setting~ they are not visible until someone assesses 

them. This raises dIrectly the qU2stion of t~e p2.tt0rn 

Or "'style" of research T;lanagement and its influence 

on creative accomplishment. To 

the rei.-)~:!2.rch proj ~~ct~.~ eupJ0.1'2cl j.n t:~is s;; '.:' _'). ."..'....:.:l 
.. ~ "- -"- --



divid~d into th~ce groups. 

1. Project:3 in :'I(~lic:l th2 pro,jcct ril~:.:ctor;J el~::-:::" 
statr~d that they had no adralni3tr-~ltl'18 sup~rlJJr 

or that they did not discuss their research 
with their administrative 3upe~ior. (~ow 
visibil:l.ty of consequencr~s + ~'re~:dQ!:1) 

2. Projects in which project director3 had 
freedom to specify their research procedures and 
they di3cussed their research ~ith their adminis
trative superior. (High v~sibilitJ or conse
quences + freedom) 

3. Projects in which the project directors 
stated that they had an administrative superior 
with w~om they had discussions and who consistent
ly influenced procedures. (High visibility + 
limited freedom) (18) 

On the hypothesis that both high visibility of con-

sequences and research freedom are important to creative 

activity, the second of these three types of authority 

patterns should be expected to maximize such behavior 

while the first and third \'Iould minimize it. This 

hypothesis was confirmed. It was found that the 

percentage of research projects .j udged as highly 

innovative that occurred under the ideal authority 

pattern was two and one-half times that under the non-

ideal conditions. T!leSe results are sUIllillarized as 

follows: 

In sum> it is not possible to make a blanket 
statement relating naximal freedom to innovation, 
but rather maximal freedom is conducive to 
innova tion only lv-hen there is an impet us to 
innovate. It further appears that the insti
tutional settings in \vhich research is conducted--
in particular the visibility of tile eonsequences 
of the research in relation to the Eoals of ~h~ 
owners of the institution---has a significant 
effect on inducing innovation. (19) 



dominated by his superior. 

uecause of the linkage it provldC:5 JCt-:'i2en not crilJ 

creative behavior and different patterns of authority 

or leadership" but also betHeen these eler:I.ents and th2 

clarity of organizational goals. 

00 viously other ini"'orna tio~lal sources ~-;i thi:-: t~8 

environ:nent that also contribute to sl:a.pi~16 ~~~e 

researcher's subjective perception of the o~b~"1iz2.t;ionfs 

needs and goals, th8 primary ODe is tile i~;~\.!8diatf~ 

supervisor. rl1his he does explici tly tilrcugh info!"22..1 

discussion and more formal meetings" and iGplicitly 

context of the "disposition decisio:1 tr ~s or:~ of the 

lInkages bet~'reen this ini tial phase of ti'18 l~ilo'i~~tio:1 

proces~ nnd the next. 

I. • .... ( ~ • oJ " . • - • ~'. , - a.... . ... ' ,,'~ 



au t·i-lo.::"i ty pFJ..t. tern:; 

their correlation with innova beh2:11or flnd3 0 1).9-

port in a number of' other studies. In sUlrunarizing the 

literature dealing '.'lith Itleadership styles Jl or "forms 

of leadership", Hill reports that: 

t~~O;j·t: C·Ol~1~10111~l, 'cr:'ree ge:lc:~al ;)at; t:;~":·~';~0 c:'- a 
superv1so~'s leadership behavior have been describ~d, 

.though the term:Lnology appl.ied to these patterns 
has differed some~\fhatbet'.'l·een authors: 
(1) nondirect~ve, permissive, a laissez-faire, 
accomodative or abdicative style ~'1herethe leader 
relinquishes 6n±y influence in setting group 
goals to the group; 
(2) denoCY"at -~c <:) p~'? y>1~ i c-t D") j-·o"",v l:"ro' """. ,-''''e·11~'' c.v'~a" , ... ~~ -- ..L.., c... ...... _ v __ ...... 1 Ct.-v .J.'.f, -E-J UiJ ........ .1 .. \,;~_ ...... , 

subordinate-centered, employee-centered, hU17lan
relations-oriented style where the supervisor 
allows and encourages a mutual relationship with 
subordinates; 
(3) autocratic~ authoritarian, boss-centered> 
task centered~ production centered, close and 
punitive style where the supervisor allo~s his 
subordinates little or no influence in the 
settinG up of work procedures, while primarily 
concentrating on achieving task goals. (20) 

While the cluster of words associated with each of 

these three leadership patterns reflects differences 

of detail and emphasis, there is, " ... a high concurrence 

of findings about general leadership patterns across 

a range of situations. H (21) These three leadership 

p.atterns and their correlation ,;[i th more or less 

creative behavior strenGthens our confidence in the 

work of Gordon and Marquis. A study by Pelz (22) 

indicates that the creative performance of researchers 

in a larr;e medical organization ';.;as highest f/!ben 

frequent contact \iith the supervisor was combined ;.;ith 

25 



a fair measure of indr]pcndence in the conduct of their 

researc.i.1. 

The work of Ronken and Lawrence (23) also indi-

cates t:nat the democrCltic leader3hip pattern CiiZh 

visibility of consequences + freedon in Gordon and 

Marquis' terms) is more effective in sticulating 

creative behavior than a leadership style that is 

either too permissive or overly directive. One of the 

problens of a style that is too permissive is that the 

researcher may interpret being left alone \ii th only 

minimal contact as a lack of interest in what he is 

dOing and thus a devaluation of his world. Hill also 

notes this possible interpretation of a leadership 

style that is overly permissive, and sees it as a' 

tf demoti vatingn influence. (23) 

In corr~enting on the dis functional effects of 

an autocratic style (high visibility + low freedom), 

Pelz and Andre'.vs state that, " ... continued direction 

by the chief will stunt initiative and independence 

26 

and these are qualities basic to scientific. achievement.rt 

(24) And in a perhaps unexpected result, Hill (25) 

found that while researchers perform best under 

participatory or democratic leadership, that when the 

leadership pattern was strongly autocratic or overly 

directive they responded by seeking even greater 

direction. 



Finally, tile st udies of Andre'.is and Farris (25) 

also support the conclusions off'ered above concerning 

the need to lfkeep in touch";, or provide visibllity 

for the consequences of a researcher's work, if 

freedom is to be effective in sti~ulating creativity. 

They found that freedom was unrelated to innovation 

if the supervisor did not consult with then prior to 

making decisions concerning their projects. Hhere 

freedom ~'1as combined wi th consultation, hO~'1ever, a 

substantial increase in innovative behavior wa3 ob-

served. A key factor in the effectiveness of such 

consultation ~iould seem to be the supervisor's own 

technical competence. In drawing some general 

conclusions from their research Andrews and Farris say: 

Greatest innovation occurred under supervisors 
\'1ho knew the technical details of their sub
ordinates 1 work, who could critically evaluate 
that \'/ork, and who could influence tiork goals. 
Thus the widespread practice of including tech
nical competence among the criteria for choosing 
supervisors seems to be sound. This does not 
mean that a supervisor should constantly umeddle H 

in his subordinates' activities. But he should 
be available., competent in the current "state 
of the art> It actively interested in the proj ect;, 
and informed about it ..• 

27 

Vlhat if this kind of structure Is not 
pOSSible" or if a supervisor's technical competence 
has become obsolete? Again the data were clear: 
provide substantial freedom for subordinates. 
Freedom acted as a partial substitute for skilled 
supervision. But even \'There subordinates have 
freedom) the supervisor still makes some kinds 
of decisions. For freedom to be effective, the 
data showed that the supervisor must consult 
wi th his subordinates before making tr18se 
decisions. (26) 
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11'11 U3 the visib! Ii ty 0 f research con;:;eq uence3, a3 ac.clie·jed 

by an available and competent supervisor who kno~s 

what his subordinates are doing is the intervening 

variab , activating the potential of prafes o~al 

freedom to increase creative accompllshnent. The 

influence 01 this :Lntervening variable appears depe!'1-

dent, ho~',ever> on the technical competence of tile 

supervisor. 

Let us turn brie£ly at this point to the influ-

ence of' major patterns of supervisory authority on the 

primary group. In an important study (27), to be exa-

mined in detail later> Allen and Cohen discuss the 

role of the primary group in establishing and/or 

·reinforcing co~~itments to certain technical approaches 

and downgrading the value of others. The adverse 

consequences of such individual and group biases lead 

the authors to offer the R&D manager the following 

advice: 

Suffice it to say that engineers and scientists 
should be forewarned to consciously seek out 
contradictory opinions and attitudes concerning 
their work and to recognize the value of cul
tivating contrary~minded colleagues. R&D 
managers can of course take this situation into 
account in forming their \'lork groups,. (.1.)S) 
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The role of the prinary gro~p in attitude formation 

innovative process will, be discussed in a later 

Se ction. rr!l(~ point to be r.lade here conce:-ns the 

influence that the supervisor can exert to mini~iz~ 

the possible dysfunc ~ional conseq~L8n~.!es of such 

group mind-sets.. T~nis point is also closely related 

to evidence to be presented later that diversity or 

heterogenei ty of ~dork assignment s and settings has 

a positive effect on the level of creative accomplis~-

ment. 

T:ne last point to be mentioned in connection with 

the "control ff figure or supervisor in the R&D context 

concerns his influence on the researcher's perception 

of the needs of the firm. Illustrative of this point 

is an experience related by Hyman. 

I was once talking with the manager of engineering 
"'lhose company had j list lost several million 
dollars because of marketing a defective machine 
\'lhich later had to be withdra'f,.;n from the market. 
As a result, the company 'Vlas under tremendous 
pressure to recover its previous position in 
a highly competitive market. The manager was 
worried because in this market 2 if you 'do not 
look ahead and keep generatin~:;, ne~'1 patents 
you cannot survive very long. Yet his nen, 
eighteen design engineers, had not turned out a 
patent in the past year or so~ Like everyone else 
in the company, their major concern was with 
current pressures to keep the business out of 
the red. The manager, in order to change this 
lack of ne1;'; patents,; first thought in terns of 
his selection policieG. Maybe he had chos0n 
the t.1rong men. Haybe he should fire SO~le of his 
present staff and hire new men. One day the 
thou.Sh t occu:;:-'rcd to hir.l: 



1I\'Jhy not f t call the r~:';::';L J:1 and tell tnen 
wnat I y;ant? II He called them to a meeting and 
told them., HLook;, wen, we need patents> or else 
we die.t1 The next month his men presented' him 
' • .;1 til several patent applicat;ion3. And trley have 
been continuing at trlat rate ever since. One 
gets the impression that essentially, the men 
just looked at each other and said> "Hell if 
that's what he Ha~ts;) T..:hy dlcln1t he say SO~;fI 
(29) 

This' overly simple and SOmeHf12..t draI:lati.c little story 

cant ains several themes ;'lhi eh are recurrent ther:1es in 

the research literature. Among these are: the 

dominance of oral cornrnunication ti1roughout the process;) 

the phenomenon of the "unsubmitted idea"., as well as 

the role of the supervisor in shaping researcher~! 

subjective perceptions of organizational needs. The 

former points will be treated later. The latter but 

extends the inventory of ways in which problem defini-

tion and idea generation within the process o~ tech-

nological innovation is strongly influenced by the 

first-line control figure. It is ironic perhaps 

that one can get tne impression from many literature 
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sources that R&D supervisors are but passive functionaries 

\'lhose role deserves even less rnention than that of the 

"product champion" or Iltop person". But if the evidence 

to be presented above and subsequently is to be 

believed~ their role is a big one and their influence 

substantial. 
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One i3 reminded of the situation in ~hich the 

q u (~ 3 t ion is a G l.{ e d.) II H 0 '1'1 go 0 d i f) til esc [1001 th a t you r 

children attend?" Hhile certain shaky £eneralizations 

about rtthe school" are possible> the appropriate 

response is that t.he question Js mlsdirected in that 

it does not iden~ify the central or ttato:;;.ic" unit. 

?he chlld'~ Bchool experience is hardly better or 

\vorse than the particular teac'her \'Ii th ",,;hom the c!lild 

spends his day. That person is the primary facilitating 

or inhibiting influence.) not "the school!!. The same 

holds by and large for creative accomplishment within 

the R&D context. Here the supervisor looms large 

as a major facilitating or inhibiting factor> though 

apparently l.'iith less recognition than the teacher 

receives. 

There are, of course, other influences on both 

sides of this analogy. One is the role and influence 

of the primary group. This is even less '\.'iell under

stood than that of the immediate supervisor/teacher" 

though it is probab ly equally import,ant to the success 

or failure of the ventur~s in these respective contexts. 

It is to this influence that we shall turn next. 



'l'r:r.ose eler::e:lts of our rlOH mode 1. ~h2.t influ'~nce 

OP are influenced by t.ne primary group Txere as follo:·;;.:): 

the 
Primary 

Group 

Individual 
mind 
sets 

F'igure 3. 

Subj e cti ve . 
P t2:1" C!~2 pt. i()n 
of~ ::~:-~e'is 

Idea 
Generation 

the range of 
technical options 
considered 

Let us begin our review of the influence of the primary 

group with an examinatlon of a very it-:'90rtant artic12 

mediating influence of the primary group on inform2.tion 

flow in a small R&D laboratory. 

'1'\'/0 of tneir findings merit special attention. 

Firs t they found a very hign correlation bet\'ieen the 

inti! vidual~ ~'Jitt:in the lab \'11 tl1 ~·Ji.lom on0 socialize.3 
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Llocial structure of the lab wa3 an important influence 

in tne tran3fer of tecl1nical infor:aatlon. To be 3ure, 

there is almost constant technical discussion \:;1 thin 

inuividuals supplied information which '.'las a lIcritical 

incident lJ in the course of the respondent's last 

completed project~ it was found that this information 

came exclusi vely from people outside his irrunediate ;'1ork 

group_ ~hus while the formation of work groups does 

serve to channel technical corn..rnunicat1on \'11 thin the lab 

in obvious \'iays, this flow is also strongly:> and perhaps' 

more cruciaLly, influenced by the informal patterns or 

socialization. Thus the auti10rs conclude, II cornmunication 

patterns will tend to follow the structure of both the 

formal work group structures and the informal social 

relationships in the laboratory." (31) 

In another· facet of' the same study, the respondents 

were asked to indicate their attitudes on each of three 

rather uncertain/technological questions confronting the 

laboratory. r.[1he purpose of this question \lias to test 

the following hypothesis: 

tf'l'echnological attitudes, attitudes tO~'iard 
such things as feasibility of particular 
approaches which are not yet physically 
testable.J \'1i11 be strongly influenced by 
the attitudes held by other members of the 
primary groups to \'fhich the engineer belont:;>s. 11 (32) 

~.) J 
J....i 



s u.sges ted tilat;) 1I~'i!1en an opinion or atti~ude cannot be 

~e3ted directly against 'physieal reality' tnat the 

individual will re~~rt to a te t f so cia.l 

reality'. In other wo~ds, he loo~ to his p2e~s 

for (!onfirmation or disGonfiru:~it:Lon and react accor'ding-

ly." (33) The hypothesis was supported by the data. 

Tnis result has obvious and importtant implicatlons for 

tue process of problem definition and idea generation. 

The signiricance of this finding is increased when 

coupled \-'/ith the ratner strong evidence that uengineers;) 

once they have become committed to a particular·tecnnical 

apprOaC!l, tend to discount very strongly iuformation 

\ihicn would disconfirm their attitude. tr (34) If these 

two pieces of data are then connected with the conclusion 

presented above, that researchers tend to restrict 

their technical discussion to those who are members of 

their primary group and thus share their attitudes, the· 

result is indeed significant. 

In fact, it is difficult to overest te its 

significance for problem definition and idea generation. 

Tne flow of technical information· would see~ to be subject 

to a double screen. First, as ~';e sIlal1 examine in more 

detail in the next section, the individual researcher 

011 tile basis of ili s o~·n1 Pd.S t ;2 xperience is () lased to·,-lards 

a 'particular approacI1 and a\';ay from others. fJ.1hen, in 

audition, it Idould seem that there are social forCeS 

o era tin j' Hi tnin hi~ pril1lary broun ti"lat reinforce ti1is 
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particular bias or mind ~et. f..Llhey are reinforced bJ 

similar technical orientation. As a counterbalance 

to these i)redi~positional filters and reinforcemer:ts" 

Allen and Cohen suggest that engineers and scientists 

s!10uld ue urged to fl cons ciously seek .out cont:::"adictory 

opinions and at ti tudes concerning tneir \'1ork and to 

recognize the value of cultivating contrary-minded 

colleagues." (35) In addition" laboratory managers 

should be aware of this phenomenon in forming ~/ork 

groups. llMerely introducing a single individual with 

conflicting attitudes should produce sufficient jitter 

to keep the group aware of other points of view tl (36). 

While the above data provide strong evidence of 

the role of the primary social group in reinforcing the 

individualfs already existing predispositions~ and thus 
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in narrowing the range of technical approaches considered, 

the form of this data vias not such as to permit conclusions 

regarding the role of the primary group in attitude 

formation. But the overwhelming body of evidence from 

social pt:iychology indicates that this tTformativen·role 

is also a very strong one. This literature, while not 

1rthe-flo\'i-of-technical-information specificn or even 

"technological innovation specific lY
, is strong enough 

in its prima facie implications for these areas to be 

suggesti ve of futUt"~ research directions. That is;) 

it is reasonable to hypothesize that p~imary social groups 



does influeace the .for:J.3.tion of ee:c'tai~l e.ttittuj~3 as 

. well as reinforce already existing ones> a furth2: 

possibility that the causal direction is such that 

interaction leads to agr2er(lent, inplies tna t L.l2.n2.6e2-::nt 

should periodically rotate their devil's advocates to 

prevent their capture by tile prevailing group attitude. lI 

Perhaps hO~.'lever, a more pOHer.ful fIlecn2.rti.sw. is _ 

avatlable to guard against counter-productive primary group 

influences in attitude form.ation. This mech2.nis:.l is, 

in-fact, quite" corr~only employed throughout the R&D world 

and its benefits are often noted in the literature. t,tfe 

have r0r~renCe to the introductiorr of rtive~si~v i~~o ~ne 

and by the diversification of ~ork assignments. - Utte~bac~ 

(38) reports that outside consultants played a crucial 

role in the generation of ideas 

tT,-/O neir'/ ins truments he s t udled. 
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of tnose r2portlns ne:.; ideas e d in ccnsultin~ as 

idea ~eneraticn by 

con3ul~ation is also re~Qrte~ by 

}lina11Y:1 Peters;, 

. the prooability of idea generation; spec~fically~ 70~ 

of those reporting ideas also ~2p0 

was mixed between research and develop~ent, as opposed 

to 28;:~ of tnose not reporting ideas .. · Utterb2..c.~ (41) 

explains these findings in terms of the need to syn-

thesize information in idea generation. Wh~le this 

should not be discotLl.ted, perhaps a deeper 0zpla..r13,:tion 

lies in t:ne function of both consul tir:6 c.~d "' ... ·aried \'t'ork 

assignments in providing alternative tecnnical perspec-

tives and attitudes to those of the researcher's pri~ary 

group. 

If t~le lead provided by social. psycr.olog~";, as to 

tile r-rou:J o . 

should prove suggestive enough to be pursued by f'uttu:'e 

re sea.r'che rs -' le t us S Ubge s t a:::1 addi tio!1.al re~' In2":.:ent . 

Perhap:3 th~ rrlc1l1be r'S of a primary group ,,:Ie n') ~::lll pl2.Y 



personal and informational charar;terist.ics are sueD as 

to make their contribution disproportionate, even 

decisive. The suggestion here is that perha9s there 

exists \'lithin the laboratory context cert.ain key indi-

victuals who function on the level of attitude for~ation 

in a .fas.cr.ion analogous to the i'uns:tion 0 f l! te ch:-l.ical 
1 

information gatekeepers" (the \-iE!ll docu:i1ent;ed ro of' 

such gatekeepers will be discussed later). Such 

< opinion leaders or tftechnical attitude gatekeepers u 

may exist, and operate in either a facl11ta'ting or 

inhibiting vlay to bias the problem definition and idea 

generation process towards certain technical alterna-

tives and away from others. We snaIl later consider 

the possibility that the same individuals perform both 

gatekeeper roles. But in any case," the possibility 

that suen individuals exist should be recognized and 

investigated, since their impact upon the process would 

be quite significant. 

On the assumption that a state-of-the-art assess-

ment should be at least as concerned with what is 

not yet unders toad as wi th \'fha t is unders tood alre2.dy> 

let us extend our hopefully fruitful speculation a bit 

further. 'l'he implications of tne 'work by Allen and 

Cohen also need to be explored for organizational levels 

other than the primary group in the laboratory. For 

instance., there is tile ltlidely held .folk-~.;isdom. that iil 

any industry some firms are innovation leaders while 
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otners are followers. 1f there is suustance to such 

di~tlnctions, mig..'lt it. not. reflect tne .influence of 

the dominant attltudes of the priraary group at or near 

the top of such fir8s? Examples of key a~titujes th~t 

might be formed or reinforced by SUCL1 [;roups would be 

tnose taken towards risk-taking, the e~ploicat 

technological capabilities;, n2~"ly reeo zed market 

needs,. and tne like.. Sucb prevalling paradigms or mind-sets 

1 of top management would be articulated in both broa.d-

guage corporate goals strateb the disposlti~)n 

decisions regarding particular ideas that are generated 

in the laboratory. Perhaps related to this point in 

negative fashion is the role of the "product champion!! 

or "top manU as noted by Langrish et a1 (41). Such 

indi vi"duals by their Q 1dn persuasi ve skill and dogged 

determination overcome the firril T s negati ve bias to'.'iards 

their idea.. vlhat is overcome in these instances" or 

as we are suggesting, are the attitudes of a primary 

group \vhich are CL."'1tithetical to the idea being presented. 

Let us turn now to the influence of the primary 

sroup in s11aping subjc:ctiv0 p;~rcC!ption of .needs. 

We have already mentioned the role of the supervisor 

in the formation of such perceptions. rfhey are also 

sensiti ve to more subtle, implici t and often unintended 

fI cOInlaunications II from manageI{;ent.. The environ~lent \·;['.lich 

p:L(~K3 up these rr.~ss u and clues, interprets Ch2:Ii 

rigiltly or \'lroc.gly, and by s~losequent bi.:hav:!.or gives 
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lab. 

tatioD of such group perceptions; in this case tri d 

been submitted in past .. 

1J.'11US> expect;atior~s regardin5 o~·ganiz;.:.tion~!.l 
re~ .. ;~ird3 !~or· id ~:l ..t~ll,J~.·i 8 r for t: ~l·;'= r::8 ji ~ d 
downward and the cycle is ready to repeat~ 
As ne~'j employees enter the orr.~.::ln.ization tn'.=y 
learn these low expectations from the veterans 
'.1110 have traversed full cycle. In such an 
environment it is little wonder that poten
tially creative employees fail to realize 
tneir potential and appear- to "bo drytf over 
time. (42) 

Since the recognition of a need is the precipitating 

event for most problem definition and idea generation 

sequences, the influence of the primary group in shaping 

the researcher's perception of such needs is ~rucial. 

As has been the case throughout this section> this too 

is a little understood phenomenon v;hich merits careful 

investigation. 

In concluding this section we should perhaps offer 

a balancing note to ~t{rlat has teen a largely negative 

up;, and th::: 

attituoes ttley serve to form 

course" by no means Y[[lolly counterproducti ve to corpora-:e 

objectives. \>lhe·ther tne directions in whi~l1 they lead 

are appropriate or not depends upon many variabl~s in 

t.he total environment. Perhaps the influences or 

sins 



bad tney are horrid. If '~\Jhether II good ll or "horrid ll
, 

::';UCl1 influence is 3ubst2.:ltiJ.l and badly neglect{.::d -::;0 da-:e. 

Section IV. Individual Nind-~ets 

'J:ne conGept of' "mInd-setH is used in tHe literat;l.lre 

to refer to the biasing influence of past experience 

that an individual brings to his present proble~ solving 

activities~ The term Ubiasing setH is also frequently 

used t·o refer to this influence.. Allen and i·larquis 

introduce this concept in the following way: 

It is known that the likelihood of finding a 
solution to a problem may be raised or lOt'H?red 
be cause the prob lem solver .. is set to respond 
in certain predetermined ways. Prior experience 
l-lith. tools or approaches used in solving sirnilar 
problems in a certain ~'1ay may result in a "setH 
which biases the problem solver and can divert 
him from consideration of alternative solutions. (43) 

The individual may thus be "setH to transfer information 

or an approach that he has used successfully in the past 

to a present problem perceived as similar. Such nind-

sets may have either positive or negative effects on tile 

3.cnievement of a solution. If' the transf.erabilit.y of 

past experience is appropriate to the new situatio~~ it 

will be a positive factor. But if the transfer is 

inappropriate it may block or delay the discovery of a 

different and superior solution. 

A paradigm illustration of the existence and influence 

of mind-sets bas been provid2cl in an experiment ca::d;.lct~d 

by Birch and Habino~,'1i tz (44). rrhis experiment is so 
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feel a 12rlbthy quote is JU3~1f'ied. 

In tni:.:> prob lem. tile S is required to ti-:: 
tOLetner the free ends of two cords which are 
sU3:_r2nded fro::l tih? ceiling to the floor of 
a corridor. ~he distance between the two 
cords is such that the S cannot reach one cord 
if the other is held. In our arrange~ent the 
probl~m could be solved only if tD~ ~ ~Guld tie 

t to the end of one of ~he str cU1.d 
thus convert it into a pendulum which could be 
set swingin6 and toen be caug.nt on its ups~'lins 
wnile the stationary cord was held. ~he two 
cords could then be tied tObether and the 
problem solved. In our situation only two 
ooejcts could be utilized as weights. The first 
of these oojects ~I/as an electrical slj;ltch 
and the second, an electrical relay. The 
conditions of pretest training involved the 
acquisition of differential prior experience 
\'1itn tn.ese obj ects by our Ss. The pretes t 
trainin5 was conducted as follows: 

Group S contained 9 Ss who were given 
the pretest task of con~leting an electrical 
circuit on a "bread-board" by using" a s"'ditch, 
which had to be installed if the circuit were 
to be completed and controllable. 

Group R consisted of 10 Ss who received 
pretest training in the completion of an 
identical circuit by tne use of a relay, which 
is essentially a switch. 

Group C, the control group, consisted 
of 6 en~ineering students with a wide variety 
of elebtrical experience. These Ss we~e 
given no pretraining. The Ss in groups R 
and ~ had had Ii ttle or no experience \iith 
electrical wiring. 

Shortly after having con~pleted th.e pre
testing tasks, the Ss .... 'lere pre::>ented ':liith the 
t~-io-cord proDl.e!ll an.d asked to sol<,J·;; .:L t by 
using the objects lying before the~ on a 
table. Only two objects were present, a 
switch and a relay, each identical with the 
ones uaed .in the pretraining period .. 

All Ss were individually tested. Upon 
completIng the t\'lo-cord prob lem, ti1e 
a:3~ed \'/ny they had chosen e i tiler""> ti1e 
or the relay as tne pendulum weight. 

05 Here 
ten 
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familiar iHitrl both switches and relays, cnose equally 

problem. 'llheir prior experience '-las not heavily weig:'1ted 

ir.:. their utility in 

a new context in ~"hicn their functlon VIas qui te diff'erent 

from the normal. 

The behavior of the subjects \'1ho had received 

prior training or experience with either the switch or 

toe relay was strikingly different, however. uf those 

\'11.10 had experience with completing the electrical 

circuit \'lith a relay) none of them used tIlis object 

as the pendulum weigc1t (i.e .. , ten of ten used the s;·litcn.) 

On the other hand, the subjects who had been trained to 

use a switch in completing the circuit preponderantly 

chose the relay as a pendulum ( St?..veN of N1Ne). 

Combining the results of both experimental groups> 17 

of the 19 subjects used that object ''lith which they had 

had no prior experience as the problem-solving tool. 

Thus there is strong evidence that the nature of the 

subjects' previous specific experience was influential 

in determining their problem-solving behavior. Post-

experiment intervie~'is reinforced this conclusion. 

This study was reported in detail in partbec~use 

of its intrinsic value as a paradigm, but also in part 

to illustrate that the biasing efi"ect of past experience 



Lt2i.y 08 tive as vlell a3 p031tivc. ifni 1e sor~c.:: 

blases ot'" ruind-sets may oe positive in tf1'2 :38n3e 

of enhancing toe value of an object, id8a~ or approach 

D.3 a proolerll solving tc()l, other;:; may be negati"";ie, i .. e.) 

they may preven'c. such transfers to the present probleiJ 

solving situation. Prior experience colors the per-

ceived c1:1aracteristics or proper-t;:Le!:; of an idea, obj 2ct, 

or approach, by emphaSizing some but not others, in 

vlays that inhibit or enhance their subsequent utilization. 

The old saying that experience is best· teac~er is 

only a half truth. 

In the information and influence flo\'f model 

presented earlier, those lines of influence indicated 

.for the mind-sets to 'l;ri:lich an indl vidual researcher is 

subject were as follows: 

-l Subjective 
, Perceptions 

of Needs 

Eange of 
'Tecilnical UPCiO:1S 
Cons iderecl 

'i\~ cllni ca.l Ini'01'
mation Gat8k2epers 



For sO.Iit':] of the:::>e line3 of influence tnere are ei:1pi!"lcal 

studies> for otners we would offer re3earch suggestions. 

Allen and i·larqui3 compared the b~havior of eight 

laboratories in two h & 0 propoaal competitions. They 

found tilat mindsets re31J.1ting from prior experience 

do not, by themselves, result In a higher or lower 

probability of achieving a correct solution. ~lihi this 

result may speciously violate a co:aI:lOnSense feeling 

about the value of experience, it is hardly surprising 

~';hen coupled with the reIilinder t:lat, the cru.cial point 

about prior experience is not its existence per se 

but rather the appropriateness or inappropriateness of 

its transfer to a present situation. In other words~ 

when prior experience is appropriate to the present 

problem tne probability of achieving a successful solu

tion is increased. Thus the biasing set was positive. 

On the other hand, 'IHlen the prior experience is not 

appropriate> i.e. the biasing set is negative, the 

probability of success is lowered. Prior knowledge 

was fOll.:."1d to have much the same effect as prior 

experience. 

Earlier studies (46, 47) have shown tnat success 

in overcoming the effect of a negative bias is a 

function of the number of alternatives considered in 

t!1e problelil sol vint; process. Allen and ~·iarquis also 

f 0 un d t n is too 2 the Gas c· • 
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uf the eight in3tanc:::s in · .. ·ihicrl the labore.:;o:.'y 
11 ad p rio rex per :t c:! nee H 1 t h a ~ '2: ',; h ~i 1 q u e~ti ~1 i C:1 

would be unsuccessful if applied to th~ pr2se~t 
proble@> four conslder~d no alte~~a~ive ach23 
a'1d all four subm:i.tted solutions ~'l[lich -.. iere 
evaluated as unsaccessful. In four other 
inst3..nces the laboratory consi.dered t'li0., thr2e, 
or lllore alternative aiJyroache3 ,and hal f of 
t!leEl achieved a successful solution. r1'ne 
additional effort required to search f~r and 
compare several alternative approacnes is 
j ltS -: ~i)L:':~ :~; d b ~/ t~.~<;~! (1 ~·c ~ i~ El~; '~;' ;"~! ~: ~.-::i. ~:;:-.=:) :; i l:: t :j~ "; .:J 

negative biasing set. (43) 

If otie knew a priori when an indiv!dual's mind set 

constituted a positive bias and when it was negative, 

. there~ or course, would be no problem. One would 

just lOOK for alternatives in the negative cases. 

However,.an individual is typically not that self-

conscious about the nature of his own biases, nor does 

he know before hand which approach will prove success-

ful. 

Given these constraints~ the prescription to always 

consider several alternatives would seem to be sound. 

A some\'1hat subtle complication should be noted, hO'r'lever. 

If the individual researcher's normal approach to problem 

solving situations is to consider several alternatives, 

then by definition the influence of a particular 

biasing set is not a problem for him in the first 

place. On the other hand, if he is strongly influenced 

by a particular set then this fact· \'1i11 lessen the €:t feet 

of what amounts to contrary advice. Perhaps the point 

of such advice needs to be reinforced by certain approaches 



available to rnanagei-ilent. ~eve points mad~ e~rli~r 

aiJuut tile :influ:.:.::nce of' tne prl:li2..:cy group .:::;h::;ulJ. be 

recalled in tnis regard. While primary social groups 

are not open to b~ini~ restructured, the prir:lary ~·ior~·: 

group is. The individual with a particularly strong 

mind-set might v:ell acquire mOl">'::' f'-lex::Lbil.ity over tin:e 

if ne \'Tere a part of a particularly heterogeneous ~.';ork 

group, or at least a group that lncluded a ffdevllts 

advocate." One might also consider the beneficial 

effects that have been shown to accrue f~o~ a dive 

of work assignments. 

It is also important in this connection to be 

a\'lare of experimental \'lork in social psychology on 

specific problem solving techniques. L~t us mention 

two. The first involves a comparison of p~oblem solving 

behavior under deferred-judgment instructions with such 

behavior under concurrent-judgment instructions. 

Deferred judgment simply involves the articulation of 

potential solutions to a problem without evaluation or 

critica.l analysis of their quality until a number of 

alternatives have b2en posed. Conctx~ent j~ nt 

conditions" on the other hand, involve instructions 

\'ihien require only solutions of tlgood lf quality. 

rrile deferred judgment approach to prob lelJ sol vi!1g is 

cow .. wonly referred to as "brainstorming!!, and received 

considerable popular attention and some serious investigation 

in the late '50s and early '60s. Conclusion~3 as to its 



Ett:!rit are frankly mixed, due prin:arlly to an absence 

or agreement on standardization of experimental 

conditions.. Parnes and ~Jleadow report~ IIS1gnifica.ntly 

lli0re ~ood solutions were produced under the deferred-

judgment ins tructions than und,~r the concurrent-J udgraent 

instructions.tl (49) Others report much 1~3s impres3ive 

or mixed results. (50) While the experimental evidence 

concerning the deferred judgment technique is~ therefore, 

! not clear-cut, one can safely say that it is of value 

in particular cases in helping the individual or group 

overcome the effects of biasing sets. 

A related technique which should be of even more 

value in this context is that of Hextended eff'ortl1. A 

mind set leads one to a familiar approach or idea which 

is transferred to the present situation and the 

search stop~. There is experimental eVidence, however, 

that, "Extended effort in idea production ~'lill lead to 

an increasing proportion of good ideas with increased 

production. 1f (51) If the conditions are such that one 

is forced beyond his initial production of ideas with 

\';hiCl1 he is familiar, he will begin to grope for less 

obvious ones~ the quality of which may be higher. The 

advantage of extended effort instructions in overcoming 

individual and group biases shouLd be obvious. 

Let us conclude this section with an observation 

and a suggestion for further research.. The observation 

concerns the tenacity with which a bias or mind-set is 
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he Id. (lltlis would se:2Hl to be a function not only of 

one 1 s past experience witll certain technical approaches 

and information and not others, but also of :;:ore 

ceneralized or cont:ent-indepe:nd.~nt cllaracts-ri.:; tics 

i.'ihicll PSYCI10logists call traits. Among these traits 

would ue the n'2ed for approval, th.e need to r::anipulate 

tne condi t ions 0 f ODe's environu:..t2nt> CL.'1.d tile need for 

se curl ty.. 'llhese trai ts are often Itunped together :.l...'1.der 

the label 1tself-confidencell.. And the point here is 

that while these, too, are tne prGduct of o~et3 past 

experience, at no point are they completely fixed and 

unchangeable.. Hew experiences, such as those faced 

when a particular mind-set does not serve well in a new 

situation, also contribute to the shaping of such 

traits. And if such experiences, in \'lhich the familiar 

fails and one must deal \..;1 th ne;1ness and uncertainty;) 

can be managed successfully in a context that is sup-

porti ve, then personal and professional gro: . .;th can take 

place.. Thus the need for premature closure:J \'ihich is 

at the base of mind-sets, can weaken, and i~ its place 

~are flexibility in e process of idea 

generation .. 

And finally the research suzgestion: In light of 

the abOVe it is probably a mistake to vie".'i technical 

inrorm2.tion gate-keepers as passive conduits in the flot,...; 



r:lation. Tne nature, extent and dirEctions of such \-,rill 

of course vary with the individual.. but to assume that 

such a filterinG furJ.ction does not exist is prima focie 

questionable. Since the flow of technical information 

in the R&D process l3 highly dependent upon such 

gate-keepers we need to know much more thCi!:' is nOilI If.:no\'-:n 

about their role. It is a wide open area for investi-

gation. 

Section V: The Flow of Information Concerning Needs 

In the introductory section we dealt briefly with 

the pattern of information flow which characterizes 

problem definition and idea generation. We also 

introduced a distinction between market needs to wnich 

a firm may choose to respond, and its ovln internal 

needs to wnich it must respond. He snaIl no~: trace 

in more detail the pattern of inforreation flow about 

such needs. 

In our model the principal elements were represented 

as .fall Q\,j S : 

I ?urrent econoraic" and 
~ocial utilization 

:r,- f I,lar}:et 

:.~ar<et It--" -------------J Inforwation 
~eeas IGatekeepers 

I, 

.i~ f: e (.::.....3 ~"-;. _____ • __ _ J-

Fit;ure 



'.l.lhis see;ment of our model is the first we have considered 

in \',:llicn tne 1."10,\-; of information rather than influence 

is pri:mary. As will become apparent to the reader the 

informational aspect has received much more attention, 
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and tnus the empirical data base is much better established. 

Follo\'ling Utterback (52) we have stressed triO 

e s of tile en rOr;JJent in Hili ch te chnologi cal 

innovation takes place as being of crucial importance. 

7hese are tile degree of economic and social utilization 

of existing products and processes and the current 

state of technical knowledge. Together they provide 

both the limits or boundaries of the process and the 

external environmental inputs which feed it. The current 

economic and social utilization is taken here to include 

those factors which lead to the recognition of needs 

and desires for new products and processes. 

Utterback reports that, if There have been few 

controlled studies of the effects of differing environ-

ments and environmental parameters on the process of 

innovationylitrlin firms.tI (53) Studies by Schmookler 

(54) Enos (55) do indicate however an increase in 

t:ne frequency of innovation \tlhen the market for a 

particLilar kind of product is expanding. Also, \'lhen the 

costs o~ a particular c~mpcnent or input increases~ 

innovations designed to reduce the use of that component 

in producing the product can be expected to increase. 



J\S 'Ne have suggested above> nO~':ever, suer.. facto;:s are 

prob5.b]_:~l !lot tli(~ rllost tical one:::; 

extent and quality of a firm's innovative activity. As 

Utterback suggests these lie closer to home. l:;.~lhe 

primary liI;li tations on 2 firm's e ffectlveness in innova

tion appear to be its ability and perhaps aggressiveness 

in rec needs and deni3.nds in its external environ-

;;lent. Ii (56) At t11is poir~t tile state-of-the-art under-

standing becomes surprisingly- uneven. Some aspects of 

the flow of market-need information are understood rather 

well, while others are quite opaque. 

That \~hich seems to have been studied most extensively, 

&"1d about which there is broad agreement, is the 

event which triggers the innovation process. Sixty to 

eighty percent of the innovations examined by a number 

of researchers find their starting point in the recognition 

of a need. In the remaining cases the stimulating event 

has been new scientific or technical advances for which 

an application is then sought. 'rilis impressi ve community . 

of agreement has been swmnarized by Utterback in the 

following table: 

.~ 
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fJ.'HE PRuPORTIUrJS OF IIJNOVATIONS 
Jl.ND rrECHNULOGICAL OPPORTU;JITIES 
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Proportion from 
l /Iarket, Hission 
or I'l"'oduction 

e (percent) 

Proportion 
from ri'e chnical 
Oppox~'t uni ties 
(percent) 

Sar.:,p Ie 
Size 

er, et al .. (57) 

ter and Hilli&..ms (58) 

dH2.r (59) 

r-win. c.nd Isenson (60) 

~riSll (61) 

~s and Marquis (62) 

b t 1 (b~~) len awn, ~ a. ...; 

~rDac~ (64) 

77 

73 

69 

61 

66 

78 

90 

75 

~Ideas for new products and processes. 

+~esearch events used in 20 developments. 

23 

27 

31 

34 

34 

22 

10 

25 

~~lhus tne tl nee d-Jrie&ns ll pattern is dominant.. r.i;hat is, 

crity or cases a need first comes' to be recog-

303* 

137 

108 

710+ 

84 

439 

10 

nizeci and stir!'~ulates t~ne seareD for a tecnnical capability 

waien "ill satisfy it. 

L2.Y'lJ..y tbrougrJ or-al and.i:l!forwal discussion with contacts 

FurthE:r, such 
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cOlHInunication about a need s:;;eLJ.3 to ue ;no;::;t Oft;en initiated 

by SOla~one oti4er t£lan tHe indi-iidual "w'iL10 ult tel} 

generates th~ idea for an innovation. The3e outside 

sourC·2S of market ne2(:' inforr:.ation are mo:;!:: often an 

existing or potential customer (52). The search for 

rnar~et need information (if':> lndeE:~d, it El.ay be called 

a search in light of the pass! v,~~Y revealed in the above 

suramary) seems much less Gtructured and deliberate tha.'1 

the subsequent search for matching technical capabilities. 

1ihis. sketch of tue flo~'; patte.:cn for hlar~et ne-ed 

information occasions a number of observations and/or 

questions. First, if this is even a reasonably coraplete 

picture of how a firm comes to know of market needs 

(which I rather doubt) one must be shaken by its 

impoverished and haphazard nature. Informal contacts 

\'/itn ellS tOlners or potential customers is certainly an 

important channel to the outside world. But if, as is 

pictured here> most of these contacts that matter are 

with a researcher in the lab, then one must suspect 

that there are quite rich contacts at other levels 

wi t.i.1in t~1!= firm tha t are not belr:.t.; ut i Sa.lesmen, 

for instance, would llave much more ext;<~nsive contact 

\'1i tn cus tamers than the researcher anci tnus ;3hould be 

a bet ter source of market need information. \lle have not 

been a01e to locate any lite:~atur0, ho;-;ever, ~'ih~Lcn 

discusses tDlS as a function performed by salesD8n. 

~it!ler salesm~n do not provide suell inputs to th.elab~ or 



t.lleir role in this regard has llot been investigated. 

,:e Sl1Gp8Ct th~3.t the latter 1.S the case. 

Se condl:l., a grea.t raany firms he. ve a te chnical 

s0rvices &roup which works closely with their customers, 

assisting with tne install~tion, training of personnel 

and operations of equipment purchased. Sucn technical 

or troub1e-shoot ups tllus have a close Horking 

T'elaticn 1-'lith customers and should provid.e a rich 

source of market need information. Again, hO\,lever~ 

we have not been able to find any research literature 

whic!1 deals with their input. 

Thirdly, it would seem that at least some market 

research groups rlithin firms, in addition to assessing 

the market for new products already in the pipeline> 

would also be concerned \1i th analyses of existing market 

conditions that viould reveal nevi needs and opportunities. 

As before, we nave thus far not been able to locate any 

research lite.rature which addresses itself to the 

interactio:l of such grou.i)s v;i th the R&D lao. rl"lhe same 

applies to other units within the firm, such as those 

vIi th lor:g-range planning"te chnological raY'e casting~ 

or even corpor'ate strateL':S responsibilj_ties" v:hose 

wculd be non-negligible. Certainly these channels must 

exist, GU~ t:n:::y de not appsar in ~he r;.;se(....:::-'ch literature. 

What is being su£gested nere is that information 
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directly from tne external envll'Qr:.ri~~nt to th2 reS(:(irC:i'2:" 

lIas been described above. The only caution that snould 

be added at th:"s point is th~~t t~1e r83earcnet' hir:;.3'21 f 

and the p:t'imary group to \'i!lic!1 he bela 

filter-effect in terms of both tneir technical receptivity 

to certain needs rather than others> and their subjective 

perceptions of corporate needs, goals and strategies. 

Were this the only channel of ~arket-need rlow~ as one 

could conclude from the research literature~ this wotild 

constitute a serious barrier to innovation, especially 

in light of the fact that most innovations are need-

induced. 

The dearth of empirical data to the contrary 

notuithstanding> however, \'i2 feel that a number of other 

cnannels must be operative. These channels WOUld, of 

course~ involve a two-step flow~ from the outside 

source to a transfer agent within the firm, and then 

d j_nvol ve an 

additional filter or screen "'itlich not only is not 

understood at this point" but Ilas not even been 

iuentifled. That such transfer agents or mechanisms do 

rae plausib in vieN of 

unlikelihood of the single-channel alternative .. 



tnat merits investigation.. Perhaps there are key 

individlEils at 'v'arious l.evi..":.'.:..s Hithin tile 

o~.;ing to the richness of their external contacts, perf()~r:l 

tecnnic information gatekeeper perhaps there are need 

infor~ation gatekeepers. 7his too would be a quite 

specialized role, requiring a greater than norwal 

H cosmopolitanH o:';::'ientation, an extensi ve 

information sources> and unusually broad experience to 

detect the market-need signals from the bac~gro~~d noise. 

The last of these suggested characteristics of Ot~ 

hypothesized market-need gatekeeper clashes in an 

interesting \';ay ~1ith the first. It implies that he 

must have a .fairly strong "local tl orientation) since the 

distinction bet\ieen market "signals" and marxet "noise" 

is largely a function of the condition, pOlicies ruld 

needs of the firm~ That is, since the neads and 

opportunities of the market are aJ.\'lays r.ar greater than 

any firm can begin to respond to, the inf()r~2.tion ::hat 

is relevant to a firm is that \'ihich Bfits!! its curre!'1t 

profile. The rest is noise. The rnarket-need gatekeeper 

must, therefore, be Hlocalu enough to make these dis-

tinctions of relevancy \'Iuile at tile sam2 time b ng 

"cosmopolitan" enough toTlkeep on top off! tne external 

environment. ~his consideration alone is enough to 

'-7 J. 



ua~~j, ~hath2r by ~n () ~l e r i 3 h(:; cl 

netvrork or by inad:::!quate measures of rele~/2.[lcy, me21ns 

-~."-:. -.~: """' ,_ -,-v 

probably no other facet of t~le probleu defini~io::1 a:ld 

id.e.a generation p:-!8.se so badly ted HnQ thus so 

poorly und~rstood.. And yet mO;,3 1.:. inno~'ations bezln here. 

Let us assume~ now~ that by w~atever channels 

are operative a firn has access to the raw data about 

market needs. We tnen need to address explicitly the 

issue of' "re levant 1/ data Ylhich T/las introdu':!ed above .. 

At least t\·;o frames of reference m Llst be distinguished 

here; relevance from the corporate perspective as deter-

mined by top management and articulated in the decisions 

of the R&D manager 3 and relevance in teMns of the 

subjective perceptions of the researcher in the labora-

tory. \...Je 11'1111 COlTIlnen t on these perspectives only 

briefly since they will receive detailed tr2atment in 

tne concluding section. 

Galbraith has argued (66) that in d~aling with a 

given external environment and a 

constraints, that a firm faces not one but a rich 

multiplicity of possible strategies~ Whatever the 

innovation strategy adopted by a firm., it becor.;.es the 

measure of relevance for mar1<:et need data. flo take but; 

one example, if in a highly cOTIlDetitive t:larket 3. fi:c-m 
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product line, the mar-ket da.ta (!ons r 8 d Tf r e }. e 7 an t II 

on the ether hand> it adopts a wore 

lf o ff2nsi'.fe" 8tanc2, seeking to gain a. cOrJpetitlve edge 

rather than just holding its own~ that which co~sti-

tutes relevant market data will be rather different. 

Ti'nerefore, the corporate profile, determined partially 

by its o~"n internal cirCllinstancef~" and partially oy. 

the aims, strategies and structures it chooses, consti-

tutes a major filter for the market need data which 

flows in (or is sought) by the various channels suggested 

above. The roles played by individual biasing sets, 

primary groups, and particular leadership styles, as these 

operate at t.rle higher management levels and influence 

the nature of this filter---these can only be guessed at. 

The individual researcher's perception of this 

corporate profile constitutes another significant 

£'11 tcr CQ c;iniet! ini'orrila,ticn 

and opportwlit s is subject before it comes to be an 

element in the creative process of idea generation. At 

tilis poir.t it is mor':=; E!.ccurate, peri,1aps, to i'ollo!.'i Bak-::r 

and F .. eeeland (10) and :3peak of lI ol"e;anizationalt! rather 
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exper.i'2nce, a:td that of h2.s prifi!,J.Y'J group, ~'iith 

in tne P2.st. As we sn3.11 see in the co:-!cludin;; section, 

perceptioD3 exert a considerable influence upon idea 

generation behavior. 

~eetion VI. ~~e ~low of ~ec~nical information 

eleriients of tecnnical informatio:1 flo." is as follo".,.s: 

Cur'rent .::)t2.te of 
r ... ' 2 C.in i eel 1 l'~ no :'i Ie d 2; 2 

Range of 
f.ee cIH~i cal 
Options 
Considel">ed 



.' crucial environmental boundary condl~ion3 for technolo-

social utilization of exist technology, was discussed 

above.. r:r'n,;.~ second is the CU2rent state of' teci1rlir.!E!.1 

We will restrict our consideration of ~his 

factor to the cnaracteristics of its flow. 

Tne primary means for the transfer of' technoloGical 

irtformation is oral (QL., p. 130; 67, p. l053). The 

pUDlication of result;s is less inportant 'Chan in science 

since the utilization of an innovation is core important 

to its developers than the information about it. While 

a journal system exists for technology, it is not 

CUL1ulative to the degree that scientific literature is 

(68). 'llhus the tec!lnological researcher both publishes 

less and finds his professional literature a less re~'larding 

source of ideas than do scientists. 

Marquis and Allen (673 p. 1053) have argued that 

even in his oral conununication the technologist differs 

frOIn scientist. tie i3 limi ted b:{ or;;::8..!liza tio!13.1 

barriers 1:1. tile formation of invi3ible college net~';orks 

analogous to those demonstrated by Price to exist for 

scientific COf:lHlUnities. '.;;nis 1 tation results pri~arily 

fr0ia tne ~r~lssion-orientej nat:.ll'e or ti.le organizations 

tllat: employ t!lt~ vas t iTaj or i ty 0 f te chnolosi s ts. 
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'il r d. ::.:; 0::' i z a t i 0 i ch=:! n t i Q ::l ~:i 0 r ~: s i :n 
t',-r() \,;aY3 to e:zclude tl~e tec;u10~_Q st frc.;:71 

o.:\:;ani zat ion. Fi ru t, tnere are the U3 \;.:::.1 
r'equil'-::m.ents that lle 't'/ork only on problems 
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",'rhich are of in-:erest to his e:i.plOj::::::' ar~d, seCOr'/l" 
tile. t !-18 r"e f-'l~~~ln !~·rorrl ,2 (J.'c·ly (:1 s clo3l.~:~:~ c ~ I'll:; 
re.searCrl, to yre\t2nt tn0 t::i~plQ.'iE::;· r S Go:.~;;:.::ti ~o::':'s 

fro:n profiting from the results. (67, p. 1053). 

patterns.) Allen co.apar2d tile freq uency \,;i th 'tihich iU82..3 

t'lere brOUt;11t to tile at tention or researchers tClrou6h 

various channels in seventeen development and two 

research proj ectS.. r:i,lllese res ults at·:::! a3 fo 11o~'is: 

r.lable 2. 

Sources of Messages Resulting in Technical Ideas 
Considered during; the Course of iJineteen Projects 

3eventeen 
engineering 
development 
projects 

r.r\vO physics 
research projects 

Channel 

Hur;foer 
'of mes-

sages 
produced 

Literature 53 

Vendors 10 1 

CJ~tcmer 132 

utLler sources external to 67 
tne laboratory 

Laboratory tec~nical staff 44 

Company research programs 37 

Analysis and experimentation 216 

Percent-
age of 
total 

8rl 

~iI 

14 

1(} 
~-' 

Q 

"'" 

6 

5 

~'"! __ .L 

Q 
,,) 

i;umber 
of mes-

sages 
produced 

18 

0 

G 

5 

1 

1 

"'" .) 

7 

Percent-
age of 
total 

51% 

0 

0 

14 

3 

3 

9 

J;"I 
' .. ~I 

( u~·, .. .... ." ....... J. , 
__ .... ' :) ~ I 
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literature sources. 

used of all written materials ~i 

w1published or uinrlouse tl techniGa.~l reports (67, p. 1055) a 

lililis seeii13 to be the case because of the proprietary 

interest that firms ua.ve in much of the tec11nical 

information they produce. The te~~~ical report Wl itG 

limited dissemination serves the need to record such 

information while restricting its domain of use. :'ihile 

it is difficult to monitor and control the dissemination 

of such inhouse reports beyond the first uSer" ,Harquis 

and Allen do report the existence of a norm at t~e 

interorganizational level. "There seems to be a rather 

strong norm against the transfer of another organization's 

reports beyond the 1imits of one IS O\'ID organization. 1I (67!t 

p. 1057) Such a norm could only operate to limit 

dissewination to a third organiz2.tion, not in the case 

In fact> the interorganizational flow of Ut."1published 

tecnnical reports \'1"ould seem to be a significant factor 

in a r~3earcher's effort to stay abreast of hi~ field. 

As '.'/,2 shall note later thi3 tends to be a t;'lo-step 
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the flo' . .; of technological in rDation, but in a subtler 

s.ense tnan l?rice has c.Iemonst:-at 

to protect their proprietary interest i~ in~or2ation 

on the one hand, ana to stay abreast of the state-of-

the-art by acquiring information on the other. The 

interestinb conflict betNeen th2se needs i5 that they~an. 

only be satisfied, and then only partially) by trading 

one off against. the other. r£hat is, a fira must give 

as well as receive in one way or another to maintain 

a state of the art a"'iareness for itself; but in the 

giving some proprietary interest hluat be sacrificed. 

The situation is analogous to the collese classroon 

situation in \'/hich the grades are determinC'!d Hby the 

curve II • vne is reluctant to share his notes and knoviledge 

widely, since to do so will change the grade distribution 

to his Ja.dva.!lt 

'Tnus he I;iay decide to share, but selectively so as to 

disturb the distrioution as little as possible. And 

sOIaethin,t.; like tile norm described above goes into effe(!t. 

It is a t'~\ro-p:lrty transfer ~,;,:, th an implicit. prohibition 



tni3 11 t t 1e analos}, tIle 

invislc 

" 
li'nere the free floN of infor;nation tnroughout tne clas3 

witn a distribution of fi~ms along it, int;roduC8d 

competing firm had rapid access t.o the sarne ne':tl idea 

and tecnnical capaci ty then of course none \';ould have 

an advantage in the market. But if interorganizational 

flow was greatly diminished by rigid security and 

sanctions~ then all would also surfer since the state-

of-the-art knowledge of each would be so poorly maintained .. 

As with all analogies, this one breaks down if 

pushed too hard. Perhaps its most obvious pOint of 

distortion lies in the implication that firms, like 

students, mignt get togetrler and quite consciouslY', 

with due assessment, agree to share with each other but 

not with a third. Such deliberate negotiations with 

tradeoff agreements would hardly fit the facts. But 

it mU3t be clear to everyone that such interfi~m flow 

does talee place \'li th regulari ty fu"1d if a firm did not 

see long-term advantage in its continuation, then it 

would eff~ct the internal security necessary to stop 

.it. In yarGicular case.:.:; tnis <10-25 take pla.ce. 

of teCtHlical inform3.~ion ta}·:es place are quite informal 
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firm ve~ as well as receives. student 

co unte 

distur'o1ng tl1e 11 curve" as lit tlCE:.-> 

informal and personal. r:;,:hey ap0 3.1S0 oral, 

though at times involving unpublished reports. For such 

to be respected. 

II+
"" 

If such a variation on tile invisible college 

hypothesis has substance, it has not been demonstrated, 

the reSearC!1 3ut the 

phenomenon of interorganizational flow of technical 

information is clear enough so that its existence 

cannot be doubted. So too is the proprietary interest 

that organizations l1ave in the infor:u.ation tney possess. 

Likewise~ the role of gatekeepers in brinGing information 

into tne firm is fr2qu:::ntly noted .. If th·e 

known variables, perhaps it will at least serve to 

stimulate tne res8:::.::cch r:.ecess to understand it;. arisilt. 

Before leaving this point, t us Qdd One rinal 



Im,;;etus of the 

r8ports that they !l are seldom used in a COI7'.lJ.~~rc~allj 

one froD which the pat or inforrr.2.tion arose." (9, p. 8) 

ct is u~coub~edly 

complex and perhaps 83 largely elsewhere. But it 

is interesting to speculate that perhaps a part of 

tile explanation lies in the veri fact that in su.ch 

instances there ~.3 , such irlfor-

mation is equally accessible to all there particular 

advantage to none in its exploitation. 

It will be recalled from our earlier discussion 

tl1at the waj ority of innovations have as their initial 

in~etus the recognition of a market need. In the less 

com.rrlon situation a technical capability is fir3t 

recognized, followed by the search for a need to which 

it can be applied. In the former or llneed/means Jt 

pattern there are usually several" oftentimeS :ilany-, 

technical alternatives theoretically available. In 

perhaps t:ne most significant being indi vidual a..r'1d group 

biasin sets, as discussed above. The technical gatekeeper 

al:::;o p~ay;3 an it:-lportant role here:l in dlrecting at ten-

3. 



S2arCil 1.:3 i.lInong a ran,?;e of ma.r:'ke"'c needs. 

\.. -.; 

capacities that makes ~hem attractive- enQU~;[l to stiraulate 

tecnnical possioil es seldom attract attention 

discovery or technical possibility of tan does attract 

the rese 

for application3. Tnus newness would see~ to be a cha-

racteristic of technical means that initiate tne process. 

Tnere is also evidence that !!the larger technological 

changes tend to be of the Idi s covery push' type .. !1 (4-, p .. 75) 

That is, innovations stimulated by the recognition of 

a need are more often smaller and more incremental, 

while those stinulated by a ne~ discovery or capability 

are of gr~ater magnitude and co~stitute greater dis-

continuit s with the pa.st. 

One 3110uld not automatically assume, hO:'iever, that 

tnese 
. -

C {l C1i !.c':~,"~~~ ~ ~~:7~ .... -~ n 

in a scientifi6 discov2ry. Price (68) in fact argues 

tnat science and tecnnology dev210p quite ir~d.:!per:jent2.y 

of one another, ;;Ji tl""! co;~~:nunic2. tion be 1 i. ;:1 i ted t 0 

darquls and Allen (6';) , 



Ucca~:i llJ t'>2 cL.no lor;} -::nGU '.l_nt~:::: . .:; a .;.):c>C)~ ..:...:::;:: 
bloc~inG its advance, the r8~aval of ~~lch 
re'_llJ.ir'2:s a i':"il"1(i[lrl-~:·2!1 al u~*1cl·,:..:r~3~:.l:-;,:1 loU -:-J~~ ~:,;.::: 

sei.~_}:-~ti c ba3is of tr12 I)henQIf~,::n2.. i~,~if:)lvs:d. 

In this way, science discovers voids in areas 
v-Ini eLl rJa ve been bJ pas s'.:! d bJ the r':~ :;,:--::.:1:"' r.::n 

enCOLL.'1tered during the research process in 
a seer.linglJ unrelated area i!ltll reveal a 
~ap in t~e under~tanding of a basic se 
or s clen ce . .iic1'8 cq;ain, in a sens~, a.~p Ii ca
tion I1elp~ to deterr:line t~1e dlrectio:l 0:" 

~prioritles in scientific investigation. (67, 
p. 1057) 

j.·iost cases of tecnnological advance are not of t .. li3 sort; 

taey neiti1er require information front the forefront or 

science nor de fine a proolen ti1ere. But \·;.i12n tec;-lnolo-

gical advance does require a "gap-filling!! contribution 

from science> "the cOliununication is bilateral" direct" 

and quite rapid." (67, p. 1059) 

The second enrichment of Price's general hJPo~hesis 

involves a distinction aTUong technological areas. Some, 

pernaps electronics" are probably more closely related 

to work on the rrontiers of science tban others" for 

instance mechanical technology. Neither of these refine-

ments, however" disturb the general pOint that there is 

very little direct dependence of tecnnolQ.sical inrlovation 

on scien::!e .. As science builds on earlier sClenc8> so 

tecflrlology builds on previous technology. 

Let us turn now to the technological gatekeepers whose 

role in the floH of information has been anticipated 

several times aoove. Allen and Cohen hypotn'~size the 

U'lluere can exist in an R&D laboratory cerbain key individuals 
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few cont~ct3 outs , the gatckeeper3' co~:ac~s a~e 

tekeepers 

do not all tend the S2..I.1e gate (or all gates) -dith equal 

facility_ ~ome concentrate more 'on the technical 

of inforiilal contacts outside of the organization. 

Given the dominance 01'" oral cornrllll.tlication noted previously, 

tIle lat ter ~'lould seem to provide the more frut tful 

informa. tioD channe 1 s • Allen and Cohen -' h01'rever, p!"'ovide 

a finer-gra.ined distinction ~'fniCl1 is ~';orthy of note: 

r.rile Ii terature has been SnO\'ln to provide 
infor.raation w1.1ich i~ iiilportant for keeping 
abreast of the state of 2. tecilnolo£ical field, 
\1ni Ie oral sources are probably better in 
providing more specific detailed information 
about particular cechnilUeS.. Gatekeepers 
who Spt:= cialize in kno;'lledge of' the s t2..~e-of
the-art "\'lould tn8n tend to expose tllemsel yes 

e spc::!iali-
, ... . -.. ... 
~ S" ;J:1 tl ~ ... ~'~ L~t: 3 ~.; 0 ~J. ~.~ 

S:uis di!3tinct:Lo~1 bet:ieen \'iri tten and oral sou:'ces 

and specializations li:ay prove valuaole., bu"C one li1ust 

... ., .. 
" " • 'J 
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tt18 role of the primary group in atti tude reinforceuent 

II Socio i;:etr Ie stars H in the sense 0 f the frequency 'tii th 

'.[[lien otilsrs choose tnem for te chni ;:;al dis ~us 3 ion. 

addit:lon, two of them Here responsible for introducing 

into tiie 12.0 the four ideas that ~'iere al!10st unani-

m6uslY picked as the most important ideas of the previous 

year. But as A.llen ana CO!len pOint out, t!i~i:r. data. T.'123 

not sufficiently detailed to reveal the direction of 

the causal arrO~3. Additional research is .needed to 

. determine the extent to \vhicn the gatekeepers mold 

the attitudes of tile primary group or vice versa. 

PurtIler, toe research Ii terature is silent on tne 

related question of the extent to which ,the gatekeeper 

serves, not only as a channel of info~mation from the 

outside~ but also as a filter for such information. This 

point ha3 been raised above as to the influence of the 

mind-sets or biases to which the gatekeeper is subject 

o~in~ to his past experience. It also to be 

investigated. 

'l1he final point to be made concerning the gate:.-\:eepers 

nas also been anticIpated above, but apparently not 

been dealt Hith in 

t:nat e;atel:;:;:epcl's not only bring information into the 
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"~:: ~:~y :. ~') 1- C ~.;. v t..;. t; ~~., tlr.:; 

speculation. r.Co review the argwnent her'e;) at least 

:::Jone and pernaps Hl03 t of a 6a~ 

tne rlrm liould b9 tuose ;'[ ... 10 pt:rf"orw a sir:lilar fW1c::ion 

parties would be similar and the relationships by 

neces s i t:{ ~..;ould be reeiproc , i ... e. .. > inforL:'.at ion Hould 

nave to ue e -----"'----- If one party sought to receive 

only, and never give~ the informational r.eecis of his 

contacts \'iould not. be fG.et and the relationships Hould 

quickly break dOHn. r.2:ne reSearcn agenda suggested by 

t:ois point rests on the prira2. facie possibility that 

tilere exists for technology a communications net~'iork> 

or II invisible college, n analogous to that !t'lr1ich has been 

dem.onstrated for science.1 but \\;,.1. til qui te dis.tincti ve 

CIlaracte tics owin~ to tne influence of the market. 

Before proceeding to the next topic, tlention should 

~nters tn-,:; firrlL 

tne trans r of technical information is t:'2 !,'jork of 

"agents not agenc sTl, and 0:18 of tb2 most efficient 

(orns of tllt8 transfer i.3 "on tlle: hoof'''. 



inforrt~ation acquired in his previous -;;ork 3~.;ttinss. 

" rlS to the importance of SUe!l ide2.s 2~nd inrormatior'~ to 

, . ., . -

l.1J..;J 11~:.,i ei~4~-L.U~:i ~l··;) -...s;j,.~lbr·J..~lJ. 
1..-' ..• " "
;"'i.L~~ , 

ca3eS ... ·ie .clave studied) the !:lost frequent slne;le Lcde 

of tecnnology transfer wa3 0':1- a person jo1.ninc; a : .... ir.::: .. U 

(4.:1 lp. 44; see also Table 7:> p. 79) .. 

The final.topic in this section is the range of 

, technical options that are considered by an individual 

researCLlcr or labo::'atory in gener3.tin& an idea. !I:1i.3 

topic in effect forces a recapitulation of much of the 

.foregoing since it points to tile discrepancy bet\';een 

the current state of relevant techni~al knowledge and 

tile subset of SUC!1 kno".'lledge actually considered in 

a particular instance. We will be quite brief in 

summarizing the influences that can contribute to this 

discrepancy. First> however we should note that we 

are here concerned only with t~o3e cases that begin 

with the recognition of a need. IThose t:nat are fileans-

induced obviously deal only with a sln;le technical 

a.pproacn. Ho\'i the searcil for a m.ar~..:e~ !:.eed J.,S cor:-

ducted in such cases is an interesting ~~d unexplored 

question but it lies outside our present focus. 

The number of technical options that are actually 

considered as possible solut ions to a !rl2.rl-cet need is 

a function of a wide range of variables. 

nature of the need itself is the primary filter .. 



sine':; Iao3t of tne firEif s ~tor2 of re vant tec':i.nical 

<:lnd s tat~ of l'e pair of its CGLu;dl.nicati0r1S :let lior':. i~ 

of enormous in uence. If its gatekeepers 2.re particula::~ly 

able and if"" the iilters Introduced by their o;,;n ci.:lS S 

are riot in this instance counterproducti-l8, then t~le 

range of technical options may be quite large. If;, in 

I addition, new people with relevant experience have 

entered tne lab recently the~ tne rang2 co~ld be inc~eased 

even further. If consultant3 are available at tnis early 

stage this again can be a positive factor. 

Anticipating the next section, if the time pressures 

associated with' current project work is not so heavy 

as to preclud.e the exploration of a number of possi-

bilities for a net" idea" then clearly the lJurn.ber that 

can be considered will increase. Related to tnis point, 

if the firm has established meci1anisms for the explicit 

purpose of encouraging new ideas (see the description of 

one firm's "I a Generation Groups" in 57), tilen t':1e 

ra~ge explored shoul~ be lar .,., ... . uld a130 Di: 

tile case if the firm's reward structure is such as to 

recognize and reward effort spent in idea ~eneration 

activities as well as effort directed to other responsi-

billtie3. 

In another dimension ,::;f our earl 

nwnber of tec.i.lnical options T,<l111 vary wi th the co:r:.;>osition 



tn:.:: concern is :"11 t h t 

tecLEl.lcal approacnes. In tile lat ter in;:; ~ a.Dce it is a 

set dr technical bias is either s~~ped O~ rei~forced 

by the primary social group of which he is a meuber~ 

And" finally, t!1e n\JJi1ber of technical options that 

receive seriouG conaideration is al~o 2 f~nction of 

tile mind-sets of individuals., especially ti10se 1~tjho enj oy 

status as opinion leaders. 

This check-list of screens or filters tllat can 

function to widen the gap between the technical 

options that exist and those that actually come to be 

considered in a particular ~ase is on the face of it 

quite foreboding. The actual extent of the counter-

productive effect of these filters individually and in 

concert will, of course., vary witn the nature of each 

need that o~ca.sions a :.:Jcarcil and over t 

~ileir counte duct 

accrues to those in supervisory positions \'iitrlin orI-" , ",-",ne .:..a..O" 

In t.i:1(~ face of such complexity \'TordG of \';:!..sdom tak.-~ O~ 

tne hollow ring of folly. So we will offer none. But 

the researcl1 communi ty can offer sOl'iletnint; far sounde:-

nOVI posses~ of this range of variables and th2ir in teraction. 



o~ VII: P03t-Idea-Generation ~ilter3 and ~i s . 

In terms of toe process phase bo 

phaGe of th2 proee3S of teGl1nolo~;ical innovation 2:.:13 

",titil an ide for a ne;-j prod1J.~t:t d.e Ct; or p:::oce3S. :Jut 

tU'2 functional Qound.3.ries of t~ni!i precess e 'dill b,;: 

extended someWr1at to include certain otfler 2-ct:Lvities 

that I!1.USt take place before- an idea can acnieve proj ect 

status and t next phase can begin. 

earlier that Rubenstein (13) takes a new idea as 

potential proposal for ~'fork requiring a sub stantial 

cowmitment of resources. Until an idea is actually 

corrunth'1icated to manager.1ent it is not a proposal and 

tilus there is no linkage bet~Teen tilis and later process 

phases. Considerations determining the subuission or 

non-submission of ideas thus constitute an additional 

filter-point in the process. Purther, once a proposal 

has been submitted there exists yet another filter. 

to do '\,'lith the idea. unly if it is accepted and t;hus 

funded does an idea achieve project status and enter 

tne next pnase. 



0rganizatior:al 
.d ee ds ~ Ai!t1.3 

~trate u.) 

L.J tr~.; C' t ~l-'e 3 
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]. r! ... .; ~~ ::"l __ £:. :-.. ~ v:; 

~uuj ecti ve 
PerceptioLS 
of J.~eed3 

Proj ect ~tat us 

Idea 
Generation 

Proposal 
;;i ;::)Ubnission 
- t D2cision 

There are some r~search results (70~ 71) which 

indicate that more ideas are generated in the context 

of H&D labs than are suof.'litted to !r:al12.genent for revie~·l. 

;.' i.r: c.i 

is survrising~ however. In one study a mechanism (Idea 

Generation Groups) was developed \'[1 thin ti1e lab ":"iilereby 

icieas previously generated i.)l~t not· sub:r:itted calae to 



.... -... "'!--'; "::', .••. :> . 
..... .... J .... " __ 

!,,'" '-- - - .. -

in both set:.~ 

'l.'ne lila. review decision3 also indicated 
'a ~~:lativ81y :LL : percent of q:X;l.l 
in t ilt~; S ct 0 i' 11 not 3U'O 1.1i t ~e{:i H 2-.<1.,-: ::;. 
t11e most startl 
trle ideas achieving 
tl1e lI no t submitted 'l 

15~; of t:le total 

findl 
project status ca~e 
5e t ~'l[li (;:1 CO!1 taiGed 
8.3. (10) 9. 107) 

J 

0::/ their oricinal stat uS and suoseqllent di3posi tion by 

management was as follows: 

~ Disposition 

\ 
Co:r.:.rnuni-

Deei'S iOll Project cated, 

,status~ .status Shelved i.Jo 
Response 

i~ot S Ubli1i t ted 11 G 4 
Control 18 43 18 
'llotal 29 1.9 22 

ec'C Ol~ 

task in an on-going project. 
n~ilf~lvedil - r:1.2.:12.b eLl2nt d8cided to pos~:)one tile 

disposition decision. 
t:Cor;u;lunic~·::J.ted, ;;0 ;{eGljOnse ff 

- idea jUdb 2d to be 
in,)re l'e.le~:l,::lnc to ano;":r12r co~;:pal::'~i riivi.sion 
;":~_(L(l 'lI .1.5 (~C) :'~lL:1_!i: is:.l t c C1, b L! t~ t.ll::: 1") e 11 ~l3 :) e:2 [1 !10 

I'::':3V OIl .:38 .. 

11 l\~~ J :; G tf2 d If - 1 Q\.:~::1 :-/ a3 t't: j e,:; t::; J a;s d il2','i t) ::.() j e ct 

t!lC" Ijl.stI·ll)t~tj_~)·il ·::J1· ~Lll(:d.~ irlto (;c..t·'~QI"ti~$ 13 i:'l('lC-
l)I::r ~j·.:~· .. t ()L· t!~· .. ~ ~.~t~.ttLt~J :.ll~ r)t! r\f,:~~'~~ct,,--~~l ';:lC t:l~ O. OJ 

\:0, i-1. 

Rejected 'J7otals 

?,..-
...... 0 47 

177 256 
203 303 



iJ 

and for re;dard 

activi Such mechanisms have the eff0ct of fOCU3 

current proj e ct,. 

Un the other hand> the of ne~ ideas is often -=------- - --
fl an e f~e cti ve 

organizational re""/ards because the z-nec:nanisr:rs for 

schedulinb review and measuring; aCIllever,lent are less 

well defined .. " (10" p_ 110) In addition to these 

biasing pressures towards one's current project as 

opposed to ~deas for new ones, the researcher's sub-

jective perception or need and thU3 what likely is to 

be vie~ied as a urelevanttr idea is also a factor in his 

decision to submit or not submit an idea. 

In order to gain an enpirica1 measure of such 

factors daker and Freeland developed case histories 

for trle previously unsubmitted ic.e2.s u:"!cY\re~2d ':.Jy trtE 

H id2a generation groups" they studied. 'I'he contrl.butin£~ 

factors cited, the frequency of their occurence, and 

tile independent eV,2.1uation of the quali ty of these 



'J..'able 4 

I i 
- -

1 
.:..~~~::. :i :.,~:'..:. ~ 1.: ... .- ...., 

i I 

I Factors N % r l'air, Good., I I ! 
! i'oor ~~(c~lle:1t 

I 
Dt!3t , 

I 
I i t-_·-

28 60;: I i '.1.
1ime .r' .r.~ s s u.c·e s 14 1;'; 4 

I Antic -:;:; J 4 r' .. 0 4 2 
I 

~.e J":; I 

ation frOln l·I2.nagement ! J.~egative Evluation frorn 3 
;-

1 2 1 OJ,J 

Peers I 

deb.:ltive -.:: 'itr:!.l U3. t ion by 2 t,c:, 1 1 1 I I 
-!~ ,.;; 

I Gr'<) Uf.; ;.....I,~ad,,::::"t 

Previously .. {eJ 2cted oy 2 4;;; 2 0 0 
l:·Ianagernen t 

Submitted" l\jO aesi)onSe 8 1 7~= - , .. 1 7 5 

Total 47 lOO~; 19 28 13 

(10, p. Ill) 

Prom this study;} then" it is clear that the pressures 

to perform on the current project, reinforced by more 

fully developed review procedures and the greater 

certainty of re~·;ard, is the strongest influence in the 

.!'esearci~~l"l f S decision to not subm:::.: id~as i:.e ilas fl2.d. 

rul idea it really takes little time to present it. 

;.:>ut an idea f:lU:5t at least be developed ~'i-:!ll enough 

~o permi t rl.'-l..nag~m8nt to eval uate It. s calls for 

eIther the exploration of tL12 feasibility of on8 or 

tne S;:;ClrC~l for an 2..pplicatlon O~l tile l;:~:=:.ns/need p~ltter·n. 



C1 

:~nd in bOt~1 cases support l~lust bc' F.lustereci for the relevance 

Of~!le i 2.. In 5:101'::, ~!l ldec! is a. otcntial propo:::;';.11, 

2nd its subn;iss:i.on requires t11e form of an actual proposal .. 

vnc is ;:"eluctant to GO \'Jith a Ifha1f-bakedH idea, especially 

if ~he rewards tend to lie elsewhere. 

This brin~s us to the next screen in the process 

~·; .. l:l.C~:' '::'5 t.':'18 cvalu.s.ti(;:: and disposi tion of ideas that 

are suolai t;. ted. Daker et al (71) report a study in 1-ini ell 

manageLent criteria .for dealing \'lith ne\i ideas '-Jere 

corepared ;'/i th the criteria employed by researchers in 

submitting ideas. The concept of relevance was operaticna-

lized in terms of two independent variables. 

1) urgency - ir:urrediacy of the need, problem 
or opportlL.'li ty to\';ard 'tih! eh the idea is 
directed; and 

2) predictability - tHe degree of certainty 
vii th which tne met:nods and procedures for 
researching the idea are known. 

FA tilird indepenaent variable, time horizon, 
"i';&S added in tile belief tnat it considered 
aSiJe ct.s of bet:! urgency and predictability. 
and, yet, alEO included additional considera
tions: 

3) tir!le ~'1oT'izon - tne expected length of 
tiLe fro;a initIation to completion of the 
researcn ac~ivi~j. (17~ p. 119) 

It :';2.3 f'o~rJ.d t!1.at the ideas that \,;ere g:.1.VeD a very higi1 

nave a Siiort time hor:i..zon, \\ni1e those most favorably 

.l.::-:.I~0 c:te needs:> prcble~:~~ or cpportuni ties. r.;:'h U3 tne 



:j,~ (! 1 ~; :L 0 n . 

~-!.~ld s ubj e ct i ve e val ua tions were higllly corr;~ la t eci. 

~esearchers and technicians a~e ~ore I 1:; to receive 

fa~orable id~~ dispo~it riC.!! 

It s~ould be noted here that t~e ~anage2ent 

evaluations gatilered in tHis st udy. 

~he dat~ also indicates 

management criterion is urgency> t:i1ere 15 tradeoff 

beilavior bet,,.-ieen urgency and predictaoili ty. ~'ii thin 

limits less urgent ideas are more likely to be accepted 

if they are nigilly predictable, and conversely, fairly 

unpredictable ideas are more likely to be given project 

status if the need is urgent. Interestingly none of the 

ideas that were rated as fully predictable ~ere given 

project status. It was suggested that per~aps fully 

predictable ideas were not considered new or interesting 

enough to carry forward. In view of a previous discussion, 

predictable might also be considered as more or less 

common property among tile firm and its cOI:1petitors and 

tnus as providing no COElpet.i ti ve advantage -Silic!l ~.'I()uld 



tile researciv:::rs and r:1anageti'!t.:nt <'l..re er;lployin;::: dif rent 

however, is a poss~b i r.l P 1 i c a'c ion. 'J f 

borderline or mar~inally acceptable ideas. 

is a reasonable strategy in itself, it is important 

tilat SUC~l inde fini te de ferrals alo:~.; :;i t!";. ~he re2.s·:)r13. 

.for tLlem oe· communicated to the researci~ers Vino generated 

such. ideas. ao response can be Vie\'led as an unfavorable 

response. Tile cumulat i ve e ffe ct of such perceived 

unresponsiveness can be a decrease in the .rate of idea 

submission. 

WJ.lo SUIll up this discussion of ti1e linkages of problem 

definition and idea generation vii th the next process 

phase, it is clear that creative activity leading to new 

ideas is not sufficient from tile organizational viet'ipoint. 

Such ideas must also be submitted for revie·)·[ and decision. 

~;on-su0mi3sion can result fron a of 

of \-Thich relate directly to the researcrler's subjective 

perceptions; perceptions of Irthe lNay t:nings are" regardin,; 

toe corporate review and reward c8chanisDs~ corporate 

needs, objectives and circum:stances, the pr2dictability 

of" sueccss that an idea poss2sses a:1Ci :112 til::~ !lOl'znally 

allor.·I8d for the completion of SUef) projects, past 



uanageraent. 

l:13:.zHlgeL1;;;nt can, 0 nti!:~e3) effec::;. 

becone ameniable to direct actiun. 

"'feigned again3t one anot.:~her, agai.nst the availability 

of both resources and necessary competence" ae,;ainst 

corporate needs and objectiv2s3 etc. C-2:33, 

too> tne perceptive manager \1111 be sensitive and respon-

51 ve to ti1e impact of his decisions and beflavior on 

researcher perceptions. 

In conclusion" \'1e have stressed throughout tHe rich 

and subtle net"I';ork of e{lVirOnEl.ental influences that 

enhance or inhibit problem definition and idea generation> 

and in turn hone or blunt e. firm's cOTLlpetitive edge in 

technological innovation. In attempting to shape this 

environlnent there are fe~'I reliable rules, {Jut a Iaethodolo-

gieal reminder is appropriate. tioD 

is strongly eral. In the expe~ien~e r~ t~d :::..::: -,....-

lier~ _when the R&D manager finally respected and utilized 

this tradition he got two qUick responses that both rinG 

true. First> his research sroup said, H~';ell:t if' tn.at t s 

\'ina t .ne \-:an t s, '1lhy didn I t 118 say so·? fI And S8 condl:,.', til~Y 

~;roduced a l;ic:a.lth of neu lCF;2.S. s.'oo but. 

instructive. 
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~he Diffusion Phase of the Innovative Process 

Introduction 

'..llhe diffusion studies in the innova tion Ii terature 

are characteri zed by ei tller an interminable flo"w/ of words 

or by an absence of definition. Semantic chaos emerges 

from the absence of convention a!:'long diffusion researchers 

as to tne nature and parameters of tL1e diffusion process. 

'l'his in turn can be traced to tne differential bacxgrounds 

and interests of the researchers. 

~his paper will attempt to assess the state of 

our current understanding of the diffusion phase of the 

innovative process by focusing attention on a number of 

relevent i terns. 

a. r..i.
1he proliferation of diffusion definitions. 

b. rJ?he spe ciali zed concerns of researchers that 
guide diffusion conceptualizations. 

c. rrlle er.i.tJirical findin6s, generalizations, and 
operational models of' sorae systematic researchers. 

d. ~he linkages and possibilities for synthesis 
in the work of systematic researchers. 

e. Suggestions for further investigation. 

As the diffusion of innovation makes deeper 

inroads into social life, conceptual study becomes more 

urgent. !Jchemes for investigating, diagnosing, and actinb 

on the human-social problems arising in a variety of 

settinGs proliferate. but first the diffusion process 

itself must be undarstood. ~uestions must be asked 

before they can be ansi'iered, and asking meaningful 

quei:>tions is often far more difficult tllan ansNerine; them. 

r..i.
1ai3 is especially true for administrator::> '.'lho live and 
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work among the phenomena of organizations. They are so 

much in and a f the stream of happenings tilat it is 

difficult for them to achieve a perspective on the 

patterns underlyinb tIle events. Wi thout tilis perspective 

tney may find tnat time and again they have addressed 

symptoms <ratiler than actual causes. Thus, there is a role 

for concepts in ordering and giving coherent meaning 

to the various facets of technological innovation. 

This paper tnen will address itself to the phenomenon 

of diffusion in the technological innovative process. 

Proliferation of Diffusion uefinitions 

An examination of the l.1eanings assigned to the 

term diffusion by a cross-section of researc:oers in the 

field of technological innovation highlights one of the 

difficultie:3 in assessment. nagerstrand presents it 

as a process of permeation and transformation: 

• •. If in a subregion of the systera a ~1itherto 
unknown element is introduced" say, for example, 
a new tecilnical device, a ne\'l way of allotint; 
social roles, or a new cultural manifestation, 
this event constitutes a perturbation that 
under certain conditions ~ay be transmitted 
out into the surrounding regions and propaGate 
itself until eventually the \"illole' systerli has 
become perrl1eated and at the same time to some 
degree transformed. A permeation of this 
kind, eitner partial or total, is kno·v..;n as 
a diffusion of innovation ... el) 

Hogers with -Shoemaker (1971) conceive of diffusion in 

terms of the conununication of ne\-'! ideas,. 

· .. di ffusion is tne process by which ne1': iueas 
are communicated to the members of a social 
system ... (2) 
• .. Diffusion is tile process by Hhich innovations 
spread to tile memuer:3 of a social system ... (3) 
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Whereas Hagerstrand sees diffusion as some kind of 

"disturbif1.g tr event that permeates and to some extent trans-

forms a whole system, spatially, Rogers and Shoemaker 

conceptualize diffusion as a subset of communication 

research concerned \'/i til messages that are new ideas. 

Hansfield, et aI, (1971) conceptualizes diffusion as 

a learning process . 

••. Diffusion is essentially a learning 
process where the learning takes place among . 
a considerable numuer of users and producers ••. (4) 

Morgan (1972) disucsses diffusion in terms of transfer 

of te chnology from one country to anoti1er . 

••• the process through waich the production 
system of a country (public and private enter
prise) acquires a technology produced in 
anotller country for incorporation in tho;;ie 
enterprises. (5) 

Fredrikson (1970) is also interested in technology 

transfer as a form of diffusion, but his interest 

differs from that of ~organ. He is concerned with the 

utilization of technology in products or processes 

beyond tlle scope of the original development. (6) 

Utterback (1971) conceives of diffusion as a two part 

IHechanislIl by means of \';{lich an innovation has both social 

and economic impact . 

... . Diffusion is tue mechanism of corrunUJ1ication 
and use by ~vilich an innovation comes to have 
a wider social and economic impact. (7) 

Altil0Ugh 1·1ansfield, i·lorg;an, I~redrikson and 

Ut terback are interes ted in tile same problem area -

3 

the diffusion of tecnnological innovations - their individual 

definitions of diffusion reflect s01ective concerns \'lith 



problems in this general area. These concerns are 

psychological, political, tecnnical and econoI;lic. 

Alescn (1971) also nas concern vii th technology 

transfer as an aspect of technological diffusion. 

his definition is some,lllat similar to Fredrikson t s . 

• • • fi1ecunological transfer is tile application 
of tecnnologies developed elsewhere to appro
priate and COlnparable situations ... (8) 

Rouertson (1971) reflects still another interest 

in ilis definition of diffuclion - the adoption of neVi. 

products and services as a re3ult of marketing activi-

ties. ~Jevertheless ti.1e defini tio!} is both broad and 

vague • 

• . . Diffusion is tJ.le process by Wi11cn some
tiling spreads from its source of invention 
to its ultimate users or adopters ... (9) 

and again 

••. Diffusion is (1) tne adoption (2) of new 
products and services (3) over til;:.e (4) uy 
consumerJ (5) VlitJ.1in social systems (6) as 
encourag;ed by marketing conditions. (10) 

Gruber (1969) earller appC!ars to comuine tile 

interest~ of l-!organ, l;lredrikson anu LJtteruack and 

defines diffusion as tile "mul tiplication and application 

in otner pilY3ical, institutional or economic settings 

tnan tue original. 1I (11) 

Pavitt (1970) is primarily interested in perfor-

mance in tecnnological innovation. He defines diffu-

sion as "a process - after innovation - wllereby a neN 

orb e t t e r p 1"' 0 due tor pro c e s sis pro due e d by a \'i 1 de 

number of firms. fI (12) lie tnen boes on to .:3a;y thn t 
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diffusion can take place within a country or between 

countries. 

Crane (1972) is interested in the growth of 

kno\'lledge in scientific communities t11at seems to take 

tne form of the logistic curve. She defines diffusion 

as It a kind of contagion effect that occurs in '11!lich 

individuals in a social system who have adopted an 

innovation influence those ~ho have not yet adopted 

it." (13) 

Any attempt to acgregate the definitions of the 

13 aforementioned diffusion researchers in order to 

"distil the one definition" would lead to even greater 

confusion. Utterback (1973) in a state-of-art survey 

of factors affecting innovation in industry and diffusion 

of tec.unolobY succinctly points out tnat past HO even 

in the one context (industry) has been of a descriptive, 

non-cumu1ati va and non-cor1lparable nat ure. (14) r.chis 

holds true as well for diffusion studies in a variety 

of contexts. fi'ile diverse orientations of tile researc .. lers, 

the special purposes of tHe various diffusion studies 

and the non-random heterogeneous nat ure of tile SaI7lpleB 

from wnicH erapirical findings are deri ved frustrate 

tHe development of common definitions. It is therefore 

perhaps more useful to look at the specialized concerns 

of researcllers that guide their diffusion con 

lizations. 

tua-
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:::;peciallzed Concerns of 1.(esearchers that Gulde i)iffusion 
Conceptualizations and Cross-Disciplinary Findings 

Toe orientations and experiences of diffusion 

researchers are reflected in their concernG~ in t~eir 

conceptualizations, and in tueir findings. 

i(ranzberg's COllUL1ents and citations on diffusion 

in tIle Ecology of Innovation support this contention. 

(15) He points out that each field of study selects 

tnose aspects of tile diffusion process which correspofld 

to its special concerns. 

a. Sociocultural Resistance to Change 

Anthropologists and sociologists focus on socio-

cultural resistance to change. Kranzberg cites 

Rogers, Diffusion on Innovations, 1962 (16) and 

Homer G. Jarnett, InnOVation r:ehe Basis of Cult 

Cnange. (17) r.l.l0 t~lose two works may be added the 

syntnesis of 1500 publications in the form of 103 

generalizations in the recent worl: of Ro€;ers '\'li th 

;':)hoemaker, 1971, COHununication of Innovations: A 

Cross-Cultural Approach. (18) Rogers and 3hoel:laker's 

special concerns in the diffusion process are innovative-

ness~ rate of adoption, and relative success of programs 

of c.nange. rr:ne writers use a propositional inventory 

approach to the existinG diffusion literature (through 

1969) . 'l\lej assume that eaCil research publication is an 

equivalent unit of analysis in synthesis.. Since tne 

studIes are primarily descriptive and non-cuL1ul:J.tive in 
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nature, tnia assumption is open to question. Furthermore, 

tJ.lere are difficulties regarding comparabi li ty of 

results and bias in tile samples \'/uich form tne base for 

the empirical findin~s. This observation is not to 

negate tne utility of tne 103 generalizations. They are 

however essentially .neuristic at this stage of overall 

tneory construction and are phrased in simple bivariate 

form. (See notes for examples). (19) r:L1hey are some

what prone to toe logical fallacy of affirming tne 

consequent. iiowever, witil proper modifications in 

appropriate multivariate research designs, t~ey have 

the potential for sheddin6 light on tile raul ti-faceted 

nature of the diffusion process. (Rogers systeffiatic 

\'/ork ~.;ill be discussed in greater detail, later in the 

paper. ) 

It is worth noting that Rogers special interest 

in innovativeness, rate of adoption, and relative 

success of prosrams predates his professional experience 

as a rural sociolosist. A.s an agronomist, .Rogers dis

covered that his howe conununity resisted his stock of 

carefully researched and th~'iell-intentioned" agricul tural 

innovations. His ensuint; frustration prouaoly served 

to guide him into a life-lone:; investigation of tile 

diffusion process. He \vas furti1er driven by tf1e fact 

tnat by the late fifties the avorage U.S. farmer could 

support 50 other pel"'80nS ratller than 27 if he adopted 
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already developed innovations. (19) It is apparent 

from the foregoing that not only does a particular field 

of study select those aspects of the diffusion process 

wnic.tl correspond to its special concerns, but ti:1at the 

selection process is furtner modified by past a.;; well 

as present experiences of individuals in a given field. 

rlTue perceptual and experiential nature of tne selection 

process impedes or at least makes more difficult the 

development of cor.UHon definitions. 

b. Spatial Diffusion 

Geographers are concerned with spatial diffusion, 

and specifically the relationship between innovativeness 

of adopters and physical space. Hagerstrand (1968) 

points out tilat tile diffusion of innovation Sl-lO~"S 

three staGes of gro-~"th in tile spatial distrib ution 

of adopters. In tile initial stage adopters are usually 

concentrated in a small cluster or a set of clu3ters. 

In tile interllLediate stage, expansion like-i'lise takes 

place in a vat tern tnat indicates that a ne\v ado1?tion 

is more likely to occur in tHe vicinity of existins 

adoptions tnan fart.ner a 1,';ay _ r:.!.'he "neighborhood effect II 

crea tes an outward moveluent along a more or less sharpl;::; 

defined frontier, wilile at tile same time tHe general 

density of adoption behind the frontier is continuously 

Growing. i~ saturation stage lilay be reached in the central 

area of dispersal \'Inile the frontier is still broh'inb_ 

8 
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an as-sHaped curve normally appear;::;. 'l'h13 curve 3hov13 

a slow take-off stage of varying lengtn, an intermediate 

stage of more rapid development, and a final stage of 

declining gro~vth, v/nico seerllS to approach a ceiling 

asymptotically. 'J.lne spatial and temporal aspects of 

tnis pattern seem to apply to variou3 categories of 

innovation adopter units - individuals, villages, cities, 

and firms. (21) 

Hagerstrand feels tha t personal commtL.1ication 

between pairs of individuals and direct observation are 

still the basic instruments for the diffusion of 

innovation. In turn, ti.le fact t.dat the spread of 

innovation from certain centers tends to follow repeatedly 

the same spatial course seems to indicate that t[}e 

communication net~t'lork has a very stable configuration 

over tiwe. The frequency of contacts bet'Vieen areas 

and places rer:J.ains very mUC~tl t~tle same througil time. (22) 

hagerstrand has pioneered in simUlation studies 

of spatial diffusion of innovations. (23) In particular 

he has utilized !,Ionte Carlo game ti1eory tecnniques to 

simulate the spatial diffusion ana adoption of farm 

innovations. In one particular instance he studied 

tile spatial pattern in the adoption of subsidized pasture 

irnprovenlent innovations in S\veden. ri1his covered a period 

of 20 years. He used donte Cal'lo simulation techniqUeS 

based upon the prouability aSSuIHI)tions of "neib~1borhood 

effect". lie then cOl,lpared tilis \'11th empirical data and 
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came to t~ne conclusion that not only doe3 3patial 

proximity increase the probability of adoption but tHat 

sirnulation techniques and the model of ~-curve gro",4th 

are useful predictors of spatial diffusion of innova

tions. (24) 711i5 type of simulation of agricultural 

innovations I1as since been repeated by rianneLla.'1 (1969) 

in Columbia (25). 

Hagerstrand appreciates the limitations of his 

Ifneig!lbornood effect" model and acknowledbes that there 

are Ureceptivity factors" whicl1 affect tne spatial 

pattern and rate of adoption of innovations. ~hese 

factors include cost, returns, attitudes, predisposi

tions and value systelils. Tuese latter l:1Ust be ta.l{en 

into account. (26) !ioit/ever, it Hould seela that ti1.ese 

latter characteristics are not as amenable to simulation 

teCHniques as pnysical space. Yet they ar~ the mOdifiers 

of tIle "neiGhborhood effectll and need to be considered 

in a I!lulti variate researcfl design of the diffusion 

proces::i. They embody the dynarr.ics of resistance to 

cnange. (For a comprehensive understandin~ of innovation 

diffusion as a spatial process see hagerstrand 1952 (27) 

and Hagerstrand 1967 (28». 

10 

Bro~·:n, an urban geoe:;rapner and economist is concerned 

t.llut the 11agerstrand model of spatial diffusion deals 

only wi tIl adoption. ila r.3trand f s information floH model 

would suffice for situations involving only adopters. 

(29" 30) f.i.'llere is a llicrarcllj' of net\iorks of social 



conununication tllrouga wuich an innovation filters from 

a fe~y innovator;;; to tbe general population. Tr!e Lasie 

tenet of Hageratrand's conceptualization of the ;;;pread 

of innovation across tne micro scale landscape according 

to Bro\'ln is tnat tile adoption of an innovation is pri

lilaril~/ the out come of a learning proces s. 7his iI:lplies 

that operationally only factors related to the effective 

flow of information need be considered • 

.drown as an urban geographer questions this. 7here are 

market factors that must be considered along with 

information (network) factors. 'J.li.1e Il1arket factors \·;ould 

include the distribution policy of the propogator of the 

innovation. It would also include tile shopping behavior 

of potential ad.opters determinin6 markets at \'lnich they 

trade. Brown and Cox (1971) indicate there is a difference 

between situations in which tnere is a propagator(s) of 

the innovation with an interest in its rapid and 

cOMplete diffusion and t:l1ose wllere there is not sucn 

11 

a person or entity_ Related to tnis is a distinction be

tween situations involving both innovation diffusion 

agencies and adopters and those invo1vin~ only adopters. (31) 

Brown distinguishes macro scale and 1:1eSO scale 

diffusion from micro scale diffusion. Nacro scale 

diffusion takes place within an urban system. It 

encompasses the processes of diffusion from tHe propasator 

of the innovation to diffusion agencies including the 



establishment of the agencies tHemselves. i'Ieso scale 

diffusion studIes diffusion witnin the hinterland 

of a single urban system.. :l11e meso scale primarily 

encompasses the processes of diffusion from the agencies 

to the population at large. (32~ 33) ~·Iicro scale 

diffusion encompasses the processes of diffu3ion amon~ 

individuals comprisine;; that population. It takes 

place ·f'oIit.nin a sr.1all area or single community. 

Brown is interested in identifyine conditions th~t 

influence spatial aspects of diffusion at .the macro 

and meso stages and the patterns of diffusion generated 

by these conditions. A proposal to this efrect has 

recently (1973) been funded by the iiational Science 

Foundation. Brown hopes tnat this research \..;ill provide 

a bridge between \,iork in the genre of Ayers and L'Iarquis 

on propagator decisions to produce innovations (34) 

and \'lark in tne genre of Hogers on tne adoption of 

innovation by individuals (35). 

c. i:.:conomic 1·'actors and Tecnnological CIlange 

Lconomists have specialized concerns of t;leir o;.;n 

regardinC; diffusion. Grilicl1es in his study of the 

diffusion of hyorid corn was interested in presentinb 

a model of the process of tecllnological cllanf;e. (36) 

lie fitted logistic gro\'lth functions to tile data by 

12 

state and crop reporting districts, reducing differences 

amont.;; areas to differences in eGtimates of the thr8e 

parameters of the lOGistic: origins ~ slopes., and ceilinf;3. 



hi;.:) Impll~d. Liivotir(;'sis was that.: profit maxii:lization i3 

directly related to the regional developraent of hybrid 

corn. Grlliches major empirical findin~s ~ere two-fold: 

1. Differences in the lonb-run equilibrium 
use of flybrid corn (ceilings) and in tue rates 
of approacn to tnat equilibrium (slopes) 
are explained in part, by differences in ti.le 
profitability of the Silift from open pollinated 
to ilybrid varieties in different parts of the 
country. 
2. The lag in toe development of adaptable 
hybrids for particular areas and tile lab in 
the entry of seed producers into tJ.lese areas 
(differences in origins) are explained on 
the basis of varying profitability of entry, 
II profitability being a function of market 
density, and innovation and marketing cost." 

Grilicnes' nlaj or conclusion \Vas that the process of 

innovation, tile process of adapting and distributing 

a particular invention to different markets, and the 

rate at which it is accepted by entrepreneurs are 

amenable to economic analysis. lie felt tnat the develop-

ment of hybrid corn was largely guided by expected payoff, 

ttbetter lt areas being entered first. (37) 

Tois study is cited again in t~is paper (having 

been cited numerous times by other \'iriters.) It is a 

significant contribution to diffusion studies because 

the pay-off model may be applied to the study of tue 

diffusion of other inventions. .Lio\vever, Ifpay-offll may 

be experienced in terms other than economic. Griliches' 

profit maximization model treats an important aspect of 

technological change. A multivariate pay-off model 

including economic, social-psycholobical and cultural 

factors might explain more fully diffusion of innovations 

in a number of different areas. 



Helson, PecIc and Kalachek are intere3 ted in tile 

relationships of tecilnological cilange and economic groilth 

(38) • (Technolo~ical and economic growth are here 

envision~d as a special kind of diffusion.) ~hey exwnine 

first the relationship betNeen tecnnology and economic 

growth and secondly tile adj u3tment of the labor market 

to tec!lnological gro'dth. Tiley then make recomrnendations 

for public policy to encourage technological growth. 

fllney find tnat economic gro'/ith occurs unevenly from 

sector to sector and that in advanced nations tec~nolo

gical advance plays the leading role in econo~ic growth 

with capital formation and education providing the 

necessary support. une of tneir major recormnendations 

for policy consideration is t~1e developlaent of a :.rational 

Institute of Tecjnology and an industrial extension service 

to help diffuse tecllnical information to firms ltJr10 can 

use it quicker than they would ordinarily get it. 

~chrilookler is also interested in the relati.onship 

between technological cnanse and econo~.lic growth. (39) 

he uses patent statistics of capital goods to show that 

long terril economic bro,_"th is primarily the reslt 

of the groHtil of tecnnoloc;ical kno1'iledGe. HO~'I~ver, he 

appears primarily concerned ~di til invention (prototype) 

ratner than innovation(application). 

iylansfield as an economist stands out as ti.le ant· 

in ilis \'1iut3-ranGing interests in the probleEL area of 

tecllnological cllange and economic sro'."lth. lie is concerned 
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with the measurement of tecIHlological cnani:;e, the 

determinant::.) of tecHnological cLJ.ange and the diffusion of 

innovations. (40) He can't seem to conceptualize 

anyone of tHese elements apart from the others. An. 

innovation's rate of diffusion seehlS to be determined 

in large part by four factors: 

1. The extent of the economic advantage of 
the innovation over older metllods or products. 
2. The extent of the uncertainty associated 
with using the innovation wilen it first 
appears. 
3. The extent of tne commitment required to 
tryout t.ne innovation. 
4. Tile rate at waich the initial uncertainty 
regardinG the innovation can be reduced. (123) 

j/lansfield has provided evidence tHut more profitable 

innovations spread more rapidly tnan less profitaule 

ones. (42) Profitability is directly related to rate 

of adoptiorl. (43) He studies 12 cost-reducing innovations 

in bit wainous coal, iron and steel, ore\ving and railroads . 

. dis units of analysis are industrial firms. '.1:11i6 is 

similar to Griliches' maj or empirical findink.; in ti1e 

varying adoption rate of llybrid corn - profitability. (44) 

The uncertainty factor associated with an innovation 

affects its rate of diffusion. If potential users are 

15 

very uncertain of an innovation's performance, the invention 

tends to spread less rapidly than if they are relativel::l 

sure of its performance. .i'~ew ideas tuat are relatively 

simple to understand seem to be accepted more rapidly 

than more compli cated ones. (45) f.i'llis factor is brou,s11t 
., 

out ev~n lilore snarply by Hogers (1971) in his Generalization 



that the complexity of an innovation, as perceived by 

members of a social system, is negatively related to its 

rate of adoption. (46) fllhis seemed to IJe equally true 

witn farm innovations, as Mansfield found it to be with 

industrial innovations. Rogers cites studies by Kivlin 

(1960) (47), Singh (1966) (48) in Canada and Petrini 

(1966) in Sweden (49). Rogers states that Petrini found 

that complexity, along with relative advantage (which 

would incorporate j:Iansfield t sand Griliciles t factor of 

profitability) explained 71 percent of the variance in 

the rate of adoption of innovations among Swedish farmers 

(50). 

l-1ansfield includes in the second factor of extent 

of uncertainty two other aspects besides complexity. 

Ideas which can easily be verified, which have observable 

results and those \'lhich are consistent with existing 

ideas and beliefs, seem to spread more rapidly than others. 

Hogers is in accord \V'i tn this concept as \'iell. He 

generalizes that the observability of an innovation, as 

perceived by members of a social system, is positively 

related to its rate of ado~tion (51). Rogers cites 

studies by Hruschka and Rhernvlald (1965) that the more 

observable innovations wuich were demonstrated by 

German "pilot farmers" diffused more widely than the 

less visible innovations. (52) It is interesting to 

note that altnough Hansfield is prililarily concerned \.;i th 

t.ne diffusion of indus trial innovations anu Rogers with 

tne diffusion of agricultural innovations, tiley appear 



to be in point to point correspondence with reference 

to the relationship of the perceived attributes of an 

innovation to its rate of adoption. 

The third factor Mansfield deems important is the 

extent of conunitment required to tryout tne innovation. 

l'-lansfield (1961)' clearly demonstrated that the rate of 

diffusion of an industrial innovation is inversely 

related to the size of the investment required to use 
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the innovation. (53) In other words an initial relatively 

small investment for an innovation is directly related 

to its rate of adoption. Rogers makes t,llis same point 

for agricultural innovations in slightly different 

fashion. (54) He says that the trialability of an 

innovation as perceived by members of ~ social system, 

is positively related to its rate of adoption. By 

trialability, he means the degree to which an innovation 

may be experimented \'iith on a limited basis. In support 

of this statement he cites stUdies by Fliegel and Kivlin 

(1966) (55), Singh (1966) (56), and Fliegel et al 

(1968) (56). Again in this respect, industrial diffusion 

is not different from diffusion in agriculture. 

Mansfield's fourth factor related to diffusion 

the rate of reduction of the initial uncertainty regarding 

tne innovation's performance - is mostly conjecture. 

Difficulty in obtaining supporting evidence is due to 

the differential intrinsic nature of innovations. The 

nature of some innovations is such that information 

regarding their performance can be obtained quickly; 
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otners require a long time. Also potential users differ 

in degree of sophistication and training. 

Rogers also alludes to the rate of reduction of 

initial uncertainty regarding the innovation's performance 

when he discusses what he terms the "confirmation" 

function. He indicates there is some evidence that a 

decision to adopt or reject is not the terminal stage 

in the innovation-decision process (58). (See Mason 

(1964) (59), and Francis and Rogers (1962) (60)). 

At the confirmation function the individual seeks rein

forcement for the innovation-decision he has made, but 

he may reverse his previous decision if exposed to 

conflicting messages about the innovation. 

Using the four factors, Mansfield (1961) constructed 

and tested a simple model (multiple correlation) that 

the probability that a firm \'/ill introduce a new tech

nique increases with the proportion of firms already 

using it, and the profitability of doing so, but de

creases with the size of the investment required. He 

used secondary data. fi1ile model promises to be a useful 

forecasting device for interfirm diffusion of innovations. 

Mansfield (1963) is also concerned with the rate of 

diffusion within an industry (62). He defines intrafirm 

rate of diffusion as the rate at \vhich a particular firm, 

once it nas begun to use a ne\v tecnnique, proceeds to 

SUbstitute it for older methods. j\Iansfield studies the 

substitution of Diesel locomotives for stearn. He exaraines 



the rate of diffusion in the various railroad companies. 

He constructs and tests an econometric model to help 

explain differences among railroads in the rate at which 

once they had begun to dieselize, they suustituted 
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diesel motive for steam. "Once they had begun to diesellze" 

is operationally defined as 10 per cent achievement of 

dieselization. Substitution is considered fairly 

complete when 90 per cent dieselization has taken place 

in a firm. I'~ansfield makes the following assumption:' 

Given that one knows the per cent of the firms in the 

industry that have begun to use the innovation at each 

point in time, and the average per cent of output 

produced by the innovation by these firms at each pOint 

in time, one can simply multiply thew to get the correspon

ding measure of the rate of diffusion in the industry. 

Nine .years were required, on the average, to increase 

a firm's stock of diesels from 10 to 90 per cent of the 

total. Since these findings pertain to only one 

innovation (diesels), they provide little information 

regarding the usefulness of a model of this sort for new 

tecnniques in general. (The rate of reduction of the 

initial uncertainty pertaining to an innovation's per

formance varies from one innovation to another.) 

The model used in the study of diesel diffusion is 

similar in structure to the one used to represent rate 

of interfirm diffusion of an innovation (r·Iansfield 1961). 

'l'nis suggests a certain degree of unity and similarity 



between the two diffusion processes (interfirm and 

intrafirm). Further efforts should be made, using 

secondary data for other innovations to test this sort 

of econometric model of the rate of diffusion of an 

innovation. Something however will have to be done about 

operatfonalizing tile rate of' reduci ton of tne ini tial 

uncertainty. 

Iwlansfield's most comprehensive work on the diffusion 

of industrial innovations is Industrial Research and . 

Technological Innovation: An Econometric Analysis (1968) 

(63). Large national industries are investigated: 

iron and steel, petroleum, coal and railroads. Again 

secondary data is utilized to analyze the adoption of 

150 innovations by firms in these four industries, from 

1919 to 1958. A hypothesized regression model is tested 

for fit of actual data (64). 11ansfield builds on all 

his previous assumptions and models (1961-68). 

A number of findings emerge from 1·1ansfield t s 

herculean task. The length of time a firm waits before 

using a new technique tends to be inversely related to 

its size and the profitability of its investment in toe 

innovation. (65) About 20 years or more are required 

for all the major firms in an industry to adopt an 

innovation. (66) The number of firms already adopting 

is positively related to the rate of adoption. This is 

in keeping with the S curve of growth prior to the 

saturation stage. Diffusion of innovations is directly 

related to the firm's innovativeness. However, the 
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results of Hansfield's study revealed no close relationship 

between a firm's rate of growth and the rate at which it 

adopts an innovation. (67) 

From his early studies, Mansfield expected to find 

that larger firms would introduce innovations more 

quickly than smaller firms. (Mansfield 1963) (68). 

Larger firms might be expected to introduce an innovation 

more quickly than small ones because larger firms have 

greater financial resources and more extensive engineering 

departments. They can pioneer more cheaply and with less 

risk. This finding was substantiated in Mansfield 

(1968) and Mansfield et al (1971) (69). Mansfield 

found no group of firms that exhibited consistent leader

ship with respect to the diffusion of innovations. 

Interestingly enough, firms with younger top management 

did not adopt an innovation sooner than firms with 

older top management. This is consistent with Rogers 

analysiS of farm innovations (See Rogers 1911, p. 185). 

It is small wonder t~at Mansfield (et al. 1971) 

simply defines diffusion as essentially a learning process 

where the learning takes place among a considerable 

number of users and producers. He has so much to say 

about diffusion in so many different contexts. 

In one of his most recent collaborative works 

Mansfield et al (1971) look at intrafirm research and 

innovation. The purpose of tHis book is to enhance 

understanding of the relationship of technological change 
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to economic growth. One section of this book deals 

with the diffusion of numerical control in the tool-

and-die industry. (71) rrne authors investigate secondary 

data gleaned from the literature, government reports and 

Ph.D. dissertations. The findings are of interest 

u'ecause a numJor of them are other' than economic and 

are in agreement with some of the assumptions re 

diffusion of anthropologists and sociologists. Some of the 

major findings include the following: 

1. The diffusion process is slowed by lack 
of knowledge and resistance to change. 
2. The primary reason given for non-use was 
that the innovation would be unprofitable. 
3. Both the larger firms and firms with more 
highly educated owners tend to be early users. 

Barnett, an anthropologist in a highly speculative, 

psychological work dealt with the problem of resistance 

to change (72). A new idea" he felt, must be compatible 

with the norms of the social system and the adopter' 

must perceive relative personal advantage before he 

will adopt (73). As Rogers (1971) points out cnanges 

will occur in the meaning of an innovation and the use 

to which it is put even as diffusion proceeds (74). If 

the adopter is unable to satisfy himself on the score 

of compatibility and relative advantage, he will resist 

change. There is then always the problem of "merchandizing ft 

the innovation in such a way that the potential adopter 

can maximize his future expectations. 

Barnett (1953) based his psychological speculations 

on resistance to change, on his own experiences wlth a 
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number of different ethnic and re.ligious groups. 

He did not employ any quantitative analytic techniques. 

Mansfield et al (1971) were able to establish quanti

tatively that resistance to change (rejection of numerical 

control in the tool and die industry) within the firm 

(which is simply one kind of social system) did exist, and 

were only partially able to explain it on the basis of 

profit maximization. Rogers (1971) makes the generali

zation that tne relative advantage of a new idea as 

perceived by members of a social system, is positively 

related to its rate of adoption (75) and supports it 

on the basis of findings from 29 different industrial, 

agricultural and cross-cultural studies (76). fllansfield 

et al (1971) claim that not enough is kno\,Tn about the 

diffusion of innovations in the industrial sector. 

What is needed perhaps is furtner research into 

the nature of "relative advantage" and llresistance 

to change n - beyond tIle economic aspe ct. Social" 

cultural and psychological components need to be investi

gated. 

Two separate studies heuristically illuminate 

social, cultural and perhaps psycilological components 

of resistance to change in the diffusion of tecnnological 

innovation. Spicer (1953) (77) studies fifteen 

cross-cultural cases of successful and unsuccessful 

attempts to introduce ne\ ... iaeas and methods in agriculture, in

dustry and medicine and comes to the follo\'fing conclusion: 



The change agent~ coming from another culture, must be 

careful to operate through existing channels of communi

cation and cooperation and must understand the relationship 

of his position as an outsider to the members of a given 

social system. He must attempt to map the linkage of 

customs and to make sure that his product will be 

perceived as compatible. Aobve all he must avoid 

ethnocentrism - making judgments in terms of the 

standards, norms and values of his own culture. 

Bright (1964) (78) in studying resistance to 

innovation as a problem of management comes up with a 

number of findings that are similar to Spicer's (1953). 

Resistance is associated with tne degree to which 

institutions and individuals are threatened. Where 

slight changes in work behavior and habit are required, 

there is less resistance to change. Resistance is 

enhanced if the innovator is contemptuous of other 

members in the social system of work and existing work 

routines. 

The manager attempting to introduce (diffuse) 

technological innovation is not really a member of his 

subordinates social organization. In this sense he 

is the outside change agent. In any event, the social 

and cultural components of resistance to change merit 

further systematic investigation. It is also worth 

looking at" traits, characteristic ways of behavior, 

as intervening variables in the innovative process. 
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Rokealh (1960) developed a Dogmatism Scale which 

reliably establisnes whether an individual has an open 

or closed mind when confronted by a new and unfamiliar 

situation. (79) This trait has a bearing on resistance 

to change and could be a significant intervening 

variable in the diffusion of innovations. 

Relative advantage psychologically is a function 

of selective perception. It has been established by 

Bruner and many others that perception is a highly 

subjective phenomenon (80). ~ach individual may 

perceive a new idea, process or product in terms of his 

own past experience and technical competence, his 

current needs, and his future expectations. 7his 

differs from one individual to another. Both the 

potential propagator and potential adopter of an 

innovation are gOing to modify its purely economic and 

other intrinsic aspects through selective perception, 

thereby affecting its rate of adoption. \v"nen Nansfield 

et al (1911) said that the primary reason given for 

non-use of an innovation was that it would be unprofi

table, they were saying in effect that there were other 

. reasons -{6f selective relative advantage or disadvantage) 

left unstated (81). That relative advantage is a major 

reason given for adoption of innovation, but that it 

means different things to different groups is supported 

by Rogers (1911) in his analysis of the perceived 

attributes of 286 innovations and their rate of adoption (82). 
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Mansfield et aI's (1911) finding that boto the 

larger firms and firms with more highly educated owners 

tend to be early users is in point to point correspondence 

with Rogers (1971) generalizations that earlier adopters 

have larger sized units (farms) than later adopters 

and that earlier adopters have more years of education 

than do later adopters. The latter generalization is 

supported by 203 studies (83). The former generalization 

(about larger sized units) is supported by the findings 

from 152 studies (84). 

j~elson and Phelps economists are interested in tne 

relationship of Hhuman capital" (in the form of advanced 

education) to technological diffusion and economic 

growth. Irhey offer a tentative explanation for the 

generalization that earlier adopters of innovations, in 

both industry and agriculture, have more education. 

Tiley suggest that in a technologically progressive or 

dynruaic economy, production managem~nt is a function 

requiring adaptation to change and that the more educated 

a manager is, the quicker he will be to introduce new 

techniques of production (85). Educated people make 

good innovators, so that education speeds the process of 

technological diffusion. Nelson and Phelps point to the 

experience of United States Agriculture (86). They 

contend that this is so because the greater education of 

the more educated farmer has increased his ability to 

understand and evaluate the information on new products 
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and processes disseminated by the Department of Agri

culture,the farm journals, the radio, seed and equipment 

companies. Rogers supports toe generalization that not 

only do early knowers of an innovation have more 

education, but they also have more exposure to mass 

media channels of communication than later knowers (87). 

However, Rogers points out that altnough 203 stUdies 

out of 275 (74 per cent) support the generalization 

that earlier adopters have more years of education than 

do later adopters, 72 studies do not support this 

generalization (88). It might be suggested to IJelson 

and Phelps that although education is an important factor 

as far as early adopters are concerned, it is not a 

necessary and sufficient condition. It has been reliably 

demonstrated, tnat dogmatism, which is a trait (a cha

racteristic way of behavior) may predispose even \'1ell 

educated people to resist change, to reject any new and 

unfamiliar situation (89). 

Nelson and Phelps view the process of education 

as an act of investment in people, that educated people 

are bearers of human capital. According to their 

speculatl ve model, the rate of return to education s110uld 

be greater, the more the economy is technologically 

progressive (90). Historians of technology like 

Hayami and Hutlan (1971) (91) tend to support tne 

speculative model of 1'-1elson and Phelps. rrhey assume that 

significant growth in productivity cannot be brought 



about by reallocation of resources in traditional 

agricultural systems. Growth opportunities become 

available by diffusion of changes in tecnnology. 

This diffusion they most recently point out (1973) 

takes the form of three phases of tecLlnology transfer: 

material transfer, design transfer and (what is 

especially germane here) capacity transfer (92). 

Investments in research and education (human capital) 

provide a basis for technology transfer, technical 

change and productivity growth in agriculture. After 

studying the history of agricultural innovation and 

macro diffusion in the United States and Japan and then 

examining developing countries currently experiencing 

enhanced agricultural production, Hayami and Rutlan 

reach the conclusion that one of the major factors in 

a country's capacity to transfer and adopt agricultural 

innovation from elsewhere, as well as diffuse indigenous 

technology, is public sector investment in education. 

In Japan the scarce factor in agricultural output was 

land. In the United States, it \'1as labor. Nechanical 

technology by increasing tne power available per worker 

facilitated increases in the land area that could be 

worked by a labor force of a given size. New biological 

and chemistry technology increased the efficiency of the 

process of solar energy conversion by plants and was, 

in effect, a substitute for addtional land. The 

technology that was invented and widely diffused 
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relieved the constraint on production imposed by limited 

land area in Japan and that imposed by an expensive 

labor force in the United States. 

d. Diffusion of Innovative Ideas 

A number of diffusion researchers are particularly 

interested in the various aspects of the diffusion of 

innovative ideas. Crane (1972) for example is interested 

in the relationship between the social structure of 

scientists and the diffusion pattern of ideas (93). 

Crane concludes, after studying scientists in a small 

branch of lnathematics and diffusion researchers in 

rural sociology that they comprise invisible colleges 

with social structure related to scientific activity. 

The number of scientists forming an "invisible college" 

simulate an S-shaped curve over time. Furthermore, the 

opinion leaders in a given field (determined sociome

trically by Crane through a series of interviews) 

produce most of the published work. (94). 

Sir Joseph Needham (1935) \'1ith special interests 

in the historical development of advances in the field 

of Embryology also discusses the relationship of social 

structure to the spread of innovative ideas (95). He 

points up how an individual's position in a society with 

a given class structure influences the development of 

his thought and scientific acti vi ty. 'rhus, the rather 

sharp cleavage between the philosophic biologist of 

the Hellenistic Age and the contemporary m~dical man 



who might often be a slave contriouted to the sterility 

of ancient I'·ledi terranean medicine) including obstetrics 

and gynecology. The Hellenistic divorce betvleen 

scientific thought and empirical technique is an impor

tant case in point. Empirical technique was not thought 

fitting for a man of trgood birth". The results of 

this were inevitable. Classical surgery and obstetrics 

benefited practically nothing from the speculations of the 

biologists. There was no social interaction between. 

the two groups and no diffusion of necessary innovative 

ideas and techniques. Surgeons and midwives remained 

members of the painter-cobbler-builder group, the group 

of "base-born mechanics", entirely distinct from the 

astronomer-metaphysician-biologist group, the group 

familiar with courts. 

Needham also points out how the absence of mental 

technique served as a limiting factor in the diffusion 

(among biologists) of innovative ideas in embryology. 

On several occasions research came to a standstill on 

account of the lack of a satisfactory terminology. 

(This factor certainly merits further investigation in 

the study of the innovative process). For example, 

in the 13th century Albertus of Cologne had arrived 

at a point beyond which progress was impossible in the 

absence of new words. When there was no otner means of 

describing the sero-amniotic junction in the hen's egg 

than by speaking of the hole on the left side of the 
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vessel which runs above the membrane on the rignt 

hand of something else accuracy was difficult and speed 

impossible. 

Not only must the right concepts and words be 

chosen, but the wrong ones must be abandoned to allow 

for progress and the diffusion of innovative ideas. 
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(This certainly merits further investigation). The expulsion 

of "ethical" terminology from biology and embryology is 

an excellent example. Good and bad, noble and ignoble, 

beautiful and ugly, honorable and dishonorable, are not 

terms with a biological meaning. This is a proposition 

which took lilany centuries for biologists to realize. 

Ideas of good and bad entered biology partly under 

the concept of "perfection". In 1260 Albertu3 was 

maintaining that male chicks al\~ays hatched from the 

more spherical eggs and female cnicks from tne more oval 

eggs, because the sphere is the most perfect of all 

figures in solid geometry and the male the mOre perfect 

of the two sexes. 

Ben-David (1971) is interested in the diffusion 

of scientific ideas in terms of the scientistts role 

in society (96). He treats the subject from a historical 

and comparative perspective. The main sociological 

concept is that of the "role". The scientific role, for 

example, is the pattern of behavior sentiments, and motives 

conceived by people as a unit of social interaction with 

a distinct function of its own and considered as appropriate 



in given situations. This concept implies that people 

understand the purpose of an actor in a role and are 

capable of responding to it and evaluating it. Positive 

evaluation implies legitimation. In tne absence of 

such a publicly recognized role, there is little cnance 

for the transmission and diffusion of the knowledge and 

skills pertaining to a particular scientific activity. 

The emergence of a new social role takes place, according 

to Ben-David, within a more comprehensive social 

setting. Its emergence implies a change of social 

values. In the case of the scientific role that change 

in values meant the acceptance of the search for 

truth through logic and experiment as a worthwhile 

intellectual pursuit. This modified philosophical and 

religious authority, and raised the dignity of tech

nological knowledge. The emergence of the scientific 

role necessary to the diffusion of scientific ideas 

was connected to changes in the institutions regulating 

cultural activity (97). This first occured in England 

and later in America. A closer examination of Ben-David's 

conceptual perspective(conditions necessary for the 

emergence of the scientific role) may have relevance 

for administrative decision-making in the cross-cultural 

diffusion of scientific ideas. 

~ranzberg (The Ecology of Innovation) is concerned 

runong other things with institutionalized mechanisms 

for the dissemination and diffusion of innovative ideas. 
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Among these he mentions, exhibits, world fairs, trade 

shows, trade publications, annual meetings of professional 

societies with published proceedings, sales engineers 

and salesmen and medical detail men with demonstrator 

models. He suggests that these are all rich sources 

of primary and secondary data. As a historian of tech-

nology he concerns himself with the possible output of 

these social mechanisms rather than with the dynamics 

of the process of information flow involved in each of 

these mechanisms. 

An unusually successful institutionalized social 

mecnanism for the diffusion of information about 

technological innovation has been the agricultural 

extension service. Kranzberg, departing from practice, 

goes into the dynamics of this particular institutiona-

lized diffusion mechanism and makes the following salient 

points (which may have relevance for the successful 

diffusion of industrial innovation.) 

1. The agricultural program was deliberately 
fostered and supported by the Federal government. 
2. The Morril Land Grant Act, forming the basis 
for the land grant colleges combined all elenents 
of tne innovative process (not only the diffusion 
phase.) 

a. Agricultural research stations adjacent to 
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land grant collebes generate discoveries and inventions. 
b. 'l'he extension service through county 
agricultural agents implements tne application 
and diffusion of tl'le discoveries and inventions. 
c. The county agricultural agent not only 
transmits scientific, tecnnical and economic 
information, but he also serves as a means for 
feedtJacl<: from the farmer-user to the innovative 
and information generating sources. 



We see here built in self-correcting mechanisms 

affecting all the linkages in the innovative process. 

problem definition - invention 
problem definition - research and development 
problem definition - application 
problem definition - diffusion 
invention - research and development 
invention - application 
invention - diffusion 
research and development - application 
research and development - diffusion 
application - diffusion 

The agricultural program fostered by the federal 

government did not attempt to restrict activity to any 

particular phase of agricultural innovation. Perhaps 

what is now needed is a similar federally sponsored, non-

restrictive program for general technological innovation 

and diffusion with adequate feedback mechanisms between 

innovator and ultimate user for the solution of social 

and economic ills unique to urban life. 

Before passing from the problem area of the different 

mechanisms of diffusion of ideas, one ought to mention 

the concerns of some diffusion researchers with the 

people-to-people transfer of information (Thomas Allen) 

(98) and the diffusion of ideas through literature 

(Derek Price, Garfield) (99). In the first instance, 

engineers and workers are on the move in a highly mobile 

society. In addition, Allen's "technological gatekeeper" 

and informational entrepreneur and Roger's more general 

"change agent" exercise selective perception and to 
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that extent control information flow. In the second instance 

academics, professionals and administrators more or less 



read what others in their respective fields have to say 

about new developments and again through a process of 

selective perception, cite them to support their own 

contentions and programs. 

Institutionalized mechanisms for the diffusion of 

innovative ideas (conferences and journals) and the 

role of the technological change agent and 1nforma-

tional entrepreneur are not really mutually exclusive. 

A recent example may be cited. Reference is here mad~ 

to the annual conference of the !'Iechanical Engineers in 

Israel in 1972 and to the Journal of the Association of 

Engineers and Architects, March 1973 (100). Most of 

the articles in this issue contain part of the lectures 

given in the 1972 conference. The lead editorial reflects 

the role of informational entrepreneur and change agent. 

The following points are made: 

1. When the technical possibilities of a 
developing country like Israel are compared with 
the state of art in industrially developed 
countries a gap is found. 
2. It is no longer possible for most of toe 
mechanical engineers to occupy themselves 
with pure engineering problems. 
3. The general tendency is that the engineer 
holds more and more positions in industrial 
engineering, such as production planning, and 
quality-control. 
4. An engineer working in modern industry 
has to know today how goods are produced by 
machines regulated \,,1 th numerical control. 
5. Many measurements, recordings, analyses 
and other time-consuming calculations are no 
longer feasible without the help of a computer. 
6. Therefore, an engineer in a leading position 
in industry should be able to direct his colleagues 
at work in those special branches of engineering 
requiring special l<nowledge. 
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7. To close the gap between industry in 
Israel and industry in the developed countries 
engineering education must be revised and 
upgraded. (101) 

'rile articles in the iss ue then proceed to inform 

and persuade members with the data of past experience, 

how to, and decision making in the use of machines 

regulated with numerical control. For example Rosenstook, 

Production Manager - Aero Equipment LTD in discussing 

the economical aspects in the operation of numericall~ 

controlled machines offers the following pieces of 

IIpersuasive" information. 

1. Evolution of H/C from the first experimental 
machine in 1954 to nearly 40,000 in current 
use. (There are already plenty of satisfied 
adopters. ) 
2. The range of application of N/C machines 
in terms of batch quantity a~d part complexity 
(compatibility.) 
3. Criteria for determining the economy of 
producing a part on a N/C machine (decision
making and reduction of uncertainty.) 
4. A comparison of the production costs 
bet\~een the conventional and the N/C method, 
for t\vO typical parts, and the justification 
of the investment in N/C machines (Relative 
advantage). 
5. Additional advantages of the N/C system, 
like high accuracy and reduction in inspection 
costs, lead time and technical manpo\'ier 
(Relative advantage). (102) 

e. Organizational Structure, Social Psychological 
Dynamics, and Technological Innovation 

A number of thinkers and researchers concern 

themselves with the relationship of organizational 

structure and the introduction and diffusion of 

technological innovation. Schon (1967) develops a 

speculative approach to the processes of invention and 
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diffusion of innovations within the context of organiza

tions. (103) It is based upon his extensive personal 

experiences with Arthur D. Little and a number of govern

mental agencies. Schon tries to encapsulate the nature 

of diffusion of technological innovation in U.S. industry 

and offers examples from the textile, machine tool and 

construction industries. 

Schon explores the nature of invention and diffusion 

of innovation and their relation to risk, uncertainty' 

and corporate decision-making in today's large corporations, 

whole industvies and even governmental agencies. He comes 

to the conclusion that these entities are confronted 

with a dilemma. They cannot live without a continuing 

stream of inventions and innovations and remain competitive 

and creative. Yet they cannot well live with them or 

readily respond to them. Innovation threatens the chain 

of command, the division of labor, and tile system of 

rules. Because innovative practices and tecnniques tend 

to make old skills obsolete, there is also the psychological 

threat of loss of identity. 

Firms and industries are self-maintaining and self

reinforcing systems of communications and control. 

They have a tendency to be closed systems, so that they 

go on being jus t what they are and doing very much \'lhat 

they have been doing. They maintain the myth that 

invention is a rational process, yet it is essentially a 

non-rational process. The adoption of innovation occurs 



in the face of uncertainty and risk (104). ~he non-

rational thesis is supported by two additional facts: 

1. Innovation by invasion is a major source 
of industrial innovation (105). 
2. The rate of industrial innovation is 
affected by government policy (106). 

Organizations for the most part are desi~ned to 

deal with the known. The unknown injected by innovation 
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introduces the correlates of uncertainty-anxiety and fear. 

These in turn create the climate for resistance to change 

and thereby impede the diffusion process. 

The interpersonal dynamics of organizational 

resistance to change are perhaps tangentially illumina-

ted by Dubin (1958) (107). To the degree that individuals 

in a formal organization identify with the ongoing means 

and specific goals of the organization, and to the extent 

that superiors perceive this and back up their approvals 

and disapprovals with rewards and punishments, this will 

function to motivate these individuals to conform to 

and internalize group shared expectations - the system 

of roles and rules pertaining to the various positions 

in the organization. By the same token, once the 

internalization process is complete and the individuals 

are safely and satisfactorily esconsed in the system, they 

will tend to resist change. 

Vroom (1964) succinctly states that the ability to 

control the behavior of its members is a prerequiSite 

of a viable organization. To attain its objectives, 

each organization must d~termine the functions that have 



to be performed allocate these functions to organization 

members and establish behavior patterns on the part of 

its members which lead to the predictable performance 

of these functions (108). This implies an organization 

motivation system dealing with the known. 

The motivation system in formal organization may be 

seen as a complex of forces initiating and maintaining 

human activity along guide lines deemed necessary to the 

achievement of the organizational purpose or objective. 

Dubin makes the point tnat motivation in formal organiza

tion is continuous. When a person is rewarded for dis

playing a behavior pattern appropriate to his role, it 
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is internalized and becomes a guide for future activity (109). 

Innovation often demands the unlearning of patterns of 

behavior that have been rewarding in the past. This 

creates situations of stress and uncertainty and an 

initial disinclination to behave in new and unfamiliar 

ways. This resistance to change is experienced up and 

down the chain of conunand. f.'Iitzner (1968) has demonstrated 

over 66 different organizations that there is no signi

ficant difference in levels of dogmatism, capacity of 

logical response to ne\'/ and unfamiliar situations, 

between the upper and lower ranks in the chain of command 

of formal organization (110). Differences in the innovative

ness of industrial organizations are to be sought in 

the nature of their structures rather than the personality 

styles of their participants. Personality styles act as 
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Inodifiers and intervening variables rather than as 

determinants of diffusion of technological innovation. 

(Only as modifiers do they merit further investigation.) 

Burns and Stalker (1961) do an in-depth study of the 

organization motivation system in their study of 19 

rayon and electronics firms in England and Scotland. 

They are primarily interested in the relationship 

between type of management practice, organizational 

behavior and diffusion of new ideas. 

Burns and Stalker found that the adaptation of 

relationships between individuals rather than of individuals 

themselves toward the requirements of the technical 

tasks of the organization, determines organizational 

innovatlveness. This 1s largely brought about by manage

ment practice (the organization motivation model). 

'llhe "mechanistic" system of management practice is 

appropriate to stable situations but inappropriate to 

the innovative process. The "organic" system of 

management practice is appropriate to conditions of change. 

Ml!;CHANISTIC SYSTErll OF ORGA1~IZATION PRACTICE 
Characteristics 

1. Problems and tasks facing organization are broken 
dowriinto specialties. 
2. Each individual pursues his task as something distinct 
from the real tasks of the organization as a \'lhole. 
'Somebody at the top' is responsible for seeing to its 
relevance. 
3. Technical methods and duties and po\vers attached to 
each functional role are precisely defined. 
4. Interaction within management tends to be vertical 
between superior and subordinate. 
5. Operations and behavior (working) are governed by 
instructions and decisions issued by superiors. 



6. 'llhe conunand hierarcny is maintained by toe implicit 
assumption that all knowledge about the situation of the 
firm and its tasks is, or should be, available only 
to the head of the firm. 
7. t'lanagement (often visualized as the complex hierarchy 
familiar in organization charts) operates a simple 
control system with: 
(a) information flowing up through a succession of filters 
(b) decisions & instructions flowing downwards through 
a succession of amplifiers. 

ORGA.NIC SYSTErJI OF ORGALJIZATION PRACTICE 
Characteristics 

The organic system is adapted to unstable conditions 
when problems and requirements for action arise which 
cannot be broken dO"Yln and distributed among specialist 
roles within a clearly defined hierarchy so that: 

A. Individuals have to perform their special tasks in 
the light of their knowledge of the tasks of the organiza
tion as a whole .. 
B. Jobs lose nluch of their formal definition in terms of 
methods, duties and powers which have to be redefined 
continually by interaction with others participating 
in a task. (This may induce some anxiety but is not 
intended to foster insecurity.) 
C. Interaction runs laterally as well as vertically. 
D. Communication between people of different ranks 
tends to resemble lateral consultation rather than 
vertical command .. 
~. Omniscience can no longer be imputed to the head 
of the firm or organization. 

Organizational impediments to innovative practice occur 

when there is a disregard of behavioral aspects. Why 

doesn't a working organization of an agency change its 

system from mechanistic to organic as its circumstances 

change with entry into new commercial and/or technical 

fields? What behavioral aspects need to be dealt with? 

Burns and Stalker claim that every single person in a 

firm not only is (a) a member of a working organization 

but also (b) a member of a group with sectional interests 
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in conflict with those of other groups and (c) one individual 



among many to whom the rank they occupy and the prestige 

attaching to them are matters of deep concern. 

Any firm contains not only a working organization but 

a political structure (power) and a status system. The 

following then is operative. 

The existing political system and status struc
ture may be threatened by the advent of a new 
group_ 

Technical information available to newcomers 
may be used as an instrument for political 
control (technical information is a scarce 
and valued resource). 

The individual manager becomes absorbed in conflicts 

over power and status because they present him with 

interests and problems more immediately important to 

him and more easily comprehended than those raised by 

the organizational milieu. Increases in the rate of 

technical and commercial change may mean more problems, 

more unfamiliar information, a wider range of work 

relationships~ and heavier mental and emotional commit

ments. (It is at this point that different levels 

of dogmatism may modify orgnaizational outcomes. This 

merits further investigation.) Many individual managers 

find it impossible to accept such conditions for their 

occupational lives. To keep their commitments limited 

means: gaining more control over their personal 

situation or claiming exemption because of status. 

These purposes involve manoeuvres which persistently 

run counter to the development of an organic system and 

which can only be resolved by reversion to t.i.1e mechanistic 

(non-innovative) system. 
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The process, just outlined) needs to be understood 

more fully. It impedes the development of the "organic" 

system of management practice which is appropriate to 

innovative practice and the diffusion of new ideas. 

The dynamics of social-psychological resistance to change 

need to be understood conceptually in order to remove 

impediments to the innovative process. 

Btzioni (1961) deals with management practice 

conceptually (112). His findings appear to be relevant 

to organizational impediments to innovative practice. 

Although formal organizations have similar structural 

characteristics - a chain of command, a division of 

labor, a system of rules and limited objectives, 

institutional differences do exist. Etzioni suggests 

that these differences are manifest in the compliance 

patterns of formal organizations. He has cnosen the 

nature of compliance in the organization as the basis 

for classification. Compliance is a relationship 

consisting of the power employed by superiors to control 

subordinates and the orientation of the subordinate 

to this power (113). The compliance pattern is a variable 

that combines structural and motivational aspects: 

Structural, since there is concern with the kinds and 

distribution of power in formal organizations; motivational, 

since there is concern with differential commitments of 

actors to organizations (as units which exercise power 

over theln). This variable should be pertinent to the 



investigatIon of t-he problem at hand since it reflects 

the articulation of the social system (the chain of 

command) and the personality system. It takes into 

account that units of interaction exist and assumes 

that organizational benavior can most adequately be 

thOU~lt of as occurring in a system of interdependent 

forces. In SWIl, there are two parties to a compliance 

relationship: an actor who exercises power, and an 

actor subject to this power who responds with either 

more or less alienation or more or less co~nitment (114). 

On the basis of a priori reasoning, the implementation 

of innovative practice is facilitated with commitment. 

In the classification of compliance, power differs 

according to the legitimate means employed to make 

subjects comply. These means may be physical, material, 

or symbolic. Coercive power rests on the application, 

or the threat of application of physical sanctions. 

Renumerative po\ver is based on control over material 

resources and rewards through the allocation of 

salaries and wages, fringe benefits, services and 

commodities. Normative power rests on the allocation 

and manipulation of symbolic rewards and deprivations 

through the employment of leaders, the distribution 

of "acceptance and response" and an ongoing system of 

symmetrical (two-way) communication. 

The other aspect of the compliance pattern is the 

evaluative orientation of a subordinate to the particular 
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type of power exercised over him. It determines the 

nature of his involvement in the organization. The 

intensity of involvement ranges from high to low and 

the direction is either positive or negative. Etzioni 

lists three kinds of involvement on the involvemental 

continuum: 

Alienative - intense negative orientation 
Moral - positive orientation of high intensity 
Calculative - designating either a negative or 

positive orientation of low intensity (115). 

When the kind of involvement tnat subordinates have 

and the kind of involvement that tends to be generated 

by the predominant form of organizational power are 

the same the relationship is congruent and there should 

be no social-psychological impediments to the implemen-

tation of innovative practices. In this instance the 

presupposition is a union of normative power with high 

commitment. 

George A. Miller (1967) in a study of the relation-

ship between alienation from work (type of involvement) 

and two dimensions of organization structure--degree 

of organizational control (kind of power exercised) 

and number of professional incentives--in a major 

American aerospace company, finds that work alienation is 

associated with type of organizational structure, but 

that scientists and engineers may differ less in their 

experiencing of alienation (116) than previous research 

would indicate (117). However, there may be as much 



structural variation within a particular organization 

as there is between different types of organization -

and this may be a source of difference. 
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There are two distinct organizational units in the 

aerospace company, the laboratory and the aero-space 

group. rrhe goals Q,f tbe, laboratory are more concerned 

with pure or basic scientific research, whereas the goals 

of the aero-space group are more concerned with tradi

tional research and development. Therefore, the 

laboratory should be characterized by less organizational 

control and more professional incentives (moral involve

ment) than the aero-space group. In addition, since 

alienation from work is related to differences in 

organizational structure (degree of organizational 

control--kind of power exercised) professionals 

working in the laboratory should experience less 

alienation than those working in the aero-space group. 

Miller shows striking differences in the control and 

incentive structures of the two organizational units. 

In each of four comparisons, there is less control 

and more incentives in the laboratory than in the 

aero-space group (118). 

These differences in organizational structure are 

reflected in differences in the degree of work alienation. 

In the laboratory only 4 per cent experienced high work 

alienation as compared with 34 per cent of those persons 

in the aero-space group. Moreover, 63 per cent of those 



in the laboratory experienced low alienation as 

compared to only 25 per cent of those in the aero-space 

group. Thus~ type of organizational unit is clearly 

related to degree of work alienation in the expected 

direction (119). 

The restriction of information and communication 

apparently is related to the effectiveness of organizations 

that utilize coercive sanctions and generally exercise 

relatively high degrees of control (mechanistic manage

ment practice). Conversely~ the free flow of communica

tion (symmetrical) is related to the effectiveness of 

organizations that utilize normative sanctions and 

exercise relatively little control (organic management 

practice) . 

The diffusion of innovative practice within organiza

tions apart from technological~ gatekeeper and economic 

considerations is largely dependent upon the appropriate 

compliance pattern and the resolution of individual 

managerial conflict over power and status. (Baker 

discusses this in some detail in his section on Research 

and Development). 

The nature of the interaction of the organization 

motivation model (as expressed in Burns and Stalker 

management of innovation and Etzioni's compliance pattern) 

and the individual's personality traits (as partially 

expressed in Rokeach's Dogmatism Scale) still remains 

problematic as far as diffusion of innovation is concerned. 
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Doby (1966), in his chapter of "Perceiving and the 

Social \vorld,1I Argues that percepts are the end

products of a slow process of neurological and cognitive 

construction through manipulation of and experimentation 

with the external world. Percepts change as the effects 

of experience change. Therefore, learning plays an 

important role in the development of perceptual 

products. This is true of innovative practice. Perceptual 

materials become organized and form the basis for learning 

sets which, in turn, affect subsequent learning. 

Accordingly, from the point of view of social psychology, 

we may study the effects of learning on perception or 

the effects of perception on learning (121). A basic 

problem in social psychology, and one germane to this 

study, is the question: "How are various perceptions 

learned?" (It is worth recalling that rttansfield 

et al (1971) define diffusion as essentially a learning 

process.) 

Do the needs, values, goals, and fears of the 

individuals affect them? Hilgard notes that in the 

search for environmental stability, the whole person 

achieves his perceptions; that is, he regulates them 

in the service of need satisfaction (122). It goes 

without saying, at this stage of research, that the 

internal structure alone, as measured by personality 

traits, does not account for perceptual behavior. 

Allport implies that one can often afford to disregard 



differences among situations, because a "trait" will 

make them functional equivalents (123). But if we add 

that one can sometimes afford to disregard traits 
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because the situation may make them functional equivalents, 

the explanation becomes problematic again. The organiza

tion motivation system, for example, may reduce a 

wide range of individual tendencies to functional 

equivalents so far as the social process is concerned. 

The motives of those who participate in formal organiza

tion may vary widely yet contribute to a cowaon social 

process and specific goal. The participants will 

usually try to conform to group shared expectations as 

they perceive them. Society and its formal organiza

tions tend to set aside those individuals who are 

so dissociated from reality that their activity bears no 

relationship to their immediate environment (124). 

Once a person becomes acclimated to his work organiza

tion, he acknowledges, in a sense, his particular inter

nalization of the motivational patterns established by 

that organization. The formal organization s~stains, 

in this way, systems of motivation. Each member of the 

work organization, for example, discovers that some 

rewards of his work come in the form of rights and 

privileges. These rewards, in turn, require that he 

carry out the tasks and duties of his work with at 

least minimum responsibility and obligation. In the 

very components defining \iork aSSignments (organizationally 



given role demands) are to be found the channels of 

behavior appropriate to work, and the rewards that 

reinforce compliance with these selected channels of 

behavior. The molding character of the work environ

ment results in built-in, continuous, systematic 

motivation (125). 

The statement of one of the above points of view 

(Allport's emphasis on the importance of "trait") 

without the other (Dubin's explication of the "motivation 

of organization activities U ) may be sterile in any 

attempt to develop a theory of behavior relative to 

diffusion of innovation in formal organization. 

Moss (1961), in turn, has shown that the generality 

of cautious behavior as measured by personality tests 

is highly dependent upon the psychological situation, 

and that the prediction of behavior, therefore, requires 

an analysis of the interaction of individual and 

situational variables (126). 

Social-psychological study of group influences 

on perception strengthen the claim that research on 

hwnan behavior must explore the systematic influences 

of interaction. The classic studies by Asch, Back, 

Lewin, Bennet, Sherif, and others established that the 

group setting within which perception takes place 

affects that perception (127). Such variables as 

degree of unanimity and expressed norms of tile group, 

interacting with personality tendencies (self-confidence, 
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dogmatism, and authoritarianism, for example) clearly 

influence the process of perceiving and learning. 

Since the aforementioned studies suggest that the way 

in which a person is predisposed to handle his needs 

may mediate the manner. in which evaluation of degree 
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of adherence to the organization motivation system 

and cognitive selectivity interact, measures of per

sonality traits should be included in an investigation 

of the social psychological conditions related to the 

diffusion of innovation. There can be no probability 

statement of perception and diffusion of innovative 

practice independent of the human observer (in the 

organization) who formulates it, nor can there be a 

statement of probability wholly free of assumptions 

regarding the conditions under which the event occurs. 

To round out the picture, one must include and assess 

the uniqueness of the indi vidual member in tile work 

organization. The prevailing use of secondary data 

in diffusion studies though useful in developing 

econometric models restricts the researchers (Hans field, 

Griliches) to economic and demographic (age, sex, 

education) data. It does not take into account social 

psychological phenomena. 

A discussion of the relationship of organizational 

structure to diffusion of innovation would be incomplete 

without mention of the informal organization. Farris 

(1912) examines the effect of individual roles on 
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performance 1n innovative groups (128). 'llhe conclusions 

reached are based on data from a survey in a NASA research 

center. Problem-solving of scientific groups is facili

tated by supervisors, fellow group members and scien

tists from outside the group_ High innovative groups 

tend to work more as technical teams, and members name 

each other more often as helpful in the performance 

of technical roles. Colleagues seek each other out 

frequently during the proposal development stage, 

and don't hesitate to subject their ideas to critical 

evaluation by their supervisors. Farris suggests that 

the supervisor is the key man; that he should be the 

Ugatekeeper"; that he should encourage his subordinates 

to exchange technical information and help each other 

think through their technical problems. All this 

lends further support to Burns and Stalker's organic 

system of management practice and Etzioni's normative 

compliance pattern as being most appropriate to the 

diffusion of innovation. 

Rogers (1973) has performed a singular service for 

academic and technological practitioners interested 

in the relationship of organizational structure to the 

diffusion of innovation. He has identified 373 pUblica

tions in the Diffusion Document Center dealing with the 

diffusion of innovations within, or to, organizations (129). 

~Phe publications deal \'lith organizations as the unit 

of adoption for an innovation. Rogers cautions users 



that the publications do not as yet focus 'on the social 

psychological process by which an innovation is adopted 

within an organizational structure. 

f. Social Networks 

By and large most diffusion researchers (Rogers, 

Hagerstrand, Grane, etc.) regardless of their specialized 

concerns agree on toe importance of social networks 

in the diffusion of innovation. An early study by 

Coleman, Katz and Henzel (1957) points up the key role 

of social networks in the diffusion of an innovation 

among physicians (130). The investigators focus on the 

ongoing social processes which finally led to the wide-

. spread adoption of a new drug (euphemistically called 

"garnmamyn") by physicians in four cities. 'l'hey are 

concerned with the effectiveness of networks of 

interpersonal relations at eacn stage of the diffusion 

process. 

Structured interviews were conducted with the 

physicians in the four cities to determine individual 

attributes as to whether they were profession-oriented 

or patient-oriented. It was possible through this 

procedure to ascertain the sociometric choice of 

colleagues and the patterned network of interpersonal 

relations. They then ensued a systematic search of 

the prescription records of local pharmacies to determine 

the month in which each physician first used the drug 

in the 15 month period following its release. 
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Networks of social relations in this study are mapped 

prior to the introduction of the new drug being studied, 

in the sense that friendship and consultation are 

recorded independently of any decision the doctor has 

made. This procedure is to examine the potential 

relevance of the various sociometric patterns of 

relationship to the transmission of influence. 

Doctors who were profession-oriented (associated 

with doctors) adopted the drug sooner than those who . 

were patient-oriented. The degree of a physician's 

integration among his local colleagues was strongly and 

positively related to the date of his first use of 

the drug. 'lihe "integrated" doctors - tnose named as 

"friends tt by three or more of their colleagues - were 

much faster to introduce gammamyn. 

This study emphasizes the importance of social 

contacts among doctors as a crucial determinant of 

their early use of a new drug. In situations which are 

objectively unclear (uncertainty surrounding the use 

of a new drug) the social validation of judgments 
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becomes most important. This finding is in keeping with 

Mansfield (1961, 1968) and Rogers (1962, 1972) generalization 

that reduction of initial uncertainty pertaining to an 

innovation's performance is directly related to its 

rate of diffusion. This finding is also in keeping 

with Farris' (1972) conclusion that problem solving of 

scientific groups hampered by initial uncertainty is 

facilitated by the social interaction of colleagues 

and their mutually supportive relationships. \~hat needs 



to be known 1s not that social networks help reduce 

initial uncertainty pertaining.to an innovation's 

performance and thereby enhance its rate of diffusion, 

but what contributes to mutually supportive relation

ships in scientific and generally innovative groups. 

The Coleman, Katz and Menzel (1957) article is 

considered one of the classics in the diffusion 

studies, and is therefore treated at some length in 

the Tech Project diffusion assessment phase. It 15 

particularly relevant to an understanding of the 

diffusion phase of the innovative process because the 

decision maker (adopter) 1s not the only source of 

information concerning his decision. Objective data 

from prescription records are used as well. The role 

of different inf1uences is assessed not only on the 

basis of the decision-maker's own reconstruction of the 

event, but also on the basis of Objective correlations 

from which inferences concerning the flow of influence 
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can be drawn. For example, early adopters were more 

likely to participate in out of town medical specialty 

meetings. This is in keeping with empirical findings that 

doctors who were profession-oriented adopted the drug 

sooner than those who were patient-oriented. (The profess1on

oriented doctor by definition,' was more concerned with 

the social approval of his colleagues. The patient

oriented doctor was more concerned with the social 

approval of his patients.) 



The findings of the "gamrnamyn" study point up the 

necessity of treating informal social relationships as 

units of statistical analysis relevant to the dependent 

variable diffusion. It is therefore necessary to develop 

scales containing exhaustive, but mutually exclusive 

categories of informal social relationships. Bringing 

to light the web of potentially relevant relationships 

in which the "adopter U is embedded, would be useful 

in predicting decision making behavior. 

Katz (1957) examines social networks in terms of 

the two-step flow of communication.. The major hypothesiS 

advanced is that ideas often flow from radio and point 

to opinion leaders and from these to the less active 

sections of the population (131). He does an ex post 

facto examination of a number of studies of diffusion 

in order to examine the extent to which the two-step 

flow hypotheSis of communication finds confirmation. 

The hypothesiS has three distinct components: 

(1) the impact of personal influence 
(2) the flow of personal influence 
(3) the relationship of opinion leaders to the 

mass media. 

Katz finds the following: 

1. Personal contacts appear to have been both 
more frequent and more effective than the 
mass media in influencing decisions. 
2. Opinion leaders are to be found on every 
level of society and are very much like the 
people whom they influence. 
3. Opinion leaders are considerably more 
exposed to the formal media of cormnunication. 
However, most opinion leaders are primarily 
affected not by the communication media, but 
by still other people. 



Therefore, the two-step flow of corrununication may be an 

oversimplification of the process. In general, the 

audience is not a mass of disconnected individuals 

hooked up to the media, but instead project the image 

of networks of inter-connected individuals through which 

.mass C'olilffiunlcat,-ions are channeled. Plass media play an 

informing role while professional media and interpersonal 

relations playa legitimating role. However, influentials 

and influences may change roles in different spheres . 

of influence. Hence, both subject matter and competence 

are important factors in the study of diffusion of 

innovation. This item is of "above average importance" 

in the diffusion literature, because it points up the 

possibility that the flow' of communication of innovative 

ideas is actually a subset of the flow of communication 

generally. Katz and Levin (1959) (132) and Xatz (1961) 

(133) consider diffusion studies as those tracing the 

movement of a given new idea, over time, through specific 

channels, within a social structure. They are therefore 

concerned with communication through social networks .. 

Rogers (1962) points to the lack of communication 

(among diffusion researchers) through social networks as 

the reason for inadequate diffusion of diffusion 

research findings and the subsequent absence of a research 

tradition (134).. For this reason successive studies are 

rarely influenced by preceding investigations. For 

example the Coleman, Katz, and l"Ienzel (1951) ltganunamyntr 
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study did not benefit initially from the major findings of 

the Ryan and Gross "Hybrid Seed Corn" study (1943) 

(135). Yet in both instances first use followed bell

shaped distribution when plotted over time. In both 

instances either neighbors or close colleagues were the 

loost influential source in leading to later adoption. 

In both instances early adopters were more cosmopolite 

and had higher social status. Both studies demonstrated 

that society is not a mass of disconnected individuals; 

that the diffusion of innovation takes' place through 

social networks consisting of opinion leaders and their 

followers. The opinion leaders have greater access 

to mass media of communication and professional and 

technical journals. Allen (1970) in discussing roles in 

technical communication networks comes up with structural 

similarities in Rand D laboratory social networks. 

There are a small number of people, called "gatekeepers" 

who serve as opinion leaders. They have better access 

to outside sources of information. Quite frequently they 

serve as first line supervisors and there is a great deal 

of social interaction between them and their colleagues. 

They (gatekeepers) are also more cosmopolite and are 

therefore in a position to mediate between their organiza

tional coworkers and the outside world (136). The 

gatekeepers are better acquainted than others with members 

of the scientific and technological community and with 

the extant literature. It is therefore suggested that 
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management learn to make effective use of "gatekeepers" 

for the diffusion of innovative ideas. 

Rogers with Shoemaker (1971) are very much concerned 

with social networks in the diffusion of innovation. 

However, their major concern is the development of a 

middle range theory of diffusion in which they systematically 

treat social networks (channels) as one of a set of 

interdependent parts (137). It will be more useful to 

deal with their contribution in the section on systematic 

diffusion research. 

g. Miscellaneous Diffusion Concerns Meriting Systematic 
Research 

There are a number of current diffusion concerns 

meriting furtner systematic research. The role of the 

multinational firm is one. Recently executives of five 

American multinational corporations depicted themselves 

before a U.N. investigating panel as well-mannered 

guests of the foreign country in which tney operate. 

Top officers of General Notors, IBB, Exxon, DuPont and 

Pfizer Inc., said tneir companies stayed out of politics 

abroad, hired and promoted local citizens, transferred 

technology to poor countries, donated money to education, 

and cooperated in social welfare programs (138). Secretary-

General i~urt Hald.l)eim was investigating the impact of the 

multinational company on foreign governments. It would 

be useful to determine empirically under what conditions 

the multinational firm contributes to diffusion of innovation 

and under what conditions it contributes to sociocultural 



resistance to change. Most of the executives (of the 

five American multinational corporations) took issue with 

statements in a working paper prepared for the panel by 

the U.N. staff to the effect that multinational companies 

challenge the national sovereignty of small, weak govern-
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ments. So far there has been a great deal of rhetoric and 

very little research. 

The increasing role of organized labor in the 

introduction and management of technological innovation 

(as more and more skills become obsolete) may be 

producing an impact in the rate of diffusion. This 

merits systematic investigation. Mansfield (1971) 

points out that union policies toward management's 

adoption of new methods and equipment can be classified 

into five types: 

1. Willing acceptance. 
2. Outright opposition. 
3. Competition with a new technique. 
4. Encouragement of technological change and 
the adoption of new techniques. (In this case 
the union plays an active role in promoting change.) 
5. Adjustment to change (In this case there 
1s an effort by the union to control the use 
of the new technique and to deal with the 
opportunities and problems it presents.) 

At this stage, there are heuristic implications with one 

or two examples in Nansfield's classification of union 

policy with reference to innovation (139). What is 

needed, is a research design allowing for systematic 

investigation of the impact of union policy on diffusion 

of innovation. In general, management-labor relations 

has an impact on the relative advantage of technological 



innovation and therefore affects its rate of diffusion. 

This needs to be studied. An account by Dubin (Human 

Relations in Administration, 1961, pp. 563-565) with 

reference to Hybrid Seed Corn focuses attention upon 

this phenomenon. A field of corn may come into tassel 

within a few hours. If these tassels are not removed 

within the next few hours, the pollen can spread into 

neighboring fields and ruin what is considered priceless 

quantities of seed. In one instance supervisors and 

workers had a falling out. The workers refused to work. 

It rained and tassels appeared. Practically all the 

fields in that locality, amounting to about 600 acres 

had to be condemned because cross-pollination had taken 

place. The corn could not be used for seed purposes. 

This naturally didn't set very well with the farmers who 

owned the.land and who had expended all the effort 

necessary for the premium price they would have obtained 

for their seed corn if it had been satisfactory. ?he 

story no doubt spread and must have had some impact on 

the rate of diffusion of hybrid seed corn. 
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Industrial technology transfer is an important 

aspect of the diffusion of innovation but has been 

treated by Kranzberg and Baker, members of the Tech 

Project team. One aspect of technology transfer, the 

transfer of military technology to civilian use, requires 

periodic updating to assess spinoff. By technology 

transfer is meant the acquisition, development, and 



utilization of technology in a context different from 

that in which it originated (140). Just as there may 

be a long time lag between the appearance of an idea 

or invention and its use in an innovation, a substantial 

time period usually separates the first adoption of 

an innovation and its spread. Rosenberg (1967) points 

out that studies of the diffusion of important 20th 

century industrial innovations show that ten to twenty 

years commonly elapse from the date of first use to 

the time an innovation is employed by most of its 

potential users (141). This is somewhat complicated 

in military technology transfer by two factors: 

1. The original innovation and its diffusion 
is usually developed for a highly limited 
market of lIusers" under ltpressure-cookerll 
conditions. It would be useful to learn 
how this affects the interval between first 
use and full use (10-20 years). 
2. The transfer of military technology is 
often directly applicable to civilian use in 
its original form as in the case of preservation 
of food by canning, the jet aircraft engine 
and the electronic computer. On the other hand, 
Rosenberg points out that while devices for 
aiming artillery have few peacetime applications, 
the concept of the servomechanism and the advances 
it stimulated in the underlying sciences and 
technological arts have found important applica
tions. Another example is the current use 
of game thoery in management (142). The last 
two instances required adaptation before 
adoption. It is important to ascertain 
empirically the possibility set of military 
technology transfer and the conditions under 
which there is greater and faster spinoff. 
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rl1here is speculation for example that the overconcentration 

of research funds (federal and private) in aircraft, 

missiles, electrical equipment and cornmunications will limit 



civilian spinoff. This needs to be ascertained systema-

tically. Rosenblooom suggests that what 1s relative 

advantage in military technology may not be relative 

advantage in civilian use. The civilian application of 

a military invention must meet economic criteria which 

can only have been of secondary importance in the shaping 

of the new technology for its original military use. 

Furthermore what organizational and managerial techniques 

are called for in new institutional structures such as 

the Atomic Energy Commission and the lfational Aero-

nautics and Space Administration to facilitate military 

technology transfer? 

4. Possibilities for Synthesis in the Work of Systematic 
Diffusion Researchers 

It is now time to look at the work of two systematic 

diffusion researchers concerned with developing overall 

models of diffusion, Everett H. Rogers, a sociologist, 

and Lawrence A. Brown, an economist and urban geographer. 

Nansfield and Griliches developed highly sophisticated 

and functional, but limited ad hoc, econometric mOdels 

predicated upon the use of economic and demographic, 

but non-behavioral, secondary data. Rogers and Brown 

are attempting to develop models of the diffusion process 

in all contexts that will be both multivariate and 

multifaceted and that \'1111 explain and predict as well 

as describe. 
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a. Everett M. Rogers 

Rogers has made a very substantial contribution to 

diffusion research over the past 20 years in aggregating 

some 2400 publications in the Diffusion Doclli~ent Center~ 

subjecting them to content analysis, developing generali

z9.tlons and t.hetl synthesizing a series of generalizations. 

The Diffusion Document Center only includes publications 

which deal with an innovation which is communicated 

through certain channels over time among the members . 

'of a social system. Rogers model is dealt with in 

great detail in Rogers with Shoemaker (1971). 

Time is an important dimension in Roger's model of 

the process of diffusion. It is involved in the 

innovation-decision process by which an individual 

passes from first kno\'lledge of the innovation through 

its adoption or rejection. It is involved in the 

innovativeness of the individual, the relative earliness 

or lateness with which an individual adopts an innovation 

when compared with other members of his social system. 

It is also involved in the innovation's rate of adoption 

in a social system, measured as the number of members of 

the system that adopt the innovation in a given time 

period. 

'llhe use of time in this manner allows Rogers to 

develop four main steps in the innovation-decision 

process; (1) first knowledge, (2) persuasion, (3) 

decision and (4) confirmation. It also a110"/s him to 
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develop adopter categories in terms of the innovativeness 

of the individual (1) innovators (the first 2.5 per 

cent to adopt a new process), (2) early adopters (next 

13.5 per cent), (3) early majority (next 34 per cent), 

(4) late majority (34 percent), and (5) laggards (16 

per cent). Finally it allows him to conceptualize in 

terms of the relative speed with which a particular 

innovation takes hold. Time thus becomes three 

dimensional--psychological, sociological and ecologic~l 

(dimensions usually treated separately in the diffusion 

literature) - and the innovation-decision process, the 

innovativeness of the individual and the rate of adoption 

can be related to each other. 

A social system to Rogers is a collectivity of 

units which are functionally differentiated and engaged 

in joint problem-solving with respect to a common goal. 

The units of the social system may be individuals, 

informal groups, complex organizations and subsystems. 

The social system constitutes a set of boundaries within 

which innovations diffuse. It thus constitutes social 

space and, in a sense delimits the physical space 

within which an innovation might spread. This concept 

of social system is useful in explaining microscale 

diffusion, or adopter diffusion within a given context. 

It creates some difficulty, however, in explaining 

diffusion from one context to another. Furthermore, it 

ignores the role of a deliberate propogator of innovation 



(market factors decision-making, for example, individual 

or corporate) in delimiting the location and rate of 

diffusion (144). In addition, the propogator mayor 

may not be a unit of the social system in which the 

diffusion of the innovation is intended. Rogers 

tacitly recognizes and tries to overcome this difficulty 

in his conceptualization of the change agent as 

usually being different in background, norms, status 

and beliefs from those he is trying to influence. 

Although Rogers hasn't reconciled the difficulty 

of relegating the entire diffusion process to the 

members of a given social system (microscale diffusion), 

he has eased the situation sOme~'1{lat by subsuming the 

diffusion of innovation as a subset of communication 

theory and social change. Diffusion becomes a special 

type of communication concerned with the spread of 

messages that are new ideas. Essential elements in the 

diffusion of innovation are special cases of the 

components of the communication process. 

The Communication Process Diffusion of Innovation 
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1'he Source 
i>Iessage 

Change Agents, Opinion leaders 
Innovation and its perceived 

attributes 
Cl1annels 

Receivers 
~ffects 

Hass Hedia or Interpersonal 
conununlcation 

Menfuers of a social system 
Consequences over time 

(knowledge, persuasion 
adoption/rejection) 

;.)ocial change is tne process by which alteration occurs 

in the structure and function of a social system. There 



are three sequential elements in the process of change. 

Rogers defines these as: 

a. Invention or the process by which new ideas 
are created or developed. 
b. Diffusion or the process by which new ideas 
are conununicated to the members of a given 
social system. 
c. Consequences or the changes that occur 
within the social system as a result of the 
adoption or rejection of the innovation. 

Thus diffusion becomes a subset of communication theory 

and social change and one cannot therefore utilize 

Roger's model of diffusion \'lithout taking into account 

all the other phases of the innovative process. 

Rogers distinguishes 8 types of diffusion research 

in the 2400 publications. 

1. Rate of adoption of an innovation in a 
social system. 
2. Rate of adoption in different social 
systems. 
3. Perceived attributes of innovations. 
4. Innovativeness. 
5. Earliness of knowing about innovations. 
6. Opinion leadership. 
1. Cowmunication channel usage. 
8. Consequences of innovation. (145) 

He points out that overemphasis upon the nature of the 
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innovation studied leads to separate diffusion traditions 

which in turn impedes the theoretical integration of t.ne 

field (146). (Section 3 of this paper dealing with 

"specialized concerns of diffusion researchers" lends 

credibility to this argument.) 

Rogers accumulates and synthesizes middle range 

generalizations from empirical results in tne 8 types of 

research on diffusion of innovation. Each publication 
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reporting empirical results is content analyzed in terms 

of its methods and the generalizations reported in it. 

The major dependent variables in these generaliza

tions turn out to be (1) rate of adoption, (2) innova

tiveness and (3) relative success of programs of change. 

His paradigm of diffusion applied across 8 types of 

empirical research yields the following significant 

generalizations and findings. 

1. The perceived attributes of innovations 
are related to rate of adoption (141). 

1.1 The relative advantage of a new idea, 
as perceived by members of a social system, 
is positively related to its rate of 
adoption. 
1.2 The compatibility of a new idea is 
positively related to its rate of adoption. 
1.3 The complexity of an innovation, 
as perceived by members of a social 
system is not related to its rate of 
adoption. 
1.4 The trialability of an innovation as 
perceived by members of a social system is 
positively related to its rate of adoption. 
1.5 The observability of an innovation 
as perceived by members of a social 
system is positively related to its rate 
of adoption. 

2. Various personal, socio-economic and 
communication variables are related to inno
vativeness (148). 

2.1 Earlier adopters have more years of 
education and are more literate than later 
adopters (age is no factor in either 
early or late adoption). 
2.2 Earlier adopters have greater empathy, 
are less dogmatic, and have a gr~ater 
ability to deal with abstractions than do 
later adopters. 
2.3 Earlier adopters have a more favorable 
attitude toward change and risk than do 
later adopters. 
2.4 Earlier adopters have a more favorable 
attitude toward science than later adopters. 



2.5 Earlier adopters have higher social 
status and a greater degree of upward 
social mobility than do later adopters. 
2.6 Earlier adopters have larger sized 
units (farms, and so on) than do later 
adopters. They are also more likely to 
have a commercial (rather than a subsistence) 
orientation, and have a more favorable 
attitude toward credit than do later adopters. 
2.7 Earlier adopters are more cosmopolite 
and have more social participation than 
later adopters. 
2.8 Earlier adopters have greater 
exposure to mass media communication 
channels and more change agent contact 
than later adopters. 
2.9 Earlier adopters have greater knowledge. 
of innovations and have a higher degree 
'of opinion leadership than later adopters. 

3. Various personal, socio-economic, and 
conunlli~ication variables are associated with 
opinion leadership (149). 

3.1 Opinion leaders are more cosmopolite 
and innovative than tueir followers. 
3.2 Opinion leaders have higher social 
status than tneir followers. 
3.3 Opinion leaders have greater change 
agent contact as well as greater social 
participation than their followers. 

4. Various personal, socio-economic, and 
communication variables are associated :''lith 
change agent success (150). 

4.1 Change agent success is positively 
related to effort and client orientation 
rather than change agency orientation. 
4.2 Change agent success is positively 
related to the degree to which his 
program is compatible with client needs. 
4.3 Change agent contact is positively 
related to higher social status, education 
and cosmopoliteness among clients. 
4.4 Change agent contact is positively 
related to greater social participation 
among clients. 

Rogersf model is based on studies that are largely 

drawn from agriculture (cross-culturally) and are 

primarily concerned vii th the adoption process \'1i thin a 
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microscale socIal system. In that sense tile model though 



systematically developed is limited. It does not 

deal with the possible complexities and variations of 

source, except in the treatment of the change agent 

(who is usually an intermediary.) The change agency 

is briefly mentioned and is not dealt with to any 

great extent in the diffusion process. (151) 

Change agents provide linkage between 
a change agency and a client system. 
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Rogers' emphasis on microsca1e diffusion is portrayed 

in his paradigm of the innovation-decision process (152). 

Paradigm of the innovation-decision process. 

(PROCESS) ( COl·jSEQUE1ICES ) 
I----~----------~~ Continued 

!eiver Variablesf 

:"sonality 
lracteristics 
g .. , general 
;i tude toward 
Lnge) 

~i:al 
.racteristics 
g., cosmopo
eness) 

'ceived need 
, the 
ovation 

etera 

Social 

Communication Sources 

(Channels) 

Perceived Characteristics 
of Innovations 

. I.Replacement 
2.Disenchantment 

I.Social System rlorms 
2.Tolerance of Deviancy 
3.Communication Integration 
4.Etcetera 

I.Relative Advantage 
2.Compatibi1ity 

:---~...,. 

3.Comp1exity 
4. 'rrialabili ty 
5.0bservability 

----------------- TINE --------------------....... 

The perceived characteristics of innovations, 

the perceiver's psycho-social, and socio-economic 

characteristics and the dynrunics of interpersonal 

co~nmlication are the chief ingredients in the adoption 



and diffusion of lnnovation. ~ocial system variables 

are 'treated as intervening variables. 

Rogers makes a distinct contribution in identifying 

tne perceived characteristics of innovations, in 

developing a typology of innovativeness, in synthesizing 

the personal and social characteristics of opinion 

leaders and followers relative to innovativeness (from 

the 2400 publications in the Diffusion Docwllents 

Center. ) 

There are a number of metnodological \ieaknesses 

in Rogerst generalizations. The 2400 publications are 

deri ved fror.l investigations conducted in a variety of 

cultural settings. Tilere is some difficulty in genera

lizing operational findings from one cultural setting 

to another. He treats all tne publications as equiva

lent units of analysis. This may be questionabl~. 

It may be like comparing apples with oranges. The 

generalizations based upon simple bivariate association 

assume linear relationships. Rogers ackno\vledges that 

the real nature of diffusion is a cobweb of inter

relationships among numerous variables (153). Compre

hensive diffusion analysis should therefore incorporate 

multivariate analysis similar to the econometric mOdels 

of Mansfield (1961-1968). The model however, should not 

be restricted to economic variables. Admittedly, it 

is more difficult to operationalize and rnathematize 

sociological and psychological variables. 
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b. Lawrence A. Brown 

Brown (1973) is interested in developing an overall 

systematic model of diffusion bridging the work of 

Myers and Marquis (1969) on propagator decisions to 

produce innovations and the work of Rogers with 

Shoemaker (1971) on information flow, persuasion and the 

adoption of innovations by individuals. lie develops 

- the following genealogical tree of the spatial diffusion 

or innovation in his 1973 National Science Founcation 

funded proposal. 

A GENEALOGICALrrREE OF 
Trl~ SPATIAL DIFFUSIOL~ OF INNOVAE.2ION 

1 I'IIACROSCALI:: I 
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I ~I 
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Brown's objective is to identify conditions that 

influence spatial aspects of diffusion at the macro 

and meso stages and the patterns of diffusion generated 

by these conditions. (This hopefully may then be tied 

in with Roger's communication model.) 

1. Construction of conceptual models relating 
to the macro and meso scale situations. 

a. Nacroscale diffusion takes place 
within an urban system. This encompasses 
the processes of diffusion from the 
propagator of the innovation to diffusion 
agencies, including the establishment of 
the agencies themselves. Diffusion 
patterns are the result of decisions made 
by individuals associated with the propa
gation of the innovation either at the 
production or agency level. Brown and Cox 
(1971) indicate differences between 
situations in Which there is propagator(s) 
of the innovation with an interest in its 
rapid and complete diffusion and tilose 
where there is not such an entity (In the 
latter instance, Roger's communication 
model of diffusion would be adequate.) 
Related to tnis is a distinction between 
situations involving both innovation 
diffusion agencies and aopters and those 
involving only adopters. Brown is interes
ted in the situation involving both 
innovation diffusion agencies and adopters. 
In this instance there is a furtiler 
conceptual distinction between a mononuclear 
propagation structure (single propagator 
entity) and polynuclear or fragmented 
propagation structures (many propagator 
entities.) Where there is a single 
propagator entity (mononuclear structure) 
the location and characteristics of the 
diffusion agencies are determined by 
it alone. This would then determine the 
macroscale pattern of diffusion. An example 
of mononuclear propagator structure would 
be the innovations associated with Holiday 
Inns. Where many propagator entities 
(polynuclear or fragmented) are involved, the 
location of diffusion agencies is carried 
on by each individually. Generally, each 
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propagator will establish only one or 
a few agencies. Thus, characteristics 
of the diffusion agency system as a whole 
and the consequent macroscale patterns 
of diffusion represent the aggregation 
of many propagator decisions so that there 
is decentralization of decision making 
from an overall system point of view. 
An example .. lould be diffusion of department 
stores in shopping centers. Underlying 
diffusion agency establishment in a 

-mononuclear setting is the propagator's 
perception of a marketing surface (profita
bility) which in turn is related to its 
perception of a resistance surface and to 
the density of potential adopters (Brown 
and Cox, 1971.) 
b. Meso scale diffusion takes place 
within the hinterland of a single urban 
center. The meso-scale primarily 
encompasses the processes of diffusion 
among individuals comprising that pop
ulation. It involves the movement of 
innovation froQ diffusion agencies to 
the population at large. Diffusion 
patterns are the result both of decisions 
made by individuals associated with the 
propagation of the innovation at the 
agency level and of decisions made by 
individuals and households wilo are the 
ultimate users of the innovation. Insti
tutional (transportation and electrical 
infrastructure) and agency actions 
constrain and mold the overall pattern 
of diffusion at the meso scale, defining 
its broad outlines, while details within 
this broad pattern are the result of 
household actions. At the meso scale 
level Brown makes a conceptual distinction 
between monophasic and polyphasic diffusion. 
Adoption in the pure monophasic case is 
only based upon flows occuring prior to 
adoption. The contents of flow involve 
information about the innovation itself. 
Monophasic diffusion occurs with innovations 
that are an input to an ongoing economic 
endeavor such as hybrid corn as well as 
innovations that are used directly by 
the adopter in his daily living such as 
a sewing machine. 
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Adoption of innovation in polyphasic diffu
sion is based upon a primary flow of the 
type associated with monophasic diffusion 
(information flOW) and a secondary flow 
after adoption. One kind of secondary 
flow consists of the transport of some 
energy or service necessary to the 
functioning of the innovation. A second 
kind of secondary flow consists of trans
porting the output of the innovation 
from the location of the .adopter to a 
market. The cost of the secondary flow 
may determine adoption of an innovation. 
If secondary flow costs are small, the 
decision to adopt is solely on the basis 
of the primary flow (information). If 
secondary flow costs do not show signi
ficant variation from place to place, the 
spatial pattern of adoption is not affected. 
(~t would be useful to determine if this 
is consistent with t·lansfield t s rate of 
innovation. It is a legitimate test for 
his econometric model (Mansfield 1961-68) 
at the meso scale level of diffusion.) 
The response of the potential adopter 
where the innovation is propagator supported 
and polyphasic diffusion is taking place 
is conceptualized as depending upon a 
number of factors: 

(1) the market price 
(2) production and transportation 
cost related to the innovation 
(3) opportunity cost of the innovation 
relative to that associated with 
alternative economic endeavors 
(4) information about the innovation 
from both interpersonal and impersonal 
or media sources. 

The last two (3 and 4) are in line with 
Roge·rts communication model of dIffusion. 
Opportunity cost is synonymous with Rogerts 
innovation attribute of "relative advan
tage. 1f Brown in his funded HSF proposal 
(1973) assumes that market price ana 
opportunity cost are spatially invariant; 
production costs are largely determined 
by site factors and transportation cost 
and information levels are largely deter
mined by situation factors of the poten
tial adopter. As with the macroscale, 
needed is the collection of data describing 
the diffusion of several innovations, 
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representing all categories of monophasic 
and polyphasic diffusions and analysis 
to determine the correspondence between 
actual and expected patterns of diffusion. 
Brown therefore proceeds to phase 2 
in his research design where he proposes 
to test and modify his simulated models 
of macro and meso scale. 

2. Data collection and analysis relating 
directly to the proposed macro and meso scale 
conceptual models. 

For his macro scale conceptual model, 
Brown proposed to use case studies of 
entrepreneurial pOlicies and benavior 
guiding the marketing of innovations -
planned regional shopping centers, for 
example. Toe research task would include 
the collection and analysis of interview 
data pertaining to actual cases of 
diffusion at the macro scale. There 
would be the application of interview or 
participant observer techniques to key 
actors in the macro diffusion process to 
identify the factors actually guiding 
their decisions. This would be buttressed 
by the collection and analysis of supple
mentary data from public or entrepreneurial 
records. To provide a tie in with the 

.intervie\>-ls, the supplementary data 
primarily \>-lill relate to innovatio~s 
that are referred to by the marketing 
professionals in their interviews. For 
his meso scale conceptual model Br<H'in 
proposes interviews of households in the 
hinterland of a single urban center and 
of entrepreneurial agencies serving that 
hinterland. The objective is to determine 
the interface and interactions between 
them leading to various patterns of diffusion. 

3. Phase three consists of modifications to 
the conceptual models as a result of data 
collection and analysis. 
4. Phase four would then consist of construc
ting operational models of the macro and meso 
scale diffusIon processes as \>-Iell as opera
tional model integrating the macro, meso, 
and micro scales. Rogers would question 
Brown's conceptualization of macro and meso 
models. He would consider these aspects of 
classical grand theory \'111ic11 is untestable. 
At the same time Rogers criticizes raw 
empiricism and therefore espouses middle-range 
analysis which to him is most consistent with 
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analysis of micro scale diffusion. '1' he 
omission of macro and meso scale generaliza
tions (which must have some impact on Roger's 
micro scale generalizations) leaves him 
dangerously close to raw empiricism. his 2400 
publications are not really equal units of 
analysis. 
Brown claims that his macro scale diffusion 
model is tes table. The frame\'IOrk for an 
operational model of macro scale diffusion 
is provlded in the macro scale conceptual 
discussion. The interview and supplementary 
data will provide a basis for modifying the 
framework if necessary. Implementation of 
an operational mOdel will employ this data 
as input for parameter estimation. The 
mathematical mode of the model cannot be 
specified until more is known about the 
diffusion system it will portray. By 
implementing such a model -Brown and his coworkers 
expect to identify latent characteristics of 
the diffusion framework it embodies; to 
identify through sensitivity analysis (this 
is unspecified) the relative role and impor
tance of each variable in determining diffusion 
patterns. 
Rogershas a pOint about the importance of 
dyadic relationships in the diffusion process 
at every level. How about investigating 
communication patterns at the macro level. 
Someone must talk to someone else in policy 
development. 

Brown's systematic diffusion research holds 

a great deal of promise. It should be possible to 

subsume Roger's Ifchange agent" (Rogers, 1971) 

(154) under Brown's meso scale, propagator supported, 

monophasic phase spatial diffusion model. The 

synthesizing question Brown is trying to answer is 

hoW would agency location (macro and meso spatial 

diffusion) procedures vary given alteration of: 
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a. Innovation characteristics (Roger's concern) (155) 
b. Firm characteristics (Mansfield's econometric 

concerns) (156) 
c. Circumstances under which propagation is 

initiated (Myers and Marquis concern) (157) 



What may be missing under firm characteristics is the 

inclusion of Burns and Stalker typology of management 

relative to innovation (158). 

Both Rogers and tirown might take note of Utterbackts 

observation that past work in the study of innovation in 

industry (and this would apply to agriculture as well) 

has been of a descriptive and non-cumulative nature (159). 

5. Conclusions ·and Suggestions for Further Study 

There are difficulties regarding comparability ot 

results in the industrial, medical and agricultural 

diffusion studies. We are not dealing with equal 
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units of analysis and there is bias in the "catch-as

catch-canu samples \'lhich form the base for empirical 

findings. There is no agreement on structured observation 

and methods of measurement and the findings are either 

heuristic, particularistic or tailored to ad hoc situations. 

The diffusion researchers are serious and competent, but 

most have highly specialized concerns and these are 

reflected in the many different ways the diffusion 

process is defined. This has led to the absence of an 

overall tradition in diffusion research and much 

painstakingly gathered valuable data threatens to become 

a fund of useless information. 

A number of important studies particularly the 

econometric ones, are based primarily on the use of 

secondary data. There is no real knowledge as to 
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whetner or not the original data was collected, analyzed 

and recorded in a uniform manner. Furthermore~ the 

highly particularistic nature of the subject matter makes 

it difficult to generalize the findings from one 

context to another. Nonetheless the econometric models 

carefully constructed for particular situations, could 

be modified and utilized in a more comprehensive diffusion 

model •. 

What is called for now is not the continued aggre

gation of valuable but disparate diffusion data but an 

overall conceptual approach to the diffusion precess. 

It is necessary to synthesize the conceptual thinking 

of Hagerstrand, Mansfield, Katz, Menzel, Rogers, Brown 

and Burns and Stalker into a multivariate model of 

diffusion of innovation. The literature reveals 

economic factors, organizational factors, cultural 

factors, information and communication factors, socio

economic and personality factors, ecological factors, 

technological factors and policy factors all related to 

the diffusion of innovation. Diffusion apparently 

takes place at every stage of the innovative process. 

Problem definition 

Invention 

Research and development 

Application 

and in every context. (Just to mention a few) 



International 

Regional 

Hationa1 

Industry (within, between) 

Firm (within, between, mUltinational) 

Innovative persons 
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The multivariate model of diffusion needs to address 

itself to context and linkages with other phases of the 

innovative process. A milking of secondary information 

from data banks can be a starting point for scholarly 

studies regarding context and linkages between diffusion 

and the other aspects of the innovative process. For 

example the Georgia Tech Data Bank revealed that on 

Sept. 4, 1973 there were 1056 publications on the innovat

ive process. 297 dealt with diffusion. The 297 

diffusion studies were broken down into the following 

mutually exclusive categories 

A TYPOLOGY OF DIFFUSIOd LINKAGES f 

Diffusion 171 

Diffusion and Problem Definition 28 

Diffusion and Invention 1 

Diffusion and Research and Development 9 

Diffusion and Application 36 

Diffusion, Problem Definition, and Invention 4 

Diffusion, Problem Definition and Rand D 1 

Diffusion, Problem Definition and Application 8 



Diffusion, Invention and Rand D 

Diffusion, Invention and Application 

Diffusion, Problem Definition, Invention, and 

Rand D 

Uiffusion, Problem Definition, Invention and 

Application 

Diffusion, Problem Definition, Rand_D, and 

Application 

Diffusion, Invention, Rand D, and Application 

Diffusion, Problem Definition, Invention, 

Rand D, and Application· 
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o 

7 

1 

1 

3 

9 

7 

N= 297 

The following questions can then be asked systema

tically in rul exploratory study with a multi-variate 

conceptual framework. 

1. What combinations of variables (factors) appear 

to be pertinent to each one of the linkages? 

2. Do the combinations of variables for each of the 

linkages remain constant from one diffusion context 

to the next? 

3. To what extent are data generated in answers to the 

first two questions derived from: 

a. empirical studies? 

b. non-empirical studies? 

4. fl'o what extent are there then either "empty calls lf 

in the model or gaps in the literature? 
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.;Synthesis and modification of~the ~onceptual model 

will follow from the emerging frequencies of cross

classification. The latter> initially, are a function 

of the computer lite~ature. classification system as 

de-~l~IQ.p_ed .. ,~n the research des~gn. 

Apparently studying a particular phase> such as 

diffusion ,-apart from the other phases (problem definition, 

invention etc.) is merely an analytical device and.not. 

reality ~ :~urthermore-, if lil}kages betw.een diffusion and 

ovher phases exist> then all the more reason for concerning 

oneself with the innovative process not merely from the 

point' of vIew of the' adopter. For these reasons we are 

not quite ready for a standard definition of diffusion. 

We need more systematic knowledge about the role 

of the multi-national corporation in the diffusion 

process as well as military transfer of technology to 

civilian use. We know very little about the socio

economic characteristics and personality traits of 

propagators of innovation. Although we are familiar with 

information flOW, both impersonal and inter-personal, on 

the microscale level, we are not quite familiar with the 

dynamics of the organization motivation mOdel in the 

diffusion of innovation. But the very next step is an 

attempt at the development of a comprehensive multi

variate conceptual model(s) of the process of diffusion 

embracing its possible linl<ages and contexts. 
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Purpose of this Report 

The purpose of this report is to describe the effort 

undertaken by the Georgia Tech Department or Social 3ciences 

in preparing a data base for the project conducted under 

NSF Grant No. G43-602. This report is meant to serve not only 

as a docU1"Uentation of the efforts involved in generating and 

computerizing the data base, but also as a g:lide for any 

effort of this nature. It is hoped that those who read it can 

profit from the experience of this writer and his associates, 

and gain an insight into the processes involved in organizing 

and managing a project such as this one .. 
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Objective of the Eroject 

The purpose of this proj ect, provided for by IISP Grant 

No. G43-o02.) is to determine and critic.ally assess the 

present knolliledge and lL."1derstanding of the process 0 f 

technological innovation. The major pr6duct of this project will 

be a final report to the NSF Office of National R&D Assessment. 

Two major phases to be covered are the analytic phase and 

the assessment phase. The former involves beth the classification 

and coding of a large body of the most recent research literature 

on the innovation process, and an in-depth abstracting of the 

most significant subset of this literature. The latter will be 

concerned with the quality of understanding of the process 

of technological innovation on both the theoretical and 

empirical levels.. Included in this phase r.'llll be a state-er

the-art assessment, prepared by the Georgia Tech project group, 

and a number of complementary assessments prepared by consul

tants, known for their outstanding research in their special 

fields. 

This report describes the work undertaken under the 

analytic phase in the classification and coding of a large 

body of literature. Reports on the other phases of the 

overall project will be prepared as they are completed. 
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Sources of Readings 

A st of indexing and/or abstracting se::vices is p::o~rlded 

below with an explanation of usage and a subjective opinion of 

value by each entry. It was decided not to use a:-:.y inror::'A.tion 

prior to 1965, since the data base is to be used in a sta 

of-the-art study. 

1) Business Periodicals Index: usage covers 
to Sorr.e fairly good articles. 

from 
Slightly 

below average in usefulness. 

2) Economic Abstracts: usage covers from June 65 to 
Nay 72. Nost articles were reasonably good, and 
occasionally an excellent article was found.. Some-lihat 
difficult to use~ owing to the large ~umber of articles 
not in English. ...."5.'0 !1~ average. 

Ab!:JvT 
3) Journal of Economic Literature: usage covers 1969-1972. 

Reasonably good articles. Not used for pre-lg6g articles, 
since this time frame also covered by next indexing 
servl ce. Aoo!Jt "1~ r·:'1-:: e 

<. 

4) Index of Economic Articles in Journals and Collective 
Volumes (fu~erican Economic Association): usage covers 
1965-1968. Also reasonably good articles, but -index 
is difficult to use ~.lt:i -~=-=-~1 e::ckfd: te i: About 
average. t.j}' ~:1 r t~ •• ('e-t~ I! c f'7~ ~ 1;::,-.:.' /!-.; t 

\: 

5) Public Affairs Information Service Bulletin: usage 
covers Oct 1964-July 14, 1973. One of the better sources of 
good articles. Above average. 

6) Social Sciences and Humanities Index: us 
April 1965-March 1973. Not quite as. useful 
but still above average. 

covers 
as PAIS;) 

7) Sociological Abstracts: us covers 1969-1971. Not 
very productive and very difficult to use. Below average. 

8) u.S. Library of Congress Catalog of Books: not yet used 
extensively. Only 1971 volume covered thus ~ with 
most books being duplications. About average. 

9) lected Rand Abstracts: usage covers 1956-1972. 
Although initi ly prof.1ising, this source d not 
prov .:t -le +-'h.::::. oY'i o n,j.-'1i--f ')'1 n·:l..::.ri'~{~ -"'or> ;...}"'ts O-L· ..... Ji ;::> (':"'00 J.. U l" J. ,,4 '_ .... ~ .......... 1 ~ 1... .... V .L... 1. 1 c; "-" ~ '_ \,.4. l.. \... .... ,.! ...... _ v _ L... 

technic and specific., much for2cast! ,e~c.). 
Be 10,'1 ave cage. 



10) Government Reports Announcement: usage cotlers 1971-
rtarch 1973. Not very producti ve and difficult to 
use. Rand Abstracts better. Below average. 

11) Operations Research/Management Science Yearbook: 
\ usage covers 1971, only. This source was not used 
. further because Dr. Baker provided the !liork group with 
seVeral lists and bibliographies which he said should 
cover 95% of the references in:thls source. 

12} Applied Science and Technolo Index: usage covers 
1965-Hay 1973. f1lany good articles. Abo~le average. 

13) Irillovation Search - this journal has discontinued 
publication. The library throws out all but the most 
current issu~s. Only two were found. 

14) Dissertation Abstracts: this source was not used since 
the abstracts were generally too short to warrant 
adequate coding. The dissertations themselves are not 
in the library, unless written by a Geor6ia Tech Ph.D. 
candidate. 

15) The Engineering Index: usage covers 1969-Feb 1973. 
Generally,vgood articles el)Qd iiMGU~5f g; .... th.-ifTlrm Above average. 

I;..tA~)'\Y 

16) Scientific and Technological Aerospace Abstracts (STAR): 
usage covers 1971. Highly technical and difficult to 
use. Below average. 

17} International Aerospace Abstracts: usage covers 1972. 
Highly technical and difficult to use. Below average. 

18) Science Citation Index: usage covers 1972, partially. 
Ver~ difficult to u~e. Be low average .. · 

19) Subject Guidp. to Books in Print: usage covers 1972. 
Somewhat useful. About average. 

20) Cumulative Book Index: usage covers 1971 & 1972. 
Somewhat useful. About average .. 

Other sources not widely distributed that were used include: 

21) Core Bibliography from the Diffusion DOClli~ents Center 
or Michigan State University. Some articles useful, 
some not. About average. 

22) Bibliography from the Center for Research on the 
Utilization of Scientific Knowledge (CRUS~) of the 
University of Michigan. Many articles in this list! , 
but only a small centage useful to us. About average. 



23) NASA Llterature Search on f.1anagement of Research and 
Development. r'!ost articles too technical for our 
purpose. Below average. 

In addition to these indexing and/or abs~racting 

services, various publications were found which voted an entire 

issue to some facet of the innovation process. On other 

occasions, a book or article was discovered thro~gh pure chance 

that looked useful. These items were recorded in a nSeren.dipity 

Fi TI> which was periodically emptied and its con~ents listed 

and placed in the administrative system. 

The faculty also provided some coding input. Their contribu-

tlons came about as the result of coding an article being 
. -rit..:t. V d.;?~-O ~e'reJ. -t!.c..-r 

abstracted, or coding an article whichAappeared to be useful • 

.cr:-i.~:> . 
.(;-~f::T ... 



\forkroom Setup 

TilO adj oining workrooms :''f'ere provided to the proj ect by 

the library. (It should be noted that the library provided 

support for this project throughout the summer, and t~eir 

cooperation and aS313t~~ce are deeply appreciated.) On~ 

6 

room ~..,a3 used primarily for filing and general adr:linistra<:i ve . 

operations while the other was primarily a reading room. 

A remote access computer terminal and a telephone were 

installed in the administrative rOOID. The terminal made ex

cessive noise and should have been located away from the 

reading area. All alternative would be to use a silent terminal 

which would not be distracting to the coders. 



7 

Generating Articles 

It was soon discovered that one person would be needed 

full time to generate articles and attand to the adzninistratlve 

details or the project. In fact~ the general adwi~istration 

proved to be mare time-cans~~ing than was originally anticipated. 

Any future project of this nature should be critically assessed 

tOHard the end of reducing the administratiYe requirements 

involved. To generate a list of articles~ the a~inlstrator 

would silect an indexing or abstracting service (see Sources 

of' Readings), record his chOice on a chart to pre~/ent. duplication", 

and review the index looking for key words. 

The references would then be copied 

by hand or Xeroxed and assigned unique numbers, determined by 

a scheme developed internally. Each article and its number were 

typed onto a 3" x5 H card by the secretary who tllen .filed them 

alphabetically by author's name. If a duplicatio~ is discovered, 
:"~'!/? ::; 0 >1 

it~ noted on the original list and~the card already in the 
Lt.-\.1 ~ . tJJ. r; 

file, while the new card t2 destroyed. The lis~ ~~/then given 

to someone \'iho e;;:P search~Jt:'1e library, pulWthe books, and 

deposit-tJ them in the \'/orkroom. In this proj ect, tNO girls 

working 1/4 time each proved to be sufficie~t. ter the boo~s 

were retrieved, the particular artie had to be located in 

the volut:le and marked illith a card indicating the article number. 

The volumes were then given to the coders ~ho reviewed the 

arti cll2$ and placed the vo lUli12S on a nearby tab Tile library 

,::,~~~ would then res:·v~lve the books. 
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Often, a book would not be in the library or not on the 

shelf at that particular time. Lists ;iere made for each cate-

. gory and the "Not on Shelf" list was revie't'ied periodically to 

locate those books or vol~~es. If a book was not found on the 

third check" it was assumed lost and no, .further searches -..;ere 

made for that particular item. 

Once it was read" an article was either coded or "dumpedll
, 

which meant it was determined to be or nol importance to this 

project. rr the item was felt to be important, it was coded 

(see Coding) and eventually the coding sheet information was 

punched onto a computer card. (Originally, it '.'las intended 

that the information would be input directly into a computer 

file via the remote terminal. However, due to the excessive 

noise of the terminal and frequent computer malfunctions~ 

cards were deemed better.) All computer cards were checked 

and stored in the \>lorkroom until a systems run was required. 

Then it was a simple matter to load the data deck into the 

computer and then perform retrieval runs (barring computer 

malfuncti.ons! ) • 



Coding 

:Books and articles were cooed accordingly to a specially prepared 

Coding Sheet, shown in Exhibit 2. Unfortunately, the large amount of infor

rration desired from each article necessitated creating t\o,Jo cards for each 

article. This. was tmfortunate because a one-to-one matching of the appropriate 

cards was then necessary in the computer program, -vmich proved to be a 

problem as far as input was concerned. These two cards \'lere the bibliography 

("B") card and the cooing (nCode") card. Since the article number p.ad been 

previously assigned (see Generating Articles), the coder needed only copy this 

number into the code and bib cards. Dual entries were necessary in order to 

ma.tch the cards in the program. In order to input sane infomation that 

did not ~~·sily correspond to the coding format, a series of coding conven

tions were devised, wr..ich are listed here: 

1) If weekly publications did not have a volwne and number speci

fied, the month and year was not sufficient to identify the issue. In this 

case, the day of the month was entered in the "number" field of the Bib 

Card. 

2) Because of restrictions in the computer program, only the senior 

author can be listed. His last name is entered first, followed by his 

initials in a spaced format. For example, an article by \villiam A. Jones 

and Thomas R. Horton would have the author listed as: JONES \'1 A With no 

mention of the second author. 



1 t :;'.: C;"! ;'r1 : 
;w- Code 
_l~ 

Entry 
ArtIcle nur:;b~r 
rilont h -6 

-3 

-13 

Y~::lr 
Type of ?ublicat1o~ 
Ha~e of' Publlc8.tior. 
f..ostr2.cted? 

?::--',)C:~ S:3 P:-t:!.G e:3 : 
& Idea Ge~eration ' D~fi~lti8~3 -ProD .. Defn .. 

Invention 
R&D 
Innov2.tion 
Diffusion 

of Varia":Jles: 
Tih!e 
Organizatio~al Fac~ors 
Economic Factors 

Capital Intensive 
Capital S2.vi~g 
Labor Saving 
Improved Natural Resource Utilization 

Technical Factors 
Decision ro1aking 

,Decision Making - Descripti7e 
Decision Making - Prescriptive 

. Decision Making ~ Predictive 
Human Variables - Individual 
Human Variables - Social 
Government Policy 

Regulatory Agencies 
Patent System/Anti-Trust Laws 
Tax Incentives/Regulations 
Expenditure Mechanisms 

Process Ccntext: 
International 
Regional 
National. 
Govt Level 
Industry 
Govt Agency 
Firm 

Large Firm, Over $100 Million Sales 
Ned. Firm, $50-100 Million Sales 
Small Firm) Less Than $50 Mi111o~ Sales 

Innovative Person 
Individual Innovation 

Pro~edural Approach: 
Case Study 
Controlle.d Experiwcnt 
Data Survey/Area Review 
Antecdotc 
Lite~ature Search 
Speculation 

0 "',.4:'" 

II 



P·.l:"OOse: 
Theoretical Dev~lops~~t 
Methodology Develo9~~nt 
Hypothesis Oe·velop2ent 
Hypothesis Testing 

_ .. How to Achieve Specific Objectives 
D"2'':.iGrlpt;o~:3 : 

53 Field of Techno~ogy (use SIC Code) 
Process 
Device 
Prod~ct 
Servlc~ 

... Commerclal Success or" Failure 
Human V::tlues 
Tcchnol0~y AS5ess~ent 

Technology Foreca~tlng 
Tech~olobY Utl1izatton 
Environmental QualIty 

." 

?ubli.c Secto:7 
:-::?.t :!!~ b~' ~'Jd~~ 
Cc~e~ idch~!:~~~:~0~ 
n~~~er 



3) On the articl~s from the Ra!ld Co:"poraf;.!.on> th~ corr.p~'1Y 

.provides an article number which is placed in 
"',7 • , 
t~~u 

colur:1n of thc~ ~ card. "Nu;nber" and Il 

The internally aS3ig~ed nlliuber is still placed the t 

fou~ col~mns or each card. "cypes of 

publications: papers> report3 j and I~2'_nd memoranda'J ider1tified 

on their documents by P J R~ and lli/L Sinc.::.- ea(!:t type of pu'o' ca-

t10n has its O\'fn group of Ra..l"ld-as signed numbers.> 
?,"/,... 
I.,;.,J ,.:.; 

are omi tted from the a~ card .. 

the 

4) .If' a docu:nent is published quarterly, the flr.1onth U 

column 1s coded as fo110'lls: 

Spring 13 
S ur.rrne r 14 
Fall/Autumn 15 
\'11nter 16 

5) Some articles (numbers 1101-1112> for ex~~ple) are 

only identif'iable by their microfiche nlli~ber. For these items, 
r'" C' .?ji;) !"II".e. 

the ~ and &.~ cards are coded as fol10;,/5: :-iicrofiche 

number PB 204436 is coded 

Volume 1 Number 
Page 
Year 

BIB. 

2 0 
41f 

Nonth 
Year ~ CODE. 

When this article is identified in a 5 

printed as follows: 

Date 
20 4!~ 

Page 
3b 

Volume 
P13~ 

-1..::... • r~ 1 1 ;) ...L.v .'#..!.. __ 

# 

(The liN" under volume indicates " rllicrof:lche. '11) 

be 

/~ 



It should be emphasized that under this coding c~nv-2:'ntlon) 

the "Page", "YearH;, etc. entries no longer corr-:;:39or:.d to the 

actual page, year, etc. of the article. 

6) The identifying numbers for Scientific • .f ~ cnr...!..ca.L 

Aerospace Reports (STAR) ar~ coded as follo~s: STAR dOc'....;1;1en~ 

N71-23506 is input as 

S TAR 

7 1 
2 3 

Volume 
Number 
Page 
Year 

Nonth 
Year 

BIB. 

CODE. 

A computer printout or this nlli~ber 1s as rollows: 

Date 
71 23 

Page 
--;=-;::::-;-0 :> 0 

Volume 
srrAR 

(The "Nu is. not input since it appears to be COr:1:::.on to 

all STAR articles.) 

As \-11th the microfiche articles, "Page n
" uYeartr) and o~her 

entries do not correspond to the actual p 

the article q under this convention. 
) 

~ ye2.r:: etc. of 

1) After some deliberation j it was decided that an icle 

which discusses a single country, other than the United.St 5, 

would be coded "International" under the trproces5 Context" 

section of the Code Card. 

8) The lftype of publication" and "name of public3.tion H 

entries were controlled by one, person, according to the followi 

/3 



Type of publication: (Cant. from previou3 page) 

o No coding 

1 Journal 

2 Book 

3 Techn~cal Report 

4 Government Document 

5 Proceedings/Conference Papers 

6 Abstracting ~~d Indexing Journal-

7 Theses/Dissertation 

8 Working Papers 

9 (Open - not used) 

The codeii:' would enter the appropriate number al'1d write 

down, in the margin, the name of the publication-•. This par-

ticular publication was later assigned a number, if it did not 

already have one, and listed on a Directory List. This list 

lias also stored in the computer as part of the retrie":/al 

program. 

Except for three items, all spaces on tne codi~g sheet 

from number 14 are coded uzero-one. n If the article deals \yith 

the item listed, a Ill" is placed in the space - if not, it is 

left blank which \<1ill later be considered a zero. The defini-

tians of these items are presented in Exhibit 3. Ite~s 62 and 
fr •• IJ .. 

L:' ~ .:-.. 

63 on the B~:t> card are used to describe the field of technology 

covered in the article. This list is presented in Exhibit 4. 

Note - if the article touches on more than one field of 

technology.7 the field vThich receives ';t;he major erl:~h2.sis:r 0;"-' 

the article is listed. However~ if the article e~~haslzes Do~e 

If 



·' , 

nee or;r. i Gion 0 f a po t e:1t 1a 1 t ec (~r~Q !.c::;l.c2..l :;..:-.!.:: -::.~ i!..:' ~ Y 
'.-Thlch r:t2..Y be related GO a scier.tific c!.l::;c'J-:''::!'":; 2.,:,.-:l/Q:' ~~::-"-:~:·/~'.!. 
t1cecl or 0"8. pcr~unl cy·· , f~"""'.' ._r ...... ~ ~n' ~ cr,.Jr .. ~~_~a7: 0 ~ ..... - .... - - - • - - ~ " !.. 2.. ~ :7 C ''': -..: --.; "':: ;> .:-~~ ':. t.:; 3. 3. .~ ~ c ~ .. ! 1. ~ ~ ... 

16. Invcntio!1 

A product> proce33) techniq~e) O~ d~~L~~ :;hi~~ ~~~~~~~~~~e3 
a technological capability with a ~~=c~i~ed ~~~~ or o?~0r~~~i~y. 

17. H&D 

·The deve lopm'2rl tell t,-;O ~1-: undcr·t2..~cc:1. to CC!'"i':/e"C"~ 
into a uS82ble, feasible end result. 

18. Innov2.tion 

A successful application of 2 new tech~ology and its 
first commercial introduction. 

19. Diffusion 

The spread of an in~ovation beyond its origi~~l context 
to other contexts. 

rrl'vpr~c- or VCi.":'Irl.· ~bl.es .'h ,-"oJ _1. '--

20. 

Doe s the 1 i t e r ~ t u rei t ~ I:! CO!1 ~ 2. :l_ n 3. C. i~.; C ''': S sic) ~ G:- t i i:l 2: 

as a variable in the innQv2.tion proce:;s? Yes/:'~o 

21. Organizational FQctors 

Does it de21 with th~ inter~nce of inna~~t~c~ 
ch2.in of cor.::::'2..nd .or liY!~ of 2.1_1~:::Ol~:l.i:y:> t.:-..::: -:"~~~::~3is~~ 
or t;l(~ p1.2.:1t rL:le~s. Ycs/~~o 

Ducs 
Ye:.::/iro. 

If \ ........ . 
J ......... J 

,..,-. .. .) ~ 
... , I; 
I " .. 

') .' 
1.0 • 

innovation 

:1. t t l" .';'I'} ,. _ \".... ,--_ v 

rr:~:)·.·~I':·~~(i l:;t~,:.~~-.t:~: 

"') .' ... ..... " 

,...~ 

'., .... l .:.... 

. (l.() ..... ~~:. ~:.~~I!:·:·!. ,~.;.~.""~.-
..... \ 'Ii • ~ .... "'" 

......... "\ ..... 
... ........... - ........ ,1 



27 . Tee 11 n i cal Far.; t. 0 -:' S 

Does It dlsCIJ.33 th0 3cient:'t'lc Or" ~;C!.;C-::~:"J:;~:" 
factor's upon ' .. {hleh the innc~/2.~::ior .. 1.:.; ~:::;.:;"::..:? 

Doe s the i t e f:1 d 1 s c u::; s the p:, () C 2! s:> "b -J ',: ~1 i.."~::-.:. C: r: ~ :. C; -3::; 

anOrlg co~:-cpteing alternatives? Yes!::::; 

If yes> then: DO:=:3 it discU3S the. 

29. De::;cr1pti'fely? (i£o':i dCr::~3i·:;:-::.: ' .. ;:!:,.~ ;l:,:-l·Ic~.i. =;.7;) 
3 0 . Pre 3 c; rip t 1 11 ely? C (.1 :; c i ::.; :. 0 =-~ ::; S ::: 'J lJ.l (: b ~ ::2.::"~) 
31. Predictively? (:'Jecisic:-l :-;:~>. ::-!'; :'(!:!..2.~e~ to :;:-~e 

possibl~ p:-~~lction ~f o~tco~e3) 
Human Variables 

Does it discuss the manner in which hu~a~ behavior O~ 
attitudes impacts or the innovation process> either: 

32. Hunan variables--Individual 
33. Hu~an variables--Social(t role of inter~e~3or.2.1 a~ 

group r'el2.tiO:1s) 
34. Government Policy 

Does the item discuss specific govern2c~t policies> 
either restrictive or facilitating, in relation tc i~~svatia~? 
Yes/Ho 

If yes;, then: 

35. 
36. 
37. 
38. 

Does it discuss; 

Rezulatory Ag2ncies 
Patent Systes/Anti-Tru3t Laws 
Tax Incentives/ReGulatic~3 
Expenditure Mechanisns 

42. Government Level 

Federal> sta~eor lo~al 

50. Individual Ih~ovation 

I t e rll de ali n G ~.'J i t hap Cl r tic u 1 a r in r'. () 'J 2. ~. i 0 :-: 

51. Case Study 

52. Controlled E r.Lt7k:-n t 

'rile ~ir:1ultcuico\",:,~ C;"lthc:rl:t~; ~)~~ \/:.~r'_:""H.:-)!... :"'i.-",.: - t:": ~;.::.:~~,:,;:: 
or data In ordr~r to tC0t an i\:/90thc;:JL~; ~~:~~:~-; 0:':.:2 \·;:.:>i2-~1~ 

!Ix" is related to Or' inflltcnces a:tJ~:;i':~' ·,,~L·.L,:Q12 :t,\.,a 



Uat:l coll;:r:.:t': rJ;l in (i~~ct'lpt'L'!e G~:"':".~~·:.,; "...... ~,.~~.i-::,~.,::,,;~:::; 
s I.-4CCl ;1:'; In t; .:::r-,j i ~~l.;:.i:> r:. :..4,::~:; t 1. (; ~:~~,:~ L~·:~:.;) (~.:. :...,': ,,~ '::., ,) '-).:~:" ~.-.:-.:.. ~ i :"J:".:) 

o.~lal.:;...;l:.; 0[' ['ccor'd::.;) (l[!Q D<l':'\':':.;::i>:;,,:l;: z):·J.~':;">'~·;:':':"~":. 

The r' 2 cor c:.l :1 i.; 0 r t :--: :; :J e r :) 0 :. :ll e ~':;. i-"; r- :. ,:: :-~ ;;. . : '': :> 

ob3er-vatlon of th~ expe~ienc23 o~ oth2r~> ~j ~~ ~~~i~~ 
who i~ in ~ o3iticn to do o. 

55. Literat rc ~e~cch 

l\ bi01100!:;~.J.p:lical 3UrVt~J of stu.die::; r·-=l';::'J~::·1.~ :;0 ~::'': 2.':-22-

of in.terest to rcvie:·; and bullet upon -;:;~lc; -..;.:; c.:. ..... e2...-.ly 
done by oth~rs. 

56. Speculation 

Purpose 

57. Theor8tical Develop~ent 

The pre~)2nt2..tlon 0 f 2. theory ::;0 8xplaic: 
~..... c '- 0 r ..:... 1 e 'j n l"'\ 0 t r :.... '- i ", .. ~ n ~ <:- ( 0 -'" '~Y"t ........ vp_Clt ... vIl _ .............. v ..... on :.JJ_OC::..~").> _ .ld 

whole p;:"'oce3s) 

58. t 

rrhe present~tioi.1 of a neH or 
cedure for ~tuJyins t~e i~~ovation pr0CQ3~ 

rrhc dcvelopi:lc:nt Or' ;J:r:':.:sentation of h:;T'Ot::>:..:.:.:'~:~ to 2:-:;;12.::: 
or I)l·e(I.Lct relatio:1sl1~ps bet~\:e2.r: ~::~~~ :jP ::e ri~e:i 
vari'::l..~Jlc::; ir: 7.::10 inr:o'.;atio!'1 prcces::; 

Pt~c~c:n.Lation 0 f the rC:3ult::; of' tll'~ t·~:;t ~:'. 

s.i s de ali: t g ','; i t 11 t 11 ~ ill: 1 0 vat.!. c : 1 P :':' (} C (: ~'. , ~ 

It;~r;'ls i'i:L~CLl ·(Li.~;cus:~ 

~ 0:-118 tn 1. n;.; .L:.:; d:.) ne 
cUl inn <) v ::.. :: :L 0 n ...... ~.,"": .... ,. .... 

.~ ... ",- v ...... 

/7 
I 



..... 

O~"' :";():·.~I~ (1-~::,jl~~~:,.1 t~·:~~:.!.~(. - .... '~\.o., !'l·):";~~~:'::~~f 

cl COr!~l:::1:~·:~ ~~J';:~ - ~~:.:lr~:)l~.;: 0.. ;J(.Jl':':..!,~ ~.~:-~ '~::';:-:~~:~J~ #;":,!~!...:..:.;:-:: 

66. Pr()diJ.c~ 

:::i CO~::::':.~::l""cia 

too ~ h b r' It;J :1 
J; 

A literatu:'8 iteiil ~·:(U.Ct1 discusses ::iCH1(! re:~::'i()!'1:J:1ip 

bet~':een a technoloGical innovatic:1 (or :;:F) p:t':)C~3S 
itself) a.nel 30me socially desir'able or u;'!::i231.racl::;-
'end(:5 ) 

Ite:ns \'rhicil discuss technological inno'i~tlan it'"!. te2">;;~3 of 
an assessment of secondary or highep orde~ cO~3e1ue~ces 
that have (or might) result fro~ it. 

74. Innovation in the Public Sec~or 

Items tl1Ut talk about innovations In ~~ch ~uo~~c 3ecto~ 
areas as housinB> transportQtion, health c~r~ dellv0~Y> 
etc. 



-

00 

01 

08 

09 

10 

13 

15 

20 

21 

22 

24 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

FIELD OF TECHfiOlOG'( 

no coding -- unable to classify 

Agricul tural 

Fores t ry 

Fishing, Hunting, and Trapping 

Hining 

Oil and Gas Extraction 

Cons true t i on 

Food ~ j)/-(.( 
-Tobacco 

Textiles - Apparel 

Lumber, Wood, Furniture 

Paper and Allied Products 

Printing, Publishing, and Allied Industries 

Chemicals and All ied Products 

Petroleum Refining and Related Industries 

Rubber and Plastics Products 

Leather and Leather Products 

Stone, Clay, Glass and Concrete Products 

Primary Metal Industries 

34 Fabricated Metal and Machinery Products (except 36) 

35 Electrical and.Electronic 

37 Transportation,. other than 40, 44, 45 

40 Railroad Transportation 

44 Water Transportation 

45 Transportation by Air 

38 Measuring, Analyzing, and Controll ing Instrum~nt5; 
Photographic, Hedic~l 1 ~nd Optical Goods; 
\·hl tches <Jnel Clocks 



3') :1 i s c eli a nC!o USn;) n u f .) C t uri n gIn c.! u s t r i '':: S 

Ii) U.S. Postal Service 

46 Pipe lines, Except Natural Gas 

48 Communicution 

l· q 
r.J Electric, Gas, and Sanitary Services 

50 ~/ho 1 esa 1 e Trade 

59 Retail Trade 

60 Banking, Credit, Securities, Insurance, Real Estate, other 
Investments and Loans 

89 .Services to Individuals of Businesses other than 73,20,81,82 

78 Amuse~ent Services 

80 Health Services 

81 Legal Services 

82 Educational Services 

91 Administration of Social/Governr::ental Progr2mS,. GO'/ernfi:ei1~ 
Organizations, etc. 



than one field, this item is coded "OOIt - unable tocla33ify. ,:;J. '. 
!--:C 

Item 75 on the ~ Card is reserved for a subj ~ c~!. ve rati!":;; 

by the coder, as follows: 

5 Very Important 

4 Above average i~portance 

3 Average importance 

2 Below average importance 

Initially, a rating of 1 was considered for uNo importance". 

However; it was decided that it would be wasteful to store an 

article that was admittedly of no importance, particularly 

since computer memory storage was becoming scarce at that tir:;.e. 

Therefore, any article that was considered to be of no impor-

tance in explaining the process of technological innovation 

was never entered into the computer data base. Item 16 on the 
[3!)',l 
~ Card allowed for a coder identification num~er. These 

nw-nbers were assigned as follo~w'ls: 

0 all faculty 

1 Norman 

2 IVlartin 

3 HO~H.ell 

4 Clark 

5 Zirnmerman 

r Green 0 

7 Cox 

8 Seminario 

9 Hood 

;l} 



Also, an additional item was added to th~ ~ Card 

after the coding sheet; 'llas printed.. A UlH in nt.:.::!.b~r 77 'tlould 

indicate that the article discussed the ftliMage: t steps or 

processes bet~.-Ieen two or more pha3es 0 f the irlr:o~j::-:.t;ion process:) 

as defined under "Process Phases tt .. (5c?e. 67-;;;;!'~t-~) 

As might be expecced> there was ,subs\;3.J.."1t:ial confusion 

over the definitions (Exhibit 3) early in the prog~~~. To help 

achieve some consistency in this area, a series o~cross checks 

Ttlere conducted in which the coders read a fe:" of each other's 

articles. The disagreements were noted and a 4. • mee:...lng ~'Tas held 

after each checking session. Because a strong element of 

judgement is necessary in coding these articles, it was not 

expected that all disagreements CQuld be completely elininated. 

After the thir1~~~d las~~~heck, the average n~~ber of disagree-
!.:i.r. --~) /:'>-~-7) 

ments per item was about 12.5, or 20% of all possible items. 

Note that this figure is somewhat overstated, since a difference 

in opinion on, say~ the Process Phase will resul~ in two' 

disagreements. 
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ADD I T I aN TO COG! tlG SHEET 

Use #77 to indicate literature it~~5 that dT5C~5S :~e 
nature of 1 in~~g~s b-:t"'le~n tl,-iO or rr.or~ p.;-:Jces5 p;~-=!5cS. ~1 I rn~~~~~ 
we mean ~ecision points or bridges betwe~n process phases. 
0"0 not incluc!e here items th:)t just talk a:,out r:OI':! ;:);-:1i'1 O:ie 

phase but do nat discuss how they ~re cc~pled or r~iat~~. 



SUTI1r.1ary 

As stated previously, the major intent of ~hi3 report 

is to provide doc~~entation and insight into th~ coding phase 

of the NSF project on Technological Innovation~ However, it 

1s ilapossi.bl.e to adequately provide an. insi..gb.t in~o the 

cooperation~ enth~siasm~ and dedication of the persons 

involved in this project. Therefore~ wh~le it does not tr~ely 

do them justice, they should at least be recognized herein 

for a job well done! 

Coders: 

Mark Clark 
L.a. Cox 
Reginald Green 
David Howell 
Mary Hartin 
Carlos Seminario 
Dunca.'1 Hood 
Russell Zimmerman 

computer Specialist: 

Taylor Little 

Book Retrieval: 

Farah Eslami 
Jane Nelson 

Lu Ann Sims 
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A P PEN D I X I I 

S A !vI P L E 

C R I T I QUE S 



/' 

PRELININARY CO~c-tENTS: liTHE DLFfUSIO(l PHASE" 

These COGunents are to be. read in conj unction with the 
accompanying marked-up CO?y of the draft. Further cow~ents are 
likely to follo';"'!1 pending a re.eeting of our "C" Group to consider 
the draft material as a whole. 

The most striking probleill with this paper is the lack or 
inadequacy of organizational principle--the "specialized concerns" 
of researchers is too vague to se~le this purpose. In its present 
form the paper fails to add anything to the literature; it does not 
succeed in @aking sense out of it. 

Toward the end the paper suggests the necessity of a multi
variate conceptual model of diffusion processes. Some of " the 
rlic.ensions you say the model should cover are type of factor, interface 
\vith other phases of the innovation process, and context. You 
indicate how the Ga. rech. data bank could be used and the questions 
that should be asked. All of this seems potentially useful in 
redrafting the present paper. 

The last section actually recommends an assessment be done, 
,,,hen that is the purpose of the present paper. The conclusion, '\vhich 
I take to be the first.paragraph of the Introduction,. seems overstated, 
too general, and not adequately justified. Some~here you must pull 
together what the literature ad;.;.s up to. Things that should be 
considered include the questions listed on pages 12-13 of the 
Ga. Tech. proposal: 

A. tfuat is the state of theoretical understanding? 

B. ~'tnat is the state of empirical knowledge? 

c. t,rhat is the extent of agreement bet'tveen empirical 
studies and theory? 

D.Specific gaps or weaknesses. 

This could also include discussion of methods and ~easurements used. 
Also in respect to the assessQ.ent aspect of the paper, the criteria 
for assessing the importance and relevanc.e of t.;orks, and the re.search 
needs for the future are not clear. For instances the research 
recommendations in the areas of multi-national corporations, the role 
of organized labor, and transfer of ~~litary technology all arise with 
very little prior discussion in the paper. 

Another kind of problem is the lack of clarity as to just Hh.:lt 
is the scope of the topic to be covered. Some secmingly rele\rant topic:> 
arc not covered at all, such as diffusion in the industrial context 
(t.:--hich is not covt"!ced else~"hert! in the papers) and diffusion of 
t~duc.:ltion illnovcltlons (S.ee Richard O. Carlson uS u'2..f:1.ary and Critique 
of Educ3tion ... ~1 Diffusion R~scaLch,r» enclost!d.) Other fields, nlthough 



introduced, are treated very briefly: diffusion of healt.h innovations 
(See Arnold D. Kaluzny "Innovation in the Health Systera: A Selectiv~ 
Review of System Characteristics and Empirical Research", enclosed ), 
intenlation technology transfer (see "The Effects of International 
Technology Transfers on the u.s. Economy", enclosed), aed transfer 
of.military technology. Dave recommends the Carlson and Kaluzny 
articles as good . examples of assessm2nt of a field. 

In general there seems to be a confusion or lack of distinction 
between diffusion and technology transfer, and bettofeen diffusion and 
economic growth or technological change. Once the scope of the paper 

. is decided upon, the appropriateness of specific topics will become 
more apparent. In my opinion, diffusion in the industrial and 
educational contexts should definitely be included. Any topic that 
is introduced should give: an indication of the size and content of 
the literature; for instance, there is a larger literature than 
indicated in the fields of health and education innovation, transfer 
of military technology, and international technology ·transfer. 

Another distinction that is not made is between senders and 
receivers in the diffusion process. Much of the literature focuses 
on the adopting unit--farmer, doctor, school superintendant, fi~. 
Often the technology must be adapted before it can be used. Ho"", 
prevalent and important is this activity? 

One important problem associated with the diverse nature of 
diffusion research is generalizability of models from one context 
to another. What attempts have been made (and ~.,ith \.;hat success) 
to apply frameworks developed in one context to other contexts? I 
understand that attempts to apply Rogers' model to the industrial 
context by Rubenstein's group have been unst:lccessful. 

Aside from a brief discussion in the last section> the relation 
of diffusion to other phases of innovation and the innovation 
process as a whole is not covered. 

The very important te~oral aspect of diffusion does not come 
through. 

2 



r·~ISCELLANEOUS COr-iI:IE rITS OlI KRANZBE:-:G, et 0 ale 

n G II the two stimuli. 0 .mili tary requirements and economic profi t., 11 

tIhcse 2.re r_ot at the sane level of abstrnction, Nilitary is specific 

·violence pere..phernalia and protection against ito Economic is eeneral, 

~hen.peop want spears and bombs, production and innovation thereof 

beco~es profitableo Perhaps you could have a large category of cost

reducing innovations for kno\-m corr~odi ties - pure sup-r.·ly side - and then 

r;!enti6n other denand categorieso Remember, NumDord paired Venus with 

!1ars (0 Once given necessities are cheaper, people 'want toys: Versailles 

fountains, "leird ,,:atches, color TV, snowmobiles, purple hair dyes and 

other aphrodisiacs (Afro-disiacs?), LSD. There's also an insatiable de
mand . for li vine: longer '\o:i th fewer ailments. 

po 18. I don I t think you really want to be come involved in ~~ dis

tinguishing "human" from "social" elements unless social becomes 

identical with the mere mechanized symbols in the mind of so~e pedant 

v.~hose cor ... cepts don! t really have much to do with people 1fo~ there. tt 

pp. 28 fff. It is amazing that this long historical section 

cites a.ll kinds of s tale cornballs and omits some of the 

people who really had insights into issues such as '-lhy China didn't 

make ito For example, _C;E;Ayres, Theorv of Economic Progregs o 

Instead merton, Weber, and Taw~ey are dusted oIf. Wnerels Veblen? 

The footnote presentation seems designed to disguise what literature 

has been dra'\om on. Schumpeter's main statements and their e=pirical va

lidity are ignoredo Even wrong, he more important th~~ Sc~£ookler. 

As Vol taire said, to the dead '\o1e O"Y.'1l not respect, but the tr".ltho 

p.59 Even Acontio's patent was for a monopolyo r-ientionir:g wto got a 

patent for this or that seems a waste of sp~ceo More spece should have 

gone to Eachlup f E excellent analysis, 1-;nich probes dee r t::2-1'} this 

survey ~plies anyone haso 

p~ leo I:~ sure Nate Rosenberg will appreciate being ~ent~c~ec O~ 

th is p abe, bu t "Thy do it with such a bc.J;ali ty? Then or. p:t ::'05, you 

do it ag2inl Why not stick in Cool 

r _ '\o.~ork, UY1E:t1plo,'[h1ent re sul ts n? 

:frp .125-·6 Unlees your pii'~ece is to be ar!o.nymous, use tr .. € ?e:-3cn::2.. pronoun 

n In ( " r.:~.Y· u) in:' I . referring to your O1-m v;ork. 

pp. 126-152. Omit nIl the case E tudies~ 

p. l£~.I:on~t depcl1c.! on Landes for insights on Britc.ir~: ('to __ _ 



," 

Ho ssini's PaDer~ 
.l; 

ItS:; cbpy Sl;.ey eff\:ct CrlH' t all be the :~. fa.ul t of thet poor 
se cretary. Th::! t awful "goldmine tI sen tence on p') 13 can I t be 
!~er fad t., . I·'IG.ybe the paper has the bad luck of coming right afte!' 
Kra~lzberg'sc. In fact, it's not chop suey, just a stale rehash o 

On to Eaker; 

Sta! .. ts off fairlv \.:el1 , but uses phrases like "define a conceptuali
Z8.tionH p. 4 If~l rather remain ignorant than learn from such 
style 0 

A problem "'!'ii th this and tte preceding paper is that the authors~,. 
aye describigg something 'Hith which they themselves don't have, 
any firsthand f&~iliarity, where they have done no previous 
researcho So they just condense and repeat what a lot of authorities 
have said in a kind of boring, obeisant ,-ray, like a schoolboy 1 s 
essay when he doesn' t knovr ,.."here the teacher stands. 

(unfortunately schoolboys in the US are less and less drilled 
in h01-1 to· yrri te an essay or anything else --Hhich may 'be part 

~ .... , of the exnlanation). . 
I ~; ... ~? -" ~, , 

I like the ideas of the various "Propositions, It but the "'tray they 
are expressed isstil ted and obscura!ltist. Why not IDCL1ce Preposition 
6,. as an example: 

"Superiors l*Telcome clearly relevant idee.s the most.1t 

Or does that make the point too obvious? No ~nnder academic social 
science is viewed by others with contempt o Does "non-relevant" 
convey anything that "irrelevant H doesn't? 

Tne final draft should not be written so that the reader begins to 
"londer whether in the big rubbish pile of y.Tordsthere is' indeed a 
needle of insighto 

p.35 Br1ght's classification of 1l...Y).certainties is a poor oneoEver~rthing 
is "behavIoral. 1t If"comnetitive actionsltare a kind of resistance 
to. change, t?1.ey should be nut together in a gener?J.category of "inter
ference risks. 1Y uDemand 1I rfn.is:efoe~1sJlnon.Ymous with n cons1.u:n.er response. n 

There are lots ofHtimingrisks" besides obsolescence which actually 
is a technical risk - the pUIely technical featuIes are not goad enough 
given developments going on in the fieldo Whoever thinks Brig~t is 
the best '- or up to par - on this doesn't knOH the literature o 

po40 this is the sort of thing that is helpful: it's more than just an 
endless A said this and B said thato 

On the whole,tnere seem to be some meaty parts to this section of t~e 
study, vlhich should be clearly and forcefully dis~tingui:::hed frOITl those 
that are mere fraudulent academic wheelspinningo If the writero do not 
'Pc:i.r.:.t "this out ill tl-lis T'Evie .. !, they become pal"'t o.~' the pre-hl€::£;. i~:.s tecc. 0: 
helping with the solution, as the sayine goeso . 

P.56. Enl)!terations are rood, but should not all begin "lith the s,~~e 
1-:orc, "vari&ble s .... tr etc. 

In ,fTeneral the1'8 is too much det<-ti..i., J~' too !TIuch of an inventory of 
Llcdiocre, eva:l(~f::cent idetls and non-ideas. rIlly not survey in 8 ::.Cl'C ,~e~~~~"":' 
"-I.':,::r "trho does this sort of pseudo-research, y.:hc!'c, and 1<Thy? 
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Dear 1:e1: 

JULIAN D. lEBO. DR. ENG .• P.E. 
CONSULTING ENGINE.ER 

30 SUTTON PLACF. 

Vt:RONA. NEW JERSEY 07044 

TCLE:PHONC 201 2"'9·0125 

i'oC"~lbo-r ""II.:: 1 C'71 .;....;t "-' "-.. _ ,; , ~..."., 

I have been ov€;rHhelnled du.ring the past ·several days i.-rith 5 
p~pers on tho various Fhases or the i~~ovative process, as prepared by 
your Innovation rroject Tea..-rn. I doubt that I shall be able to r.:.ect 
the requested dea.dline of" Decer:lber 31, 1973 for r:r:/ comments on all of: 
tr:ese papers, but Hill tl"ly to e.o as much as I can before that t-:!:1e -
2..Lld. continue v!i th tl1.e rest durinG January 1974. ~he Christnas season 
is a poor choice :for deadlines, and I expect to be al.·;ay :fl"'OTI hor:~e ror 
a part of the season. 

starting "t·~i th one papal'" picked at randOTIl - ttThe Di.ff'usion rhe.se 
of' t.he Il"'-L"'1ovation Process II, by J.~orris l~i tzner, I -Has qui te ir,lpr'essed 
;,.:i th the enormous a--nount of H01~k he must have done, examininc the liter
atare that involved 159 references. lJ. thOUGh I 2..r.1 sor:1eHhat reticent 
concerning :::ly c;.ualifications as a. com.:nentator on the subject, I run send
ins herel·rith SOlile thougllts that occurred to me as I r~ad the paper. I 
SD.z.l1 list thCr:l in the order in 1-:hich they Cfu--ne to me "t-li tli the hope 
that they -v:ill be of" some use to you and your teem: 

(1) Pages 1 - 5 Listing the derinitions o~ dirfusion see~s to re-
s .. ~l+: m* C01'1 ":=>"1 co -} OY'\· .;,:", .::,.. ~ -1 f' f'i cu l +- .... 0 -pe""",c--'l"O e~ --:-"!.l ..... J... 1fd·j .C»-~u"";onH "'''e "ns ...... ... . ......J.v.u_ .s. ... :1 _lI ..!.....:. '-"____ _v v _ '-':"':'~.l.; ..L 1. • ..1. c;...u _.l..!.';;'..L ,Lio. (;;.J. :I 

as I lOlLYld ont le.ter in the author's conclusions.:l page 83. . 
( 2) _., Q - .r. *,. . if- - , C 1 1-age .1 - .1 8....."11 um ru-.1l.:...l2.r "t'Jl-r;n "Gne t:.er:r.t Lon-co ar_o Game 

.1.... If ..1-' 11. I . 1- J-. C 1 * 1 c70 c l' * L.!leory , __ even L.!1.0U[;_ 1·;as lnJ.on ve ar _0 l.n ; • lJome exp ~l1.a-":;J.on as 
to Hhat . it meCLTlS -;-;ould be he1 r:;i'ul. 

(3) :r·a.,G8 14 - Di.ffusion of technical ini'ormation by a. l~Qtional 
Institute of' ?ech:J.olo.sy 1::ould require compfu""1ies to sive up closely 
guarded secrets - it is doubtful that such an Institute1:;ould be success
fOul. 

(4) PaGe 15 (and em~lier) - A good eX~lple o~ the dif~usion or 
of knoHlcdse lies in the many sui ts (:more than 600) that the -ini'a.71t 
6011 ~lelephonG Co:~pany had to brinG against infringers OJ...'"" its patents. 
f':;'~"1.US the tldiff'usion ll of technical information created a tirrle-col1sv .. :::ling 
D.!id expensive I:::-oble:;1 .forced u:r~·on the Bell Co~np[U1:l. 'J.lhE; profitabili ty 
the tel.ephone bu::iness uas tile Great attraction th8.t caused the atter.lpts 
of others to ~r·oi'i .. t at the expense of' the Bell people. 

T:"1e autho:r.~ seSilS to D.SSll:IC that ~l ~lnovation is free to be ad
optee. by anyone. 7his is. not cenerally the case" 'uhon there lS a 
pcssibility or ~Qtcnt infrinCC1.lcnt. 

(5) FC.3 G 17 - I qv.cst;ion t!lG statcncnt t!lat :ft!:le rate oi' di.::.".:Lusion 
of an industrial ir..nov.:.tion is inversely re1ated to the size 0:1 tb.e 
··"'n"freot--'··lcnt rcc"·j ....... r.,.": +0 "'7'C~ ~·;""e· 'il;l"\ov~t;on:r 'r'oo"~ c~,-"'l"'~")le 1.*<"" -t.~ ... (\ -i'n-J ..... _\J ...., v ... · .~_.L. ...... "........ v U..... ....,,,:,,1. _ - ... - c,.;.. -...1 • .t1. w """'" .. -~.",.t- ..... ~ .. J.... _-

Eov2.tions .:Collo'.·:in;.=; the invention of the transistor; a bron.t c:::oun:: of' 



~ ~~ -.. ... c .3 ~1-.(~:1t l:~~S l'c,'':l:ircd to l-,ro\.~~ <.~ v ~. e i' tli~ 1.1 :,~ (; ()~:. L;,: .:.t; tro.[ ; :~ :7 , ;;;~(.I :-" ] . ~ l ,I. ,---J 

\- ~-::. ~ .. _-; ,.,7-':1" O.l~" r,~l"\-i ,; "'.!'j 0 -;1": ..... ..., _ .. ~.t- . -, , 0... c ... ~ v - _ ..... 

( 0) :: ~:~c=:; 20 Clnc:, 21 - ',niC :3(;11 8~,-s t o!";: i.~: U.21:i.c~\... ... () :lL'l j. t~ u:.;·.:; c1' 
::':mC'-"-2.tions, ccc::':'..!S 0 2. nell typo of ~ : !itehinL~ ~,~-~ ~C~-; l, fur' (;:':':-~ : !:'l(;, (;2..:!,r: G ~: 
t:;::, i~:tl~OCtUced.1:itl!out l(CGP:Ln~: in l:jjnd i':c r.!(_l~t ~:Or'~ = (;C.I:~ :p 8.tii)1:{ '.: ,~ ~.J.:. the; 
c':':is:;~~nG systC:~lS. G:'n.ciu2.1 phasin~ (Jut oi" the ol~~!.er ::-,:,-~tcr;~3 J..o.~:,; '~2.~,:(; ;-!. 

lO:lC period 0:;':"' -:lcars to tlCC01-;lrlish~ 
(7) rc.:;es 2L~ und 25 - Tne il:!portDnCe of ~;cci::l 2.Tld eth.:-!ic , t,i'.:C'E:;C~S 

of' ir.:...T10V2..tion llC:,s 2.1Hays been of p:::r 2:.f.10Ul1-'c i~" :I'ortf'~'"lcc. Z'1.C rc:.tc~ of: 
a.:ioption dope:!.Q.s upon the educ2.tion o-Z the people to bo a.ff'cctC0.; tbE;:' 
!,::.:st learn tIle ad.·.:C-.nta.:.;es bef'ore complate [;.c:.opti.on is ::12.de. 

( 0'-') f:' .... ::-C\ro '..>6 ona." ')7 1'" i."1")0"'-] cr; :' G O-r CcO":'"'C~~ c<" -1 co ,, -1 '-:"l\~ ~~"·'O-(>.L,,~.:.. - c:..;..J ...... ...> '- ~\.... '- ~ -- - •• - ...... 0 ' - -~ "--'- oJ --"-' .)..--:....r--J _l ' _;J _ v _____ v 
i!l t~l1e introc.l.:ction of" u[;picultural innovc:.-'cioD:-:>. 

(9) r2.;es 29 and 30 T~lis is 0.. boed expl~~ation of cl01a.yed irL."!o
V2. ti -v-e developr.lents by the type of cane 2~tion t0a t lIas popular. 30:::~e 
l:orthuhile thouGh,ts on history 2.re presented. 

(10) - ')7 "'h '1 .£>" ,- ., 1 . . ~ab C j 1. e prOD_ewS OJ. lTlnove.:GlOnS C&USl!lG 0030 ...... eZCence 
of' skills jus t r.1e2..."YlS that a continuous prograr:l of training in ne",;; s1-:i11s 
is requ.ired. 

(11) 1-ago 38 Innovation ri~ust be acco:llplished Hi thout introducing 
u!lcert.ain-ty -- a..l1.J.;:iety 2-Yld fear. 

{-12} Page 41 Organic system of org2L"'1ization practice ~'10uld 
see~ best .for most iTh""1ovative cases" because , a person lJ01'kinG on one 2.S

peet has -a better idea of bow his contributions are intended to be usedo 
.As 2.1l eX2...l1'!ple,,· in the "d.evelopr,len t or the eros soar s't·ri thing syste:-;l, the 
c..ppe.ratus 2J1d sys tems 1,-Jork 1'!ere l.ulder the sa..'i1e su.pervisory head" and 
coni'erences l·ri th all concerned expedited the developine:r:t. 

(13) Fases 45 and L~6 The problem of" "Hork alienation ill the stop 
is 'Hell crouGht cut; ' the dissatisfactions in the 2.utomobile inc.ustry, fop 
6):z'iple" h2..ve resulteci in strilre3 and in deliber2.te CJ.2.ri18.Ge to the :product. 

(14) Fages 50 - 55 Social netl:orks at: physicians used as an . 
eXaTriple, have a counter'part in Bell Laboratories I relations bc;t~-Jee~ 
scie:1tists 8-l1.d ehsineers. It is also a factor in cl·eatillb good I'e;~lin.:;s 
bet1-!een Bell Lflborc...tories technical people and visi tors, ,·:no f'requently 
rer:i.ar~( about !-lOlJ I:luch their visi ts have helned them. 

, (1'5) - Pase 58 Opini"on leaders can have enorr,lOUS influence in 
a.f:fecting th'e t;cnoral public. If a ne\'rsp~pcl'" , TV, or radio co:-;-:.~entator 
hc.s 2.. pl6asin6 - rncr..ner, ' he can lJield cO'nsiderablo influence on the , voti:J.g 
Fublic. . ~-!i tness th.e effect of' Father CouGhlin t s radio talks du!")ins the 
Depression years. '~~is cih have a. beneficial or a dam2giDG.eEfect. 

(16) rages 68 ~~d 69 ~vidence is given tnat hi&~er education 
a.l1d higher econor.!ic levels among society produce earlier adoption of' 
irLTJovations. illis is generally true for the accept~ulce of" advs.r!cea 
thouf~~t in fi6lds otner thill1 ip~~ovation. 

(17) General The author ' tellsllhat other people thin~: - 'not 
1':nat he thip..l:s, Hhich I suppose is 1·:.rhat this study :Ls I'Ol'. l~ture 
l\"ork" I 3UppC:: G.J 1·Iill bring out the viel!s of' the i\.u~hor. 

c.:.L.. .." 1 ' ~ . I'"t, . n .., .1_ "\., loJoTi1e lIy:poGrapnlca ..... errors arc present;, nuL. Dave l~-_OI'Ca. l,,~.:.e~I'l_ 

'll~is has tc:.l~en .far nore space (as Hell as tir.le) tha,.'! I, had 2..t 
ri.rst i:1.teTIded._ But I hone it Hill be of: some use, ~"'1cl is uhc.t ::'"CU 

r ... c.ve in nind. I III Hrite- a scnar2..te lettcl-' about; Fly EJC efl .... orts, OOCc.-'..lse 
I shdl not Le 2..ble to attend the SHOT r:eeting the latter r:2.pt of' t~is 
r. .. onth • . 

With best regards, 

lib-sascan
Rectangle
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COffiI!lents on Georgia Tech Harking Paper: The R&D Phase 

This should be read in conj unction 't'lith 'the marked-up copy of the 

paper. In making co~uents I will refer to the general assessnent 

questions: 

1) tfnat is the state of the art? or ~-rnat do we knot·1? 

2) HOt.f good is what \.fe know? 

3) tlliat are the gaps in our kno".o1ledge? 

4). What specific research should be undertaken to fill 'the gaps? 

1) What do l.fe know? This seems to apply most directly to a) literature 

selection and coverage, and b) definition of the boucds of the probleu area. 

In general the literature coverage seems very good.. There are a fe~-1 

missing references that perhaps should be looked into: 

Richard Rettig 
Charles Douds 
HI' C. Young 
Richard Barth 
Jack Horton 
Carter and Hilliams 
Charpie Report 
National Science Foundation 

dissertation 
dissertation 
dissertation 
dissertation 
various tvorks 

Project Selection 
Parallel Development 
R&D and }Iarketing 
Organizational Climate 

Invest~ent in Innovation 
costs of R&D 
data series on R&D e:<penditures 

The other important issue here is the definition of the bounds of the 

R&D process and thus the literature to be covered. .The first pages of the 

paper discuss the definitions of R&D and the subphases that it is 

conventionally 'thought to include: basic research;t applied ,research;t 
. 

devclopoent;t and engineering. These are not discussed in dcpth;t !:to,\·;ever, 

and possible altQrnative fr:.lmevorks are not goac into. On PQ.3e 4 it is 

said that an alternative cOllceptual fracte\.;ork, the Rubenstein idea flm-l 

illodel, will be'used. The use of this ~odel as opposed to oth~rs nust be 

~;upportcd;t since the model used to guide the assessm~nt t.rill h::lv(! a large 



- 2 -

effect on the types of literature that should be covered and gaps in the 

research that would be discovered. 

Another bound implicitly set on the scope of the assessoent is the 

R&D process as. it occurs in industrial laboratories. Does R&D occur 

outside industry? Outside formal organizationa? 

2) How good is our knowledge? The issue of concern here is· developing 

criteria for judging how good knowledge is. My general reaction to the 

paper is that too often the research on which a statement in the literature 

is based is not evaluated in a meaningful way. Some hypotheses are not 

supported by references to literature at all. For example the work of 

Edwin HansfieJ.d and Daniel Hamberg~ both of whom are heavily referenced, 

is in need of more critical assessment. In the development of criteria 

for assessing project selection models it would be desirable to address 

the capability of the models in each of the following aspects: 

a) descriptive capability 
b) predictive.capability 
c) control or normatiye capability_ 

Much of the research referred to, especially in project selection and 

motivation and performance, seems to have originally been done in other 

contexts. This raises a question of the generalizability of this research. 

t~y is it felt that it is applicable to the specific issues of R&D? It 

would be useful here, I think, to classify the literature according to the 

context to which it originally referred, say, the industrial R&D laboratory, 

the Federal laboratory~ management science group, or university department. 

This would allow us to see what have been the SOtll:ces of data in the past. 

I imagine this could be easily pulled off of the computer and presented in 
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a table. More i8portantly, SOQe assessment of the applicability of the 

results from the3e various context to R&D is needed. 

3) ~-rnat are the gaps in our kno':"..Tledge? 

I have already mentioned that the gaps in knowledge that you unc.over 

lvill be heavily dependent on the model of the R&D process used. For this 

reason we need. an evaluation of the idea flow model aad an indication of 

the ways in which this affects the overall assessment. You are not 

consistent in the use of this model throughout the paper. Forinstance~ 

in discussion of Mansfield one must use his phase model: basic researcb~ 

applied research, and development. It seems both models (idea. flow and 

phase) have advantages. COQbining the two models in some way Day raise" 

some interesting questions. This might be.possible for you to do. 

There are some questions that were not addressed in the assess~ent. 

Part of the reason they were overlooked may be the particular model of 

R&D chosen to structure the assessment. 

1) Hotv is risk reduced as a project procedes through the phases of 

R&D? (I believe Hansfield addresses this in his latest book.) 

2) lfuat are the costs of R&D relative to other phases of the 

innovation process? trnat are the relative costs of the subphases of R&D? 

now does this vary from industry to industry? 

3) Hhat are the time aspects of R&D? 

4) \;That arc characteristics of p."1rticipants in R&D in addition to 

f:lotivation and perfornnnce? 

I.) t·nlat sl)\.~ci£ic research should bQ undertaken to fill th{! g."1ps? 

The research recomr,1cndat"i.ons seem to be unduly \.:ei~-:h::"!j in favor of 
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project selection areas. A set of criteria need to be generated for th~ 

selection of those areas wh~re research would @ost add to understanding 

of the overall ilUlovatioa. process. 

General' Comments 

The section on project selection is ~rritten in @uch more detail than 

·the rest· of the paper and can probably b~~ usefully condensed. 

If a recent state-of-the-art exists in a field, it should be referenced 

and concisely summarized. I do not think it is especially useful in this 

regard to append the entire 11ansfield paper.; 

Policy recommendations should be held to a minimum 7 since anotller 

part of this Program's activity is devoting full-time effort to studying 

the effects of policy on innovation and various policy alternatives. 

In summary, the strength of the paper is in broad literature coverage. 

There are problems, however, in the imbalance in favor of project selection 

models, and industrial R&D, as well as omission of areas such as project 

control. The main weakness is the lack of criteria for making important 

decisions such as: choosing. the model for guiding the assessment, judging 

how good the support is for statements in the literature, and judging what 

research needs to be done. The two models of R&D introduced may profit by 

being carefullY compared and contrasted~ and if possible~ their complemen

tarities S110wn. Perhaps the research recommendations should be scored 

against some number of specific criteria. 
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November 15, 1973 

Professors Melvin Kranzberg 
~( Patrick Kelly 

Department of Social Sciences 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
Atlanta, Georgia 30332 

Dear Mel· ·and Pat: 

I have read all of the draft assessment now, except for Tarpley's section 
on "applicationlt which has not been received. This letter is to co;:wuuni
cate to you soma of my thoughts regarding what I have seen, what remains 
to be done" aud the midterm progress report which should be coming in soon. 

As I mentioned on the phone, I noticed a tendency in the papers not·to , 
evaluate the support for statements found in the literature. The assessment 
should be more than a summary of what you find. This is som~thing that 
should be given more attention in later drafts. 

The length of the papers is the most noticeable characteristic. The final 
assessment must be of a readable length, so that people "trill --ead more 

. than just the executive sum:mary. Of course, Hel kno";-lS the limits of 
Technology and Culture, but we would hope that the total assessment be 
about 200 pages, but in any case no longer than 300 pages. 

'Accompanying this 12tter are'staff comments on and a marked-up copy of 
Norm Baker's paper. These should be read together. You will probably 
want to look at it before passing it along. I hope to send similar 
detailed comments on each of the papers. 

In addition to refining the assessment as it now stands, it is not too 
early to begin thinking about ho~v you intend to pull all this, including 
the papers by the expert consultants, together into an integrated assesswent 
of our kno'.-wledge of innovation processes. 

It is to 'be hoped that this project '\vill CaGle up l-lith a 't.;ay of looking at 
the innovation literature that makes sense out of it. Nmv that you have 
b2come intimately familiar \vith the literature, do YOt! feel that organizing 
the assessment by phase of the innovation process accomplishes this, or 
have you become at"arc of other possibly better ways of org.:lnizing the 
assessm.ent? In regard to the phase method of organization" are ph:lse 
distinctions reasonable and accurate? (Are they op~ration;'llly meaningful'?) 

i 
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lfhat are some of the problems with organlzlng the assessment this way? 
hlthough much of the literature falls into this kind of node, it is 

. aWkt"ard for handling works that deal ,,,ith several or all of the phases. 
Ho,\.; trill you handle the interfaces between phases" which S02e have 
suggested present the most difficult problems? 

It might be interesting to brainstorm some alternativ2 ways of organlzlng 
the assessment and investigate the advantages and disadvantages of using 
theQ. It might even be possible to use more than one schece in the 
assessment--one chapter by phase, one chapter by variable studied, one by 
research or policy questions such as those raised in our prograo plans, 
etc. One concern is that the present arrangement places too much emphasis 
on the individual phases, although attention is paid to the interrelation
ships between the phases~ simply· because the reader sees the naQe of a 
phase at the head of each chapter. In any event your assessment report 
introduction should explain the framew'ork utilized, the rationale for the 
framework, and other frameworks considered but not used, and why. 

The output of the project is to be an integrated assessnent, as opposed to 
a series of partial assessments. The draft assessment you are ~vOrkLl.g on 
should be the basic foundation of the final report. ~fuatever the consultant 
papers have to add to.the basic assessment should be incorporated into your 
paper. The consultant papers should be treated as inputs to the asseSSQant 
and included in the appendices. 

I spoke to Mel about establishing criteria to guide the assess~ent of the 
quality of knowledge, of concepts, and of 'fhat research needs to be don.e .. 
The general purpose of this is to assure that the assessment is not 
arbitrary. It is probably not necessary to establish formal lists of 
criteria and instructions for applying them.. Rather it 't·rill probably 
suffice to make explicit your concerns in evaluating the literature-
that is, to discuss what you felt was important in assessing the state of 
the art and how you approached the task. It is also critical that the 
assessment of what research needs to be done narrow do'tID to a relatively 
small num.ber of most immediately important things. (~.,enty possible 
projects 'for each phase ,;rill not do--tHo to four is. more like it .. ) 

I ",-TQuld like to receive a midterm progress report from you sOCl2time in 
early December~ so it ,;ull be possible for me to have so~e of our staff 
reviet-l it and come do"tvu to discuss it ,;.;ith you by late Decem.ber. The 
report need not be lengthy, about 25 pages plus appendices of the outputs 
to date.. It should cover tl7hat you have done up to this point and what 
you plan to do bettveen now and the end of the project, including a 
detailed outline of the final output. He are interested in ~"hat you 
have learned about innovation and the state of the art., tlhat your thoughts 
are on the form of the final assessment, and t.fhat you have a.ctually done 
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to date (number of abstracts, etc.) This is also an appropriate place to 
indicate hO';-1 much of the funds and time have been spent and ho~v this 
co:.'pares to your original project plan and any proble.uIs anticipated in 
finishing on schedule.. The midterm report and attached outputs will be 
sent to the same revietvers ~]ho participated in the external review of your 
proposal. 

The proposal specifies that a midterm report ,nIl be ~~de after the 
Georgia Tech assessment has been critiqued by the expert consultants. It 
appears, however, that these critiques ~Jill not be forthcoming until after 
the consultants' assessments have been received. Since you are already 
into the second half of the project 'ole ~.[ill have to acce?t a rridten:a report 
that does not include these critiques or only some of the~. This does not 
eliminate the need for the critique step, however, and you will be expected 
to solicit and incorporate consultant critiques into the Georgia Tech. 
assessment, as indicated on page 15 of your proposal. 

\'/e also e}.:pect that the consultants may want to make some changes in their 
papers based. on your aSSeSSilleo.t. As you recall, it l"as desired for the 
consultants' individual papers to build upon what you had a.lready done .. 

The midterm report ,,·Till not take the place of the Donthly letter reports 
llhich are specified on page 20 of your proposal. I have re.ceived only 
one to date. These documents are important as forraal indications of the 
progress of the project. They should be brief, indicating t.;hat has been 
accomplished to date, \~hat re~2ins to be done, unanticipated proble8s 
encountered, and ho~., resource-s spent to date co:npare ';.Jith the original 
plan. I e~pcct reports for the months August, September, and October by 
the end of this month. The month of Noveruber may be included in the 
m.idterm report. 

Th2 question of ,,,hether it Hill be useful to have a symposium on your 
research results in Hashington Hill reI!laiu open for a t.fhile. The utility 
of such a symposiuIil rests on the quality of your output, the fora which 
it takes, and the. aUdience(s) of primary interest. There. may be 
al:ternatives to a symposiu"Jl. The decision on T.,.[hich 'f,.jay to go \vill be 
ma.d~ after "t-:e have a better idea of 'Hhat the final product will lock like 
and, perhaps~ after 'f,ve see the coverage and response at t~e A-~\S ceeting. 

By the way, Pat, you asked about submission of a proposal on our FY 1974 
Program Plan. A proposal may be submitted at any time and 'rill be 
cGns~~cred in competition with others. Howev2r, a final decision will "not 
be mad~ until the output of your current project has been evaluated. Dave 
Roessner is in charge of our public sector activitie~, so you 1:13.Y \Vant to 
contact him. A brief st3te~ent of research interest is 3?pro?riate as th~ 
first step. 

Sincerely yours, 

--~-~(~~(! ~~~ /~ gc---
Nary Ellen Nt"gcC! 
o t fi...:~ 0 t N':1.tioaal R~D :\sst.~~;s;.'.ent 
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GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 

ATLANTA. GEORGIA 30332. 
."TP-lE",T or: 
lot... SCH:~CE:$ 

Dr. Simon Kuznets 
67 Francis Avenue 

- CClr'.bridge, Hassachusetts 02138 - - -

Dear Dr. Kuznets: 

October 26, 1973 

Please excuse my delay in responding to your letters of 
SepternQer 24 and October 15. I have been out of town on an 
extended lecture and conference tour, and then I wanted to 
digest the contents of your letters and also of your preli~nary 
draft on "Technological Innovations, and Economic Gro~th,.n 

First, let me thank you for bothering to read my lengthy 
-paper. As you real-ize,. these rough drafts are meant for internal 
consumption r and the final versions will undoubtedly be much 
different. In my case, I deliberately over-wrote in order to . 
include materials which properly belong in the .reports of my 
Georgia Tech colleagues, in the hope that they '-lill -eventually 
use some of my material in their o'\m papers. l-1y final version 
',-,ill be about one-quarter the length of the rough draft. 

I am glad that you both approve and find fault with different 
elements of my paper. (I find some fault with some things myself, 
and ~ intend to correct them in later versions.) You are right, 
"Ie do not intend to arrive at a consensus.. The subject is too. 
cOil'iplex to admi t of reconciling our differences, and any attempt 
to dQ so would resul t in mushy general'izations \.;hich \-lould be of 
very· little help to future researchers on this topic. If ours 
is to be a true state-of-the-art study, it must reveal these 
differences in interpretation, because they are a true reflection 
of our current state of knowledge. 

Not only vlill there be differences of interpretation 
betv7een the consultants and the Georgia Tech report, but there 
vlill also be differences among our Georgia Tech group and among 
our consultants. 

Some of these differences can be fundamental. For example, 
Jim Bright quarrels Vlith our definition of application in. terms 
of "first commercial introduction« II. He thinks that is very 
rlarrovlly cons tricti ve I and ignores a major aspect of innovative 
progress. It vlould exclude study of such "hard\-.1arc" as jet:: 
engines, racar, atomic energy, integrated circuits, the computer, 
nUI!'1C!ric control of machine tools I etc.; it \'lould also exclude 
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"soft'i. .. "'are" such as quali ty control, interchangeable parts ,moving 
assembly lines, \veather forecasting, and operations research. 
Bright states that this is so because these innovations were 
either initially supported through R&D by the military or other. 
government agencies, and second, the innovation was first used 
b~T the government or under government auspices. In other vlords, 

---. he quarrels\'li th the' idea of "COIThllercial introduction II because 
he believes that nan enormous amount of technical innovation 
can be traced to government support or experimentation." 

Although I agree with 3right that many major innovations 
were d~veloped under government auspices, I do not think that 
our study excludes them. vmile tve are r.1ore concerned "lith 
conuner.cial application, t,V'e are interested inb~e totality of the 
innovation process -- and that would include b~e military and 
governmental inputs.. In many cases, further innovation becomes 
necessary in order to transmute such innovations into the 
civilian economy -- and we are concerned t'lith both kinds. 

The important thing is not that Bright disagrees \·,lth our 
original definition -- we widened it to n application," y.lithout 
any restrictive adjectival modifier, in order to take cognizance 
of his objection -- but that such disagreement helps to focus 
attention upon a major issue in any conclusions He might reach .. 
Actually, upon several issues: If governmental R&D (military 
and othen"ise) is so important in innovative progress, hO~"l do we 
transfer these innovations into the civilian economy? What type 
of governmental R&D is most productive in stimulating innovation? 
In the absence of or decline of governmental support of R&D, 
ho ..... ' can we .best stimulate civilian R&D and its contribution to 
innovation? Etc • 

.. 
. Turning to the first section of yourprelimina)::'y paper, 

vlhich I have read i:ii th great interest (i t is nOVI being duplicated 
for perusal by my colleagues, and their comments), I note that 
you fall into the same trap as I do, even though you struggle to 
avoid~it. The trap is in the use of such terms as "marked advance," 
Usubstantial, If "major. II It is inevi table that ,..,e use such terms I 

but the fact is t.'at ·,lhile they sound quantitative, \'le are hard 
put to give them any numerical content. They remain semi
qualitative judgments because we don't have any measuring criteria 
ot.~er than com.rnercial "success If (\vhich can perhaps be measured 
by a balance sheet, but that too is subject to conflicting 
interpretat·ions I • .. ,hich explains vlhy accoun tants and tax la\''Yers 
make such a good livingj • 

I have been perturbed by this question for many years nOH. 
By good friend and former colleague (when \ve \'lere both .at Case 
Institute), Russ Ackoff, used to argue with me about this problem. 
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As an opc~ations researciler, he wanted to give a 'numerical 
factor to instances of technological innovation -- but t-le could 
never agree on a measuring stick, or unit of measurement. I had 
basically the same argument some half dozen years ago with Bob 
Lekac'-1man at the ColuJi1bia University Seminar on Technology and 
Social Change; v;hen he proved statistically that the stealU engine 

,.- .. 'had had ver,] Ii ttle effect on Bri tish production (just as Bob 
Fogel used econon~etrics to do~-;ngrade the importance of the 
railroads in A~erican economic history), I challenged him by 
pointing out that production figures might not tell the whole 
story of the revolutionary impact of the steam engine on the "'lay 
in \·,hich people 'Norked, \'ihere they ';.vorked, and 110'V1 they worked. 

I suppose that such discussions simply prove" that economists, 
operations researchers, and historians tend to look at different 
aspects of the same subject, \'lhich is perhaps as it should be. 
In any event, J: a?plaud your attempt to distinguish among different 
kinds of innovation, to define "major" and "minor," and to outline 
difficulties in evaluating innovations and their impacts. 
Perhaps you Hill help me find some satisfactory ans'\ver to this 
question of quantitative-qualitative evaluation of technological 
change w'hich has been troubling me for so long. To put, it in 
Talmudic terms, j;TOU can be my economic Haimonides I offering a 
guide to this perplexed historian. 

1-!Kvl1 
cc: Patrick Kelly 

Sincerely yours, 

Melvin Kranzberg 
Calla':lay Professor of 
the History of Technology 
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Mary Ellen Magee 
11/30/73 

COMMENTS: Problem Definition - Ide;:} Generation 

The greatest shortcoming of the paper is the failure to 

answer the assessment questions listed on pages 9 -10, and to 

provide supportirig evidence for some statements. 

Another major problem is in your use of the idea flow 

model to guide the assessment. The same questions are raised 

as applied to Norm Baker's paper. Does the use of an explicit 

~odel of the process, depicting relationships. behveen activities, 

allow an objective assessm.ent of the field? What is the basis for 

" selecting one ~odel over" others? It is likely that im.portant 

aspects of the area of knowledge "vill not be covered by the ITlodeL 

There may be a tendency to preferentially report data that supports 

the model. One reader thought your paper carne over more as a 

defense of the model than an assessment of the field. He thought 

the idea flow diagram represented an ~ priori conclusion of what 

your findings would be. You :might consider making the model 

less explicit and therefore less determinant of the resulting assess-

ment. Use of the heuristic device must be justified. 

At one point, "problem definition-idea generation" is equated 

with creativity. 'Vas this the result of a literature search on the 

operational meaning of creativity, or how did you arrive at it? 
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Later (page 16) the phase is defined more as a process by \vhich 

technological capability and perceived needs or opportunities are 

synthesized into new products, etc. vVhat is the relation between 

the two definitions? Are they the same? .AA~ 

The paper should cover individuals as well as organizations. 

Deliberate creativity does not exclude the individual. Individuals 

are important in innovation occurring within organiz.ations. You 

shotlld cover what we know about the characteristics of creative 

individuals, such as inventors and gatekeepers. 

There seeIllS to be les s ·emphasis on the problem identifi-

cation than on idea generation. ProbleIll identification brings out 

the importance of the interfaces between the phases of innovation 

processes. As you suggest,. inputs are made by salesIllen, market-

ing research departments, production departments, etc. Perhaps 

more in your case than in the others, it is mistaken to limit the 
f\ 

.. )? 
Al Bean j....9 \Jt concept of the phase to the first phase in a linear series. 

points out that problems are identified and ideas generated :~ ~-\: 
p- ~,sJr 

throughout. the proces s. Sorne ideas and problems are alternat ives 

for each other; others are relevant to a particular stage of activity 

in the progres s of an innovation (for instance, ancillary technical 

problelns that rnust be solved in engineering a pilot plan1j .. Think-

ing of idea generation-problem definition as an rrinitial phase" is a 

result of taking the phase ITlodel too seriously. 
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There are major gaps in the literature coverage of this 

paper, that reflect \veaknesses in the other papers as \vell. The 

Georgia Tech group appears to be n1.issing the bodies of literature 

on marketing, product management, and new venture analysis. - -' ---- ~. ~ 

Some relevant journals are: 

Journal of Marketing Research 

Marketing! Cornrnunications 

Industrial Marketing 

Journal of American Management Association 

Academy of 1-Aanagernent Journal 

Sales Management 

Prorninent authors include Frederick vVebster, and .La,\vrence and 

Lorsch. An article pertaining to the "dual role of salesmen" 

(selling to the customer and persuading the company to tailor new 

products) is by Henry Pruden in the September 1969 Academy of 

Management Journal. For an asses sment of the leadership litera-

ture see the Handbook of Social Psvchology, 1970 edition. Dave 

suggests two works on rate of idea generation in organizations: a 

theoretical article by J. Q. Wilson in J. Thorrlpson, _~ pproaches 

to Organizational Design, and a follo""v-up empirical study by 

H .. Sapolsky in the Journal of Business. A recent article by 

Hlavacek and Thompson in the Journal of the American Management 

A sociation on venture analysis' should have a bibliography. 

One aspect of the area that is not covered is ho,"v variations 

in context (industry, technology, etc#) affect the definition of 

- 3 -



problems and the generation of ideas. 

You do not cover methodologies or measures used in 

the study of this area .. 

The style of the writing, especially in the introduction, 

tends to b~ wordy.. This must be eliminated in all the papers 

in view of overall length limitations .. 
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HARVARD UNIVERSITY 

DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS 

CAM9~JDGE. MASSACHUSETTS 02138 

Professor ~elvin Kranzberg 
Deparmtmant of Social Sciences 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
Atlanta, Georgia 30332 

Dear Professor Kranzberg: 

November 19. 1973 

Many thanks for your letter of November 14th, co~~ent~ng on 
the first draft of my paper. I am glad to know that you find the 
~2 general content of the paper acceptable; and hope to profit 
from your specific ~~~3X comments in the revision ahead. 

Two questions in connection with the latter: (1) Do I have to 
worry about space limitations? In order to deal with some of the 
points more clearn, I may want to use mor.e space,' in moderation. Is. 
that all right, or is the paper too long already? (2) What is the 
submission date of the final draft? 

Enclosed you will find a few 'comments 'on your paper. D~ not take 
them too seriously, for some of them represent a different individual 
ssant on . the problerns--and therw would be natural disagreement. If 
just a few of them are helpful, I shall be content. 

I do hope to receive more comments on The first draft of my::! 
paper; but 'will understand i.f the pressureJ" of other concerns make 
prompt or even eventual response difficult.. Meanwhile~ I shall try 
to go through once more the remaining papers j but the cornments will 
be delayed. by a spell of idleneas over the Taanksgiving holidays. 

With beat wishes 

67 Francis Avenue 
Cambridge. Mass 021)8 

yours sincerely 

4-~- i..u-l lAffi 

Simon Kuzn9ts 
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.. Cornm~nts on Professor Kranzberg's 

Paper, The Ecology of Innovation. 
I.' #?j ~t.V-'j~":- _ 

In view of the pr~liminary character of the paper, ani 

lack of certannty as to how far revisions xa might already have bgen 

made, I am limiting my comments to the broader observations. They 

may not be helpful: and if so, should be freely disregarded. 

Introductory Section, pp. 1-11 

1. Here, and in the followings. section, it would help to make a 
sharper distinction than is draw'n, between invention and innovatio!a. 

Thus the m~thology etc. noted in the first few pages refers to the 

popu1a:t:i:a: notion of an inventor, or the population notion of what causes 

an invention. There is a separatern mythology on the- entrepreneur 

OE innovator. 
2. I have some difficulty with the phases listed on p. 9. 

E~en if" we admit the possibility of establishing the problem defL"1.it
ion and idea generation, it is a point rather than a phase--unless you 

specify it further. The first phase suggested is-then betwtfen_ probl 

em definition-iNdea generation and invention; the second between invent-

ion and- ~~ D etc. Furthemore, R $ D is an institutional rather 

. than a functanaal concept--and may in fact cover invent~on and problen: 
definition. Presumably it is the develonment co~ponent that is meant 

here. I am commenting in the light of the ~± phase class~fica~
ion used in my paper. And I would not .G:!:!;q reduce the importance 

of proper phasieg-~x because they are interrelated: they still represent 

important distinct segements in the significant sequence-thatconstit-
~ 

utes the innovation pnocess. 

II Theories ••• pp. 11-28 

3. Some of the theories cited refer to inventionf o:ehers to innov-

ation; and, of COUEse, all of them are far too simpl~. I wonder 
whether soma parts of this section could be absorbed elsewhere; and t"-le 

rest--which refer to obvious oversimplified hypotheses, often popular 
myths_ could be omitted. 
III Social Ecology, DP. 28-84 

4. This is a long and key section. The sequence followed is xnl 

from socia-cultural environment to economic incentives, to non-eoono~ic 

incentives, to institutionalization of socia-eoonomic demand, to diff~s· 
ion mechanisms~ There is a close rel~tion between the_socio-c~lt~z~: 

environment and institutionalization of socio-economic de:land; a!"!d I 

am wondering whether one could start with the economic incen~iv~s, -go 

on to the non-eco~omic incentives, then df!3.l with 
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vironment, including the institutionalization of the response. 

5. The section on diffusion (pp_ 79-94) approaches the p~o81e~ 

from± the staddpoint of mechanisms of trans~ission of infor~ation. 
But this is only ane as~ect of the diffusion~ poocess. Anothe~ asp~ct 

is the additional iearning and gain in productivity that occurs fro~ 

learning in the course.of diffusion--not by tr~~smission of infor=ation 

but E~ from learning by doing. The state~ent early in the section 

(p. 79) taat Uinnovatidn must be viewed as new'knowledge", should be 

qualified by adding that it is incomnlete new knowledge. 

IV The Technological Battkground, un. 95-126 
6. Here I am somawhat bothered by the discussion of the A~ relat

ions between science and technologyxx (this reaction can be easily sur

mised' :from discussion ~:fin several P?rts of my paper).. To be sure, 

many inventions wefe not dependent on antecedent scientific discoveries 

end many scientific discoveries were made without reliance on technolog

ical experience. But from the. birth of modern science there has been 

an increasingly close inter-relation; and in terms of what might be 
called major invention clusters, the ro~ of science and technology 

d ~~ 4 ~L,.:..,."._-..... ,z.A 
and the feeback between the two (not dialectic in nature,. if by dia-
lectic we mean ~a movement by resolution ofcontra~±±~ dictions). 

In this bonnection I was much impressed by recent books by D.S,L. 

Ca~dwellx (I read only two, steam Power in the E~$hteenth Centn7Y, very 

good on James Watt; and From Watt to Clasisus. The first was publ-' 

ished in 196]; the second in 1971: and there is a third recent book, 
reviewed in a recent isSue 6f Science~. 

V Cases. pn. 127=152, 

7. I am not sure how much the cases add to the dmcussionalready 

presented. Given the necessary brevity of the discussion of each case, 
it is diffiQolt to go beyond the already familiar. If there is 

pressure for conserving space, this section would be my first candid
ate for omission. 

8. With particular reference to the discussion of Watt (pp, 127-1)6 

there are a number of points that might be quarrelled with (pa~ticularly 
in the. light of the discussion by Cardwell). The pressu~e for Watt·s 

engine was far less real than is suggested: he w~s far more dep9nde~t 
upon antecedent science than tha discussion suggests; and th~ whole 

approach to the problem was essentially of an experi~ental sc~~~tist 

rather than of an inventor~. The scientific origins and Co~s2~ue~~es 

01 Watt' s stea::1Jl. engine arc far more sign ificant th3.n app::::!2.r.s :ro::i. the 
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1. Authors: Baker, Norman R. and James R. Freeland 

T 1 tIe: n Struct uring Information Flo~l to Enhance Innovation" 

Journal: Nanage.ment Science» Vol. 19, No. 1 

Date: Sept., 1972 

2. Scope (including process phase and context): 

The paper discusses information flow and researcher 
behavior during innovation. A mOdel of a management 
information system is structured. Critical proolems of 
information search arid dissemination. are ex~,rned. 

3. Methodology (procedural approach): 

The'paper consists of a data survey from several 
industrial research organizations and analysis ·of this 
data. 

·4. Previous \-Iork on lY"hlch based and assumptions: 

Assumption: A properly functioning research activity 
requires a periodic f10\'/ of ideas for r·esearchable 
problems as a necessary input. 

Previous \.;ork: Rubenstein, A.H. > "Organizational 
Factors Affecting Research and Development Decision 
Naking in Large Decentrali zed Companies n, Itlanagement 
Science, Vol. 10, No.4 (July 1964.) 

5. Major hypotheses advanced: 

The input of high quality ideas is a necessary, but not 
sufficient, condition for a research activity to 
function properly. 

6. Major Empirical Findings: 

(1) Ideas which were not submitted contained a signi
i"icantly higher proportion of tJgood lf ideas. (2) 
Necessary conditions for generating an idea: (a) 
Recognitlon of an organizational need, problem~ or 
opportu..1'li ty 'Nhi ch is per'eei ved to be relevant to 
organizational objectives, and (b) Recognition of a 
means or technique by which to satisfy the need, solve 
the problem, or capitalize on the opportunity. (3) 
Technical planning techniques, such as relevance trees, 
can be a use ful source for tracing inform.ation flo~.,s. 
(4) Project selection and ~anpower planning is included 
in the process and the output from the.se subsystems 
~pccifies the identification and timing~ as well as the 
routing, for the inform~tion sources .. 



~.~., lor conclusions (and author's recom.rnendations for 
i~ther research and/or policy considerations): 

[.janag~ment science techniques can integrate description 
and methodology to structure behaviorally feasible 
systems of information flow and interation with the 
innovative process. Additional work is reconmended 
on parameter extimation> value measurement, and information 
source design. 



1. Author: Allen, T. J. and Cohen, S. I. 

'title: "Information Fla.-I. in R~search and Development Labora.tories" 

Publisher: Administrative Science Quart~rly, Vol. 14, p. 12 

, D3..te: f.1arch" 1969 

2. Scope (including process and context):. 

The flO¥T ofinform3.tion Rand D laboratories are vital to their exis-
tance. Tais article studies these flulTS in V,fO R and D organizations 
,ori th respect to internal and extermal flo';'rs of information. 

3. Nethodology (procedural approaCh): 

Tecp~ical communication p~tterns 
·modified socio.netric techniques. 
net"Torks in the tt;'TO laboratories 
relutions and ,·rork structure. 

in v'·ro Rand D labs. itTere examined using 
TIle structure of technical communication 

results from the interaction of both social 

4. Previous '-Tork on which based and assltr.lptions: 

Previous studies ha.ve shQl'IT the existence of special routes throug..lJ. vihich 
technical information most effectively enters the laboratory aZld travels 
;;:rithin a laboratory-. Based on studies of m9.SS commu.."lications (Lazarsfeld" 
Berelson" and G~~det, 1948, Kate ang Lazarsfeld, 1955, Katz, 1960, Colen~~,. 
Katz, and Nenzel, 1966), the existence of a 2-ste:g process was hypot!!asized> 
through \'Thich the average engineer Has connected by an interoe..diary to in
formation sources outside of his laboratory-. 

5., VIajor hypotheses advanced: 

(1) In fluence, of org~~ization sturctures 
a)formal organization (management relationships) 
b)informal organization (friendshiD3 and social relationshops) 

(2) Technological gate 
a)lril1 be better acqua.inted than ot~.ers in the laboratory uith the 

scientific and technological literature. 
b )\fill rrI3.intain a degree of inforn13.1 contact ,·ri th men:.bers of 

the scientific a.Yld technologic3.l cO[Emunity outside of their mm 
laboratory. 

G. IJraj or empirical findinr,s: 

There is strong relo.tionshiI!~· in the se~.ection of injividu:.~ls :for scci3.1i::
u.tion and the selections oJ' those for tei~lL"lical discussion.. The infol"m.~l 

ov.gn.uiz:J.tion is stro!l.gly related to the technic::tl discussion !let,{ork, but 
is t"or leGs in.t'ltlerrti~l in dcterclinin?, the fIm,;, oi' ciri tical ideas.. 1.1~& 

relation het\'I':!Cn form').l orG:.l.ni~::.Ltion ~ukl technic:tl co.::r:unication is· t!:t~ch 
::~r..lon~er th:J.!l ,·r:.1S evident ,·;i t.ll ini'ol',!Q.J. ocg::'l~i::~tt.ion .. 



I"~2.jor concllisions (and author's recor:1mendations for furth~r !'ese::.rch 
and/or policy consideratio~s): 

Gatekeepers help' significantly move ~~tents~ published ~ore p~pers and 
";"l(!re first line supervisors. Factors \-rhich influence t~e fIG''' of tech
nical information should be understood a~d the value of gatekeepers should 
be recognized by Rand D managers. 



1. Author: Hitch, Charles 

?i tIe:· "The Character of Research and Developr:1ent in 
a Competitive Economy" 

Identifier: Rand Corporation Papers P-1247-1309 
(Q180.Al R37x) 

Date: 13 May, 1958 

2. Scope (including process phase and context): 

This paper discusses the criticism of ~~litary R&D 
management. It compares it to industrial (competitive) 
R&D ~anagement and dra~is conclusions .. 

3. I'iethodology (procedural approach): 

The article is mostly speculative and the author uses 
no rererences ror data or results he has brought into 
his argwnents. 

~. Previous work on which based and asslli~otions: 

No previ.ous 'I .. lork was mentioned. No assumptions 'f.'jere· 
stated; the article'was written purely from the author's 
observations. 

5. Major hypotheses advanced: 

3 each: 

(1) the organization.of R&D in the competitive economy 
is wrong 

(2) critics of ·military R&D are wrong 
(3) military R&D is different in character fron competitive 

R&D~ and call for different manageme~t techniques. 

6. Major empirical findings: 

(a) The quickes~ way to achieve many research objectives 
is to try multiple paths; (b) more duplication and 
waste of effort can be justified for high payoff or 
high u..t1certainty projects; (c) the cheaper the multiple 
paths, the more should be tried; Cd) predictions of 
results of R&D are highly unreliable, research should be 
carried through; (e) the person qualified to choose a 
direction of research is the one doing the research; (f) 
the best incentive for research is conpetition. 



7. l;Ia.j or conclusions (and author t s reconrnendations .for 
further research and/or policy considerations): 

The problem in managing governmental R&D is not hot-; to 
suppress competition, but hO\>T to divert it into £ilore 
productive channels. 

The first hypothesis was rejected, the second was 
considered partially true, along with the third. 



1. Author: Edwin Mansfield 

Title: uThe Speed of Response of Firms to He"" Techniques'! 

Journal: Quarterly Jr .. of Economics 77: 290-·311 

Date: Nay 1963 

2. Scope (including process phase and context): 

The paper examines the factors that influence the diffus~on 
of an innovation and the characteristics of the innovative 
firm •. An examination of the results is made in light of 
the industries concerned. 

3. Methodology (procedural approach): 

A spec~ic model is generated to evaluate the innovation 
response period. Data were collected regarding fourteen 
innovations in the bituminous coal, steel, bre~'ling.)and 
rail~'lay . industries. 

4. Previous "Tork on \'Thich based and assumptions: 

Since Schumpeter asserted that a successful innovation 
is follo~1ed by a host of imitators" much ~'Tork has been 
done in this area but little in the specific areas 
Nansfield examined. 

5. Major hypotheses advanced: 

Hypotheses are presented regarding the effects of 
various factors on the lingth of time a firm waits 
before using a particular technique, fourteen major 
innovations are exrunined to discover the firm's rate 
of response and rate of diffusion" and the extent to which· 
innovative leadership is concentrated in a relatively 
f'e1.v :firins. 

6. I.JIaj or empiri cal findings: 

The results suggest that the length of time a firm 
waits to introduce an innovation tends to be inversely 
related to thef'irmts size and the possible profitability. 
There seems to be no concentration of innovative leadership 
in the industries examined. There was no tendency 
for the length of time a firm waits to be inversely 
related to its profitability;) its grotvth rate or its 
liquidity or directly related to the age of its president 
or its profit trend. 



" :--

7.. Ha.jor conclusions (and author's recommendations i"or 
further research and/or policy considerations): 

The proposition that the speed at ~'lhich a firm responds 
to an innovation directly related to its profitability. 
With a constant profitability it is more likely that a large 
firm will use the innovation before a small firm. The 
assurnpt.ton that innovative firms consistently are the 
first to use the innovation was not validated. 



1. Author: Joseph Ben-David 

Title: JrRoles and Innovations in r:ledic1ne" 

Publisher: American Journal of Sociology> Vol. 65 

Date: Hay, 1960 

2. Scope (including process phase and context): 

The function of the professional society is examined to see ho', .. it 
affects the innovative potential of individuals. 

3. Methodology (procedural approach): 

liledical researchers and clinical practitioners in countries where 
the careers are differentiated are exaillined to estimate the possi
bilities of practitioner research and the kind of cow~unicatlon 
that exists between the two roles. The careers of prominent medical 
researchers are examined to see how the role differences affected.the~. 

4. Previous work on '''hich" based and asslli'llpt1o!1s: 

The rererences . used in this paper include: S. C. Gilfillan, The 
Sociology of Invention; R. H. Shryock, American Medical Reserach
Past and Present, and A. Flexner, Universities: American~ English, 
German. 

5. Major hypotheses advanced: 

Specialized research personnel working in autonomous and affluent 
scientific organizations may be the most efficient method in promoting 
rapid scientific growth when a good idea is at hand of ho~ to explore 
a series of well-defined phenomenon. 

6. Major empirical findings: 

In the long run, the kno~'Tledge gained from a . limit.ed range or problens 
may diminish. Increased producti vlty c&.~ folloN only by shifting 
attention to new problems and using techniques to explore them. 
Professionalism of research does not~ln itself decrease the chances 
of innovations by outsiders. Theorectically it increases the cha~ces 
since the more differentiated the area, the greater is its likeli~ood 
of role hybridization. Closed academic systeRs such as the German 
school, tend to lose efficiency since they are reluctant to explc~c 
those marginal innovation opportunities in which there is a risk of 
losing status. 

7. Najor conclusions (and author's recommendations for further resea~~h 
and/or policy considerations): 

None. 



1. Author: Mansfield, Edwin 

Title: Chapter 4;, "Innovation and the Diffusion of 
New Techniques" 

Identifier: in Technological Change, by Edwin Mansfield 
(\~. W. Norton & Company) 

Date: 1971 

2. Scope (including process phase and context): 

Using industrial experiences, the author discusses 
several topics involving innovation and the diffusion 
or new techniques. 

3. Methodology (procedural approach): 

The author uses case studies and other references to 
back up h:l.s discussion. 

4. Previous work" on which based and assumptions: 

The author states, that .nan invention, \-Then applied .for 
the first time" 1s called an innovation. 11 \'lith this 
definition" his discussion begins, supported by several 
references?to case studies and data surveys. 

5-6. Major hypotheses advanced/Major empirical findings: 

There are 12 sections in this chapter~ and each one 
contains an hypothesis and empirical findings. 

Section 2: How long is the lag between invention and 
innovation? The lag varies from industry to industry. 
Mechanical innovations appear to require the shortest 
time interval, with chemical and pharmaceutical 
innovations next. Electronic innovations took the most 
time. The interval appears shorter when the inventor 
attempts to innovate. The lag has been decreasing' 
during the period 1885-1950. 

Section 3: What factors should a firm consider in 
deciding whether or "not to innovate? The firm should 
estimate the expected rate of return, risks involved 
in innovating. 

Section 4: "To what extent do new firms, firms in other 
industries, independent inventors, and universities 
play a leading role as innovators or as sources of the 
ideas underlying major innovations? The older industries 
have difficulty in developing and introducing ~ajor in
novations because they are fragmented into many small 



firms, they are committed to present methods and 
machines~ and they spend little on R&D. 

Section 6: Once an innovation has been introduced 
by one firm.., ho~'1 rapidly does its use spread? The 
diffusion of a new technique is generally a slow 
process. The rate of imitation varies widely. 

Section 7: What determines an innovation's rate of 
diffusion? Four principal factors seem to govern the 
rate of diffusion: (1) the economic advantage of the 
innovation over older methods or. products, (2) the 
uncertainty associated with using the innovation when 
it .first appears, (3) the commitment required to try 
out the innovation, and (4) the rate of reduc.tion of 
the. initial uncertainty regarding the innovation's 
performance. As the number of firms in an industry 
adopting an innovation increases~ the probability of 
its adoption by a nonuser increases. The expected 
pro~itabl1ity of an innovation is directly related 
to the probability of its adoption. For equally 
profitable innovations, the probability of adoption 
is smaller for innovations requiring relatively large 
investments. The probability of adoption of an inno
vation 1s dependent on the industry in which the 
innovation is introduced. 

Section 8: What are the characteristics of firms that 
are relatively quick or relatively slow to begin using 
new techniques? (1) Large firms are quicker on the 
average to begin using new techniques~ (2) The higher 
the expected return from the new technique~ the quicker 
it would be adopted. (3) There is no close relationship 
between a firm's rate of growth and the rate at which 
it adopts a new technique. (4) No close relationship 
exists between a firm's profit rate and the rate at 
which it adopts new techniques. (5) There is no 
evidence that firms with younger management personnel 
might be expected to adopt a new technique more 
quickly. (6) The effect of a firm's liquidity on its 
speed of response 1flas not statistically significant. 
(7) The effecfs of a firm's profit trend was not 
statistically significant. 

Section 9: At what rate will a firm, once it has 
begun to use a ne~'l technique;, continue to substitute 
it for older methods? The profitability of &~ inVestment 
opportunity stimulates a firm's speed of response. 
Small firms were quicker than their larger rivals to 
substitute the ne\'T technique. The age ofa firm r s 
equipment and its -liquidity also determines its 
response to lmplementin~ new techniques. 



Section 10: Characteristics of firms which adopted 
an innovation more quickly are: they were larger than 

. average, the pres1dent had more education and was 
younger. 

Sections l~ 5, 11, and 12 were introductory or case 
descriptions. 

7. r·1aj or conclusions (and author r S recoTrl,l.'Tlendations for 
further research and/or policy considerations): 

The author states that-no single case study can 
represent all the new developments that are shaping 
the nature and evolution of our economy. The examples 
he presented should provide insight into the process 
of: technological change. 



Assessment of significance and relevance of this item: 

This chapter covers many significant factors affecting 
the dlrrusion of innovations through an industry. 

Hajor recommendations (concerning this item): 

The results as stated should be substantiated by other 
references and used as part of our project report. 



1. Autnor: Utterbacl':, Jar:'!es :-1. 

rIi tIe: H Irlonovation in i!ldus try and the Dlff"u3io.:1 of 
Tecllnol°'bY'" 

Identifier: WorkinG Paper, Graduate School of 3usines3, 
Indiana Gniversity; Bloo~inGton, Indiana 

Date: June, 1973. 

2. Scope (including process phase and context): 

The paper 1s a state-of-art survey of the factors ~'!hich 
influence the process of innova~ion in orGanizations 
including org~~izational environncnt, acceptance in 
tile market3 and diffusion of technology. 

3. iYiethodology (procedural approach): 

The autrlor conduct s an exhaus ti ve search of' the relevant 
Ii teratu..t:e and attempts to sUI.n::arize and inte~rate the 

.. 1 l' .......... :;. numerous eIilplrlca resu"ts ana n:-IPOiJpeSes recarG.l::g 

4. Previous work on \·rhich based and assu:nptior:.s: 

Since the author conducts an exhaustive literature 
search, there is no specific previous work on ~hich the 
arti ele 15 based. The focus is on innovation flo~·,,;) 
particularly the flow of infornation releva~t to 
innovation. 'J.'he authop's underlying assUJ."TIption is t!1at 
the potential of any firm for technical inno·'a"Gion can 
be considered as a fLL'1ction of the eccnor:lic" social and 
political factors -of its enviro:1ment as ~ .. !el:!.. as the 
state of developr~!ent or technoloi~Y and i!1fornation 2.bout 
relevant technology.· 

5. Major hypotheses advanced: 

The article has a number of hypotheses~ -includin~: (1) 
barriers to "flows of people and informatio~ betwe~n 
the firm and :Lts environrJent -will li8it its 1·:no~.\;ledG2 of 
needs, technologies, and policy incentives; (2) the 
firm's resourc2s, personnel, co:~r.lunic::ttion flo· .. :s.) c..tld 
decisio~ proce:.:>ses Hill detel'mine the extent to ~';hich the 
firm's innovation potential i~ realized; (3) as u~c~r
tainty faced by the firn incr'~~3cs, its n'2C(: for 
soecia11zation to deo.l ,,'fit:l v:::'l'iolI.0 facet~>::)f" ",3 
..... :lVl· ...... 011·-It" ... nt .. r·ill ¥ll""o l·)''''cr,::,,''l"·'"·· \'4) 0' ,..·:.,.!'l'li'":'·~L...;or'·"ll "1.t'"1.J"l _C#.. ..... 1,1, ""'" J. IIroV.... ~ <.J... v .... 1 _ i....1..:..l c.: , .t... '-,_.... _ ............. v...l.... .. ,.. .... _ _ • __ _ 

spatial bonds affect eouLriun:Lcation an:i Int:2~ .. r)2.~1()!l a-:;:Q~~C~ 
functlon:3 and betl'jeen pL1ClS8G it ... tl!2 ianovat;',)!1 Pl'OC2SS; 



(5) t:10 probability that a gi ve:1 .fir;:;. ~Till adopt an 
Innovation increa3es ~'[lth the proportion o'f c:;:npetltors 
already adopting and l:lith ttle prof"itability ot ado.;1tio~.J 
but decreases Hith increase in the requi!"ec. inveztn:::nt; 
(6) the .firffi's ability ~o absopbthe co~t or a ~ron~ 
decision is also an imoortant con3iderat~on in adonticn 
of an innovation; and ~7) in addition to £lo~ of -
innovati ve output, skilled per30ns and techc~ical infor
mation rlow froe the firm and becone involved ~n the 
creation of additional innovations and spin-o~r firms. 

6. {"lajor Em;>lrical Findings: 

Because" of the scope of the paper there are a large 
nwnber of empiri calfindinfjs reported inc.ludinb: 
(1-)' market factors account for 60-80;; of' iw~o:rtant 
innovations \·ji th the rerliaind'2r accounted for by 
response to new technologie~; (2) short-terc profit 
and marlcet pressures stir.!ulate innovation; (3) Clost of 
tile ideas successfully developed and im.pler .. ~ented by 
any firm came froln out side the firm. includi~[:; innovations 
\'Iholly adopted from other fir~Ll.3; (4) the cost of the 
adopted innova~lon was about the same as the cos~ of 
-developraent of the original innovation; (5) larger fir.i':1s 
do not ·seem to" develop a greater proportion o~ innovations~ 
relative to ~heir market share, than snaller f'irns; 
(6) there is a substantial laG, 8-15 years;) oe"ti.'ieen" 
generation of technical information and use in.an 
innovation and 1-7 year3 to brinb the idea i:lto first 
use; (7) basic research does not seen to be a signifi-
cant direct source of innovation but its role is in 
continual reinforcement and u~<lerstand.!.n3 of' t.!"!e 
implications of applied ~'J'ork; (8) people at: all levels 
of education have generated successful innovat10ns; 
(9) personal contacts, education, and experier-cc consti
tute the primary inforr.1ation sources used. in originating 
ideas for innovations j (10) COi:a7iunicat Ions :·;-:lich. ctre 
ilaportant in Generating ideas are oft~n by 30020ne 
other than th~ idea ori3inator; (11) nost or the 
information used in probler.l-solving coraes from. ngate
keepel"s" viithin the firm; (12) the cost and dirficulty 
of achievin.c intesration increase as specialization 
"increases; (13) project havin~ slack resources tended to 
have better technical outomes; (lJi) dil .... fusio::1 of 
innovations is a multistep rIoH startinc -;,;i:;h a fe:'1 
infJ.uential "individuals; and (15) nzpin-off~t firr:ls are 
a function of the environh1cnt hoth insi~e ::l~"':.d in the 
:.:t.r~"!a of trlc f1incubatin:..;!1 orca.niz3.tion ana o~-"te!l S"C3.:-t 
f1"or.1 i.";ovcrn!J(~nt contract sUPDOJ:'t. 



7 .. i-raJ or conclu3ions: 

Pa~t \-Iork in the study of innov2.tion in ind:.ls~r:i and 
tne diffusion of technoloGY has bee:! of a de3cripti7e 
2.nd non-cw~ulative nature. As a result, there a~e 
difficulties re~ardin~ comparability of results and 
bias in the samples :-rhich form the ba3e for tile 
er:1pirical flndin63. There is a need for an operatio~2.1 
model to account for interfirm and interindu3try 
differences and for the developr.!ent of ,COmm8r1, definitio::!s. 
He".'i methodologies such as Campbe 11 r S Hq uasi--2x~e!"ir:le!':t s If 
m~st be applied and utilized. ' 



'. 

8. Assessment of siCnific<1nce and relev~nce: 

::lhis is an ex.cellent sU,:ilmary of a literatu,::"'2 directly 
relevant to tile proj ect obj ect i ves.. It zhOti.ld assist 
us in obtainin~ a perspective of thi~ area of co~cer~. 

9. l';Iaj or recorr.nlendat ions (research or policy): 

Research, opportunities abound in the nodel building> 
derinitional> and methological area relev~~t to, 
innovatio~ and diffusion. In addition, there are a 
nUJ.'1lber of hypotheses ~'lhich could oe tested. irically. 
Little literature exists involving adoption dzcisions 
by ·:firras .. 

Policy recorm~lendations include: (1) goverr!::-~ent-he1d 
patents and technical reports are seldon used in a 
commercially or socially important application other 
than the specific one addressed; (2) channels of 
COiiUnurlication \'11 thin and bet~'leen firr:?s· should be en
courageu to stimulate innovation; . (3) innovation can 
be encouraged by' increasing payoff or QY rec.ucini:,; 
risk; and (4) strategies or policies which enhance 
market opportWlities t'!lll be more successful than. 
technology "push" strategies or policies. 



1. Author: Salter, W.E.G. 

Title: Prod~ctivlty and Technical Change 

Publisher: rEhe Dl1:i versi ty Press ~ Cambridge 

Date: 1960 

2. Scope (including process phase and context): 

The book is primarily ~oncerned with productivity within 
an industry and with factors which influence productivity_ 
The particular focus is on the relationship between 
product~vity and technical change. 

3. Methodology (procedural approach): 

The author conduct~ his investigation in two sections: 
(1) theoretical analyses based on assumptions and 
mathematical analyses and (2) statistical analysis 
of data published by both U.S. and U.K. governraent bureaus .. 

4. Previous work on i.'lhich based and assumpt:l.ons: 

The work is based on previous work by economists on 
the question of productivity_ The basic ~~derlying 
assurnptions are three: (1) productivity has ta~cen the 
central place of discussion and investigation in econo-
'roics; (2) the major problem of productivity analysis 
is the absence of a suitable theoretical framework in 
,.,hich to organizekno\Alledge regarding productivity; and 
(3) continuous disturbance and slow adjustnent are 
essential features of technical change. 

5. r:laj or hypothe,ses advanced: 

The following relevant hypotheses are advanced: (1) two 
main forces shape the flow of new techniques (innovations) 
expanding technical knowledge and changing factor prices; 
(2) the main influences determining movements over tine 
of best-practice productivity in individual industries . 
are rate of technical advance, opportunities for factor 
substitution, and changes in relative factor prices; 
(3) in addition to the availability of new technology, 
the delay in the use of the new technology also influences 
the impact of the technology on productivity; (4) the higher 
the rate of replacement investment, the more rapidly are 
the new techniques brought into use; (5) the rate or 're
placement in an industry is a function of relative prices 
of labor and real investment and of. standards of obsolescence; 
and (6) technical advances are more likely in a growing, 
ver~us contracting, industry. 
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6. Major empirical findings: 

The following empirical findings are based on 1924-50 data 
published in the U.K. -and supported by 1923-50 u.s. 
data: (1) unequal increases in labor productivity 
(\.zithin an industry) have not been accompanied by 
unequal increases in earnings; (2) industries enjoying 
rapid rates of technical advance and the realization of 
economies of scale are able to achieve falling relative 
prices and high rates of increase of output; and (3) 
structural changes in an industry are a response to the 
changing pattern of costs and prices resulting from 
uneyen rates of technical change. 

7. :r.1aj or conclusions (and author's recomr.:r.endations for 
further research and/or policy considerations): 

The major conclusion 1s that variation between industries 
in the extent of increases in labor productivity can be 
explained primarily by the uneven impact. of three 
influehces:(i) improvements in technical knowledg~, 
(ii) potential. economies of scale and the extent of their 
realization, and (iii) factor substitution. 
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Assessment of significance and relevance of this item: 

The book is marginally relevant; however, the conclusion 
regarding labor productivity in an industry could be 
significant. 

Ha.ior recommendations (concerning this item): 

Two re~earch suggestions can be drawn: (1) there is a 
lack of knowledge concerning the rate of technical 
changes· relative factor prices, best-practice productivity 
and the competitive structure of various industries and 
(2) there is little knowledge regarding causes of in
creased labor productivity_ 

The- conclusion relating labor productivity and technical 
change s~ggests opportunities for policy. 
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QUARTERLY PROGRESS REPORT NO. 8 

Training Project No. T-900227 

IISolid Waste Technology" 

April 1, 1974 through June 30, 1974 

Georgia Institute of Technology 
/// 

Atlanta, Georgi~ "~0332 

General 

This report covers the eighth quarter of the extension period 

of the project originally commenced on July I, 1972. It 

coincides with the spring quarter at Georgia Tech during which 

the second of two formal courses in solid waste technology was 

presented and the trainees initiated their special research 

projects. 

Program Description 

"As detailed in the grant application, the ~rogram has been 

devised to provide opportunity for specialized training in the 

technology of solid waste characte~ization, collection, 

transport and disposal. The effort is accomplished with a 

flexible core curriculum compleme~ted by adjunct courses, 

seminars and special problems. Students enrolled in the 

program have completed the formal courses and engaged in their 

research projects. 

Special topics selected by students participating in 

the program include: 

"Sanitary Landfill Stabilization with Leachate Recycle 

and Residual Treatment" (Supported also by EPA Grant No. R-801397). 

'''Stabilization of Compacted and Noncompacted Refuse in 

Natural and Saline Water Environments U (Supported also by a 

Whirlpool Corporation Fellowship) • 

"Biological Treatment of Solid Residues from Hatchery 

Operations ll 



,... 

"Separate Carbon Adsorption Treatment of Leachate" 

"Use of Clays for Attenuation of Leachate Pollutants" 

"Anaerobic Stabilization of Solid l'lastes from Produce 

Markets" 

"Feasibility and Acceptability of Waste Paper Recycle in 

Large Metropolitan Areas" 

Trainee Participation and Program Accomplishments 

The follo\ving trainees have participated in the program 

during this report period: 

Student 

Mark C. Boner 

Ralph R. Bouton 

Charles N. Crandall 

Edgardo N. Martinez 

Charles L. Simmons 

Degree - Date 

14SSE - September 

MSSE - September 

MSSE - September 

MSSE - September 

MSSE - September 

1974 

1974 

1974 

1974 

1974 

Through their courses and special problem research, all 

trainees participate in solid waste laboratory and field projects. 

The normal student course load is 15 hours per quarter and most 

students complete their programs in 12 months. 

The program director has been involved in several solid 

'waste oriented activities which,. including progress on an EPA 

supported research project on leachate treatment and recycle 

and assisting EPA on a position paper, has resulted in a presen

tation at the ASCE Specialty Conference at Penn State and a 

scheduled presentation at the International Conference on Water 

Pollution Research in Paris in September, 1974. 

Administrative Actions 

The program has continued to provide graduates who are 

functional in the solid waste management area. However, the 

phase-out of EPA support will probably adversely effect the 

productivity unless other avenues and sources of support can 

be developed. Such sources are presently being sought with some 

limited success to date. With 'the previous support of EPA, the 

program at Georgia Tech has developed a strong base which hopefully 

serve to advantage in the future. 

Frederick PohIand 
Project Director 


